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U.S. Mark I Trench Knife by Landers, Frary & Clark
11'' overall, 6 3/4'' double-edged blade with flat-ground edges and a
spear point. The grip is marked ''U.S. 1918 / L.F. & C – 1918'' on the
obverse face. The blade is a polished gray tone with scattered flecks of
patina here and there and subtle sharpening marks along the length;
hints of original blackened finish remain primarily concentrated at the
ricasso. The brass hilt retains some thinning black on the top of the
guard and in protected areas, overall exhibiting a smooth yellow-tinged
dark brown color with few blemishes or handling marks. Overall a very
fine WWI trench knife. (129373-34) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Custom U.S. Model 1898 Krag Bowie Bayonet Fighting Knife
This Krag Bowie bayonet has been modified for use as a fighting knife.
13 3/4'' overall, 9'' single-edged blade with a 2 1/2'' V-ground segment
on the spine and a clipped point. The ricasso is marked ''1900'' on the
reverse face and ''US'' on the obverse. The quillons have been
shortened and the muzzle ring and press stud have been removed; the
stud guide has been neatly filled and the pommel polished smooth. The
grips are original ribbed walnut and appear unaltered. The blade
features an overall bright finish scattered by dark gray speckled areas of
patina throughout. The edge has been ground to a fine cutting
sharpness, likely during the period of use. The guard exhibits some
areas of patina and the pommel is toned to a strong yet smooth dark
brown throughout. Aside from the patina and handling marks few
blemishes are visible. Overall the bayonet-turned-knife is in very good
plus to excellent condition. A custom-fitted russet leather drop sheath is
included. The leather exhibits light scuffing across the surfaces and the
first 2'' of stitching are beginning to separate at the throat, otherwise the
sheath shows no more than superficial wear and the remaining stitching
is tight and excellent. An unusual and perhaps unique variant of the
desirable Krag Bowie bayonet. (126519-310Q) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. M1 Bayonet by Utica Cutlery Co.
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 Springfield and M1 Garand rifles. 14 1/2''
overall, 9 3/4'' single-edged blade shortened from an M1942 with single
unstopped fullers, 2 1/2'' hollow-ground false edge and a spear-point tip.
The ricasso is marked ''U. C. / U.S. (centered by Flaming Bomb) / 1943''
on the reverse face and stamped with a faded mark on the obverse
which is no longer discernible. The grips are ribbed plastic in
mismatched colors, brown on the obverse and black on the reverse. The
blade retains about 80% arsenal-reapplied finish with strong areas of
silvering from contact wear, polishing and regrinding of the edges; the
metal surfaces of the hilt and the first 3/4'' of the ricasso retain about
98% original parkerization with only occasional handling marks or
specks toning to dark brown. The grips exhibit a number of handling
marks but remain whole and rightly fitted. Overall the bayonet is in very
good condition. The included scabbard rates good, exhibiting some
flaking of the OD green paint at the edges and a moderate smooth dark
oxidation patina across the surface of the throat. (129713-8I)
Unmarked Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 30, Type 38 and Type 99 rifles and variations. 20''
overall length, 15 1/2'' single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-backed point. The blade is finished bright and unmarked.
The hilt comprises a hook-type quillon, contoured wood grips held by
screws and a contoured bird's head pommel. The obverse grip is
numbered ''247''. The blade is in very good plus to excellent condition,
exhibiting hints of patina and handling marks that have been nearly
polished smooth by a previous cleaning. The metal surfaces of the hilt
are mottled to a smooth dark blue-gray with few handling marks and
some silvering at the exposed edges; the grips are in excellent
condition. The included unmarked steel scabbard retains about 70%
flaking gloss lacquer finish with mottled areas of cleaned plum-brown
patina along the edges on the exposed steel, rating about good overall.
(129713-8A)
Collins No. 1005 U.S. Army Engineer's Bolo Machete
20 1/4'' overall, 15'' single-edged curved blade with a concave
forward-canted spine and a trailing point. The grips are dark cocobolo
held by five brass pins. The blade is textured by a previously cleaned
patina and exhibits a strong mottled gray and dark gray throughout; the
bevels near the edge are bright and have been expertly sharpened on
more than one occasion, possibly during the period of use. The edge
itself remains near razor sharp with a smooth convex appleseed grind.
Just visible on the reverse face of the blade is the text ''No. 100(5)''; no
other markings remain legible. The grips are in excellent condition,
exhibiting little to no wear. The included leather scabbard exhibits a
strong dark patina on both the leather body and brass mounts; the tip
exhibits a few light indentations and the body some light surface
scuffing, otherwise the scabbard remains whole with excellent stitching
and is in very fine condition. This fine machete has seen some service
wear but remains as robust as ever. (129529-7)
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Reproduction WWII German Luftwaffe Dress Daggers
Two matching reproduction daggers modeled after WWII German
Luftwaffe designs. Each measures 15'' overall and features a 9 1/2''
double-edged stainless steel blade with a spear point. The hilts each
feature a white plastic spiral grip, oak-wreathed swastika pommel and
Luftwaffe Eagle crossguard detailed on the obverse side. A pebble-grain
steel scabbard is included with each dagger. Both daggers rate
excellent with only minimal storage wear and each includes the original
opened factory box. (128735-35A)
Reproduction WWII German SA Dress Daggers
Two matching reproduction daggers modeled after WWII German
designs. Each measures 14'' in length and features an 8 3/4''
double-edged stainless blade tapering to a spear point. The hilt and
pommel of each are brass cast-in-relief with oak leaf and acorn designs
and the black plastic one-piece grips are each inlaid with a Reichsadler
and an SA medallion on the obverse side. Each dagger includes a matte
black painted steel scabbard with brass mounts cast-in-relief with oak
leaf and acorn designs. Both daggers are in excellent condition with
minimal handling and storage wear and each includes the original
opened factory box. (128735-35B)
Reproduction Hitler Youth Knife
10 3/4'' overall, 6 1/4'' single-edged stainless steel blade with a spear
point. The obverse face of the blade is laser-etched ''Blut und Ehre!'' and
a faux RZM logo above ''M 7/38'' is laser-etched on the obverse of the
ricasso. The guard and pommel are nickel-plated and the grips are
checkered black plastic held by rivet pins; a nickel-bordered red and
white enamel HJ diamond is inlaid in the obverse grip. The included
matte black japanned steel scabbard hangs from a black leather hanger
and features a rubber interior lining. Both knife and scabbard are in
excellent condition with few if any blemishes. Includes the original
opened factory box. This attractive replica is relatively faithful to the
original designs at a glance and will prove well suited for reenactment or
theatrical purposes. (128735-35C)
Buck 119X Sheath Knife
10 1/2'' overall, 6'' single-edged blade with a 3'' false edge, partial
unstopped fullers and a trailing clipped point. The hilt comprises a black
phenolic resin handle and Duralumin guard and pommel. Includes an
accompanying Buck 119 black leather belt sheath. Both knife and
sheath are in excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes.
(127704-16A)
Vintage Case XX 216-5 Sheath Knife
9 1/2'' overall, 5 1/2'' single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a clipped point. The handle is black phenolic resin and the guard
and pommel are aluminum with phenolic resin spacers. The blade is in
good condition, exhibiting light handling marks and signs of previous
sharpening across the face and retaining a sharp excellent edge. The
handle exhibits only superficial handling marks and is in very fine to
excellent condition. The included black leather sheath rates near
excellent with minimal wear. (127704-16B)
Fixed Blade Stainless Sheath Knives
Three fixed blade knives in leather sheaths. The first measures 10 1/2''
and features a 6'' single-edged blade with short, single, unstopped
fullers, a 2 1/2'' false edge and a clipped point. The ricasso is marked
''Jaguar / Stainless / China'' on the reverse face. The handle is black
phenolic resin and the pommel and guard are both polished aluminum.
The knife is in excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes,
as is the included black leather sheath. The second knife measures 11''
overall and features a 6'' full tang, single-edged blade with a clipped
point and a forefinger cutout below the choil. The reverse face of the
blade is etched ''Santa Fe / Triplex Stainless Steel''. The one-piece
wraparound hardwood grip is held by brass rivets and features
contoured finger grooves. The blade is in fine condition, exhibiting a
number of thin handling marks across the surface and only a few tiny
dings on the otherwise excellent edge. The handle is in excellent
condition with only minimal handling wear. The included light tan leather
sheath rates very good plus to excellent with a bit of light handling wear
but no separation, loss or damage of note. The third knife measures 10
1/4'' and features a 6'' full tang single-edged blade with a slightly trailing
point. The knife is unmarked aside from a stamp on the ricasso reading
''Stainless / Steel / Pakistan''. The grips are sanded hardwood held by
steel rivets. Both the knife and the included brown leather sheath are in
excellent condition and appear unused. (127704-16C)
Dragon's Head Fantasy Knife by Frost Cutlery
23'' overall, 14'' single-edged stainless steel blade with a long trailing
point and flame-like flanges extending from either edge. The hilt is
pewter-gray anodized aluminum, the hilt and pommel are cast in the
shape of open-mouthed serpents; the grip is a twisted cylinder of
rosewood laminate. The knife is in excellent condition with few if any
blemishes, as is the included leather sheath. A visually striking fantasy
blade for the wall. (127704-16D)
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Winchester Bowie Knife
15'' overall length, 9 3/4'' single-edged blade, 2'' wide at the choil, with a
3 1/2'' false edge and a clipped point. The blade is marked ''Winchester
Trademark'' on the reverse face of the blade and the ricasso. The 14030
stainless steel blade is in near excellent condition, exhibiting spots of
cloudiness scattered throughout and showing few if any handling marks;
the factory edge is untouched, sharp and excellent. The hilt comprises a
matte black lacquered brass crossguard and a checkered black rubber
grip ending in a contoured bird's head moulded on either side with the
Winchester horse and rider logo. The hilt is in excellent condition, as is
the included Winchester-marked black nylon web sheath. A very nice
heavy-duty bowie for the Winchester collector. (127704-16E)
Winchester Knives
Two knives of Winchester manufacture. The first is a full tang fixed blade
knife measuring 8 1/4'' overall and featuring a 4'' single-edged stainless
steel blade with a straight-backed drop point. The handle comprises a
pair of rosewood laminate grips and stainless steel bolsters with a
forefinger groove cutout below the blade. The knife is in very fine
condition with a few light handling marks on the blade. The second knife
is a folder measuring 4'' closed and featuring a 3 1/4'' single-edged
blade with a 1 1/2'' false edge and a drop point. The grips are steel inlaid
with checkered walnut panels and the obverse side is fitted with a
point-down pocket clip. The knife is in excellent condition with few if any
discernible blemishes. (127704-16F)
Pocket Folding Knives
(8) assorted folding multitool pocket knives, all measuring 2 3/8'' folded,
in a variety of colors, some with labels and/or business phone numbers.
Tools include single-edged pen knife blades, files, scissors and plastic
tweezers. The knives are in very good plus to excellent condition, some
exhibiting a bit of light handling wear and several without their
corresponding tweezers. (127704-16G)
Business Monogram Pocket Folding Knives
(10) identical folding multitool pocket knives etched with the names of
various businesses. Each knife is all stainless steel and features a 2''
single-edged drop point knife blade, can opener, pair of scissors,
flathead screwdriver, Phillips head screwdriver, nail file and screwdriver.
Business names include Zodiac of North America Inc., Tema Systems
Inc., Bradley Racing (2), Verizon, IBM, Alto-Shaam Inc., Superior
Landscape, Builders Flooring and EGEG Special Projects. The knives
are in very fine to excellent condition with a few light handling marks on
the outer surfaces. (127704-16H)
Four Folding Knives
Four lockback folding knives. First, an Edgemark Explorer, 4 1/8'' folded
with a 3 1/4'' single-edged 440 stainless blade with a drop point. The
handles are stainless steel inlaid with walnut panels. The knife is in
overall excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. The next
measures 5'' folded and features a 4'' single-edged stainless blade with
a clipped point. The handle comprises lacquered black steel bolsters
forming a crossguard and a contoured pommel and black phenolic resin
grips held by brass pins and engraved ''PANTHER'' on the reverse grip
in gold-colored lettering. The knife is in overall excellent condition with
few if any discernible blemishes. The third knife measures 4'' folded and
features a 3'' single-edged stainless blade with a clipped point. The
bolsters are brass and the grips a deep red rosewood laminate held by
brass pins. The knife is in overall excellent condition with a few hints of
cloudiness on the brass and few if any other blemishes. The fourth knife
measures 5'' folded and features a 4 1/8'' stainless single-edged blade
with a clipped point. The bolsters are brass and the grips reddish
hardwood held by brass pins. Instances of cloudiness are present on the
metal surfaces. The obverse grip panel is missing a pin and is a bit
loose, otherwise the knife exhibits few blemishes and is in very good
condition. (127704-16J)
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Two Tactical Fantasy Sheath Knives
Two sheath knives with a tactical/survivalist aesthetic. The first
measures 15'' in length and features a 9 1/2'' single-edged blade with a
clipped point. The spine is lined with angled ripsaw teeth, each about
1/4'' in width and 1/2'' apart, and the concave false edge features a saw
section with straight fine teeth. The flat of the blade is pierced with a line
of 12 oval cutouts. The hilt is nickel-plated aluminum with a ribbed black
rubber grip; the pommel is cast in the shape of a lion's head. Overall the
knife is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes. The included
leather sheath is also excellent with the exception of a small clean tear
where the blade has begun to slice the edge of the throat. The second
knife measures 10 1/2'' overall and features a 5 1/2'' single-edged blade
with a clipped point and ''sawback'' cutouts along the straight portion of
the spine. The blade is stamped ''THE BEST DEFENSE / 440 Stainless
Steel / Taiwan'' on the reverse face. The hilt is nickel-plated aluminum
with textured black hard rubber grips, finger grooves and a forefinger
cutout below the guard. The knife is in overall excellent condition with no
discernible blemishes except a bit of flaking at the edges of the lettering;
the included black leather sheath exhibits some superficial scuffing and
the top of the belt loop has split, rating very good plus as a whole.
(127704-16K)
Vintage 1980's Edge Co. Cumosa Lanyard Pull Automatic Knife
4 1/2'' folded, 3 3/8'' single-edged blade with an S-curved spine and a
trailing point. The grips are sanded tight-grained hardwood held by steel
pins. The blade is marked ''CUMOSA / Inox Mexico / EdgeCo'' on the
reverse face. The blade releases via a steel pull tab at the bottom of the
handle tied with a red and buff-colored leather lanyard and is closed by
pulling the blade lengthwise away from the handle to disengage the
lock. Overall the knife is in about excellent condition with a few light
handling marks on the blade and few if any other discernible blemishes.
{Please Note: Switchblades and automatic knives may be sold to New
Hampshire residents only.} (127704-16L)
Assisted Opening Folding Knives
Three liner lock flipper-assisted-open folding knives. The first measures
8'' overall, 4 1/2'' folded and features a 3 1/2'' black-coated single-edged
1045 tool steel blade with a 2 1/2'' unsharpened false edge and a spear
point. A 2 1/2'' cutout runs up the center of the blade from the base. The
blade is marked ''Joker'' in a circle on the reverse face. The handles are
red-anodized aluminum fitted with a tip-up pocket clip on the obverse
face. The second knife is of identical dimensions and form as the
previous except that the handle is finished in dark oak camo, the blade
is marked ''JOKER / Why So Serious?'' in two lines on the reverse face
of the blade and the handle is monogrammed with a silhouette of a bat
at the base of the obverse handle. The third knife is a ''Punisher'' by
Tiger-USA, measuring 8 1/2'' overall, 4 3/4'' folded and featuring a 3 3/4''
black-coated double-edged hollow-ground blade with a spear point, thin
centered partial fullers pierced with 5 small holes and a 1 1/4'' serrated
segment on either edge above the choil; the false edge is unsharpened,
including the serrations. The blade is marked ''Stiletto'' on the rear bevel
of the reverse face and ''Milano'' on the ricasso of the same side. The
handle is black-coated steel with two in-the-white skull emblems on
either face, mirrored crown-to-crown. A tip-up pocket clip is mounted to
the obverse handle. All three knives are in excellent condition with no
discernible blemishes and appear unused. Each knife includes its
original factory box. (127704-16M)
Assisted Opening Folding Knife by Duck USA
One liner lock flipper-assisted-open folding knife measuring 8 3/4''
overall, 5'' folded and featuring a 4'' 440 stainless single-edged blade
with a 2 1/2'' false edge, hollow-ground bevels and a spear point. The
handle features stainless steel bolsters, pierced rosewood laminate
grips and a tip-up pocket clip on the obverse face. The knife is in
excellent condition with few if any blemishes and retains a sharp
untouched factory edge. (127704-16N)
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Folding Knives by Frost Cutlery
Three folding knives by Frost Cutlery. The first is a ''Bear Claw'' lockback
folder measuring 8 3/4'' overall, 5 1/8'' folded, featuring a 4''
single-edged stainless blade with hollow-ground bevels and a clipped
point. The handle features brass bolsters and multicolored wood
laminate grips held by brass pins. The knife is excellent condition,
exhibiting no discernible blemishes except for a bit of cloudiness here
and there on the brass surfaces. The second is an ''Apache Longbow''
thumbscrew-opening liner-lock folder measuring 7 3/4'' overall, 4 1/2''
folded, featuring a 3 1/2'' single-edged recurved blade with a 2 1/4'' false
edge, hollow saber grind, three oval cutouts in the flat and a drop point.
The blade and bolsters are satin nickel-plated stainless steel and the
grips are red-dyed rosewood laminate held by screws. The obverse face
is fitted with a tip-down pocket clip. The knife is in excellent condition
with no discernible blemishes and includes the original box and tension
screw takedown key. The third knife is a ''Morning Silence''
thumbscrew-opening liner-lock folder measuring 7 1/4'' overall, 4 1/2''
folded, featuring a 3 1/2'' single-edged recurved stainless steel blade
with a hollow saber grind, 2'' false edge and a drop point. The stainless
steel grips are decorated by oval cutouts and inlaid celluloid panels in a
reflective spring blossom green and gold-orange mosaic pattern. A
tip-down pocket clip is mounted to the obverse grip. The knife is in
excellent condition and includes the original factory box. (127704-16P)
Folding Knives by Frost Cutlery
Three folding knives by Frost Cutlery. The first two are ''Zeppelin Folder''
liner-lock folders measuring 8 1/2'' overall, 5'' folded, featuring a 3 1/2''
single-edged stainless steel blade with hollow-ground bevels and a
straight-backed drop point. The handles are silver-anodized plastic inlaid
with black rubber inserts on the reverse side and mounted with a
tip-down pocket clip on the obverse. Both Zeppelin Folders are in
excellent condition with few if any blemishes and are included in their
original boxes. The third knife is a ''Cat Cub'' lockback folder measuring
5 1/2'' overall, 3 1/8'' folded, featuring a 2 1/2'' single-edged stainless
blade with a flat-beveled saber grind and a steep straight-clipped point.
The ricasso is marked ''Comanche'' on the reverse face. The bolsters
are in-the-white stainless steel and the grips are unmarked blue
composite. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes and includes the original factory box. (127704-16Q)
Vintage Folding Knives
Four multi-blade folding knives. The first is a Coleman Cherokee
measuring 3 1/2'' folded with a 2 1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade, 1
1/2'' single-edged spear point blade, nickel silver bolsters, brass bolster
liners and black composite grips held by stainless steel pins. The
obverse face of the longer blade is marked ''First Production Run'' and
the reverse handle features a yellow-anodized Coleman logo inlay. The
knife is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. The second
is another First Production Run Coleman Cherokee of identical
description and would also rate excellent except for the loss of the
Coleman logo inlay. Third is a Buck 303 measuring 3 1/4'' folded and
featuring a 2 1/2'' straight-clipped blade, 1 1/2'' spey point blade and 1
1/2'' sheepsfoot blade. The grips are ribbed black hard rubber with
stainless steel bolsters. The knife is in very fine condition with minimal
signs of wear. The fourth knife is unmarked, measures 2 7/8'' folded and
features a 2 1/8'' blade with a straight-clipped point and a 1 1/2'' blade
with a drop point. The bolsters are nickel silver and the grips are
textured black micarta held by brass and stainless steel pins. The knife
is in good condition, exhibiting few handling marks, a dark smoky gray
patina throughout the blades and scattered areas of ocher oxidation
here and there. (127704-16R)
Dale Earnhardt Commemorative Folding Knife
8'' overall, 4 1/2'' folded, 3 1/2'' single-edged blade with a hollow saber
grind, 2'' false edge and a drop point. The bolsters are hard black plastic
with Dale Earnhardt's NASCAR No. 3 logo monogrammed on the
reverse-face bolster. The grips are red-stained rosewood laminate held
by screws. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes and appears unused. Includes a green and black camouflage
nylon belt pouch. (127704-16S)
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Folding Knives
Three lockback folding knives. The first is a Kershaw knife measuring 6''
overall, 3 1/4'' folded, featuring a 2 1/2'' single-edged stainless blade
with a hollow saver grind, 1 1/2'' false edge and a clipped point. The
bolsters are satin stainless steel and the grips are checkered black
polymer. The blade is laser-etched ''Great Plains'' on the reverse and
''Yield-Pro'' on the obverse. The second knife is a Camillus measuring 5
1/2'' overall, 3 1/4'' folded, with a 2 1/2'' single-edged stainless blade
with a full flat grind and a drop point. The blade is laser-engraved
''Proto'' on the obverse face. The grips are a sandy gray-brown
composite held by steel pins. The third knife measures 5 1/4'' overall, 3''
folded, and features a 2 3/8'' blade with a saber grind and a
straight-clipped point. The ricasso is marked ''Comanche'' on the reverse
face. The bolsters are brass, the grips are white faux ivory held by brass
pins. All knives are in excellent condition, unblemished with the
exception of a light pleasing patina on the brass of the third knife.
(127704-16T)
Fixed Blade Knives by Frost Cutlery
Two fixed blade knives by Frost Cutlery. The first measures 5 1/2''
overall and features a 2 3/8'' single-edged blade with a flat grind and a
straight-backed point. The handle features stainless steel bolsters with
orange rosewood laminate grips held by steel pins. Overall the knife is in
excellent condition with just a few negligible handling marks on the
blade. The second knife is a ''Steel Warrior'' Field Tip Hunter (product
#SW156RB) measuring 9'' overall and featuring a 4 1/2'' single-edged
blade with a gut hook point. The handle is polished stag horn and the
knife is in excellent condition, appearing as-new in original factory box
and paper wrapping, opened for examination only. A black nylon sheath
is also included. (127704-16U)
Fixed Blade Sheath Knives
Three fixed blade knives. The first measures 8 1/2'' overall and features
a 4 1/2'' single-edged hollow-ground blade with a trailing point. The hilt
features a contoured forefinger groove, stainless steel bolsters and
rosewood laminate grips held by steel pins. The second knife is a
Blackhills Steel Northern Hills Explorer measuring 9'' in length and
featuring a 4 1/2'' blade with a flat saber grind and a clipped point. The
hilt comprises a stainless steel forefinger guard, brass bolsters with red
and black spacers and rosewood laminate grips held by brass pins. The
third is a Frost Cutlery Brown Bear Skinner measuring 9'' in length
featuring a 4 3/4'' single-edged blade with a hollow saber grind, 2 1/4''
false edge and a spear point. The grips are rosewood laminate held by
stainless steel pins. All three knives are in excellent condition, appearing
as-new in box, and each includes a black nylon fitted sheath.
(127704-16V)
Patriotic Display Folding Knife
7'' overall, 4 1/4'' folded, 3'' single-edged 440 stainless steel blade with a
flat grind and a spear point. The bolsters are nickel-plated with inlaid
celluloid grips printed on either face with a photograph depicting two
bald eagles on a backdrop of the U.S. flag, U.S. Capitol building and
centered text ''AMERICA''. The knife is included in a black plastic display
case lined with velvet on a plastic frame; the inside of the lid features a
photograph matching the grips of the knife. The knife exhibits the tiniest
area of flaking of the image at the rear edge of the reverse-face grip
which is barely visible until close examination, otherwise both case and
knife are in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes.
(127704-16W)
Commercial Woodsman's Pal by Pro Tool Industries
16 1/2'' overall, 10 1/2'' single-edged blade with a concave leading edge,
squared flat-ended tip and a sharpened hook at the reverse edge of the
tip. The black powder-coated blade is in excellent condition, the bright
bevels showing some light signs of previous use and negligible hints of
superficial patina while retaining perfect sharp edges. The contoured
natural-finish hickory handle also rates excellent with no discernible
blemishes. A leather wrist strap is included and fitted to the handle. The
included leather sheath exhibits a bit of light water staining but is
otherwise unblemished, supple and retains excellent stitching, overall
rating about excellent. The esteemed Woodsman's Pal has been an
indispensable brush tool in both civilian and military contexts for nearly
80 years and this contemporary specimen is no exception. (129713-8F)
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Collins No. 152 Machete
This Latin-style machete measures 28 3/4'' overall and features a 24''
single-edged slightly curved blade with thin single unstopped fullers and
a trailing point. The ricasso is stamped with a slightly softened
Spanish-language Collins address/guarantee beneath the Collins Arm &
Hammer ''Legitimus'' logo on the reverse face; the obverse face retains
darkened remnants of the original paper sticker. The grips are green
and black horn held by hammered steel rivet pins and terminating in a
squared bird's head pommel. The blade exhibits an overall burnished
smoky pewter patina and exhibits a number of sharpening marks on the
bevels and faces; the edge has been maintained to a fine convex
appleseed profile and exhibits a few polished spots of roughness near
the tip from previous use. The grips exhibit a number of superficial
cracks, particularly on the reverse grip, but overall remain tightly fitted
with no loss or instances of looseness. Overall the machete is in fine
condition. The included leather sheath exhibits some surface scuffing
and crazing; the leather remains supple and whole and all stitching
remains tight. The scabbard is also in fine condition. A very nice
example of a Collins blade which remains a capable brush clearing tool.
(129713-8K)
Assorted Edged Weapons
(4) edged weapons in various configurations and (1) steel scabbard for
an AKM Type-I bayonet. First, a Pakistani G3 bayonet, 12'' overall, 6
1/2'' single-edged inverted blade with a rear-facing edge, single squared
unstopped fullers and a clipped point. The ricasso is stamped ''POF /
69'' on the obverse face and the crosspiece ''G49 / 958'' on the same
side. The Parkerized metal surfaces retain about 90% strong original
finish with areas of silvering at the high edges and occasional spots of
ocher here and there. The ribbed cylindrical Bakelite grip exhibits light
handling marks throughout and the bayonet is in very good plus to
excellent condition overall. Second, a West German military-issue
Bundeswehr Kampfmesser circa 1970, 10 1/4'' overall, 5 1/2''
single-edged blade with a flat saber grind and a spear point. The ricasso
is marked ''FKS / 70'' on the reverse face. The steel guard and
checkered plastic grips are painted OD green. The blade exhibits a few
light sharpening and handling marks, otherwise few if any blemishes; the
grips exhibit a few handling dings on the obverse face and some
instances of silvering paint wear on the guard. Overall the knife is in
near excellent condition. The included scabbard is OD green-painted
steel with an OD green leather belt hanger and rates very good plus to
excellent, exhibiting light handling marks across the surfaces. Third, a
Schering shirasaya-type letter opener in a plain wooden sheath flush
with the handle, 10'' overall, 6 1/8'' double-edged stainless steel blade
with a convex grind and a spear point. Blade, handle and scabbard all
exhibit only very light handling marks and are in near excellent condition
overall. Fourth, an unmarked wood-handled shirasaya-type knife, 13
1/4'' overall, 7 3/4'' single-edged slightly curved blade with a 2'' ground
false edge and a clipped point. No scabbard is present. The blade
exhibits a speckled pewter-gray patina and fine sharpening marks
around the near razor-sharp edge; the handle exhibits few if any
handling marks and the knife is overall in very good condition. The AKM
bayonet scabbard retains about 80% original blue with some silvering at
the exposed edges and light handling wear on the black rubber grip,
rating very good plus to excellent overall. (129713-8J)
Antique Bowie-Style Hunting Knife by Hercules
10 1/8'' overall length, 5 3/4'' single-edged full tang blade with a flat
saber grind, 3 1/4'' false edge and a straight-clipped point. The hilt
consists of a brass double guard and straight jigged stag grips held by
brass pins. The blade is etched ''HERCULES'' on the flat of the reverse
face. The bright blade is mottled by a speckled dark gray patina
throughout with occasional hints of ocher; the edge has been
resharpened, likely during the period of use, and remains serviceably
sharp with areas of slight roughness here and there. The guard is toned
to a dark goldenrod with hints of green verdigris and a few handling
marks on the obverse face, otherwise the grips are unblemished and the
hilt is in excellent condition. Overall the knife rates very good plus to
excellent. (126519-310A)
Antique Bowie-Style Hunting Knife by Remington
9 5/8'' overall, 5 1/4'' single-edged full tang blade with a shallow saber
grind, 2'' false edge sharpened in the last 3/4'' and a clipped point. The
hilt consists of a flat nickel silver double guard and straight jigged stag
grips held by nickel silver pins. The ricasso is marked ''Remington'' on
the reverse face. The blade exhibits a speckled smoky gray and black
patina with occasional instances of dark ocher-brown. The edge has
been resharpened more than once over the blade's lifespan to maintain
a very fine sharpness and the leading edge is ground somewhat back
from the original profile. The hilt exhibits few blemishes aside from some
very light handling marks on the guard and spots of dark ocher patina
along the length of the tang. (126519-310B)
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Antique Bowie-Style Hunting Knife by G. Wostenholm & Son
10 1/2'' overall, 6'' single-edged blade with a flat grind, a 2 1/2''
sharpened false edge and a clipped point. The reverse face of the blade
is marked ''G. Wostenholm & Son / Washington Works / Sheffield Eng.''
and the ricasso is marked ''I*XL'' on the reverse. The hilt consists of a
single brass guard, a cylindrical stag pommel held by a countersunk
brass nut and tawny stag grips between spacers of brass and red &
black leather. The blade is in fine condition, scattered by a light smoky
gray patina with occasional spots of darker gray. The edge has been
resharpened and sharpening marks are visible along the length;
otherwise the edge is in fine condition and near razor sharp with a few
areas of slight roughness. The false edge shows several impact dings
just ahead of the flat of the spine. The hilt exhibits a moderate patina
across the surfaces but otherwise shows few if any discernible
blemishes. Overall the knife is in very fine condition. (126519-310C)
Antique Abercrombie & Fitch Special Hunting Knife by Russel & Co.
10 1/2'' overall, 6'' single-edged blade with a flat saber grind, a 2'' false
edge and a clipped point. The ricasso is marked ''Russel & Co. / Green
River / Works'' on the reverse face above the Russel diamond logo. The
handle is checkered ebony with a nickel silver ferrule below the blade
and an integral smooth thistle-shaped pommel. The blade is flecked with
spots of dark gray and handling marks from previous sharpening,
possibly during the original period of use. The edge is very sharp and
near excellent with only a bit of roughness in the lower end. The hilt
exhibits few blemishes and the knife is in very fine condition overall.
(126519-310D)
Antique Abercrombie & Fitch Special Hunting Knife by Russel & Co.
9'' overall, 4 1/2'' single-edged blade with a hollow grind, a 1 1/2'' false
edge and a clipped point. The ricasso is marked ''Russel & Co. / Green
River / Works'' on the reverse face above the Russel diamond logo. The
handle is checkered ebony with a nickel silver ferrule below the blade
and an integral smooth thistle-shaped pommel. The blade is overall
bright with several thin cloudy areas of smoky gray patina and a
resharpened and polished razor-sharp edge. The handle is faded from
ebony black to a lighter dark brown and is otherwise unblemished.
Overall the knife is in very fine to near excellent condition. Includes an
original drop-in leather tube sheath which exhibits some light surface
scuffing across the body and some light wear at the tip but overall rates
very fine to near excellent. (126519-310E)
Vintage Remington RH-28 Sheath Knife
8 1/2'' overall, 4 1/2'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind, 1 1/2'' false
edge and a clipped point. The ricasso is marked ''Remington'' on the
reverse face and ''RH28 (Remington UMC Logo) -4 1/2'' '' on the
obverse. The hilt comprises a checkered black celluloid handle centered
on either face by the Remington UMC trademark, an aluminum single
guard and an aluminum pommel held by a countersunk brass nut. The
blade has been resharpened to a near excellent razor sharp edge and
exhibits sharpening marks and scattered areas of smoky gray patina
across the face with hints of dark ocher-brown here and there. The grips
are slightly faded in spots from black to dark earthy brown; the metal
surfaces of the hilt rate excellent. Overall the knife is in very good plus to
excellent condition. The included leather sheath exhibits some surface
scuffing and signs of previous wear as well as a dark age patina
throughout; the leather remains whole and supple with tight, excellent
stitching. (126519-310F)
Sheffield Bowie-Style Hunting Knife by Alfred Williams
10 1/8'' overall, 6 1/4'' single-edged full tang blade with a hollow saber
grind, a 2 1/2'' false edge and a clipped point. The blade is marked
''EBRO'' between Maltese crosses on the flat of the reverse face and
''Alfred / Williams / Sheffield / England'' on the ricasso on the same side.
The flat double guard is aluminum and the straight grips are jigged
staghorn held by three steel pins. The bright blade features a mirror
polish with sharpening marks evident on the bevels and several nicks in
the near-razor sharp edge. The reverse-side grip exhibits a diagonal
hairline crack extending through the second pin which completely
separates the grip in two; as the crack is quite thin, the pins remain tight
and no material has been lost, the separation is not immediately
obvious. Overall the knife is in fine condition. The included russet leather
sheath exhibits light unobtrusive surface scuffing throughout and, aside
from a short cut at the edge of the throat from improper sheathing, is in
very fine condition with little wear. (126519-310G)
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Marble's No. 45 Ideal Sheath Knife
9'' overall, 5'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind, wide unstopped
fullers, a 2'' sharpened false edge and a shallow clipped point. The
ricasso is marked with the Marble's address on the reverse face. The hilt
comprises a flat brass double guard, stacked leather grip between red,
black and brass spacers and an aluminum pommel held by a
countersunk brass nut. The blade features a near mirror bright factory
polish and is nearly unblemished aside from some moderate sharpening
marks concentrated around the carefully maintained razor sharp edge.
The hilt is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes except
some light patina on the brass. Includes an original Marble's leather
sheath labeled to the knife. The front face is beautifully tooled, depicting
an emblem of a moose, a trio of waterfowl in flight and the Marble's
name all on a fine pebble-grain field. The sheath is also in excellent
condition. Really a quite gorgeous example of a classic Marble's sheath
knife. (126519-310H)
Vintage Remington Sheath Knives
Two Remington fixed-blade sheath knives, models RH-36 and RH-70.
The RH-36 measures 11 1/4'' overall, 6 1/4'' single-edged blade with a
flat saber grind, single unstopped fullers, 3'' false edge and a shallow
clipped point. The hilt comprises a flat steel double guard, stacked
leather grip with red and black spacers and a dark gray aluminum alloy
pommel. The ricasso is marked ''RH-36'' centered by the Remington
PAL logo on the reverse face. The blade is in fine condition, retaining
about 85% slightly thinning Parkerized finish with light handling marks
and flecks of patina scattered throughout. Some light grind marks are
visible along the length of the resharpened edge. The hilt exhibits light to
moderate patination of the metal surfaces and tiny handling marks
across the surfaces but shows no loss or damage of note and rates very
good plus overall. The sheath is not present. The RH-70 knife measures
8'' overall, 4 1/4'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind and a clipped
point. The ricasso is marked ''Remington'' on the reverse face and
''RH-70'' centered by the Remington Dupont logo on the obverse. The
hilt comprises a single silvered brass guard, stacked leather grip
between red, black and silvered brass spacers and a bright aluminum
pommel. The blade features a bright factory mirror polish and exhibits
sharpening marks along the length of the razor sharp edge, otherwise
the steel shows few if any blemishes. The hilt is excellent, nearly
unblemished except for a few instances of patina on the guard and
pommel. Overall the knife is in very fine to excellent condition. The
included sheath exhibits a bit of light surface wear and patina while
remaining whole with excellent stitching, rating very good plus to
excellent overall. (126519-310J)
Vintage Marble's Woodcraft Sheath Knives
Two knives of Marble's manufacture, both of the 1916-patented
Woodcraft pattern. The first measures 8 1/2'' overall and features a 4
1/2'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind, ridged thumb rest on the
spine and a straight-backed point with a raised 2 3/4'' false edge. The
ricasso is marked with the Marble's address on the reverse and a 1916
patent date on the obverse. The hilt comprises a single brass guard,
stacked leather grips between red and black spacers and a bright
aluminum pommel. The blade is polished bright with spots of speckled
dark pewter patina scattered throughout; the edge is sharp and exhibits
bright marks along the length from a more recent sharpening. The brass
surfaces of the hilt exhibit a dull goldenrod patina, otherwise the hilt is in
very fine condition with little wear. Overall the knife rates very good plus
to excellent. The sheath is not present. The second knife is of identical
construction to the first, measuring 8'' overall and featuring a 4 1/4''
blade with a 2 1/2'' false edge. The blade exhibits a moderately strong
smoky gray patina scattered by spots of dark ocher throughout except at
the polished edges; grind and sharpening marks can be seen across the
surface and the edge has been honed to a very fine, keen sharpness.
The hilt exhibits some areas of patina on the brass and light handling
marks throughout. The lowermost leather spacer has come loose and
the pommel exhibits a bit of rotational play; the tang nut remains tight
and firmly attached. Overall the knife is in good condition. The included
leather sheath rates very good plus, exhibiting light scuffing and
handling wear throughout with no instances of separation or loss.
(126519-310K)
Buck 103 Sheath Knife
8 1/2'' overall, 4 1/4'' single-edged blade with a hollow saber grind and a
broad flared tip ending in a spey point. The handle is black phenolic
resin between leather spacers with a single guard and bird's head
pommel both of Duralumin. The edge is factory sharp and unblemished.
Aside from some minute surface scuffing hardly worth the mention, both
knife and the included black leather sheath are in excellent condition.
(126519-310L)
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Buck 116 Sheath Knife
7 1/2'' overall, 3 1/4'' single-edged blade with a hollow saber grind and a
drop point. The handle is black phenolic resin with a single guard and
bird's head pommel, both of Duralumin with leather spacers. The edge is
factory-ground, near razor sharp and untouched. Both the knife and the
included Buck 116 black leather sheath are in excellent condition with
minimal if any handling marks or signs of wear. (126519-310M)
Gerber Mark II Sheath Knife
serial #048829. 12'' overall, 7'' flared double-edged blade with
hollow-ground bevels, 2'' serrated segments on either edge and a spear
point. The blade is canted several degrees to the obverse for ease of
carry at the hip. The hilt is cast aluminum painted gray on the handle
and black on the guard and pommel. The pommel is equipped with a
leather lanyard. The knife is in excellent condition with an immaculate
near razor sharp factory edge and no discernible blemishes except a
hint of negligibly thin patina at the edges of the ricasso on the reverse
face. The included black leather sheath is also in about excellent
condition with just a few light handling marks on the front face and little
to no other wear or blemishes of note. (126519-310N)
Gerber Pixie Sheath Knives
Two Gerber Pixie knives, each measuring 7'' in length and featuring a 3
1/4'' single-edged blade with a flat grind and a straight-backed point. The
first has a gray-coated textured aluminum handle and is marked ''Gerber
Pixie'' above the Gerber blade logo along the front edge of the grip. The
knife includes a russet leather Gerber-marked sheath. The knife rates
excellent and the sheath near excellent with a bit of crazing on the belt
loop. The second features a black-coated textured aluminum handle and
is also marked ''Gerber Pixie'' on the front edge of the grip without the
Gerber blade logo. The knife includes a dark brown leather sheath and
is in excellent condition, in original box, opened only for cursory
examination and appearing unused. (126519-310P)
Fixed Blade Sheath Knives
Two fixed blade knives with leather sheaths, comprising a Western No.
648B and a Solingen-made R.J. Richter import. The Western knife
measures 7 1/2'' overall and features a 3 1/2'' single-edged blade with a
full flat grind, a 1 1/2'' false edge and a clipped point. The ricasso is
marked ''Western / U.S.A. 648B / D'' on the reverse face. The hilt
comprises a brass single guard, jigged Delrin faux stag handles between
red, white and black spacers and an aluminum bird's head pommel. The
blade is finished near-mirror bright and is in excellent condition except
for sharpening marks along the edge; the edge has been maintained to
a fine cutting sharpness. The hilt is also nearly unblemished, showing no
signs of wear except a few flecks of patina on the guard. The included
russet leather sheath is embossed on the front face with a pebble-grain
panel depicting oak leaves; the belt loop is slightly wrinkled, otherwise
the sheath is in excellent condition. Overall the knife rates very fine to
near excellent. The R.J. Richter knife measures 6 3/4'' in length and
features a 3 1/4'' single-edged blade with a flat saber grind, single
unstopped fullers and a straight-backed point. The hilt comprises a
brass single guard, smooth walnut handle between spacers of brass and
black and red leather and a flat-ended bird's head aluminum pommel.
The blade remains cutting sharp and, aside from a few light handling
marks here or there, both blade and handle are in excellent condition.
The included russet leather sheath is embossed with a European stag
and it rates excellent with few if any discernible blemishes.
(126519-310R)
Fixed Blade Sheath Knife & Marlinspike
9 1/4'' overall, 5'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind and a clipped
point. The ricasso is marked ''Stainless / Denmark'' on the reverse face
and ''Imported / By / R.J. Richter'' on the obverse. The grip is smooth
rosewood between an aluminum ferrule and flat-ended bird's head
pommel held by a countersunk brass nut. The mirror bright blade is
unblemished and features a keen untouched factory edge. The handle is
also in excellent condition aside from an area of dark gray oxidation at
the tip of the pommel. A 7'' stainless steel marlinspike is also included.
Both knife and marlinspike are accommodated by the included leather
tube sheath with flat German silver wire stitching. The marlinspike
pocket is stitched with cotton thread. The sheath exhibits a bit of light
surface scuffing here and there and an accumulation of green verdigris
bloom around the stitching, otherwise showing little to no wear and
rating excellent overall. (126519-310S)
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Fixed Blade Knives
Three knives. First, a hunting knife by Erik Frost, 9 1/2'' overall, 5 5/8''
single-edged clipped point blade with a flat saber grind, full-length
unsharpened beveled false edge and single unstopped fullers. The hilt
features a brass S-guard, contoured brass bird's head pommel and stag
grips between spacers of red & black leather and aluminum. The blade
is in excellent condition, unblemished aside from some negligible
handling marks almost not worth mention, and the hilt rates very fine
with some light handling marks and thin mottled tarnish on the metal
surfaces. The sheath is a gray fiberglass composite with a dark russet
leather frog and rates excellent with few blemishes except a bit of light
wrinkling on the frog. The second knife measures 7 1/2'' overall and
features a 3'' single-edged clipped point blade with a flat saber grind.
The first 1'' of the spine from the guard is decorated by filework. The
ricasso is marked ''S'' on the reverse face. The hilt comprises a curved
handle of smooth polished stag horn, a single brass guard with an
arrowhead-shaped quillon and a leather spacer in between. The end of
the handle is pierced for a lanyard. The knife is in excellent condition
with no blemishes of note except a bit of uneven patina on the brass.
The included sheath is dark dyed leather with a leather cord handle tie.
The front face is tooled with a lighter panel stamp-engraved with
arrowhead designs. The sheath is unblemished except a bit of green
verdigris bloom on the brass fittings and is in excellent condition. The
third knife measures 8'' overall and features a 4 1/2'' double-edged
spear point blade. The hilt consists of a steel S-guard, nickel silver
ferrule and dark varnished hardwood handle. The steel surfaces exhibit
a strong smoky pewter patina throughout; the edges are a bit rough. The
ferrule exhibits patches of moderate patina and the handle is largely
unblemished with only superficial handling marks. Overall the knife is in
very good plus to excellent condition. (126519-310U)
Reproduction U.S. Mark 1 Trench Knife
11 3/4'' overall, 7'' double-edged spear point blade with a double flat
grind and unsharpened edges. The textured cast brass hilt is marked
''U.S. 1918'' on the obverse face of the grip. The stainless blade is bright
and excellent. The hilt is also unblemished except for a few soft green
verdigris stains. A correctly shaped scabbard is included, made of
green-painted sheet steel and rating about excellent with minimal wear.
An accurate and well-made replica. (126519-310VA)
WWII British Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knife
11 3/4'' overall, 7'' double-edged spear point blade with a double flat
grind. The flat guard is steel and the ribbed vase handle is aluminum in
a coppery-black finish. The handle is stamped with a ''(broad arrow) /
12'' proof just below the guard. The guard and blade are strongly blued,
retaining about 98% finish with the barest hints of silvering and handling
marks here and there. The edge is mostly smooth, not quite cutting
sharp, and the very end of the point is canted ever so slightly from a
previous impact. The handle exhibits several instances of finish wear
exposing the aluminum surface with dark green verdigris scattered
throughout. The extant blemishes are minor and overall the knife is in
near excellent condition. The sheath is in fine condition, exhibiting some
light handling wear of the body and wrinkling of the belt loop. The hilt
strap has lost its elasticity and become separated at one end, otherwise
the sheath shows little to no damage or loss. An altogether splendid
example of the esteemed British Commando knife with only light signs of
wear. (126519-310V)
U.S.N. Mark 1 Fighting Knife
10'' overall, 5 1/8'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat grind.
The handle is ribbed moulded black rubber with an integral single guard
and a rounded butt. The ricasso is marked ''Colonial / Prov. R.I.'' on the
obverse face and ''U.S.N.'' on the reverse. The blade retains about 80%
slightly thinning Parkerized finish with areas of brightness where the
edge has been maintained to a cutting sharpness. A few small isolated
instances of oxidation can also be seen here and there upon close
examination. The handle exhibits a few tiny handling marks here or
there but is in otherwise excellent condition. Overall the knife rates very
good plus to excellent. (126519-310W)
WWII U.S. Air Force Folding Machete by Case
One liner-lock folding machete, 15 1/2'' overall, 11'' folded, 9 3/4''
single-edged forward-curved blade with a shallow saber grind and a
rounded tip. The blade is marked ''Case XX'' on the reverse face. The
hilt comprises a squared steel double-guard and flat black plastic grips
with a slight bird's head contour. The metal surfaces exhibit a smoky
gray patina throughout with some speckled dark brown patina on the
guard. The surface of the blade exhibits a moderate amount of polishing
and maintenance marks and a smooth keen edge. Overall the machete
rates very good plus. Included is a sheet steel blade cover in very good
condition, retaining about 80% finish with scattered small handling
marks and a dark ocher tone on the exposed steel. (126519-310X)
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U.S. M3 Fighting Knife by Camillus
11 1/2'' overall, 6 3/4'' single-edged spear point blade with a flat saber
grind and a 3 1/2'' false edge. The blade is marked ''US M3 Camillus''
lengthwise along the flat of the obverse face. The steel double hilt
features an upturned rear quillon; the grip is stacked leather ending in a
flat steel pommel. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue,
exhibiting some minor areas of dark brown patina on the guard and near
the tip and areas of silvering along the blade from maintenance and
previous use. The edge remains cutting sharp with no nicks or dings.
The grip is in near excellent condition with only superficial surface wear.
Overall the knife is in fine condition. The included M8 scabbard exhibits
some dark brown patina on the Parkerized throat and some age
darkening of the canvas web belt hanger, otherwise the scabbard shows
only very light handling marks and is in very fine condition.
(126519-310Y)
U.S.N. Mark 1 Fighting Knife by Schrade
9 3/4'' overall, 5 1/8'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat
grind. The ricasso is marked ''Schrade – Walden / N.Y. U.S.A.'' on the
reverse face; the obverse face is blank. The hilt comprises a flat steel
double guard, disc pommel and stacked leather grip between red
spacers. The blade exhibits a finely cleaned pinprick-speckled pewter
tone and light sharpening marks along the near razor sharp edge. The
grip is evenly patinated to a dark brown and the pommel is speckled by
a dark ocher-brown patina. The included U.S.N. Mk. 1 scabbard is in
good condition overall with some patina on the metal surfaces and light
handling marks on the fiberglass body. (126519-310Z)
U.S. M4 Bayonet by Imperial
11 1/2'' overall, 6 3/4'' single-edged spear point blade with a flat saber
grind and a 3 1/2'' sharpened false edge. The grip is stacked leather
between black spacers with a steel guard and pommel. The metal
surfaces retain about 70% original Parkerized finish; the blade exhibits
uneven rough grinding marks on the bevels and scattered small areas of
ocher oxidation patina; the edge has been maintained to a largely
unblemished cutting sharpness. The grip is in near excellent condition
with only superficial handling scuffs. Overall the bayonet rates very
good. The included M8 scabbard exhibits some dark patina on the
Parkerized throat but is otherwise in very fine condition with minimal
wear. (126519-310AA)
Canadian C1 Bayonet
11 3/4'' overall, 8'' single-edged clipped point blade with single squared
unstopped fullers. The hilt comprises a flat steel crosspiece, contoured
sheet steel grips held by rivets and a contoured bird's head pommel.
The ricasso is marked ''A(circled)1957'' on the reverse face and the
crosspiece is stamped ''150-3900 C1'' on the top face. The blade
exhibits light to moderate clouds of ocher oxidation throughout amidst a
fine speckled smoky gray patina. The resharpened edge is cutting sharp
with a tiny bit of roughness at the tip. The hilt retains about 90% dark
blue finish with silvering at the exposed points and several areas toning
to dark brown. Otherwise the bayonet exhibits few if any handling marks
except some light dings on the pommel and is in good condition overall.
(126519-310AB)
Schrade ''Old Timer'' Folding Knife
One lockback folding knife, 8'' overall, 4 3/4'' folded, 3 1/2'' single-edged
spear point blade with a full flat grind. The ricasso is marked ''Schrade /
U.S.A. 510T'' on the reverse face. The bolsters are stainless steel and
the grips are russet brown ribbed celluloid held by brass pins. A
stainless steel shield engraved ''Old Timer'' is inlaid in the reverse-side
grip. The knife is in overall excellent condition with a keen untouched
factory edge and minimal if any handling wear. (126519-310AC)
Spyderco Endura Folding Knife
One lockback folding knife, 8 3/4'' overall, 5'' folded, 4'' single-edged
blade with a flat saber grind, straight drop point and a thumb hole for
opening. The grips are black fiberglass-reinforced nylon (FRN) in a
square textile pattern; a blued steel tip-up pocket clip is mounted to the
reverse side. Overall the knife is in excellent condition with few if any
blemishes aside from some light wear on the pocket clip.
(126519-310AD)
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NRA Folding Knives
Three lockback folding knives with NRA monograms. The first is a
Schrade SP3 knife, 6 1/2'' overall, 3 3/4'' folded, 3'' single-edged spear
point blade with a 1'' serrated segment at the base of the forward edge.
The reverse face of the blade is etched ''Friends of NRA'' on a waving
flag background and the ricasso is marked ''Shrade + / U.S.A. SP3'' on
the same side. The grips are black polymer with checkered panels and
the ''Schrade'' logo on the reverse face. The knife is fitted with a nylon
cord lanyard and includes a nylon belt pouch. The other two knives are
of identical pattern, 8 1/4'' overall, 4 3/4'' folded, 3 1/2'' single-edged
semi-spear drop point blade with a 2'' false edge, 1 1/2'' serrated
segment on the forward edge and a thumb hole cutout. The reverse face
of the blade is laser-etched ''NRA''. The grips are black rubber; the
reverse grip is textured with giraffe-pattern ribbed spots and the obverse
grip is fitted with a tip-down pocket clip. All three knives are in excellent
condition with no discernible blemishes. (126519-310AE)
Automatic Knives
Four automatic knives. The first is a Super-Automatic double-auto
switchblade with switch-operated automatic extension and retraction, 8
1/4'' overall, 4 3/4'' folded, 3 1/2'' single-edged spear point stainless
blade with a full flat grind. The bolsters are nickel-plated alloy and the
grips are green plastic. The blade will occasionally extend only partially
and must be extended manually until it locks, otherwise the switch
functions well mechanically on both extension and retraction. The knife
is in excellent condition with only a few negligible handling marks on the
grips. Next, an Italian-style stiletto switchblade, 10 1/4'' overall, 5 3/4''
folded, 4 1/2'' single-edged spear point blade with a flat grind and a 1
1/2'' false edge. The blade is marked ''Rizzuto Estileto / Milano'' on the
flat of the reverse face and ''Stainless / Steel'' on the ricasso of that side.
The handle comprises a folding crossguard, stainless steel bolsters and
black plastic grips held by brass pins. The switch and lock are functional
but the blade does not fully extend under its own power. The forward
edge of the blade is sharpened and exhibits some light handling marks
from previous use and operational wear. The lower pin of the
reverse-side grip has come loose and the reverse grip is partially
separated from the bolsters. Overall the knife is in fair condition. The
third is an out-the-front knife with a flip-up extension switch and
measures 7 1/2'' overall, 4 1/4'' folded, 3 1/2'' single-edged blade with a
full flat grind and a steep clipped point. The bolsters are brass and the
grips are transparent celluloid over moulded nickel silver designs
depicting an Asiatic dragon on the reverse face and a matador taunting
a bull on the obverse. The blade exhibits some sharpening marks and
signs of operational wear; the grips exhibit only light handling marks.
The switch and lock are functional but the blade does not fully extend
under its own power. Overall the knife is in good condition. Fourth is
another out-the-front folder with a flip-up switch, measuring 6'' overall, 3
1/2'' folded, 2 1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat grind.
The blade is marked ''Toledo'' on the reverse face. The bolsters are
nickel-plated steel and the grips are white synthetic pearl held by steel
screws. The blade and handle each show very light handling marks and
signs of operational wear. The extension spring is no longer functional
and the blade locks in the open position but does not lock closed.
Overall the knife is in fair condition. {Please Note: switchblades and
automatic knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.}
(126519-310AF)
Large Vintage Double-End Jackknife by Western
One liner-lock double-end folding knife, 6'' folded, 5'' single-edged
clipped point blade with a full flat grind, 5 1/2'' saw blade with cross-cut
teeth. The ricasso of the knife blade is marked ''Western / U.S.A.'' on the
obverse face. The grips are jigged faux celluloid staghorn with brass
liners and the reverse-side grip is inlaid with a stainless steel oval shield.
The blades exhibit occasional areas of cleaned smoky gray patina and
light handling marks here and there. The grips exhibit a bit of light
handling wear as well and no blemishes of note aside from a few
instances of color fading. The edges of both blades remain cutting
sharp. Overall the knife is in fine condition. (126519-310AG)
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Folding Jackknives by Case
Three folding jackknives by Case Cutlery. The first measures 5 1/4''
folded with two blades: 4 1/4'' single-edged clipped point blade with a
hollow saber grind; 4'' single-edged blade with a full flat grind and a
straight-backed point. The grips are stainless steel and the grips are
jigged rosewood held by brass pins. The reverse-side grip is inlaid with a
stainless steel ''Case'' logo shield. The knife is in excellent condition with
no blemishes except some very light handling marks on the bolsters and
a few remnant hints of cleaned verdigris. The second knife measures 4
1/4'' folded with two blades: 3 1/4'' single-edged blade with a straight
drop point and full flat grind; 3 1/4'' single-edged spey point blade with a
full flat grind. The bolsters are stainless steel and the grips jigged brown
celluloid. The reverse-side grip is inlaid with an oval ''Case'' logo shield.
The knife is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes. Third, a
case ''Razor Edge'' double-end folder measuring 2 3/4'' folded with two
blades: 2'' single-edged blade with a 1 1/2'' false edge, full flat grind and
a straight drop point; 1 1/2'' single-edged spear point blade. The bolsters
are stainless steel and the grips polished stag horn held by steel pins.
The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes.
(126519-310AH)
Vintage KA-BAR Folding Knives
Two knives. The first is a liner-lock knife which measures 5 3/4'' folded,
9'' unfolded, 4 1/4'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat grind
and a sawback spine. The knife unfolds in a somewhat unusual
three-step fashion: the liner swivels out from the bolsters, the knife folds
out from the liner, and the liner then swivels back into the bolsters. The
blade is marked ''KA-BAR / Stainless'' on the reverse face and the
ricasso is marked ''KA-BAR'' on the reverse and ''Union Cutlery Co /
Clean N.Y.'' on the obverse. The bolsters and liners are brass and the
grips are jigged black horn held by steel pins. The knife is in very fine
condition: the blade is excellent and unblemished; the brass exhibits a
few instances of light patina and operational wear and the grips show a
few superficial handling marks here or there. The second is a KA-BAR
''Old Timers Trappers Knife'' measuring 4 1/8'' folded with two blades: 3
1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat grind; 3 1/4''
single-edged spey point blade with a full flat grind. The bolsters are
aluminum and the grips are jigged faux stag celluloid held by stainless
steel pins. The reverse grip is inlaid with an oval shield which reads
''Kabar''. The knife is in near excellent condition with no blemishes
except a few areas of light patina on the otherwise bright excellent
blades. (126519-310AJ)
Vintage Western Cutlery Jackknives
Three folding knives. The first measures 4 1/8'' folded with two blades: 3
1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade with a full flat grind; 3 1/4''
single-edged spey point blade with a full flat grind. The bolsters are
aluminum and the grips jigged brown celluloid held by steel pins. An oval
aluminum shield is inlaid in the reverse grip. The second knife measures
3 1/2'' folded with three blades: 2 1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade
with a flat grind; 1 3/4'' single-edged sheepsfoot blade with a flat grind; 1
3/4'' spey point blade with a flat grind. The bolsters are aluminum and
the grips are white and brown jigged celluloid held by brass pins. The
reverse grip is inlaid with an aluminum shield. The third knife measures
4'' folded with three blades: 3'' single-edged clipped point blade with a
flat saber grind; 2'' single-edged spey point blade with a full flat grind; 2''
single-edged sheepsfoot blade with a full flat grind. The bolsters are
aluminum and the grips jigged brown celluloid held by brass pins. The
reverse grip is inlaid with an aluminum shield. All knives are in excellent
condition, exhibiting a few barely visible instances of handling and
operational wear only. (126519-310AK)
Vintage Buck Knives
Includes one Buck 703 Colt and one Buck 315 Yachtsman. The 703 Colt
measures 3 1/4'' folded with three blades: 2 1/2'' single-edged clipped
point with a hollow saber grind; 1 1/2'' single-edged spey point with a flat
saber grind; 1 3/4'' single-edged sheepsfoot blade with a flat saber grind.
The bolsters are stainless steel and the grips are walnut held by
stainless pins. The reverse grip is inlaid with an oval shield reading
''BUCK'' in Old English script, indicating this is a pre-1986 specimen.
The knife is in excellent condition and appears unused. The original
cardboard box is included. The 315 Yachtsman measures 4 1/4'' folded
and features a 3'' single-edged sheepsfoot blade with a full flat grind and
a 3 1/8'' marlinspike. The bolsters are aluminum and the grips are ribbed
black plastic. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes. (126519-310AL)
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Folding Knives
Two folding knives. The first is a Frost Cutlery liner-lock folder, 7 1/4''
overall, 4 1/4'' folded, 3 1/4'' single-edged blade with a drop spear point,
2 1/4'' false edge, hollow saber grind, reverse-face thumb stud and 1''
serrated segment on the forward edge. The grips are green hard rubber
with inlaid black checkered rubber panels. The obverse grip is mounted
with a tip-down pocket clip. The second is a Parker Cutlery Co. Eagle
Brand lockback folder measuring 6'' overall, 3 1/2'' folded, with a 2 3/4''
single-edged clipped point primary blade with a full hollow grind. The
knife also features two additional blades: 1 1/4'' single-edged drop point
and 1 1/4'' single-edged sheepsfoot, both with a full flat grind. The
bolsters of the curved handle are aluminum and the grips are jigged
bone. The knife is in excellent condition with no blemishes except some
negligible handling marks on the bolsters. (126519-310AM)
Kershaw/Kai Cutlery Model 2100 Rotary Lock Folder
5'' overall, 3'' folded, 2'' single-edged drop point blade with a full flat
grind. The knife opens and closes via a rotary lock operated by brass
wheels embedded in the aluminum bolsters. The grips are smooth
polished bone with finger grooves. The knife is in excellent condition
with an untouched razor sharp factory edge and no discernible
blemishes. Includes the original factory box and paperwork. The box
exhibits only very light handling and storage wear. (126519-310AN)
Reproduction German Pattern 1935 Army Dagger Miniature
This contemporary Heer dagger miniature measures 7 1/2'' overall and
features a 5'' double-edged spear point blade with three flats on either
face. The ricasso is stamped with the logo of J.A. Henckels on the
reverse face. The metal surfaces of the hilt are aluminum and the grip is
spiral-ribbed orange plastic. The blade is in excellent condition with no
discernible blemishes and the metal surfaces of the hilt exhibit an
attractive mild pewter-toned patina which is mirrored on the included
steel scabbard. The details of the hilt relief and the pebble grain of the
scabbard are crisp and accurate to historical examples. A very finely
made post-war miniature. (126519-310AP)
Smith & Wesson Folding Knife
One Smith & Wesson lockback folder. 8 1/4'' overall, 4 1/2'' folded, 4''
single-edged blade with a full flat grind and a straight-backed point. The
grips are aluminum inlaid with walnut panels. The blade exhibits
sharpening marks and light signs of operational wear; the edge has
been maintained to a near razor sharpness. The handles exhibit a few
light handling marks and no major blemishes of note. Overall the knife is
in fine condition. A black leather belt pouch with an aluminum S&W
medallion snap button is included. A very nice lightly used S&W folder.
(126519-310AQ)
Assorted Knives
Three knives. First, a Zippo two-bladed folder with a flat rectangular
profile, measuring 1'' by 2'' folded, featuring a 1 1/4'' single-edged drop
point flat-ground blade and a 1 1/4'' file of matching profile with file teeth
instead of an edge grind. The knife is in excellent condition with
superficial handling marks only. The second knife is a Mora knife of
somewhat curious design: the brass liner which holds the blade is
extracted from the red plastic handle via a pull ring; the blade is then
unfolded and used with the liner as a handle or may be reinserted with
the unfolded blade for use with the red plastic true handle. The blade
and liner assembly measure 3 1/2'' folded, 6'' overall with a 2 3/4''
single-edged blade with a drop point and a hollow saber grind. The
plastic handle measures 3''. The blade is marked ''Mora'' on the flat of
the reverse face and ''Made in Sweden'' on the obverse; both marks are
moderately softened. The blade exhibits some tiny dark smoky gray
freckling and a number of sharpening marks along the bevels. The
resharpened blade is razor sharp and unblemished. Aside from some
minimal handling patina, the brass is unblemished. The red handle
exhibits light superficial handling marks here and there on the surface
and some vestigial hairline cracks. The fit of the liner to the handle is a
bit overtight when the blade is extended and has a tendency to stick.
Overall the knife is in good condition. The third knife is a Jaguar fixed
blade neck knife, 5 3/4'' overall, 3'' single-edged satin stainless drop
point blade with a concave spine, hollow saber grind and a 1'' serrated
segment at the base of the true edge. The handle is pierced with four
circles and the grips are checkered black fiberglass held by screws.
Included is a Kydex sheath and a black-anodized steel ball neck chain.
Both knife and sheath are in excellent unused condition.
(126519-310AR)
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Vintage Folding Knives
Two knives. First, a lockback folder measuring 7 1/4'' overall and
featuring a 3 1/4'' single-edged spear point blade with a full flat grind.
The reverse face of the blade is marked ''Shortland''. The bolsters are
steel and the grips are lime green checkered celluloid held by brass
pins. Instances of smoky gray patina can be seen here and there on the
metal surfaces, particularly on the spine and bolsters; the faces of the
blade are bright and near excellent. The resharpened edge is finely
maintained, smooth and razor sharp. The grips exhibit a few spots of
age patina and only very light handling marks. The knife is in very fine
condition overall. Second, a jackknife by Challenge Cutlery Co.,
measuring 3 1/4'' folded with two blades: 2 1/2'' single-edged spear point
with a full hollow grind and a 1'' false edge; 2'' thin single-edged spear
point with a full flat grind. The ricasso of each blade is softly marked
''Challenge / Cutl. Co. / Bridgeport'' on the reverse face. The bolsters are
stainless steel and the grips are smooth ebony; a stainless steel shield
is inlaid on the reverse grip. Both blades exhibit a light to moderate
smoky gray patina across the surfaces. The large blade also shows a
number of impact nicks and areas of roughness along the length of the
edge. The handle exhibits a few light handling marks on the wood and is
otherwise unblemished. Overall the knife is in good condition.
(126519-310AS)
Vintage Folding Knives
Three knives. First, a double-end jackknife by Western, 3'' folded with
two blades: 2 1/8'' single-edged clipped point with a full flat grind; 1 1/2''
single-edged spear point with a full flat grind. The bolsters are
aluminum, the handles are white celluloid with an oval shield inlaid in the
reverse grip. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes. Next, a Colonial Cutlery Co. Barlow jackknife, 3 1/4'' with two
blades: 2 1/2'' single-edged clipped point, full flat grind; 1 1/2''
single-edged spear point, full flat grind. The bolsters are stainless steel
and the handles cream-colored celluloid. The reverse-side handle is
monogrammed with the logo for ''Goulds Professional Dealer's
Association'' and each bolster is engraved ''Barlow''. Both blades exhibit
a moderate dark gray patina and scattered patches of ocher oxidation;
the faces show extensive marks from a rough resharpening The handles
exhibit light handling wear and scuffing throughout. Overall the knife is in
fair condition. Third, a Valor #187 lockback folder modeled after an
Italian-style switchblade stiletto. 5'' overall, 3'' folded, 2 1/8'' single-edged
spear point blade with a 3/4'' false edge. The bolsters are stainless steel
and the handles are black plastic held by brass pins. Overall the knife is
in excellent condition with no discernible wear or blemishes of note.
(126519-310AT)
Vintage Marble's Fixed Blade Knife
7 1/2'' overall, 4'' single-edged blade with a 1'' false edge and a
straight-backed point and a hollow grind. The ricasso is marked
''Marble's / Gladstone / Mich. U.S.A.'' on the reverse face. The handle
consists of a brass single guard, stacked leather grip between red and
black spacers and a dark brown phenolic resin pommel. The blade has
received a professional-grade polish and resharpening to a smooth
near-perfect razor edge; remnant areas of smoky gray cleaned patina
remain on the middle of the faces and a few light handling marks can be
seen here and there. The leather and brass surfaces of the hilt are
darkly patinated but otherwise largely unblemished; the pommel exhibits
a bit of play but remains secure. A quite fine and impressively refinished
Marble's knife. (126519-310AU)
Collectible Folding Knives
Two knives. First, a Gerber Silver Knight folder, 2 1/4'' folded, 4 1/4''
overall, 2'' single-edged drop point blade with a hollow grind. The
bolsters are stainless steel and the handles are made of attractive and
colorful mother-of-pearl. Second, a Lakota Teal Model 290 folder, 2 3/4''
folded, 4 1/4'' overall, 1 3/4'' single-edged drop point blade with a flat
saber grind. The stainless steel handles are engraved on either face
with two gilded ducks in flight. Both knives are in mint unused condition
and include the original factory boxes and paperwork, opened for
cursory examination only. (126519-310AV)
Benchmark Tenderfoot Fixed Blade Knife
7 1/2'' overall, 3'' single-edged semi-spear point blade with a full flat
grind and a 2'' chisel-ground false edge. The Benchmark Knives logo is
etched on the reverse face. The one-piece handle is varnished
rosewood with a natural finish. The knife is in excellent condition with
only the barest hints of storage patina on the ricasso. Includes the
leather sheath in excellent condition and the original factory box and
paperwork; the box exhibits a few light handling scuffs. An excellent
knife as-new in box. (126519-310AW)
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Machete Lot
Two machetes. First, an Ontario Knife U.S. Military machete measuring
27'' overall, featuring a 22'' single-edged full tang Latin-style blade with a
black oxide finish. The grips are black hard plastic held by four steel
rivets and terminating in a grip retention lobe. The blade exhibits some
light handling marks and thin clouds of ocher on the black finish as well
as some dark instances of cleaned patina along the edge. The rivets of
the handle are oxidized to a smooth ocher throughout. Otherwise the
machete shows minimal signs of handling and previous use and will
clean easily into an excellent brush tool. Includes a tan canvas web belt
sheath in excellent condition. Second, a Stanley machete, 28 3/4''
overall, 24'' single-edged full tang Latin-style with a bright finish. The
grips are black fiberglass composite held by four steel rivets and
terminating in a bird's head pommel. Includes a russet leather sheath.
The machete and sheath are in excellent condition with no more than
superficial handling and storage marks and appear to be unused.
(126519-378A)
U.S. Model 1832 Foot Artillery Sword
25'' overall, 19'' double-edged spear point blade with three-fullered
faces. The cast brass cruciform hilt features a scalloped grip and a
Federal Eagle cast on either face of the pommel. The crossguard is
marked ''R.H.K.W.'' on one face and ''J.H.'' (partially faded) on the other.
The blade is toned to a dark near-black plum, the surface dotted
throughout with shallow remnants of cleaned oxidation texturing. No
remnants of any maker's mark remain visible on either face of the
ricasso. The hilt is an overall dark burnished goldenrod with occasional
areas of darkened patina and small handling marks scattered here and
there. Overall the sword is in very good plus condition as cleaned.
(126519-483A) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Japanese Pattern 1899 Steel-Hilted Army NCO Saber
36'' overall, 30 1/2'' slightly curved single-edged blade with single
unstopped fullers and a straight-backed point. The hilt is blued steel with
a contoured hardwood grip; the grip and backstrap are checkered
around the circumference and the reverse face is mounted with a
scabbard-retention spring clip. The ricasso is numbered ''74337'' on the
reverse face; the obverse is stamped with an illegible singe-character
mark. The front of the guard is stamped with five proofs centered by the
Tokyo Arsenal Four Cannonballs mark. The knucklebow is pierced for a
sword knot which is not present. The blade is excellent, unsharpened
and nearly unblemished except for a few instances of storage patina
scattered along the last 12'' of the blade near the edge. The hilt retains
about 95% original blue scattered occasionally by scarcely visible
specks of dark ocher patina. The included brass-lined steel scabbard is
numbered to a different sword (''88132'') and retains about 75% original
blue scattered by cloudy areas of dark ocher oxidation along the length;
otherwise few if any handling marks are present and the scabbard is in
fine overall condition. Really a quite excellent example of these turn of
the century Western-style Japanese military sabers. (126519-483B)
Japanese Pattern 1914 Parade Saber
31'' overall, 26'' single-edged curved blade with single unstopped fullers,
an undulating acid-etched faux temper line and a straight-backed point.
The hilt is gilt brass decorated by a relief of sakura blossoms and leaves
on the guard, knucklebow and backstrap. The grip is white shagreen
bound in twisted brass wire. The reverse-side counterguard folds to
engage with a retention stud on the collar of the scabbard. The
mirror-bright chromium-plated blade is in excellent condition with only
very light handling marks here or there. The hilt retains generous
amounts of original gilt, particularly on the outer face of the guard in the
relief, with the exposed surfaces of the brass exhibiting a light mottled
patina. The shagreen is a bit age-darkened but otherwise unblemished.
The included scabbard is black leather with three gilt brass mounts, also
decorated by relief of sakura blossoms and leaves. The scabbard
exhibits some light crazing and scuffing throughout but no separation or
loss; the brass retains generous amounts of gold finish in the protected
areas and the remainder of the brass is toned to a smooth
goldenrod-brown. Overall the sword is in fine condition. (126519-483C)
Vintage Sheffield Machete
23'' overall, 18'' single-edged Latin-style blade. The handles are black
Bakelite with a square bird's head pommel and held by three steel rivets.
The blade is marked ''Made in Sheffield / England'' on the reverse face.
The blade exhibits a fine smoky pewter patina with hints of dark ocher
tones and a smoothly cleaned texture. The edge is just a bit rough in
spots but remains cutting sharp. The handles exhibit light handling
marks only with no major blemishes. (126519-483D)
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Vintage Collins No. 127 Machete
21 1/2'' overall, 17'' single-edged Latin-style blade. The handles are
black horn with a square bird's head pommel and held by five steel
rivets. The ricasso is marked ''Legitimus / Collins & Co. / Made in U.S.A.
/ No. 127'' on the reverse face beneath the Collins Arm & Hammer logo.
The blade exhibits sparsely scattered flecks of smoky gray patina across
the faces, only minimal handling marks and a sharpened keen edge.
The handles show some superficial handling marks and some oxidation
patina on a few of the rivets, otherwise no blemishes of note. Overall the
machete is in very fine condition. The included leather scabbard is
tooled on the obverse face with the Arm & Hammer ''Legitimus'' logo and
a foliate border. The scabbard is in very good plus condition, exhibiting
some storage wear at the tip and minor scuffing throughout but no
instances of loss, separation or major blemishes. (126519-483E)
Vintage Collins No. 35 Machete
29'' overall, 24'' single-edged Latin-style blade. The handles are
contoured sanded hickory held by three steel rivets with a square bird's
head pommel and may be later replacements. The ricasso is marked
''Legitimus / Collins & Co. / Made in U.S.A. / No. 35'' on the reverse face;
the obverse face features a Spanish-language Collins paper sticker
label. The blade is a textured gray-black mottled by areas of cleaned
dark brown oxidation patina throughout. The edge remains cutting sharp
and largely unblemished. The paper label is in unusually fine condition
with minimal wear, crisp print and little to no loss. The handle rivets are
moderately oxidized, the wood shows some light handling marks and the
handles exhibit a bit of play but remain securely attached. The machete
is in very good plus to excellent condition overall. The included leather
sheath features decorative tooled designs on the obverse face. The
leather exhibits areas of dark patina, light scuffing and instances of
wrinkling and minor crazing throughout; the stitching remains tight and
the scabbard shows no loss or separation, rating very good plus to
excellent as a whole. (126519-483F)
U.S. Military Machete by Ontario Knife
23'' overall, 18'' single-edged Latin-style blade with a black oxide finish.
The ricasso is marked ''Ontario Knife / U.S.'' on the reverse face. The
handles are black hard polymer held by four steel rivets. The machete is
in excellent condition, exhibiting no signs of previous use and no
blemishes of note aside from some very light scabbard wear and a
streak of copper from contact with the copper belt hook retention disc
inside the scabbard. The scabbard is OD green pebble-grained flexible
polymer mounted with a belt hook on the reverse face and a swiveling
blade sharpener attached to the front corner of the throat. Other than a
few negligible handling marks, the scabbard is unblemished and in
excellent condition. (126519-483G)
U.S. Military Machete by Ontario knife
23'' overall, 18'' single-edged Latin-style blade with a black oxide finish.
The ricasso is marked ''Ontario Knife / U.S.'' on the reverse face. The
handles are hard black polymer held by four steel rivets. The machete is
in about excellent condition, exhibiting no signs of previous use aside
from very light scabbard wear. The reverse face exhibits moderate
copper streaking along the length from contact with the copper belt hook
retention disc inside the scabbard. The scabbard is OD green
pebble-grained flexible polymer mounted with a belt hook on the reverse
face and a swiveling blade sharpener attached to the front corner of the
throat. The scabbard is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes.
(126519-483H)
Maxam Camp Tool Set
One knife and one hatchet sharing a combination sheath. The knife
measures 9 1/4'' overall and features a 4 1/2'' satin stainless
single-edged gut hook blade with a flat saber grind. The moulded rubber
grip features four finger grooves, a ribbed spine and checkered side
panels. The hatchet measures 10 3/4'' in length. The satin stainless
head measures 4'' across from bit to poll; the poll is 2'' and the blade
flares to a crescent bit measuring 4 1/2'' from heel to toe. The handle is
of identical configuration and size to the knife. Knife, hatchet and sheath
are all in mint condition and appear completely unused. (126519-483J)
Unmarked Wakizashi
24 1/2'' overall, 17 3/4'' single-edged blade with a shoubu-zukuri profile
and an ihori-mune (peaked) spine. The brass fuchi is decorated with
foliate designs and the blackened iron tsuba is brass-embossed with a
scene of a contemplative sage standing at the side of a river beneath a
blossoming tree. The handle is unadorned sanded hardwood held by
two wooden pins. The blade exhibits a mottled smoky gray polished
patina and scattered clouds of cleaned oxidation throughout the length;
a few handling and polishing marks can be seen here and there upon
close examination. Aside from a few areas of slight roughness and
several impact nicks in the tip, the edge remains razor sharp. Overall the
sword is in very good condition. (126519-483K)
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U.S. Model 1917 Bolo by Springfield Armory
14 3/4'' overall, 10'' single-edged spear point bolo blade with a 3 1/2''
false edge. The ricasso is marked ''US / 59612'' on the obverse face and
''S A / (Flaming Bomb) / 1917'' on the reverse. The blade retains about
60% original blue and exhibits a number of uneven grind marks on the
reverse face and even marks from a thorough polishing. A speckled gray
patina is visible along the bevels of the blade on either face. The metal
surfaces of the hilt retain about 65% blue, mostly on the guard, and
exhibit only a few light handling marks. The screws are missing from the
obverse walnut grip but the grip remains secure with only a bit of play.
Overall the knife is in good condition. The included scabbard is in very
good plus condition with few blemishes except for light to moderate
scuffing on the leather tip. (126519-483L)
U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 20 1/2'' overall,
16'' single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5
1/2'' false edge. The ricasso is marked ''S A / (Flaming Bomb) / 1908'' on
the reverse face and ''US / 277031'' on the obverse. The blade features
a beautiful 99% arsenal-quality blue, likely applied during the inter-war
period, over barely perceptible hints of previous pinprick pits and minute
handling marks. The markings are crisp and clear. The very end of the
point (less than 1/8'') is bent to the reverse side from a previous impact,
otherwise the blade is largely unblemished. The metal surfaces of the
hilt retain about 98% original blue with some light handling marks and
hints of dark brown patina here and there. The walnut grips exhibit a
moderate darkened age patina and a number of minor handling marks
but remain tightly fitted with no loss or major blemishes. The included
U.S.N. Mk. 1 scabbard is in excellent condition with only the tiniest
handling scuffs on the fiberglass body and tiny hints of patina on the
Parkerized throat. A splendid M1905 bayonet, beautifully
arsenal-refurbished for WWII issue. (126519-483M)
British No. 4 Mk. I & II Spike Bayonets
Three British No. 4 spike bayonets which pair with the Lee-Enfield No. 4
Mk. 1 rifle. The first bayonet is a scarce No. 4 Mk. I by Singer
Manufacturing Co., measuring 10'' overall with an 8'' cruciform fluted
blade. The reverse face of the socket reads ''No. 4 Mk. I / S.M.'', worn
soft but still just legible. The blade is bright with streaks of original matte
blue here and there in the flutes and few if any blemishes. The socket
retains about 95% original matte blue with minimal handling marks.
Overall the bayonet is in very fine condition. The finely crafted fluted Mk.
I was quickly replaced by the cheaper and simpler Mk. II design: only
75,000 No. 4 Mk. I bayonets were made, produced exclusively by Singer
Manufacturing Co. at the Clydebank, Scotland plant from 1941-42. The
second bayonet is a No. 4 Mk. II of the same dimensions with a round
blade ending in a two-sided point. The bright blade exhibits only tiny
speckled hints of gray patina and the socket retains strong original matte
blue with slight silvering at the edges. The markings on either face of the
socket (reverse ''No. 4 Mk. II'', obverse ''15515'') remain crisp and clear;
this bayonet is in about excellent condition. The third bayonet is another
No. 4 Mk. II of the same dimensions and configuration as the previous.
The blade is 98% blued with very light handling marks and the socket
has been strongly japanned with a slightly flaking black lacquer,
obscuring the markings. The bayonet is in very good condition with few
handling marks and includes a regulation Mk. I scabbard in fine
condition with minimal handling wear. Also included are three steel
scabbards: the first two are regulation-pattern No. 4 Mk. I scabbards in
very fine to near excellent condition with a few light handling marks here
and there. The third is a rare No. 4 Mk. II scabbard with a flat-ended tip
(rather than the typical ball finial) and very lightweight steel tube
construction. The flat of the tip is marked ''S191'', the dispersal code of
Franco-British Electrical Company. Franco-British Electrical produced
only 25,000 of these experimental scabbards; this specimen is in near
excellent condition with only minimal handling marks. An appealing lot
for the collector of British WWII militaria including some quite rare and
desirable specimens. (126519-483N)
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U.S. LC-14-B Woodsman's Pal
16 1/2'' overall, 12'' single-edged blade with a reverse billhook and a
sharpened flat-ended tip. The blade is marked ''Woodsman's Pal / 280''
over the Victor Tool Co. address on the obverse face. The hilt is black
japanned steel with stacked black leather grips. Some of the original
leather spacers have been lost and replaced by light russet leather
strips. The knucklebow is atypically shaped, resembling a mix partway
between a reverse-P and the usual rounded D-guard; no impact marks
or signs of damage are visible. The blade retains about 90% original
blue finish interspersed with spotted clouds of ocher and dark brown
oxidation staining and patina; the edges are lightly used, remaining
cutting sharp with minimal handling wear. Overall the tool is in very good
condition. Includes the tan canvas web sheath with steel wire belt hook.
The sheath is in about good condition, exhibiting few signs of wear on
the web itself, some oxidation on the pull tab of the zipper and a 6''
segment on the reverse side where the zipper has separated from the
web; the zipper remains attached at both ends and the sheath shows no
material loss. A very good, if somewhat traveled, example of these
acclaimed military brush tools. (126519-483P)
U.S.-Marked Canadian Model 1905/10 Ross Rifle Bayonet
Pairs with the Canadian Ross Rifle. 14 3/4'' overall, 10'' single-edged
''butcher-knife'' blade with a hollow saber grind and a semi-spear point.
The blade is finished bright, the ricasso and metal surfaces of the hilt
are matte blue. The grips are walnut held by two screws. Either face of
the blade and pommel are marked with both U.S. and Canadian proofs.
The blade exhibits a few hints of patina here and there concentrated
mostly at the tip but otherwise few handling marks. The edge is dull with
a few impact nicks scattered here and there. The hilt retains about 95%
original blue with silvering at the edges and occasional hints of dark
brown patina on the pommel; the grips show light handling marks and
remain tightly fitted with no loss or blemishes of note. Overall the
bayonet is in quite fine condition. The included scabbard, also
U.S.-marked, is in very good plus to excellent condition; the surface
exhibits light to moderate scuffing throughout with tight stitching and no
instances of separation or loss. During the first World War, the U.S.
purchased 20,000 Ross rifles with bayonets for training and Home
Guard use after Canadian forces declared the arm obsolete for trench
warfare. (126519-483Q)
Argentine Model 1909 Artillery Short Sword
20'' overall, 14 3/4'' single-edged spear point bolo blade with a full flat
grind. The ricasso is marked ''Modelo Argentino 1909'' over the
Argentine crest on the obverse and ''Weyersberg / Kirschbaum & Co. /
Solingen''. The S-guard is marked ''B06691'' on the obverse face and
the rounded bird's head pommel is stamped ''RA'' in a circle on that side.
The bright blade is in excellent condition, unsharpened and unblemished
except for some scabbard wear and a single oil stain on the obverse
face just above the ricasso. The metal surface of the hilt exhibit areas of
thin light smoky gray patina and few handling marks. The hardwood
grips show a few minor handling marks and are otherwise excellent.
Overall the sword is in about excellent condition. The included steel
scabbard is numbered to the sword and retains about 98% original blue
with light handling marks toning to silver and some fading to plumb on
the frog stud and tip finial. (126519-483R)
U.S.N. Survival Kit Jackknife by Colonial
6'' folded with two blades: 4 3/4'' single-edged clipped point with a hollow
saber grind and a 1 1/2'' false edge; 5 1/8'' saw blade with rip teeth. The
bolsters are steel and the handles checkered black plastic. The knife
blade is marked ''Colonial /Prov. R.I.'' on the flat of the reverse face. The
metal surfaces are in very fine condition, exhibiting thin areas of smoky
gray or dusky ocher here and there mostly on the bolsters and few if any
handling marks. The edge is factory sharp and untouched. The handles
are unblemished and excellent. Overall a very fine military survival knife.
(126519-483S)
U.S.N. Survival Kit Jackknife by United Cutlery
6'' folded with two blades: 4 3/4'' single-edged clipped point with a hollow
saber grind and a 1 1/2'' false edge; 5 1/8'' saw blade with crosscut
teeth. The bolsters are steel and the handles checkered black plastic.
The metal surfaces are blued, retaining 70% on the knife blade, 90% on
the saw blade and 50% on the bolsters. The exposed steel surfaces are
toned to a dark smoky gray. The knife exhibits few handling marks and
the edge remains near razor sharp. Aside from one or two small
handling marks the handles are excellent. Overall the knife is in very
good plus to excellent condition. (126519-483T)
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U.S.N. Survival Kit Jackknife
6'' folded with two blades: 4 3/4'' single-edged clipped point with a hollow
saber grind and a 1 1/2'' false edge; 5 1/8'' saw blade with rip teeth. The
bolsters are steel and the handles checkered black plastic. The saw
blade retains about 70% nickel plating with areas of flaking. The knife
blade has been reblued, polished and sharpened: the blue remains
mostly on the bevels of the obverse face with traces throughout the
remainder; the bevels of the reverse face are polished bright with thin
sharpening marks. Hints of nickel plate are visible on the flats. The
bolsters exhibit a cleaned smoky gray patina with pinprick remnants of
cleaned pinprick texturing throughout and the handles exhibit a few light
handling marks but remain tightly fitted and whole. The edge is
unblemished and near razor sharp and aside from the aforementioned
age wear, the knife exhibits no mechanical issues, loss or damage of
note. A salty and rugged example of these heavy-duty survival knives.
(126519-483U)
U.S. Navy Pilot's Survival Knife by Ontario Knife Co.
9 1/2'' overall, 5'' single-edged clipped point blade with a sawback spine,
single unstopped fullers, and a 1 1/2'' sharpened false edge. The hilt
comprises a flat steel rectangular guard with two holes pierced in the
rear quillon, a stacked leather grip and a hexagonal flat pommel. The
pommel is marked ''Ontario / 5-94'' on the obverse face. All the metal
surfaces are Parkerized and the knife is in excellent condition,
unblemished except for a hint of patina here and there and a few tiny
handling marks on the blade. The included steel-lined leather sheath is
in excellent condition with minimal signs of wear. (126519-483V)
U.S. Navy Pilot's Survival Knife by Camillus
9 3/4'' overall, 5'' single-edged clipped point blade with a sawback spine,
single unstopped fullers and a 1 1/2'' sharpened false edge. The hilt
comprises a flat steel rectangular guard with two holes pierced in the
rear quillon, a stacked leather grip and a hexagonal flat pommel. The
pommel is marked ''Camillus / N.Y. / 3-1985''. All metal surfaces are
Parkerized and the knife is in excellent unblemished condition except for
a few flecks of oxidation on the guard. The included steel-lined leather
sheath is also in excellent condition with minimal signs of wear.
(126519-483W)
U.S. Navy Pilot's Survival Knife by Ontario Knife Co.
9 1/2'' overall, 5'' single-edged clipped point blade with a sawback spine,
single unstopped fullers and a 1 1/2'' sharpened false edge. The hilt
comprises a flat steel rectangular guard with two holes pierced in the
rear quillon, a stacked leather grip and hexagonal flat pommel. The
pommel is marked ''Ontario / 2-80'' on the obverse face. All metal
surfaces are Parkerized and the knife is in near excellent condition,
almost unblemished except for a bit of silvering at the tip and scattered
spots of oxidation on the pommel. The included steel-lined leather
sheath is in excellent condition with minimal signs of wear.
(126519-483X)
Collectible Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives. The first is an A.G. Russell knife measuring 6 3/4'' overall
with a 3'' single-edged pattern-welded Damascus blade with a hollow
grind and a shallow drop point. The hilt comprises an aluminum single
guard and maple burl grips held by aluminum and brass rivets. The knife
is in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. The included
leather sheath also rates excellent with minimal handling wear. The
second is an Explorer Mini Magnum survival knife measuring 7 1/4''
overall and featuring a 3 1/2'' single-edged semi-spear point blade with a
partially sawtoothed 3'' false edge. The hilt comprises a flat brass oval
double guard with pierced holes on either end, a hollow checker-knurled
steel cylinder grip and a ridged flat-ended screw-in pommel. The guard
is dated ''1954'' on the top face. The satin 440 stainless blade is in near
excellent condition with a few smoky gray spots of patina and some very
light handling marks from an otherwise expertly applied sharpening to a
razor edge. The brass surfaces exhibit a bit of mild dark goldenrod
patina and the grip shows a few light handling marks, otherwise the hilt
is largely unblemished and the knife is in quite fine condition overall. The
included russet leather belt sheath is in near excellent condition with
only a bit of light wear at the contact points. (126519-483Y)
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Knives & Folding Saw
Two knives and a folding saw. The first knife is a handmade fixed blade
sheath knife measuring 9'' in length and featuring a 5'' single-edged
recurved blade with a hollow grind, 2'' sharpened false edge and a
straight-backed point. The hilt comprises a brass single guard and a
stacked leather grip with aluminum spacers; the pommel is not present
and the tip of the tang is exposed. The blade exhibits scattered spots of
gray patina and a few areas of thin hints of speckled ocher. The roughly
sharpened edge is a bit uneven in spots but remains cutting sharp. The
grip exhibits only very light handling marks and is in fine condition aside
from the absence of the pommel. The included leather sheath is in fair
condition, exhibiting a number of handling marks and scuffs as well as
several cuts and slices including a 4 1/2'' segment on the reverse face
which has been cut clean through to the interior; the stitching at the tip
has separated, otherwise the remainder of the stitching remains tight
and the sheath is whole, if somewhat worn. The second knife is a
Maxam liner-lock folder measuring 4'' folded, 6 1/2'' overall, featuring a
3: single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow saber grind,
reverse-face thumb stud and 1'' of serrations on the true edge above the
ricasso. The handles are gray-lacquered aluminum held by steel screws;
the obverse face is fitted with a tip-down stainless steel pocket clip. The
knife is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes and appears
unused. The saw measures 9 1/2'' folded, 16'' overall, featuring a 7''
blade with 1/4'' cross-cut teeth. The handles are contoured gray plastic
with a latch on the rear edge to hole the saw open. The saw exhibits few
if any blemishes except for the loss of its original labels and is in overall
excellent condition. (126519-483Z)
U.S. Model 1873 Trowel Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M1873 Trapdoor rifle. 15 3/4'' overall, 10''
leaf-shaped trowel blade measuring 3 1/2'' wide at the base. The blade
is polished bright and, aside from a few scattered specks of gray patina
here and there, is largely unblemished and in excellent condition. The
strongly blued socket handle is also excellent, retaining about 85%
original blue with a few instances fading to a smooth smoky gray. The
original walnut handle insert is included and also in excellent condition.
The scabbard is tin bound in black leather with brass fittings and is in
fine to excellent condition. The leather exhibits only minor storage and
handlings scuffs and the belt loop shows some moderate crazing
throughout; otherwise all stitching remains tight and the scabbard
remains whole with no loss or damage of note. The brass surfaces are
strongly patinated to a dark goldenrod brown. A quite splendid example
of these late 19th century entrenching tools. (126519-483AA)
U.S. Model 1873 Trowel Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M1873 Trapdoor rifle. 14 1/2'' overall, 10''
leaf-shaped trowel blade measuring 3 1/2'' wide at the base. The blade
is moderately oxidized on the top face and polished on the back faces,
retaining about 40% original blue mostly on the back faces interspersed
with dark smoky gray patina on the exposed steel. The socket handle
retains about 80% blue with speckled areas of subtle dark patina and
small clouds of oxidation scattered sparsely throughout. The included
scabbard comprises a tin body in black leather with brass fittings. The
scabbard is in poor to fair condition: the leather is dry and split along
most of the medial on the back face, at the throat, and around most of
the circumference near the tip. The remainder of the body exhibits light
to moderate crazing and the leather hanger shows moderate crazing
throughout and moderately strong green verdigris on the rear brass
fittings. The tip chape and ''US'' medallion on the hanger are patinated to
a dark golden-brown. The tin body exposed by the cracks in the leather
is strongly oxidized. Despite the aforementioned wear, little to no
material has been lost and the scabbard remains whole with tight
stitching. A salty old entrenching tool from the latter half of the 19th
century which shows its age but wears it well. (126519-483AB)
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British Pattern 1907 Bayonet by Sanderson
Pairs with the British Short Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) No. I Mk. III
rifle. 21 1/2'' overall, 17'' single-edged blade with single unstopped
fullers and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is stamped with British
proofs on the obverse and with the royal cypher of King George V,
''1907'', ''18'' production date (stamped twice) and partially faded maker's
mark on the obverse. The blade is bright with tiny freckles of smoky gray
patina scattered throughout alongside a number of tiny handling and
maintenance marks; the previously service-sharpened edge has worn
smooth and blunt mostly from scabbard contact. The metal surfaces of
the hilt exhibit a subtle gray cleaned pewter patina, the pommel
exhibiting a few shades of brown, and the walnut grips remain tightly
fitted with a bit of wear around the screws but otherwise no handling
marks of note. The bayonet is in overall very good plus to excellent
condition. The included scabbard is black leather with steel mounts and
in fine condition: the metal surfaces exhibit light patina and a few tiny
instances of oxidation here or there but no handling marks or
deformations. The fit of the scabbard is imperfect and the leather may
have contracted with age; otherwise the leather body exhibits light
surface wear only, with no instances of separation or loss and retains
tight complete stitching. (126519-483AC)
Fixed Blade Sheath Knives by KJ Ericksson
Three knives manufactured by the Swedish cutlery company KJ
Ericksson (today Morakniv). The first measures 8'' overall and features a
4'' single-edged carbon steel blade with a Scandi grind and a shallow
straight-clipped point. The hilt comprises a flat-faced stainless double
S-guard, a stainless steel ferrule and a sanded birch handle with an
integral pommel. The blade exhibits a few spots of cleaned smoky gray
storage patina here and there but otherwise the knife is unused in near
mint condition, retaining the razor sharp factory edge. The included
russet leather sheath is lined with stainless steel reinforcements at the
throat and the tip and rates excellent with minimal wear. The second
knife measures 9'' overall with a 5'' single-edged blade with a trailing
point and a Scandi grind. The hilt comprises a single stainless steel
guard, a stainless steel ferrule and a sanded birch handle with an
integral pommel. The knife is in mint condition except for a few negligible
tiny specks of cleaned gray patina just visible at some of the edges and
corners of the blade; the untouched factory edge remains razor sharp
and unblemished. The included light tan buff leather sheath also rates
excellent. The third knife measures 8'' overall and features a 4''
single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow saber grind and a 1 3/4''
unsharpened false edge. The hilt comprises a stainless steel flat-faced
double S-guard, stainless steel ferrule, varnished birch handle and
stainless steel pommel held by a tang screw. The knife is in excellent
condition with a razor sharp edge and a few scattered handling and
maintenance marks on the faces of the blade. An attractive set of these
terrific Swedish-made knives. (126519-483AD)
Lapplandskniven Large Puukko Sheath Knife
13 1/2'' overall, 8 1/2'' single-edged broad blade with a 2'' false edge, a
Scandi grind and a straight-backed point. The blade is etched
''Lapplandskniven / Helle / Norge'' on the reverse face. The handle is an
attractive natural-finish birch between a brass ferrule and a brass flat
pommel cap. The blade is in excellent condition with few if any
discernible blemishes. The edge is razor sharp throughout and in perfect
condition. The brass is also about excellent with only a few hints of
patina and verdigris here or there. The wood is unblemished. The
included brown leather sheath accommodates the knife nearly to the
base of the pommel and features finely tooled images of a blossoming
branch, a stag's head and a wolf's head on the front face. The surface is
very slightly wrinkled and is otherwise unblemished except for a 3'' cut
through the front face from an improper draw of the knife.
(126519-483AE)
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Socket Bayonets
Three socket bayonets. First, a U.S. Model 1873 socket bayonet, 18''
triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes, beak point and shallow
face flute, 3'' bottom-bridged three-step L-mortise socket with a rotating
clasp. The top face is marked ''US / S''. The bayonet is in very fine to
near excellent condition, retaining about 95% original blue with silvering
at the edges and a bit of thinning and patina toward the tip. Two
matching scabbards are included. The first is in very fine condition,
retaining about 90% blue with scattered tiny flecks of oxidation here or
there, light instances of patina on the brass hanger and some light
scuffing on the leather throat. The second scabbard rates very good
plus, retaining about 40% blue with a polished smoky pewter patina
throughout the body; the leather collar is whole and exhibits light to
moderate crazing but not separation or loss and the brass hanger
exhibits some light patina here and there. The second bayonet is a U.S.
Model 1795 or similar early U.S. pattern: 15'' triangular blade with
hollow-ground back flutes, flat top face and narrow partial face flute
running 6 1/2'' from the beak point; 2 1/2'' unbridged three-step
L-mortise socket. The top face flat is marked ''US'' and ''WB'' just ahead
of the shank. The bayonet is in somewhat poor condition, exhibiting
moderate oxidation across the surfaces and a few nicks in the edges of
the blade. The socket exhibits an impact deformation on the obverse
side at the third step of the mortise. The third bayonet is a British Pattern
1853 bayonet for the Pattern 1853 Enfield Rifle-Musket: 18'' triangular
blade with raised shoulders at the shank and hollow-ground face flutes
running 16'' from the beak tip; 3'' bottom-bridged three-step L-mortise
socket with a rotating clasp. The metal surfaces are an overall pewter
gray with areas of darkened patina and partially cleaned dark brown
oxidation. Otherwise the bayonet shows only a few very light handling
marks and is in very good plus to excellent condition. (126519-483AF)
U.S. M3 Fighting Knife by Imperial
11 1/2'' overall, 6 3/4'' single-edged spear point blade with a 3'' false
edge. The top face of the guard is marked ''US M3 / Imperial'' and the
flat of the pommel is stamped with the Ordnance Department Flaming
Bomb. The metal surfaces are polished bright and interspersed with
clouds of smoky gray patina; the guard and pommel show areas of thin
ocher oxidation. The stacked leather grip is patinated to black and
shows a few light handling marks but is largely unblemished with only
superficial wear. The included U.S. M8 scabbard is in poor condition:
exposure to a heat source has caused splitting, melting and blackening
of the fiberglass composite in the lower half toward the tip; the upper
half still accommodates the knife and is largely unblemished except
some expected light storage wear and instances of oxidation on the
throat. (126519-483AG)
Russian Model 1940 Tokarev Bayonet
Pairs with the Tokarev SVT-40 rifle. 13 7/8'' overall, 9 1/4'' single-edged
spear point blade with single unstopped fullers. The ricasso and guard
are marked with several stamps of which only the later-added ''1961''
date on the ricasso and ''3962'' serial number on the guard, both on the
reverse side, are now legible. The metal surfaces are polished bright
with hints of blue in the fullers, at the base of the ricasso and in the
protected areas of the pommel. The walnut grips are marked ''2093'' on
the reverse face and are in good condition, exhibiting some light
handling marks and areas of roughness but remaining tightly fitted with
no loss or separation. The included steel scabbard features a flattened
tip and exhibits a number of small handling marks and light dings
throughout; about 95% original blue finish remains and the scabbard is
in very good condition overall. (126519-483AH)
Commercial Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knife by John Nowill & Sons
This contemporary Sheffield-made third-pattern Commando knife
measures 11 1/2'' overall and features a 7'' double-edged narrow spear
point blade with a blackened finish and flat grind. The edge is
untouched, factory-ground with primary and secondary bevels just shy of
cutting sharp. The ribbed cast aluminum handle is finished in a strong
matte black. Ministry of Defense markings can be seen engraved on the
guard and embossed on the handle. Both the knife and the included
black leather sheath are in unblemished mint condition. An exceptional
modern example of the esteemed British Commando knife crafted by
authentic Sheffield cutlers. (128585-152)
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U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife by KA-BAR
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped
partial fullers, a saber grind and a 2'' false edge. The grip is dark brown
stacked leather beneath red and black spacers at the guard and
finishing in a flat steel disc pommel. The ricasso is marked ''KA-BAR /
Olean N.Y'' on the reverse face and ''U.S.M.C.'' on the obverse. The
bright blade retains about 95% protective gray lacquer interspersed with
silvery handling marks. The edge has been maintained cutting sharp
with only one or two areas of slight roughness. The metal surfaces of
the hilt retain about 40% original blue, the remainder toning to a smooth
mottled dark gray with occasional hints of dark brown. The grip exhibits
an even dark patina throughout but otherwise only a few very tiny
handling marks. The knife is in quite fine condition overall. The included
dark russet leather sheath rates very good plus to excellent, exhibiting
instances of dark patina across the surfaces and wrinkling on the hanger
while retaining tight stitching and showing no loss or separation. A
braided leather lanyard in near excellent condition is attached to the tip
of the sheath. (128585-146A)
U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife by Camillus
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped
partial fullers, a saber grind and a 2'' false edge. The grip is dark brown
stacked leather ending in a flat disc pommel. The ricasso is marked
''U.S.M.C.'' on the reverse and ''Camillus N.Y.'' on the obverse. The
blade retains about 98% protective blue-gray lacquer with occasional
silvery handling marks. The edge is near razor sharp with just a bit of
roughness near the tip. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 75%
blue, mostly on the guard, with light silvering at the edges and areas of
dark brown patina on the pommel. The leather grip rates near excellent
with only a few small handling marks. Overall the knife is in excellent
condition. The included brown leather sheath appears to be later-added
and rates excellent. (128585-146B)
U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife by KA-BAR
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped
partial fullers, a saber grind and a 2'' false edge. The grip is dark brown
stacked leather ending in a flat disc pommel. The ricasso is marked
''KA-BAR'' on the reverse face and ''U.S.M.C.'' on the obverse. The
blade retains about 98% protective dark blue lacquer over what appears
to be a light pewter patina. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about
90% original blue with areas of dark blended patina here and there. The
leather grip exhibits few blemishes aside from some very light handling
marks and the knife is in overall very fine to near excellent condition.
The included leather sheath also rates near excellent with only minor
handling scuffs on the outer surfaces, otherwise remaining supple with
excellent stitching. (128585-146C)
U.S.N. Mark 2 Knife by Camillus
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped
partial fullers, a saber grind and a 2'' false edge. The grip is dark brown
stacked leather ending in a flat disc pommel. The ricasso is marked
''U.S.N.'' on the reverse and ''Camillus N.Y.'' on the obverse. The blade
is protected by blue-gray lacquer covering approximately 98% of the
reverse face and 25% of the obverse; the exposed surfaces are bright
steel scattered by occasional instances of patina. The edge remains
smooth, unblemished and near razor sharp. The hilt is in excellent
condition with few if any discernible blemishes and the knife rates fine to
near excellent as a whole. The included ''U.S.N.''-marked leather sheath
exhibits a few areas of patina and light wrinkling here and there on the
body and few blemishes aside from occasional light handling marks. The
initials ''JM'' are carved into the rear face. Overall the sheath is in fine
condition. (128585-147A)
WWII Fighting Knife by Case Cutlery
11'' overall, 6'' single-edged blade with a saber grind, a 2 1/2'' false edge
and a straight-backed point. The grip is stacked leather and the pommel
is flat with a knurled surface. The ricasso is marked ''Case XX'' on the
reverse face and ''337-6''Q'' on the obverse. The blade is finished mirror
bright and scattered by small flecks of smoky gray patina. The metal
surfaces of the hilt show areas of pewter gray patina and the grip darkly
patinated but otherwise in excellent condition with few if any blemishes.
The knife is in about excellent condition overall. The included leather
sheath is in very fine condition, exhibiting a bit of light wear at the
contact points. The closing snap has been lost from the hilt strap,
otherwise the sheath shows no signs of separation or loss.
(128585-147B)
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U.S. Model 1917 Trench Knife
14 1/8'' overall, 9'' triangular flat-faced blade. The guard is sheet steel
with seven raised pyramidal knobs. The handle is smooth finger-grooved
walnut. The guard is marked ''U.S. / L.F. & C. / 1917'' on the top face. All
metal surfaces are finished matte blue; the blade retains about 98%
finish with just a few tiny handling marks and flecks of ocher almost not
worth mention; the guard retains about 95% finish with occasional
instances of silvering or oxidation staining. The grip exhibits a
lengthwise hairline split down the middle of the obverse face which has
not separated; the grip remains tightly fitted and is otherwise
unblemished. Overall the knife is in about excellent condition. A splendid
WWI-era trench weapon. (128583-7A) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Reproduction U.S. Mark 1 Trench Knife
11 1/2'' overall, 7'' double-edged stainless steel spear point blade with
hollow-ground bevels. The cast brass knuckle handle is marked ''U.S.
1918'' on the obverse face. The edge is unsharpened. The blade is
aligned about 15 degrees off-center from the hilt, otherwise the knife is
in excellent condition with few if any handling marks. (128583-7B)
German Model 1898 N/A Dress Bayonet by Weyersberg, Kirschbaum &
Cie.
Pairs with the Gewehr 98 rifle. 26'' overall, 20 3/4'' single-edged spear
point blade with single unstopped fullers and a rounded spine extending
into the raised medial ridge of an 8'' swedge at the tip. The two-piece
ribbed walnut grips identify this example as the M1898 N/A (''Neuer Art'')
model produced from 1902 through 1914; the nickel-plated metal
surfaces indicate private purchase. The obverse face of the ricasso is
marked with the Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Cie. Knight's Head logo.
The blade is in excellent condition, exhibiting only a few scattered
negligible handling marks. The metal surfaces of the hilt rate very good
plus, exhibiting some areas of bubbling and just a few areas of very light
flaking. The grips show light oxidation on the screws and a few minute
handling marks but otherwise few blemishes. The included scabbard is
wood in black leather and is in very good plus to excellent condition,
exhibiting light to moderate surface scuffing on the leather and a few
instances of pinprick bubbling on the nickel-plated mounts. The stitching
is tight and excellent. An altogether very fine pre-WWI private purchase
bayonet. (128585-145A)
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1892 Krag-Jorgensen rifle and variations. 16
1/4'' overall, 11 3/4'' single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers and a 4 1/2'' false edge. The ricasso is marked ''1903''
on the reverse face and ''US'' on the obverse. The bright polished blade
rates very fine, scattered by clouds of smoky gray patina along the
length; a few very light polishing marks can be seen here and there. The
metal surfaces of the hilt are smoothly browned with remnant areas of
bright and blue visible on the guard. The walnut grips exhibit a dark
patina and a few handling marks but remain tightly fitted with no
instances of loss. Overall the hilt is in very good plus to excellent
condition. The included scabbard is toned evenly to a dark plum-tinted
brown and exhibits only very light handling marks here and there; patina
aside, the scabbard is in very fine condition. (128585-145B)
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1892 Krag-Jorgensen rifle and variations. 16
1/4'' overall, 11 3/4'' single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers and a 4 1/2'' false edge. The ricasso is marked ''1900''
on the reverse face and ''US'' on the obverse. The blade is bright and
excellent with only a few superficial handling marks and several very thin
clouds of smoky gray patina. The metal surfaces of the hilt are similarly
excellent and the walnut grips are nearly unblemished except for
perhaps two or three very small handling marks. The included steel
hook-type scabbard is strongly blued throughout, retaining about 98%
finish with a few minute instances of silvering and a few barely visible
sparsely scattered specks thinning to plum. An attractive Krag bayonet
in splendid condition. (128585-145C)
U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet by Springfield Armory
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 rifle. 20 1/2'' overall, 16'' single-edged
spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5 1/2'' false edge.
The ricasso is blued in the first 1/4'' and crisply stamped ''S A / (Flaming
Bomb) / 1906'' on the reverse face and ''US / 69354'' on the obverse.
The blade is polished near mirror bright scattered by tiny flecks of smoky
gray patina and minimal handling wear aside from a few tiny
maintenance marks. The metal surfaces of the hilt are blued, retaining
about 60% original finish on the guard with areas of silvering and hints
of patina and retaining about 98% on the pommel and tang with few if
any blemishes. The walnut grips exhibit only superficial handling marks
and rate excellent. Really a quite attractive specimen in excellent
condition. (128585-145D) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet by Springfield Armory
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 rifle. 20 1/2'' overall, 16'' single-edged
spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5 1/2'' false edge.
The ricasso is crisply stamped ''S A / (Flaming Bomb) / 1918'' on the
reverse face and ''US / 895580''. The blade features a beautiful 99%
arsenal-quality Parkerized finish, likely later added during the inter-war
period, with only the barest instances of silvering and perhaps two or
three negligible areas of roughness and small dings on the otherwise
sharp excellent edge. The guard and pommel retain about 90% original
blue, the guard showing a few light silver handling marks and the
pommel a few areas toning to smoky brown. The sheath is wood bound
in rawhide with a leather-tipped tan canvas web duck cover. The leather
tip shows some scuffing and the canvas some light soiling, otherwise the
scabbard is in near excellent condition with minimal wear. A very
attractive bayonet in excellent condition. (128585-145E) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. M1 Bayonet by Utica Cutlery
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 14 1 /2'' overall,
10'' single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers and a
3'' false edge. The ricasso is crisply marked ''U. C. / U.S. (centered by
Flaming Bomb)'' on the reverse face; the obverse face is blank. The
metal surfaces are Parkerized and the grips are ribbed black plastic. The
blade retains about 90% thinning finish and is in very good plus
condition; the surface is scattered by a few light handling marks but
otherwise few blemishes of note. The edge is bright from a previous
re-sharpening and exhibits a few tiny nicks here or there. The metal
surfaces of the hilt exhibit only very light instances of silvering and the
grips are in excellent nearly unblemished condition. The included M7
scabbard exhibits some areas of speckled dark brown patina on the
Parkerized throat, otherwise few if any blemishes are discernible and the
scabbard is in very fine condition. (128585-145F)
Unmarked FN-49 Bayonet
Pairs with the FN-49 rifle. 14'' overall, 9'' double-edged spear point blade
with hollow-ground edges. The bayonet has been strongly and carefully
cleaned, the blade toned a smooth smoky gray with tiny hints of original
blue and smooth remnants of polished pinprick pitting here and there;
the metal surfaces of the hilt are also polished near smooth with cleaned
remnant handling marks and an overall gray-brown tone. No identifying
markings can be seen, though some subtle discolored areas on either
face of the ricasso suggest possible earlier markings that have been
entirely polished away. The walnut grips exhibit a few handling marks
scattered across the surfaces but remain tightly fitted and whole. Overall
the bayonet is in very good plus to excellent condition as cleaned. The
included steel scabbard appears to be reblued and rates very fine as
refinished, retaining about 90% reapplied blue over still visible areas of
original finish toned to brown and plum; the surface is scattered
throughout by tiny handling marks both old and new but no major dings
or damage of note. (128585-145G)
Reproduction Bowie Knife by Carvel Hall
14 1/2'' overall, 9 3/4'' stainless single-edged clipped point blade with a
shallow flat grind, 4'' false edge and a brass-bolstered spine. The flat of
the reverse face is marked ''A Reproduction / By Carvel Hall'' around a
logo of a sword. The blade is finished mirror bright with a cutting sharp
edge, showing few blemishes except an impact nick on the true edge
about 1'' above the choil and occasional tiny maintenance marks around
the edges. The chromium-plated S-guard is engraved with five-pointed
stars on the side faces of each finial and the varnished hardwood grip
features finger grooves and a hidden tang. The hilt is in excellent
condition except for one or two small handling marks. The included
sheath is dark brown top grain leather with leather strip stitching; the
sheath is in excellent condition, nearly unblemished except for some
negligible scuffs on the front face from previous wear. (129713-8N)
Large Fixed Blade Knife by Frost Cutlery
15 1/4'' overall, 10'' single-edged full tang blade with a hollow saber
grind, 5 1/4'' unsharpened false edge and a straight-backed point. The
spine is decorated with simple ridged filework in the first 4 3/4'' from the
handles and the flat feature three oblong cutouts just forward of the
spine. The handles are grass-green dyed rosewood laminate with finger
grooves and a bird's head contour. The knife is in excellent condition
with no discernible blemishes. Includes a black nylon web sheath which
also rates excellent. (129293-1)
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Contemporary Japanese Swords
Two swords. The first is an unmarked sword styled after WWII-era
shin-gunto: 37 1/2'' overall, 26 1/2'' single-edged shoubu-zukuri blade
with an ihori-mune (peaked spine). The hilt fittings are brass with aoi
blossom relief decorating the tsuba, fuchi and kabuto-gane. The grip is
bound in black shagreen aged to ocher brown, wrapped in dark brown
cord and decorated by triple-aoi menuki. A brass screw mekugi holds
the hilt in place. The blade is in near excellent condition, exhibiting very
few blemishes except a few tiny handling marks and occasional minute
smoky gray remnants of cleaned oxidation. The brass surfaces of the hilt
are neatly toned to a pleasing mellow goldenrod with a few instances of
tarnish here and there mostly on the habaki; the grip wrap exhibits a
moderate dark age patina and remains tightly bound with no damage or
loss. Overall the sword is in very fine to excellent condition with only
superficial blemishes. Includes a bright steel scabbard with brass
mounts, rating near excellent: some of the interior wooden lining has
been lost and the steel body bears a few minor dings, otherwise the
scabbard is largely unblemished. Second is a souvenir katana
measuring 36 1/2'' overall, featuring a 26 1/2'' single-edged blade with a
straight-backed point and an undulating acid-etched faux temper-line.
The tsuba, blade collar and pommel cap are yellow-anodized aluminum
decorated by Asiatic dragon relief; the handle is black-painted polymer
with a black nylon grip wrap. The included scabbard is black-painted
polymer with yellow-anodized aluminum mounts matching the sword and
tied with a black nylon sageo in a presentation knot. Both sword and
scabbard are in excellent condition with only minimal handling wear.
Altogether a nice set of swords for the wall or other samurai-themed
display. (129293-3)
Ontario Knife Company Heavy Duty Machete
28'' overall, 22 1/2'' single-edged Latin-style blade. The ricasso is
marked ''Ontario Knife / U.S.'' on the reverse face. The blade is
powder-coated black and the handle is black ribbed hard polymer with
an integral knucklebow. The factory edge is untouched and cutting
sharp; a few minute instances of ocher can be seen on the narrow bright
primary bevel, otherwise the machete is unused, nearly unblemished
and rates excellent overall. Includes a black nylon belt sheath, also in
excellent condition. An excellent brush tool for the outdoorsman.
(129293-4)
Cased Heavy Duty Bowie Knife
13 1/2'' overall, 8 1/2'' single-edged clipped point blade, 2'' wide at the
choil, with a flat saber grind. The flat of the reverse face is marked
''Alexander'' and the ricasso is numbered ''001'' on that side. The hilt
features a thick flat brass double guard and the handles are smooth
bone terminating in an angled bird's head pommel. The blade is finished
mirror-bright and the knife is in excellent condition. The knife is housed
in a finger-jointed oak case with a locking brass latch. The interior is
lined with blue synthetic velvet. The outer surface of the case exhibits a
number of light handling marks here or there but otherwise little wear;
the interior is unblemished and the case is in very fine condition overall.
Includes a brass key for the lock. (129293-2)
U.S. M1 Bayonet by PAL
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 14 1/2'' overall, 10''
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers. The
ricasso is marked ''PAL / U.S. (centered by Flaming Bomb)'' on the
reverse face. The Parkerized metal surfaces retain about 60% original
finish with areas wearing to bright mostly on the blade. The faces of the
blade are scattered by a speckled patina of dark brown and occasional
areas of ocher can be seen on the otherwise largely unblemished hilt.
The ribbed black plastic grips rate excellent with few if any signs of wear
and the bayonet is in very good plus to excellent condition overall.
Includes a matching M7 scabbard in fine condition with only light
handling marks on the body and slight cloudy patina on the Parkerized
throat. (128857-15E)
Antique Abercrombie & Fitch Special Hunting Knife by J. Rodgers &
Sons
10'' overall length, 6'' single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow
grind. The ricasso is stamped with the J. Rodgers & Sons Sheffield
address on the reverse face and with asterisk and Maltese cross logos
on the obverse. The handle is checkered ebony with a nickel silver collar
and integral thistle-shaped pommel. The blade is cleaned mostly bright,
scattered throughout by areas of smoky pewter patina and several
handling and maintenance marks. The resharpened edge is near razor
sharp and unblemished. Includes a later leather sheath in about
excellent condition with only minimal handling scuffs here or there.
(128238-83A)
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Antique Sheffield Bowie-Style Hunting Knife by Wade & Butcher
11'' overall, 7'' single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow saber
grind. The flat oval guard is nickel silver and the handles are jigged bone
held by steel pins. The flat of the reverse face is marked ''Exceed'' in a
panel overlapping letters ''XCD'' in script and the ricasso is marked
''Wade & Butcher / Sheffield / England'' on the reverse face. The
cleaned blade exhibits a distinguished overall mottled pewter throughout
with areas of dark ocher-brown patina and cleaned oxidation staining
scattered here and there. The edge has been finely maintained to a
smooth razor sharpness and the faces show only the tiniest
maintenance marks upon close inspection. The tang bears a moderately
strong dark brown patina throughout and the reverse-side handle has
lost a 1'' chip at the butt. The hilt remains tightly fitted and aside from the
chip shows very little wear. Overall the knife is in very good condition.
Includes a brown leather sheath held by white stitched thread and steel
rivets. The surface is hand-engraved with several sets of initials from
previous owners. The sheath is in good condition, showing very slight
surface crazing and partial stitching loss but remaining whole, held in
place by steel rivets. (127152-7A)
Leatherman Multitool
4'' folded. One all-stainless steel Leatherman Tool comprising the full
standard Leatherman suite of attachments: combination
regular/needlenose pliers with wire cutters; 2 3/4'' knife blade; 8'' ruler on
handles; can/bottle opener; large, medium and small flathead
screwdrivers; Phillips head screwdriver; metal/wood file/saw; awl/punch.
The tool is mint in box and appears unused. Includes the
aforementioned factory box, manual, and leather Leatherman snap
button belt pouch. (126019-12BC)
Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives. First, a commercial Fighting Utility knife by Robeson: 10
1/4'' overall, 6'' single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped
fullers and a full flat grind. The hilt comprises a flat steel double guard,
stacked leather grip and flat steel disc pommel. The ricasso is marked
''Robeson Shuredge'' on the reverse face and ''U.S.A.'' on the obverse.
The blade is overall bright with polishing marks along the length and
hints of smoky gray and brown-tinted patina across the surface. The
edge is maintained to a smooth razor sharpness. The grip is carved with
the initials ''PS'' on the reverse side and with what appears to be a
drawing of a coniferous tree on the obverse; otherwise the hilt is
unblemished. The knife is well-maintained, lightly used and overall in
fine condition. Includes a brown leather sheath with a braided leather
tassel at the tip; the leather exhibits some areas of stitching loss and
light surface scuffing but little damage of note, overall rating very good
plus to excellent. Second, a belt knife by Kinfolks: 8'' overall, 4 1/4''
single-edged clipped point blade with a full hollow grind. The hilt
comprises a flat aluminum S-guard, stacked leather grip and flared
aluminum pommel capped by an inlaid ''K''-logo disc. The ricasso is
marked ''Kinfolks / U.S.A.'' on the reverse face and ''96'' on the obverse.
The blade is near mirror bright with areas of cloudiness throughout as
well as tiny polishing and maintenance marks across the surface mostly
on the reverse face and concentrated at the edge. The edge has been
maintained to a near razor sharpness. The hilt is unblemished save the
barest of scuffs on the leather. Overall the knife is in fine to near
excellent condition. Includes an original Kinfolks leather sheath with
snap-button closing strap in about excellent condition with very light
handling wear. (127152-7D)
Rare Puma 970 Planter circa 1970
Previously known as the ''Plainsman'', this model of lockback folder was
produced as the ''Planter'' for only a short time in 1970, becoming the
''Game Warden'' later that same year. 8 1/2'' overall, 5'' folded, 3 7/8''
dingle-edged clipped point blade with a hollow saber grind. The bolsters
are brass and the handles are light walnut in an attractive natural finish.
The blade is marked ''Puma Germany'' on the flat and ''970
Puma-Planter / New Stainless Super Keen Cutting Steel'' on the
secondary bevel, both on the reverse face, and the lockback spring is
numbered ''22072''. The knife is in near-mint condition, appearing
completely unused with no blemishes except for a bit of storage patina
and hints of very light verdigris on the brass. An original factory temper
inspection sticker is attached to the reverse-side handle and the knife
still retains the original factory tag still sealed by the original brass
clamp. An altogether quite splendid example of these desirable limited
production Puma folders. (128179-1AF)

136

Antique British Fire Hatchet circa 1912 by W. Gilpin
This early 20th Century spiked fire axe features an 8'' steel head
comprising a 3 1/2'' flared tomahawk blade and a 3 1/2''
downward-curving squared spike mounted to the original 15'' hickory
haft by sturdy integral side langets. The axe blade is marked ''W. Gilpin''
on the reverse face. The haft is dated ''1912'' and features burn-finished
horizontal stripes and three brass tacks on either side below the langets.
The head exhibits speckled instances of thin smoky gray and brown
patina from the years, otherwise both head and haft exhibit no signs of
previous use and only very light storage wear. The edge remains cutting
sharp and immaculate. Overall the axe is in about excellent condition.
Includes a 1951-dated dark leather head cover with leather belt loops
and a stainless steel turn lock clasp. The cover is in very good condition,
exhibiting light scuffing on the body and light crazing across the closing
flap but little to no loss and excellent stitching. A maker's mark is
stamped on the back, softened such that only the date and the word
''London'' are fully legible. The axe is by no means a delicate tool and
the cover was likely supplied during the axe's no doubt extensive service
period on one fire brigade or another. (127740-17)
Vintage Lockback Folding Knife by Weidmannsheil
4 1/4'' folded, 3 blades: 3 1/2'' single-edged drop point lockback primary
blade with a full flat grind; 2 3/4'' single-edged belt cutter/rescue blade
with a full hollow grind and blunt safety tip; 3 3/4'' combination saw,
bottle opener and flathead screwdriver. The tang of the primary blade is
marked ''Weidmanns / Heil / Solingen / Germany'' next to a stag's head
logo on the reverse face and ''Rostfrei / Solingen / DRGM'' on the
obverse. Also includes a 2 3/4'' gut hook and a 1 3/4'' corkscrew. The
bolsters are aluminum and the handles are stag; the reverse-side
handle is inlaid with a Weidmannsheil Stag medallion. The ''Rostfrei''
stainless steel blades and tools are all in excellent condition, exhibiting
no discernible blemishes except some sharpening and maintenance
wear on the razor sharp edges of the belt cutter and knife blade. A small
chip is lost from the reverse handle at the butt behind the rear pin and a
small crack is forming in the same spot on the obverse handle;
otherwise the handles show few if any other handling marks or
blemishes and are in very fine to near excellent condition overall.
(129713-8P)
Decorative Spontoon Heads
Two cast spear heads with intricate decorative relief. The first is 16''
overall with a 10 1/2'' screw-in blade in three prongs: a wide center
prong tapered to a spear point and two short upwards-facing side
prongs. The faces are cast in detailed relief depicting intricately
entwined images of floral scroll, classical warriors, various animals and
mythical creatures such as cherubs, imps and fauns. The blade is an
overall dark brownish pewter gray throughout with very few signs of
handling marks or storage wear and the head is in excellent condition.
The second measures 9 3/4'' overall and features a 6 1/2'' spear point
blade with four curved side prongs created by two opposing crescents.
The surfaces are decorated by etched relief of foliate scroll and two
portraits on either side depicting silhouette busts of classical figures. The
head shows evidence of previous moderate cleaning, exhibiting even
softening of the relief throughout and remnant areas of cleaned
oxidation scattered here and there. The wear is no more than surface
level and the head is in very good plus to excellent condition as cleaned.
(129101-19A)
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Military & Commercial Survival Knives
Two knives: one U.S. Navy Pilot's Survival Knife by Ontario Knife Co.
and one unmarked commercial survival knife patterned after the
U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife. The pilot's knife measures 9 1/4'' overall
and features a 5'' single-edged clipped point blade with a saber grind, a
sawback spine and a 1 3/4'' sharpened false edge. The hilt comprises a
flat steel guard, stacked leather grip and hexagonal nut pommel marked
''Ontario / 5-94'' on the rear obverse face. The blade is finished by an
applied Parkerization over remnants of cleaned shallow pitting
concentrated near the edges and tip. Small remnant areas of original
blue are present near the ricasso. The guard is a bit loose, as is one of
the leather grip washers, and the pommel exhibits an even brown patina
throughout; otherwise the hilt shows only light handling marks and
surface wear. Overall the knife is in very good plus condition as cleaned
and refinished. The included tan leather sheath is in excellent condition
with only minimal storage wear; a sharpening stone is included in the
integral front pocket. The commercial knife measures 9 1/4'' overall and
features a 6'' single-edged clipped point blade with a saber grind, a
sawback spine and a bottle opener cutout on the spine just above the
ricasso. The hilt comprises a flat black steel double guard, black
powder-coated hollow aluminum grip and removable pommel with an
inlaid globe compass. The hollow grip contains a small survival kit
including such tools as matches, a wire saw and several fish hooks. The
420 stainless steel blade is finished bright and in excellent condition with
a cutting sharp edge and only a few minor maintenance marks. The hilt
exhibits a few spots of flaking coat but otherwise little wear. The
included black genuine leather sheath is also in excellent condition with
minimal wear and includes a sharpening stone in the integral front
pocket. (129101-19B)
U.S. Zouave/Sharps-type Saber Bayonet
24 3/4'' overall, 20'' single-edged forward-curved spear point blade with
a 6 1/2'' sharpened false edge and wide single unstopped fullers. This
bayonet is similar to the U.S. Model 1862 Remington ''Zouave'' bayonet,
although the bore diameter (about 0.821'') is too small to fit that rifle, and
also resembles the Model 1860 Sharps rifle bayonet, though the stud
guide appears shorter than on other known examples. The rear flat of
the ribbed cast brass hilt is numbered ''''C948767''. The blade is an
overall dark burnished gray with mottled areas of dark plum-toned
texturing from cleaned oxidation and flaking remnants of a previous
strong japanning can be seen in the fullers. The edges are maintained
cutting sharp with a number of tiny impact nicks and the blade surfaces
are polished smooth throughout. The hilt exhibits dark areas of patina
mostly in the recesses of the grooves and is otherwise a dull pale
goldenrod scattered by numerous yet tiny handling marks throughout.
(129101-18A)
Marble's No. 5 Safety Axe and Charter Arms Skatchet
One safety hatchet and one ''Skatchet'' skinning knife/hatchet head. The
hatchet features a steel head, 4 3/4'' from bit to poll with a 2 1/2'' bit,
mounted on a 9 1/4'' hickory haft inlaid with a folding sheet steel edge
guard. The axe is in excellent condition with no blemishes except
occasional instances of negligible storage wear. The skatchet measures
6'' from bit to poll. The head is contoured to the hand and features a 3
3/4'' bit with a rounded cutting edge on one side, flat end on the other
and a cutting notch cutout behind the flat edge. The skatchet is in mint
condition with no discernible blemishes. The included leather cover rates
excellent with only vestigial storage wear. (129101-17)
Gerber Pixie Sheath Knife
6 3/4'' overall, 3'' single-edged blade with a flat grind and a
straight-backed point. The handle is black powder-coated aluminum with
the text ''Gerber Pixie'' stamped onto the forward edge. The maker's
mark has somewhat softened, otherwise the knife is in mint condition
with no discernible blemishes, as is the included brown leather sheath.
(129101-19C)
Gerber BMF Survival Knife
14 1/2'' overall, 8 3/4'' single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow
saber grind and a 4'' unsharpened false edge. The blade and tapered
cylinder tang nut are steel and the guard and pommel are aluminum, all
finished in matching light satin gray. The grip is made of dense black
rubber foam. The black canvas web sheath features a front pocket
protected by a wraparound snap-button strap, an integral honing steel
fixed to the rear face and a folding steel wire belt hook. Both knife and
sheath are in mint condition with no discernible blemishes.
(129101-19D)

144

Camillus Stainless Steel Pocket Knife
3 3/4'' folded, 2 3/4'' single-edged drop point blade with a full flat grind.
Also includes a can opener, combination bottle opener/flathead
screwdriver and a punch/awl. The handles are diamond-stippled
stainless steel. The tang of the knife blade is marked ''Camillus 1958'' on
the reverse face and the handle is marked ''US'' on the same side. A
previous owner's name is scratch-engraved into the obverse face of the
knife blade. The blade exhibits a few maintenance marks along the
resharpened edge and the awl has been re-ground to restore the tip.
Otherwise the knife shows only light signs of previous use.
(129101-19E)
Smith & Wesson Texas Rangers Commemorative Bowie-Style Knife
serial #TR1657. This low-numbered commemorative knife is among the
first 8,000 of this run originally sold alongside a Smith & Wesson Texas
Rangers Commemorative Model 19 Revolver of matching serial number.
10 1/8'' overall, 6 7/8'' single-edged clipped point blade with a hollow
saber grind. The hilt features a brass double guard, squared brass
pommel and wraparound rosewood laminate grip. The blade is marked
''Texas Rangers 1823-1973'' on the obverse flat, serial numbered on the
spine and stamped with the S&W medallion logo on the reverse face
flat. The grip is inlaid with a brass medallion depicting the Texas state
seal circled by the text ''State of Texas / Texas Ranger Commemorative
Commission''. The knife is in perfect mint condition and includes the
original factory box, paperwork and leather sheath, all also in mint
condition except for a bit of light storage scuffing on the box. A terrific
find for the Smith & Wesson collector. (129101-19F)
Smith & Wesson SW-1000 Military Issue Auto Knife
9 1/2'' overall, 5 1/4'' folded, 4'' single-edged partially serrated clipped
point blade with a hollow saber grind. The handles are black
satin-finished aluminum and feature an automatic button release on the
reverse face and a tip-up pocket clip on the obverse. The blade is
etched ''Smith & Wesson / U.S.A. / Military Issue'' on the reverse face
and ''First Production Run'' on the reverse. The knife is in mint condition
and includes the original factory box. (129101-19G)
Randall Model 2 4'' Stiletto
This non-catalog variant of the Model 2 Fighting Stiletto measures 7 1/2''
overall and features a 4'' double-edged hollow-ground spear point blade,
brass double hilt, one-piece wraparound leather grip and rounded brass
pommel. The knife and the included Randall-made leather sheath are in
excellent near-mint condition with only the barest hints of patina on the
brass surfaces. (129101-19H) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Randall Triathlete Second Generation Knife
This non-cataloged knife is crafted from a single piece of ATS-34
stainless and measures 6 3/8" overall with a 3 1/8" drop point blade
equipped with thumb serrations. The skeletonized handle has a matte
bead blasted finish and is equipped with front and rear finger grooves
and a large center hole. The knife is in about excellent condition; the
bevels exhibit a number of maintenance marks following the edge,
preserving the signature smooth Randall razor sharpness, otherwise the
knife is unblemished. Includes a Randall Made black leather sheath,
also in excellent condition. (129101-19J) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Sheffield Display Bowie Knife by W.M. Jackson
15 1/8'' overall, 10'' single-edged clipped point stainless steel blade with
a hollow saber grind and a 5'' false edge. The ricasso is marked ''W.M.
Jackson'' on the reverse face. The reverse-face bevel is etched with
three panels: the side panels depict patriotic slogans and flank a U.S.
Federal Eagle in the central panel. The brass double guard is faded to a
pale white gold color and the handles are dark varnished walnut with an
inlaid nickel silver shield on the reverse grip. The blade is finished mirror
bright with little to no patina or corrosion and scattered by a number of
thin handling marks across the surfaces as well as a number of impact
dings and indentations along the length of the edge. The hilt shows a bit
of thin speckled patina along the exposed faces of the steel tang but
otherwise no more than a few sparse tiny handling marks on either the
brass or the wood. Includes a black-painted wooden scabbard with an
aluminum frog stud and stone-textured hard gray lacquer protecting the
throat and tip. (129101-19K)
U.S. Model 1862 H&P Conversion Socket Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1862 percussion-converted musket by Hewes
& Phillips. 18'' triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes, shallow
face flute, U.S. letters on the top face flute and a beak point. The 3''
socket is bottom-bridged with a 3-step T-mortise. The steel has been
reblued at one point and traces of blue finish are visible beneath an
overall smooth ocher-brown patina throughout. Occasional remnant
areas of strong black protective lacquer are visible here and there,
mostly on the obverse side of the socket and the top face of the blade is
flecked by a few spots of hardened white paint. Patina aside, the
bayonet shows few if any handling marks and little wear. Overall the
bayonet is in good condition. (129101-18B)
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Reproduction Fairbairn-Sykes Fighting Knife
11 1/4'' overall, 6 1/2'' double-edged spear point blade with a flat grind.
The flat steel guard and ribbed cast brass grip are finished black. The
blade and top face of the guard are repainted to a light satin gray with
areas of the original dark blue finish visible beneath. The hilt shows
instances of handling marks and finish wear at the exposed edges but
otherwise the knife shows few handling marks and overall is in very
good plus to fine condition. (129101-19L)
Fairbairn-Sykes Third Pattern Fighting Knife
11 7/8'' overall, 6 3/4'' double-edged spear point blade with a flat grind.
The flat steel guard is blued and the ribbed cast brass grip is finished
black. Every seventh rib is beaded rather than smooth. The underside of
the guard is marked ''England'' and the top of the grip is stamped with a
Broad Arrow over ''1'' proof. The blade is strongly blued throughout and
rates excellent with no discernible blemishes. The guard exhibits some
silvering at the edges and the grip retains about 70% original finish with
areas worn to yellow brass scattered throughout. The included leather
sheath is in about excellent condition, showing some expected patina
but few blemishes of note, remaining supple with excellent stitching. A
very nice Third Pattern British Commando knife with an attractively
embellished hilt. (128570-23A)
U.S.N. Mark 1 Fighting Knife by PAL
10'' overall, 5 1/4'' single-edged hollow-ground clipped point blade. The
hilt comprises a flat steel single guard, aluminum pommel and stacked
leather grip between black, white and red spacers. All metal surfaces
are Parkerized. The ricasso is marked ''U.S.N. Mark 1'' on the reverse
face and ''RH-35'' centered by the PAL logo on the obverse. The knife is
in excellent condition, exhibiting only very light negligible handling marks
and little to no finish wear. The included U.S.N. Mk. 1 scabbard is also
excellent, exhibiting only minor scuffing and hints of patina on the throat.
A superb WWII-era fighting knife in remarkable condition. (128570-23B)
U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife by Camillus
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged saber-ground clipped point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The guard and pommel are steel and the grip is
stacked leather. The top face of the guard is marked ''U.S.M.C.'' on the
rear quillon and ''Camillus N.Y.'' to the reverse of the blade. The metal
surfaces retain about 45% original blue worn to bright from contact at
the high edges and from polishing and maintenance in the upper half of
the blade. The edge is maintained near razor sharp. The grip shows
only superficial handling marks and the knife is in fine condition overall.
The included U.S.N. Mk. 2 scabbard is in fine condition, the hilt strap no
longer snaps closed, the steel fittings of the web hanger exhibit some
mild oxidation and mild patina is present on the throat but otherwise the
scabbard shows only very light wear. (128570-23C)
U.S.M.C. Fighting Utility Knife by KA-BAR
12'' overall, 7'' single-edged saber-ground clipped point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The guard and pommel are steel and the grip is
stacked leather. The ricasso is marked ''KA-BAR'' on the reverse face
and ''U.S.M.C.'' on the obverse. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
blue finish, silvering mostly at the edge and tip of the blade from
previous maintenance. The edge is smooth and cutting sharp. The
guard exhibits a few areas of thin ocher patina and the pommel is toning
slightly to plum. The grip exhibits only very slight handling marks and
overall the knife is in very fine condition. The included U.S.N. Mk. 2
scabbard is also very fine, exhibiting few blemishes except some mild
oxidation on the steel fittings of the web hanger and light instances of
patina on the throat. (128570-23D)
U.S.N. Fighting Utility Knife by KA-BAR
12 1/8'' overall, 7 1/8'' single-edged saber-ground clipped point blade
with single unstopped fullers. The guard and pommel are steel and the
grip is stacked leather. The top face of the guard is marked ''KA-BAR''
on the forward quillon and ''U.S.N.'' on the rear. The blade retains about
30% original blue finish, the remainder is bright from polishing and
maintenance. The edges are smooth and cutting sharp and a few light
handling marks can be seen on the faces. The grip is in excellent
condition and the metal surfaces of the hilt show just a bit of wear. The
included sheath is dark brown leather held by white stitching and steel
rivets. A braided leather lanyard hangs from the tip. The sheath is in
very good plus to excellent condition, exhibiting some light patina and
scuffing as well as some oxidation on the rivets, however the leather
remains whole and the stitching whole and tight. (128570-23E)
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U.S. Model 1917 Trench Knife by American Cutlery Co.
14'' overall length, 9'' blued steel triangular blade. The grip is
finger-grooved walnut and the D-guard is sheet steel with five triangular
flanges extending forward from either edge of the knucklebow. The
inside of the knucklebow is marked ''A.C. Co. U.S.A. 1917''. The blade
retains about 90% original bright blue finish with streaks of silvering from
scabbard wear and few if any other handling marks or blemishes. The
guard retains about 85% blue interspersed with areas of mottled smoky
gray and dark ocher patina, particularly on the knucklebow. Included is a
steel-mounted OD green leather tube sheath. Several of the stitches
have come loose and the leather exhibits some light surface-level
deterioration, otherwise the sheath remains whole and rates very good
plus to excellent overall. A quite fine example of these WWI trench
fighting knives. (128570-23F) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Folding Survival Machete
Patterned after the U.S. Army Air Force Survival Knife as issued with the
B-4 Emergency Bail Out kit, this commercial liner-lock folding machete
measures 15'' overall, 11'' folded, featuring a 9 3/4'' forward-curved
blade with a rounded tip and hollow-ground bevels. The fine stainless
steel blade exhibits a few areas of cloudiness and occasional minute
flecks of ocher and few handling marks. The edge is cutting sharp and
unblemished. The handle consists of stainless steel double guard
bolsters and black plastic grips held by steel rivets. The handle shows
only negligible tiny handling marks and rates excellent overall. Includes
a stamped sheet steel edge cover. (128570-23G)
U.S. M7 Bayonet by General Cutlery Co.
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle and variants. 11 3/4'' overall, 6 3/4''
single-edged hollow-ground spear point blade with a 3 3/4'' false edge.
The guard and pommel are steel and the grips are checkered black
plastic held by screws. The top face of the guard is marked ''U.S. M7 /
GEN CUT'' in two lines. The bayonet is in excellent condition, retaining
about 98% original Parkerized finish on all the metal surfaces with only
some very light scabbard wear on the blade. The included U.S. M8A1
scabbard is marked on the front face with two stripes of black paint and
the numbers ''69'' below the throat and ''131'' at the tip hand-painted in
white. The scabbard exhibits some light handling wear and is in overall
very good plus to excellent condition. (128570-22A)
Experimental Rubber Grip U.S. M4 Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 3/8'' overall, 6 1/2'' single-edged
hollow-ground spear point blade with a 3'' false edge. The guard and
pommel are steel and the grip is injection-moulded ribbed black rubber.
This specimen is one of several post-war experiments to replace the
original M4 leather grips with a rot-resistant material. The bayonet is in
excellent condition, retaining about 98% original Parkerized finish on the
metal surfaces and showing few if any handling marks on the grip. The
included U.S. M8A1 scabbard is in very fine condition with few
blemishes except for a green band of duct tape adhesive residue
(possibly from the period of use) around the body just below the throat
and the number ''113'' hand-scratched into the front face. (128570-22B)
First Production U.S. M4 Bayonet by Imperial
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 1/2'' overall, 6 1/2'' single-edged
hollow-ground spear point blade with a 3 1/2'' false edge. The guard and
pommel are steel and the grip is stacked leather. The top face of the
guard is marked ''U.S. / Imperial'' next to a Flaming Bomb. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% crisp arsenal-quality reapplied Parkerized
finish. The blade is unblemished except for a few tiny impact dings on
the cutting edge. The pommel exhibits a few hints of dark ocher-brown
patina and the grip shows only superficial tiny handling marks. Overall
the bayonet is in excellent condition. The included scabbard is an early
production M8A1, sans the steel tip of later examples, and is also in
excellent condition. A superb WWII-era bayonet in great condition.
(128570-22C)
Second Production U.S. M4 Bayonet by Bren-Dan
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 1/2'' overall, 6 1/2'' single-edged
flat-ground spear point blade with a 3 1/2'' false edge. The guard and
pommel are steel and the grips are checkered black plastic held by two
screws. The top face of the guard is marked ''U.S. M4 / Bren-Dan'' on
the forward quillon. The bayonet is in excellent condition, retaining about
98% original black powder-coated & Parkerized finish on the metal
surfaces with only very light scabbard wear on the blade and showing
only a few minor handling marks on the grips. The included U.S. M8A1
scabbard is also in excellent condition with only the expected very light
handling marks on the body. (128570-22D)
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Commercial U.S. M4 Bayonet by Kiffe
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 1/2'' overall, 6 1/2'' single-edged
hollow-ground spear point blade with a 3 1/2'' false edge. The guard and
pommel are steel and the grip is stacked leather. The ricasso is marked
''Kiffe / Japan'' on the obverse face. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue except for a concave ground area on the obverse
ricasso from an unsuccessful attempt to remove the maker's mark. The
grip is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes. No scabbard is
included. (128570-22E)
U.S. M1 Bayonet by American Fork & Hoe
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 and M1 Garand rifles. 14 1/2'' overall, 9 7/8''
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers, cut down
from an M1942 bayonet. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
arsenal-applied Parkerized finish with a scant few instances of silvering
at the edges and contact points. The ribbed brown plastic grips exhibit
only the tiniest of handling marks and are nearly unblemished. Overall
the bayonet is in excellent condition. The included U.S. M7 scabbard
also rates excellent with very few handling marks and the barest hints of
patina on the Parkerized throat. An altogether splendid example of these
mid-war M1942 to M1 conversions. (128570-22F)
U.S. Model 1905 Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M1903 rifle. 20 1/2'' overall, 16'' single-edged spear
point blade with single unstopped fullers and a 5'' false edge. The
ricasso is marked ''US / 265301'' on the obverse side and ''S A /
(Flaming Bomb) / 1908'' on the reverse. The metal surfaces have been
polished to bright, the blade showing strong dark gray textured remnants
of cleaned shallow pitting along the length, mostly on the obverse face.
The edge is maintained to a smooth cutting sharp with only a few small
areas of roughness. The guard and pommel show a few flecks of smoky
gray patina and smoothed pinprick pitting. The walnut grips show a
small chip from the rear of the obverse grip, otherwise rating excellent.
Overall the bayonet is in good to fine condition as cleaned. The included
scabbard is steel-mounted black leather. The leather shows some very
light scuffing and surface wear but remains supple and whole; the
mounts retain about 60% black japanned finish, the remainder toned to
a polished dark plum-brown. Overall the scabbard is in fine condition.
(128570-22G) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Reproduction Enfield No. 5 Mk. II Bayonet
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 5 Mk. I ''Jungle Carbine''. 12'' overall, 8''
single-edged clipped point blade with single unstopped fullers. The
ricasso is marked ''R.F.I.'' on the reverse face. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue with some areas toning to plum and a scant few
handling marks and signs of scabbard wear on the blade. the hardwood
grips exhibit no more than tiny negligible handling marks. Overall the
bayonet is in excellent condition. The included steel scabbard rates near
excellent, exhibiting only very light handling marks and a few instances
of flaking of the black japanned lacquer finish. A nicely made
reproduction to complete one's Jungle Carbine ensemble. (128570-22H)
Swiss Model 1871 Socket Bayonets
Two socket bayonets for use with Swiss Model 1871 Vetterli rifles; also
compatible with the M1867 Peabody rifle and the M1869 Vetterli. The
bayonets are of identical dimension, featuring 19'' cruciform blades and
2 3/4'' sockets each with a bottom-bridged three-step L-mortise and a
rotating clasp ring. The first bayonet is marked ''105172'' on the reverse
of the shank and stamped with a circled ''S+'' Swiss Cross proof on the
obverse. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue with areas of
smooth dark brown oxidation staining scattered throughout and
concentrated mostly at the socket. The extant blue remains bright and
excellent with little to no evidence of pitting or handling marks. The
second bayonet is polished bright throughout. The socket is marked
''83500'' on the obverse side and the obverse face of the shank is
stamped with a Swiss Cross over ''S'' proof. Remnant streaks of original
blue are visible in the recesses of the blade flutes and polished smoky
gray patina and smoothed remnants of pinprick pitting can be seen
scattered throughout. Otherwise the bayonet shows few if any handling
marks and rates fine to near excellent as cleaned. (128570-22J)
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British Pattern 1907 Bayonet by James A. Chapman
Pairs with the Short Magazine Lee-Enfield No. 1 Mk. III (SMLE) rifle. 21
3/4'' overall, 17'' single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a
straight-backed point. The ricasso is marked with the ''GR.'' Royal
Cypher above ''1907 / 2 15 / J.A.C.'' on the reverse face and stamped
with British proofs on the obverse. The blade is strongly blued in the first
1'' at the ricasso and polished satin gray along the remainder, exhibiting
some areas polished to bright. The faces and edge show just a few
barely visible handling marks. The metal surfaces of the hilt are also
polished bright, retaining about 30% original blue toning to brown at the
edges of the remaining spots of finish, and the pommel is scattered by a
number of tiny handling marks. The walnut grips are in near excellent
condition with only light handling wear. Overall the bayonet is in fine
condition as cleaned. The included scabbard is black leather with
japanned steel mounts. The leather exhibits only very light surface
degradation and the mounts exhibit some light flaking, otherwise few
handling marks are present and the scabbard is in fine condition.
(128570-22K)
Assorted Knives
Five knives. First, a fixed blade knife by Geneva Forge: 10 3/4'' overall,
6'' single-edged flat-ground blade with a very shallow clipped point. The
handle is a wraparound wood grip held by brass rivets. The knife is in
very good plus to excellent condition, exhibiting a speckled pewter
patina throughout the blade and light handling wear on the handle. The
second knife is an unmarked fixed blade knife: 12 1/2'' overall, 8''
single-edged flat-ground blade with a flared tip and a straight-clipped
point. The handles are wood held by three steel pins. Overall the knife
rates very good, exhibiting a mottled pewter patina with areas of thin
brown and scattered instances of shallow cleaned pitting. The handles
exhibit only very light wear and the edge remains cutting sharp. The
third is a fixed blade knife of Middle-Eastern or North African design: 13''
overall, 8'' single-edged flat-ground blade with a trailing point. The spine
is decorated by light undulating filework and the obverse face of the
blade is stamped with a scimitar logo. The handles are bone decorated
by sheet brass fore- and backstraps and inlays of brass pins and
aluminum rings. The handles end in tapered flanges with raised brass
beads along the strap between them. The knife is in good condition
overall, exhibiting cleaned smoky areas of lightly textured oxidation as
well as handling and maintenance marks along the blade. The
reverse-side flange has partially broken away, otherwise the handle
exhibits no blemishes of note. The included sheath is wood in a sheet
brass sleeve and rates very good. Fourth, a folding knife: 6 1/2'' overall,
3 3/4'' folded, 2 3/4'' single-edged drop point blade with a full flat grind.
Also includes a 2 3/4'' flathead screwdriver blade with a bottle opener
cutout. The knife is in fair to good condition, exhibiting a moderate
smoky pewter patina on the metal surfaces and a few small cracks at
either end of the walnut handles. Finally, a folding knife by A.G. Russel:
9 3/4'' overall, 5 1/4'' folded, 4 1/4'' single-edged flat-ground spey point
blade. The handles are black composite held by steel pins. The knife is
in excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. (128570-24)
British Military Machete by S&J Kitchin
20 1/4'', 15'' single-edged bolo blade. The blade is marked ''S&J Kitchin
Ltd. / Sheffield / No. 2640'' on the reverse face beside a ''1955'' date
under a broad arrow proof. The handles are black Bakelite held by five
coppery brass rivets and the tip of the handle is threaded with a leather
lanyard. The blade is in fine condition, exhibiting a scattering of light
handling and maintenance marks as well as areas of light smoky gray
patina mostly along the edge. The edge remains cutting sharp with a
few polished areas of roughness from previous use. The handles show
a few superficial handling marks here or there but otherwise no
blemishes of note and rate excellent overall. The machete rates very
fine as a whole. The included military-issue leather sheath is marked
''P.I. 1952 / (Broad Arrow) / K.E. 3513'' on the rear face of the leather
belt hanger. The light tan body exhibits a bit of light wrinkling and the
rawhide throat shows a light yellowed age patina; the leather remains
whole with no separation or loss and the stitching is tight and complete.
A fine example of a Korean War-era British machete. (128570-25A)
U.S. WWII Military Machete by Collins
27'' overall, 22'' single-edged Latin-style blade. The blade is marked
''US'' over the Collins Arm & Hammer ''Legitimus'' logo and the date
''1942''. The handles are black Bakelite held by five steel rivets and
terminating in a squared bird's head. The blade exhibits a light smoky
gray patina throughout with a few darker textured gray areas of cleaned
oxidation. Thin handling and maintenance marks can be seen across
the surface. The edge is polished smooth and worn by scabbard contact
just shy of cutting sharp. The handles exhibit only very light handling
and storage marks. Overall the machete is in fine condition. The
included leather sheath, also 1942-dated, rates very good plus to
excellent, exhibiting light patina and crazing across the surface while
retaining tight complete stitching and showing little to no loss or
degradation. (128570-25B)
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German Model 1884/98 Third Pattern Bayonet
Pairs with the K98k and related Mauser rifles. 15 1/8'' overall, 10''
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers. The
ricasso is marked ''5658 / d'' on the obverse face and with date & letter
code ''41 crs'' on the reverse. The pommel is double-stamped with
Waffenamt ''WaA488''. The blade has been polished and expertly
reblued, exhibiting only tiny hints of previous wear and retaining about
95% applied finish with a few instances of thinning from scabbard wear.
The metal surfaces of the hilt have been similarly reblued and are toning
to a smooth polished dark blue-gray. The black phenolic resin grips
exhibit few if any blemishes. Overall the bayonet is in excellent condition
as refinished. The included steel scabbard features a matching serial
number, date and production code and is finished in a later-applied
black lacquer. The Waffenamt on the ball tip is no longer legible but the
impression remains visible in silhouette. The lacquer exhibits few if any
blemishes and the scabbard is in excellent condition as refinished.
(128051-14A)
German KS98 Private Purchase Bayonet
14 3/4'' overall, 10'' single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is marked ''A. Evertz / Solingen'' on the
obverse face. The bright stainless steel blade is factory-polished mirror
bright and exhibits only negligible handling marks. The hilt is
nickel-plated with checkered black Bakelite grips held by two steel pins.
The nickel exhibits very tiny instances of bubbling scattered throughout
and a few spots of wear toning to light gray at the contact points. Overall
the bayonet is in very fine condition. The included scabbard is steel in
black lacquer and rates fine, exhibiting occasional small flakes here and
there across the surface and very few handling marks. (128051-14B)
German Model 1884/98 Third Pattern Bayonet
14 1/2'' overall, 9 1/4'' single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is coded ''S/155'' on the reverse face and
numbered ''5613 / c'' on the obverse. The blade retains about 85%
original blue worn to mottled gray at the tip and shows a few light
polishing and handling marks only and rates near excellent. The blued
steel hilt is in similarly fine condition showing few blemishes except
some spots thinning to plum and ocher on the guard and few if any
handling marks on the red-brown walnut grips. The included 1936-dated
scabbard is numbered and coded to a different bayonet (''7718 / 1'' on
the front face, ''S/185 / 36'' on the reverse) and retains about 90%
applied blue finish with worn areas of exposed original blue faded to
plum. A quite attractive WWII-era bayonet with excellent
early-production wood grips. (128051-14C)
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Arisaka Type 30, Type 38 and Type 99 rifles. 20 1/4''
overall length, 15 3/4'' single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a straight-backed point. The ricasso is stamped with the ''Four
Cannonballs'' Arsenal Mark of Tokyo or Kokura Arsenal. The blade is
finished bright and the hooked guard and contoured bird's head pommel
are finished blue. The contoured wood grips are fastened by two
screws. The pommel is numbered ''24587''. The bright blade is in about
excellent condition with few blemishes except for occasional thin clouds
of smoky gray patina and a small oil stain here or there. The hilt is also
in excellent condition with few if any handling marks and only hints of
patina on the pommel. The included steel scabbard retains about 98%
original blue with no blemishes except a small impact ding near the tip
and one or two small spots of patina. Really a quite attractive Arisaka
bayonet in superb condition. (128051-14D)
German Model 1884/98 Third Pattern Bayonet
Pairs with the K98k and related Mauser rifles. 15'' overall length, 10''
single-edged spear point blade with single unstopped fullers. The
ricasso is numbered ''9605 / d'' on the obverse face and maker-marked
''Mundlos'' on the reverse. The pommel is double-stamped with
Waffenamt ''WaA243''. The blade has been lightly polished, retaining
about 70% original blue thinning to an overall smooth burnished gray
and showing few blemishes except the tiniest pinprick remnants of
cleaned light oxidation which are hardly worth mention. The guard
retains traces of original blue with an overall light gray tone, the pommel
is polished to bright and the flashguard retains a strong 95% original
blue; the metal surfaces of the hilt exhibit a neatly polished smooth
surface with few blemishes. The dark brown phenolic resin grips are in
excellent condition with only negligible handling marks. Overall the
bayonet is in very fine condition as cleaned. The included steel
scabbard is unmarked and finished in black lacquer. The lacquer is
slightly flaking in spots and exhibits some very light oxidation staining at
the throat, otherwise showing little wear and no discernible handling
marks. (128051-14E)
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Chilean Model 1912 Bayonet
Pairs with the Steyr Model 1912 Mauser as produced for the Republic of
Chile. 15'' overall, 10'' single-edged spear point blade with single
unstopped fullers. The ricasso is stamped with the Chilean crest on the
obverse with an ''OE / WG'' (Oesterreische Waffenfabrik-Gesellschaft)
trademark on the reverse. The obverse face of the guard is numbered
''C 9778'' and the obverse of the pommel is marked ''3745''. The blade is
polished bright with gray shallow remnants of pinprick pitting throughout
and a few small impact marks along the edge. The steel hilt is also
polished bright and the pommel exhibits a number of tiny impact marks
and textured remnants of cleaned patina. The dark walnut grips exhibit a
few small handling marks but remain whole and tightly fitted. The
included steel scabbard is numbered B5228 on the frog stud. The body
retains about 40% original blue, exhibiting areas toning to polished dark
gray or smooth mottled dark brown and a few light handling marks. Both
bayonet and scabbard rate very good plus to excellent overall.
(128051-14F)
French Model 1866 Chassepot Bayonet by Weyersberg
22 3/4" double-curved yataghan blade, 27 1/2" overall. The blade is
marked only with the Weyersberg "King's Head" maker's mark and rates
very fine and is mostly bright showing some scattered light scratches, a
few spots of speckling and areas of gray patina with no evidence of
sharpening. The crosspiece with hooked quillon shows remnants of light
pitting and minor oxidation staining. The ribbed brass hilt has toned to a
nice ocher patina showing some scattered light dings and handling
marks, the spring button seems to be strong and serviceable. The
scabbard is toning to a pewter gunmetal patina with some scattered
areas of moderate old pitting and other light handling marks.
(13A9638-1)
John Wayne Revolver Knife by Kentucky Kutlery
One folding knife manufactured to look like a small Single Action Army
Revolver, the ''revolver's'' metal surfaces have been gold-plated and
retain 99% finish with some small blemishes likely from the factory, the
faux ivory grips have the Duke's visage on the left-side. The 2 1/2'' knife
is bright stainless ''CHINA''-marked steel, it folds from underneath
through the triggerguard with the hammer acting as a blade release. The
knife comes in a decorative tin with fitted interior, inside is a small
holster and a faux ivory keychain also with John Wayne's image.
(22A6286-7)
Gerber & Schrade Knives
Two knives total, one Schrade Old Timer 152OT Sharpfinger fixed-blade
knife measuring 7'' overall with a 3 1/4'' blade and saw-cut Delrin grips,
the metal shows some scattered freckles and pinprick pits and the
included leather sheath shows some wear and soiling. One Gerber
Guardian fixed-blade boot knife by R.W. Loveless, 7'' overall with a 3
1/4'' double edge blade, the blade is marked ''DESIGN BY / RW
LOVELESS'', there are some scratches and blemishes on the blade, the
composite handle shows signs of use and the original nylon sheath is
very good with some overall wear and still-strong blade retention.
(229713-8E)
Spyderco & Unmarked Knives
Three knives total, one excellent plus condition green Spyderco C14GR
CLIPIT Rescue folding knife measuring 8 3/8'' overall with a 3 5/8''
fully-serrated Spyderedge blade, this looks to be a 1993 production knife
so the steel type is not marked on the blade and the clip is plastic,
included is a worn black factory box. One near very good Spyderco C32
Spur folding knife measuring 6 5/8''overall with a 2 3/4'' partially-serrated
blade. There are some scattered freckles on the blade with the handle
and clip rubber slightly-worn and a bit tacky to the touch, the knife
comes with an unmarked nylon belt pouch. Again, an early-production
knife with no steel markings on the blade. One very good black
composite handle folding knife very similar to a Kershaw AP5 Apex
measuring 7'' overall with a 3'' partially-serrated blade marked
''IMPERIAL / IRELAND / STAINLESS''. (229713-8L)
Gerber Guardian II Knife
This is a Gerber Guardian II "Survival" knife with double edge 6 1/2"
blade, with dull black enamel finish, 11 3/4" overall length, one-piece
cast hi-tensile aluminum camouflaged handle with forward facing double
guard. Both edges have been sharpened and the blade's finish shows
scratches and marks from usage and sharpening. The camouflage paint
on the handle rates about excellent with roughly 97% remaining showing
edge wear and handling marks. No sheath is provided. (88830-4)
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Hunting Knives
This lot includes three sheath knives suitable for a variety of outdoor
tasks. The first is a Western Knife Co. of Boulder Colorado that
measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4 3/8 slightly clipped straight blade. The
blade shows light to moderate use with moderate scratches from
sharpening and cleaning attempts. The brass single hilt shows some
light tarnish, a few streaks of verdigris and pale yellow where old
verdigris was removed, the aluminum butt cap has moderate handling
marks. The bone stag horn handle has black, white and red spacers and
rates excellent. The factory leather sheath with retention strap shows
light wear and soiling with strong seams. The second knife is an
unmarked full tang small game knife that measures 6 7/8" overall, the
blade is 2 7/8" long straight back showing previous sharpening and
scratches on the sides from the sharpening. The brass single hilt has
mellowed to goldenrod with pale yellow areas from gently cleaned
verdigris. The handle has two robust slabs of rosewood affixed with two
aluminum rivets, well rounded at the butt with a single shallow but wide
forward finger groove. The handles measure a hand filling .994" at its
widest and there is 1/4" of jimping on the back of the blade along the
handle and hilt. The belt sheath wraps around the handle with a safety
strap and remains in excellent condition. The last knife of this trio is an
unmarked full tang knife measuring 8 1/4" overall, the blade is a 4" spear
point showing little or no use. The handle is green wood micarta held
with four brass pins and no hilt. There is light jimping on back of the
blade forward of the handle. The leather pouch style sheath rates
excellent with strong stitching. (87152-7C)
Trio of Craftsman Cutting Tools
This lot includes two folding knives and a light belt axe. The Craftsman
belt axe features all steel construction with a poll and measures 11"
overall with 2 7/16" cutting edge made from a fairly uniform .162" thick
steel. The metal surfaces remain bright with scattered light stains and
handling marks. The all steel axe is handled with jigged faux stag slabs
with finger grooves, there is a pinned aluminum butt cap and flush fit
steel hilt. It includes a brown leather sheath with flap and double snaps
that rates excellent showing light use. The second item is a Craftsman
Camping / Survival Knife "SFO" Model 9555 by Schrade Walden Cutlery
with original belt sheath. This knife measures 3 1/4" closed, 6 3/8" open
(knife blade) and features a spear point blade 2 5/8" long. The knife
includes a main blade, awl, saw, bottle opener/flat blade screwdriver and
can opening blade. The handle scales are sawn Delrin with the
Craftsman logo pinned to one panel and features a bale, nickel silver
liners and nickel silver bolsters. It shows light use and rates very good to
excellent. The sheath rates about the same with light handling marks,
strong seams and Craftsman logo impressed into the cover. The final
knife is a Craftsman folding fishing knife that measures 5" closed, 8 7/8"
open with a 3 7/8" long knife blade and same length scaler / hook
disgorger / bottle opener blade. The handle scales are faux ivory with
three brass pins and the right one has a missing Craftsman plate. The
knife features brass liners and nickel silver bolsters that show light
handling marks. The original leather belt sheath is included and rates
about very good to excellent and features strong seams, single snap on
the cover and slotted belt loop. (87152-7B)
U.S. Model 1917 Bayonet by Winchester
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle. 22'' overall length, 17''
straight single-edged blade with single squared unstopped fullers and a
straight-backed point. The ricasso is marked ''1917 / (circled) W'' on the
reverse and stamped with U.S. proofs on the obverse. The blade is
blued in the first 1'' and in about excellent condition with a smoky gray
patina, spots of oxidation staining, a few light handling marks and has
been lightly cleaned. The metal surfaces of the hilt have been previously
cleaned to bright and now show light surface oxidation and oxidation
staining. The walnut grips show a tiny chip on the forward edge of the
right panel and scattered light handling marks, and remains tightly fit.
The included scabbard, consisting of a leather body with brass mounts
and a steel throat and belt hook, is painted dark olive green throughout
and in very good plus condition with light oxidation on the steel parts
and light wear on the edges of the leather. (14A9713-8C) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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U.S. Model 1942 Bayonet by Utica Cutlery
This bayonet for the M1 Garand and the M1903 rifles measures 20 1/2''
overall and bears a 16'' straight single-edged blade with a 5 1/2'' false
edge, single unstopped fullers, ''V''-ground bevels, and a spear-point tip.
The reverse face of the ricasso is marked ''U. C. / U. S. (centered by
Ordnance Bomb) / 1942'', and the obverse is marked with a light
Ordnance Wheel. The blade retains about 50% Parkerized finish with
light wear on the ricasso and spine, light tool marks at the point,
scattered oxidation staining and scattered light chips along the edge.
The metal surfaces of the hilt show old oxidation, generous remnants of
Parkerized finish and light wear on the high edges. The ribbed hard
rubber grips are in excellent condition. The included M3 scabbard
consists of an OD green fiberglass body and a steel throat, is in very
good condition with spots of light wear on the body, the steel throat
having been cleaned to bright with spots of oxidation staining and
''P0132'' lightly hand scratched on the underside of the throat.
(14A9713-8B) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Sheffield Pocket Knives
This lot includes two pocket knives. The first measures about 7''
unfolded, 4'' folded, and features three blades; one measuring about 3''
and two about 2'' in length. The 3'' blade has a clip point profile, and the
2'' blades are spey and sheep's foot profiles. The ricasso of the knives is
marked ''RODGERS / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND'' on the reverse, and
''(star) (cross) / ENGLAND'' on the obverse; the clip point blade is
marked ''STOCKMAN'S (star)(cross) FRIEND''. The metal surfaces
remain bright, and the stag grips are held in place via three pins and are
in excellent condition. The second pocket knife measures 8'' unfolded, 4
1/2'' folded, and features two spear point blades, a file and an awl. The
ricasso is marked ''G. BUTLER / & CO'' on the reverse, and
''SHEFFIELD / (circle) ART / ENGLAND'' on the obverse. The handle of
the pocket knife is stainless steel and remains bright, as does the
blades, showing a few light handling marks. (149713-8G)
Assorted Pocket Knives
This lot contains 14 assorted folding pocket knives of various sizes,
ranging from very good to very good plus condition. Majority of the
folders have what appear to be wood, stag or bone handles. Scattered
light oxidation visible on some of the knives. (149713-8H)
Assorted Bayonet Lot
This lot contains two bayonets. First is a British No. 9 Mk 1 bayonet with
scabbard, in very good condition with light wear on the high edges,
flaking of the black enamel finish and the scabbard has been partially
cleaned to the underlying metal. The bayonet is serialized ''PF / 314601''
and is dated to 1953. The bayonet pairs with the British No. 4 Mk. II rifle.
Second is an East German AKM Type I bayonet with wire-cutter
scabbard and frog. The bayonet is in very good condition with light
oxidation on the mounting ring, light handling marks on the grips and a
spot of flaking white paint on the grips. The scabbard and frog are in
very good condition with light wear on the leather and spots of light
oxidation and light wear on the scabbard. Pairs with the AKM rifle.
(149713-8D)
Vintage Remington 351 Winchester Self-Loading
One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 351 Winchester
Self-Loading cartridges loaded with 180 grain soft point bullets in brass
cases. The green and red box rates very good showing some light
scuffs around the edges, an old tape repair on one flap, a small
ink-marked price in one corner and some other light handling marks.
The cartridges rate near excellent showing just some scattered mild
tarnishing. (139713-42)
Vintage Remington 351 Winchester Self-Loading
One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 351 Winchester
Self-Loading cartridges loaded with 177 grain FMJ bullets in brass
cases. The green and red box rates very good plus showing some light
scuffs and small tears around the edges and all markings otherwise
intact and clear. The cartridges rate near excellent showing just some
scattered mild tarnishing. (139713-4W)
Vintage Remington 351 Winchester Self-Loading
One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 351 Winchester
Self-Loading cartridges loaded with 177 grain FMJ bullets in brass
cases. The green and red box rates about very good showing some
moderate scuffs along the edges and a moderate flake along the top
through the final "n" in Remington and most of the small Dupont logo.
The cartridges rate near excellent showing just some scattered mild
tarnishing. (139713-4Y)
Vintage Remington 351 Winchester Self-Loading
One full 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 351 Winchester
Self-Loading cartridges loaded with 177 grain FMJ bullets in brass
cases. The green and red box rates very good showing some light
scuffs and minor flaking along the edges and one tape-repaired end
flap, all markings are otherwise clear and intact. The cartridges rate near
excellent showing just some scattered mild tarnishing. (139713-4X)
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Vintage Winchester 351 Winchester Self-Loading
One 49-round box of Winchester ammunition loaded with 180 grain soft
point bullets in brass cases. The red and yellow box rates fair showing
moderate scuffs, one end flap has been lost and the other is detached
but present. The cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent
showing some light tarnishing. (139713-4AA)
Vintage 32 & 38 Cartridges
Five assorted boxes. One partial 17-round box of U.S. Cartridge
Company 32 S&W likely loaded with black powder. The box features an
image of the S&W 32 Double Action revolver and rates poor-fair
showing moderate tears, missing end flaps and flakes. The cartridges
show heavy tarnishing overall. One partial 10-round box of Winchester
32 S&W (9 are Winchester headstamped and one is a UMC 32 CF with
heeled bullet) in green-labeled box that rates very good showing some
overall scuffs and an intact label, the cartridges with moderate
tarnishing. One partial 23-round box of UMB 32 S&W Long loaded with
smokeless powder and 98 grain lead bullets in brass cases. The light
blue box with buff labels remains in very good condition showing some
light flaking and overall scuffs with mostly intact labels while the
cartridges rate very good plus showing some mild tarnishing and a few
dings along some of the bullets. One partial 32-round box of UMC 38 RF
Long loaded in copper cases with lead bullets. The blue and white plaid
pattern box with green and red labels remains in good condition showing
some overall light flaking, scuffs and small tears while the cartridges
also rate good showing light oxidation and tarnishing. Finally there is
one full 50-round box of UMC 38 RF Long loaded in copper cases with
lead bullets. The blue and white plaid pattern box with green and red
labels rates poor-fair showing a few large areas lost, scuffs and light
flaking while the green label is still mostly intact and the cartridges rate
good showing overall light tarnishing and oxidation. (139713-4AG)
Assorted 25, 32 & 38 Cartridges
Six assorted boxes. One partial 26-round box of Winchester 25 ACP
loaded with 50 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases. The yellow box rates
very good plus showing some light scuffs and handling marks while the
cartridges rate near excellent. One full 50-round box of Remington 25
ACP loaded with 50 grain FMG bullets in brass cases. The green and
white box rates near excellent as do the cartridges. One partial 42-round
box filled with a vast assortment of 25 ACP cartridges with various
headstamps in very good condition. One partial 36-round box of
Winchester 32 S&W Staynless loaded with 85 grain lead bullets in brass
cases, the red and yellow box rates very good showing some scuffs and
small tears while the cartridges show mild tarnishing. One full 50-round
box of Remington Kleanbore 38 Special loaded with 158 grain
copper-plated steel-jacketed bullets in brass cases. The green and red
box properly identifies these cartridges with steel jackets and rates very
good showing overall scuffs and one lost end flap while the cartridges
rate very good plus showing some scattered light tarnishing. Finally
included is one sealed 50-round box of UMC 32 Short Colt black powder
cartridges loaded with 9 grains of powder and 80 grains lead bullets.
The green box with buff labels remains in excellent condition showing
some very light edge wear and handling marks with clear labels. The
seal with Colt's recommendation remains completely intact and
unmolested. (139713-4AM)
Assorted Vintage 22 RF
13 total boxes. One full 50-round box Peters 22 Short in excellent
condition. One full 50-round Remington Kleanbore 22 Short Hollowpoint
in near excellent condition. One full 50-round Peters Target 22 LR in
near excellent condition. One partial 22-round box Winchester Super
Speed Kopperklad 22 LR, the box in poor condition and the cartridges
near excellent. One full 50-round box Winchester Super Speed
Kopperklad 22 LR, the box in very good condition with moderate scuffs
and the cartridges near excellent. One partial 40-round box Western
Super-X 22 LR Hollowpoint, a few cartridges are nickel-plated different
manufacturer, the box rates fair. One partial 28-round box Remington
Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22 Short, three are brass-cased different
manufacturer, the box rates good and the cartridges about very good
with light tarnishing. Two full 50-round boxes Remington Kleanbore
Hi-Speed 22 LR Hollowpoint, the boxes rate very good showing overall
scuffs and the cartridges rate very good plus. One partial 30-round box
Remington Kleanbore Hi-Speed 22 LR Shot in very good plus condition.
One partial 17-round box Remington Kleanbore standard velocity 22 LR
in very good plus condition. One partial 35-round Remington Kleanbore
lubricated bullet 22 LR in very good condition with moderate tarnishing.
Finally one full 50-round box Remington Kleanbore lubricated bullet 22
LR in very good condition with some light tarnishing. (139713-4AL)
Rare Original 41 Swiss Rimfire Packet
One full 10-round packet of original Swiss-production 41 RF rifle
cartridges. The packet remains sealed and in very fine condition
showing some light staining and minor scuffs. The label has a large red
band with "P C 89" and is dated November 25, 1890. The label remains
entirely legible and the cartridges are in presumably very good plus
condition. A nice find for the ammunition collector. (13A9713-4AN1)
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Rare Original 41 Swiss Rimfire Packet
One full 10-round packet of original Swiss-production 41 RF rifle
cartridges. The packet remains sealed and in very fine condition
showing some light staining and minor scuffs. The label has a large red
band with "P C 89" and is dated November 24, 1890. The label remains
entirely legible with just a few tiny creases or small tears and the
cartridges are in presumably very good plus condition. A nice find for the
ammunition collector. (13A9713-4AN2)
Rare Original 41 Swiss Rimfire Packet
One full 10-round packet of original Swiss-production 41 RF rifle
cartridges. The packet remains sealed and in very fine condition
showing some light staining and minor scuffs. The label has a large red
band with "P C 89" and is dated November 25, 1890. The label remains
entirely legible with just a few small flakes and tiny tears and the
cartridges are in presumably very good plus condition. A nice find for the
ammunition collector. (13A9713-4AN3)
Rare Original 41 Swiss Rimfire Packet
One full 10-round packet of original Swiss-production 41 RF rifle
cartridges and five loose cartridges. The packet remains sealed and in
very fine condition showing some light staining and minor scuffs. The
label has a large red band with "P C 89" and is dated November 25,
1890. The label remains entirely legible with a few tiny tears and the
cartridges are in presumably very good plus condition. The five loose
cartridges rate very fine and are loaded with paper-patched lead bullets
in copper cases with Swiss cross headstamp. They show some light
overall tarnishing and no firing pin strikes. A nice find for the ammunition
collector. (13A9713-4AN4)
577/450 Cartridges & 8x58mmR Danish Brass
One partial 9-round box of Kynoch 577/450 Martini-Henry rifle cartridges
loaded with 480 grain paper-patched lead bullets in brass cases with
smokeless powder. The box is rather tender, missing a number of end
flaps and the cartridges rate near excellent showing some mild
tarnishing. Also included are 19 unprimed brass 8x58mmR Danish
cases made custom by Bertram in Australia that rate near excellent and
5 unprimed brass cases of 8x58mmR Danish made from Remington
45-70 in excellent condition. (139713-4N)
Vintage 22 RF
Three boxes. One full 50-round box Western 22 RF Short smokeless
non-greased. The green, red and buff box rates very fine showing some
scattered light staining and minor scuffs with nice intact labels while the
cartridges rate near excellent. One full 50-round box Remington UMC 22
RF Short smokeless greased. The red and buff box with perforated
center remains in very fine condition showing some light handling marks
while the cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent showing some
minor tarnishing. One full 50-round box Remington UMC 22 RF Long
Lesmok chilled shot. The pale green box rates very fine showing some
light handling marks while the cartridges rate very good plus showing
some mild tarnishing. (13A9713-4AV)
Vintage 22 RF
Three boxes. One partial 32-round box Remington UMC 22 LR Lesmok
with 40 grain lead bullets. The "marbled" black box with orange labels
rates very good plus showing a few torn seals and missing portions
along the sides, light scuffs and a nice lid label, the cartridges rate good
showing heavy oxidation along the bullets. One full 50-round box
Remington UMC 22 RF Long Lesmok chilled shot. The pale green box
rates very fine showing some light scuffs and handling marks while the
cartridges rate near excellent showing a little mild tarnishing. One partial
40+/- round box Remington UMC 22 RF Long Lesmok 29 grain
hollowpoints. The buff box with blue labels rates about very good
showing some moderate scuffs and small tears. Some of the cartridges
are mismatched 22 Shorts and they show moderate tarnishing and
oxidized bullets. (13A9713-4AW)
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Vintage 22 RF & 32 CF
10 boxes. One partial 27-round box Remington UMC C.B. caps
smokeless ungreased. The buff box rates very good showing some light
scuffs and minor staining while the cartridges rate near excellent
showing a little minor tarnishing. One partial 60+/- round box Remington
UMC Kleanbore B.B. caps. The green and red box rates very fine
showing some light handling marks while the cartridges rate near
excellent with a little mild tarnishing. One partial 35 +/- round box
Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22 RF Short. The red and green box
rates very good plus showing some light scuffs around the edges while
the cartridges rate near excellent showing some mild tarnishing. One full
50-round box Remington UMC Kleanbore 22 RF Short. The green and
red box rates very fine showing some spots of light staining and
handling marks while the cartridges rate near excellent. One partial 25
+/- round box Remington UMC Kleanbore 22 RF Short lubricated. The
green and red box rates about very good showing lost end flaps and
handling marks. The box holds a mix of 22 Short and Long that rate very
fine showing mild tarnishing. One partial 45 +/- round box Remington
UMC Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22 LR "Silvadry". The green and red box
rates near excellent showing some light handling marks and the
cartridges show some very mild tarnishing. One full 50-round box
Remington UMC 22 RF Long Lesmok chilled shot. The pale green box
rates very fine showing some light scuffs and small stains while the
cartridges rate near excellent showing some mild tarnishing. One partial
20 +/- round box Remington UMC 22 RF Long Lesmok chilled shot. The
pale green box rates good showing moderate scuffs and a lost end flap.
The cartridges are a mix of the original shot cartridges and 22 Longs
with lead bullets showing some mild tarnishing. One full 50-round box
Remington UMC 32 S&W smokeless loaded with 88 grain lead bullets in
brass cases. The buff box rates very good showing a moderate 1 1/2"
torn area at one corner while the cartridges rate near excellent. One
partial 45 +/- round box UMC 32 Short Colt black powder cartridges. The
pale green box with buff labels rates good showing moderate scuffs and
handling marks. The box contains a few random 32 ACP and 32 S&W
cartridges but most are the original 32 Short Colt that show moderately
oxidized bullets and mild tarnishing. (139713-4AU)
30-40 Krag Bandoleer
One 60-round six-pouch bandoleer of UMC cartridges. The bandoleer is
dated 1906 with clear ink markings and five of the pouches remain
stitched shut. The one opened pouch contains a mix of Frankford
Arsenal and UMC cartridges dated 1906-1907, some showing cracked
necks. (137676-28)
Surplus 30-06
This lot includes 169 rounds of surplus 30-06 on a mix of steel and
brass stripper clips. Most date to the 40s with a few rounds by Peters
dated to the 20s. Cartridges and clips rate very good to very good plus
showing some scattered light tarnishing and handling marks. An
unmarked bandoleer is also included. (137676-28D)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton and cases are dated 1939 and rate very
good plus to near excellent, the packaging showing some scuffs and the
cartridges and clips showing some scattered mild tarnishing.
(136519-250)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton and cases are dated 1939 and rate very
good plus to near excellent, the packaging showing some scuffs and the
cartridges and clips showing some scattered mild tarnishing.
(136519-250A)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton and cases are dated 1939 and rate very
good plus to near excellent, the packaging showing some scuffs and the
cartridges and clips showing some scattered mild tarnishing.
(136519-250B)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton is dated 1939 and remains sealed
showing just a few light scuffs and the cartridges and clips are in
presumably near excellent condition. (136519-250C)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton is dated 1939 and remains sealed
showing just a few light scuffs and the cartridges and clips are in
presumably near excellent condition. (136519-250D)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton is dated 1939 and remains sealed
showing just a few light scuffs and a small tear forming on the seal; the
cartridges and clips are in presumably near excellent condition.
(136519-250E)
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Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton is dated 1939 and remains sealed
showing just a few light scuffs and a small tear forming on the seal; the
cartridges and clips are in presumably near excellent condition.
(136519-250F)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton is dated 1939 and remains sealed
showing just a few light scuffs and a small tear forming on the seal; the
cartridges and clips are in presumably near excellent condition.
(136519-250G)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One full carton of 100-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for the
Breda machine gun. The carton and cases are dated 1939 and rate very
good plus to near excellent, the packaging showing some scuffs and the
cartridges and clips showing some scattered mild to moderate
tarnishing. (136519-250H)
Surplus Italian 7.35 Carcano
One nearly full carton of 99-rounds loaded on 20-round brass clips for
the Breda machine gun. The carton and cases are dated 1939 and rate
very good plus, the packaging has lost its lid and shows some scuffs
while the cartridges and clips show some scattered mild to moderate
tarnishing. (136519-250I)
Thompson/Center Contender Hot Shot Cartridges & Capsules
11 assorted boxes. Five full 20-round boxes 44 Hot Shot cartridges
loaded with #7 1/2 shot all in near excellent condition, the boxes
showing some light scuffs. One partial 18-round box 44 Hot Shot
cartridges loaded with #9 shot in near excellent condition showing some
light tarnishing and the box with some minor scuffs. One partial, about
45-count and two full 50-count boxes of #7 1/2 Hot Shot capsules in
near excellent condition. Two full 50-count boxes #9 shot capsules in
near excellent condition. Also included are two screw-in rifled chokes
and two wrenches that rate very good plus to near excellent.
(136519-469D)
Rare Tin of 7.5mm Pinfire Cartridges
This tin contains 40 original cartridges loaded in copper cases with lead
bullets. The cartridges rate very fine to perhaps near excellent showing
some scattered light tarnishing. The tin is likewise very fine showing a
split along one corner seam, some very light tarnishing and small dings.
The label is partially intact showing remnants of red-orange ink markings
that are largely illegible. A very nice, seldom-seen and almost full tin of
desirable pinfire cartridges. (13A9713-4BH)
Winchester 9mm Submachine Gun Cartridges
One full 50-round box of vintage Winchester 9mm for use in submachine
guns, lot 22310. The buff box rates very good plus showing some
overall light foxing, minor staining and scuffs with otherwise crisp
markings. The primer pockets are sealed with purple lacquer and the
cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent showing some scattered
tarnishing. This ammo was intended for British Sten gun consumption
during World War Two. (13A8830-6F)
Vintage Western 45 ACP Cartridges
One full 50-round box of Western non-corrosive cartridges loaded in
brass cases with 230 grain metal case "Lubaloy" bullets. The blue,
yellow and red box rates very fine showing some light scuffs around the
edges, light handling marks and nice markings. The cartridges likewise
rate near excellent showing some hints of minor tarnishing.
(13A8179-1Z)
Vintage Western 250-3000 Savage
Two full 20-round boxes of Western Super-X non-corrosive cartridges
loaded in brass cases with 100 grain Silvertip bullets. One box is marked
"250 Savage" while the other is "250-3000 Savage High Power" and
they both rate very good showing moderate scuffs, light staining and the
250 Savage box with detached but present end flaps. The blue, yellow
and red boxes retain otherwise nice markings. The cartridges rate very
good plus showing some light tarnishing overall and a few with some
scattered small spots of light to moderate verdigris. (138179-1H)
Vintage Western Xpert 22 Long Rifle
One full 500-round sleeve containing ten 50-round boxes. The buff box
with red and dark blue markings remains in very fine condition showing
some spots of mild staining, light scuffs and a few small tears around the
edges. One end flap has detached but is present and "22 cal" is written
in grease pencil on one side. The 50-round yellow, red and blue boxes
and the cartridges all rate near excellent. Cartridges are loaded in brass
cases with 40 grain greased lead bullets. (13A8179-1A)
PPU 5.56
200 rounds packed in ten 20-round boxes of PPU 5.56x45 M193
ammunition loaded with 55 grain FMJ BT bullets. All boxes are sealed in
plastic packaging and the cartridges presumably excellent. (139412-20I)
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PPU 5.56
200 rounds packed in ten 20-round boxes of PPU 5.56x45 M193
ammunition loaded with 55 grain FMJ BT bullets. All boxes are sealed in
plastic packaging and the cartridges presumably excellent.
(139412-20IA)
PPU 5.56
200 rounds packed in ten 20-round boxes of PPU 5.56x45 M193
ammunition loaded with 55 grain FMJ BT bullets. All boxes are sealed in
plastic packaging and the cartridges presumably excellent.
(139412-20IB)
PPU 5.56
200 rounds packed in ten 20-round boxes of PPU 5.56x45 M193
ammunition loaded with 55 grain FMJ BT bullets. All boxes are sealed in
plastic packaging and the cartridges presumably excellent.
(139412-20IC)
PPU 5.56
200 rounds packed in ten 20-round boxes of PPU 5.56x45 M193
ammunition loaded with 55 grain FMJ BT bullets. All boxes are sealed in
plastic packaging and the cartridges presumably excellent.
(139412-20ID)
PPU 30-06 Springfield
Six 20-round boxes (120 rounds) of PPU 30-06 Springfield loaded with
150 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases. The cartridges and boxes rate
excellent as-new. (139412-20AF)
PPU 30-06 Springfield
Six 20-round boxes (120 rounds) of PPU 30-06 Springfield loaded with
150 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases. The cartridges and boxes rate
excellent as-new. (139412-20AFA)
PPU 30-06 Springfield
Six 20-round boxes (120 rounds) of PPU 30-06 Springfield loaded with
150 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases. The cartridges and boxes rate
excellent as-new. (139412-20AFB)
PPU 30-06 Springfield
Six 20-round boxes (120 rounds) of PPU 30-06 Springfield loaded with
150 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases. The cartridges and boxes rate
excellent as-new. (139412-20AFC)
Tulammo 9mm
One sealed 900-round can of Tulammo 9mm 115 grain steel case
cartridges, non-corrosive, Berdan-primed. As-new. (139412-20AC)
Winchester 40 S&W
Three sealed 100-round "Win Pack" boxes of 165 grain 40 S&W,
as-new. (139412-20AA)
Winchester 40 S&W
Three sealed 100-round "Win Pack" boxes of 165 grain 40 S&W,
as-new. (139412-20AAA)
Winchester 40 S&W
Three sealed 100-round "Win Pack" boxes of 165 grain 40 S&W,
as-new. (139412-20AAB)
Hornady 223 Remington
Five full 20-round boxes of Hornady 223 Rem "Tactical Application
Police" (TAP) ammunition loaded with 55 grain TAP URBAN bullets in
brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are as-new. (139412-20D)
Hornady 223 Remington
Five full 20-round boxes of Hornady 223 Rem "Tactical Application
Police" (TAP) ammunition loaded with 55 grain TAP URBAN bullets in
brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are as-new. (139412-20DA)
Federal 22 LR
Three 325-round boxes of Federal 22 LR AutoMatch Target Grade
loaded with 40 grain solid bullets. Boxes are unopened, as-new.
(139412-20Q)
Federal 22 LR
Three 325-round boxes of Federal 22 LR AutoMatch Target Grade
loaded with 40 grain solid bullets. Boxes are unopened, as-new.
(139412-20QA)
Federal 22 LR
Three 325-round boxes of Federal 22 LR AutoMatch Target Grade
loaded with 40 grain solid bullets. Boxes are unopened, one is slightly
crushed at one corner and they are otherwise as-new. (139412-20QB)
Independence 40 S&W
Five 50-round boxes loaded with 180 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases.
Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition. (139412-20V)
Independence 40 S&W
Five 50-round boxes loaded with 180 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases.
Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition. (139412-20VA)
Independence 40 S&W
Five 50-round boxes loaded with 180 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases.
Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition. (139412-20VB)
Independence 40 S&W
Five 50-round boxes loaded with 180 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases.
Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition. (139412-20VC)
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PMC 45 ACP
Five 50-round boxes of PMC Bronze loaded with 230 grain FMJ bullets
in brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition.
(139412-20ANA)
PMC 45 ACP
Five 50-round boxes of PMC Bronze loaded with 230 grain FMJ bullets
in brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition.
(139412-20ANB)
PMC 45 ACP
Five 50-round boxes of PMC Bronze loaded with 230 grain FMJ bullets
in brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition.
(139412-20ANC)
PMC 45 ACP
Five 50-round boxes of PMC Bronze loaded with 230 grain FMJ bullets
in brass cases. Boxes and cartridges are in excellent, as-new condition.
(139412-20AND)
Assorted 9mm
Five boxes total. Three full 50-round boxes of Blazer Brass loaded with
115 grain FMJ bullets in brass cases rating near excellent. Two full
25-round boxes of Hornady loaded with 147 grain XTP bullets in brass
cases rating excellent. (139412-23I7)
PPU 308 Winchester
One sealed packet of ten 20-round boxes loaded with 145 grain FMJ BT
bullets. As-new. (139412-20M)
Assorted 9mm
Five boxes total. One full 64-round box of Canadian military surplus with
"DI43" headstamps in very good plus to near excellent condition. Two
full 50-round boxes of Winchester 115 grain Full Metal Case, the
cartridges rate very good plus showing some mild tarnishing and the
yellow, red and white boxes rate very good with some minor scuffs and
staining. One full 50-round box and one partial 49-round box of Norma
115 grain soft nose hollow points in good to very good condition
showing some light to moderate overall tarnishing and the boxes with
some overall scuffs. (139582-1N)
Hansen Cartridge Co. 22 Short
17 full 50-round boxes of Yugoslavian-made 22 Short loaded with 29
grain lead bullets and marked as standard velocity target grade.
Cartridges rate very good plus to near excellent, the boxes showing
some mild scuffs and handling marks. Also included are 40 rounds of
CCI 22 Short in very good plus condition, housed in a Hansen box.
(139582-1T)
Hansen Cartridge Co. 22 LR
20 full 50-round boxes of Yugoslavian-made 22 LR loaded with 40 grain
lead bullets and marked as standard velocity target grade. Cartridges
and boxes rate near excellent. (139582-1X)
Hansen Cartridge Co. 22 LR
20 full 50-round boxes of Yugoslavian-made 22 LR loaded with 40 grain
lead bullets and marked as standard velocity target grade. Cartridges
rate near excellent, boxes very good. (139582-1AB)
Assorted 22 LR
One full 300-round box of CCI "AR TACTICAL" loaded with 40 grain
copper-plated round nose bullets in near excellent condition. Ten full
50-round boxes of Olin "BALL, CAL. 22 / LONG RIFLE / MATCH
GRADE - FOR PISTOL" in near excellent condition. (139582-1AD)
Remington 9mm
Five full 50-round boxes loaded with 124 grain metal case bullets in
brass cases that rate very good plus to near excellent showing a little
minor tarnishing. The green boxes with "KLEANBORE" markings remain
in very good condition showing some overall light scuffs and minor
staining. (139582-1AE)
Surplus 5.56
400 rounds of surplus Lake City Ball M193 cartridges loaded on
10-round stripper clips and with bandoliers. Cartridges rate vary good
plus to excellent showing some very mild tarnishing while the bandoliers
show some minor handling marks. All are housed in a green ammo can.
(139582-1)
Surplus 7.62 NATO & M14 Magazines
270+/- rounds of 7.62 NATO, most are Winchester and dated to the late
1960's. Cartridges are loaded on 5-round stripper clips and in bandoliers
rating very good plus to near excellent perhaps showing a little minor
tarnishing. Also included are three surplus 20-round M14 magazines
retaining most of their Parkerized finish showing moderate operational
wear and light scratches with serviceable springs. All are housed in a
green ammo can. (139582-1D)
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Assorted 12 ga. Shotshells
First there are 25 loose shells of vintage Remington-UMC Nitroclub with
red paper hulls marked "3 1/4 DeadShot / 1-1 BUCK" in very good
condition showing some light staining and tarnishing. Two full 25-round
boxes of Federal Field & Target Load, 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz., 8 shot. The
boxes show moderate scuffing though the shells rate near excellent.
One full 25-round box Winchester AA Xtra-Lite Target Load, 2 3/4", 1
oz., 8 1/2 shot in near excellent condition. Finally one full 25-round box
Remington Express Plastic, 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz., 6 shot in near excellent
condition. All are housed in a green ammo can. (139582-1F)
Assorted Pistol & Rifle Ammo
One full 50-round box of Super Vel 380 ACP loaded with 88 grain JHP
bullets in brass cases in near excellent condition. Two full 50-round
boxes of Remington 380 ACP loaded with 95 grain metal case bullets in
brass cases that rate very good plus showing some overall light
tarnishing, the green boxes with "KLEANBORE" markings show some
moderate scuffs. One full 50-round box Winchester Super X 22 Short
loaded with 28 grain Lubaloy bullets in near excellent condition. One full
50-round box of Federal Premium Gold Medal 22 LR loaded with 40
grain solid lead bullets in excellent condition. Ten full 50-round boxes of
Remington Hi-Speed 22 LR loaded with "Golden Bullet" (brass washed)
bullets, one box is marked and filled with hollow points. Finally there is
one full 20-round box of Remington 30-30 Win. Accelerator loaded with
55 grain soft point bullets with sabot that rate very good plus to near
excellent. All are housed in a green ammo can. (139582-1J)
22 VL Caseless Ammo
1100 rounds of 22 VL ammo for the Daisy VL rifle including one
1000-round brick and a loose 100-round sleeve. The cartridges and their
plastic tube housings remain in near excellent condition while the
packaging is very good showing some moderate overall scuffs.
(139293-11C)
22 VL Caseless Ammo
1100 rounds of 22 VL ammo for the Daisy VL rifle including one
1000-round brick and a loose 100-round sleeve. The cartridges and their
plastic tube housings remain in near excellent condition while the
packaging is good showing moderate overall scuffs. (139293-11B)
22 VL Caseless Ammo
1100 rounds of 22 VL ammo for the Daisy VL rifle including one
1000-round brick and a loose 100-round sleeve. The cartridges and their
plastic tube housings remain in near excellent condition while the
packaging is good showing moderate overall scuffs. (139293-11A)
Collectible Winchester Model 1873 32 WCF Shot Cartridges
One sealed 50-round box of Winchester-made 32 WCF shot cartridges
with green labels. The lid label shows slightly faded color with some
edge wear, a small torn area at the top edge and a moderately worn
area near the center, otherwise the text remains mostly legible. The
sealed side label shows crisp lettering with No. 10 shot designation and
"2.00" ink-marked on one end. The Winchester guarantee label on the
base is also present and entirely intact. (13A8087-222)
Collectible Winchester 44 X. L. Shot Cartridges
One partial 27-round box with 4 additional partially disassembled or fired
rounds and a small bag of lead shot. The green lid label shows "8 23"
issue date and remains mostly intact and legible with some overall
scuffs, light flaking and a few small impact marks, indicating loading with
black powder. The orange side label shows crisp lettering again with
some light scuffs and a few tiny flakes. There is overall light edge wear
and the base is marked in black grease pencil "Lot 14". The cartridges
rate very good plus showing some scattered light tarnishing and
handling marks. (13A8087-222B)
Collectible Winchester Model 1873 38 WCF Cartridges
One full 50-round box of Winchester-made 38 WCF cartridges. The dark
blue lid label rates very good showing some scattered light flaking, minor
staining and darkening from the years and calls out "CENTRAL FIRE"
and "SOLID HEAD" with the case head illustration and head stamp
markings on the cartridge. There are some tape repairs and mild
separation along some edges. The red side labels are mostly intact and
also rate about very good showing some tape repairs at the corners and
along one side. The bottom guarantee label is partially intact and the
internal reloading label is present. The cartridges rate very fine to near
excellent showing some light tarnishing along the cases and minor
oxidation along the bullets. A very good full box of rare early cartridges.
(13A8087-222C)
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Collectible Winchester Model 1873 38 WCF Shot Cartridges
One partial 46-round box of scarce Winchester-made 38 WCF shot
cartridges with green labels. The box and labels rate about very good
showing some tape repairs across the lid and down the sides, some old
tape repairs along the end flaps obscuring some areas of the labeling,
blown-out corners and overall light scuffs. The entirety of the lid label
and most of the side labels remain otherwise nice and legible, "50 c" and
a few other small numbers are written in blue grease pencil at the top
left corner of the lid label and the guarantee label on the bottom is
partially intact. The cartridges rate very good to very good plus, about 15
or so show some more moderate tarnishing and verdigris while the
remaining cartridges show some lighter tarnishing and handling marks.
(13A8087-222D)
Collectible Winchester Model 1873 38 WCF Blank Cartridges
One scarce full 50-round box of Winchester-made 38 WCF blank
cartridges. The green lid label rates very fine showing a small flake at
the bottom left corner, some scattered light staining and handling marks
with otherwise mostly crisp lettering. The natural-colored side labels are
mostly intact with nice lettering, the right lid end flap is missing and the
box shows the expected overall light edge wear and minor scuffs. The
bottom shows an intact "License to the trade" label with "VOID"
over-stamp. The cartridges rate very good plus to very fine with light
tarnishing along the case heads and some tiny spots of minor verdigris.
(13A8087-222F)
Vintage 22 RF Cartridges
Seven assorted boxes. One full 50-round box of Winchester Staynless
22 Short Super Speed in red, yellow and white box loaded with
Kopperklad bullets that rates very fine to near excellent showing some
light scuffs, handling marks and the cartridges rate excellent. One partial
46-round box of Australian Imperial Chemical Industries Hy-Score
Subsonic 22 BB Caps, the box rates very good with moderate scuffing
while the cartridges are near excellent. One full 50-round box of
Winchester Staynless 22 LR Super Speed in red, yellow and blue box
loaded with Kopperklad bullets in nickel-plated cases. The box rates
very fine showing some light scuffs and the cartridges are near excellent
with mild tarnishing. Finally there are three full 50-round boxes and one
partial 47-round box of Winchester Staynless 22 Short in red, white and
blue 1928-style boxes that rate about very good plus showing some
scattered light scuffs, a couple slightly bent end flaps and other handling
marks. The cartridges rate very fine with some mild overall tarnishing.
(13A8087-222G)
Collectible Winchester 38 RF Long Lesmok Shot Cartridges
One full 50-round box. This is an interesting box with both "LESMOK"
ink stamp at the top edge of the lid and "SHOT CARTRIDGES 9" label
on the lid. The box is somewhat tender and rates about good with lost
end flaps, tape repair on one side and a small flake missing with a piece
of tape on the lid label. Aside from the small flake, everything remains
legible on the lid and there are two Winchester guarantee labels, one on
the side and one on the bottom. The copper-cased shot cartridges with
"H" head stamps rate very fine to near excellent showing a little minor
tarnishing and handling marks. As the cartridges are shorter than
normal, a wooden base is provided in the box to allow use of the same
sized packaging. Though the box is somewhat tender this is a very
interesting find for the Winchester ammunition collector.
(13A8087-222H)
Vintage 44-40
Two boxes, one full 50-round Western and one partial 48-round
Winchester. The red blue and yellow Western box indicates loading with
200 grain Lubaloy soft point bullets, the box rates fair-good showing a
thin torn area and lost end flap on the right side, a tape repair along the
edges and overall scuffs. The cartridges rate very fine to near excellent
showing some mild tarnishing. The red white and blue 1928-style
Winchester box rates very good showing a repaired tear at the top right
edge and some light overall scuffs. The cartridges are loaded with 200
grain jacketed soft point bullets and rate very fine to near excellent
showing some mild tarnishing. (13A8087-222I)
Vintage 25-20 & 222 Remington
Three boxes. First is a full 50-round box of Winchester-Western 25-20
with yellow box loaded with 86 grain soft point bullets. The box rates
very good showing some overall light scuffing and handling marks while
the cartridges rate near excellent. Next is a full 50-round box of
Winchester 25-20 loaded with 86 grain lead bullets. The box with green
lid label and orange side labels rates about very fine showing some light
scuffs and small tears along with "202" written in pencil near the bottom
left corner of the top label. The cartridges rate very fine showing some
light tarnishing. Finally there is a full 20-round box of Peters 222
Remington loaded with 50 grain soft point bullets. The yellow, blue and
red box rates very good showing some oil soaking and light scuffs while
the cartridges rate very good plus showing some light tarnishing and
minor oxidation along the bullet tips. (13A8087-222J)
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Assorted Collectible 32 Ammunition
Three boxes. First is a partial 12-round box of Winchester 32 S&W with
green label box and orange side labels. The box and labels rate very
good plus showing some overall light scuffs and handling marks, all text
remains clearly legible. The cartridges rate good showing light to
moderate tarnishing. Next is a partial 47-round box of Winchester
Staynless 32 RF Short with two-piece red label box that rates very good
showing some light scuffs, minor discoloration and a few faint pencil
markings. Two cartridges are replacements with "US" head stamps
while the remainder are marked "H" and rate very good plus showing
some mild overall tarnishing. Finally there is a partial 46-round box of
Winchester Staynless 32 RF Long with two-piece red label box that
rates good showing a few blown-out corners, light tears along the labels
and minor scuffs. The label shows some minor fading and remains
mostly legible while the cartridges show heavy oxidation and tarnishing.
(13A8087-222K)
Collectible Winchester 9mm RF Long Shot Cartridges
One full partially sealed 50-round box with red label. The seal is torn on
one edge but intact on the other and the label rates very good plus
showing some scattered tiny flakes and light scuffs, the color otherwise
being quite vivid with strong markings. This is the final variation label
with Olin division markings. The natural box shows a small tear at the
front edge of the lid and some other minor staining. (13A8087-222L)
Collectible Winchester 44 WCF Cartridges
One full 50-round box loaded with 200 grain bullets. The box rates about
fair-good, the bottom showing extensive tape repairs, the lid with small
tears around the edges and overall scuffs. The green lid label is mostly
intact and calls out division of Western Cartridge Company. The natural
side label on this box features the third variation Model 1873 carbine
which remains mostly intact, the remaining side labels all partially
obscured by tape repairs. The cartridges rate very good plus showing
some light overall tarnishing. (13A8087-222M)
Vintage 405 Winchester
One full 20-round box of Winchester-made 405 in red and yellow box
loaded with 300 grain jacketed soft point bullets. The box rates about
fair-good showing a 1" x 1" torn area at the top, scattered small tape
repairs, tears and scuffs with otherwise mostly intact markings. The
cartridges rate good to very good, a few showing some more moderate
tarnishing and oxidation along the bullets. (13A8087-222N)
Collectible Winchester 30 WCF & 32-40
Two boxes. The 32-40 box is date-coded "3-24" and contains 8 rounds
loaded with 165 grain jacketed soft points. The natural box with orange
labels rates very good showing some edge wear, light staining and a
few light pencil marks, the labels otherwise very strong and mostly
intact. The cartridges rate about good, the cases showing some
moderate to heavy tarnishing. Next there is a full 20-round box
date-coded "9-15" of 30 WCF loaded with 170 grain jacketed soft point
bullets. The natural box with orange labels rates very good showing
moderate edge wear along the base, light scuffs and handling marks.
The labels are mostly intact, the lid label showing some scuffing and
mild fading. The cartridges rate about very good plus showing some light
tarnishing and mild verdigris. (13A8087-222P)
Collectible Remington 32-20 Cartridges
One partial 49-round box of smokeless 32 Winchester loaded with lead
bullets in a dark maroon box. The lid label has darkened from the years
and shows some light scuffs but is otherwise legible with good markings.
Only remnants of the side labels are present and the guarantee on the
bottom is mostly legible. The maroon box shows some moderate edge
wear, scuffs and light flaking otherwise rating very good. The cartridges
rate very fine showing some oxidation along the bullets and mild
tarnishing. (13A8087-222Q)
Vintage Winchester 30 Mauser Cartridges
One partial 45-round box of Winchester Staynless 7.63mm / 30 Mauser
pistol cartridges loaded with 86 grain jacketed hollow soft point bullets.
The natural box with red label rates fair showing overall oil soaking and
a coating of what appears to be old wax. There are a few old tape
repairs, overall scuffs and a small tear in the lid label which otherwise
remains mostly intact and legible. The cartridges rate very fine to near
excellent showing some light tarnishing. (138087-222R)
Shotshell and 22 Ammunition
A mixed lot of (16) 20 ga Federal Hi Power 2 3/4'' # 6 shot, (9)
Winchester 2 1/2'' #8 shot, (31) Winchester Super Steel Magnum 3'' #4
shot, (25) 410 ga 2 1/2'' #9 shot and a mixed container of (81) Federal
Lightning .22 LR, Remington 22 CBee low velocity and CCI 22 CB .22
caliber cartridges. (228870-1)
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22 Ammunition
Two boxes of Federal Gold Medal .22 cal cartridges, one a full
50-rounds and the other a partial 35-rounds, all in excellent condition.
Six 50-round boxes of Remington target 22 LR appearing to be full and
in near excellent condition. One 100-round package of CCI standard
velocity 22 LR in excellent condition and a mixed bag of 110+/- 22 cal
rimfire cartridges including but not limited to Remington, Winchester
Super X and CCI. (229713-4)
Winchester Ammunition
Two boxes total, one slightly-dilapidated red-and-yellow full 50-round
box of Winchester 180-grain 38-40 soft point with the cases remaining
mostly-bright with the box missing one end flap and one yellow partial
34-round box of Western X 200-grain 44-40 soft point with the cases
remaining mostly-bright and the box in very good condition. (229713-4J)
Collectible 38 Caliber Ammunition
One 50-round box of ''38 CALIBRE'' Colt Special in a near excellent
condition orange box with the cases remaining mostly bright. Two full
green and red 50-round, near excellent condition boxes of Remington
Kleanbore 158-grain 38 Special lead bullet cartridges with the cases
remaining mostly-bright and one .38 S&W Special Smokeless
Mid-Range two-piece box in near very good condition containing 50
unprimed ''REM UMC 38 SPL''-marked cases in varying stages of very
light tarnish. (229713-4T)
Vintage 410 Shells
Two boxes total, one full 25-round box of Winchester Super Speed .410
2 1/2'' 1/2 oz #9 shot skeet load, the box is in very good plus condition
and the shells are in near excellent condition. One box of Remington
express Extra Long Range .410 3'' 3/4 oz #7 1/2 shot with the box being
in very good condition and some of the shells showing light-to-moderate
tarnish from the years. (229713-4AF)
Collectible Shotshells
One full 25-shell box of Remington Nitro Club Scatter Load 2 3/4'' 1 1/8
oz 6CH 12 ga shotshells. The shells show tarnished heads with tiny
spots of verdigris with the rest of the shell remaining excellent. The box
is in overall very good plus condition with a yellow and red label with
green border, there are some small scuffs and tears, the left and
right-sides are stamped ''SOLD TO / REMINGTON EMPLOYEES
ONLY'' and someone has written ''FULL BOX / SCATTER LOAD'' in pen
on the right. (229713-4AP)
Collectible Shotshells
One 23-shell partial box of Remington Nitro Express Long Range game
Loads 2 3/4'' 4CH 12 ga shotshells. The heads are slightly-tarnished and
the shells' overall integrity is excellent although they are
partially-covered with some type of white substance. The box is green
with a yellow and red top label and a white side label with a mallard in
flight, the box and label are very good with some fraying around the
edges, scuffs and still-strong color. (229713-4AQ)
Collectible Shotshells
One 20-shell mixed box of Remington Express 2 3/4'' 1 1/4 oz #6 shot
and Remington Nitro Club Scatter Load 2 3/4'' 6CH 12 ga shotshells all
in very good plus condition. The shells are housed in an excellent
condition Remington Nitro Club Scatter Load box with yellow and red
label with green border. The left and right-sides are stamped ''SOLD TO
/ REMINGTON EMPLOYEES ONLY'' and someone has written ''#4 /
G-G'' on the left-side. (229713-4AR)
22 LR
10 full 50-round boxes of CCI Blazer .22 LR in excellent condition with a
couple of the boxes showing minor damage from storage. (228830-6I)
307 Winchester
Five full 20-round boxes of excellent condition Winchester 180-grain
Powerpoint (S.P.) rifle cartridges. (229293-17)
307 Winchester
Five full excellent condition 20-round boxes, three boxes are Winchester
180-grain Powerpoint (S.P.) rifle cartridges, two are Winchester
150-grain Powerpoint (S.P.) rifle cartridges. (229293-17A)
35 WCF & 220 Swift
Four boxes total, one dilapidated blue, red and yellow box containing
19-rounds of 250-grain soft point ''Staynless Non-Mercuric'' 35 WCF rifle
cartridges in slightly-tarnished very good condition with a small ding or
blemish here-and-there, one identical box faring better in about good
plus condition containing a full 20-rounds of 250-grain soft point 35 WCF
rifle cartridges, they show some slight tarnish and tiny spots of
easily-cleaned verdigris and two full 20-round green and red box
Remington Kleanbore 48-grain 220 Swift rifle cartridges in near excellent
condition. (229293-16A)
30-40 Krag & 375 H&H Magnum
One partial 18-round box of Winchester Super-X 180-grain 30-40 Krag
rifle cartridges in near excellent condition with a slight dulling of the
brass, 18 rounds of Winchester Super-X 270-grain 375 H&H magnum
rifle cartridges, 9 rounds of Remington 270-grain 375 H&H magnum rifle
cartridges and one Weatherby 375 H&H magnum rifle cartridge, all in
near excellent. (229283-5AD)
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7.62 NATO Match
Five near excellent condition, four still sealed, 20-round boxes of Lake
City 7.62MM NATO 173-grain rifle cartridges, Lot #12063. These are
Army issue white boxes showing a large ''MATCH'' with Federal Eagle
and ''1966'' manufacture date. (228989-7)
7.62 NATO Match
Five near excellent condition unopened 20-round boxes of Lake City
7.62MM NATO 173-grain rifle cartridges, Lot #12063. These are Army
issue white boxes showing a large ''MATCH'' with Federal Eagle and
''1966'' manufacture date. (228989-7A)
300 Savage & 30-06
Two full 20-round boxes and one partial 15-round box of Remington
180-grain 300 Savage Core-Lokt soft point rifle cartridges, one full
20-round box of Winchester Super-X 180-grain silvertip 30-06 rifle
cartridges and one 20-round container of Remington Core-Lokt 30-06
rifle cartridges, all in near excellent condition with the expected dulling of
brass or scattered blemish. (228989-7B)
Miscellaneous Ammunition
One partial 24-round box of Remington Kleanbore 100-grain 32
Winchester cartridges showing scattered tarnish and staining, one
partial 16-round box of Western 74-grain 32 automatic cartridges in near
excellent condition and one full 50-round box of Winchester 115-grain
9mm Luger cartridges in near excellent condition. (228989-7C)
45 ACP Ball
Four full 50-round boxes total marked ''BALL / CALIBER .45 M1911'',
two excellent condition boxes marked ''OLIN MATHESON CHEMICAL
CORPORATION'' and two slightly worn boxes marked ''EVANSVILLE
ORDNANCE PLANT''. All visible cartridges are in near excellent
condition. (228989-7D)
45 ACP Match
Two boxes total, one white box with large ''MATCH'', ''1962'' and a
Federal Eagle on the lid containing 50-rounds of 230-grain Federal
Cartridge Corp ball ammo lot in excellent condition and one cardboard
box large ''MATCH'', ''1961'' and a Federal Eagle label containing
50-rounds of 230-grain Remington Arms Co. ball ammo with still sealed
with the couple visible rounds appearing to be in excellent condition.
(229713-4R)
Collectible .35 Winchester
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box in near excellent
condition with minor wear on the high points and corners and a tiny tear
and crease near one of the end flaps, the colors are vivid and the
markings sharp. The 250-grain soft-point cartridges are in overall very
good plus condition with just slightly-tarnished brass and some spots or
verdigris visible on just a few of the cartridges. (22A8087-221D)
Collectible Winchester .30 Rem ''Bear Box''
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box with a snarling
grizzly bear on the right-side. The box is very good plus to near
excellent, there is minor wear at the corners and high points, a small
area where a label used to be affixed and a slightly-faded ''305'' in
marker (a $3.05 purchase price?) on an end flap and the grizzly and
other colors are vivid and crisp. The 170-grain Silvertip cartridges are
excellent with mostly-bright brass and shiny silver-tipped projectiles.
(22A8087-221C)
Collectible Winchester .30 Army ''Bear Box''
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box with a snarling
grizzly bear on the right-side. The box is in very good condition overall
with some wear on the edges and an older and mostly unobtrusive tape
repair to the left flap with bright colors and detailed graphics. The
180-grain Silvertip Super Speed cartridges are near excellent with the
expected slight dulling of the brass and bright projectiles.
(22A8087-221H)
Collectible 220 Winchester Swift
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box. The box is near
excellent overall with some foxing on the corners, the red being
slightly-faded and the graphics crisp. The 48-grain pointed soft point
cartridges are near excellent with a slight overall dulling of the brass and
projectile. (228087-221B)
Collectible .33 Winchester
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box. The box is very
good overall with a small crease and tear near one of the flaps, some
faint pencil markings on both sides and some overall slight wear with
deep color and sharp markings. The 200-grain soft point cartridges are
near excellent. (228087-221G)
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Collectible Winchester
Two boxes, one full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box of .32
Remington with a snarling grizzly bear on the right-side in good plus
condition, there are tape repairs on each flap, the other flap is nearly
torn through and there is other slight wear with the colors remaining vivid
and the graphics sharp. The 170-grain Silvertip cartridges are excellent.
One full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box of .30 Remington in
near excellent condition with some wear on the edges and marked
''3.05'' in pencil on one side and showing vivid colors. The 170-grain
Super Speed cartridges are excellent. (228087-221I)
Collectible Winchester & Western Bullseye
Two boxes, one full 20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue box of
Winchester Super Speed 30-06 in near excellent condition with some
minor foxing of the edges and ''150gr'' in pencil on one side. The colors
are bright with crisp graphics and the 150-grain pointed expanding
cartridges are just slightly dull from the years and rate excellent. One full
20-cartridge yellow, red and navy blue Bullseye box of Western 38-55 in
excellent condition with minor wear, sharp markings and vivid color. The
255-grain soft point cartridges are mostly-bright and rate excellent.
(228087-221A)
Collectible Winchester .45-90
One full 20-cartridge two-piece box with orange label in near very good
condition, the graphics and writing are sharp with portions of the label
beginning to curl, some arithmetic in pencil on the back, light soiling and
wear throughout with a small impact mark on the front. The 300-grain
soft point cartridges are near excellent with varying degrees of light
tarnish with one of the shells dented from the previously mentioned
impact. (228087-221F)
Collectible Winchester 50-95 Express
One full 20-cartridge two-piece box with green label in near very good
condition considering its age, there is wear and soiling with a small
section of the lid beginning to separate and some pencil markings on
one end, the labels markings remain crisp and legible. The 300-grain
cartridges are headstamped ''W.R.A.CO / 50-95 EX.'' and rate very
good, the brass has taken-on a pleasing shiny dark goldenrod patina
and the projectiles are clean. (228087-221R)
Collectible Winchester 7MM
One full 20-cartridge red label two-piece box in very good plus condition.
This is a later round-corner box with very minor damage to a bottom
corner and the label shows slight curling on the lid and bottom from
being enthusiastically-opened at some point. The smokeless powder
175-grain full-patch bullets are good plus, several show moderate
tarnish and verdigris around the neck with mostly-bright silver
projectiles. (228087-221J)
Rifle Ammunition
Included are (2) full boxes of ten-rounds each RWS 6.5x68mm
ammunition with 131 gr. H-Mantle covered hollowpoint in excellent
condition, (1) box of ten-rounds RWS 6.5x68mm once fired factory brass
cartridge cases in excellent condition and (1) box of five-rounds Wild
West Guns .475 Wild West ammunition with 350 gr. FMJ flat point solid
in excellent condition. (88304-2B)
7.62x39 Soviet and 7.62x45 Czech Ammunition
This lot includes: (108) rounds of loose 7.62x39 Soviet with steel copper
washed casings, bi-metal bullets and assorted foreign military
headstamps, the ammunition rates about good with varying condition
from clean to moderate black oxidation blemishes. Also included are (5)
boxes of 15 rounds each (on three, five-round stripper clips)
Czechoslovakian 7.62x45mm ammunition, "ZV" (Sellier & Bellot)
headstamp in excellent condition overall. (89713-4F)
U.S. Military Ammunition Lot
This lot includes: (1) bandoleer marked "Cal. 30 Carbine / Ball M1 / 10
Rd. Clips" containing 119 rounds (one missing) Lake City Arsenal 30
Carbine ammunition headstamped "LC / 43" in twelve 10-round stripper
clips that rate good to very good with light to sometimes moderate
tarnish and oxidation, (1) "M2 Ball" marked bandoleer containing 80
rounds of Lake City Arsenal 30 Carbine ammunition headstamped "LC /
43" in eight 10-round stripper clips that rate the same as the other 30
Carbine ammunition. Also included are: (1) bandoleer marked "Cal. 30
AP M2 / 8 Rd. Clips / LC" containing 48 rounds Lake City Arsenal 30 cal.
M2 armor piercing (30-06 Springfield) ammunition headstamped "LC /
53" in six 8-round en-bloc clips that rate excellent, (1) full eight round
en-bloc clip of Remington soft point ammunition, (1) bandoleer marked
"NATO 7.62mm / Ball M80 / 5 Rd. Clips / LC" containing 60 rounds Lake
City Arsenal 7.62x51mm NATO ammunition headstamped "LC / 63" in
twelve 5-round stripper clips that rate excellent, (1) empty bandoleer and
(31) empty en-bloc clips in excellent condition. (89713-4G)
480 Ruger Ammunition and Cartridge Cases
Included are: (1) box of 20-rounds Hornady 480 Ruger ammunition with
350 gr. Hornady XTP hollow point bullets in excellent condition and (7)
boxes of 20-rounds each (one box has only 19-rounds) Hornady 480
Ruger empty once fired cartridge cases in excellent condition.
(89713-4BC)
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410 Shotshells
Included are: (1) box of 20-rounds Federal "410 Handgun / Personal
Defense" 2 1/2" shotshells with 7/16 oz. #4 shot in excellent condition,
(1) box of 25-rounds Remington 410 bore 3" shotshells with 11/16 oz. #6
shot in excellent condition and (1) box of 25-rounds Winchester 410
bore 3" shotshells with 3/4 oz. #4 shot in excellent condition.
(89713-4BD)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (2) sleeves of 100-rounds each CCI Mini Mag 22 LR
High Velocity ammunition with 40 grain copper wash round nose lead
bullet in excellent condition, (1) box of 50-rounds Winchester Super-X 22
LR High Velocity ammunition with 40 grain copper wash round nose
lead bullet in excellent condition, (1) full box of 50-rounds and (1) partial
box of 21-rounds Winchester Super-X 22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire
ammunition with 40 grain jacketed hollow bullets, the full box rates
excellent but the partial rates good to very good with moderate tarnish
and (40) loose rounds of CCI Mini Mag 22 LR High Velocity ammunition
with 40 grain copper wash round nose lead bullet in very good to
excellent condition, a few showing light but limited oxidation. The last
item in this lot is a Ramline 30-round magazine for a Ruger 10/22 rifle
featuring plastic feed lips. The magazine shows light use. (89713-4BG)
Collectible Federal 12-gauge Slug Loads
This lot consist of a single carton of Federal "Hi-Power" 12 gauge 2 3/4"
1-ounce rifled slug paper shotshells. The carton contains four boxes of
five shotshells each. One box is missing from the original five. The
carton features a flying mallard on a blue background with the words
"Hi-Power and Rifled Slugs" in yellow. The carton rates about excellent
with minor handling wear and a small area of staining on the top cover.
The individual boxes have a blue background with yellow, white and
black writing but no image. Three of the boxes rates excellent, the fourth
shows an overall darker soiled look and minor handling marks.
(8A8179-1S)
Collectible 16-gauge Federal Monark Shotshells
Included are (1) full box of 25 and (1) partial box of 10 Federal Monark
16 gauge 2 9/16" 2 1/2 dram equivalent 1-ounce #8 shot paper
shotshells. The shotshells rate excellent overall. Both boxes feature a
flying Mallard on a blue background with the word "MONARK" in
prominent yellow letters. The full box rates about excellent with a few
handling marks and scattered soiling, the partial box rates very good to
excellent with light wear, small 1/2" tear on one edge and a slightly
greater amount of soiling the full box. (8A8179-1P)
Collectible Peters 38-55 Winchester Ammunition
This a single box of 20-rounds of Peters "Rustless" 38-55 Winchester
255 grain soft point ammunition in a blue and yellow box. The
ammunition features "R-P / 38-55 WIN" headstamp in excellent
condition. The box is in near excellent condition with light scuffing and
wear on end flap hinge plus a few other minor storage marks.
(8A8179-1G)
Collectible Western 30 Remington Ammunition
This is a single box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 30 Remington 170
grain Silvertip ammunition in a blue and yellow "Bear" box. The
ammunition features a "SUPER-X / 30 REM" headstamp and remains in
excellent condition. The box rates very good to excellent with very light
scuffing and wear on the corners and a few minor tears also in the
corners. (8A8179-1F)
Mixed Collectible Western 30-40 Krag Ammunition
This is a single box of 20-rounds mixed Wester and Remington-UMC
30-40 Krag ammunition. The Western ammunition is 180 grain pointed
Silvertips featuring "SUPER-X / 30 USA" in excellent condition showing
light tarnish. The Remington-UMC ammunition is a soft point Core-Lokt
of unknown weight with a "REM-UMC / 30 USA" in excellent condition.
The blue and yellow box with standing bear rates fair to good with light
to moderate scuffing on the edges, one end flap torn off but provided
and all but one of the dust flaps missing. (88179-1E)
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Mixed Ammunition
Included are: (1) box of 20-rounds Remington 30-06 Springfield fired
cartridge cases in excellent condition, (1) box of 30-06 Springfield
ammunition consisting of 11-rounds Remington 180 gr. soft point
ammunition and 9-rounds Winchester pointed soft point ammunition of
unknown weight that are all in excellent condition, (1) partial box of
15-rounds Winchester Super-X 308 Winchester 180 grain Power-Point
soft point ammunition in about excellent condition overall with light
tarnish; (1) box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 257 Roberts 117 grain
soft point ammunition in fair to good condition, the box shows moderate
to heavy water damage and the ammunition shows light to moderate
tarnish and oxidation, (2) boxes of 20-rounds each Federal 30-30
Winchester Hi-Shok 150 grain soft point ammunition in near excellent
condition, (1) box of 19-rounds Remington 30-30 Winchester 150 gr. soft
point Core-Lokt ammunition and 1-round Frontier 30-30 Winchester soft
point ammunition of unknown weight, all in excellent condition, (1) partial
box of 10-rounds Remington 357 Magnum 158 grain SWC lead
ammunition in excellent condition plus there are 14 empty 357 Magnum
cartridge cases in this box, (1) partial box of 23-rounds of U.M.C. 380
ACP 95 grain FMJ ammunition in excellent condition; (13) mixed rounds
total in a combination of 38 Special, 38 S&W, 30 Carbine, 380 ACP and
32 Colt New Police ammunition in good to very good condition, (1)
Jay-Pee leather 6-round cartridge slide, color black for up to 2 1/4" belt,
approximately (34) assorted headstamped 32 RF long cartridges
showing moderate lead oxide on the bullets but rate about very good
overall and approximately (50) assorted headstamped 32 RF short
cartridges showing moderate lead oxide on the bullets but rate about
very good overall. (88830-6K)
Collectible 16-gauge Federal Monark Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Monark 16 gauge 2 9/16" 2
1/2 dram equivalent 1-ounce #8 shot paper shotshells. The shotshells
rate excellent. The box features a flying Mallard on a blue background
with the word "MONARK" in prominent yellow letters. The box rates
excellent with a few minor storage marks. (8A8179-1M)
Collectible 16-gauge Federal Monark Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Monark 16 gauge 2 9/16" 2
1/2 dram equivalent 1-ounce #8 shot paper shotshells. The shotshells
rate excellent. The box features a flying Mallard on a blue background
with the word "MONARK" in prominent yellow letters. The box rates
excellent with a few minor storage marks. (8A8179-1L)
Collectible 12-gauge Federal Hi-Power Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Hi-Power 12 gauge 2 3/4" 3
3/4 dram equivalent 1 1/4-ounce #4 chilled shot paper shotshells. The
shotshells rate about good showing fading color, deteriorating wax,
limited tarnish and stains from oxidation on the brass heads. The box
features a flying Mallard on a blue background with the word
"HI-POWER" in prominent yellow letters. The box rates about very good
with storage marks, soiling, minor water damage and staining from
mildew. (88179-1N)
Collectible 12-gauge Federal Hi-Power Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Hi-Power 12 gauge 2 3/4" 3
3/4 dram equivalent 1 1/4-ounce #4 chilled shot paper shotshells. The
shotshells rate about excellent showing limited tarnish on the brass
heads. The box features a flying Mallard on a blue background with the
word "HI-POWER" in prominent yellow letters. The box rates about very
good to excellent with scuffing on the edges and corners plus slight
soiling and yellowing of the unprinted surfaces. (8A8179-1K)
Collectible 12-gauge Federal Hi-Power Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Hi-Power 12 gauge 2 3/4" 3
3/4 dram equivalent 1 1/4-ounce #6 chilled shot paper shotshells. The
shotshells rate about very good showing limited tarnish on the brass
heads, the bodies are fading and show storage wear. The box features
a flying Mallard on a blue background with the word "HI-POWER" in
prominent yellow letters. The box rates about very good with scuffing on
the edges plus light yellowing and soiling of the unprinted surfaces.
(8A8179-1J)
Collectible 12-gauge Federal Hi-Power Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Hi-Power 12 gauge 2 3/4" 3
3/4 dram equivalent 1 1/4-ounce #6 chilled shot paper shotshells. The
shotshells rate about very good showing limited tarnish on the brass
heads, the bodies are fading and show storage wear. The box features
a flying Mallard on a blue background with the word "HI-POWER" in
prominent yellow letters. The box rates about very good with scuffing on
the edges plus light overall yellowing and soiling of the unprinted
surfaces and mildew stains. (88179-1I)
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Collectible Western 300 H&H Magnum Ammunition
This is a single box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 300 H&H Magnum
180 grain Silvertip ammunition in a blue and yellow "Bear" box. The
ammunition features a "SUPER-X / 300 H&H MAGNUM" headstamp
and remains in very good to excellent condition with some tarnishing
and oxidation stains, mostly on the case heads. The box rates very good
to excellent with very light scuffing and wear on the corners.
(8A8179-1C)
Collectible Western 300 H&H Magnum Ammunition
This is a single box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 300 H&H Magnum
180 grain Silvertip ammunition in a blue and yellow "Bear" box. The
ammunition features a "SUPER-X / 300 H&H MAGNUM" headstamp
and remains in excellent condition. The box rates about excellent with
minor scuffing and wear on the corners. (8A8179-1B)
Collectible Western 375 H&H Magnum Ammunition
This is a single box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 375 H&H Magnum
300 grain Silvertip ammunition in a blue and yellow "Bear" box. The
ammunition features a "SUPER-X / 375 H&H MAGNUM" headstamp
and remains in excellent condition. The box rates about very good with
very light scuffing and wear on the corners but there are two small tears
on the front of the box on the edge where the "bear" is printed and one
dust flap is torn off but is provided. (8A8179-1D)
Mixed 30 Carbine Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) box of 50-rounds Lake City Ordnance Plant .30
Carbine ammunition with 1942 dated headstamps, the ammunition rates
good to very good with light scattered oxidation stains. Also includes
(50) rounds of PMC 30 Carbine ball ammunition on ten-round stripper
clips with stripper clip guide, the clips show light oxidation and
ammunition has the occasional oxidation stain; (1) bandoleer of twelve,
ten-round stripper clips with stripper clip guide containing a total of 120
rounds of mostly "W.R.A. / 54" headstamped 30 Carbine ammunition
showing scattered light oxidation staining on the cartridges; and
approximately (78) rounds of assorted, but mostly PMC, 30 carbine ball
ammunition in near excellent condition. (88830-6J)
Collectible 16-gauge Federal Monark Skeet Shotshells
Included is (1) full box of 25-rounds Federal Monark 16 gauge 2 9/16" 2
1/2 dram equivalent 1-ounce #9 shot paper "Skeet Shells". The purple
colored shotshells rate excellent. The box features a skeet shooter
dressed in red colored clothing holding a shotgun on a green and black
background with the word "MONARK / SKEET SHELLS" in prominent
white and red letters. The sides of the boxes have a larger artist
rendition of the shotshell proclaiming their patent pending disintegrating
top shot wad. The box rates very good to excellent with light scuffing
along some of the edges and corners. (8B8179-3F)
Collectible Peters 25-20 W.C.F. Ammunition
Included is (1) full box of 50-rounds Peters "25-20 Win. & Marlin" 60
grain open point expanding high velocity ammunition in near excellent
condition. The ammunition features "PETERS / 25-20 H.V." headstamp
and some cartridges show minor to light tarnish on the case heads
and/or bodies. The blue and yellow "Cartridge Picture" box has "Peters"
in white letters on the cover with "RUSTLESS" in a red banner below it,
a cartridge illustration below the banner with "25-20 WIN. & MARLIN" on
the illustration. The box rates about very good to excellent with "$6.95"
(wouldn't it be nice to buy ammo that cheap today!) written in pencil on
the side and a 3/4" tear extending off of one of the dust-covers on the
opposite side. The glue is failing on one end of the inner box.
(88179-3E)
Collectible 32 Revolver Ammunition
Included is (1) full box of Peters "Police Match" 32 S&W Long 98 grain
wadcutter ammunition in excellent condition. The ammunition features
"PETERS / 32 S&WL" headstamp and have a double cannelure on the
case body. The blue and yellow "Shooting Police Officer" box rates near
excellent with scattered light scuffs on the edges and corners, light
crazing on one end flap edge, (2) of the dust flaps are torn off but
provide, the other two dust flaps show fatigue at the hinge and thin half
inch long strip of flaked printing near the "policeman" on the cover (does
not affect image of the police officer). Also included is (1) full box of
50-rounds Peters "Rustless" 32 Long Colt 82 grain round nose lead
ammunition in excellent condition. The ammunition features "PETERS /
32 LG COLT" head stamp with inside lubricated bullet and single
cannelure on the case. The blue and yellow Peters "Rustless" box rates
near excellent with light wear marks and a few very light scuffs.
(88179-3D)
Collectible Winchester 22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are (4) full boxes of 50-rounds each and (1) partial
box of 28-rounds Winchester "Super Speed" 22 Long Rifle 40 grain
round nose "Kopperklad" ammunition in excellent condition. The
ammunition features an "H" headstamp, copper washed bullets and
nickel plate cases. The red and yellow boxes rate excellent with a very
minor dent on the partial box. (88179-3C)
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Collectible Western 22 LR Ammunition
Included are (5) full boxes of 50-rounds each Western "Expert" 22 Long
Rifle 40 grain round nose "greased" ammunition. The ammunition
features a diamond shaped central headstamp and rates excellent
overall with scattered minor tarnishing. The blue and yellow "Expert"
boxes rate excellent overall showing minor scuffing or storage marks on
a few. (88179-3A)
Collectible Peters 22 LR Ammunition
Included are (2) full boxes of 50-rounds each Peters "High Velocity" 22
Short 29 grain round nose ammunition. The ammunition is in excellent
condition and features a "PETERS / HV" headstamp, nickel plate cases
and waxed lead bullet. The blue and red Peters "HIGH VELOCITY" in a
red banner boxes rate excellent with minor storage marks and one box
shows a light dent. Also included are (2) full boxes of 50-rounds each
Peters "Standard Velocity" 22 Short 29 grain round nose ammunition.
The ammunition rates excellent and features a "U" headstamp, brass
case and waxed lead bullet. The blue, red and white Peters boxes
feature a large red ball with "PETERS" and rate excellent overall.
(88179-3B)
U.S. 45 ACP Ball Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a U.S. .30 caliber steel ammo can in excellent
condition. It contains approximately (139) rounds of mixed U.S. 45 ACP
"hardball" ammunition with the majority divided between "WCC / 71" and
"RA 61" headstamps although, other headstamps and dates are
present. The ammunition rates about good to very good overall with
most of it clean but there is a fair percentage that has very light to
sometimes moderate verdigris and oxidation stains. (88830-6L)
Collectible U.S. .30 Caliber Ammunition and En Bloc M1 Clips
This lot is packaged in a U.S. .50 caliber steel ammo can in excellent
condition. Included are: (35) en bloc eight round clips for the M1 Garand
rifle in excellent condition, (1) unopened box of 20-rounds Western
Cartridge Company U.S. "BALL / CALIBER .30 AN-M2" ammunition in
excellent condition with "1.00" in ink on the label and "H.S. / WCC 54"
penciled on the side; (1) unopened box of 20-rounds Utah Ordnance
Plant U.S. "BALL / CALIBER .30 M2" ammunition in near excellent
condition showing light soiling, slight tearing of the label on the top flap
where the ends of the flap were slightly lifted, probably to view the
headstamps; (1) unopened box of 20-rounds Frankford Arsenal U.S.
"BALL / CALIBER .30 M2" ammunition marked "IN CLIPS" on top of the
flap and remain in near excellent condition showing light crushing of the
box and limited soiling; (1) unopened box of 20-rounds Frankford
Arsenal U.S. "BALL / CALIBER .30 M1906" ammunition marked "IN
CLIPS" on top of the flap and the box remains in near excellent
condition showing light to moderate soiling on the top flap and minor
storage marks and (1) opened box of 20-rounds Des Moines Ordnance
Plant U.S. "BALL / CALIBER .30 M2" ammunition headstamped "DM /
45", the box remains in near excellent condition as opened showing light
storage marks and the ammunition rates excellent. (88939-10D)
Collectible U.S. .30 Caliber Armor Piercing Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a U.S. 7.62mm (aka 30 caliber) steel ammunition
can in excellent condition. It includes: (2) unopened boxes of 20-rounds
each Des Moines Ordnance Plant U.S. "ARMOR PIERCING / CALIBER
.30 M2" ammunition. The first box is in excellent condition showing very
light storage wear and soiling, the side of the box is pencil marked
"Headstamp / DM 42" and the second box rates about good to very
good with light soiling but the bullet tips on one side have partially
punched through the bottom flap. Also included are (1) unopened box of
20-rounds St. Louis Ordnance Plant U.S. "AP / CALIBER .30 M2"
ammunition in excellent condition showing light glue stains on the top
flap and fingerprints on the back; (1) opened box of 20-rounds Twin
Cities Ordnance Plant U.S. "ARMOR PIERCING / CALIBER .30 M2"
ammunition in excellent condition, the box rates good showing very light
storage wear plus old and new cellophane tape repairs to the top flap,
(15) loose rounds of assorted headstamp black tip armor piercing .30
caliber M2 ammunition in excellent condition and (1) round .30 caliber
M3 crimped grenade launching blank headstamped "FA / 42" also in
excellent condition. (88939-10A)
22 LR Ammunition
Included are (3) bricks of 500-rounds each Federal Lightning 22 LR high
velocity ammunition featuring 40 grain round nose lead bullets. The
cartons show storage and handling wear, the individual boxes have
price tags on them and the ammunition rates very good to excellent, the
bullets showing light oxide crystallizing and occasional oxidation
blemishes on the cases. (88830-6D)
22 LR Ammunition
Included are (2) bricks of 500-rounds each Federal Lightning 22 LR high
velocity ammunition featuring 40 grain round nose lead bullets. The
cartons show storage and handling wear, the individual boxes have
price tags on them and the ammunition rates very good to excellent, the
bullets showing light oxide crystallizing and occasional oxidation
blemishes on the cases. (88830-6E)
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.30 Caliber M2 Ball Ammunition
This ammunition is stored in a 5.56mm M193 (aka 50 Cal.) steel ammo
can. Also included are: (128) rounds of mixed headstamps and dated
.30 caliber M2 Ball ammunition, (8) rounds of Lake City 1962 dated .30
(30-06) caliber Match ammunition, (24) rounds of commercial Federal
Cartridge 30-06 Springfield 150 grain FMJ (Ball) ammunition and (5)
Frankford Arsenal 30-06 Springfield action-proving or test rounds
headstamped "FA / TEST". The ammo can and all ammunition rate
excellent. (88939-10C)
Mixed Shotshells
This is a mixed lot of gauges and shot types, collectible and
contemporary. Included are: (1) box of 25-shotshells Winchester "Speed
Loads" 10 gauge, 2 7/8", 1 5/8" ounce #4 chilled shot paper shot shells,
the ammunition rates about very good with two replacement rounds and
the box is in fair to good condition; (1) box of 25-shotshells Remington
"Heavy Game Loads" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 3/4 dram equivalent, 1 1/4
ounce #6 shot plastic shotshells in very good condition overall, (2)
five-round boxes of Remington "Slugger" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 ounce
rifled slug shotshells in excellent condition, (2) five-round boxes of
Federal "Hi-Shok" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 1 ounce hollow point rifled slug
shotshells in excellent condition, (1) five-round box of Federal
"Hi-Power" 12 gauge, 2 3/4", 9-pellet #00 Buckshot shotshells in
excellent condition, (1) five-round box of Federal "Hi-Power" 12 gauge, 2
3/4", 16-pellet #1 Buckshot shotshells in excellent condition, (1) partial
box of Winchester "Super-X" 20 gauge, 2 3/4", 3/4 ounce hollow point
rifled slug plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of five-rounds
Western "Super-X" 410 bore, 2 1/2", rifled slug paper shotshells in about
very good condition, the box is about good, (1) box of 25-shotshells
Federal "Classic" 410 Bore, 3", 11/16 ounce #7 1/2 shot plastic
shotshells in excellent condition overall but the box rates good, (1)
partial box of 14-shotshells Remington "Express" 410 Bore, 3", 3/4
ounce #6 shot plastic shotshells in excellent condition, (1) partial box of
22-shotshells Western "Super-X" 410 Bore, 3", 3/4 ounce #6 shot paper
shotshells in fair to good condition overall; and (1) partial box of
10-shotshells Remington "Express" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 dram equivalent,
1 1/8 ounce, #6 shot paper shotshells in excellent condition, the box
rates about good to very good. Also included is a bag of assorted
shotshells in various gauges, lengths, brands and shot types, the
conditions ranging from good to very good plus. (21) assorted
contemporary plastic 12-gauge shotshells, (16) assorted, mostly
collectible paper 16-gauge shotshells, (13) assorted collectible paper
20-gauge shotshells and (6) assorted collectible paper 410-bore
shotshells. (88830-6F)
Assorted 16 gauge and 410 Bore Shotshells
This lot is packaged in a U.S. 40mm steel ammo box in very good
condition with limited oxidation. Shotshells include: (2) boxes of
25-shotshells each Winchester "Super-X, Mark 5" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3
dram equivalent, 1 1/8 ounce, #6 shot plastic shotshells in excellent
condition, the boxes very good; (1) box of 25-shotshells Winchester
"Super-Speed, Mark 5" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 1/4 dram equivalent, 1 1/8
ounce, #4 shot plastic shotshells in excellent condition, the box is about
very good; (1) box of 25-shotshells of mostly Remington "Express" 16
gauge, 2 3/4", 3 dram equivalent, 1 1/8 ounce, #4 shot paper shotshells
with two Winchester "Super Speed" 16 gauge, 1 1/4 ounce, #4 shot
paper shotshells mixed in, all rate about excellent with the box very
good to excellent; (1) box of 25-shotshells Remington "Express" 16
gauge, 2 3/4", 3 1/4 dram equivalent, 1 1/8 ounce #6 shot plastic
shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of 25-shotshells Remington
"Express" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 dram equivalent, 1 1/8 ounce #6 shot
plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of 25-shotshells
Remington "Magnum Express" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 1/2 dram equivalent,
1 1/4 ounce #6 shot plastic shotshells in excellent condition, the box is in
good condition; (1) box of 25-shotshells Remington "Magnum Express"
16 gauge, 2 3/4", 3 1/2 dram equivalent, 1 1/4 ounce #2 shot plastic
shotshells in excellent condition, the box is in good condition; (5) boxes
of five-shotshells each Remington "Express" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", rifled slug
(no weight given) plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (2) boxes of
five-shotshells each Remington "Slugger" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 4/5 ounce,
hollow point rifled slug plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of
five-shotshells Remington "Express" 16 gauge, 2 3/4", 12-pellet #1
Buckshot plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of
five-shotshells Remington "Express" 410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/5 ounce rifled
slug plastic shotshells in excellent condition, (10) shotshells total
consisting of Remington and Winchester 410 bore, 2 1/2", rifled slug (no
weight given) plastic shotshells in excellent condition in a red and green
collectible Remington Express 410 bore 3" box in very good condition;
(1) partial box of 12 assorted Remington and Winchester 410 bore, 3",
3/4 ounce, #4 shot paper shotshells, most are in very good condition
with a few only rating good, the box rates about very good and (10)
assorted shotshells from Remington, Winchester and Federal, 16 gauge,
2 3/4" plastic and paper shotshells with birdshot and buckshot all in
excellent condition. (88939-10B)
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Mixed .30 Caliber M2 Ammunition
This ammunition is packaged in a U.S. 45 ACP (aka 50 caliber) steel
ammunition can in very good to excellent condition. Included are (2)
empty 6-pocket cloth bandoleers, (17) M1 Garand en bloc clips loaded
with 8-rounds each of assorted military and commercial .30 caliber M2
ball ammunition with varying headstamps and dates, (1) M1 Garand en
bloc clip with eight rounds of .30 caliber M2 armor piercing and (1) M1
Garand en bloc clip with 3-rounds military .30 caliber M2 ball and
4-rounds commercial soft point 30-06 Springfield ammunition. The
ammunition varies from mostly very good to a few that rate about good
showing varying degrees of tarnish, scattered oxidation, occasional
verdigris and handling marks. (88830-6B)
Mixed 5.56mm and 7.62mm Blank and Ball Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a .50 caliber steel ammo can with side swinging
cover in good condition showing oxidation stains, handling marks and
soiling. Included are (6) stripper clips containing 5-rounds each
7.62x51mm NATO ball ammunition in a cloth bandoleer with stripper clip
guide featuring "[NATO mark] /IVI/70" (Canadian) headstamp in
excellent condition; (69) rounds of 5.56x45mm NATO M193 ball
ammunition with varying headstamps that rate about very good overall,
some showing oxidation blemishes, (120) loose rounds of 5.56x45mm
M200 blank cartridges with purple rosette crimp and knurled case in very
good condition showing some light tarnish and occasional oxidation
blemish, (1) unopened box of 20-rounds U.S. "Blank / 5.56mm M200"
cartridge; the box rates very good to excellent with light to moderate
soiling. (88830-6C)
Mixed Military and Commercial Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a .50 caliber steel ammo can with side swinging
cover in good condition showing oxidation stains, handling marks and
soiling. Included are: (85) rounds 7.62x51mm NATO Lake City M82
blank ammunition on M13 7.62 machinegun links, the links rate fair
showing moderate to heavy oxidation and the ammunition fair to good
with oxidation from the links; (18) rounds 7.62x51mm NATO Lake City
M82 blank ammunition on M13 7.62 machinegun links, the links rate
about very good a few showing oxidation and the ammunition about very
good with few oxidation stains; (1) opened box of 20-rounds Lake City
Army Ammunition Plant U.S. "Caliber .30 / Ball M2" ammunition in
excellent condition, the flap is missing on the box; (36) rounds of
Austrian "30 caliber M2 ball" ammunition with "OJP / 61 / III" headstamp
in excellent condition an original opened 20-round box is included in fair
condition; (95) rounds British Royal Ordnance Factory Radway Green
.303 British MK VII ball ammunition with "RG / 7 / 53" headstamp in
overall near excellent condition showing the occasional oxidation
blemish, (75) rounds of assorted head stamp 32 RF short ammunition in
good condition showing light tarnish, oxidation stains and lead oxide;
(21) rounds assorted 7.62x51mm and 308 Winchester blanks and
ammunition in very good condition, (17) rounds assorted commercial
and military headstamped 45 ACP ball ammunition in excellent
condition, (30) rounds Federal 22 LR #12 "rat-shot" cartridges with
crimped brass case mouth in very good condition, (5) rounds Remington
38 S&W ammunition in excellent condition, (1) round unmarked 8x22mm
Nambu cartridge that rates fair, (9) rounds Norma 6.5x52mm Carcano
ammunition that is actually headstamped "Norma / 6.5x53" in very good
condition, (2) rounds of commercial and military 6.5x50mmSR Arisaka in
very good condition, (5) rounds 7.92x57mm Mauser ammunition in
excellent condition with "St. / 12 / 43 / ch"; and (16) rounds of assorted
30-06 Springfield, 303 British, 45-70, 8mm Lebel and 41 Swiss RF
Vetterli in very good condition overall. (88830-6A)
Aguila 22 LR Ammunition
Included are (2) bricks of 500-rounds each Aguila "Super Extra"
Standard Velocity 22 LR, 40 grain solid lead bullets in excellent
condition. (89412-23H)
Aguila 22 LR Ammunition
Included are (2) bricks of 500-rounds each Aguila "Super Extra"
Standard Velocity 22 LR, 40 grain solid lead bullets in excellent
condition. (89412-23I)
PPU 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each PPU 40 S&W 180 grain Total
Metal Jacket ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23R)
PPU 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each PPU 40 S&W 180 grain Total
Metal Jacket ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23S)
PPU and Hornady 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 50 rounds each PPU 40 S&W 180 grain
jacketed hollow point ammunition and (1) box of 50-rounds Hornady
"Steel Match" 40 S&W 180 grain "HAP" jacketed hollow point
ammunition. All the ammunition rates excellent. (89412-23T)
Sig Sauer 10mm Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 20-rounds each Sig Sauer Elite Performance
10mm Auto 180 grain V-Crown JHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23V)
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Mixed 10mm Ammunition
Included are: (3) boxes of 20-rounds each Federal Premium 10mm Auto
180 grain Hydra-Shok JHP ammunition in excellent condition, (1) box of
50-rounds Sig Sauer Elite 180 grain full metal jacket ammunition in
excellent condition and (1) box of 50-rounds Blazer 10mm Auto
aluminum case 200 grain FMJ ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23W)
Sig Sauer 10mm Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 50-rounds each Sig Sauer Elite Performance
10mm Auto 180 grain FMJ ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23X)
Blazer 10mm Ammunition
(5) boxes of 50-rounds each Blazer 10mm Auto aluminum case 200
grain FMJ ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23Y)
Sig Sauer 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 20-rounds each Sig Sauer Elite Performance
40 S&W 165 grain V-Crown JHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23AE)
Sig Sauer 44 Magnum Ammunition
Included are (3) boxes of 20-rounds each Sig Sauer Elite Performance
44 Magnum 240 grain V-Crown JHP ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23AF)
Hornady 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 20-rounds each Hornady Critical Duty 40 S&W
175 grain "FlexLock" ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23AG)
Hornady 40 S&W Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 20-rounds each Hornady Critical Duty 40 S&W
175 grain "FlexLock" ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23AH)
Mixed 9mm Ammunition
Included are (1) box of 20-rounds Liberty Civil Defense 9mm+P 50 grain
JHP ammunition, (1) box of 50-rounds TulAmmo 9mm Luger 115 grain
FMJ (bi-metal) ammunition, (1) box of 50-rounds PMC Bronze 9mm
Luger 115 grain FMJ ammunition and (2) boxes of 50-rounds each
Fiocchi 9mm Luger 115 grain FMJ ammunition. All ammunition is in
excellent condition. (89412-23AI)
Wolf 223 Ammunition
Included are (9) boxes of 20-rounds each Wolf Performance 223
Remington 55 grain FMJ steel case ammunition in excellent condition.
(89412-23AL)
Wolf and Federal 223 Ammunition
Included are (9) boxes of 20-rounds each Wolf Performance 223
Remington 55 grain FMJ steel case ammunition and (1) box of
20-rounds Federal American Eagle 55 grain FMJ ammunition, all in
excellent condition. (89412-23AM)
Hornady 223 V-Max Ammunition
Included are (10) boxes of 20-rounds each Hornady "Superformance"
Varmint 223 Remington 53 grain V-Max ammunition in excellent
condition. (89412-23AN)
Hornady 223 V-Max Ammunition
Included are (1) box of 20-rounds Hornady "Superformance" Varmint
223 Remington 53 grain V-Max ammunition and (4) boxes of 20-rounds
each Hornady "Superformance" Match 5.56x45mm NATO 75 grain
BTHP ammunition, all in excellent condition. (89412-23AP)
Federal 223 Match Ammunition
Included are (8) boxes of 20-rounds each Federal Premium Gold Medal
223 Remington 69 grain Sierra Matchking BTHP ammunition in excellent
condition. (89412-23AQ)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BA)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BB)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BC)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BD)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BE)
Winchester 40 S&W JHP Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester 40 S&W 180 grain
Bonded JHP ammunition in excellent condition. (89412-23BF)
CCI 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
Included are (2) bricks of 500-rounds each in 5-sleeves of one hundred
per brick CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity 40 grain round nose lead
ammunition in excellent condition. (89582-1G)
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CCI 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
Included are (2) bricks of 500-rounds each in 5-sleeves of one hundred
per brick CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity 40 grain round nose lead
ammunition in excellent condition. (89582-1H)
CCI and Winchester 22 Long Rifle Ammunition
Included are (1) brick of 500-rounds in 5-sleeves of one hundred per
brick CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity 40 grain round nose lead ammunition
and one mixed brick consisting of (400) rounds of mixed CCI 22 LR
Standard Velocity 40 grain round nose lead ammunition in three-sleeves
of one hundred each and two boxes of 50-rounds each plus (1) sleeve
of one hundred Winchester 22 LR high velocity 40 grain lead
ammunition for a total of 500-rounds in this brick, all in excellent
condition. One sleeve of the CCI 22 LR ammunition has been opened in
the second brick but still rates excellent. (89582-1I)
Winchester and Remington 45 ACP Ammunition
Included are (4) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester Western Super-X
45 ACP 185 grain FMJ Wadcutter match ammunition and (1) box of
50-rounds Remington Peters 230 grain FMJ "ball" ammunition
repackaged in a Winchester 45 ACP ammo box, all remain in excellent
condition. (89582-1AH)
Winchester 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester Western Super-X
45 ACP 185 grain FMJ Wadcutter match ammunition in excellent
condition. (89582-1AI)
Winchester 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester Western Super-X
45 ACP 185 grain FMJ Wadcutter match ammunition in excellent
condition. (89582-1AJ)
Winchester 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester Western Super-X
45 ACP 185 grain FMJ Wadcutter match ammunition in excellent
condition. A few of the heads in one box have slight oxidation.
(89582-1AK)
Winchester 45 ACP Match Ammunition
Included are (5) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester Western Super-X
45 ACP 185 grain FMJ Wadcutter match ammunition in excellent
condition. (89582-1AL)
Mixed Lot of Military Ball Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a military 50 caliber steel ammunition can in good
to very good condition. Included are: (6) M1 Garand en bloc clips of
eight-rounds each Danish "AMA / 90" headstamped 30 caliber M2 ball
ammunition in excellent condition; (6) M1 Garand en bloc clips of
eight-rounds each of mostly U.S. Remington Arms "RA / 55"
headstamped 30 caliber M2 ball ammunition in very good condition with
scattered tarnish, oxidation and handling marks; (4) rounds of U.S. Lake
City 30 caliber M2 Armor Piercing ammunition in very good condition, (9)
stripper clips of 5-rounds each U.S. Winchester Repeating Arms "WRA /
59" M59 7.62x51mm ball ammunition in excellent condition, (5) bags
containing 10 each M1 Garand en bloc clips and cardboard inserts for a
bandoleer, all in excellent condition. (89582-1A)
U.S. 5.56mm Ball Ammunition
This lot is packaged in a "50 caliber" steel ammunition can in very good
to excellent condition. Included are: approximately (480) rounds of
mixed headstamp U.S. M193 55 gr. FMJ ball ammunition, 90-rounds are
on ten-round stripper clips but the rest is loose. The ammunition rates
about very good overall showing tarnish, oxidation blemishes and
handling wear. Also includes a single empty bandoleer, (7) rounds of
U.S. 7.62mm M82 blank cartridges (five rounds on M60 links) and (12)
rounds of Winchester Cartridge Company 45 ACP ball ammunition with
"WCC / 77" headstamp", all in excellent condition. (89582-1E)
Mixed Revolver Ammunition
This ammunition is packaged in a "50 caliber" steel ammunition can in
very good plus condition. Included are: (1) full box of 50-rounds and (1)
partial box of 40-rounds Winchester Western 38 Special 148 grain Super
Match Wadcutter ammunition (mid-range load) in excellent condition, (1)
box of 50-rounds PMC 44 Special 240 grain round nose flat point lead
ammunition in excellent condition, (1) box of 50-rounds Remington 357
Magnum 158 grain SWC lead ammunition in excellent condition, the box
is good; (1) box of 50-rounds Remington 38 Special 158 grain round
nose lead in excellent condition and (1) box of 50-rounds Remington 38
Special Targetmaster 148 grain lead wadcutter in very good condition
but the box rates fair. (89582-1K)
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Mixed Collectible and Shooting Ammunition Lot
This lot is packaged in a ".50 caliber" steel ammo can in about fair to
good condition with oxidation stains and soiling. Included are: (1) full box
of 20-rounds and (1) partial box of 16-rounds Western Silvertip 30-30
Winchester 170 grain silvertip ammunition in yellow and blue boxes that
rate about very good, (4) boxes totaling about 66-rounds of fired, sized
and primed 30-30 Winchester brass with assorted headstamps, (2)
boxes totaling about 34-rounds of fired 30-30 Winchester brass with
"Super-X" headstamps. The brass is in collectible Western and
Remington boxes that rate about fair to good with a few closer to very
good. Also included are: (1) full box of 50-rounds and (1) partial box of
10-rounds Winchester Super Speed 22 Hornet 46 grain hollow point
ammunition in overall very good condition but both boxes rates poor,
approximately (60) loose rounds of Winchester 22 Winchester Magnum
Rimfire 40 grain jacketed hollow point ammunition in very good to
excellent condition; and approximately (100) loose rounds of Remington
22 Winchester Rimfire ammunition with nickel plate case, case
cannelure at base of lead round nose flat point bullet and "HI / U /
SPEED" headstamp, all in very good to excellent condition. (89283-5)
17 Mach 2 Ammunition
Included are: (10) full boxes of 50-rounds each and (1) partial box of
10-rounds Hornady 17 Mach 2 rimfire 17 grain V-Max ammunition in
excellent condition. Eight of the boxes are factory sealed and the rest
have been opened. Also, seven of the boxes are marked "First
Production Run" (two of them have been opened). (89293-22)
17 Winchester Super Magnum Ammunition
Included are: (3) boxes of 50-rounds each Winchester .17 Winchester
Super Magnum rimfire 20 grain polymer tipped varmint ammunition in
excellent condition. (89293-14A)
17 Winchester Super Magnum Ammunition
Included are: (3) full boxes of 50-rounds each and (1) partial box of
34-rounds Winchester .17 Winchester Super Magnum rimfire 20 grain
polymer tipped varmint ammunition in excellent condition. (89293-14B)
Collectible U.S. 410 Shotshells
Included are: (1) box of 25-rounds U.S. M35 410 bore shotshells, lot #
WCC-0008. The shotshells are still in the original craft paper wrapping
and the packaging rates excellent. (89293-19)
45-75 Winchester Ammunition
Included are (2) boxes of 20-rounds each Buffalo Arms Co. 45-75
Winchester ammunition loaded by Jamison International Brass and
Ammunition with 350 grain flat nose lead ammunition in excellent
condition designed for contemporary reproduction rifles. Buffalo Arms
has added a label "NOT FOR ORIGINAL ANTIQUES". (89293-15)
Mixed .30 Caliber M2 Ammunition And En Bloc Clips
Included are: (8) rounds of Twin City Army Ammunition Plant U.S. .30
caliber M1909 blank in an M1 Garand en bloc clip headstamped "TW /
54" in very good plus condition, (8) rounds of remanufactured dummy
.30 caliber ball ammunition with full metal jacket bullet but no primer or
powder loaded in an M1 Garand en bloc clip, (24) rounds of Lake City
.30 caliber M2 ball ammunition on three M1 Garand en bloc clips in
excellent condition with "LC / 66" headstamp, (40) rounds of Greek .30
caliber M2 ball style ammunition loaded on five M1 Garand en bloc clips
in excellent condition with "HXP / 63" headstamp and (34) M1 Garand
en bloc clips in excellent condition. (89293-8)
Collectible 401 WSL Ammunition
This is a single box 20-rounds Peters 410 Winchester Self Loader 200
grain soft point ammunition in excellent condition. The blue and yellow
box rates about excellent with light scattered scuffing on the edges and
hinge wear. (89713-25)
7.62x51mm Ammunition
Included are (13) boxes of 20-rounds each German 7.62x51mm NATO
M59 147 grain FMJ ball ammunition in excellent condition with
"MEN-85" headstamp. The cardboard box rate very good overall but all
the labels have peeled off with a few end labels included. Also included
is (1) partial box of 10 rounds Winchester Western 222 Remington 50
grain pointed soft point ammunition in excellent condition. (89283-5AC)
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Ammunition and Reloading Lot
Included are: (1) box of 50-rounds Winchester Western 25 ACP 50 grain
FMJ ammunition in excellent condition, (40) rounds of assorted
headstamp 25 ACP 50 grain FMJ ammunition that rates about very
good, (2) sleeves of 100-rounds each CCI 22 CB short 29 grain round
nose lead (one sleeve has the word "SHORT" added in marker, the
contents may or may not be 22 CB's) in excellent condition, (1) partial
sleeve of 38-rounds CCI 22 Short 29 grain copper plated hollow points
in excellent condition, (1) partial box of 40-rounds CIL Imperial 22 Longs
29 grain high velocity hollow point ammunition in excellent condition, (5)
rounds of Winchester Repeating Arms 32-40 165 grain Cupro-Nickel
JSP ammunition in very good plus condition, (1) box of 20-rounds Sears
30-06 Springfield 180 grain soft point ammunition in excellent condition
and (1) partial box of 17-rounds Remington 35 Remington Core-Lokt
200 grain soft point ammunition the verdigris around the bullet nose
downgrading it to very good condition. The following fired brass cartridge
cases are included: (93) rounds 38 Special, (56) rounds 222 Remington,
(15) rounds Norma 6mm Remington, (16) rounds 30-30 W.C.F. and (17)
rounds 30-06 Springfield. Finally, the following bullets are offered: (28)
Hornady .308" 150 grain spire point, (35) Hornady .308" 180 grain soft
point, (62) Speer .308" 150 grain spire point, (12) Sierra .308" 125 grain
spire point and (89) Hornady .308" 110 grain round nose soft point (30
carbine) all in excellent condition. (87152-9A)
Assorted 12 Gauge Shotshells
Included are: (2) boxes of 25-rounds each Sears "Extra Range" 12
gauge 2 3/4", 3 3/4 drams equivalent, 1 1/4 ounce, #5 shot plastic
shotshells in excellent condition but the boxes rate about good; (1)
partial box of 17-rounds collectible Remington Express 12 gauge 2 3/4",
4 dram equivalent, 1 1/4 ounce #4 paper shotshells in excellent
condition, the red and green box rates poor; (1) partial box of 15-rounds
Winchester Western 12 gauge 2 3/4" #8 shot plastic "TRACER"
shotshells in excellent condition including the box; (1) partial box of
4-rounds BRI "12 gauge/.500" 2 3/4", 445 grain "Shock Point" .50 caliber
sabot slug plastic shotshells in excellent condition; (1) box of 10-rounds
RWS Brenneke 12 gauge 2 3/4" slug paper shotshells in excellent
condition, the box rates poor; (5) boxes of 5-rounds each Sears
"Magnum" 12 gauge 2 3/4", 12 Pellet, 00 Buckshot plastic shotshells in
excellent condition; and (116) assorted 12 gauge shotshells that
includes birdshot, buckshot and slugs in plastic and paper hulls by a
variety of manufacturers loose packed in 5-bags. Overall, they rate
about very good with many exceeding that rating but one bag of
23-rounds rate fair showing varying degrees of verdigris and handling
wear. (87152-9B)
Collectible 30-30 Winchester Ammunition
Included is single box of 20-rounds Western Super-X 30-30 Winchester
170 grain soft point ammunition in a blue and yellow box. The
ammunition rates near excellent with a few light oxidation stains, the box
rates very good to excellent with scattered light edge wear and scuffing.
The second box is a single box of 20-rounds Winchester Silvertip Super
Speed 30-30 Winchester 150 grain expanding ammunition, the red and
yellow box and ammunition both rate excellent. (88087-227A)
Collectible Rimfire and Centerfire Ammunition
Included is a single unopened box of 50-rounds Winchester 22
Automatic rimfire 45 grain lead ammunition, the tan with yellow label
cartridge picture box rates about good showing a flaking label and
handling marks. A single box of 50-rounds Winchester Staynless 22
Short 29 grain round nose lead in good condition showing light to
moderate tarnish and oxidation and lead oxide on the bullets. The white
and blue box rates about excellent with a small tear on one end flap's
hinge. A single partial box of 30-rounds Winchester Super Speed 22
Short 29 grain "Kopperklad" round nose lead ammunition in excellent
condition with red and yellow box that rates excellent. The last box is a
partial box of 47-rounds Winchester 32 S&W round nose lead
ammunition in very good condition with tarnish on the cases and light
lead oxide on the bullets. The blue label with tip-up revolver picture and
orange box tape rates about very good to excellent with minor handling
wear, light soiling and a few tiny scuffs. (88087-227B)
Collectible Western 32 RF Short Ammunition
A single box of 50-rounds Western 32 Rimfire Short 80 grain Lubaloy
round nose lead bullet ammunition in excellent condition, the copper
cases show slight tarnish and the Lubaloy copper wash has mostly
toned to a pleasing dark ochre with few of the bullets still bright. The
blue and yellow "bullseye" box rates very good to excellent with slight
wear but light soiling. (88087-227C)
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Collectible Winchester Ammunition
Included is a single box of 20-rounds Winchester Super Speed 220 Swift
48 grain pointed soft point ammunition in excellent condition, the red
and yellow box features a white banner and red lettered "Winchester"
with large red "W" in the background and is equipped with dust flaps, it
rates excellent with light creasing on one end. Also included is a single
box of Winchester Super Speed 219 Zipper 56 grain hollow point
ammunition in poor to fair condition showing moderate to sometimes
heavy verdigris, the red and yellow box features a white banner and red
lettered "Winchester" with large red "W" in the background, this style box
was not factory equipped with dust flaps but rates excellent with light
creasing on one end flap. Also included is a single box of Winchester
Super Speed 8mm Mauser 170 grain soft point ammunition in excellent
condition, the red and yellow box features a white banner and red
lettered "Winchester" with large red "W" in the background, this style box
was not factory equipped with dust flaps but includes a separate factory
"CAUTION" tag inside the box warning against placing 8mm cartridges
in guns chambered for 30-06 Springfield. The box rates about very good
with light soiling and very light edge scuffing, the separate "Caution" tag
is also very good with light creasing and has lightly yellowed. The last
box is 20-rounds of Winchester Silvertip 303 Savage 190 grain
expanding ammunition in fair to good condition with some cartridges
showing scattered verdigris or oxidation stains. The red and yellow box
features a white banner and red lettered "Winchester" with large red "W"
in the background, this style box was not factory equipped with dust
flaps but rates fair to good with one end flap repaired, light to moderate
scuffing and the "white" areas of the box appear to have been lightly
burnished with a tool leaving a rough surface and the illusion the ink
blead into the adjoining areas. (88087-227D)
Collectible Winchester Ammunition
Two boxes are included. The first is a single box of Winchester Super
Speed 250-3000 Savage 100 grain pointed expanding point ammunition
in very good to excellent condition with the occasional wisp of verdigris
or oxidation, the cartridge picture box is blue and yellow with red border
and red printed "WINCHESTER" emblazoned across the top and was
not equipped with dust flaps. It rates about good, both end flaps show
prior repairs along with light scuffing. The second is a single box of
20-rounds Winchester "30 Army Full Patch" 220 grain full metal jacket
ammunition in fair to good condition with light to moderate scattered
verdigris and oxidation. The two-piece telescoping tan box with tan label
shows old tape repairs on the covers label and edges with the same
types of repairs to the box. (88087-227E)
Collectible 40-65 W.C.F and 405 Winchester Ammunition
Includes a total of two boxes of ammunition. The first is a single box of
20-rounds Winchester 40-65 W.C.F. 260 grain round nose lead
ammunition in very good condition with two showing stronger tarnish
and oxidation stains. The two-piece telescoping tan box with green label
rates good with old tape repairs on the covers edges, several seams
separating on the box, soiling and added pencil marks or writing. The
second is a single box of 19-loaded rounds and fired empty Winchester
.405 Winchester ammunition with mixed headstamps and projectiles.
Nine rounds are headstamped "W.R.A." with round nose soft point and
the remainder are headstamped "W.R.A. Co." also with round nose soft
point and one full metal jacket. Four of the W.R.A.Co. rounds have small
"W {in a circle}" on the primers. Overall, the ammunition rates very good
plus with very light tarnish on the W.R.A headstamped ammunition and
more moderate tarnish and handling marks on the other. The tan box
with orange label rates about good, the label and cover shows moderate
scuffing, flaking and an old repair along the back edge. The box has
light soiling and large red "W" on each end. (88087-227F)
Assorted Ammunition
Included in this lot are five different calibers of ammunition including:
one 50-round box of Collector Ammo 32 Win SLR 165 gr. ''Full Patch''
with U.S.C.Co. headstamps with the ammo in very good condition
showing minor tarnishing on the cases and some light oxidation on the
primers. One partial 13-round box of Winchester Super-X 6mm Rem 80
gr. PSP in excellent condition. One 20-round box of Remington
Hi-Speed 6.5 Rem Mag. 100 gr. Core-Lokt PSP in very good condition
with light oxidation on the exposed lead tip and minor oxidation on the
cases. One 20-round box of Remington High Velocity 350 Rem Mag.
200 gr. Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition with very slight
tarnishing. One 20-round translucent blue plastic box of Remington 8mm
Rem Mag. 220 gr. Core-Lokt PSP in about excellent condition with very
slight tarnishing on some cases. (239512-1A)
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Assorted European Ammunition
This lot includes four different calibers including: three 25-round boxes
and one partial 20-round box (95 total) of Tetrinox 9mm Largo along
with five fired cases in about excellent condition with sealed primers.
One sealed 25-round box of Fabrique Nationale 9mm Steyr in
presumably near excellent condition. Four 18-round boxes (72 total) of
Italian military surplus 7.35mm Carcano on 6-round stripper clips in very
good plus condition with some spots of tarnishing on the cases. Finally,
there is one 12-round box of German military surplus 8mm Mauser
training rounds with wooden bullets with the rounds in very good plus
condition and the box has one torn inner flap. (239512-1C)
5.6x50R Mag. and 6.5x57mm Ammunition
This lot contains two 20-round boxes (40 total) of RWS 5.6x50R
Magnum 50 gr. SP ammunition in excellent condition along with three
10-round boxes (30 total) of DWM 6.5x57mm 93 gr. SP ammunition in
about excellent condition. (239512-1E)
Assorted Vintage Ammunition
This lot contains four calibers. One 20-round box of Winchester Super
Speed 300 Savage 180 gr. SP in very good condition with lightly
tarnished cases and slight oxidation on the exposed lead tips. One
partial 13-round box of Remington Hi-Speed 300 Savage with 12 rounds
being 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP and one round is a soft point of unknown
weight in very good plus condition with very light tarnishing and the box
has one side flap torn away. One partial 19-round box of Remington
Hi-Speed 30-40 Krag 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP in very good plus condition
with very light tarnishing on the cases. One partial 14-round box of
Remington UMC 38-55 soft points of unknown weight as the flaps are
missing from the box which also exhibits a tear on the side. The rounds
are in very good condition with lightly tarnished cases and light oxidation
on the exposed tips. Finally, there is one 20-round box and one partial
19-round box (39 total) of Winchester Super-Speed 8mm Mauser 170
gr. SP in very good plus condition with light tarnishing on the cases.
(238304-2)
Assorted Handgun Ammunition
This lot contains three calibers. First there are 150 total rounds of 38
Special as follows: two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of Remington
Kleanbore Police Service 158 gr. LRN in very good to near excellent
condition with a few rounds showing minor tarnishing on the cases and
one box has a partially torn side flap. One 50-round box of Western 38
Special Match 158 gr. LRN in near excellent condition. One 50-round
box of Winchester 32 ACP 71 gr. FMC in near excellent condition and
one 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 30 Luger 93 gr. FMC in near
excellent condition and the box has a small tear in the top. (238304-2A)
Assorted Shotgun Ammunition
This lot contains 20 ga. and 12 ga. ammunition as follows: One partial
20-round box of Remington ShurShot 20 ga. 2 3/4'' #4 shot. One partial
20-round box of Remington Express Magnum 20 ga. 2 3/4'' #4 shot with
three rounds of Federal Hi-Power 20 ga. 2 3/4'' #6 shot. One partial
15-round box of Winchester Super-X Magnum 12 ga. 3'' BB shot. Box
also contains two rounds of Winchester Super-Speed Mark 5 Magnum
12 ga. 3'' #4 buck, three rounds of Remington 12 ga. H Mag 3'' steel
BBB shot, three rounds of Remington Nitro 12 ga. H Mag 3'' steel T
shot, and two rounds of Revelation 12 ga. 3'' #2 shot for a total of 25
rounds. One partial 13-round box of Activ 12 ga. 3'' BB featuring an all
plastic exterior. One partial 19-round box of Remington Express Power
Piston Magnum 12 ga. 3'' BB and six rounds of Revelation 12 ga. 3'' #2
shot for a total of 25 rounds. One 25-round box of Federal Light
Magnum 12 ga. 2 3/4'' #6 shot. One 25-round box of JC Higgins
Sportload 12 ga. 3'' #6 shot in ''waterproof'' paper hulls with the box
missing its top flap. One partial 9-round box of JC Higgins Sportview 12
ga. 3'' #6 shot with the box missing its top flap and also containing one
round of Western Super-X 12 ga. 2 3/4'' #6 shot, one round of JC
Higgens Xtra-Range 12 ga. 3'' lead slug, two rounds of Western Super-X
12 ga. 2 3/4'' #4 shot, one round of Winchester Super-Speed Magnum
3'' #6 shot, one round of UMC Co. Nitro Club 12 ga. 3'' #6 shot, two
rounds of Peters HV 12 ga. 3'' 00 buck, two rounds of Winchester
Leader 12 ga. 3'' #7 1/2 shot, and five rounds of Western Super-X 12 ga.
3'' 00 buck for a total of 24 rounds all with paper hulls. All the
ammunition is in very good-excellent condition with some of the brass
showing minor tarnishing. (239713-4A)
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Vintage Ammunition
This lot contains five assorted calibers of vintage rifle ammunition. First
is one 20-round box of Winchester 32-40 Win 165 gr. SP in about
excellent condition with the box in excellent condition for its age with
very slight edge wear and ''3.20'' written on one side flap. One 20-round
box of Winchester 38-55 Win 255 gr. SP in very good condition with light
tarnishing on the brass and light oxidation on the exposed lead tip while
the box rates perhaps good with one side flap missing and the other
detached and present. One partial 19-round box of Western Super-X
308 Win 110 gr. SP in in very good condition with some cases showing
light tarnishing while the box rates very good plus with very light wear to
the corners and a small price sticker marked ''$4.75'' on one flap. One
20-round box of Winchester Super Speed 22 Savage 70 gr. PSP in very
good plus condition with slightly tarnished cases with the box in very
good condition with light edge and flap wear and a small dark smudge
and ''335'' faintly visible on the front. Finally, there is one partial 6-round
box of Remington UMC Kleanbore 6mm U.S. Navy 112 gr. SP along
with two fired cases in very good plus condition with slightly tarnished
cases while the box rates about good with a rip in each side flap, a dent
in the cover and minor edge wear. (239713-4L)
351 Winchester S.L.R. Ammunition
One vintage 50-round box of Western Lubaloy 351 Win S.L.R. 180 gr.
SP in very good plus condition with slightly tarnished cases and very
light oxidation on the exposed lead tips. Box rates perhaps good with
torn and missing left side flaps and minor edge wear. (239713-4AE)
Assorted Handgun Ammunition
Four assorted calibers of handgun ammunition. One partial 30-round
box of 32 S&W Long 98 gr. LRN with Remington and Winchester
headstamps in about excellent condition. 184 total rounds of 32 ACP as
follows: one partial 30-round box of Western 71 gr. FMC, one 50-round
box of Western Lubaloy 71 gr. FMC, one partial 46-round box of
Remington Kleanbore 71 gr. MC, one partial 35-round box of Winchester
74 gr. full patch, and one partial 23-round box of 16 rounds of
Winchester Western 60 gr. Silvertip HP and 7 rounds of Western 71 gr.
FMC along with 16 32 ACP fired brass cases. Finally, there are 43
rounds of 25 ACP as follows: one partial 13 round box of Winchester 50
gr. full patch and one 30-round box of Western Lubaloy 50 gr. MC. All
ammunition remains in very good to excellent condition with some of the
rounds displaying light tarnishing and scattered small spots of verdigris
while the boxes have light edge wear and a few are missing side flaps.
(239713-4I)
Vintage Shotgun Ammunition
All ammunition is 12 ga. 2 3/4'' unless noted. One partial 14-round box
of Imperial rifle slugs along with 4-rounds of #7 1/2 shot in poor
condition with flowering oxidation that has swollen the shells. The box
rates about very good with a tape-repaired bottom, minor edge wear and
some tearing of the top flaps. One partial 23-round box of Western
Super-X Mark 5 00 buck and two rounds of Federal rifled slug with the
box in very good plus condition with minor edge wear. One partial
22-round mismarked box of Western AA Trap #7 1/2 shot along with two
Winchester AA Skeet #9 shot and one round of Winchester AA
International #7 1/2 shot all in very good condition with some displaying
minor oxidation on the brass. One 25-round mismarked box of
Winchester Super-Speed 3'' 000 buck in very good plus condition with
lightly tarnished brass while the Federal Hi-Power Shot Shells box rates
very good with light edge wear and the white toning to sepia with ''3 inch
000 Magnum'' written on the top of the box and ''000'' on the bottom.
Finally, there is one partial 23-round box of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga. 2
3/4'' #6 shot in very good condition with minor tarnishing on the brass
and the box rates good with the top flaps torn away and minor edge
wear. (239713-4U)
Assorted Ammunition
Lot includes one sealed 50-round box of CCI 17 HMR 20 gr. FMJ, two
50-round boxes (100) Winchester Super-X 32 Short Colt 80 gr. lead,
one 20-round box of Federal Power-Shok 32 Win Special 170 gr. SPFN,
two 20-round boxes (40) of Winchester Super-X 243 Win 100 gr.
Power-Point, one partial 12-round box of Interarms 7.5 Swiss 180 gr.
SP, one partial 14-round box of Winchester Super Speed 250-3000
Savage 87 gr. SP along with six primed 250-3000 Savage cases, one
20-round box of RWS 6.5x54 MS 159 gr. SPRN, one 20-round box of
Norma 6.5x54 MS 139 gr. semi-pointed SPBT, one 20-round and one
partial 16-round box (36) of Norma 6.5x54 MS 156 gr. SPRN, two
20-round boxes (40) of Remington Hi-Speed 250 Savage 100 gr.
Core-Lokt SP, one 20-round box of Winchester Super-Speed 250
Savage 100 gr. expanding Silvertip and one partial 3-round box of
Sellier & Bellot 5.6x52R 70gr. SP along with 17 fired brass cases. Also
included are 18 formed 219 Donaldson Wasp fired cases, and 80
primed and 60 unprimed 250 Savage cases. All ammunition rates very
good to new with some displaying light tarnishing and lightly oxidized
lead tips while some of the boxes have torn or missing flaps.
(236519-104)
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Assorted Vintage Handgun Ammunition
Lot includes one opened (appears full) 50-round box of Remington UMC
32 S&W blanks, one 50-round and one partial 15-round box (65) of
Winchester 32 S&W blanks and one partial 17-round box of Peters 32
S&W 88 gr. LRN. Also included is one partial 39-round box of
Winchester 38 S&W blanks, and one partial 9-round box of Dominion
Cartridge Co. 38 S&W LRN of unknown weight. Finally, there is a
Remington UMC 44 WCF ''Game Getter'' box containing one round of
UMC 38 Special LRN of unknown weight, one round of Winchester 38
S&W LRN of unknown weight along with one primed case, and 50 UMC
38 Long Colt LRN of unknown weight. All cartridges rate good to very
good with many showing light to moderate tarnishing and light oxidation
on the exposed lead. The boxes rate good to very good with light to
moderate edge wear with some having torn or missing side flaps while
one of the Winchester 32 S&W blanks boxes rates poor-fair with three
missing sides and torn flaps. (236519-104A)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes and one partial 25-round box (275) of Fiocchi 45
ACP 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition with a couple boxes showing
some minor storage wear. (239713-4AX)
223 Rem Ammunition
One new 200-round Value Pack of American Eagle 223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ
item #AEBP223B. Ammunition is packed in two 100-round boxes within
the outer box which rates excellent. (239713-4BA)
44-40 Win Ammunition
200 total rounds of 44-40 Win as follows: one 50-round box of Western
200 gr. SP, one 50-round box of PMC 225 gr. LFP, one 50-round box of
Winchester Super-X 200 gr. SP, and one 50-round box of Remington
High Velocity 200 gr. SP. All ammunition is in about excellent condition.
Also included are 50 PMC fired brass cases and 49 Starline fired brass
cases. (239713-4BB)
45 ACP Ammunition
196 total rounds of 45 ACP as follows: one 50-round box of Speer
Lawman 230 gr. TMJ, one 50-round box of UMC 230 gr. MC, one
50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 230 gr. FMJ, two 20-round boxes (40) of
Winchester Super-X 185 gr. Silvertip HP, and one partial 6-round box of
Fiocchi 230 gr. FMJ. All ammunition rates about excellent. (239713-4BF)
454 Casull Ammunition
Three 20-round boxes (60) of Magtech 260 gr. FMC flat point in about
excellent condition. (239412-23A)
327 Federal Magnum Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of American Eagle 100 gr. JSP and
two sealed 20-round boxes (40) of Federal Premium Personal
Defense-Low Recoil 85 gr. Hyrda-Shok JHP. All rounds rate about
excellent. (239412-23B)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Independence 115 gr. FMJ in about
excellent condition. (239412-23C)
9mm Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of Independence 124 gr. FMJ and one
50-round box of Independence 115 gr. FMJ all in about excellent
condition. (239412-23D)
22 LR Ammunition
Two 500-round bricks (1000 total) of Aguila Super Extra High Velocity
40 gr. copper-plated solid point cartridges in about excellent condition.
(239412-23E)
22 LR Ammunition
Two 500-round bricks (1000 total) of Aguila Super Extra High Velocity
40 gr. copper-plated solid point cartridges in about excellent condition.
(239412-23F)
454 Casull Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Hornady Custom 240 gr. XTP MAG HP
and one 20-round box of Magtech 260 gr. FMC flat point all in about
excellent condition. (239412-23G)
22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 400-round brick of American Eagle high velocity 38 gr.
copper-plated HP and one sealed 500-round brick of Federal
Game-Shok 40 gr. copper-plated solid all in presumably excellent
condition. (239412-23J)
22 LR Ammunition
Two 500-round bricks (1000 total) of CCI standard velocity 40 gr. LRN in
about excellent condition with the outer boxes showing some minor
edge and storage wear and one having a tear in one corner.
(239412-23K)
22 LR Ammunition
Two 500-roundd bricks (1000 total) of Aguila Interceptor 40 gr.
copper-plated solid point in about excellent condition. The outer boxes
show very minor storage wear. (239412-23L)
22 LR Ammunition
Two 500-round bricks (1000 total) of Aguila Sniper SubSonic 60 gr. lead
in about excellent condition. (239412-23M)
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22 LR Ammunition
Three 500-round bricks (1500 total) of Winchester Wildcat 40 gr. LRN in
about excellent condition with one box showing light storage wear.
(239412-23N)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Brown Bear 115 gr. FMJ lacquered
steel case ammunition in about excellent condition. (239412-23P)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Brown Bear 115 gr. FMJ lacquered
steel case ammunition in about excellent condition. (239412-23Q)
9mm Ammunition
Three 50-round boxes (150 total) of Federal Champion 115 gr. FMJ RN
and two 50-round boxes (100 total) of American Eagle Suppressor 124
gr. FMJ subsonic. All ammunition is in near excellent condition.
(239412-23U)
17 HMR Ammunition
Three 200-round boxes (600 total) of CCI A17 17 HMR 17 gr. varmint tip
item #949CC in excellent condition with one box having a detached
bottom flap. (239412-23AC)
17 HMR Ammunition
Three 200-round boxes (600 total) of CCI A17 17 HMR 17 gr. varmint tip
item #949CC in excellent condition with one box having a torn side flap.
(239412-23AD)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Independence 115 gr. HP in excellent
condition. (239412-20L)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Independence 115 gr. HP in excellent
condition. (239412-20LA)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Independence 115 gr. HP in excellent
condition. (239412-20LB)
9mm Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Independence 115 gr. HP in excellent
condition. (239412-20LC)
308 Win Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 147 gr. FMJ-BT item
#308B in excellent condition. (239412-20AD)
308 Win Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 147 gr. FMJ-BT item
#308B in excellent condition. (239412-20ADA)
308 Win Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 147 gr. FMJ-BT item
#308B in excellent condition. (239412-20ADB)
308 Win Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 147 gr. FMJ-BT item
#308B in excellent condition. (239412-20ADC)
308 Win Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of PMC Bronze 147 gr. FMJ-BT item
#308B in excellent condition. (239412-20ADD)
223 Rem/5.56mm NATO Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Hornady TAP 223 Rem 55 gr. TAP
Urban item #83276, one 20-round box of Hornady TAP 223 Rem 60 gr.
TAP item #83286, four 20-round boxes (80 total) of PMC X-TAC
5.56mm NATO 62 gr. Green Tip-LAP, one 20-round box of PMC Bronze
223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ-BT. All ammunition is in excellent condition.
(239412-23AR)
223 Rem/5.56mm NATO Ammunition
Five 20-round boxes (100 total) of Hornady Superformance Match
5.56mm NATO 75 gr. BTHP item #81264, two 20-round boxes (40 total)
of Hornady Superformance Varmint 223 Rem 53 gr. V-MAX item #8025,
two 20-round boxes (40 total) of PMC Bronze 223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ-BT,
one 20-round box of Wolf Military Classic 223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ steel
case. All ammunition rates excellent. (239412-23AS)
5.56mm NATO Ammunition
Ten 20-round boxes (200 total) of PMC X-TAC 62 gr. Green Tip-LAP in
excellent condition. (239412-23AW)
223 Rem Ammunition
One 20-round box of American Eagle AR 223 55 gr. FMJ item #AE223J,
nine 20-round boxes (180 total) of TulAmmo 55 gr. FMJ steel case. All
ammunition rates excellent with a couple boxes showing light storage
wear. (239412-23AX)
40 S&W Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Hornady Critical Duty 175 gr. FlexLock
item #91376 in excellent condition with three of the boxes showing some
minor corner wear. (239412-23AY)
40 S&W Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Hornady Critical Defense 165 gr. FTX
item #91340 in excellent condition. (239412-23AZ)
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40 S&W Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Federal Premium Guard Dog Home
Defense 135 gr. Guard Dog in excellent condition with a few boxes
showing light storage wear. (239412-23BI)
40 S&W Ammunition
Four 20-round boxes (80 total) of Federal Premium Guard Dog Home
Defense 135 gr. Guard Dog in excellent condition with a few boxes
showing light storage wear. (239412-23BJ)
40 S&W Ammunition
One 20-round box of Hornady Critical Defense 165 gr. FTX item
#91340, one 20-round box of Winchester Supreme Elite Bonded PDX1
180 gr. JHP item #S40SWPDB1, one 25-round box of Remington HD
Ultimate Home Defense 180 gr. BJHP item #HD40SWB. All ammunition
rates near excellent to excellent. (239412-23BK)
40 S&W Ammunition
One 100-round box of Winchester ''white box'' Target 165 gr. FMJ item
#USA40SWVP, one 20-round box of Hornady Critical Duty 175 gr.
FlexLock item #91376, one 20-round box of Federal Premium Guard
Dog Home Defense 135 gr. Guard Dog item #PD40GRD. All
ammunition rates excellent. (239412-23BL)
40 S&W Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of Hornady Steel Match 180 gr. HAP
item #91362 in about excellent condition with the boxes showing light
storage wear. (239412-23BM)
22 LR Ammunition
One sealed 500-round brick of Federal Champion 40 gr. solid and one
sealed 500-round brick of Federal Game-Shok 40 gr. copper-plated
solid. (239582-1L)
22 LR Ammunition
Two opened 500-round bricks (1000 total) of Federal Premium Gold
Metal Target 40 gr. solid in excellent condition with very light storage
wear to the boxes. (239582-1M)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with observed headstamps
dated from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. (239582-1P)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1981.
(239582-1U)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1980
and 1981. (239582-1V)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1980.
(239582-1W)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1980.
(239582-1Y)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1980.
(239582-1Z)
45 ACP Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP manufactured
by Olin Corp. in brown cardboard boxes marked ''CALIBER .45 / BALL
M1911''. Ammunition rates about excellent with headstamps dated 1980.
(239582-1AA)
7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
Three sealed and one opened 20-round boxes (80 total) of U.S. surplus
7.62mm NATO Match manufactured by Lake City in white cardboard
boxes marked on one side ''1966'' / (Federal Eagle) superimposed on
''MATCH'' while the other side is marked ''M118'' along with ''BULLET
173 GRAINS / VELOCITY 2550 FPS''. Ammunition rates about excellent
while the boxes show light storage wear. (239582-1AC)
7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of U.S. surplus 7.62mm NATO
Match manufactured by Lake City in white cardboard boxes marked on
one side ''1966'' / (Federal Eagle) superimposed on ''MATCH'' while the
other side is marked ''M118'' along with ''BULLET 173 GRAINS /
VELOCITY 2550 FPS''. Ammunition presumably rates about excellent
while the boxes show light storage wear. (239582-1AF)
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7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
Four sealed 20-round boxes (80 total) of U.S. surplus 7.62mm NATO
Match manufactured by Lake City in white cardboard boxes marked on
one side ''1966'' / (Federal Eagle) superimposed on ''MATCH'' while the
other side is marked ''M118'' along with ''BULLET 173 GRAINS /
VELOCITY 2550 FPS''. Ammunition presumably rates about excellent
while the boxes show light storage wear. (239582-1AG)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP Match
manufactured by Olin Corp. White cardboard boxes are marked ''BALL
M 1911'' along with the lot number and ''BULLET 230 GRAINS /
VELOCITY 820'' and headstamps are dated from the late 1970s to the
early 1980s. Ammunition rates about excellent with some of the boxes
displaying some light speckling. (239582-1AN)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP Match
manufactured by Olin Corp. White cardboard boxes are marked ''BALL
M 1911'' along with the lot number and ''BULLET 230 GRAINS /
VELOCITY 820'' with observed headstamps dated 1980. Ammunition
rates about excellent with some of the boxes displaying some light
speckling. (239582-1AR)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
Five 50-round boxes (250 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP Match with four
boxes manufactured by Olin Corp and one by Federal Cartridge Corp.
White cardboard boxes are marked ''BALL M 1911'' along with the lot
number and ''BULLET 230 GRAINS / VELOCITY 820''. Ammunition
rates about excellent with some of the boxes displaying some light
speckling with the Federal-manufactured ammunition dated 1971 and
the remainder 1980. (239582-1AQ)
Vintage 38 Long RF Ammunition
One collectible 50-round box of Union Metallic Cartridge 38 Long RF
ammunition in very good condition with the expected light oxidation on
the lead and minor tarnishing on the brass. The box also rates very
good for its age with minor corner and edge wear with the green lid label
remaining clear and fully-legible, the bottom guarantee label is
somewhat worn and partially-legible and there are a tears and small
missing sections of the red tape that once sealed the box. A very nice
box of ammunition from a bygone era that will be a welcome addition to
your collection. (239293-13)
Assorted Vintage Ammunition
Six boxes of ammunition as follows: One 20-round box of Winchester
401 Win SL 200 gr. SP with the ammunition rating about very good plus
with light oxidation on the lead and very light tarnishing on the cases
while the box rates very good with minor edge and corner wear and one
of the side flaps torn away but present. One 20-round box of Winchester
25 Rem Auto 117 gr. SP with the ammunition in fine condition while the
box rates very good with tape-repaired ripped side flaps and edge and
corner wear. One 20-round box of Union Metallic Cartridge 25 Rem Auto
117 gr. MC with the ammunition in very good condition showing spots of
oxidation and tarnishing while the box rates excellent with all labels fully
legible. There are three boxes of 25 ACP as follows: one 50-round box
of Western Lubaloy 50 gr. MC with the ammunition in very good plus
condition with minor tarnishing and the box rates very good with one
side flap torn away but included and minor edge and label wear. One
24-round box of Western 50 gr. MC with the ammunition showing very
light tarnishing and the box rates very good plus with light edge and
corner wear and worn spots on the bottom label while the inner box has
tape reinforcements on each side. Finally, there is one partial 41-round
box of Remington High Velocity 50 gr. MC with the ammunition in very
good plus condition with very light tarnishing along with eight fired cases
while the box rates about the same with minor edge and corner wear.
(239293-18)
30-06 Ammunition
One sealed 240-round can of Greek military surplus 30-06 ammunition
labeled ''DO NOT USE AS FOOD CONTAINER / 240 CARTRIDGES /
CAL .30 BALL M2 / IN CARTONS / LOT-1137-HXP-69''. Ammo can
rates near excellent with the expected handling marks and spots of paint
wear on the handle and includes attached opening key. (239293-20)
30-06 Ammunition
One sealed 192-round can of military surplus 30-06 ammunition labeled
''DO NOT USE AS FOOD CONTAINER / 192 CARTRIDGES / CAL .30
BALL M2 / 8RD CLIPS / BANDOLEERS / LOT FA 4248''. Ammo can
rates very good plus with a small dent in the upper left edge and the
expected light handling marks from military service and includes
attached opening key. (239293-20A)
45 ACP Ammunition
Four 50-round boxes (200 total) of U.S. surplus 45 ACP ammunition
manufactured by Twin Cities Arsenal in 1956 in about excellent
condition with very light tarnishing. The brown cardboard boxes are
marked ''50 CARTRIDGES / BALL / CALBIER .45 M1911'' along with
the lot number and one box has an area of green paint on the upper
right edge. (239283-5S)
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9.3x74R Ammunition
Two 20-round boxes (40 total) of Hirtenberger 270 gr. SP ammunition in
about excellent condition. One of the boxes has a tear in one edge
along with minor corner wear. (239283-5R)
25 ACP Ammunition
493 rounds of 25 ACP as follows: three 50-round boxes (150 total) of
Hansen Cartridge Co. Combat 50 gr. FMJ in about excellent condition,
three 50-round boxes of Aguila FMJ of unknown weight in very good
plus condition showing light tarnishing, one partial 44-round box of
Remington High Velocity 50 gr. MC in excellent condition, two 25-round
boxes (50 total) of Federal 50 gr. MC in very good condition a few of the
rounds showing small spots of oxidation on the headstamps, three
25-round and one partial 24-round boxes (99 total) of Geco 49 gr. MC in
about excellent condition. (239283-5T)
405 Win Ammunition and Unprimed Brass
One 20-round box of Western Lubaloy 300 gr. SP in very good plus
condition with some rounds displaying some light oxidation on the
exposed lead tips and all having lightly tarnished cases. Also included
are two 20-count boxes of Bertram Bullet Co. unprimed 405 Win brass
cases with one box showing light to minor tarnishing. (239283-5W)
405 Win Ammunition
One 20-round box of Western Lubaloy 300 gr. SP and one 20-round box
of Winchester 300 gr. SP. Ammunition rates very good plus with some
displaying light oxidation on the lead tips and all having lightly tarnished
cases. The boxes rate poor to fair with each missing three out of four of
their side flaps along with some small tears and minor edge wear.
(239283-5Z)
405 Win Ammunition
One 20-round box of Western Lubaloy 300 gr. SP with light oxidation on
the lead tips and minor tarnishing on the cases with one case having a
spot of oxidation on the headstamp. The box rates very good with one
side flap missing and moderate edge and corner wear. Also included are
four rounds of 405 Win SP of unknown weight with Winchester
headstamps with one round having a struck primer with light oxidation
on the lead tips and lightly tarnished cases along with three fired 405
Win brass cases showing light tarnishing. Finally, there is one 20-count
box of Bertram Bullet Co. unprimed 405 Win brass cases which are
bright. (239283-5AA)
12 ga. Ammunition
250 rounds of 12 ga. 2 3/4'' shells as follows: Four 25-round boxes (100
total) of Eley Grand Prix #6 shot, five 25-round boxes (125 total) of Eley
Grand Prix #8 shot, two 5-round boxes (10 total) of Remington Slugger
1 oz. rifled HP slugs, and two 5-round boxes (10 total) of Gualandi 496
gr. Shock Point slugs. All ammunition rates very good plus to about
excellent. (239283-5AE)
Assorted Ammunition and Militaria
This lot consists of a forest green-painted plywood box with metal
handles on the left and right side and a lockable lid measuring about 13
1/2'' x 12'' x 7'' showing the remnants of a contemporary white-painted
Reichsadler on the lid along with some scattered scratches and handling
marks. The box contains the safety lever and safety pin from a hand
grenade, a HKS 10-A 6-round speed loader, one Soviet Mosin Nagant
two-cell ammunition pouch with rubberized brown pebble-textured
canvas exterior and leather belt loops and closure straps containing two
approximately 20-round paper packs of 7.62x54R steel case FMJ with
headstamps dating to the mid-1980s. Also included are six rounds of
6.5mm Carcano with 1936-dated headstamps and minor tarnishing on
the cases on a stripper clip, one shrink-wrapped 16-round box of
German 1944-dated and dnh-coded 9mm ammunition, there are three
rounds of 30-03 SP with light oxidation on the lead and lightly tarnished
cases and a 30-03 snap cap on a brass stripper clip. There is one empty
cardboard box marked ''BALL CARTRIDGES / CALIBER .30. / Powder
Laflin & Rand, W.A. Primer H48. / MANUFACTURED AT THE
FRANKFORD ARSENAL.'' The lid of the box is marked ''Three Grooved
/ Bullet Lubricated'' and includes opening instructions and the box rates
very good with tears in the edges of the lid flaps. There is one opened
(appears full) 50-round box of Remington 32 S&W Extra Loud Blanks in
about excellent condition and two vintage 50-round boxes of Winchester
.32 Short RF Extra Loud Blanks with minor tarnishing on the cases and
detached inner lid flaps. (239060-46)
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45 Colt Ammunition and Winchester Crate
One wooden crate measuring about 15 3/4'' x 9 1/2'' x 9 3/4'' with a lid
displaying the Winchester horse and rider logo and ''Winchester
Western'' in red. The front of the box is marked ''SMALL ARMS
AMMUNITION / LOADED SHOT SHELLS / MADE IN U.S.A.'' along with
the Winchester address while the left and right sides are marked ''12''
and ''3'' along with ''SUPER X / STAYNLESS / 500''. The hinges and
clasp work as intended and the crate remains in near excellent
condition. Inside the crate are the following boxes of 45 Colt
ammunition: one 20-round box of Winchester 225 gr. Silvertip HP in
near excellent condition with some tiny speckles of oxidation staining on
the headstamps. One 50-round box and one partial 40-round box of
Winchester 255 gr. lead along with one 50-round box of Remington
Kleanbore 250 gr. lead all in very good plus to near excellent condition
with some light tarnishing on some cases and a few bullets exhibiting
some light oxidation while the Remington box has a small tear in one
corner and minor edge wear. Finally, there are 55 rounds of 45 Colt lead
in a Winchester box with mixed Winchester and Remington headstamps
in about very good condition with light oxidation on the lead and light
tarnishing on the cases while the box rates fair with missing end flaps
and a lid that is attached on only one side. (238583-1)
357 Magnum, 38 Special and 38 Super Ammunition
One 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 357 Magnum 145 gr. Silvertip
HP and one partial 41-round box of Winchester Western Super-X 357
Magnum 110 gr. JHP all in excellent condition. Two 50-round boxes
(100 total) of Western Super Match 38 Special Mid-Range 148 gr. Lead
Clean Cutting in excellent condition. Finally, there is one 50-round box
of Tex Products Hi-Vel 38 Super 100 gr. HP and one partial 22-round
box of Remington Hi-Speed 38 Super 130 gr. MC all in about excellent
condition. (238583-1A)
Assorted Shotgun Ammunition
One 25-round box of Western Super-X Mark 5 .410 bore 3'' #7 1/2 shot,
one partial 13-round box of Winchester Super-Speed .410 bore 3'' #7
1/2 shot also containing five rounds of Remington Express .410 bore 3''
#6 shot, and one 25-round box of Federal Hi-Power .410 bore 3'' #6 shot
all in about excellent condition. Also included is one 25-round box of
Sears Sportload Xtra-Range 12 ga. 2 3/4'' #6 shot in very good condition
with some light tarnishing on the brass while the box rates fine with
some minor corner and edge wear. There is the following 28 ga.
ammunition all in about excellent condition: there is one 25-round box
and one partial 24-round box (49 total) of Winchester Super-Speed
Magnum 2 3/4'' #8 shot, one 25-round box of Winchester Super-Speed
Magnum 2 3/4'' #7 1/2 shot, and one 25-round box of Western Super-X
2 3/4'' #7 1/2 shot. There is one partial 14-round box of Western
Super-X 22 LR shot and one excellent condition empty box of Eclipse 12
ga. Game Loads marked ''20-3DR. EQ.-1 OZ.-8 SHOT'' and showing
Bobwhite Quail in flight. (238583-1B)
45 ACP Ammunition
One 50-round box of Remington Kleanbore Targetmaster 185 gr.
Wadcutter with scattered tiny specks of tarnishing on the cases while the
box rates near excellent for its age. There is one 50-round box, one
partial 49-round box, one partial 48-round box, and one partial 42-round
box (189 total) of Remington UMC Kleanbore 230 gr. MC in about very
good plus to near excellent condition with one box in near excellent
condition, one box in very good plus condition with minor edge and
corner wear, one box rates very good with the upper flap loose and
minor edge and corner wear, and the final box rates fair with two inner
side flaps torn away and the adhesive has come undone. (238583-1C)
45 ACP Ammunition
One 50-round box of Peters Rustless 230 gr. MC in fine condition with
some very light tarnishing while the box also rates fine with very light
edge and corner wear. Two 50-round boxes (100 total) of Western
Super-Match 185 gr. MC Clean-Cutting in very good plus to near
excellent condition with a tear in the yellow exterior of the right side of
the label. There is one 20-round box of Winchester Western 185 gr.
Silvertip HP in excellent condition along with one 20-round box of
Hornady Frontier 185 gr. Target semi-wadcutter in very good plus
condition with minor tarnishing. There is one 50-round box of Winchester
Western Super-Match 185 gr. MC Clean Cutting in near excellent
condition with a few rounds having some tiny spots of oxidation on the
headstamps. Finally, there is one 25-round box of CCI Lawman 200 gr.
JHP in very good plus condition with lightly tarnished cases and light
verdigris around the hollow points. (238583-1D)
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Assorted Ammunition
2 3/4'' shotshells as follows: one partial 18-round box of Remington
Express 20 ga. #6 shot, one partial 15-round box of Remington Express
16 ga. #6 shot, one 25-round box of Remington Shur Shot 12 ga. #6
shot, one 25-round box of Winchester-Western Mark 5 12 ga. #8 shot
tracer, one partial 16-round box of Remington Shur Shot 12 ga. #7 1/2
shot, one partial 10-round box of Western Xpert Mark 5 12 ga. #6 shot,
one partial 15-round box of Winchester Super-Speed Mark 5, 12 ga. #6
shot, one 25-round box and one partial 9-round box of assorted 12 ga.
ammunition including 00 buck and various sizes of shot. One 20-round
box of Remington Hi-Speed 222 Rem 50 gr. SP, one partial 10-round
box of Western Super-X 243 Win 80 gr. SP along with 10 fired brass
cases, 12 loose rounds of 45 ACP with headstamps marked ''FA / 4'',
one partial 8-round box of Western Super-X 218 Bee 46 gr. OP. PT.
EXP. All ammunition rates very good to near excellent with some
displaying light to moderate tarnishing and a few with spots of oxidation
on the headstamps. Also included is one vintage Western Hand Trap
manual clay pigeon thrower with light to moderate oxidation on the metal
surfaces, the grooved wooden handle rates near excellent, the rubber
bumper is cracked and worn from age and the rawhide wrist wrap
remains intact. No further description or pictures are available. Please
bid accordingly. (238646-4)
Collectible Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 32-40 Win 165 gr. SP in fine condition
with slightly tarnished brass cases and very light oxidation on the
exposed lead tips. The red, yellow and blue box rates perhaps very
good plus with a few short tears in the edges, minor edge and corner
wear and a few tiny scuffs in the otherwise bright labeling. One 20-round
box of Western Lubaloy 38-55 Win 255 gr. SP in near excellent
condition with a few rounds showing some very light oxidation on the
headstamps. The Western ''bullseye'' box is in equally excellent
condition with a tiny dent in the upper left edge. (238087-221E)
Collectible 40-60 Win Ammunition
One 20-round box of 40-60 Win 210 gr. FP with the ammunition in very
good condition with minor tarnishing on the cases, some light oxidation
on the lead bullets and a few of the headstamps showing some old light
oxidation. The green and orange labels rates about fine remaining
mostly bright and fully-legible with some scattered small tears and
scuffs. The box is in similar condition with a tiny tear in the lower right
corner and light edge and corner wear from the years. (238087-221M)
Assorted Ammunition
One 20-round box of PMP 308 Win 150 gr. SP in about excellent
condition, one 20-round box of Remington Express 45-70 Govt. 300 gr.
SJHP in about excellent condition with the box displaying minor corner
and edge wear, one partial 15-round plastic box of Speer Gold Dot 50
AE 325 gr. UHP in excellent condition. (237740-14)
Assorted Vintage Ammunition
42 assorted rounds of 38 Long RF with Remington and Winchester
headstamps in good condition with tarnished cases showing spots of
light oxidation and light oxidation on the lead bullets. One 20-round box
of Winchester Super Speed 303 British 215 gr. SP in very good to very
good plus condition with some rounds having lightly-tarnished cases and
projectiles and a few with light oxidation on the lead soft point. The red,
yellow and blue box rates fair and is missing all its end flaps and has
minor edge wear. One partial 19-round box of Winchester Super Speed
348 Win 150 gr. SP in perhaps good condition with minor tarnishing on
the cases and spots of light oxidation on the primers and headstamps.
The red and yellow box rates about good and is missing all its end flaps,
the adhesive is coming undone on the bottom of the box and there are
small tears and spots of wear overall. One partial 12-round box of
Remington UMC 30 Rem 170 gr. SP in good condition with light
tarnishing on the cases and light oxidation on the lead soft points,
headstamps and primers. The box rates about good with a rather tender
bottom, tears in the corners, missing areas on the top label and edge
wear overall. One partial 8-round box of Winchester 30 WCF SP with a
heavily worn label that appears to be marked ''170 grains''. The
ammunition rates about good with lightly tarnished cases and light
oxidation on the lead soft points and on the headstamps while one of the
rounds has a cracked neck and a bullet seated too deeply. The box
rates about very good with the orange label remaining clear along the
top and right side while the front of the label is worn as previously
mentioned. There is a tear in the bottom right edge and minor wear
throughout. Ammunition comes in an unmarked olive drab 30 caliber
ammunition can with intact rubber seals showing a few light storage
marks. (237740-14B)
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Assorted Vintage Shotgun Ammunition
One 25-round box of Western Super-X Long Range-Short Shot String
16 ga. 2 9/16'' #2 chilled shot in about excellent condition with slight
tarnishing on the brass while the box rates about very good plus with
minor water damage on the bottom which has caused the label to fade
and minor edge and corner wear. Also included are 18 assorted 16 ga.
shotshells of various manufacturers, shot sizes and types including #7
1/2, #7 1/2 oval, #6 chilled, #1 buckshot and slugs. These shotshells
come in a green and red Remington Express Extra Long Range 16 ga. 2
9/16'' #7 1/2 shot-marked box that rates about fair as the bottom outer
flap has torn off and is included along with minor edge and corner wear
including a small tear in one edge. Finally, there are three rounds of
Winchester 12 ga. 2 3/4'' #8 shot Dove & Quail Load along with three
rounds of Remington Peters Hi-Velocity Power Piston 12 ga. 2 3/4'', two
of which are #4 shot and one is #7 1/2 shot. Assorted ammunition rates
very good to very good plus with some having minor tarnishing on the
brass. (237740-14C)
Collectible 45-70 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 45-70 Govt. 405 gr. SP in very good
plus condition with lightly tarnished cases and very light oxidation on the
lead. The box top and lid have had their labels covered with cellophane
tape, the right side of the box lid is missing and repaired with tape and
the bottom of the box has been reinforced with masking tape. The
orange labels rate very good plus with marking crisp and legible, a
narrow area is missing from the upper left corner of the warning label
and the box top is marked ''.45-70-405 CALIBER SOFT POINT''.
(23A8087-221V)
Collectible 30-06 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester Staynless 30-06 150 gr. pointed full
patch in fine condition for its age with light tarnishing on the cases and
projectiles. Box rates near excellent with a short tear in the front edges
of the box lid while the magenta labels rate excellent with the front label
intact leaving the lid attached to the box. The lid and front label are
marked in yellow ''STAYNLESS'' and the cartridge designation is ''.30
Government Model 1906 Pointed Full Patch—150 Gr.'' (23A8087-221Z)
Collectible 45-75 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 45-75 Win Centennial FP ammunition
in about very good plus condition with light tarnishing on the cases and
some light oxidation on the lead flat points while some rounds display
some minor oxidation on the cases and primers. The box lid rates very
good plus with light edge wear while the green label has a couple small
missing areas and spots of wear and otherwise remains crisp and clear.
The box itself rates fair with the bottom of the box coming detached and
a small tear in two corners and the light green reloading sticker rates
excellent. (23A8087-221K)
Collectible 45-70 Ammunition
One sealed 20-round box of Union Metallic Cartridge 45-70 Govt. 405
gr. solid head ammunition in presumably very good plus condition with
lightly tarnished brass on the two cartridges that can be seen. The box
labels and string closure remain sealed with the left side edge of the lid
missing so that a couple rounds may be viewed. The left side of the box
label is almost torn through but otherwise rates very good plus with clear
markings. The bottom of the box displays very light edge wear.
(23A8087-221Q)
Collectible 22 High Power Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 22 High Power 70 gr. PSP in about
good condition with minor tarnishing on the cases along with spots of
verdigris and moderate oxidation on the primers, cases and projectiles.
The box rates about excellent with some light staining from the years
while the peach-colored labels also rate near excellent with some light
edge wear and remain fully legible. (23A8087-221AB)
Collectible 45-70 Ammunition
One sealed 20-round box of Winchester 45-70 Govt. 405 gr. Extra
Heavy Solid Head cartridges in presumably very good plus condition.
The box rates excellent with the expected light staining from time while
the green label remains sealed on both sides of the box and is clear and
fully legible with the front of the box also marked ''GOVERNMENT
STANDARD FOR TARGET USE''. (23A8087-221Y)
Collectible 40-70 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 40-70 WCF 330 gr. lead FP cartridges
in near excellent condition for their age with lightly tarnished cases. The
box and lid rate very good plus with some light staining and edge wear
while the teal-colored label shows some edge wear and scattered small
spots of loss yet remains fully-legible. The reloading label rates about
excellent with some light staining. (23A8087-221AA)
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Collectible 40-82 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 40-82 WCF 260 gr. Metal Patched SP
ammunition in very good plus condition with light tarnishing on the cases
and some rounds showing spots of light oxidation on the headstamps
and cases. The box rates about excellent with ''HEE'' written on the
bottom in blue pen while the lid rates perhaps good with a tear in the
back and the right side attached only at the front. The yellow labels
show light wear with a small tear in the upper edge and at the lower
corners but remain mostly clear and legible. (23A8087-221X)
Collectible 45-60 Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 45-60 WCF 300 gr. lead FP cartridges
in good condition with minor tarnishing on the cases, oxidation on the
lead and spots of old oxidation on the cases and primers while six of the
cartridges have projectiles that are seated more deeply than usual. The
box rates very good with the bottom beginning to come detached along
with some small tears in the lower edges and in two of the edges of the
lid along with some minor edge and corner wear. The green labels rate
very good plus with a few tiny spots of wear and a few tiny holes in the
front label and all markings remain clear and legible. (23A8087-221L)
Collectible 33 Win Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 33 Win 200 gr. SP in very good
condition with light tarnishing on the cases and projectiles along with
some light oxidation on the lead soft points while one round has an area
of darker tarnishing on the headstamp. The box rates perhaps good with
tears in the right and left corners of the bottom exposing the cartridges
within along with tears in opposing sides of the lid and along the front
edge of the lid. The orange labels rate excellent with the front label
remaining uncut and all markings crisp and clear. (23A8087-221)
Collectible 40-72 WCF Ammunition
One factory sealed 20-round box of Winchester 40-72 WCF 300 gr. SP
in presumably very good plus condition. The box rates excellent with
some very light corner wear and the labels rate excellent as uncut and
intact with a couple tiny spots of loss and clear markings. Also included
is one empty Winchester 45-70 Govt. 300 gr. SP box which rates
perhaps good with the right side of the lid torn and missing, a tear in the
left edge of the lid and corner wear overall while the yellow labels are
worn but mostly legible. (23A8087-221P, 221N)
Collectible 45-70 Govt. Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 45-70 Govt. Extra Heavy Solid Head
cartridges in about very good condition with lightly tarnished cases
showing speckles of verdigris and old light oxidation. The box lid rates
excellent while the box rates closer to good as the tape-repaired bottom
has come loose and there are small tears in a couple of the lower
corners. The green lid label rates excellent and has ''BLANK'' stamped
and shaded over below the picture of the cartridge while the last two
lines of the reloading label on the box are hidden beneath the
previously-mentioned tape repair. Also included is one empty
Winchester 35 Win 250 gr. metal patched box in about very good
condition with a crack running down the center of the bottom along with
a tear in the bottom right edge. The red labels rate very good with some
scattered spots of white paint transfer along with some scattered small
missing areas while the markings remain clear. (23A8087-221S, 221T)
Collectible 38-55 Win Short Range Ammunition
One 20-round box of Union Metallic Cartridge 38-55 Win Short Range
cartridges in very good plus condition with lightly tarnished cases. The
box rates very good plus with the bottom left edge coming undone while
the lid rates closer to good with the sides coming apart and the lid label
attached only at the front upper edge. The edges of the lid label along
with the markings are worn so that the grain weight of the projectiles
cannot be discerned. The box label is clearly marked ''Short Range
Cartridges loaded with Black Powder for accurate shooting up to fifty
yards. The U.M.C. Co.'' (23A8087-221W)
Collectible 38-56 WCF Ammunition
One 20-round box of Winchester 38-56 WCF 255 gr. lead ammunition in
very good to very good plus condition with lightly tarnished cases and a
few rounds showing small spots of old light oxidation on the cases and
primers. The box rates very good plus with a crack in each edge of the
bottom and minor corner and edge wear. The green lid labels show
spots of wear and has a couple small missing areas around the edges
along with a dark splotch in the upper right corner of the front label. The
box reloading label rates near excellent. (23A8087-221U)
45 ACP Ammunition
(5) 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 45 ACP, 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition.
Small green ammo can included. (59713-4AH)
45 ACP Ammunition
(5) 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 45 ACP, 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition.
(59713-4AI)
45 ACP Ammunition
(5) 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 45 ACP, 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition.
(59713-4AK)
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45 ACP Ammunition
(5) 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 45 ACP, 230 gr. FMJ in excellent condition.
(59713-4AJ)
Antique Rolling Block Ammunition
One box lacquered paper wrapper opened on three sides containing (6)
rds. of 50 cal. Remington Rolling Block cartridges. Label reads "10 /
Centre-primed Cartridges, / -FOR- / Remington's Army Pistol, / Calibre,
.50 / FRANFORD ARSENAL, MAY, 1873". Label remains fully intact
with light scuffing along the edges, pull-string is present, the cartridges
remain excellent with light tarnish on the copper cases and oxidation on
the lead bullets. (58502-27)
Thuer Cartridges
(2) non-dug 44 cal. centerfire cartridges in excellent original condition.
The casings are comprised of a brass cylindrical body and internal brass
primer assembly. A small percussion cap fits on an anvil in the assembly
and acts as the primer. The brass body has small grooves in the upper
inner area that secures the lead head to the casing. The cartridge is
seated in a converted revolver's chamber using an altered percussion
loading device. Both cartridges remain in excellent condition with the
brass having a nice patina, the caliber and type written on one of the
cases and light oxidation on the lead bullets. (58502-33)
40 S&W Ammunition
(5) 100 rd. Value Packs of Federal American Eagle 40 S&W, 180 gr.
FMJ in excellent condition with exception to one endflap that has split
along one side. (59412-20O)
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester Brass Shotshells
(1) unopened natural colored two piece box with green and black
wrap-over label containing 25 Winchester 12 ga., 2 5/8" containing nine
pellets of 00 Buck. The box remains in very good condition overall with
the seam separated along the lower left edge, a couple splits starting to
form along the top left edge and very minor age staining. The label
remains near excellent with tiny minor rubs and scuffs and a folded lifted
corner along the top edge. A great box for the ammo collector or
shotgun enthusiast. (58179-2D) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Ranger Skeet Load
(1) full 25 rd. full-color box of 12 ga., 2 5/8", No. 8 skeet loads showing
peppered flying bird/clay pigeon in orange circle on skeet field. The box
remains in good to very good condition with one bent corner and the rest
slightly rounded, light splits along the edges and minor age staining. The
included paper hull shells are correct and remain in excellent condition
with some light tarnish to the brass bases. (58179-2E) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Partial Box of C-I-L Canuck Shotshells
(1) partial 28 ga., two piece natural colored box with red, white and blue
wrap-over label having the oval Canadian Industries Limited Dominion
Ammunition logo centered between blue lined "CANUCK" at the top and
company address at the bottom while the sides show similar design with
gauge and load size. The label remains about 95% intact with light
scuffs and staining. The box remains in about very good condition with
lightly rounded edges and corners, light age staining and water stains
along the lower right side. Included are 24 correct paper hull shells. An
overall very good, nearly full box of small bore Canuck shells.
(58179-2H) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of U.M.C. Arrow Shotshells
(1) full 12 ga., two piece natural colored box with red, yellow, teal, white
and black wrap-over label. The box remains in good to about very good
condition with modest age and dirt staining and lightly rounded edges
and corners. The label remains about 95% intact with only a couple
minor tears along the corners and edges along with light age staining.
The top of the label shows U.M.C. crossed arrows with oval red and
white Arrow logo at center above company address while the lower side
label shows picture of shell with load size and the upper side label lists
safety notice. The included paper hull shells remain correct and in near
excellent condition with lightly tarnished brass bases. A very good full
box of U.M.C. Arrow shotshells. (58179-2I) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Western Record Shotshells
(1) full 12 ga., two piece natural colored box with red, white and orange
wrap-over label. The box remains in near excellent condition with only
slightly rounded corners and minor age staining. The top of the label
shows Western diamond logo above "RECORD" in front of sunburst and
company address below while the upper side label shows picture of
shell, the lower side label reads "9 Pellets No. 00 Buckshot" below
company logos and the bottom lists loading and safety instructions. The
paper hull shells remain correct and are in excellent condition, the brass
bases mellowing only slightly. An excellent, full Western Record
shotshell box. (58179-2J) [David Whipple Collection]
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Vintage Box of Winchester Ranger Shotshells
(1) 20 ga., one piece multi-colored Winchester Ranger box in overall
very good condition with lightly rounded corners, worn edges and light
scuffing. The top flap shows a light crease along the bottom half of the
flap and there is an old price written in ink on the rear side of the box.
The front and rear of box show familiar Pointer scenes, the top flap has
large Winchester "W" below Ranger with load information below, the
bottom flap has picture of shell and loading instructions with safety
warning on the sides. Included are 24 assorted paper hull shells.
(58179-2K) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Ranger Shotshells
(1) full 12 ga., one piece multi-colored Winchester Ranger box in overall
excellent condition with only a couple slightly rounded corners, a tiny
scuff or two and minor light age staining. The front and rear of box show
familiar Pointer scenes, the top flap has large Winchester "W" below
Ranger with load information below, the bottom flap has picture of shell
and loading instructions with safety warning on the sides. The paper hull
shells remain correct and excellent as well, the brass bases showing a
mellowed patina from the years. An attractive Ranger Pointer box.
(58179-2L) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Ranger Super Trap Shotshells
(1) full 16 ga., one piece multi-colored Winchester Ranger Super Trap
Load box in very good plus condition, the edges showing modest
bulging from shell pressure and light rounding to the corners and flat
edges. The top of the front and rear sides show Winchester trademark
logo above "RANGER / SUPER / TRAP / LOAD / STAYNLESS" and
trap shooter and "with the WINCHESTER / SUPER SEAL CRIMP" in
blue bar along the bottom. The top flap shows WINCHESTER RANGER
in blue bar along the top and load info along the bottom edges, the
bottom flap has picture of shotshell while the sides list safety warning
and product info. The paper hull shells remain correct and in excellent
condition, the bases having a mellow tarnished brass patina. An overall
very good box of 16 ga. super trap loads. (58179-2M) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Ranger Super Skeet Loads
(1) full 20 ga., one piece multi-colored box of 2 3/4" No. 9 skeet loads in
very good plus to almost near excellent condition with good corners and
edges showing modest dirt and age staining primarily on the front side.
The front and rear sides show peppered bird and clay pigeon over skeet
field, the top flat has large Winchester W above load info and the bottom
flat has picture of shell. A nice full box of 20 gauge Winchester Super
Skeet Loads. (58179-2N) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Remington Shur Shot Shotshells
(1) full, factory sealed two piece natural colored box of Remington Shur
Short Shells with a multi-color wrap-over label. The box rates excellent
with good tight corners and only the slightest amount of age staining.
The top label shows Remington UMC red dot sunburst above
Remington "SHUR SHOT SHELLS / ure afe peedy" utilizing the "S's"
from above, the upper label describes shells while the lower label shows
picture of shell with load info and the bottom label showing picture of
shotgun with safety instructions. An excellent factory sealed box of
Remington Shur Shot Shells. (58179-2P) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester New Rival Shotshells
(1) full 20 ga., two piece natural colored box of Winchester New Rival
No. 4 shotshells with multi-color wrap-over label. The punch-dot date
coded label remains about 90% intact with light staining and torn edges
primarily along the top upper right corner and the box remains in about
very good condition with lightly rounded edges, modest age staining and
pencil markings on the upper right side flap. The shells are correct and
remain in near excellent condition, the blue paper hulls showing only
light fading and the bases having a lightly tarnished brass patina. A very
good plus full New Rival box. (58179-2Q) [David Whipple Collection]
348 Winchester Silvertip Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. red and yellow box of Winchester 348 Win., 259 gr.
expanding Silvertip. The box remains in near excellent condition with
scattered tiny scuffs and dirt staining, the cartridges remain excellent
with lightly mellowed brass cases. (58179-3A) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Factory Sealed Box of Winchester .32 Short Colt Cartridges
(1) factory sealed two piece buff colored box with green top label and
orange wraparound side label. The box remains excellent with sharp
corners and only the slightest hints of age staining. The top label
remains 98% intact with tiny pin size scuffs along the edges and reads
"WINCHESTER / .32 Short Colt Cartridges." above picture of cartridge
and company address below. The orange side label remains fully intact,
the front is marked ".32 Short Colt C.F. / Adapted to / Colt's Webley's
and Tranter's Double Action Revolvers'' the sides:". 32 SHORT COLT /
Center Fire. / Winchester Make'' and the rear states Winchester loading
guarantee. An excellent sealed box of Winchester .32 Short Colt.
(58179-3B) [David Whipple Collection]
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Collectible 9 MM Luger Ammunition
(1) full 50 rd. "1939" style red, blue and yellow one piece box of
Winchester 9 mm Luger, 125 gr. full patch bullet. The box remains in
excellent condition having darkened only slightly with age, still having
good sharp corners. The top of the box has an affixed white paper label
which reads "115 GR. FULL PATCH BULLET / K 9004 T". (58179-3C)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible 30 Remington Ammunition
(1) full 20 rd. "1932" style red, white and blue one piece Non-Mercuric
Staynless box of .30 Remington Autoloading soft point cartridges. The
box remains in very good condition with slightly rounded edges and
corners, light age staining and a small scuff in the center of one endflap.
The cartridges show light tarnish on the cases and bullets. (58179-3D)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Brick of Winchester 22 Short Cartridges
(1) 500 rd. brick containing ten 50 rd. red, blue and yellow boxes of
Winchester Super Speed .22 Short Staynless Kopperklad cartridges.
The outer has darkened with age become quite frail with creases,
rounded corners and edges and old glue repaired endflaps which have
all but separated once again. The inner boxes remain excellent with
good sharp corners and darkening only slightly from the years, the
cartridges remain quite bright. A nice brick of vintage 22 Short
cartridges. (58179-3E) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 25-20 Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. natural colored box of 25-20 Win., 86 gr. solid
lead bullets with red top and wraparound side labels. The top label
remains about 98% intact with only tiny scuffs along the edges and
shows picture of cartridge and single line ".25-20 Smokeless" in the
center, Winchester trade mark above and "For Winchester Single Shot
and other Rifles." and company address below. The side label is marked
".25-20 C.F. / SINGLE SHOT/ SMOKELESS /Winchester Make." on
both ends, similar picture on the front side and punch-dot date coded
loading guarantee on the rear side. The box itself remains in near
excellent condition have darkened nicely with age and only slightly
rounded corners. An excellent early 20's era sealed 25-20 single shot
box. (58179-3F) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of 9 MM Long Shot Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. natural colored box with red K9030R coded wrap-over
label with picture of shotshell center between "Rim / Fire" and
"Smokeless / Powder" on the sides, Winchester Trade Mark and "9 mm
LONG SHOT CARTRIDGES" above and "Adapted to Model 36 Shot
Gun, cal. 9 mm" and earlier Winchester only address below. The label
remains sealed on one end, both sides showing large white Winchester
"W" behind "CAL. 9 mm LONG / RIM FIRE / SMOKELESS / SHOT
CARTRIDGES / WINCHESTER MAKE". The bottom parts of the label
show light tears and lifting on one side with load guarantee and
punch-dot date code on the opposite side. The cartridges remain
excellent with only light staining on the paper hulls and brass bases. An
excellent early mid 1920s-late 1930s era rimfire shot box. (58179-3G)
[David Whipple Collection]
Rare Sealed Winchester 45 LC Blank Ammunition box
(1) factory sealed two piece box with light green top label and buff
colored wraparound side label. The top label remains fully intact with a
couple minute scuffs. The label is quite plain with no date codes, is
obviously pasted over a different darker green label and reads "50 .45
Caliber. / BLANK CARTRIDGES. / CENTER FIRE / For COLTS
REVOLVERS." with Winchester Repeating Arms address and Trade
Mark. The right center of the label wears an unusual over label marked
"THESE CARTRIDGES ARE NOT REGULAR / SPECIFICALLY
LOADED TO ORDER". The side label remains fully intact with "Colt's
Patent Firearms Manufacturing Co. signature logo on one side, loading
guarantee on opposite side and ".45 Caliber / COLTS C.F. / BLANK /
Winchester Make." on either lend label. The bottom of the box has a 1"
tear on both sides of the upper left corner. A rare, very seldom
encountered Winchester box of 45 LC blanks, still factory sealed.
(58179-3H) [David Whipple Collection]
Winchester Brick of 1986 Limited Edition 22 WRF cartridges
(1) 250 rd. 1986 golden color LIMITED EDITION ''horse and rider'' brick
of 22 WRF, 45 gr. lead Lubaloy coated bullets. Contains five 50 rd.
boxes closely designed to exterior box. In excellent condition. (58179-3I)
[David Whipple Collection]
38-55 Winchester Ammunition
(2) 20 rd. yellow and red boxes of Winchester 38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP,
one of the boxes contains 16 rds. and 4 fire cases. The boxes show
some light scuffs and wear, the cartridges remain excellent with some
minor tarnish on some of the cases. (58179-3J) [David Whipple
Collection]
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Collectible Box of 401 Winchester Self-Loading Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. one piece red and yellow "1946" style box of Winchester 401
Win. S.L., 200 gr. SP. The box remains in excellent condition with very
slight rounding at the corners and edges. The cartridges remain in
excellent condition with clean cases and bullets. (58179-3K) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible 401 Winchester Self-Loading Ammunition
(20) rds. of Winchester 401 Win. S.L., 200 gr. S.P. The cartridges
remain in excellent condition with clean cases and bullets and are
housed in a one piece Peters Rustless blue, yellow and red box. The
box remains in near excellent condition with lightly rounded corners, light
wear along the edges and some fine age staining. (58179-3L) [David
Whipple Collection]
Winchester Brick of Boy Scouts of America 75th Anniversary
Ammunition
(1) 500 rd. brick of Winchester Boy Scouts of America 75th Anniversary
Commemorative Ammunition containing 10 boxes of 22 LR, 40 gr.
copper plated lead bullet, nickel cased. The full-color outer box picture
shows some dents and creases primarily along the right side. The
interior boxes remain crisp and the cartridges bright. (58179-3M) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 25-20 Win. Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. one piece red and yellow box of Savage 25-20 Win., 86 gr.
S.P. The box remains in excellent condition with only very lightly
rounded corners and the slightest amount of age staining. The
cartridges remain excellent as well with bright shiny cases and some
very faint whitening on the lead tips. A nice collectible Savage box.
(58179-3N) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible box of Savage 22 Hornet Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. one piece red and yellow box of Savage 22 Hornet, 45 gr. S.P.
This is a fantastic box with only the slightest rounding of corners and
wear along some of the edges. The cartridges remain excellent with
bright cases and clean tips. (58179-3P) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of 9 MM Long Shot Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. two piece natural colored box with red K9030R coded
wrap-over label with picture of shotshell center between "Rim / Fire" and
"Smokeless / Powder" on the sides, Winchester Trade Mark and "9 mm
LONG SHOT CARTRIDGES" above and "Adapted to Model 36 Shot
Gun, cal. 9 mm" and later Winchester address and Olin call-out below.
The label remains sealed on both sides showing large white Winchester
"W" behind "CAL. 9 mm LONG / RIM FIRE / SMOKELESS / SHOT
CARTRIDGES / WINCHESTER MAKE". The bottom of the label shows
a small tear on one side and the label is in otherwise excellent condition
with some very light scuffs primarily on the bottom. A fabulous late
1940's to early 1950's era Olin rimfire shot box. (58179-3Q) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of 351 Winchester Self-Loading Ammunition
(1) 50 rd. one piece red and yellow "1946" K-coded box of Winchester
351 Win. S.L., 180 gr. full patch bullet. The box remains in excellent
condition with only some very light rounding to a couple of the corners.
The cartridges remain excellent with bright cases and bullets.
(58179-3R) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of 351 Winchester Self-Loading Ammunition
(1) 50 rd. two piece natural colored "1946" K-coded box with orange and
green wrap-over label of Winchester 351 Win. S.L., 180 gr. full patch
bullets. The label remains sealed on one end and remains in otherwise
near excellent condition with scattered rub marks from bullet rubbing
and light wear along the opened edge. The box remains near excellent
with minor age staining and a small scuff on the lower side. A nice
partially sealed box of Western call-out 351 Win. S.L. cartridges.
(58179-3S) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 32 Long Colt Cartridges
(1) factory sealed box two piece box with 7-8 dated light green top label
and punch-dot dated orange wraparound side label. The box remains in
excellent condition with sharp corners, the labels remain 98% intact with
a tiny tear in the lower right corner of the top label and there is light age
staining on the side labels. (58179-3T) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box Winchester 32 Short Colt Cartridges
(1) factory sealed two piece box with 8-11 dated green top label and
8-10 punch-dot date coded orange wraparound side label. This is a
lovely box with sharp clean corners and a few pinprick nicks in the top
label. A remarkable factory sealed box of Winchester 32 Short Colt
cartridges. (58179-3U) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Remington UMC 32 S&W Long Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. two piece green box with buff colored top and
wraparound side label. This box remains in excellent condition, the
labels remain fully intact with light age staining. The top label reads ".32
S.&W. LONG SMOKE obviously pasted over another label. An excellent
sealed box of Remington UMC 32 Long cartridges. (58179-3V) [David
Whipple Collection]
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Collectible Box of Winchester 38 Colt New Police cartridges
(1) partial two piece box with green top label and orange wrap round
side label containing 39 rds. of Winchester .38 Colt New Police center
fire solid head cartridges. The 5-20 dated top label remains 98% intact
with some minor rubbing and age staining. The 5-20 dated punch-dot
date code side label remains about 90% intact with separated seams
along the rear edge and a 1 1/2" tear at the upper right rear corner and
some minor light staining. The box shows creases and staining on the
bottom but corners remain intact, the cartridges remain excellent, the
brass cases having a nicely mellowed patina. (58179-3W) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 38 Short Rimfire Cartridges
(1) open but full two piece cardboard box with orange top label and
peach colored wraparound side label. The 7-21 dated top label remains
fully intact with overall light age staining and reads "50 [Winchester
Trade Mark] 50 / .38 SHORT RIM FIRE / RIFLE CARTRIDGES" above
company address and picture of cartridge centered between "H" in circle
facsimile headstamp and "STETSON'S PATENT / OCT. 31st 1871" on
either side. The 3-19 dated side label remains about 98% intact with
light tears and staining and is separated along the left front edge, the left
side of the label shows modest fading to an almost pale pink color. The
box shows modest staining with rounded edges, point pressure wear on
the bottom and a cardboard repair to one corner of the lid. The
cartridges show modest tarnish on the copper cases and oxidation on
the lead bullets. (58179-3X) [David Whipple Collection]
Winchester Leader 22 LR Ammunition
(4) 50 rd. red and yellow LD22LR code boxes of Winchester LEADER
22 cartridges. The boxes remain excellent with good sharp corners, the
cartridges remain excellent as well with bright cases and only slight
whitening to the tips. (58179-3Y) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 LR Lesmok cartridges
(1) sealed 50 rd. box with gray top label and peach wraparound side
label. The 4-21 dated top label remains about 98% with some very light
wear along the edges, all writing remains crisp and clear. The 4-22
dated punch-dot coded side label remains fully intact with only the
slightest amount of age staining. The box remains excellent with clean
sharp corners. (58179-3Z) [David Whipple Collection]
Rare Sealed Box of Sears 22 LR Sta-Klean Cartridges
(1) sealed 50 rd. box two piece box with orange, blue and white
wrap-over label. The label remains 95-97% intact with tiny scuffs, edge
wear and minor age staining. The box remains excellent as well with a
couple slightly rounded corners and light age staining. An excellent
example of one of the first boxes used by the Sears, Roebuck and Co.
(58179-3AA) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester EZXS 22 LR Match Cartridges
(1) one piece blue, yellow and red K 2238 R code box of Winchester
EZXS 22 LR Lesmok Match Cartridges. The box remains near excellent
with a couple slightly rounded corners and the top rear edge. The
cartridges remain excellent with only slight tarnish to some of the cases.
An excellent box of EZXS match cartridges. (58179-3AB) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of US Cartridge Co. 22 Copperhead Cartridges
Two total: (1) one piece orange and blue box of US Cartridge Co.
self-cleaning 22 Long Copperheads cartridges. The box remains near
excellent with slightly rounded corners, tiny scuffs along some of the
edges and a separating seam along the right endflap. The cartridges
remain excellent with the copper cases mellowing only slightly; (1)
similar one piece box of 22 Long Rifle Copperheads containing 14 rds.
of 22 LR cartridges. The box remains in very good plus condition with
lightly rounded corners and edges, light age staining and separated
endflaps on the interior box compartment. (58179-3AC) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Remington UMC 22 Short Ungreased Cartridges
(1) full 50 rd. one piece orange, red and black box of Remington 22
Short R.F. Smokeless ungreased cartridges. The top and endflaps show
red Remington/UMC logo with picture of cartridge while the front side
shows logo with picture of rifle. The box remains in very good condition
with lightly rounded corners and edges, light age staining and the right
endflap starting to separate. The cartridges rate about very good with
light tarnish on the cases and oxidation on some of the bullets.
(58179-3AD) [David Whipple Collection]
Winchester Staynless 22 Long Rifle Cartridges
Two total: (1) full one piece yellow, red and black K 2236 R coded
"STAYNLESS EZXS" 50 rd. box of 22 LR Match cartridges. The box
remains near excellent with lightly rounded corners, edges and minor
age staining. The cartridges remain near excellent with light tarnish and
oxidation to some of the cases and bullets; (1) full one piece yellow, blue
and red K 2388 R coded "LEADER / STAYNLESS" 50 rd. box of 22 LR
lead lubricated cartridges. The box remains excellent with the slightest
amount of age staining and edge wear, the cartridges remain excellent
as well with shiny brass cases. (58179-3AE) [David Whipple Collection]
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Lot of 22 Long Rifle Shot Cartridges
Two total: (1) 50 rd. Peters No. 2275, blue, yellow and red box of
Rustless High Velocity .22 Klay Bird smokeless shot shells. Box remains
in excellent condition with good strong corners, the cartridges remain
excellent with lightly tarnished brass cases; (1) 50 rd. blue, yellow and
red box of Western Super-X Clay Target 22 LR shot cartridges. The
remains in about very good condition with slightly rounded corners, edge
wear and detached but present right side endflap. The cartridges remain
excellent, the cases very clean with some faint tarnish present.
(58179-3AF) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 32 Cal. Shot Cartridges
(1) two piece box with green top label and orange wraparound side
label. The dated top label reads ".32 CALIBER SMITH 7 WESSON /
CENTER FIRE / SHOT CARTRIDGES" between the Winchester
trademark logo above and company address below. The 1-12 side
labels read ".32 S. & W. C. F. / No. 12 Shot in front of large red
Winchester "W". The box remains very good plus with slightly rounded
corners with light age staining, the labels remain very good plus with tiny
scuffs and similar staining. The end of the side label is starting to lift on
the left side. An excellent box of 32 caliber shot cartridges remaining
factory sealed. (58179-3AG) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 8 MM Staynless Cartridges
(1) two piece 20 rd. box with dark red front and top labels. The 1-28
dated punch-dot coded front label remains 99% intact and sealed with
only a tiny tear in the left edge. The lower half of the label reads "8 m/m
(same as 7.9 mm) FULL PATCH CARTRIDGES / NON-MERCURIC /
Adapted to MAUSER and MANNLICHER RIFLES" with picture of
cartridge in the center and "SMOKELESS / POWDER" and "227 GRAIN
/ FULL PATCH / BULLET" on either side. The 11-28 dated top label is
similarly marked and shows light scuffing along the top and sides. Both
labels have angled "STAYNLESS" surcharges. (58179-3AH) [David
Whipple Collection]
Vintage 7 mm & 30 Army Full Patch Cartridges
Two total: (1) two piece 20 rd. box of 30 Army, 220 grain full patch
Staynless bullets with dark red front and top labels. The lower half of the
K3041C punch-dot date coded front label reads "For Krag Jorgensen
and Winchester Model 95 Repeating Arms along the bottom edge. The
box and labels remain in very good plus condition with minor scuffing
and slightly rounded corners and edges. The cartridges show light
tarnish with patches of moderate oxidation and discoloration on the
cases and headstamps; (1) two piece 20 rd. box of 7 mm, 139 gr.
pointed full patch bullets with dark red front and top labels. The lower
half of the 3-19 dated punch-dot coded front label reads "Adapted to
MAUSER AND REMINGTON RIFLE AND COLT / AND OTHER
AUTOMATIC MACHINE GUNS" along the bottom edge. The box and
labels remain in very good condition with lightly rounded corners and
edges, the edges of the labels show light rips and scuffs. The cartridges
remain in very good condition with light tarnish and scattered spots of
more modest oxidation. (58179-3AI) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 38 S&W Blank Cartridges
(1) two piece 50 rd. box with natural colored wrap-over label. The top of
the label reads ".38 SMITH & WESSON / CENTER FIRE / BLANK
CARTRIDGES / Adapted to .38 S. & W. , Harrington & Richardson,
Hopkins / & Allen and Iver Johnson Arms centered between Winchester
trade mark and company address. The side labels read ".38 S. & W.
BLANK / CENTER FIRE / CARTRIDGES" in front of red Winchester
"W". The box remains in excellent condition with good sharp corners and
the label remains 99% intact with clean clear markings. (58179-3AJ)
[David Whipple Collection]
Interesting Sealed Box of Rejected Winchester 303 Ball Cartridges
(1) two piece 20 rd. natural colored box with white label showing dried
glue along the edges obviously pasted over remnants of an old label.
The label reads in red "NOT FOR FIELD SERVICE / REJECTED
AMMUNITION" above Winchester trademark and ".303 BALL
CARTRIDGE / 174 GR. FULL PATCH / MADE IN U.S.A.". The box
remains very good plus with slightly rounded edges and light scuffing on
the rear of the box. AN interesting box for the cartridge of military
collector. (58179-3AK) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Super Speed 303 Savage Cartridges
(1) one piece red, blue and yellow 20 rd., K 3094 C "1945" style box of
Winchester Super Speed .303 Savage, 190 gr. soft point bullet. The box
remains in very good plus condition with slightly rounded corners and
edges, light age staining and an old price written in black crayon on the
front of the box. The cartridges remain near excellent with spots of light
tarnish to otherwise bright brass cases. (58179-3AL) [David Whipple
Collection]
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25-20 Ammunition and Brass
Three boxes total: (1) 50 rd. one piece green and red box of Remington
Kleanbore 25-20 Win., 86 gr. SP. The box remains in very good
condition with lightly rounded corners and edges. The cartridges remain
near excellent with some light tarnish on otherwise bright brass cases;
(1) partial red and yellow box of Winchester 25-20 Win., 86 gr. SP. The
box shows lightly rounded edges, corners and pencil markings, the
cartridges remain about near excellent with light tarnish to the brass
cases and fine oxidation on the lead tips; (1) Winchester red and yellow
box containing 46 rd. of once-fired 25-20 Win. brass cases.
(58179-3AM) [David Whipple Collection]
300 H&H Magnum Silvertip Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. yellow, rd. and white box of Western Super X 300 H&H Mag.,
180 gr. expanding bullet Silvertip cartridges. The box remains in very
good plus condition with scattered with scattered scuffing and staining,
the cartridges remain excellent with shiny brass cases. (58179-3AN)
[David Whipple Collection]
458 Win. Mag. Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. green and red box of Remington Hi-Speed 458 Win. Mag, 510
gr. soft point. The box remains in excellent condition with only slightly
rounded corners and staining and an old price written in ink on the back
of the box. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny cases.
(58179-3AP) [David Whipple Collection]
458 Win. Mag. Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. green and red box of Remington Hi-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 510
gr. soft point. The box remains in excellent condition with only slightly
rounded corners and staining and an old price written in ink on the back
of the box. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny cases.
(58179-3AQ) [David Whipple Collection]
458 Win. Mag. Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. green and red box of Remington Hi-Speed 458 Win. Mag., 510
gr. soft point. The box remains in excellent condition with only slighted
rounded corners and staining and an old price written in ink on the rear
of the box. The cartridges remain excellent with bright shiny cases.
(58179-3AR) [David Whipple Collection]
458 Win. Mag. Ammunition
(17) rds. of Remington 458 Win. Mag, 510 gr. soft point and (3) fired
cases in a green and red Remington Hi-Speed box. The ammo remains
in excellent condition, the box however shows modest wear.
(58179-3AU) [David Whipple Collection]
Peters Rustless 38-55 Winchester Ammunition
(2) 20 rd. blue, yellow and red boxes of Peters Rustless 38-55 Win., 255
gr. SP. The boxes remain about near excellent with slight rounding to
some of the corners and edges, some minor scuffing and remnants of
label residue in the upper left corner of one of the boxes. The ammo
remains excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases. (58179-3AS) [David
Whipple Collection]
38-55 Winchester Ammunition
Two boxes total (1) 20 rd. red, blue and yellow box of Peters Rustless
38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP. The box remains very good with an interior flap
missing at either end; (1) 20 rd. green and red box of Remington
Kleanbore 38-55 Win., 255 gr. SP. The box remains fair with rounded
corners and edges, light scuffing, detached but present right side
endflap and missing interior flap. The ammo in both boxes remains
excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases. (58179-3AT) [David Whipple
Collection]
257 Roberts Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 257 Roberts, 117 gr.
Core-Lokt SP. In excellent condition with old price sticker on boxes.
(58179-1AA) [David Whipple Collection]
25-06 Remington Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 25-06 Remington, 100
gr. Core-Lokt PSP. Boxes and ammunition in excellent condition.
(58179-1AB) [David Whipple Collection]
264 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. yellow and red box of Winchester Super-Speed 264 Win.
Mag., 100 gr. SP. The box shows light dents and staining, ammunition
remains excellent with lightly mellowed brass cases. (58179-1AC)
[David Whipple Collection]
264 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. yellow and red box of Winchester Super-Speed 264 Win.
Mag., 100 gr. SP. The box remains excellent with good corners and
minor age staining, ammunition remains near excellent with light tarnish
on some of the cases. (58179-1AD) [David Whipple Collection]
264 Winchester Magnum Ammunition
(17) rds. of Winchester Super-Speed 264 Win. Mag., 100 gr. SP. along
with (3) fired cases. The ammo remains in excellent condition with lightly
mellowed cases, the box remains about very good with lightly rounded
edges and corners. (58179-1AE) [David Whipple Collection]
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Winchester Western 12 ga. Shotshells
Five 25 rd. boxes total: (1) yellow and red box of Winchester
Super-Speed, 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz., No. 5 shot paper hull shotshells; (2)
yellow, blue and red boxes of Western Super X, 3", 1 5/8 oz., No. 6
magnum shot paper hull shotshells. One of the boxes has busted seams
repaired with cellophane tape; (1) yellow, blue and red box of Western
Super X, 2 3/4" 1 1/4 oz., No. 4 chilled shot paper hull shotshell; (1) red,
white and blue box of Western Upland, 2 3/4", 1 oz., No. 6 shot plastic
hull shotshells. The shells remain in near excellent condition, the boxes
unless previously mentioned remain in good to very good condition
showing worn edges, corners and old price labels. (58179-1AG) [David
Whipple Collection]
300 H&H Magnum Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. blue and yellow box of Western Super Match 300 H&H Mag.,
180 gr. FMC Boat Tail cartridges. The ammunition remains in excellent
condition with bright shiny cases, the box remains in very good condition
overall with light rubs and staining and a small in the top right rear
corner. (58179-1AH) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 250-3000 Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 250-3000, 87 gr. SP with small
chief profile. The box remains in very good plus condition with slight
rounded corners and edges with light age staining, the interior flaps no
longer present. The ammunition remains near excellent with lightly
mellowed brass cases. (58179-1AI) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 250-3000 Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 250-3000, 100 gr. expansion
controlled bullet with large chief profile. The box remains in about near
excellent condition with light rounded corners, light rubs and staining.
The ammunition remains excellent with bright shiny cases. A nice large
Indian 250-3000 ammo box. (58179-1AJ) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 222 Remington Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 222 Rem., 50 gr. SP. with large
chief profile. This is a fantastic box with only slight rounding to some of
the corners, the ammunition remains near excellent with light tarnish to
some of the cases. A lovely Savage "triple deuce" box. (58179-1AK)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 30-06 Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr.
expansion controlled bullet with large chief profile. The box remains in
very good condition with lightly rounded corners, scuffs and a small dent
in the upper left corner, the ammunition remain near excellent with
mellowed, lightly tarnished cases. (58179-1AL) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 303 Savage Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 303 Sav., 180 gr. expansion
controlled bullet with large chief profile and warning call-out. The box
remains in about near excellent condition with some lightly rounded
corners, edges and light staining and a small wiggly blue ink line on the
front of the box. The ammunition remains excellent with lightly mellowed
brass cases. (58179-1AM) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 303 Savage Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 303 Sav., 180 gr. expansion
controlled bullet with large chief profile. The box remains very good plus
with lightly rounded corners and edges, the ammunition remains
excellent with bright shiny cases. (58179-1AN) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 30-40 Krag Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 30-40 Krag, 180 gr. expansion
controlled bullet with large chief profile. The box remains in good to very
good condition with rounded corners and edges, small scuffs, age
staining and numbers written in black crayon on the back of the box.
The ammunition shows tarnish and spots of modest oxidation on some
of the cases. (58179-1AP) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Savage 30-30 Winchester Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 30-30 Win., 170 gr. expansion
controlled bullet with large chief profile. The remains in good condition
with overall age staining and rounded corners and edges, the
ammunition remains in good condition as well with some of the cases
showing light tarnish and spots of modest oxidation. (58179-1AQ) [David
Whipple Collection]
Vintage Box of Savage 300 Savage Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. red and yellow box of Savage 300 Sav., 180 gr. SP. with small
circular "SVG" logo. The box remains in fair condition with frail detached
endflaps secured with multiple pieces of cellophane tape, the interior
flaps are no longer present. The ammunition remains in very good
condition with lightly tarnished mellowed brass cases. (58179-1AR)
[David Whipple Collection]
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Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 47-70 Cartridges
(1) sealed two piece 20 rd. pull string box with green wrap-over label.
The top of the label reads "45-70 Extra Heavy Solid Head, CENTRAL
FIRE CARTRIDGES" centered between "20" on both sides and
Winchester address below. The front and rear sides of the label are
identical and show picture of cartridge centered between "20" and ".45
Caliber. / 70 Grs. Powder. / 500 Grs. Grooved Bullet." on the sides and
"GOVERNMENT STANDARD FOR TARGET USE. / CARTRIDGES."
above and below. The label remains in excellent condition remaining
fully intact with only minor age staining and a couple minor rubs, the box
remains excellent as well with good corners and light age staining. An
excellent sealed box of 45-70 black powder cartridges. (58179-1AS)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 30 WCF Cartridges
(1) one piece red, white and blue "1928" 20 rd. box of .30 (30-30)
Winchester Full Patch cartridges with straight "STAYNLESS" callout in
bottom riband. The box remains in near excellent condition having
darkened nicely with age and only slightly rounded corners. The
cartridges remain near excellent as well, still remaining overall bright
with only a few specks of light tarnish. A nice example first style of the
30-30 Win. one piece boxes. (58179-1AT) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 30 WCF Cartridges
(1) one piece red, white and blue "1932" 20 rd. box of .30 (30-30)
Winchester Full Patch cartridges with "NON-MERCURIC/ STAYNLESS"
callout in bottom riband. The box remains in very good plus having
darkened through the years with lightly rounded corners and edges. The
cartridges remain very good showing an overall tarnished patina. A very
good transitional Non-Mercuric Staynless box. (58179-1AU) [David
Whipple Collection]
Vintage Remington Kleanbore Dog Bone Box
(1) 20 rd. green and red box of Remington Kleanbore 22 Savage High
Power, 70 gr. mushroom bullet. The box remains near excellent with
only the slightest rounding of corners and slight creases along the
bottom front edge. The cartridges remain near excellent as well with
some very light tarnish on otherwise bright cases. (58179-1BE) [David
Whipple Collection]
Vintage Remington Kleanbore Dog Bone Box
(1) 50 rd. green and red box marked ".44 WINCHESTER, MARLIN &
REMINGTON / 50 CENTRAL FIRE SMOKELESS CARTRIDGES". The
box remains very good with slightly rounded corners, edges, tiny light
scuffs and an old price written in pencil in the lower left corner on the
bottom side. One of the interior flaps have become detached on the right
side but remains present. The cartridges remain excellent with slightly
mellowed brass cases. (58179-1AV) [David Whipple Collection]
Rare Box of Peters High Velocity Shotshells U.S. Property Marked
(1) full 25 rd. one piece multi-colored box of Peters High Velocity 12 ga.
00 Buck shotshells. The top label reads "Peters / HIGH / VELOCITY /
Rustless" above flying mallard and "LONG RANGE HARD HITTING" in
rectangular box below. The rear and front endflaps show picture of shell
with Peters and DuPont logos, the front flap is further marked "U.S.
PROPERTY / SPECIAL HEAVY LOADS / 9PEL.00BUCK". The box
remains in excellent condition having darkened nicely with age with very
light age staining and slightly rounded corners. The blue paper hull
shells remain excellent as well. A lovely rare full box of "U.S." marked
Peters shotshells. (58179-1BQ) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of American Eagle Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. one piece red, black and white box of 16 ga., American
Eagle A-Grade No. 6 shotshells. The top and bottom of box shows
American Eagle outstretched eagle while the left, right and front side
labels show picture of shells. The box remains in near excellent
condition with slightly rounded corners and edges and minor age
staining. A nice, full American Eagle shotshell box. (58179-1BR) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Eley 12 ga. "Rocket" Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. two piece natural colored box of Eley 12 ga., No. 7 1/2
shotshells. The green, red and black wrap-over label remains 95% intact
with minor age staining and scuffing along the edges and corners. The
top reads "ELEY / "ROCKET" / CARTRIDGES / SHOW THE FLIGHT
OF THE SHOT / TO CORRECT YOUR AIM / FOLLOW THE FLAME".
The box remains excellent with only the slightest rounding of corners,
the right side of the lid reads "CHILLED SHOT" in black ink. The coated
paper hulls remain excellent and included is small instruction tag on
following the trace. A neat, excellent condition large box of Eley "Rocket"
cartridges. (58179-1BS) [David Whipple Collection]

594

Collectible Box of C-I-L Canuck Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. one piece red, blue and yellow box of Canuck Heavy Load
12 ga., No. 6 shotshells. The front and rear of box shows picture of shell
with oval Dominion Ammunition Canadian Industries Limited "Bent-D"
logo, top flap is similar with load chart. The box remains in good to very
good condition with light scuffs and compressions marks in the upper
right front corner, the bottom flap has a couple tiny holes and a 1 1/2"
tear along the rear edge. The paper hull shells remain excellent.
(58179-1BT) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of C-I-L Canuck Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd. one piece red, blue and white box of Canuck Super-Clean
28 ga., 5/8 oz. BB shotshells. The front, rear and top flap show
Dominion Ammunition "C-I-L Bent-D" logo, the top flap also showing
load chart. The box remains very good with light scuffs, rounded edges
and corners and a small split along the bottom flap front edge. The
coated paper hulls. (58179-1BU) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of C-I-L Imperial Shotshells
(1) full 25 rd., one piece gold, black and red box of C-I-L Imperial 28 ga.,
2 3/4", 3/4 oz. No. 6 shotshells. The front of box shows picture of shell
with oval C-I-L oval logo while the sides show size recommendations for
game in English on one side and French on the other side. The box
remains in about very good condition with light side compressions,
scuffed rounded corners and edges and old prices written in red ink on
the right side of box and pencil on the inside top flap. The coated orange
paper hull shells remain excellent. (58179-1BV) [David Whipple
Collection]
Assorted 12 ga. Shotshells
Seven 25 rd. boxes total: (1) C-I-L Canuck 2 3/4", 1 oz., No. 6 Field
Loads in yellow, red and black box. Box and plastic shells both in near
excellent condition; (1) Remington Kleanbore red and green box
containing an assortment of paper and plastic shells of various
manufactures showing staining and oxidation on the hulls and bases; (1)
red, white and blue Carlsbad Target load box filled with Federal Monark
2 3/4", No. 6 paper hull shells; (1) Hawthorne Red Head Reliance 2 3/4",
1 oz., No. 8 paper hull shells; (1) Hawthorne Red Head Target Load 2
3/4", 1 1/8 oz., No. 7 1/2 paper hull shells; (1) red, white and blue
Centennial American Land n' Waterfowl box filled with Federal Game
Loads 2 3/4", 1 oz., No. 8 plastic shells; (1) yellow, red and blue box of
Double Eagle Target Shells 2 3/4", No. 8 Trap Loads. (58179-1BW)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Speed Loads Shotshells
(1) full 10 rd. Winchester Staynless Speed Loads 16 ga., 2 9/16", 1 1/8
oz., No. 1 Buck paper shells. The box remains very good plus to near
excellent having darkened nicely with age, the corners and a couple
edges showing light rounding. The top left interior end flap is detached
but remains present and the shells show staining and tarnish from the
years. A nice, somewhat rare buckshot box. (58179-1BX) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Brick Of Winchester 38 S&W Blank Cartridges
(1) 250 rd. brick containing (5) factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of 38 Smith &
Wesson Center Fire Blank Cartridges, Four of the boxes have a bright
tan wrap-over label with Division of Olin call out and one of the boxes
having a natural colored wrap-over label with just Winchester Repeating
Arms Co. along bottom of box. All boxes read "Adapted to .38 S. & W.,
Harrington & Richardson, Hopkins / & Allen, and Iver Johnson Arms",
the side labels all show red Winchester "W"; all show good clean
corners and edges, the label on one of the brighter labeled boxes is
starting to separate. The outer box remains quite frail with torn, rounded
corners and edges, separated endflap and two missing interior flaps.
Center of box reads "Manufactured with great care and with special /
reference to LOUD REPORT / For SALUTING and CELEBRATING. A
nice full "mixed" brick of Winchester blank cartridges. (58179-1BY)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible vintage box of Frankford Arsenal 45 caliber blank cartridges
(1) factory sealed two piece "pull string" natural colored box with faded
blue wrap-over label. The label remains fully intact with a tiny scuff and
light staining from the years. The label reads "20 CARTRIDGES / RIFLE
& CARBINE, BLANK. / CALIBER .45.". The top of the label is stamped
"AUG 6 1903" in purple ink. The box remains excellent with very minor
staining, only slightly rounded corners and the bottom right seam just
starting to separate. An excellent, well over 100 year old sealed box of
45 caliber blanks from the Frankford Arsenal. (58179-1BZ) [David
Whipple Collection]
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Antique Box of Frankford Arsenal Revolver Blank Cartridges
(1) opened but full two piece box with natural colored paper wrapper
containing (12) 23 caliber blank cartridges. Other than being opened the
label remains intact with a tiny tear along the top right edge. The plain
label simply reads in a rectangular box "12 / REVOLVER BLANK
CARTRIDGES. / MANUFACTURED AT THE FRANKFORD ARSENAL."
separated by simple line décor. The bottom of the box is stamped "JAN
8 1892" in lightly fading purple ink. The box remains in very good plus
condition with nice corners and a separated lower left corner of the lid
starting to travel along the seam. The cartridges remain in near excellent
condition with light tarnish on the brass cases, a little more prominent on
some of the primers. A lovely simple yet attractive box of Frankford
Arsenal blank cartridges. (58179-1CA) [David Whipple Collection]
Box of Remington Arsenal M15 45 ACP Shot Cartridges
(1) natural colored box containing 20 rds. 45 ACP shot cartridges. Both
sides of the box are marked "20 CARTRIDGES / SHOT CAL. 45 M15 /
FOR USE IN HUNTING SMALL GAME / EFFECTIVE RANGE 25 FEET
/ LOT R.A. 5039" in black ink. The headstamps are marked "RA /4". The
box and cartridges both remain in excellent condition. The cartridges are
loaded with 113-123 No. 7 1/2 chilled shot, the primers however are
corrosive. Issued in WWII, a neat collectible box for the cartridge or
military collector. (58179-1CB) [David Whipple Collection]
8 mm Lebel Ammunition
(1) red and green box containing 15 rds. of Remington Kleanbore 8 mm
Lebel Hi-Speed 150 gr. SP and five fired cases. The ammunition
remains excellent, the box shows worn rounded edges and one missing
interior flap. (58179-1CD) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of U.S. Cartridge Co. 32 Short Colt Ammunition
(1) 50 rd. two piece box of United States Cartridge Co. 32 Short Colt
Central Fire cartridges with blue, orange and white top label and
wraparound side label still sealed on one side. The labels remain mostly
intact with light scuffing and worn edges where the box was compressed
causing the labels to split and the upper right corner of the lid to
separate. The box is in excellent condition otherwise with good clean
corners. The top label shows oval U.S. Cartridge Co. callout above
picture of cartridge while the punch-dot coded side label reads "SHORT
COLT / BLACK POWDER (RIFLE) CENTRAL FIRE" between "US" and
"32" along the front and rear and simply "SHORT / COLT / BLACK"
centered between "US" and "32" on both sides. An attractive box of 32
Short Colt cartridges. (58179-1CF) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Robbin Hood 38 S&W Shot Cartridges
(1) two piece box with purple and white wrap-over labels. The top label
shows picture of cartridge in center and reads "50- .38 CAL. S. & W. -50
/ SHOT CARTRIDGES / CENTRAL FIRE" above and "LOADED WITH
BLACK POWDER / MADE BY / ROBIN HOOD AMMUNITION CO. /
SWANTON, VT., U.S.A.". The box remains excellent with good clean
corners. A lovely, sealed Robbin Hood cartridge box. (58179-1CG)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of United States Cartridge Co. 32 S&W
Cartridges
(1) one piece white box with orange, red and black printed top and
matching wraparound side label. The red bordered orange top reads "50
Cal. .32, S. & W. / US (in circle) SMOKELESS / Central Fire Cartridges"
above company address. The matching side label is fully intact with
minor scuffing along the edges. Bottom of box shows black printed
company guarantee. The box remains in very good plus condition with
lightly rounded corners, a tiny hole in the top lower left corner and the
slightest amount of age staining. A simple yet attractive one piece
factory sealed box. (58179-1CH) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 22 High Power Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. two piece box with salmon front and wrap-over top labels. The
punch-dot coded 3-19 dated front label lists company guarantee on the
lid while the lower section shows picture of cartridge centered between
".22 HIGH POWER POINTED SOFT POINT" above and "ADAPTED TO
SAVAGE HIGH POWER RIFLES" below with "Smokeless / Powder /
Cartridges" and "70 GRAIN / POINTED / SOFT POINT / BULLETS" on
either side. The 3-19 dated top label reads ".22 HIGH POWER
POINTED SOFT" with Winchester trade mark above and company
address below. The box remains in very good plus condition with lightly
rounded corners and edges, slight compression marks and age staining,
the labels remain very good plus as well with minor staining, minor
scuffing and worn edges at the point of separation. The cartridges
remain very good plus with light tarnish on the brass cases. (58179-1CI)
[David Whipple Collection]

608

Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 38-55 Cartridges
(1) 20 rd. two piece box with green, front and side labels and white rear
labels. The 5-8 dated punch-dot coded front label shows picture of
cartridge above "Adapted To / WINCHESTER, MARLIN AND BALLARD
RIFLES" and ".38 CALIBER" on the left and "255 Grs. / Grooved Bullet. /
48 Grs. / POWDER" on the right side. The top label shows bold
"WINCHESTER" Trade Mark centered between box counts and ". 38-55
CALIBER CENTER FIRE CARTRIDGES." and company address.
Green 7-6 dated side labels read ".38-55 / Winchester / Make" along
with 2-10 red "W" side labels. The rear has license guidelines and 2-7
dated "WINCHESTER PRIMER No. 2 1/2" reloading labels. The labels
remain excellent with only tiny minor scuffs and staining, the box
remains excellent as well with good clean edges and minor light age
staining. A fabulous dated green label black powder box. (58179-1CJ)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Remington UMC 25 ACP Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. sealed two piece box with red and white top and wraparound
side labels and salmon bottom label. The top label shows picture of
cartridge centered between UMC red dot and Remington Trade Mark
logos with ".25 AUTOMATIC COLT SMOKELESS / 50 CENTRAL FIRE
CARTRIDGES" and company address below. The wraparound label is
marked "Specially adapted for Colt, Browning, Clement and other
Automatic Pistols." on the front, the back shows Colt Patent Firearms
Manufacturing Co. logo while the sides show caliber and Remington
UMC circle logos. The bottom label lists factory guarantee. The labels
remain fully intact, the box remain excellent as well with good clean
corners and edges and only the slightest amount of age staining. A nice
sealed box of Remington UMC cartridges. (58179-1CK) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Remington UMC 22 LR Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. sealed two piece natural colored box with orange and red top
and wraparound side labels. The top label shows picture of cartridge
centered between Remington/UMC red dot logo and "40 GRS. /
BULLET" with ".22 LONG RIFLE R.F. LESMOK / 50 CARTRIDGES"
above and company address below. The wraparound side label has test
and 200 yard capability callout, the back shows picture of rifle between
UMC red dot and Remington Trade Mark logos with the sided showing
combined red dot logos between ".22 LONG RIFLE R.F. / LESMOK
POWDER", the bottom has guarantee in both English and Spanish. The
labels remain nearly intact with a small tear along the lower front right
corner of the side label and along with the box shows overall light
staining. A very good box of 22 LR Lesmok cartridges. (58179-1CL)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed box of Remington 22 Short Lesmok Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. sealed two piece green colored box with red top and
wraparound side labels. The top label reads ".22 SHORT R.F. LESMOK
/ 50 CARTRIDGES" above UMC in circle, picture of cartridge and
Remington Trade Mark logos and company address below; Lesmok,
circled UMC and Remington are in white. The front and rear of the
wraparound label list shoot purposes and testing while the sides have
combined while circular logos and the bottom label lists guarantee in
both English and Spanish. The box and labels both remain near
excellent showing minor scuffing and staining. A nice sealed box of
Remington 22 Short cartridges. (58179-1CM) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Remington Kleanbore 22 Winchester Model 1890
Remington Special Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. one piece green, red and white box of standard velocity
cartridges. The top, front and rear of box has Remington red dot,
Kleanbore riband and oval DuPont logos while the side flaps read ".22
WINCHESTER / MODEL 1890 / .22 REMINGTON SPECIAL". The box
remains about very good with light wear along the edges and
compressions on the right side of box, the cartridges remain bright.
(58179-1CN) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Remington Kleanbore 22 Win. Auto Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. green and red 7522 code one piece box of Remington
Kleanbore 22 Winchester Automatic rimfire cartridges. The top of box
has Remington Red Dot and oval DuPont logos. The box shows light
scuffing along the edges of the endflaps, the cartridges remain bright.
(58179-1CP) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR Ammunition
Two 50 rd. one piece boxes total: (1) green and red "POLICE
TARGETMASTER" 6322 code box with red Remington dot and oval
DuPont logos. The box remains excellent with sharp edges and the
cartridges remain bright; (1) green and white "Hi-Speed" R21 code box
with red Remington and DuPont logos. The box remains very good plus
with slightly rounded corners and edges and overall light age staining,
the cartridges remain bright. (58179-1CQ) [David Whipple Collection]
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Collectible Boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR Ammunition
Two 50 rd. one piece dog bone boxes total: (1) green and white R17L
code box of "Lubricated Bullets" containing a mixture of brass and
copper cases; (1) green and white 6222 code box of "PALMA" cartridges
with bright brass cases. Both boxes remain in near excellent condition
with good clean corners and overall light staining. (58179-1CR) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 Short Ammunition
Two 50 rd. boxes total: (1) green and red R10L code dog bone box of
"Lubricated Bullets". The box remains in near excellent condition with
good clean corners showing overall light age staining, the cartridges
show light tarnish on the copper cases and whitening of the heads; (1)
red and green 1022 code box containing (33) rds. of "Hi-Speed"
cartridges. The box remains very good plus with lightly rounded edges,
corners and light age staining, the nickel plated cases remain bright.
(58179-1CS) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Peters 22 Short Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed two piece natural colored box of 22 Short
cartridges with multi-color wrap-over label. The label remains fully intact
with light fading and scuffing along the edges. The top shows picture of
cartridge with "SEMI- / SMOKELESS / POWDER" and "P" in circle
Trade Mark inside of yellow riband while the sides show large "P" with
"PETERS / .22 SHORT / Semi-Smokeless" and 2201 code, the
punch-dot coded bottom lists Gallery information. The box remains
excellent with slightly rounded corners. (58179-1CT) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Peters Target 22 LR Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. red, blue and white one piece box of Peters 22 LR standard
velocity cartridges with white bullseye in center of box. The box remains
excellent with the slightest amount of rounding on the endflap edges and
a couple corners, the cartridges remain excellent with bright brass
cases. (58179-1CU) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Tru-Test 22 Short Cartridges
(1) red and white one piece box of TRU-TEST 22 Short Maximum
Velocity cartridges. The top and sides of box show oval TRU-TEST oval
logo with guarantee on bottom of box, top center has purple ink "555"
surcharge. The box remains very good with tiny scuffs and light staining
on the bottom of the box. (58179-1CV) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Federal XL 22 LR Cartridges
(1) blue and orange one piece box of Federal XL 22 LR "XCESS
SPEED" cartridges. Top of box shows Frontiersman shooting at white
bullseye while the sides show "XL CARTRIDGE" logo. The box remains
excellent with light scuffs along the corners and edges, the cartridges
remain excellent with bright copper cases. An excellent seldom
encountered Federal 22 cartridge box. (58179-1CW) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of U.S. Cartridge Co. 22 NRA Lesmok Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed two piece box of United States Cartridge Co. 22
NRA LR Lesmok Hollow Point cartridges. The top of the wrap-over label
shows picture of cartridge below orange and blue oval United States
Cartridge Co. logo with red "N.R.A. OUTDOOR CARTRIDGES" caution
surcharge. The side label has similar "22 NRA LONG RIFLE LESMOK
HOLLOW POINT" markings on their respective sides. The labels remain
excellent with only minor rubs and staining, the box remains excellent
with sharp clean corners. A nice excellent surcharged 22 NRA Long
Rifle Lesmok cartridge box. (58179-1CX) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester EZXS 22 LR Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. red, white, blue and yellow box of Win 22 LR Improved Low
Velocity EZXS cartridges. The bright multi-color box remains excellent
with crisp corners, the cartridges also remain excellent with bright brass
cases. (58179-1CY) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 Short Smokeless Cartridges
(1) factory sealed 50 rd. 4-16 dated box of Winchester 22 Short
Smokeless cartridges with green top label and pale orange wraparound
side label. The top label has picture of cartridge in top center and reads
"50 .22 CAL. / RIFLE CARTRIDGES" above company address with
angled red printed "SMOKELESS" surcharge. The front of the punch-dot
coded 11-8 dated side label reads "50 .22 SHORT. / SMOKELESS /
TARGET CARTRIDGES / GREASELESS BULLETS" with caliber
designation over red "W" on the right side, bright yellow Winchester
Smokeless sunburst on left side and loading guarantee on rear. The
labels and box remain fully intact with sharp clean corners. A fabulous
sealed Winchester Smokeless short cartridges. (58179-1CZ) [David
Whipple Collection]

624

Collectible Box of Winchester All-X Match 22 LR Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. one-piece K2340R code multi-color box of Winchester 22 LR
All-X Match, smokeless, Staynless cartridges. The top and front of box
shows "X" bullseye target, endflaps show Winchester Trade Mark with
ammo type and box code, the rear describes cartridges and the bottom
loading guarantee. The box remains in very good plus condition with
minor rounding to some of the corners and light age staining. The
cartridges remain very good plus as well with light tarnish on the brass
cases. A colorful box only manufactured during WWII when civilian
ammo was hard to come by especially in specialized loadings such as
this. (58179-1DA) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 22 Automatic Cartridges
(1) opened 50 rd. box of Winchester .22 Automatic cartridges with yellow
top label and light green wraparound side label remaining factory sealed
along the front side. The 5-8 dated top label has Winchester Rifle Model
1903 callout and Winchester in quotation marks above Trade Mark. The
1-10 punch-dot coded side label shows flying bullets along the rear with
red "W" Winchester Make and yellow sunburst on orange on the sides.
The 2-11 dated "E.I. duPont" powder fact sheet remains inside. The top
label remains fully intact and the side label has light tears along the
opened edges with a larger 3/4" tear in bottom rear edge. The box
remains excellent with sharp clean corners and the cartridges remain
excellent with bright copper cases. (58179-1DB) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 22 Automatic Cartridges
(1) opened 50 rd. box of Winchester .22 Automatic cartridges with yellow
top label and white wraparound side label remaining factory sealed
along the left side. The 6-15 dated top label has Winchester Rifle Model
1903 callout and just ''Winchester'' above "Trade Marks Reg. U.S. Off. &
Thro'ght the World". The 3-20 dated punch-dot coded side label shows
folding along the front with red "W" Winchester Make and yellow
sunburst on orange on the sides. The box remains very good with
separated corners along the front of the lid, the labels remain fully intact
with light tears along the separation and lower edge of the top label.
There are pencil marks on the rear edges and both box and label show
minor age staining and the cartridges remain very good plus with light
tarnish on the copper cases. (58179-1DC) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester of Precision 200 22 LR Cartridges
(1) red, white and blue one piece K 2238 R coded box containing (48)
22 LR Lesmok Target cartridges. The top of box shows pictured of
cartridge centered between Winchester trade mark above and Precision
200 below, the front and rear sides read "PRECISION 200 / TARGET
CARTRIDGES" in arched ribands. The box remains in very good
condition with only lightly rounded corners, side compression and age
staining, the cartridges remain very good plus with light tarnish on the
copper cases. An attractive and desirable 1930's era 22 box.
(58179-1DD) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Super Speed 22 LR Shot Cartridges
(1) yellow, red and black one piece K 2231 R coded box containing 40
rds. of Winchester Super Speed Long Range Staynless 22 LR shot
cartridges. The box remains very good overall with overall light age
staining, rounded edges and corners and remnants of tape residue on
the onside of the right endflap. The cartridges remain near excellent with
bright nickel plated cases. (58179-1DE) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester Staynless 22 Short Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. red, white and blue K 2283 R coded box of Winchester
Staynless 22 Short cartridges. The top and side end flaps show red
Winchester Trade Mark Made in U.S.A. callout with red "W" on blue
scroll and STAYNLESS in riband. The box remains very good plus with
lightly rounded corners, edges and age staining, the cartridges have
very lightly tarnished copper cases and whitening on the lead bullets.
(58179-1DF) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box Of Winchester 22 Auto Kopper Klad Cartridges
(1) red, white and blue K 2205 R coded box containing 47 rds. of
Winchester 22 Auto Kopper Klad Bullet cartridges. The top and sides
show red "W" on white scroll , the front and side riband are marked
"STAYNLESS" and the top "KOPPER KLAD BULLET". The box remains
near excellent with good clean corners, light fading and age staining and
old prices written on back of box in blue crayon and ink. The cartridges
remain near excellent with a few spots of bright tarnish on otherwise
bright shiny copper case and light oxidation forming on a couple of the
bullets. (58179-1DG) [David Whipple Collection]
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Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 LR Smokeless Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed two piece box with 10-6 dark red top and
wraparound side label of Winchester 22 Long Rifle Smokeless
Cartridges. The top label remains 99% intact with some tiny scuffs along
the corners. The side labels remains fully intact; the front reads ".22
Long Rifle / TARGET CARTRIDGES. / SMOKELESS / Greaseless
Bullets. / Winchester Make.", the sides have pale orange sunburst and
silver "W" trademarks and the back has loading guarantee. The box
remains excellent with good clean corners and the slightest amount of
fine age staining. A fabulous early sealed box of smokeless cartridges.
(58179-1DH) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Sealed Box of Winchester 22 LR Precision 200 Cartridges
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed two piece box of Winchester 22 LR Precision
200 cartridges. The green top and orange sided K2238R punch-dot
coded wrap-over label remains 98% intact with a couple tiny scuffs and
a rolled over upper left top corner. The top label shows picture of
cartridge with printed transparent red surcharge and sides read ".22
LONG RIFLE / TARGET CARTRIDGE / PRECISION 200 / LESMOK /
WINCHESTER MAKE". The box remains near excellent with only a
couple slightly rounded corners. An excellent example of one of the
company's most highly regarded rimfire boxes, this one factory sealed.
(58179-1DI) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Remington Palma Match Cartridge Box
(1) 50 rd. red R54PM one piece box containing 40 rds. of Remington 22
LR, Palma Match cartridges with copper cases and "U" marked
headstamps and 10 rds., of similar 22 LR cartridges with brass cases
and "U" marked headstamps. The top of the box is marked ".22 LONG
RIFLE / 50 RIM FIRE CARTRIDGES / PALMA MATCH / Lesmok
Powder", the endflaps are similar with "REMINGTON / UMC red dot
logo. The box remains near excellent with minor edge staining and side
compressions. (58179-1DJ) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Box of Winchester 22 Short Ammunition
(1) 50 rd. factory sealed two piece box with green top and wrap around
side labels. The top label has picture of cartridge at top, "H" in circle
Trade Mark on the left side, "STETSON'S PATENT" on the right side
and reads "50 No. 22 / RIFLE CARTRIDGES / MANUFACTURED BY
THE / WINCHESTER / ARMS Co. / NEW HAVEN, CONN. U.S.A.". The
sides are marked ".22 CAL. / SHORT, 1/2", the rear marked ".22 CAL.
SHORT, 1/2 / TARGET CARTRIDGES. / WINCHESTER MAKE." and
the front has load guarantee. The labels remain about 95% intact with
light scuffs and wear along the edges and corners, the box remains very
good with a separation along the top right edge starting to turn the
corners. An excellent early 22 Short box. (58179-1DK) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Sears Rimfire Boxes
Four total: (1) one piece multi-color box containing 50 rds. of Sears Ted
Williams brand 22 LR Xtra-Range, 40 gr. copper plated bullets. The box
remains near excellent with the slightest amount of age staining,
rounding of the corners and an old price label on the front side, the
cartridges remain excellent and bright; (1) box identical to above
containing 46 rds. of 22 Short Xtra-Range, 29 gr. copper plated bullets.
The box remains about very good overall with rounded corners and
edges, light staining and remnants of price label on the front side, the
cartridges remain excellent and shiny; (1) one-piece red, white and black
56601 coded box with rectangular Sears logo containing 31 rds. of 22
Short with copper-plated bullets. The box remains very good plus with
light scuffs and staining mainly on the bottom, the inner tray has two
separated endflaps and the cartridges remain bright and excellent; (1)
one piece multi-color "paper-punched" target box containing 12 rds. of
J.C. Higgins 22 Short no. 340 Copper Plated Xtra-Range cartridges. The
box remains in very good condition with light scuffing and rounded
corners, one endflap on the interior tray is separated, the cartridges
remain very good with light tarnish on the brass cases. (58179-1DL)
[David Whipple Collection]
45 ACP Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Remington Golden Saber 45 ACP, 185 gr. JHP.
Ammunition is in excellent condition with bright shiny cases. (59673-2B)
45 ACP Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Sig Sauer Elite Performance V-Crown Ammunition 45
ACP, 185 gr. JHP. Ammunition is in excellent condition with bright shiny
cases. (59673-2C)
7x57R Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains three full 20-round boxes of RWS 7x57R rifle
ammunition loaded in brass cases with 139 gr. semi-jacketed
round-nose soft point projectiles. The cartridges appear to be in
excellent condition, and the boxes are in very good plus condition with a
few lightly frayed edges and rub marks. Total cartridge count of 60
rounds. (149512-1B)
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9.3x57mm Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains eight full 10-round boxes of Husqvarna 9.3x57mm rifle
ammunition loaded in brass cases with 285 gr. semi-jacketed
round-nose soft point projectiles. The cartridges show light tarnishing,
and the boxes vary in condition from very good to very good plus with
light fraying on edges and corners and a few light tears. Total cartridge
count of 80 rounds. (149512-1D)
6.5x68mm Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains three sealed 10-round boxes of RWS 6.5x68mm rifle
ammunition loaded with 131 gr. H-Mantel HP projectiles. The condition
of the cartridges is unknown, as the boxes remains sealed. The boxes
are in very good plus condition with scattered light staining on the labels
and very light fraying on the corners. Total cartridge count of 30 rounds.
(149512-1F)
9.3x62mm and 8x57JR Ammunition
This lot contains one partial box of Norma 8x57JR, one full 20-round
Herter's cartridge case of Norma 8x57JR, one sealed 10-round box of
Husqvarna 9.3x62mm, and one ziplock bag containing 6 loose rounds of
9.3x62mm. The partial box of Norma 8x57JR contains 13 rounds of 196
gr. round-nose SP projectiles in brass cases and 5 pieces of fired cases.
The Herter's cartridge case contains 20 rounds of Norma 8x57JR 196
gr. round-nose SP loaded in brass cases, and the front and back panel
of the original Norma box are included. The box of Husqvarna
9.3x62mm rifle ammunition is sealed and contains 10 rounds of 285 gr.
round-nose SP projectiles loaded in brass cases; the box is in good
condition with a few light tears and frays, but still remains sealed.
Finally, the ziplock bag is labeled ''9.3x62 / Norma'' and contains 6 loose
rounds of round-nose SP rifle ammunition, all of the cartridges showing
split necks. The inspectable cartridges show light tarnishing. Total
cartridge count of 33 rounds of 8x57JR and 16 rounds of 9.3x62mm.
(149512-1G)
22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains 17 full and partial boxes of assorted 22 rimfire
ammunition, detailed as follows: (3) full 50-round boxes of Remington
high velocity 22 LR HP; (2) boxes of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22
LR LRN, one full 50-round and one partial 35-round; (1) plastic box
containing 100 assorted rounds of 22 LR; (1) full 50-round box of Peters
Dewar Match 22 LR LRN; (1) partial box of 41 rounds of Remington
Hi-Speed 22 LR HP; (1) partial box of 38-rounds of Winchester Super
Speed 22 LR RN; (1) partial box of 23-rounds of Federal Lightning 22
LR LRN; (1) partial box of 36-rounds of Winchester Western Wildcat 22
LR LRN; (1) partial box of 12-rounds of Winchester Xpediter 22 LR HP;
(2) mostly full boxes of Remington CBee22 22 Short RN; (1) partial
6-round box of Remington High Velocity 22 Short RN; (1) full 50-round
box of Wards 22 Short RN; (7) full 50-round boxes of Peters ''Victor'' 22
LR LRN. Cartridges vary from tarnished to close to as-new, and boxes
show light wear and fraying on the edges and corners. (149713-4S)
Vintage Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains six boxes of vintage rimfire ammunition, detailed as
follows: (2) partial boxes of approximately 36 and 37 rounds each of
Remington Kleanbore .25 Stevens Rimfire LFP, with light oxidation of
the lead projectiles in one box; (2) full 50-round boxes of Peters Target
22 LR LRN, the brass showing a few spots of tarnishing; (1) full
50-round box of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR LRN, the brass showing a
few spots of tarnishing; (1) partial box of 21-rounds of Remington Union
Metallic Cartridges 22 Short LRN, with the brass cases lightly tarnished.
Boxes vary in condition from very good to very good plus with light wear
on edges and light fraying at corners. (149713-4V)
Vintage 38 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains eight boxes of vintage ammunition, detailed as follows:
(4) boxes, three full 50-round and one partial approximately 25-round, of
Remington Kleanbore 146 gr. 38 S&W LRN, showing light tarnishing of
the brass and light lead oxidation; (1) full 50-round box of Winchester
145 gr. 38 S&W LRN, showing light tarnishing and lead oxidation; (1)
partial box of approximately 13 rounds of UMC 146 gr. 38 S&W LRN,
showing moderate tarnishing; (1) partial box of approximately 20 rounds
of Union Metallic Cartridges 146 gr. 38 S&W LRN, the box in fair
condition with tears and fraying and the ammunition showing light
tarnishing and lead oxidation; (1) full 50-round box of Remington
Kleanbore 150 gr. 38 Colt New Police, the box having been resealed
with tape. Boxes vary in condition from fair to very good, with wear
consistent with age. (149713-4K)
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Collectible Vintage Rifle Ammunition and Brass
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition and one box of brass,
detailed as follows: (1) full 20-round box of Winchester 220 gr. .30 Army
Full Patch, the ammunition lightly tarnished and the box in very good
condition with tear in the cover, a split developing on the bottom, and
general light wear; (1) full 20-round box of Winchester Repeating Arms
255 gr. 38-55 Win LFN, the cartridges lightly tarnished and the box in
good condition with fraying, tears, and added tape; (1) Winchester
.38-55 Win cartridge box in very good condition with light fraying of the
edges, containing six pieces of 32 WS brass and four pieces of 35 Rem
brass, all tarnished; (1) Winchester .40-82 WCF cartridge box in very
good condition with light staining, fraying, and general wear, containing
four loaded cartridges and four empty brass, all moderately tarnished.
(149713-4H)
Assorted Military Ammunition
This lot contains: (4) stripper clips, two full 10-round and two partial 8
and 9-round clips, of assorted .223 Win and 5.56 NATO FMJ
ammunition; (5) individual cartridges of 50 BMG FMJ, showing light to
moderate tarnishing; (1) box containing 40-rounds of 7.62x25mm FMJ
on five stripper clips, likely of Czech origin, showing light tarnishing on
the brass; (1) box of 5-rounds of 7.62mm NATO grenade launching
blanks; (1) sealed likely 10-round package of British Mk VI 303 British
FMJ, the paper packaging showing light tears at the corners; (1) box
containing three enbloc clips, two full 6-round and one partial 4-round, of
Italian 7.35 Carcano FMJ, the cartridges showing only a spot or two of
tarnishing and the box being in very good plus condition with slight
folding of the paper label and general rub marks. (149713-4M)
Collectible Vintage Ammunition
This lot contains six boxes of vintage pistol ammunition, detailed as
follows: (1) partial box of approximately 20-rounds of Union Metallic
Cartridges 32 Long rimfire ammunition, the cartridges showing light
tarnishing and moderate lead oxidation and the box is in good condition
with light fraying on the edges and having been lightly bent out of
shaped; (1) full 50-round box of Winchester Repeating Arms 38 Short
rimfire ammunition, the cartridges showing light tarnishing of the brass
and moderate lead oxidation on the projectiles and the box being in very
good condition with the colors remaining unfaded with light wear on the
edges, and a split around three sides where the box was previously
opened; (1) full 50-round box of Winchester Repeating Arms 38 Long
rimfire ammunition, the cartridges showing moderate lead oxidation
throughout and the box being in about good to very good condition with
splitting along the edges and light fraying but the label remaining
unfaded and legible; (1) resealed 50-round box of Union Metallic
Cartridge 146 gr. 38 S&W ammunition, the box in very good condition
with moderate fraying but the label remaining largely legible; (1) partial
box of approximately 36 rounds of Remington 80 gr. Kleanbore 32 Short
Colt, the cartridges appearing largely untarnished and the box in very
good condition with light fraying and rub marks; (1) sealed 50-round box
of Winchester Repeating Arms 38 Short rimfire ammunition, the bottom
edge of the box having partially split along two sides, exposing tarnished
brass and lead oxidation on the projectiles. (149713-4AD)
Assorted Shotgun Ammunition and Brass
This lot contains: (1) 5-round box of 12 ga Winchester Western Super-X
1 oz rifled slugs; (4) empty brass shotgun shells, two nickeled plated and
two brass, head-stamped Remington UMC on three and Winchester on
one with light tarnishing; (1) Conn. Cartridge Corp partial box of three
pieces of 433 Egyptian unprimed brass showing light tarnishing; (1)
sealed 5-round box of Peters 410 ga rifled slugs; (1) partial box of
7-rounds of Remington Arms brass 12 ga 00 buckshot, and three empty
brass shells. (149713-4Q)
Collectible Shotgun Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of vintage shotgun ammunition, detailed as
follows: (1) full 25-round Remington Arrow Express box of shotgun
shells containing an assortment of ''REM-UMC'', ''PETERS'', and ''S, R,
& CO'' head-stamped paper 12 ga shotgun shells, mixed high and low
brass, with shot sizes including but not limited to No. 2, No. 6, and 00
buck, in very good condition with light wear and tarnishing; (1) partial
box of 17 mixed high and low brass 12 ga paper shotgun shells, with
mixed ''REMINGTON'', ''PETERS'', and ''REM-UMC'' head-stamps with
shot sizes including but not limited to slug, No. 6, and 00 buck, in very
good condition with light wear and tarnishing. The 25-round box is
complete with the label showing light fraying on the edges and slight
muting of the color, and the partial box is missing the cover.
(149713-4AS)
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Collectible Shotgun Ammunition
This lot contains two boxes of vintage shotgun ammunition, detailed as
follows: (1) partial Remington-UMC Nitro Club Scatter Load box of 20
rounds of mixed high and low brass paper 12 ga shotgun shells
head-stamped ''REM-UMC'' and ''S, R, & CO'', with shot sizes No. 6
chilled and No. 4, in very good condition with light wear and tarnishing
and the No. 6 shot hulls marked ''SCATTER LOAD''; (1) partial
Remington box containing approximately 12 mixed high and low brass
paper 12 ga shotgun shells in good to very good condition with
tarnishing and light wear. The top-half of the 20-round box shows some
splitting along the edges, a tear on one of the flaps, and general light
wear, but the label easily legible and largely intact; the 12-round box is
missing the top-half. (149713-4AT)
9mm and 357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains: (2) full 50-round boxes of Union Metallic Cartridge
9mm 124 gr. FMJ; (1) partial 22-round box of S&W 9mm 100 gr. FMJ;
(1) plastic CCI container holding 17 rounds of Winchester 357 Magnum
158 gr. Metal Piercing. The 357 Magnum ammunition shows light
tarnishing and the 9mm appears largely untarnished. (149713-4AY)
45 Colt Ammunition
This lot contains: (1) partial box of 25-rounds of Ultramax 45 Colt 250 gr.
LRNFP, with 25 fired pieces of brass; (1) full 50-round box of Bullseye
Ammunition 45 Colt 250 gr. LRNFP ''cowboy load''. The Ultramax
ammunition shows light tarnishing, and the Bullseye ammunition
remains untarnished. (149713-4AZ)
17 HMR Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 50-round box of CCI 17 gr. 17 HMR V-MAX; (2) sealed boxes of
50-rounds of Hornady 17 gr. 17 HMR V-MAX; (1) full 50-round box of
Winchester 20 gr. 17 HMR Gamepoint ammunition. (148939-10G)
Vintage 30-06 Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
green and red 20-round box of Remington Kleanbore 180 gr. 30-06
Core-Lokt SP ammunition; (1) full green and yellow 20-round box of
Remington High Velocity 180 gr. 30-06 Core-Lokt SP ammunition; (2)
green and white 20-round boxes, one full and one partial 19-round, of
Remington Hi-Speed 180 gr. Core-Lokt SP ammunition. Ammunition
shows light tarnishing, and the boxes show light fraying on the corners
and a few rub marks. (148939-10E)
Assorted Small Caliber Ammunition
This lot contains ten boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (6) yellow
and white 50-round boxes, four full and two partial 18 and about 35
round boxes, of Western X-Pert 40 gr. 22 LR LRN ammunition; (1)
sealed 20-round box of CCI 22 LR shotshells; (1) partial about 44-round
box of Federal Hi-Power 22 Short copper-plated RN ammunition; (1) full
50-round box of Winchester Supreme 34 gr. 22 Winchester Magnum
JHP ammunition; (1) partial about 35-round box of Winchester Western
50 gr. 25 Auto FMJ ammunition. A few of the cartridges show light
tarnishing with the majority remaining untarnished or as-new.
(148939-10F)
30-30 Win, 30 Carbine, and 45 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of PMC 110 gr. 30 Carbine FMJ ammunition; (1) full
50-round box of Blazer aluminum-cased 230 gr. 45 Auto FMJ
ammunition; (1) full 20-round box of Western Super-X 170 gr. 30-30
Winchester Power Point SP ammunition; (1) partial 18-round box of
Remington Hi-Speed 170 gr. 30-30 Win Core-Lokt SP ammunition; (1)
partial 17-round box of Western Super-X 150 gr. 30-30 Win Silvertip
ammunition, with two Rem-UMC SP cartridges and one Dominion SP
cartridge mixed in. Some 30-30 Win cartridges show light tarnishing.
(148939-10H)
Vintage 32 S&W and 32 S&W Long Ammunition
This lot contains one full 50-round box of Western Cartridges 32 S&W
centerfire 85 gr. Lubaloy RN ammunition; the ammunition shows light
tarnishing and the box is in excellent condition with very light wear and
rub marks consistent with age. A plastic bag containing 24 loose rounds
of Winchester Western 32 S&W Long copper-plated RN ammunition,
which remains largely untarnished, is also included. (148830-6G)
22 Rimfire Ammunition
This lot contains seven boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 71-round box of vintage CCI 22 LR ''Mini-Mag'' RN ammunition;
(1) sealed 100-round box of CCI 22 LR ''Mini-Mag'' HP ammunition; (1)
full 100-round box of mixed 22 LR ammunition from CCI, Federal, and
Winchester; (1) full 50-round box of CCI 22 WMR ''Maxi-Mag'' HP
ammunition; (1) full 50-round box of Olin Corp 22 LR ''BALL''
ammunition; (1) full 50-round box of Winchester Super-X 40 gr. 22 WMR
FMJ ammunition; (1) partial box of about 30-rounds of Winchester T22
40 gr. 22 LR LRN ammunition. Also included is a small bag containing
approximately 30 loose rounds of assorted 22 rimfire ammunition.
(148830-6H)
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40 S&W Defensive Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Hornady Critical Duty 175 gr. 40 S&W Flexlock JHP
ammunition; (1) full 20-round box of Sig Sauer Elite Performance 165 gr.
40 S&W V-Crown JHP ammunition; (2) full 20-round boxes of Sig Sauer
Elite Performance 180 gr. 40 S&W V-Crown JHP ammunition.
Ammunition appears untarnished and in factory boxes. (149412-23AA)
.357 SIG Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (2) full
20-round boxes of Winchester PDX1 125 gr. .357 SIG JHP ammunition;
(1) full 50-round box of Sellier & Bellot 140 gr. .357 SIG FMJ
ammunition; (2) full 50-round boxes of Speer Lawman 125 gr. .357 SIG
TMJ ammunition. Ammunition appears untarnished and in factory boxes.
(149412-23AB)
5.56mm NATO Ammunition
This lot contains (5) full 20-round boxes of Winchester 55 gr.
5.56x45mm NATO FMJ ammunition, for a total round count of 100.
Ammunition appears untarnished and in factory boxes. (149412-23AJ)
5.56mm NATO and .223 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains ten boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (5) full
20-round boxes of steel-cased Wolf Military Classic 55 gr. .223 Rem
FMJ ammunition; (5) full 20-round boxes of PMC X-TAC 62 gr. 5.56mm
NATO. Total count of 200 rounds. Ammunition appears untarnished and
in factory boxes. (149412-23AK)
.223 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains (10) full 20-round boxes of PMC Bronze 55 gr. .223
Rem FMJ-BT ammunition. Total count of 200 rounds. Ammunition
appears untarnished and in factory boxes. (149412-23AT)
.223 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains ten boxes of .223 Rem ammunition, detailed as follows:
(7) full 20-round boxes of steel-cased TulAmmo 55 gr. .223 Rem FMJ
ammunition; (3) full 20-round boxes of steel-cased 62 gr. .223 Rem FMJ
ammunition. Total count of 200 rounds. (149412-23AU)
.223 Rem Ammunition
This lot contains (10) full 20-round boxes of steel-cased Wolf Military
Classic 55 gr. .223 Rem FMJ ammunition, with a total count of 200
rounds. Ammunition appears untarnished and in factory boxes.
(149412-23AV)
40 S&W Defensive Ammunition
This lot contains (4) sealed 20-round boxes of Federal Premium 135 gr.
40 S&W Hydra-Shok JHP low recoil ammunition, with a total count of 80
rounds. (149412-23BG)
40 S&W Defensive Ammunition
This lot contains (4) full 20-round boxes of Magtech First Defense 130
gr. 40 S&W solid copper HP ammunition, with a total count of 80 rounds.
Ammunition appears untarnished and in factory boxes. (149412-23BH)
7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
This lot contains (4) sealed 20-round boxes of 1966-dated Lake City
Army Ammunition Plant, 173 gr. 7.62x51mm FMJ-BT (M118)
ammunition. The boxes are in very good plus condition with some light
stains and rub marks and the box is marked with the cartridge
designation and information on one side and the other is marked with a
Federal Eagle superimposed over ''MATCH''. (149582-1R)
7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
This lot contains (4) sealed 20-round boxes of 1966-dated Lake City
Army Ammunition Plant, 173 gr. 7.62x51mm FMJ-BT (M118)
ammunition. The boxes are in very good plus condition with some light
staining and rub marks and the box is marked with the cartridge
designation and information on one side and the other is marked with a
Federal Eagle superimposed over ''MATCH''. (149582-1Q)
7.62mm NATO Match Ammunition
This lot contains (3) sealed 20-round boxes of 1966-dated Lake City
Army Ammunition Plant, 173 gr. 7.62x51mm FMJ-BT (M118)
ammunition. The boxes are in very good plus condition with a few light
stains and rub marks and one side of the box is marked with the
cartridge designation and the other with the Federal Eagle
superimposed over ''MATCH''. (149582-1S)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
This lot contains (4) full 50-round boxes of Olin Corporation 230 gr. 45
ACP FMJ ammunition. The top of the boxes are marked with a Federal
Eagle superimposed over ''MATCH'' and one side of the box is marked
with the cartridge information. The boxes are in very good plus condition
with light rub marks and traces of stains. (149582-1AP)
45 ACP Match Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of 45 ACP ammunition, detailed as follows:
(2) boxes, one full 50-round and one partial 30-round, of Remington 230
gr. 45 ACP FMJ stored within Western boxes hand-marked ''BALL''; (3)
full 50-round boxes of Olin Corporation 230 gr. 45 ACP FMJ Match
ammunition, in boxes that are in very good plus condition with a few light
wear marks and light stains. (149582-1AM)
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5.56mm NATO Ammunition
Approximately 200 rounds of Lake City 5.56mm NATO M193 55gr FMJ
ammunition stored in 10-round stripper clips, held within three cloth
bandoliers, all stored within one surplus ammunition can measuring
11''x7''x6''. Ammunition shows occasional light tarnishing. (149582-1B)
5.56mm NATO Ammunition
Approximately 195 rounds of Lake City 5.56mm NATO M193 55 gr. FMJ
ammunition stored in 10-round stripper clips, held within three cloth
bandoliers, all stored within one surplus ammunition can measuring
11''x7''x6''. Ammunition is largely untarnished. (149582-1C)
220 Swift Ammunition
This lot contains (3) full 20-round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 48 gr.
220 Swift SP ammunition, for a total count of 60 rounds. The
ammunition appears to be largely untarnished, and the green and red
boxes are in very good condition with light wear at the corners and
edges. (149293-16B)
Assorted Collectible Pistol Ammunition
This lot contains three boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial box of approximately 45-rounds of Winchester 100 gr. 9mm
Power Point SP ammunition; (2) boxes, one partial 40-round and one
full 50-round, of Century Arms Inc 7.63 Mauser FMJ ammunition. The
ammunition shows occasional spots of light tarnishing, and all boxes are
in very good condition with light wear, small tears, and light staining from
storage. (149283-5A)
7.62x39mm Ammunition
This lot contains seven boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
partial 19-round box of steel-cased Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ
ammunition; (6) full 20-round boxes of Winchester 123 gr. 7.62x39mm
FMJ ammunition. The Winchester ammunition shows scattered spots of
light tarnishing, and the boxes show light storage wear. (149283-5C)
Vintage 222 Remington Ammunition
This lot contains (5) boxes, three full 20-round and two partial 12-round,
of Remington Kleanbore 50 gr. 222 Remington SP ammunition. The
ammunition appears largely untarnished, and the red and green boxes
are in very good condition with light fraying on the edges and at the
corners, and the labels' color and text remain strong and easily legible.
(149293-16D)
Vintage 218 Bee Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 50-round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 46 gr.
218 Bee ''mushroom'' HP ammunition, for a total count of 100 rounds.
The ammunition appears largely untarnished, and the green and red
Remington boxes are in very good plus condition with light wear at the
corners and edges, and a few light rub marks; the colors of the boxes
remain strong. (149293-16G)
Vintage 218 Bee Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 50-round boxes of Remington Kleanbore 46 gr.
218 Bee ''mushroom'' HP ammunition, for a total count of 100 rounds.
The ammunition appears largely untarnished, and the green and red
Remington boxes are in very good plus condition with light wear at the
corners and edges, and a few light rub marks; the colors of the boxes
remain strong. (149293-16E)
Surplus 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains (4) full 50-round boxes of Twin Cities Arsenal 230 gr.
45 ACP FMJ ammunition, for a total count of 200 rounds. The
ammunition shows light darkening of the jacket of the projectiles but
otherwise appears untarnished. The brown cardboard boxes are marked
on top ''50 CARTRIDGES / BALL/ CALIBER .45 M1911 / LOT TWS
18524 / TWIN CITIES ARSENAL'' in black ink. (149283-5D)
Vintage Rifle Ammunition and Brass
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1)
sealed 10-round box of DWM 159 gr. 6.5x54mm Mannlicher-Shonauer
SP ammunition; (1) full 10-round box of DWM 285 gr. 9.3x74R SJSP
ammunition; (2) DWM 9.3x74R boxes containing 19 total pieces of fired
9.3x74R brass. Boxes range from very good plus to very good with
some light staining, and tearing at the edges and corners. (149283-5E)
30-40 Krag Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Western Super-X 220 gr. 30-40 Krag Silvertip
ammunition; (3) full 20-round boxes of Winchester Super-X 180 gr.
30-40 Krag SP ammunition. Ammunition appears largely untarnished
with only a few spots of darkening on the brass. Boxes are in very good
condition with light storage wear and scattered spots of residue.
(149283-5F)
Vintage 405 Winchester Ammunition
This lot contains (2) full 20-round boxes of Winchester 300 gr. 405
Winchester SP ammunition. Both boxes are in about good to very good
condition, with torn and missing flaps and light edge wear, and one box
is wrapped in cellophane. The ammunition shows light tarnishing on the
brass. (149283-5G)
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218 Bee Ammunition
This lot contains (2) boxes of 46 gr. 218 Bee HP ammunition, one partial
about 45-round box of Winchester Wester Super-X and one full
50-round box of Winchester Super-X. The ammunition appears largely
untarnished, and the boxes show only a few light marks and fraying on
the corners and edges. (149293-16C)
8x57 JR Ammunition
Four full 20-round boxes of Sellier & Bellot 196 gr. 8x57 JR JSP
ammunition. The ammunition is largely untarnished, with only a few
small spots present on some of the brass, and the boxes are in very
good condition with scattered light wear and fraying on the edges and
corners. (149283-5B)
6.5x55 Swedish Ammunition
This lot contains (4) boxes of Norma 156 gr. 6.5x55mm Swedish RNSP
ammunition, three of which are full 20-round boxes and one partial
16-round box. The ammunition shows scattered light tarnishing, and the
boxes show light storage wear. (149283-5H)
30-30 Win Ammunition
This lot contains (5) full 20-round boxes of Remington 170 gr. 30-30 Win
Core-Lokt SP ammunition, for a total count of 100 rounds. The
ammunition shows scattered light tarnishing on the brass, and the boxes
show light rub marks from storage. (149283-5I)
Assorted Small Bore Rifle Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Remington 55 gr. 223 Rem PSP ammunition; (1) full
20-round box of Winchester 117 gr. 25-35 Win SP ammunition; (2)
boxes containing 30 rounds and 10 pieces of brass total of Winchester
100 gr. 250 Savage Silvertip ammunition. The ammunition shows
scattered spots of light tarnishing, and the boxes show light wear at the
corners and edges. (149283-5K)
38 Automatic Ammunition
This lot contains (4) boxes of Winchester Western Super-X 125 gr. 38
Automatic +p JHP ammunition, totaling approximately 200 rounds. The
ammunition appears untarnished, and the boxes show light storage
wear. (149283-5J)
17 HMR Ammunition
This lot includes nine boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (4)
sealed 50-round boxes of Hornady 17 gr. 17 HMR V-MAX ammunition;
(1) full 50-round box of CCI 20 gr. 17 HMR JSP ammunition; (1) full
50-round box of Federal Premium 17 gr. 17 HMR Speer TNT HP
ammunition; (1) partial 23-round box of Hornady 20 gr. 17 HMR XTP
ammunition; (2) boxes, one sealed 50-round and one partial 15-round,
or CCI 17 gr. 17 Mach 2 V-MAX ammunition. (149293-22)
270 Winchester Ammunition
This lot includes five boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (3)
boxes, two full 20-round and one partial 14-round, of Federal Hi-Power
130 gr. 270 Win SP ammunition; (2) boxes, one full 20-round and one
partial 10-round, of Federal High Energy 140 gr. 270 Win Trophy
Bonded Bear Claw ammunition. Ammunition shows a few scattered
spots of light tarnishing, and the boxes show a few light rub marks and
one box has specks of an unknown hardened residue. (149283-5M)
7-30 Waters & 35 Whelen Ammunition
This lot includes four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
20-round box of Federal Premium 120 gr. 7-30 Waters BTSP
ammunition; (3) full 20-round boxes of Remington 250 gr. 35 Whelen
PSP ammunition. The ammunition shows light tarnishing on the brass,
and the Remington boxes show light edge and corner wear, rub marks
and a few light tears to the flaps. (149283-5L)
6.5x55mm Swedish Ammunition
This lot contains (4) full 20-round boxes of Norma 156 gr. 6.5x55mm
Swedish RNSP ammunition. One box contains an assortment of
round-nose soft point and spire-point soft point ammunition. Boxes show
light storage wear. (149283-5P)
6.5x55mm Swedish Ammunition
This lot contains five boxes of 6.5x55mm Swedish ammunition, detailed
as follows: (1) full 20-round box of Norma 139 gr. 6.5x55mm Swedish
plastic pointed ammunition; (1) partial 18-round box of Norma 139 gr.
6.5x55mm Swedish SPPBT ammunition; (3) full 20-round boxes of
Norma 139 gr. 6.5x55mm Swedish SPPBT ammunition. Some
cartridges show light tarnishing, and the boxes show light storage wear
and fraying at the corners. (149283-5N)
303 Savage, 30-06, and 7mm Mauser Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) white
plastic cartridge case containing 20 rounds of Winchester Super-X 7mm
Mauser, likely 175 gr. RNSP; (1) full 20-round box of Wester Super-X
190 gr. 303 Savage Silvertip ammunition; (2) full 20-round boxes of
Remington 165 gr. 30-06 PSP ammunition. Boxes show light fraying at
the corners, light rub marks, and general storage wear. Ammunition
shows occasional light tarnishing and traces of lead oxidation at the
exposed tips. (149283-5U)
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405 Winchester Ammunition
Two boxes of Kynoch 300 gr. 405 Winchester JSP ammunition. One box
is full and holds ten cartridges, and the other is partial and holds seven
cartridges; cartridges show light tarnishing. The boxes are in very good
condition with a few light tears, rub marks and fraying at the corners and
edges. (149283-5V)
45 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains (5) boxes of Western Super Match 210 gr. ''Lead Clean
Cutting Bullet'' ammunition. Four are full 50-round boxes, and one is a
partial 14-round box, for a total count of 214 cartridges. Ammunition
appears largely untarnished. The blue and yellow boxes show
occasional light staining and scattered storage wear. (149283-5X)
45 Auto Ammunition
This lot contains four boxes of ammunition, detailed as follows: (1) full
50-round box of Remington 185 gr. 45 Auto SWC ammunition; (3) full
50-round boxes of Western Super Match 210 gr. 45 Auto ''Lead Clean
Cutting Bullet'' ammunition. Also included is (1) Western Super Match 45
Auto box containing approximately 38 pieces of fired nickel cases.
Ammunition and cases appear largely untarnished, and the boxes are in
very good condition with scattered light staining, a few light tears and
scattered rub marks. (149283-5Y)
Handgun Ammunition
Assorted handgun ammunition in a variety of calibers: (1) 50-round box,
full, Remington .45 ACP 230 gr. FMJ; (1) 50-round box, partial (35
cartridges, 15 fired cases), .45 Colt 250 gr. Cowboy Action Lead Flat
Nose; (1) 50-round box, partial (35 rounds), Remington High Terminal
Performance 230 gr. JHP; (1) 50-round box, partial (32 rounds), S&W
.357 Mag 110 gr. JHP; (1) 20-round box, full, El Dorado Starfire .357
Mag 150 gr. JHP. All cartridges are in excellent condition. (129167-6C)
Rifle Ammunition
(7) assorted boxes of rifle ammunition in a variety of calibers: (1)
20-round box, partial (18 rounds), Federal .35 Rem 200 gr. soft point
round nose; (1) 20-round box, partial (17 rounds, 3 fired cases),
Remington Express Core-Lokt .35 Rem 150 gr. pointed soft point; (1)
20-round box, full, Remington Express Core-Lokt .35 Rem 180 gr.
pointed soft point; (1) 20-round box, partial (18 rounds, 2 fired cases),
Hornady LeveRevolution .35 Rem 200 gr. FTX; (1) 20-round box, partial
(13 rounds), Remington .30-06 180 gr. Core-Lokt soft point; (1) 20-round
box, partial (5 rounds), Norma 6.5x55mm 156 gr. soft point round nose.
All cartridges are in about excellent condition with no more than very
light patina on some of the brass. (129167-6D)
16 Gauge Shotshells
Assorted 16 ga. shotgun shells comprising (9) boxes and a number of
loose shells: (3) 25-round boxes, full, Western Super-X Magnum 2 3/4''
shells, maximum load, 1 1/4 oz. #6 shot; (1) 25-round box, full, Western
Super-X 2 3/4'' shells, maximum load, 1 1/8 oz. #6 shot; (1) 25-round
box, full, Federal Duck & Pheasant 2 3/4'' shells, 3 1/4 drams equivalent,
1 1/8 oz. #4 shot; (2) 5-round boxes, full, Remington Buckshot 2 3/4''
shells, 3 drams equivalent, 12 pellets #1BK; (1) 5-round box, partial (4
shells), Federal Super Slug 2 3/4'' shells, 4/5 oz. hollow point slug. All
shells are in about excellent condition. (129167-6E)
Rifle Ammunition
(5) boxes of ammunition in an assortment of rifle calibers: (2) 20-round
boxes Federal Hi-Shok 8mm Mauser, one full and one partial (14), 170
gr. soft point; (1) 20-round box Winchester Super-X .30-30 Win, partial
(19), 150 gr. Power-Point (soft point); (1) 20-round box Winchester
Super-X .243 Win, full, 100 gr. Power-Point (soft point); (1) 20-round box
Remington Premier Varmint .223 Rem, full, 50 gr. polymer tip boat tail.
All cartridges are in near excellent to excellent condition with no more
than light patina on some of the brass. (129575-7)
Ducks Unlimited 50th Anniversary Commemorative Brass 12 Gauge
Shotshells
(2) complete Ducks Unlimited 25-round commemorative steel tins of
Remington All Brass 12 ga. shotshells. The letters ''DU'' are
monogrammed on the overshot card of each shell. All shells are in
excellent condition and the tins rate about excellent as well, exhibiting
only the slightest of handling dings on the outer surfaces. (129713-4AC)
U. S. Model 1911 Pinned Base Magazine
This is a vintage Model 1911 magazine that has mostly toned to a dark
gray patina showing some sparsely scattered fine pinprick pitting and
other light handling marks. There are no visible markings and the spring
seems to be serviceable. (139713-7I)
Star Pistol Magazines
This lot includes two original 8-round Model BM 9mm magazines and
one original 9-round 9mm Largo magazine. The magazines show light
operational wear, a few spots of minor oxidation staining and handling
marks and the springs seem to be serviceable. (139713-7AF)
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Remington-Lee Model 1885 & Savage 1903 Magazines
First is an original Remington-Lee Model 1885 45-70 5-round magazine
that retains perhaps 50% original blue, the area that would be exposed
to the elements when loaded in the rifle shows some moderate overall
pitting, the protected areas otherwise with just some light operational
wear, crisp patent dates on the right side and the spring seems to be
serviceable. Second is an original Savage 7-round magazine for the
1903/1906/1909 family of rifles. This example is clearly stamped "22
S.L.&L.R." along with Savage Arms Co. address and no patent date.
The metal surfaces show good remnants of original blue toning to a mild
gray patina overall with some minor handling marks, freckling and the
spring seems to be serviceable. (13A9713-7F)
U.S. Model 1911 Pinned Base & Colt Model 1908 Vest Pocket
Magazines
Three total. First is a Model 1911 magazine marked "L" for Little that
retains about 70% original thinning blue toning to gray patina, a few
scattered pinprick pits and a good spring. Second is an unmarked Model
1911 two-tone magazine that shows good remnants of original blue that
is flaking to a mild brown patina, scattered light handling marks and a
good spring. Finally there is a very nice original Colt Model 1908 Vest
Pocket Hammerless 25 ACP two-tone magazine that retains about
90-92% original blue showing some light operational wear and a few
minor freckles. The spring seems to be serviceable and the base is
crisply marked "CAL.25 / COLT". (13A9713-7Q)
Colt 1911 Magazines
Three total. These are standard 7-round 45 ACP blue magazines with
"COLT / 45 AUTO" baseplate markings. The metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue showing some light freckling and minor operational
wear. All springs seem to be serviceable. (139713-75)
U.S. Model 1911 Magazines
Three total. First is a General Shaver magazine with "G" on floorplate
and spine seam that retains about 80% original blue showing some
scattered moderate oxidation staining and a strong spring. Second is an
unmarked welded base magazine retaining about 90% plus original blue
with some light handling marks, operational wear and a serviceable
spring. Last is an unmarked pin base magazine retaining about 90%
original blue with most of the loss due to scattered areas of lost finish
that show light pitting, minor freckling and a serviceable spring.
(139713-7R)
Rare Savage Model 1915 380 Magazine
One original 9-round magazine for the Savage Model 1915 in 380 ACP.
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 65-70% original blue with most of the
loss due to a 1" x 3/4" area along the top left edge that shows rather
heavy pitting with evidence of cleaning, some light pitting along the front
edge and scattered flaking. The left side is properly marked "380 CAL"
and the hold-open follower is intact. The spring seems to be serviceable.
(136519-337H)
Savage Model 1907 & 1917 Pistol Magazines
Two total. First is an original 9-round 380 ACP magazine with single
upper catch. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue showing
some scattered light flakes and handling marks. The left side is properly
marked "380 CAL" and the spring seems to be serviceable. Next is a
reproduction 10-round 32 ACP magazine cut for both styles of magazine
catch retaining about 95% original blue showing some light freckling and
handling marks with a serviceable spring. (136519-337I)
Remington Model 51 Magazines
Two original 7-round magazines for the Remington Model 51 380
semi-auto pistol. One magazine retains about 90% original blue showing
some light operational wear and silvering with "U" factory inspection
stamp on the floorplate and a very good spring. The second magazine
also retains about 95% original blue showing some light operational
wear and some scattered light oxidation staining along the left side and
with proper "U" stamp on the floorplate. The internals show a fair
amount of old grease that should probably be cleaned out though the
spring seems to be quite serviceable. (136519-337K)
Colt Model 1902 Sporting & Military Pistol Magazine
One original 8-round 38 ACP magazine that has mostly toned to a deep
gray-brown patina showing light operational wear, some light freckling
and remnants of original bright blue scattered about. The follower and
floorplate retain strong blue with the floorplate clearly marked "CAL. 38 /
COLT" and the spring seems to be serviceable. (13A6519-337N)
Colt All American 2000 Magazines
Six original 15-round 9mm magazines. Five magazines rate very good
plus to near excellent showing some light operational wear, minor
handling marks and strong springs. The follower on one magazine has
been re-contoured slightly. The final magazine remains sealed in its
original factory packaging. (136519-337P)
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Colt Government Model 38 Super & 30 Luger Magazines
Two total. One original 9-round magazine for the 38 Super Government
Model pistol that retains about 90% original blue showing some
moderate operational wear and handling marks with a serviceable spring
and floorplate marked "COLT SUPER / 38 AUTO". Finally there is one
original 9-round magazine for the rare 30 Luger Government Model
pistol that retains about 98% original blue showing some light handling
marks, strong spring and floorplate marked "COLT / CAL. 30 LUGER".
(136519-337R)
Colt Government Model 38 Super & 30 Luger Reproduction Magazines
Three total. Two non-factory unmarked 8-round 38 Super magazines
that retain about 98% original blue showing some light handling marks
and strong springs. One non-factory unmarked 8-round 30 Luger
magazine retaining about 97% original blue showing some light handling
marks and a few spots of minor oxidation staining and with a strong
spring. (136519-337Q)
Deutsche Werke Ortgies 380 Pistol, Melior & German P.27 Pistol
Magazines
Two total. One original 7-round 380 magazine for the Ortgies pistol. The
magazine retains about 90% original nickel finish showing some overall
light flaking and is marked on both sides "380 AUTO" and with the
Deutsche Werke lion logo. The magazine shows moderate dings, a
small crack and bends around the feed lips. Finally there is one original
8-round 32 ACP magazine for the German-occupation-made Pistole
Mod. 27 pistol (vz. 27) that has mostly toned to a blue-gray patina
showing a patch of moderate oxidation staining on the left side. The
floorplate is properly marked and the spring seems to be serviceable.
Finally there is one reproduction 32 ACP 7-round magazine for the
Melior Model 1920 pistol in near excellent condition. (136519-337W)
Norinco TT Olympia Magazines
Four original 9-round 22 LR magazines with hardwood floorplate
extensions. All magazines rate very good plus to near excellent showing
some very light operational wear, minor handling marks, some light
dings along the bases and serviceable springs. They are electro-pencil
numbered: 5989-2, 5219-2, 12313-2 and 5413-1. (136519-337V)
Swedish M40 Lahti Magazines
Three original 8-round 9mm magazines that rate very good plus to near
excellent showing some light operational wear, handling marks and
serviceable springs. Two original steel loading tools are also included.
(136519-337AA)
Colt Government Model 22 LR Magazine
One original 10-round 22 LR magazine for the Government Model
conversion unit. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
showing some scattered light handling marks and edge wear. The
floorplate is clearly marked "COLT / CAL. 22 L.R." and the spring seems
to be serviceable. (136519-337Z)
Colt Woodsman First Series Magazines
Two original 10-round 22 LR two-tone magazines. The first magazine
retains about 70% original blue showing operational wear, scattered
freckling and a patch of moderate oxidation staining on the left side
base. The floorplate is unmarked and the spring seems to be
serviceable. The second magazine retains about 90% original blue
showing some light operational wear and handling marks. The floorplate
is unmarked and the spring seems to be serviceable. (136519-337AB)
Astra Cub & Other Assorted Magazines
Seven Total. Three original Astra Cub 6-round 22 short magazines, two
with ''FIE''-marked floorplates and the other marked ''Astra''. They retain
about 85-90% original nickel finish showing some scattered light flaking,
handling marks and some moderate oxidation staining on the
"Astra"-marked magazine. The remaining magazines are unmarked and
unknown. The first appears to be a 5-round 380 ACP for the Sterling
PPL and rates near excellent. Next is a 22 caliber magazine, heel
release, likely 8 rounds measuring about 2 1/2" long. Finally there are
two identical 22 caliber magazines, likely 10-round with right side
magazine catch. These measure about 4" long and rate near excellent.
(136519-337AE)
Unknown 22 Caliber Magazines
Four included. First is a high capacity, perhaps 25-rounds, magazine
measuring 7 1/2" in length with a small over-travel stop on the spine
about 1 1/4" from the top edge. The magazine rates very fine showing
some light operational wear and a good spring. Next is a high capacity
perhaps 20-round magazine measuring 6 1/4" in length with a magazine
catch cutout on the left side about 2" from the base, a 3 1/4" open cutout
on the left side body and the follower button is missing. Next is a
perhaps 10 or 15-round magazine measuring about 4 1/4" in length with
magazine catch cutout on the right side about 1 5/8" down and the
floorplate secured by a screw. Finally there is a likely 10-round
magazine measuring about 3 1/2" in length with a small over-travel stop
on the spine and front surface about 1 3/4" down and 1 1/4" down,
respectively. (136519-337AF)
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Assorted Walther Magazines
Eight total. Two original Model TPH 22 LR 6-round magazines that rate
very good plus to near excellent showing a few light handling marks and
serviceable springs. One original Model TPH 25 ACP 6-round magazine
retaining about 70% original blue showing some scattered areas with
lost blue toning to gray patina, the spring otherwise strong. One original
Model PPK/S 380 ACP 7-round magazine with stainless body and black
finger extension and serviceable spring. One original Model PPK
7-round 32 ACP magazine numbered "225596 / II" and the Walther
banner is curiously stamped upside down and flush floorplate showing
some light operational wear and a serviceable spring. One original
Model PP 7-round 380 ACP magazine with black finger extension
showing some light wear and a serviceable spring. One original Model
GSP 5-round 22 LR magazine showing light operational wear and a
serviceable spring. Finally one unmarked Model PPK 6-round 380
magazine with the extended hold-open tab on the follower showing
remnants of blue and some light pitting with an otherwise serviceable
spring. (136519-337AI)
Excellent American Pin Co. Model 1911 Two-Tone Magazine
This is a wonderful World War One-era pinned base two-tone magazine
retaining almost all of its original finish with just the slightest evidence of
having been inserted into a pistol along with some other tiny handling
marks. The unfinished areas have toned to a pleasant mild silvery gray
patina and the spring remains strong. The top surface of the floorplate
toe is crisply stamped "A". (13B9714-1B)
Excellent Risdon Tool & Machine Co. Model 1911 Two-Tone Magazine
This is a lovely World War One-era pinned base two-tone magazine
retaining almost all of its original finish with the very slightest evidence of
having been inserted into a pistol along with some other tiny handling
marks. The unfinished areas have toned to a nice mild gray patina and
the spring remains strong. The top surface of the floorplate is crisply
stamped "R". (13B9714-1C)
U.S. Model 1911 Two-Tone Magazines
Two pin base magazines. Both are unmarked, one likely Colt production
and the other likely Remington with its shorter floorplate. The blued
portions retain about 85% original blue showing light flaking, some minor
oxidation staining and operational wear while the unfinished areas are
mostly a silvery gray patina. The shorter floorplate magazine spring is a
little sluggish though likely serviceable while the other remains strong.
(13A9714-1D)
Assorted European Pistol Magazines
Three total. One unmarked 10-round 22 LR magazine for the Star Model
F pistol that rates near excellent showing some light handling marks.
One original 8-round P.38 magazine marked "P.38v" on the left side and
rating very good plus with some light operational wear, minor freckling
and a serviceable spring. Finally one original 13-round Browning
Hi-Power magazine that shows just some light thinning finish and
operational wear with a serviceable spring. The bottom edge of the
spine is stamped with a small boxed "2". (139714-1K)
Franz Stock 32 Pocket Pistol Magazine
One rare original 7-round magazine for the German Franz Stock pistol in
32 ACP. The magazine retains about 80% thinning original blue showing
some light freckling and handling marks. The floorplate shows an old
repair and appears to have been neatly brazed back on. The right side
near the base is marked with a small "FS" logo and the spring seems to
be serviceable. (13A8899-111V)
Walther Model 4 Magazine
One unmarked original 7-round magazine for the Walther Model 4 32
ACP pistol. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue showing
some overall mild thinning with light handling marks and freckles. The
follower remains bright and the spring seems to be strong.
(138899-111C)
J. P. Sauer 38H Magazine
One original 8-round 32 ACP magazine. This magazine rates about fair
showing moderate overall oxidation and pitting. The alloy floorplate with
"SuS" logo shows a small chip at its back left corner and the spring
otherwise seems to be serviceable. (138899-111U)
French MAB Model D Magazine
One original 9-round 32 ACP magazine. The metal surfaces retain about
70-75% original thinning blue showing mild operational wear, light
oxidation staining and some old sticker residue. The magazine is
unmarked save for an electro-penciled number on the right side
"104839" and the spring seems to be serviceable. (138899-111P)
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Walther PP Magazines
Three original 8-round 32 ACP magazines with flush floorplates. The
first magazine retains about 95% original blue showing some light
handling marks, bright follower and a strong spring. The second
magazine retains about 85% original blue with overall light oxidation
staining, blued follower and the spring seems to be serviceable. The
third magazine has mostly been cleaned bright and shows scattered
light dings and light damage around the feed lips. The floorplate is
somewhat ill-fitting and its little retainer plate is missing, the spring
otherwise seems to be serviceable. (138899-111L)
Spanish Ruby Magazines
Two original 9-round 32 ACO Magazines for Spanish Ruby-type pistols.
The first magazine rates about fair showing areas of moderate to
perhaps heavy oxidation and old pitting extending up onto the feed lips.
The base is marked with circled "AK" maker's stamp and the spring
otherwise seems to be serviceable. The second magazine retains about
85% original blue showing overall light operational wear and some minor
freckling. The base is marked with circled "RH" maker's stamp, the
follower remains mostly bright and the spring seems strong.
(138899-111R)
Walther PPK Magazines
Two original 7-round 32 ACP magazines. The first magazine retains
about 95% original blue showing some light handling marks while the
black plastic extension rates near excellent. The follower remains bright
and the spring seems strong. The second magazine retains about 90%
original dull blue showing some light operational wear and old tape
residue. The mottled brown synthetic extension appears to have been
repaired or reattached at some point as it shows some light chips and
edges "melted" slightly. The follower is blued and the spring seems to be
serviceable. (138899-111M)
Erma EP 552S Magazines
Two original 7-round 22 LR magazines. These magazines with black
plastic extensions rate very good plus to perhaps near excellent
retaining most of their original matte blue with some overall mild silvering
and handling marks. Both springs seem to be strong. (138899-111S)
FN/Browning 1910/55 & 1922 Magazines
Three total. First is an original 6-round 380 magazine for the 1910/55
pistol retaining about 95% original blue showing some very light silvering
and handling marks. The spring seems strong and the right side is
marked "-FN- / 9 m/m". Second is another original 6-round 380
magazine for the 1910/55 pistol retaining about 90% original blue with
some light operational wear and handling marks. The spring seems
strong and the right side is marked "-FN- / 9 m/m". Last is one original
9-round 32 ACP magazine for the 1922 pistol toning mostly to a
blue-gray patina with some light pitting, freckling and a moderate dent
near the base on the left side. The right side is marked with FN
monogram and the spring seems to be serviceable. (138899-111Q)
Colt Delta Elite 10mm Magazines
Two original blued magazines with floorplates stamped with Delta logos
and "COLT 10mm / AUTO". Both magazines retain about 97% original
blue showing some light handling marks and the springs seem to be
strong. (138899-119D)
Chip McCormick 1911 Magazines
Four stainless steel 8-round 45 ACP magazines. One magazine is
marked only with the shooting star logo with detached black floorplate
extension in its original packaging. Two are marked with "Chip
McCormick Corp" and "POWER MAG" and feature black plastic
floorplates. Finally there is one magazine marked only "Chip McCormick
Corp" and a detached black plastic floorplate with shooting star logo. All
magazines rate very good plus to near excellent showing some light
handling marks and the springs seem to be strong. (138899-119E)
Dreyse Model 1907 Magazine
One original 7-round magazine for the Dreyse Model 1907 32 ACP
pistol. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue showing some
light high edge wear and scattered light oxidation staining. There are a
couple very shallow dings along the sides and the follower gets slightly
hung up near the top every now and then but otherwise seems to be
mostly serviceable. (138899-83K)
Fabrique Nationale Model 1922 380 ACP Magazine
One original 8-round magazine for the FN Model 1922 380 pistol. The
metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish showing overall
thinning and operational wear. The right side body shows a clear FN
logo and "( M/M" designation and the toe of the floorplate is numbered
"14528". The spring seems to be strong. (138899-83L)
H&R Reising M50 Magazine
One original 12-round magazine for the H&R Reising M50 or M60 45
ACP submachine gun or rifle. The magazine shows strong remnants of
Parkerized finish toning overall to a mild gray patina with silvering along
the high edges and mild brown freckling. The original maker's markings
remain crisp and clear along the front surface and the spring seems to
be serviceable. (138895-28)
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H&R Reising M50 Magazine
One original 20-round magazine for the H&R Reising M50 or M60 45
ACP submachine gun or rifle. The magazine retains about 85-90%
original blue showing some silvering at the high edges, scattered
handling marks and areas of light oxidation staining. The original
maker's markings remain crisp and clear along the front surface and the
spring seems to be serviceable. (138895-28A)
H&R Reising M50 Magazine
One original 20-round magazine for the H&R Reising M50 or M60 45
ACP submachine gun or rifle. The magazine retains about 90% original
blue showing some light silvering and operational wear along the high
edges, a few spots of minor oxidation staining and some scattered tiny
dings along the exterior of the body that do not seem to interrupt
movement of the follower. The original maker's markings remain crisp
and clear along the front surface and the spring seems to be
serviceable. (138895-28B)
Reising Magazines
Three assorted magazines. First is an original 10-round magazine for
the H&R Reising Model 65 22 LR rifle showing crisp markings and
remnants of original Parkerized finish toning to a mild gray patina overall
with some light handling marks and the spring seems to be serviceable.
Next is an original 10-round two-tone magazine for the Reising 22 LR
semi-auto target pistol in fair condition retaining about 50% original blue
toning to gray-brown patina with some old tape residue along the right
side. The floorplate pins show some tool marks and the left feed lip
shows some damage and is bent in slightly. The spring otherwise seems
to be serviceable and this example is marked "REISING 22" on the
floorplate and has witness slots along the right side. Finally there is
another original 10-round two-tone magazine for the Reising 22 LR
semi-auto target pistol. This is a rather nice example retaining about
92% original blue with some light operational wear, a spot of minor
oxidation staining on the spine and a nice temper line. This example has
an unmarked floorplate, small witness holes along the right side and a
strong spring. (138895-28C)
Weatherby Mark XXII 22 Magazine
One 10-round 22 LR magazine, unmarked but appears to be original.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue showing some
moderate oxidation staining, light operational wear and a spot of minor
pitting on the left side nearer the base. The spring seems to be strong.
(138895-28D)
Colt Model 1908 Pocket Hammerless Magazine
One original 7-round magazine for the Colt Model 1908 380 ACP pistol.
The metal surfaces have mostly toned to a mottled gunmetal patina with
overall light pitting that has smoothed out somewhat from the years. The
floorplate is visibly marked "CAL. 380 / COLT" and the spring seems to
be serviceable. (138895-26B)
Vintage Savage Magazines
Two total. First is an original 5-round magazine for the Savage Sporter
rifle in 25-20 or 32-20 that rates fair having toned to a gunmetal gray
patina showing some scattered light pitting, some light wear at the feed
lips and visible markings. The spring seems to be serviceable. Next is
an original 10-round magazine for the Savage Model 1907 / 1917 32
ACP pistol that rates fair-good having mostly toned to a mottled
gunmetal patina showing some spots of light oxidation staining and with
a serviceable spring. (138895-28E)
Savage Model 23D Magazines
Three 5-round 22 Hornet magazines. The first example is marked on the
floorplate "MOD. 23-D / SAVAGE / .22 HORNET" and retains about 80%
original blue showing areas of silvering and light oxidation staining, the
feed lips also show some light damage and may have been repaired at
some point, the spring seems to be serviceable. The second example is
marked only "22 HORNET" on the floorplate and retains about 95% plus
original blue showing some light handling marks and the spring seems
to be strong. The final magazine is unmarked and retains about 95%
original blue showing some light handling marks and specks of light
oxidation staining and the spring seems to be strong. (138895-28F)
Colt Model 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless & Fabrique Nationale Model
1905 Magazines
Two total. The first is an original 6-round magazine for the Colt Model
1908 25 ACP Vest Pocket pistol that has mostly toned to a mottled
gunmetal gray patina showing some fine pinprick pitting and good
remnants of blue along the follower. The floorplate is clearly marked
"CAL. 25 / COLT" and the spring seems to be serviceable. Next is an
original 6-round magazine for the FN Model 1905 25 ACP Vest Pocket
pistol that retains about 90% original blue showing some light
operational wear and a small patch of moderate oxidation staining along
the spine. The right side is marked with the FN monogram and the
spring seems to be serviceable. (138895-26X)
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U.S. Model 1911 Magazines
Two total. First is a pinned lanyard base magazine that has mostly toned
to a silvery pewter patina showing some sparsely scattered fine pinprick
pits and handling marks and the spring seems to be strong. The second
magazine is a pinned base two-tone example retaining perhaps 60%
original blue showing moderate overall oxidation staining, some light
operational wear and the spring seems to be strong. (138895-26M)
Japanese Type 14 Nambu Magazine
One original 8-round magazine serial #569. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original nickel finish showing some overall light flaking,
freckling and clouding and the aluminum base is a mild pewter patina.
The magazine is marked with a small "N" inspector stamp and this
example has the front cutout for the retention spring and the spring
seems to be strong. (138895-12)
Japanese Type 14 Nambu Magazine
One original 8-round magazine serial #598. The metal surfaces retain
about 92% original blue showing some light operational wear and a few
spots of minor oxidation staining. The magazine is marked with a crisp
kanji stamp and the aluminum base is a mild pewter patina. This
example has the front cutout for the retention spring and the spring
seems to be strong. (138895-12A)
Japanese Type 94 Nambu Magazine
One original 6-round magazine serial #810. The metal surfaces of this
middle production magazine retain about 90% original blue showing
some light operational wear and small areas toning to gray-brown
patina. The metal surfaces show the usual rough machining marks and
the spring seems to be strong. (138895-12B)
Mauser HSc 380 Magazine
One original 7-round magazine for the post-war commercial Mauser /
Interarms 380 HSc pistol. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
blue showing some light operational wear and a few small areas toning
to a deep plum-brown patina. The floorplate is marked with the Mauser
banner, the bright follower shows some gray freckling and the spring
seems to be serviceable. (138895-25)
Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless Two-Tone Magazine
One original 8-round magazine for the Colt Model 1903 32 ACP pistol.
The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with overall flaking to
a mild gray-brown patina along with light operational wear and freckling.
The body shows a good temper line and there is some light wear at the
tip of the follower. The base plate is crisply marked "CAL.32 / COLT"
and the spring seems to be strong. (138895-19)
Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless
One original two-tone factory magazine in near excellent condition with a
couple minor freckles and a ''CAL.32 / COLT'' marked baseplate.
(22A9100-250A)
22 LR Magazines
Five total, two excellent condition 25-round clear polymer Butler Creek
25/22 magazines with red followers, one excellent condition 10-round
clear polymer Eagle International 10/22 magazine, one near very good
condition likely 25-round Ram-Line 10/22 magazine and one excellent
condition black polymer German Sports Guns 10-round GSG-5
magazine. (228677-2)
Makarov Magazines
Five 9x18 magazines total, three standard eight-round magazines and
two magazines with ''+2'' extensions, all retaining near 99% original blue
with some operational marks and other tiny blemishes. (229713-7C)
Beretta, Taurus & Ruger
One ''MADE IN BRAZIL''-marked magazine likely for use in a Taurus
PT92 pistol, three ''MADE IN TAIWAN''-marked magazines likely for use
in a Beretta 92 pistol and two unmarked magazines likely for use in a
Ruger P-Series pistol, all are 9mm and retain near 99% original blue
with some scattered freckles. (229713-7B)
Colt 1908 Pocket Hammerless
One original two-tone factory magazine in near excellent condition with a
couple minor freckles, the top 3/4'' appearing to have been
gently-cleaned and a ''CAL.380 / COLT'' marked baseplate.
(22A6519-337E)
Colt 1908 Pocket Hammerless
One original two-tone factory magazine in near excellent condition with
some small blemishes, scattered freckles and signs of operational use
and a ''CAL.380 / COLT'' marked baseplate. (22A6519-337B)
Colt 1908 Pocket Hammerless
One original two-tone factory magazine in very good condition with
scattered freckling and signs of operational use and a ''CAL.380 / COLT''
marked baseplate. (22A6519-337C)
Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless
One original two-tone factory magazine in good plus condition with
light-to-moderate freckling throughout, small blemishes and a ''CAL.32 /
COLT'' marked baseplate. (22A6519-337D)
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Colt 1908 Pocket Hammerless
One later-style original blued factory magazine in near excellent
condition with scattered freckling and signs of operational use and a
''CAL.380 / COLT'' marked baseplate. (226519-337J)
Vintage & High Capacity 1911
Three magazines total, two blued 7-round magazines retaining 99%
original finish with scattered blemishes and ''19200 / ASSY 5508694 /
MFR30745''-marked baseplates and one 15-round extended magazine
retaining 97-98% original blue with some scattered blemishes and
handling marks and a ''COLT / 45 AUTO''-marked baseplate.
(226519-337U)
Beretta 92FS
Five factory magazines total, two 10-round magazines in excellent
condition still in factory packaging, one 10-round magazine showing
slight signs of operational wear and two 15-round magazines with some
freckling and overall signs of operational wear. (228677-3)
FN/Browning
Three magazines total, one near excellent condition factory magazine
for a Baby Browning .25 ACP pistol showing some scattered blemishes
and an FN-marked baseplate and two very good condition factory
magazines for a Fabrique Nationale Model 1905 .25 ACP pistol with
scattered freckles and some operational wear. (228899-111I)
Dreyse Model 1907
Two magazines total for use in a Dreyse Model 1907 .32 ACP pistol,
one showing some moderate freckling and rating very good with
operational wear and one in near excellent condition with operational
wear. (228899-111A)
FEG Semi-Auto Pistol
Four magazines total, three in near excellent condition with black
anodized baseplates and signs of use and handling and one in good
condition with moderate oxidation and an aluminum baseplate with
''4382'' stamped on the bottom. These magazines are original FEG
production but it is unclear whether they are for an AP-MBP .32 ACP
pistol, SMC 380 ACP pistol or a PA63 9mm Makarov pistol.
(228899-111B)
Assorted Clips
33 en bloc clips all in good to very good condition with operational wear
and minor oxidation staining and 12 excellent condition 10-round
stripper clips that appear to be for use with 7.62x39 or similar rifle
cartridges. (228899106B)
Enfield Irish Constabulary
One original 6-round .303 British magazine for use with an Enfield
Cavalry or Irish Constabulary carbine, the magazine retains perhaps
80% original blue with strong proof marks along the spine, freckling and
the area exposed while seated in the rifle toning to dark brown.
(228899-117)
Browning Sporting BAR
Two excellent condition four-round BAR Type I or II factory magazines
retaining 99% Parkerized finish marked ''ITALY / 243 WIN / 308''.
(228899-117Q)
Assorted Uzi
12 magazines total, three unmarked likely 40-round magazines with
polymer baseplates, four unmarked likely 25-round magazines with
polymer baseplate and green follower, one 25-round all-steel ''IMI /
24''-marked 25-round magazine, one unmarked likely 32-round
magazine with polymer baseplate, one all-steel 25-round ''(star)''-marked
magazine, one all-steel 20-round magazine and one all-steel unmarked
10-round magazine, all shows signs of operational wear and retain near
all original matte blue or Parkerized finish with signs of handling.
(228899-106M)
Remington Model 710 Long Action
Five factory magazines total, two as-new in factory packages marked for
use in long action Remington Models 770, 710 and 715. The remaining
three magazines are in excellent condition and have polymer
''REMINGTON''-marked baseplates with two marked ''M710 / LONG
ACTION'' and one marked ''LONG ACTION''. (229293-7)
22 LR
12 factory magazines total, two Ruger-marked for use in a Mark III 22/45
pistol or similar, four Ruger-marked for use in a Mark I pistol or similar,
two marked ''22LR BROWNING'' for use in a Buck Mark pistol, one
unmarked magazine with smaller baseplate appearing identical to the
Buckmark magazines, one magazine marked ''22LR/17HM2'' and the
other marked ''.22 L.R.'' both appearing to be for a CZ Model
452/453/455/457/457/512 and one 10-round polymer magazine for use
in a GSG STG-44 rifle. All magazines are in excellent condition.
(229293-7E)
Ruger 10/22 & TriMag Adapters
Five 10-round factory magazines in very good condition with signs of
operational use and some tarnish on the metal parts and three TriMag
adapters in excellent condition. (229293-7F)
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Ruger 77/22
Four factory magazines total, on as-new in factory package with
''JMX-1'' catalog number indicating this is for Ruger 77/17, 77/22, 96/17
or 10/22 Magnum rifles chambered in either 22WMR or 17HMR. The
three remaining magazines are Ruger-marked and are identical to the
JMX-1 and are in excellent condition. (229293-7B)
Smith & Wesson M&P & Accessories
Two S&W M&P 40/357 factory magazines in excellent condition, one
10-round the other 15-round, two S&W M&P 9 factory magazines in
excellent condition, one 10-round the other 15-round, one size Small
M&P pistol interchangeable backstrap, one size Medium M&P pistol
interchangeable backstrap, one Adco Superthumb magazine loader,
one older style unmarked Ruger-style metal magazine loader and seven
HKS 36 5-round .38 or .357 speedloaders all in excellent condition.
(229293-7A)
1911 With WWI Pouch
Two magazines, one blued 45 ACP 8-round DEVEL-marked magazine
retaining 98% original finish with some operational wear on the follower
and body, one blued 45 ACP ''COLT / 45 AUTO''-marked magazine
retaining 99% plus original finish and an excellent condition L.C.C &
CO.1918''-marked canvas double magazine pouch. (229293-7H)
M1 Carbine
Eight magazines total, one five-round, three 10-round and four 15-round
magazines all retaining 99% original finish. Included are two double
magazine pouches, one tan marked ''G.R. CO / 1943'' and one OD
green marked ''SANTE FE ELECTRIC LDRV'', both in near excellent
condition. (229293-7D)
Hi Power
Two magazines total, one KRD-marked magazine with a polymer
baseplate retaining trace amounts of original finish with signs of frequent
handling and operational use and one mostly gray unmarked magazine
with signs of operational use and with the toe of the baseplate being
slightly upturned but not impeding operation, this magazine appears to
be from a Mark III pistol. (228895-33)
Sig Sauer P220 38 Super
Two near excellent condition factory magazines showing signs of
operational use, ''38 SUPER AUTO''-marked baseplates and the Sauer
logo stamped on the spine. (228895-33A)
Walther P5
Two near excellent condition factory magazines retaining 99% original
blue with some scattered blemishes and a Walther banner and ''P5 – 9 x
19'' marked on the left-side. (228895-33B)
1908 Steyr Pieper
One factory magazine for a 1908 Pieper pistol chambered in 25 Auto
retaining perhaps 85-90% original blue with some operational wear and
some slight freckling. (228895-33C)
WWII P.38
Two original magazines retaining perhaps 97-98% original blue with
some slight freckling and wear, both are marked ''P.38 V / U'' on the
left-side. (228895-33D)
WWII P.38
Three original magazines, two retaining perhaps 95% original blue with
some freckling and wear, the remaining magazine retains perhaps 50%
blue finish with the balance being in-the-white. All three are marked
''P.38 V'' on the left-side. (228895-33E)
Remington 22 LR
Three 6-round factory magazines for use with a Remington 511, 513,
521 or Nylon 11 rifle. The magazines retain 96-97% original blue with
small areas of oxidation and freckling, some wear and
''REMINGTON''-marked baseplates. (228895-32)
Remington 22 LR
Three 6-round factory magazines for use with a Remington 511, 513,
521 or Nylon 11 rifle. The magazines retain 98-99% original blue with
tiny areas of oxidation and freckling, some slight wear and
''REMINGTON''-marked baseplates. (228895-32A)
Remington 22 LR
Four 6-round factory magazines for use with a Remington 511, 513, 521
or Nylon 11 rifle. The magazines retain 96-97% original blue with areas
of oxidation and freckling, wear and ''REMINGTON''-marked baseplates
on all but one of the magazines. (228895-32B)
Savage Model 1903
One factory magazine retaining perhaps 60-65% original blue with
operational wear and light-to-moderate freckling, the right-side is marked
''22 S. L. & L.R. / SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY / UTICA. N.Y.''.
(228895-32C)
Winchester Model 77
Two factory 10-round magazines, one near excellent retaining 99%
original blue, the other retaining about 95% original blue with operational
wear and freckling. Both have ''WINCHESTER''-marked baseplates.
(228895-32D)
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Winchester Model 77
Two factory 10-round magazines, one near excellent retaining 99%
original blue, the other retaining about 95% original blue with operational
wear and a couple small areas of oxidation. Both have
''WINCHESTER''-marked baseplates. (228895-32E)
Winchester Model 69A
Three factory magazines, one in excellent condition retaining 99%
original blue with a ''W''-marked baseplate, one retaining 97-98% original
blue with the loss due to some slight damage and concentrated freckling
on the Winchester-marked baseplate and one retaining perhaps 95%
original blue with a couple tiny spots of oxidation, some areas worn to
silver and a Winchester-marked baseplate. (228895-32F)
Savage & H&R 22 LR
Three magazines total, two are unmarked but look to be for a Savage
Model 35 or similar although exact firearm is unknown, both retain about
85-90% original blue with some operational wear and oxidation staining.
One factory magazine for a Harrington & Richardson Model 865 or
similar retaining perhaps 98% original blue with some tiny spots of
oxidation and slight wear with an H&R-marked baseplate. (228895-32G)
Smith & Wesson Model 41
Two 10-round factory magazines with metal followers retaining perhaps
98% original blue with operational wear and S&W-marked baseplates.
(228895-29)
Smith & Wesson Model 41
Two 10-round factory magazines with metal followers retaining perhaps
98% original blue with operational wear and S&W-marked baseplates.
(228895-29A)
Smith & Wesson Model 41
Two 10-round factory magazines with metal followers retaining perhaps
98% original blue with operational wear and S&W-marked baseplates.
(228895-29B)
Smith & Wesson Model 41/422
Two factory magazines with plastic followers retaining perhaps 99%
original blue with operational wear, scattered blemishes and
S&W-marked baseplates, one is a 10-round with black follower, the
other is a 12-round with orange follower. (228895-29C)
Smith & Wesson Model 41/422
Three factory 10-round magazines with plastic followers retaining
perhaps 99% original blue with operational wear, scattered blemishes
and S&W-marked baseplates, two retain about 98% original blue, the
other perhaps 90-92%. (228895-29D)
Smith & Wesson Model 39
Two factory eight-round magazines with plastic followers retaining 99%
original blue with S&W-marked baseplates. (228895-29E)
Smith & Wesson Model 39
Two factory eight-round magazines, one with plastic follower and one
with metal follower retaining 99% original blue with S&W-marked
baseplates. (228895-29f)
Smith & Wesson Model 52
One five-round factory magazine retaining about 97-98% original blue
with some freckling, slight wear and an S&W-marked baseplate.
(228895-29G)
Colt Woodsman First Series
One two-tone factory magazine in very good plus condition with some
concentrated freckling below the lip on the right-side and retaining
97-98% original blue with operational wear and a ''CAL.22 /
COLT''-marked baseplate. (228895-26U)
Colt Woodsman First Series
One all-blue factory magazine in very good plus condition with a small
area of freckling on the left-side and retaining perhaps 75-80% original
blue with operational wear and a ''COLT WOODSMAN / CAL.22
L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26W)
Colt Woodsman First Series
One two-tone factory magazine in near excellent condition with a few
scattered light blemishes and retaining 98-99% strong original blue with
operational wear and a ''CAL.22 / COLT''-marked baseplate.
(228895-26T)
Colt Woodsman First Series
One all-blue factory magazine in very good plus condition with a some
freckling and a tiny ding on the right-side, it retains about 98% original
blue with operational wear and a ''COLT WOODSMAN / CAL.22
L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26V)
Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless
One original all-blue factory magazine in near excellent condition with
some light freckling and small blemishes retaining perhaps 98% original
blue with a ''CAL.32 / COLT'' marked baseplate. (228895-26K)
Colt 1903 Pocket Hammerless
One original all-blue factory magazine in near excellent condition with
just a couple very light freckles retaining perhaps 99% original blue with
a ''CAL.32 / COLT'' marked baseplate. (228895-26J)
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Colt Service Model Ace
One original two-tone magazine with serrated button roughly half
in-the-white, half blue. The blued portion retains about 97% original
finish, there are scattered freckles throughout and some very light
oxidation around the toe of the ''COLT / ACE / 22 L.R.''-marked
baseplate. (228895-26I)
Colt Ace
One original all-blue magazine with bulls-eye button retaining about 95%
original blue with the majority of loss due to operational wear and some
thinning on the ''COLT / CAL.22 L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26H)
Colt Ace
One blued original later-model (likely 80s) magazine retaining 99%
original blue with very minor operational wear and a ''COLT .22
L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26G)
Colt 38 Special Wadcutter
One original 1911 magazine retaining 96% original blue with some light
freckling and operational wear and a ''COLT .38 SPEC.''-marked
baseplate. (228895-26N)
Colt 38 Special Wadcutter
One original 1911 magazine retaining 90-92% original blue with
scattered freckling, loss due to contact with some type of solvent and
minimal operational wear with a ''COLT .38 SPEC.''-marked baseplate.
(228895-26P)
Marlin & Springfield Armory 45 ACP
Two factory magazines total, one 7-round stainless steel magazine in
near excellent condition for use with a .45 caliber Marlin Camp Carbine
with Marlin-marked baseplate and one 7-round Springfield Armory 1911
National Match magazine retaining 99% original blue with scattered light
freckling and a ''SA 45 NM''-marked baseplate. (228895-16)
Early Colt Woodsman Third Series
One factory heel-catch magazine in excellent condition retaining 99%
original blue with a ''COLT .22 L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26S)
Late Colt Woodsman Third Series
One factory button-release magazine in excellent condition retaining
99% original blue with a ''COLT .22 L.R.''-marked baseplate.
(228895-26R)
Colt Woodsman Second Series
One factory magazine in near excellent condition retaining 98-99%
original blue with some slight operational wear and a ''COLT / CAL.22
L.R.''-marked baseplate. (228895-26Q)
Assorted Revolver Speed Loaders
Included are: (4) sets of Smith & Wesson half-moon 45 ACP clips in
unopened factory packaging, (4) sets of Smith & Wesson full-moon 9mm
clips in unopened factory packaging, (3) HKS #25 (one is marked #25-5)
six-shot speed loaders for Smith & Wesson Model 25 and similar
revolvers chambered in 45 Colt, (1) HKS #10-A speed loader for Smith
& Wesson six-shot K-frame and similar revolvers chambered in .38
/.357, (2) HKS #57 six-shot speed loaders for Smith & Wesson Model 57
/ 58 and similar revolvers chambered in 41 Magnum and (3) HKS #27
(one is marked #27-A) six-shot speed loaders for Smith & Wesson
Model 27 / 28 and similar N-frame revolvers chambered in .38 / .357. All
rate very good or excellent. (89713-7Y)
Pre-War Second Variation Colt 38 Super Magazine
This lovely two-tone second variation magazine is marked "Colt Super /
38 Auto" on the base, the finish rates excellent with a few light handling
marks and light staining on the white cyanide bath treated area. This
early style magazine lacks the higher metal at the front of the tube that
was later added to prevent the cartridge in the number two position from
creeping forward and features a pinned baseplate. An excellent
condition magazine. (8A6519-337F)
Pre-War Third Variation Colt 38 Super Magazine
This lovely two-tone third variation magazine is marked "Colt Super / 38
Auto" on the base, the finish rates excellent with a few light handling
marks and light staining in the white cyanide bath treated area. This
magazine features the higher metal at the front of the tube that was
added to prevent the cartridge in the number two position from creeping
forward and causing a malfunction. The tube has a pinned base but the
pins are so well blended that it requires a strong magnifier to see them.
It also has a cut at the top left of the tube to allow the follower to activate
the slide stop. An excellent condition magazine. (8A6519-337G)
Colt Second Series Woodsman Magazines
Included are: (1) original factory second series Woodsman magazine
marked "Colt Cal. 22 L.R." on the baseplate. The metal surfaces are
even brown patina with handling marks. Also included are (2) unmarked
aftermarket magazines that loosely resemble the second series
Woodsman magazine but does not fit any of the examples we have
in-house. (86519-337C)
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Smith & Wesson 22 Handgun Magazines
This lot includes: (3) S&W Model 41 (also fits models 442, 622 & 2201)
ten-round magazines in used but excellent condition, (2) S&W Model
2213 / 2214 eight-round magazines in used but excellent condition and
(2) S&W Model 61 Escort five-round magazines in used but excellent
condition. (86519-337AD)
Assorted Ruger Model 77 Magazines
This lot includes: (1) Ruger Model 77 / 44 Magnum detachable rotary
box magazine and (2) Ruger Model 77 / 22 Hornet detachable rotary
box magazines. All three magazines rate about excellent with light use.
(88899-110A)
Assorted Ruger 10/22 and Model 77 Magazines
This lot includes: (1) Ruger BX-1 10/22 rotary magazine for 22 LR as
new on blister card, (1) Pro Mag 23-round polymer 22 Magnum
magazine for Ruger 77/22 magnum in excellent condition and (1) Ruger
Model 77 / 22 Magnum & 77 / 17 HMR rotary magazine for the 22
Winchester Magnum Rimfire and 17 Hornady Magnum Rimfire in
excellent condition. (88899-110)
Ruger Standard Model and Mk I Magazines
This lot contains (2) Ruger Standard Model and Mark I 9-round
magazines in excellent condition with light wear. Both of these
magazines are pre-1972 made for the older A-54 frame with the button
on the right side of the magazine and solid tube on the left side of the
magazine. One magazine includes the original brown cardboard box
with black printing and Ruger Phoenix in near excellent condition. Also
included are (4) Ruger Standard Model and Mk I 9-round magazines in
excellent condition for post 1972 made A-100 frame pistols. One
magazine has the original white cardboard box with red printing. The
box rates about very good. (88899-110B)
Remington Model 742 and 760 Magazines
All magazines in this lot are marked for 30-06 Springfield or similar
cartridges and will fit the Remington Models 742 semi-auto, Model 760
slide action and other similar guns in both series. Included are (2)
Remington magazines without the lock open on the last round follower
and release button (primarily a Model 760 series magazine but usable in
the Model 742 series) made from one piece drawn sheet metal and (2)
with the lock open on the last round follower and release button
(primarily an Model 742 series magazine but usable in the Model 760
series) also made from drawn sheet metal. Three of the magazine rates
excellent showing light use but the fourth (Model 760) has scattered
oxidation and moderate use. (88899-117H)
Remington Model 742 Magazines
All magazines in this lot are marked for short cartridges (308 Win., 6mm
Rem., 243 Win.) and will fit the Remington Models 742 semi-auto or
similar guns in this series but can also be used in the Model 760 slide
action or similar guns in that series. Included are (3) Remington
magazines with the lock open on the last round follower and release
button made from drawn sheet metal. One magazine is as new on a
blister card, the second rates excellent and the third shows light use with
a half inch diameter of oxidized pitting on the left rear. (88899-117B)
Remington Model 742 and 760 Magazines
Included is (1) magazine for a Remington Model 742 or similar guns in
that series marked for long cartridges (30-06, 35 Whelen, 25-06, etc.)
with the lock open on the last round follower, release button and
synthetic base. They will also work in Remington Model 760 series or
similar slide action rifles. It remains in excellent condition. Also included
is (1) magazine for a Remington Model 760 or similar guns in that series
marked for 35 Remington without the lock open on the last round
follower, no release button and made from one-piece drawn sheet
metal. It shows light to moderate use. (88899-117C)
Remington Model 742 Magazines
All magazines in this lot are marked for 30-06 Springfield or similar long
cartridges and will fit the Remington Models 742 semi-auto or other
similar guns in this series. Included are (5) Remington magazines with
the lock open on the last round follower and release button (primarily a
Model 742 series magazine but usable in the Model 760 series) made
from drawn sheet metal. All magazine rate about good to very good with
scattered light to sometimes moderate oxidation and wear.
(88899-117F)
Government Model Magazines
This lot consists of (4) ten-round 45 ACP Government Model magazines
in excellent condition. Included are: (2) Chip McCormick Power Mag
ten-round magazines and (2) Colt ten-round magazines. (88899-119C)
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Mixed Lot of U.S. Model 1911/A1 Magazines
Included are: (2) M.S. Little Co. Model 1911A1 magazines with full blue
retaining about 95% finish and features a welded magazine base, (1)
Risdon Mfg. Co. Model 1911A1 magazine with full blue finish retaining
about 98% finish and features a welded magazine base; (1) unmarked
Model 1911 magazine worn to pewter with stains from oxidation and
handling marks, pinned magazine base and the front of the baseplate
has been filed shorter, it is possibly by Colt or Remington U.M.C., (1)
post-war Model 1911A1 magazine worn to pewter with oxidation stains
featuring a welded base with U.S. stock numbers on the base, (1)
unmarked Remington U.M.C. Model 1911 magazine retaining about
97% blue finish over sandblast and features a pinned base and (2)
unmarked aftermarket Government model magazines, one retains about
99% blue and the other has toned brown with areas of gray and
freckling. (88899-119A)
Browning BLR Magazines
This lot has (3) Browning factory BLR 81 Lever Action Rifle four-round
magazines. Included are (2) BLR magazines for 243 & 308 cartridges
and (1) BLR magazine for 22-250. All three magazines are in excellent
condition. (88899-117T)
Assorted Bolt Action Shotgun Magazines
Included are: (2) two-round magazines for Marlin Model 55 Series
"Goose Gun" bolt action shotguns in 12 gauge. Also included is (1)
two-round magazine for 20 gauge 2 3/4" shells that appear to be for the
Mossberg Model 185 series bolt action shotguns and (1) two-round
magazine for 20 gauge 2 3/4" shells that appear to be for the Mossberg
Model 185 or 190 series bolt action shotguns but cannot be confirmed
and (1) two-round magazine for 20 gauge 3" shells that appear to be for
the Mossberg Model 385/485 series bolt action shotguns. (88899-117M)
Colt 9mm Magazine
This magazine is a single Colt marked magazine for a Government
Model pistol or similar with about 99% original matte blue. The base is
marked "COLT / CAL. 9MM LUGER" and it remains in excellent
condition. (88899-119I)
Remington Model 742 Series Magazines
Included are (1) Triple K Model 979M ten-round metal magazine for
30-06 Springfield Remington Model 742 or similar firearms. The
magazine remains in excellent condition with original packaging. Also
included are (2) Eagle International Inc. Model 1001 polymer ten-round
magazines for 30-06 Springfield family of cartridges for the Remington
Model 742 or similar firearms. The magazines rate excellent. Also
included are (3) woodland camouflage nylon pouches with belt loops
(two are 2 1/4" wide, one is only 1 1/2" wide) and hook and loop closure
on the covers. (88899-106J)
Mixed Lot of Rifle and Carbine Magazines
Included are (1) GSG 22 LR AK-47 ten-round polymer magazine in
excellent condition, (1) S&W M&P 15-22 ten-round polymer 22 LR
magazine in excellent condition, (4) H&K 91 / G3 / CETME twenty-round
7.62x51mm NATO magazines, three are alloy and the other is steel, (1)
H&K 91 / G3 / CETME twenty-round 7.62x51mm NATO steel magazine
painted a bright silver/chrome color, (1) CETME / H&K 91 twenty-round
7.62x51mm NATO steel magazine, (1) CETME / H&K 91 five-round
7.62x51mm NATO steel magazine, (1) Thermould twenty-round
7.62x51mm NATO steel magazine for the CETME / H&K 91, (2)
unmarked FN FAL metric pattern 7.62x51mm NATO magazines, (2)
unmarked 32-round modified Uzi Magazines in 9mm that rate near
excellent showing an addition magazine catch hole cut 1.23" from the
lips (possibly for Colt AR-15 9mm carbines) and (1) Intratec Tech 9
32-round magazine painted gray in very good to excellent condition.
(88899-106Q)
FN P90 Magazines
Included are (8) 50-round FN P90 plastic magazines in excellent
condition. The magazines are not maker marked. (88899-128)
Mixed U.S. Model 1911A1 Magazines
Included are: (1) Scovill Manufacturing Company magazine with "S" on
pinned base plate lip, (1) Scovill Manufacturing Company magazine with
"S" on welded base plate lip, (2) Risdon Manufacturing Company
magazines with "R" on the welded base plate lips, (1) M.S. Little
Company magazine with "L" on welded base plate lip, (1) General
Shaver Division magazine with "G" on welded base plate lip and welded
seam on the back of the magazine tube and (1) unmarked Colt Firearms
magazine with pinned baseplate. All these magazines show light wear,
light but generally limited oxidation stains and handling marks. (88830-3)
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Mixed M1 Carbine Magazines
This includes the following 30-round magazines: (1) Seymour Products
magazine marked "SEY" with light to moderate oxidation, (2) Vietnam
era Jahn Manufacturing magazines marked "J" showing light to
moderate oxidation, (2) unidentified magazines with "M2" marking that
rate near excellent but are reproductions. Also included are the following
15-round magazines: (1) Stanley Works magazine marked "SW"
showing moderate oxidation, (2) International Silver magazines marked
"IS" with light to moderate oxidation; (3) Union Hardware magazines
marked "U", one with light oxidation the other two closer to moderate, (1)
IBM magazine marked "SY-B" with light oxidation and wear and (1) J.L.
Clark / IBM magazine marked with "C-B" (small hash mark through the
top of the C) in excellent condition. (88830-2)
AR-15 Magazines
This includes (9) 30-round aluminum AR-15 5.56x45mm magazines
from three various makers in very good to excellent condition. One
magazine is date stamped 02/92 but the others have no date stamps
found. (88839-1A)
AR-15 and AK-47 Magazines
This includes (4) 30-round aluminum AR-15 5.56x45mm magazines
from Adventure Line Mfg. in very good to excellent condition. One
magazine is still in the original plastic package and is dated May 1980
on the package but no date stamps are found on the magazines
themselves. Also included are (4) 20-round aluminum AR-15
5.56x45mm magazines from various manufacturers in very good to
excellent condition. One of the magazine's is marked "COLT AR-15 /
CAL. 223". The last magazine is (1) Chinese 30-round unmarked "flat
back" steel AK-47 7.62x39mm magazine in excellent condition.
(88839-1B)
Sauer Model 202 Rifle Magazines
These are 3-round steel magazines for a Sauer Model 202 rifle with
polymer floorplate for the 308 Winchester family of cartridges. The
magazines are unmarked, appear to have seen little if any use and
remain in excellent condition. (88830-1C)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot includes: (1) stainless steel "KimPro" 8-round Government
Model 45 ACP magazine, (1) unmarked blue finish 7-round Government
Model 45 ACP magazine, (1) blue finish Ruger LCP 6-round 380 ACP
magazine with finger rest baseplate, (1) stainless steel Seecamp LWS
380 magazine for 380 ACP as-new in factory packaging and (1)
stainless steel Sig Sauer P238 380 ACP factory magazine with plain
floor plate. All magazines rate excellent. (86519-352C)
Walther and AMT Pistol Magazines
Included are: (1) blue finish Walther Model PP factory 32 ACP magazine
with finger rest floor plate, (1) blue finish Mec-Gar Walther Model PPK
32 ACP magazine with finger rest floor plate and (1) stainless steel
unmarked AMT Backup 380 ACP magazine with steel finger rest
floorplate. All magazines rate about excellent. (86519-352D)
Beretta and Walther 22 RF Magazines
Included are: (2) blue finish 7-round Beretta Model 21, 22 LR factory
magazines as-new on the original blister cards and (2) unmarked blue
finish Walther PPK/S 22 LR magazines with flat removable base plate.
All magazines are in excellent condition. (86519-352E)
Mixed Rifle and Pistol Magazine Lot
(1) polymer Command Arms 30-round AR-15 5.56mm magazine as new
in the original packaging and (1) polymer 30-round Kel-Tec PMR30 22
Winchester Magnum RF magazine as new in the original packaging.
(86519-352F)
Heckler & Koch SL7 Magazine
Included is (1) blue finished 5-round Heckler & Koch Model SL7
.308/243 Winchester magazine. The magazine rates excellent.
(86519-352G)
Heckler & Koch SL7 Magazine
Included is (1) blue finished 10-round Heckler & Koch Model SL7
.308/243 Winchester magazine. The magazine rates excellent.
(86519-352H)
Browning Automatic Sporting Rifle Magazine
This lot consist of a single blue finished Browning Automatic Sporting
Rifle 7mm Remington Magnum magazine in excellent condition with light
handling wear. Also included is an unidentified blue steel 5-round box
magazine for 22 LR in excellent condition. The magazine has no viewing
slots or holes and there is a shallow magazine catch notch on the rear.
(86519-352I)
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Winchester Magazines
Included are three magazines: (1) blue finish Winchester Model 100
.243/308 Win. factory magazine with Winchester markings, (1) blue
finish Winchester Model 69 .22 LR factory magazine with Winchester
markings. Both of these magazines rate about excellent with light
handling wear. The last single magazine is a Winchester Model 1907
factory Winchester Model 1907, 351 Winchester Self Loader magazine
marked "351 CAL" on the base. This magazine rates fair to good with
scattered pitting on the left side and the right side mostly blemished with
oxidation. (86519-352J)
High Standard Model B Magazine
This two-tone unmarked 22 LR magazine is for the High Standard Model
B, Model C and similar variants with short grips and angled bottom. The
magazine shows light wear and rates about very good plus.
(88895-26Y)
High Standard Model B Magazine
This two-tone unmarked 22 LR magazine is for the High Standard Model
B, Model C and similar variants with short grips and angled bottom. The
magazine shows very light wear and rates about excellent.
(88895-26AA)
High Standard Model B Magazine
This two-tone unmarked 22 LR magazine is for the High Standard Model
B, Model C and similar variants with short grips and angled bottom. The
magazine shows light wear and rates about very good plus. (88895-26Z)
Government Model Magazines
Included are: (2) unmarked blue finish Colt Government or similar model
magazines for 45 ACP with sliding removable baseplate for easier
cleaning and (1) blue finish Colt marked 38 Super Auto magazine for
Government or similar model pistols. The unmarked magazines rate
excellent showing light wear and the "Super" magazine has scattered
light oxidation blemishes but rates about very good. (88895-26L)
Officers Model and Other Magazines
Included are: (1) blue finish Colt marked Officers Model magazine or
similar guns in 45 ACP with orange plastic follower in excellent
condition, (1) unmarked Officers Model magazine or similar guns in 45
ACP with added rubber bumper pad in good condition showing
moderate freckling and (1) unmarked single stack blue finished 9mm
magazine believed to be for a Detonics Compact-9 in excellent
condition. (88895-26C)
Colt Government .380 Magazines
Included are (4) Colt marked 380 ACP magazines for the Colt .380 ACP
Government pistol or similar. Three of the blue finished magazines rate
excellent with one of these showing light to moderate wear on the finish.
The fourth magazine rates fair to good showing scattered moderate
oxidation blemishes and an old inventory sticker. (88895-26)
Thompson Submachine Gun and M14/M1A Magazines
Three magazines as follows: two Thompson submachine gun 20-round
45 ACP magazines in very good condition retaining 95% original blue
with some minor silvering to the high edges and some scattered spots of
light oxidation. One is unmarked while the other is stamped ''W.P.S.'' on
the forward edge for Worcester Pressed Steel. Also included is one
unmarked Parkerized steel M14/M1A 20-round 7.62 NATO/308 Win
magazine retaining 98% original finish with some light handling marks.
All magazines have strong springs and appear to function well
mechanically. (239713-7E)
Ruger 10/22 Magazines
Five including: two Ram-Line translucent smoke polymer magazines one
holding 20 rounds and one 50, one Butler Creek Hot Lips translucent
clear polymer 25-round magazine, one Shooters Ridge translucent clear
polymer 50-round magazine and one Mitchell Arms translucent polymer
50-round teardrop-shaped magazine with belt loop. All rate near
excellent with slight signs of use. (236519-335)
FAL Magazines
Seven 20-round 7.62mm NATO/308 Win metric-pattern magazines for
the FN FAL/DSA SA58 and similar clone rifles including three steel and
four aluminum, with one steel magazine retaining about 85% original
black enamel finish with a few scattered spots of light oxidation with the
remainder retaining about 97% original black enamel finish with some
light silvering of the high edges and scattered light signs of military
service and all retaining strong springs. (236519-337)
Assorted Smith & Wesson Pistol Magazines
Includes one sealed-in-original packaging Sigma series 40 S&W
15-round magazine item #181790000, three 356 TSW 15-round
magazines, one Model 645 45 ACP 8-round magazine, three Model 59
and similar 9mm 15-round magazines, and one Model 39 and similar
9mm 9-round magazine. All have stainless steel bodies and all rate
excellent. (236519-337A)
40 S&W Magazines
Two unidentified likely 40 S&W 10-round detachable box magazines for
a semi-auto pistol. Magazines are unmarked and retain 99% original
blue with slight operational wear while the springs remain strong.
(236519-337X)
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Beretta 950 BS Magazines
Six total including three 25 ACP 8-round factory magazines and three 22
Short 6-round factory magazines. The 25 ACP magazines retain about
98% original blue with light operational wear while the 22 Short
magazines retain closer to 85-90% original blue with minor operational
wear. All springs remain strong. (236519-337Y)
FN ''Baby'' Browning Magazines
Four 25 ACP 6-round magazines for FN ''Baby'' Browning pistols. One
magazine retains 99% hard chrome plate while the remainder retain
between 97-99% original blue with slight operational wear and one
displaying some fine specks of light oxidation. (236519-337AG)
Colt Magazines
One Colt Pocket Nine 9mm 6-round magazine and two Colt Mustang
380 ACP 6-round magazines. The stainless steel surfaces of the 9mm
magazine rate excellent while those of the 380 ACP magazines with
finger extensions also rate excellent. (236519-337AH)
Sig Sauer Magazines
One factory P239 357 Sig 7-round magazine in as-new condition and
still in the factory packaging, and one factory P210 9mm 8-round
magazine retaining 99% original Parkerized finish compatible with
original heel-release pistols. (236519-337AJ)
Assorted Magazines
One Marlin Model Camp 9, 9mm 4-shot magazine retaining 99% original
blue. One Mossberg Model 140/340 and similar 22 S, L, LR, 5-round
magazine retaining 99% original blue. One U.S. M261 22 LR 10-round
magazine adapter assembly for the M16/AR15 series of rifles retaining
98% original blue with a few tiny specks of light oxidation.
(236519-337AK)
Assorted Factory Pistol Magazines
Six magazines total. One H&K HK-4 32 ACP (7.65mm) 7-round
magazine dated 5/71 retaining 99% original blue. Two Magnum
Research Desert Eagle 50 AE 7-round magazines as-new in original
packaging. One Glock G17 9mm 17-round magazine with Glock loading
tool. Both rate near excellent with some light handling marks. One AMT
Auto-Mag 22 Mag RF 10-round magazine with stainless steel surfaces
that rate excellent with slight operational wear. One Sig Sauer P220 45
ACP 7-round magazine retaining 99% original Parkerization.
(236519-337AL)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
Five magazines total. One unmarked Para Ordnance P10 45 ACP
10-round magazine retaining 99% plus original blue. One unidentified
9mm 18-round double stack magazine retaining 98% original blue with
light operational wear. Three unmarked 9mm magazines that appear to
be for a CZ-75 pistol, two of which hold 15 rounds and one 22 rounds,
with all retaining about 98% original blue with light operational wear
while the 22-round mag has a few specks of light oxidation.
(239519-337AM)
Beretta M71 Magazines and M72 Barrel
Two Berretta Model 71, 22 LR 8-round factory magazines retaining 99%
original blue. Also included is one Beretta Model 72, 22 LR 6'' barrel with
a bright excellent bore. All barrel markings remain crisp and the front
sight blade is intact. (236519-337AN)
Ruger P-Series Magazines
Five new-in-package Ruger factory 40 S&W 10-round magazines for
P91, P944, KP91, KP944, and PC4 pistols. Packaging displays minor
edge and storage wear with one package having a crack in the bottom
of the plastic shell that holds the magazine. (238899-124D)
Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
11 magazines for the Ruger Mini-14 as follows: eight factory 5-round
magazines, one factory 20-round magazine, one factory 30-round
magazine and one aftermarket 40-round magazine. Nine of the
magazines rate excellent retaining about 99% original blue while one
5-round magazine has some light oxidation and spots of loss on the left
side while the 20-round magazine has spots of light oxidation and the
remnants of a sticker on the left side. (238899-124)
Ruger 45 ACP Magazines
Five Ruger factory 45 ACP 8-round magazines for the P90, P97, and
P345 series of pistols. The in-the-white steel surfaces rate excellent
while the polymer Ruger-logoed baseplates display a few light handling
marks. Two of the magazines retain their original factory warning sticker
on the left side. (238899-113B)
High Standard Magazines
Five magazines for High Standard 22 LR pistols as follows: two factory
10-round magazines retaining about 95% original blue with some light
high edge wear and some scattered spots of light oxidation and three
new-in-package Triple K Brand 10-round magazines for Military Grip
Models, item #990M. (238899-124A)
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RPK Drum Magazine
One Romanian military-surplus 7.62x39mm 75-round drum magazine for
RPK or AK47-style rifles retaining about 95% original black Parkerization
with some minor silvering of the high edges and some scattered spots of
light oxidation. The back cover is held in place with a replacement nut
and bolt. This style of drum requires no winding and is loaded through
the top, one round at a time with the front lever used to depress and
load the next round. The magazine appears to function properly.
(238899-115A)
Ruger P Series Magazines
Six Ruger factory 9mm 10-round magazines for the P85/89/93/94/95
series of pistols. Magazines retain about 98% original blue with some
light high edge wear with one magazine retaining the original factory
warning sticker on the right side. (238899-113A)
Assorted Beretta Magazines
Eight factory Beretta 40 S&W magazines. Two Model 8040 Cougar
10-round magazines, one Model 8040 Mini Cougar 10-round magazine
with a PX4 Storm baseplate with SnapGrip extension, and five Model 96
magazines. Two of the Model 96 magazines are blued and hold 10
rounds, two are matte gray and hold 10 rounds and one is blued and
holds 11 rounds. All magazine rate very good plus to near excellent
displaying some light silvering of the high edges and bearing surfaces
and some small impact marks on the baseplates from use. (238899-130)
Assorted Glock Magazines
9 factory Glock 10-round magazines in three different calibers and two
aftermarket magazines. Lot includes three G21 45 ACP magazines, one
G30 45 ACP magazine, two G17 9mm magazines, one G22 40 S&W
magazine, and two G23 40 S&W magazines. Also included is one
unmarked aftermarket G17 9mm 17-round magazine and one unmarked
aftermarket G19 9mm 15-round magazine along with one factory G19
9mm 15-round magazine missing the follower and spring, and one Glock
loading tool. All magazines remain in very good plus condition showing
light wear from use and the G22 magazine has some marker writing
next to witness holes. (238899-127)
Assorted Glock Magazines
9 factory Glock magazines in four different calibers and three
aftermarket magazines. Lot includes three G21 45 ACP 10-round
magazines, three G23 40 S&W magazines with two holding 13 rounds
and one 10 rounds, one G20 10mm 15-round magazine with a 1'' crack
running down the spine, one G22 40 S&W 10-round magazine with a
black and white American flag decal on the baseplate, and one G17
9mm 10-round magazine. Also included are three unmarked aftermarket
magazines including two G17 9mm 17-round magazines and one G19
9mm 15-round magazine, and the body of a G23 magazine which is
missing its follower, spring and baseplate. All magazines remain in very
good plus condition showing light wear from use unless previously
noted. (238899-127A)
Walther Model 8 Magazine
One new-in-original packaging Triple K Brand Walther Model 8 25 ACP
7-round magazine item #106M. (238899-111T)
Colt Model 2000 Magazines
Four Colt Model 2000 9mm 15-round magazines remaining in very good
plus to like-new condition with a few showing some minor high edge and
operational wear. (238899-113)
Ruger Magazines
One Ruger SR9c 9mm 10-round magazine retaining 99% original blue
with slight slivering on the feed lips along with one SR9/9E 9mm
10-round magazine in equally excellent condition. (238899-113D)
Sig Sauer P220 Magazines
Three new-in-packaging factory Sig P220 45 ACP 7-round magazines.
Magazines are blued steel with witness holes. (238899-115B)
Sig Sauer P239 Magazines
Five new-in-packaging factory Sig P239 9mm 8-round magazines.
Magazines are blued steel with witness holes. (238899-115)
Radom P.35 Magazine
One original Radom P.35 9mm 8-round magazine retaining about 95%
original gray Parkerized finish with light silvering on the high edges and
contact points. The magazine is unmarked and the spring remains
strong. (238899-111J)
CZ 24 Magazine
One original CZ 24 380 ACP 8-round magazine retaining about 80%
original blue with minor silvering on the high edges and bearing surfaces
while both the body and baseplate are marked ''C (arrow) Z'' and
''33539'' is on the baseplate. (238899-111)
Mauser Model 1914 Magazine
One original Mauser Model 1914 32 ACP 8-round magazine which is
toning to a dull pewter-gray patina with some scattered areas of light
oxidation and the Mauser banner-marked baseplate has aged to
plum-brown. The magazine spring remains robust. (238899-111H)
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FEG P.37 Magazine
One original German contract P.37 32 ACP 7-round magazine retaining
about 95% original blue with some scattered small areas of light
oxidation and light silvering of the high edges and wear points. The
bottom of the magazine is marked ''P.Mod. 37'' and the rear of the finger
extension bears ''58894''. The magazine spring remains strong.
(238899-131)
Browning Hi-Power Magazines
Two Browning Hi-Power 40 S&W 10-round magazines in near excellent
condition with very light operational wear to the matte gray metal
surfaces and a tiny spot of oxidation staining on the rear of the right feed
lip of the magazine with the Pachmayr checkered rubber baseplate
which was standard on Practical Model magazines. The other magazine
has a standard metal baseplate and both magazine springs are very
robust. (238899-114D)
Smith & Wesson M&P Magazines
Four 10-round magazines total including two M&P40C 40 S&W
magazines, one M&P40 40 S&W magazine and one M&P45 45 ACP
magazine. Magazines rate excellent and retain about 98-99% original
blue with some very light high edge and contact point wear.
(238899-114C)
Smith & Wesson Model 59 Magazines
Three 9mm 14-round magazines for the S&W Model 59,459, 559, 659
and similar pistols. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent and two of
the magazines have thick rubber baseplates while the third has a
standard polymer baseplate. Also included are six factory Smith &
Wesson polymer magazine baseplates for S&W Models 59, 459, 559,
659 and similar pistols. (238899-114B)
Smith & Wesson Sigma 40 Magazines
Six Smith & Wesson factory 40 S&W magazines for the Sigma
40/SW40/SW40VE series of pistols including: one 15-round magazine,
three 14-round magazines and two 10-round magazines. The
in-the-white steel surfaces rate excellent and the toe is broken off from
the baseplate on one of the 10-round magazines. (238899-114)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
Five 40 S&W 10-round magazines in about excellent condition. Two
Beretta 96 magazines, one factory and one aftermarket marked ''CC'',
with the remnants of a sticker on each, one Ruger P91/P94 magazine, a
Taurus PT40 magazine in near excellent condition with some scattered
specks of light oxidation and some light silvering on the wear points, and
an unknown blued full-size 40 S&W 10-round magazine.
(238899-114AA)
Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
11 Ruger Mini-14 223 Rem magazines. Two factory 5-round magazines
one of which is excellent and one very good with some scattered small
areas of light oxidation and one factory 30-round magazine marked
''-RESTRICTED- LAW ENFORCEMENT/GOV'T USE ONLY'' retaining
about 95% original blue with light high edge and operational wear and
some scattered spots of light oxidation. Four unmarked aftermarket
30-round magazines in very good plus condition with a couple showing
light silvering of the high edges and bearing surfaces. Two Ram-Line
30-round clear polymer magazines marked ''For: MINI-14, M-16, AR-15,
AR-180'' with one in very good plus condition and one in perhaps fair
condition with a crack through the rear locking lug. Finally, there are two
Eagle Beta-Mag, 30-round translucent smoke polymer magazines in
excellent condition with some light handling marks. (238899-106F)
AR15 7.62x39mm Magazines
Five 7.62x39mm 20-round blued steel magazines for AR15-style rifles in
very good condition with scattered spots of light oxidation and light
silvering of the high edges and contact points. One magazine has ''AR
7.62x39mm'' scribed on the baseplate and rear edge, one has a
baseplate marked ''AR-15 / MADE IN U.S.A.'' and three have a piece of
masking tape on one side labeled ''Colt 762x39''. (238899-106C)
AR15 7.62x39mm Magazines
Five 7.62x39mm blued steel magazines for M16/M4/AR15-style rifles
manufactured by U.S.A. Magazines. Two hold 40 rounds and three hold
20 rounds with one still in the original packaging which shows some
tears and creases at the corners. Magazines remain in excellent
condition retaining 99% original blue with a few scattered small spots of
light oxidation. (238899-106D)
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SKS Magazines
Nine assorted box magazines for SKS carbines. One sealed-in-package
USA-manufactured 30-round Zytel magazine featuring last-round
hold-open and a loading tool, two U.S.A. Magazines-brand blued steel
35-round magazines, two blued steel 30-round magazines one of which
has an added textured clear finish and shows the remnants of a sticker
on the right side, and one Tapco 20-round black polymer magazine with
light oxidation on the baseplate, some light handling marks and
''11-12349 / JR'' written on the left edge. Also included are three more
blued steel magazines holding 15, 10 and six rounds. All magazines rate
very good to new with some showing some scattered small spots of light
oxidation, some light handling marks and minor silvering of the wear
points. (238899-106A)
Uzi Magazines
14 Uzi submachine gun 9mm 32-round magazines. One of the
magazines rates excellent retaining about 99% black enamel finish while
the remainder rate very good to near excellent retaining between
93-97% arsenal gray Parkerized finish which some scattered areas of
light oxidation and minor silvering on the contact points. Each magazine
has a number stamped on the rear near the baseplate while the
enamel-finished magazine also bears ''IMI''. (238899-106L)
AK47 Magazines
14 assorted 7.62x39mm magazines for AK47-style rifles. One
new-in-package Tapco 10-round black polymer magazine, four 5-round
blued steel magazines three of which have baseplates marked ''CHINA'',
one desirable Bulgarian ''Circle 10'' 30-round waffle pattern black
polymer magazine, one ProMag 30-round ribbed polymer magazine
retaining about 95% purple enamel coating with spots of wear showing
the black polymer beneath, four 30-round ''flatback'' blued steel
magazines one of which shows quite a few spots of minor oxidation and
three 30-round blued steel magazines with one displaying a circular spot
of purple paint on the baseplate. All magazines rate very good to
like-new with the 30-round magazines displaying some minor silvering
on the high edges and wear points, some scattered small spots of light
oxidation and the expected handling marks. (238899-106)
AK47 Magazines
14 assorted 7.62x39mm magazines for AK47-style rifles. One excellent
condition Arsenal USA 5-round black polymer magazine, one
new-in-package Tapco 10-round black polymer magazine, three 5-round
blued steel magazines with baseplates marked ''CHINA'' with one
showing some numerals written on the left side, two ProMag 30-round
ribbed polymer magazines retaining about 95% purple enamel coating
with spots of wear showing the black polymer beneath, one 40-round
blued steel magazine, two 30-round ''flatback'' blued steel magazines
and four 30-round blued steel magazines one of which has an eyelet
welded below the front locking lug. The steel magazines rate very good
to near excellent with all showing some light silvering of the high edges
and contact points, one of the 30-round magazines shows the remnants
of some red paint around the center and one shows areas of light
oxidation throughout. (238899-106AA)
Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
12 assorted Ruger Mini-14 223 Rem magazines. Two factory 5-round
magazines, one new-in-package Eagle 10-round translucent smoke
polymer magazine, one Ram-Line 30-round translucent polymer
magazine in excellent condition, one Eagle Beta-Mag 30-round
translucent smoke polymer magazine in excellent condition, four
unmarked aftermarket 20-round blued steel magazines and three
aftermarket 30-round blued steel magazines with one having a
baseplate marked ''MINI-14''. The blued steel magazines rate very good
to near excellent showing some light silvering of the high edges and
contact points while two of the 20-round steel magazines show quite a
few spots of minor-moderate oxidation. (238899-106E)
Scarce Saiga 308 Magazines
Two original Russian Izhmash Saiga 308 Win 8-round polymer
magazines in excellent condition showing little if any use with one still in
its packaging with a signed acceptance certificate dated to 2003. The
magazines are correctly marked with silver painted arsenal marks on the
spine and right sides and since they are no longer importable into the
U.S., they are out-of-stock everywhere. (238899-106H)
Vepr 308 Magazines
Two original Russian Molot Vepr 308 Win 10-round polymer magazines
in excellent condition showing some very light silvering on the steel rear
locking lugs. Each magazine features an image of a reticle containing
the head of a wild boar overtop ''VEPR'' in Cyrillic on the right side along
with silver arsenal marks below the front locking lug. (238899-106G)
Czech vz. 52 Magazines
Four vz. 52, 7.62x45mm 10-round magazines in surplus very good plus
to near excellent condition retaining roughly 97% arsenal Parkerization
with some light high edge and operational wear and a few scattered
small spots of light oxidation. This is a great opportunity to get a few
more spare magazines for these uncommon and desirable rifles.
(238899-106K)
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M14/M1A Magazines
Thirteen M14/M1A 7.62mm NATO/308 Win magazines including four
blued 20-round magazines, four Parkerized 20-round magazines, and
four Parkerized 5-round magazines. The 5-round magazines rate near
excellent and retain about 98% arsenal Parkerized finish with very light
high edge and operational wear. The blued 20-round magazines remain
in very good plus condition with one showing a few spots of light
oxidation and all displaying some expected light handling marks and
high edge wear. The Parkerized 20-round magazines rate very good
with spots of light oxidation, minor high edge and bearing surface wear
with one having a floorplate painted green and three marked ''BRW /
S-1'' on the lower spine. Also included is one blued steel 20-round
magazine needing new springs retaining 85-90% original blue with areas
of wear toning to gray and ''UHC'' marked on the lower spine.
(238899-106I)
AR15 Magazines
11 5.56mm NATO/223 Rem 30-round magazines for
M16/M4/AR15-style rifles. Lot includes eight new-in-package U.S.A.
Magazines-brand aluminum magazines retaining 99% plus black enamel
finish. Also included are two steel magazines one retaining about 98%
original Parkerized finish, the other about 99% original blue, with both
displaying some light handling and storage marks. Finally, there is one
desirable H&K German-manufactured steel magazine displaying the
remnants of added tan paint on the lower third of the body, minor high
edge silvering and some writing in black marker on the spine and right
side. Originally produced for the British upgrade program for the SA80
family of weapons, these magazines will also work with H&K 416, H&K
MR556, and others that accept NATO STANAG magazines.
(238899-107)
AR15 6.8 SPC Magazines
Three new-in-package C Products 6.8 SPC 27-round stainless steel
magazines retaining 99% plus black enamel finish with one package
opened to check capacity. Each magazine features a gray polymer
anti-tilt follower marked ''6.8''. (238899-107AA)
AR15 Magazines
13 assorted 5.56mm NATO/223 Rem magazines for M16/M4/AR15-style
rifles. Lot includes one unmarked 20-round steel magazine retaining
99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two. There are two
10-round black polymer magazines with baseplates marked ''WILSON,
N.C. U.S.A.'' in excellent condition, and three 10-round aluminum
magazines and one 10-round steel magazine in about excellent
condition with some displaying some light handling and storage marks
and Teflon finishes ranging from light gray to black along with different
manufactures including Mossberg and Bushmaster. Also included is one
30-round aluminum magazine by D&H Tactical retaining 99% black
Teflon finish with a few light handling marks. Finally, there are five
assorted 30-round polymer magazines including: two Orlite-Eng. Co,
one Ram-Line, one Tapco and one of unknown brand displaying a
maple leaf on the lower left side. These polymer magazines rate about
very good with minor scratches, soiling and other signs of use with the
name ''LONG'' marked on a couple of the baseplates. (238899-107AB)
AR15 Magazines
11 assorted 5.56mm NATO/223 Rem 30-round magazines for
M16/M4/AR15-style rifles. Lot includes one Magpul black polymer
PMAG with windows, two black aluminum magazines with polymer
floorplates marked ''RG'' and eight gray Teflon-coated USGI-style
aluminum magazines from various manufactures including Colt,
Brownells, Okay Industries etc. The aluminum magazines rate very good
to near excellent, with all showing signs of use including finish wear (the
finish on the Colt magazine has worn away exposing the gold-colored
anodization beneath), light handling marks, permanent marker and white
paint markings, and a few show the remnants of tape adhesive from
homemade magazine pulls. All springs remain strong and the
magazines appear to function properly. (238899-107AC)
AR15 Magazines
11 assorted 5.56mm NATO/223 Rem 30-round magazines for
M16/M4/AR15-style rifles. Lot includes two black aluminum magazines;
one is unmarked and one has a polymer floorplate marked ''RG''. Also
included are nine USGI-style gray Teflon-coated aluminum magazines
from various manufactures including Colt, Okay Industries, Parsons
Precision etc. The aluminum magazines rate very good to near
excellent, with all showing signs of use including finish wear (the finish
on a couple magazines has worn away exposing the gold-colored
anodization or natural aluminum beneath), light handling marks,
permanent marker writing, added blue spray paint to the bottom of one
and a homemade paracord magazine pull on another. All springs remain
strong and the magazines appear to function properly. (238899-107AD)
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Colt 38 Super Magazines
Two Mec-Gar Colt 38 Super 9-round magazines in as-new condition
with one still in its original packaging with a dent in the bottom of the
plastic ''clamshell'' packaging. Mec-Gar magazines are manufactured in
Italy and are not only the OEM supplier for many manufactures but also
are widely considered to be the best available. (238899-119G)
Saiga .410 Bore Magazines
Four Russian Izhmash Saiga .410 bore 4-round black polymer
magazines in excellent condition showing little if any use. Each
magazine bears silver arsenal marks on each side of the feed lips.
These magazines are no longer importable so stock up now.
(238899-120)
Browning A-Bolt Magazines
Two factory steel magazines for Browning A-Bolt and A-Bolt II rifles, one
holds four rounds of 30-06 and the other three rounds of 300 Win Mag.
Each rates excellent retaining 98-99% original Parkerization with slight
high edge wear and perhaps a faint handling mark or two.
(238899-117N)
Mauser Gewehr 98 Trench Magazine
One reproduction Mauser Gew 98, 8mm Mauser 20-round trench
magazine retaining about 98% original blue with a couple small spots
toning to plum around the top edge and a few faint storage marks.
Magazine is marked on the right side ''W / Co / DRP'' and includes the
follower retainer with intact chain. (238899-120B)
CZ Model 527 Magazines
Two CZ Model 527 22 Hornet 5-round steel magazines in as-new
condition. (238899-117I)
Browning BAR Short Action Magazines
Two Italian-manufactured Browning BAR 243 Win/308 Win 4-round
magazines in as-new condition. (238899-117P)
Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
Six 223 Rem. magazines for Ruger Mini-14 rifles as follows: two factory
5-round, one factory 20-round and three unmarked aftermarket
30-round. All magazines rate excellent retaining about 99% original blue
or black enamel finishes. (239293-7C)
Ruger 22 Hornet Magazines
Three Ruger factory 22 Hornet 6-round rotary box magazines for Model
77/22-RH/RSH Hornet rifles. Magazines rate excellent and appear to
have seen little if any use. (239293-7G)
AMT Automag Magazine
One unmarked 30 Carbine 8-round stainless steel magazine in excellent
condition. (238895-30A)
Auto Mag Pistol Magazines
Two stainless steel Auto Mag 8-round magazines for either 44 AMP or
357 AMP ammunition. The baseplates have been welded to the
magazines, the springs are robust and the magazines remain in very
good plus condition with one magazine having a few small spots of light
oxidation around the baseplate and the other magazine has a white
label stuck to the left side. (238895-30B)
Walther Magazines
Five Walther factory 32 ACP magazines including three 8-round
magazines for the PP or PPK/S and two 7-round magazines for the
PPK. Two of the 8-round magazines are stainless steel with one sealed
in factory packaging while the second rates perhaps good with a tiny
crack at the rear of the right feed lip and some light staining. The third
magazine has a finger rest baseplate and rates about fair-good with
scattered spots of light pitting and light oxidation as well as a small crack
at the rear of the right feed lip and above the magazine catch cutout.
The stainless steel surfaces of one of the 7-round magazines rate
excellent while the other magazine retains about 98% original blue, has
a finger rest baseplate and the remnants of a white label on the right
side. (238895-30)
Winchester Model 100 Magazines
Three Winchester Model 100 magazines: two 243 Win/308 Win 4-round
magazines and one 284 Win 4-round magazine. The 243 Win/308 Win
magazines retain about 85-90% original blue with one having a
baseplate toning to plum and areas of light oxidation while the other has
small areas of pinprick pitting and loss toning to gunmetal gray and
scattered spots of light oxidation. The 284 Win magazine retains about
98% original blue with some light silvering of the high edge and wear
points and has a white label stuck to the right side. All magazines
display light operational wear and have convex ''Winchester arrow''
baseplates. (238895-31)
Winchester Model 88 Magazines
Two Winchester Model 88 243 Win/308 Win 4-round magazines
retaining about 90-95% original blue with some silvering of the high
edges and wear points with one having a couple small areas of minor
oxidation and light pitting cleaned to gunmetal gray. Both magazines
have convex ''Winchester arrow'' baseplates. (238895-31A)
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Winchester Model 88 Magazines
Two Winchester Model 88 4-round which bear no caliber marking and
likely are for 243 Win/308 Win cartridges. One magazine retains about
98% original blue while the other tones to plum under direct light with
some minor silvering of the high edges and wear points. Both
magazines appear to function properly and have concave ''Winchester
arrow'' baseplates. (238895-31B)
Winchester Model 1907 Magazine
One Winchester factory Model 1907 351 Win 5-round magazine
retaining about 90% original thinning blue which tones to gray under
direct light with some minor silvering of the wear points and scattered
tiny spots of light oxidation in the grooves. (238895-31C)
Winchester Model 1907 Magazine
One Winchester factory Model 1907 351 Win 5-round magazine
retaining about 95% original blue with scattered areas of light oxidation
and streaks of loss toning to brown. (238895-31D)
Radom P35 Magazine
One unmarked late-war Radom P35 9mm 8-round magazine retaining
about 90% original gray Parkerized finish with some scattered small
spots of staining and some very light high edge and operational wear.
(238895-26F)
Colt 25 ACP Magazines
Three magazines total. One Colt Junior Model 6-round magazine
retaining about 90% original nickel plating with areas of flaking toning to
brown and a baseplate marked ''CAL. .25 / COLT''. Also included are
two 6-round magazines for the Colt Vest Pocket Model 1908
Hammerless pistol, one is Colt-marked and one is unmarked. The early
Colt two-tone magazine has areas of light pitting and loss toning to gray
and brown along with some oxidation staining. The unmarked magazine
retains about 98% original blue with a few tiny specks of light oxidation.
(238895-26E)
Colt Mustang Magazines
Three blued steel 380 ACP 6-round magazines, two Colt-marked and
one unmarked, for the Colt Mustang pistol. Magazines retain 98-99%
original blue with one of the Colt-marked magazines having a few
scattered small spots of light oxidation. (238895-26D)
Colt 380 ACP Magazines
Four Colt factory 7-round blued steel magazines for the Colt 380
Government Model pistol. Three of the magazines retain 99% original
blue with slight operational wear while the fourth retains about 95%
original blue with a few scattered speckles of oxidation staining and
minor silvering on the high edges and wear points. (238895-26A)
Sauer Model 90 Magazine
One J.P. Sauer & Sohn factory blued steel 22-250 Rem 4-round
magazine in excellent condition retaining 99% original blue. Follower is
marked ''SAUER / CAL. ,22-,250 Rem.'' (238895-20)
Assorted 22LR Magazines
Three magazines total. One unmarked Weatherby Mark XXII 5-round
magazine retaining about 99% original blue with a few small spots of
light oxidation. Two Winchester factory Mode 77 7-round blued steel
magazines retaining about 90% original blue with one showing some
scattered small spots of light oxidation, the other some light scratches
on the right side, and both having areas of operational and high edge
wear toning to gunmetal gray and brown patinas. (238895-18)
FN Browning Model 1910 Magazine
One blued steel FN-marked 6-round 380 ACP magazine retaining about
97% original blue with light silvering of the high edges and wear points.
The right side of the magazine is marked ''-F.N- / 9m/m''. (238895-17A)
Assorted Pardini Magazines
Three unmarked magazines total. One blued steel 22 LR 5-round
magazine for the Pardini Model SP pistol and two blued steel 32 ACP
5-round magazines with extended polymer baseplates for the Model HP
pistol all retaining 98% original blue with light operational wear.
(238895-17)
P.38 Magazines
Three 9mm 8-round magazines as follows: One double marked ''(eagle)
/ 359'' on the spine and ''4635'' on the left side of the body which is
toning to a dull gray patina with the bottom of the baseplate appearing
plum brown with some scattered small spots of light oxidation staining
overall. One marked ''(eagle) / 359'' on the spine and toning to a mottled
gray and brown patina with remnants of original blue, minor pitting on
the left side and spots of scattered light oxidation overall. Finally, one
marked ''(eagle) / WaA135'' on the spine and ''3445'' on the bottom of
the baseplate retaining about 85% original blue with minor silvering on
the high edges and wear points and areas toning to gray on the right
side of the body along with scattered spots of light pitting on the spine
and some light oxidation on the baseplate. (238895-24)
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FAL Magazines
Six 20-round and one 10-round 7.62mm NATO/308 Win metric-pattern
magazines for the FN FAL/DSA SA58 and similar clone rifles. Three of
the magazines retain about 98-99% original black enamel finish while
the remainder retain about 98% original gray Parkerization. Magazines
show slight wear on the locking lugs and high edges and have a few
light handling marks while one has unobtrusive initials and a number
scratched onto the spine and a few have numbers written in black
marker on the baseplates. The springs remain strong and the
magazines appear to function properly. (237681-4A)
FAL Magazines
Six 7.62mm NATO/308 Win 20-round metric-pattern magazines for the
FN FAL/DSA SA58 and similar clone rifles as well as the Bushmaster
BAR-10 rifle. Magazines retain between 95-99% original gray Parkerized
finish with minor silvering on the locking lugs and wear points from use.
Magazines all have a set of three witness holes on the spine, some light
handling marks and numbers written on the baseplates while three have
''BAR-10'' written in black marker on the baseplates, spines, fronts and
both sides. The springs remain strong and the magazines appear to
function properly. (237681-4A1)
Galil Magazines
Three Orlite-Eng. Co. 5.56mm NATO 35-round black polymer
magazines for Israeli Galil or similar clone rifles. Magazines feature steel
rear locking lugs and rate near excellent with minor insertion wear,
scattered light handling marks and strong springs. (239223-4)
Galil Magazines
Three Orlite-Eng. Co. 5.56mm NATO 35-round black polymer
magazines for Israeli Galil or similar clone rifles. Magazines feature steel
rear locking lugs and rate near excellent with minor insertion wear,
scattered light handling marks and strong springs. (239223-4A)
Galil Magazines
Three Israeli surplus 5.56mm NATO 35-round steel magazines retaining
about 99% original black Parkerization with very light silvering on the
locking lugs and feed lips. Each magazine is marked ''0'' on the lower
left side and ''0'' over either ''35'', ''38'', or ''40''. These magazines are
built like tanks and have strong springs. (239223-4B)
M1 Carbine Magazines
Five 30 Carbine 15-round U.S. surplus magazines for M1/M2 carbines
and clones. Magazines retain 96-98% original blue with light silvering on
the locking lugs and high edges and one magazine has a few small
areas of light pitting. The magazines appear to function properly and two
are marked ''IA'', one ''K.I.'', one ''IS'', and one ''U''. Included with the
magazines is an olive drab canvas carbine sling and oiler. Sling is in
surplus very good condition with light tarnishing on the brass ends, light
oxidation on the keeper and a small nick in the edge of the sling. The
oiler rates very good and is toning to gunmetal gray on the stock contact
points and has a few small spots of light oxidation. (239223-4C)
Assorted Magazines
Five total as follows: One Harrington & Richardson Model 700 22
Magnum 10-round magazine retaining about 99% original blue with
slight silvering on the high edges. One Armalite AR-18/AR-180 5.56mm
NATO 20-round aluminum magazine retaining about 97% original black
enamel with silvering on the high edges and wear points and scattered
handling marks from use. Finally, there is one 10-round and two 5-round
7.62mm NATO/308 Win FN FAL metric-pattern magazines retaining
about 98-99% original gray Parkerization with some very light
operational wear and a few tiny spots of light oxidation. The two 5-round
magazines have floorplates marked ''dsarms.com'' and one rubber
magazine dust cover is included. (239223-4D)
AR-15 Magazines
Five total: (2) 30 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines with "COLT
AR-15" marked baseplates, one magazine numbered on the right side;
(1) 30 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazine marked "CENTER
INDUSTRIES CORP" above address on the left side while right side is
marked "RESTRICTED LAW ENFORCEMENT/GOVERNMENT USE
ONLY with 11/04 date next to plain slightly concave baseplate; (2) 15
rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines with "COLT AR-15" marked
floorplates. Magazines remain in very good plus condition with strong
springs, fading original finish, sparse light oxidation and surface marks
and remnants of old paper labels. (59713-7V)
AR-15 Magazines
Five total: (3) 30 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines numbered
on the right sides and followers, baseplates are "COLT AR-15" marked;
(1) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazine with "COLT AR-15"
marked baseplate and (1) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazine
with "ARMALITE AR-15" marked baseplate. Magazines remain in very
good plus condition with strong springs, fading original finish and
surface marks, the Armalite magazine has remnants of old paper
wrapping. (59713-7W)
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AR-15 Magazines
Five total: (3) 30 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines with "COLT
AR-15" marked baseplates, two have numbers on the right side of the
bodies and on the followers; (2) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body
magazines with "COLT AR-15" marked baseplates. Magazines are in
very good plus condition with strong springs, lightly fading finish and
surface marks. (59713-7X)
AR-15 Magazines
Five total: (4) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines with "COLT
AR-15" marked baseplates and (1) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body
magazine with "ARMALITE AR-18" marked baseplate. Magazines are in
very good plus condition with strong springs, lightly fading finish and
surface marks. (99713-7U)
AR-15 Magazines
(5) 15 rd., 223 Rem., aluminum body magazines with "COLT AR-15"
marked baseplates. Magazines are in very good plus condition with
strong springs, lightly fading original finish and surface marks.
(59713-7T)
Ruger Mini-14 Magazines
Five total: (2) factory 15 rd. 223 Rem., steel body magazines with steel
Ruger marked baseplates, (2) factory 5 rd., 223 Rem., steel body
magazines with polymer Ruger marked magazines; (1) unmarked
aftermarket 30 rd., steel body magazine with plain steel baseplate.
Magazines are in near excellent condition retaining nearly all their
original blue with minor handling and some light oxidation primarily on
the aftermarket magazine. (59713-7N)
M1 Carbine Magazines
Seventeen WWII and post-war magazines total: (7) solid spine 15 rd.
steel body magazines marked "G-Q" and ''IA'', two show modest
oxidation and pitting on the baseplate and bottom edge, the ''IA'' more
moderate with finish loss and more pitting; (3) solid spine 15 rd. steel
body magazines wrapped in protective onion skin wrapper, the backs
opened to expose "GB, UW UU" codes; (4) solid spine 15 rd. steel body
magazines marked "U, U, UI, [backwards] KI"; (2) split-back 30 rd. steel
body magazines marked "SEY" with finish loss, some oxidation and light
pitting, one more moderate, one with a ding in the body; and (1) custom
5 rd. magazine crafted from a cut down unmarked body with a
moderately ground and soldered baseplate. (59713-7A)
AK-47 & SKS Magazines
Ten total: (4) 40 rd., 7.62x39 mm, steel body AK-47 magazines with
raised spine backs; (4) 30 rd., 7.62x39 mm, steel body AK-47
magazines with raised spine backs; (1) 30 rd., 7.62x39 mm, steel
magazine with flat-back spine; (1) aftermarket U.S.A. brand 30 rd. 7.62
mm, steel body detachable magazine. Magazines remain in very good
condition to near excellent condition with lightly fading original blue and
Parkerized finishes, light oxidation with one or two magazines showing
more modest oxidation and handling marks. (59713-7L)
AK-47 Magazines
(10) 40 rd., 7.62x39 mm., steel body magazines with raised spine-backs.
Magazines remain in excellent overall condition retaining much original
finish with light operational marks and sparse light oxidation. (59713-7J)
AK-47 Magazines
Twelve total: (2) 40 rd., 7.62x39 mm, steel body magazines with raised
spine-backs; (1) 40 rd., 7.62x39 mm steel body magazines with flat-back
sine and raised circular swell on baseplate marked "MADE IN / CHINA";
(1) 30 rd., 7.62x39 mm, steel body magazine with raised spine back; (3)
unmarked 30 rd., 7.62x39 mm., steel body magazines with flat-back
spines; (5) 5 rd., 7.62 steel body magazines with flat-back spines and
"China" marked along the edges. Magazines remain in near excellent
condition retaining nearly all their finish with light operational marks and
a few having spots of light oxidation. (59713-7K)
M14/M1A & FN/FAL Magazines
Seven total: (4) 20 rd., 7.62 NATO, M14/M1A steel body magazines,
also included is a double magazine clamp; (1) aftermarket 20 rd., 7.62
NATO, M14/M1A steel body magazine with two added holes on the
spine below the magazine catch; (2) 20 rd. 7.62 NATO, metric FN/FAL
20 rd. aluminum body magazines. Magazines remain in excellent
condition retaining most of their original Parkerized and blue finishes
with light operational marks. (59713-7P)
Makarov Magazines
(2) 9 mm Makarov finger rest magazines with strong springs, both
retaining much original blue with light operational wear and serial
numbers along the lower left sides written in electric pencil. Both in very
good plus to near excellent condition. (59673-1A)
Assorted AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes 3 AR-15 magazines and 1 Mini-14 magazine, detailed
as follows: one 30-round MAGPUL PMAG, sealed in packaging; one
30-round Bushmaster aluminum magazine, sealed in packaging; one
40-round unmarked aluminum AR-15 magazine; one 30-round
aluminum Mini-14 magazine. All magazines appear in excellent
condition. (148677-4)
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Browning Hi Power Magazines
This lot includes 2 steel 13-round 9mm Hi Power Magazines. Magazines
are in very good condition with light wear marks on the body and light
oxidation on one baseplate. Magazines are unmarked, with exception of
one marked ''Hi Power'' in ink marker. (149713-7H)
H&K Magazines
This lot includes three magazines, detailed as follows: (1) H&K USP
9mm 10-round magazine; (1) H&K HK4 7-round 380 ACP magazine; (1)
H&K Model 300 15-round 22 Magnum magazine. The model 300
magazine is in very good condition showing light oxidation and light
wear marks, and the remaining two magazines are in near excellent
condition with light handling marks. (149713-7AC)
Browning BDA Magazines
This lot includes (2) 7-round Browning BDA 45 ACP magazines in very
good plus condition with light handling marks. The bottom of both
baseplates are marked ''.45 AUTO''. (149713-7G)
Assorted Pistol Magazines Including Rare Steyr GB Magazine
This lot includes five magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Steyr GB
18-round 9mm magazine, in very good plus condition with scattered light
wear marks; (1) Mecgar 10-round 45 ACP magazine for the Para
Ordnance P14, in excellent condition; (1) KRD nickel-finished 17-round
9mm magazine for the Browning Hi Power, in excellent condition; (1)
S&W M4516-1 7-round 45 ACP magazine with yellow follower, in very
good plus condition with light tarnishing of the stainless steel surfaces
and marked ''FOR S&W M4516-1 ONLY / NOT FOR USE IN S&W
M4516 / OR ANY OTHER REVISIONS OF M4516''; (1) S&W 6906
12-round 9mm magazine, in excellent condition with light handling
marks. (149713-7AG)
Rimfire Rifle Magazines
This lot includes three magazines total, detailed as follows: (1) Marlin
Model 25MN (and compatible models) 22 Magnum magazine in
excellent condition; (1) H&R Model 700 22 Magnum magazine in very
good condition with light oxidation on the left side; (1) Henry AR-7
survival rifle 8-round 22LR magazine in excellent condition.
(149713-7AD)
Assorted Magazines
This lot includes four magazines, detailed as follows: (1) 30-round
Beretta Model 92 9mm magazine, in very good condition with light wear
and handling marks; (1) Swedish K submachinegun 36-round 9mm
magazine, in very good condition with light oxidation, light wear, and
handling marks; (1) VZ52 10-round 7.62x45mm magazine, in very good
condition with light wear and light oxidation; (1) modern production
10-round magazine extension for the Model 1903 Springfield rifle in
30-06. (149713-7AB)
S&W & AMT Pistol Magazines
This lot includes three magazines total, detailed as follows: (1) S&W
Model 3906 8-round 9mm magazine in near excellent condition with a
few light handling marks; (1) S&W Model 39 8-round 9mm magazine in
very good condition with light wear and light oxidation; (1) AMT Automag
II 9-round 22 Magnum in very good plus condition with scattered light
handling marks. (149713-7AE)
Assorted Small Caliber Magazines
This lot includes six magazines total, detailed as follows: (1) FN Baby
Browning 25 ACP magazine, in near excellent condition with a few
specks of oxidation; (1) Marlin M-56 and Ithaca X5 Lightning 22 LR
magazine, in very good plus condition with a few light wear marks; (1)
FN Vest Pocket 25 ACP magazine, in excellent condition with ''MADE IN
ITALY'' stamped on it; (1) Raven 25 ACP with chrome finish, in excellent
condition; (1) AMT Backup 380 ACP magazine, in near excellent
condition with a few light handling marks; (1) Jennings J-22 magazine, in
very good condition with specks of oxidation and a few light handling
marks. (149713-7Z)
Assorted Pistol Magazines
This lot includes six magazines total, detailed as follows: (1) unmarked
10-round 22 LR magazine for the Colt Woodsman, in very good
condition with specks of light oxidation and light wear marks; (1) 7-round
Llama 380 ACP magazine, in very good plus condition with light wear
marks and light oxidation staining; (1) Manurhin PPK/s 22 LR magazine,
in excellent condition; (1) unmarked Walther P38 9mm magazine, in
very good condition with light handling marks and light wear; (1)
unmarked and unidentified single stack steel magazine likely for 380
ACP pistol with a button magazine release on the heel, measuring 3 3/4''
long with a flat base, in very good plus condition with operational wear
marks; (1) unidentified single stack steel magazine, marked ''CAL 380''
on the bottom of the pinky extension and measuring 3 3/4'' long, in very
good condition with light wear marks and light oxidation staining.
(149713-7AA)
Extended Capacity Hi-Power Magazines
This lot includes (2) unmarked steel 20-round magazines for the 9mm
Browning Hi-Power pistol. The magazines are in very good plus
condition with a few spots of light wear and light handling marks. A
thorough cleaning is advised before use. (146519-337L)
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Sig Sauer P220 Magazines
This lot contains (3) steel 8-round magazines for the 45 ACP Sig Sauer
P220. Two of the magazines are for the heel-release variant of the
P220, with the third for the button-release variant. The heel release
magazines are unmarked except for the ''.45 AUTO'' stamped on the
underside of the baseplate and the third magazine is marked ''SIG
SAUER'' on the left side of the magazine body. The magazines are in
very good plus condition showing light operational wear. (146519-337M)
Sig Sauer P226 Magazines
This lot contains four steel magazines for the 9mm Sig Sauer P226
pistol, detailed as follows: (1) factory 15-round 9mm magazine in very
good condition with light operational wear, a few specks of oxidation,
and is marked ''SIG SAUER / P226''; (2) factory 20-round extended
9mm magazines in near excellent and very good condition with very light
operational on one and scattered specks of light oxidation and light
handling marks on the other, both marked ''SIG SAUER'' on the right
side; (1) unmarked 30-round 9mm magazine in excellent condition with
a few light handling marks. (146519-337S)
Beretta Model 92 Magazines
This lot contains four steel magazines for the Beretta Model 92 pistol,
detailed as follows: (1) nickel finish factory 15-round 9mm magazine in
very good plus condition with light flaking of the finish at the feed lips; (3)
factory 20-round 9mm magazines in very good to very good plus
condition with light operational wear marks and light handling marks,
and two of the magazines retain their grip extensions while the third is
absent. (146519-337T)
Hi-Standard Magazines
This lot contains five magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Hi-Standard GB
''slant grip'' 22 LR magazine in very good condition with the top about 2''
of the magazine having been cleaned to bright with traces of pinprick
pitting and the remaining body of the magazine retaining blue finish with
light freckling; (1) Hi-Standard Olympic 22 Short magazine in very good
condition with light oxidation and oxidation staining, with ''H. P. M.'' very
lightly hand-scratched onto the left side of the magazine body; (3)
Hi-Standard Military HD 22 LR magazines in very good condition with
cleaned spots with light oxidation on one mag, thinning blue toning to
brown on another, and light wear on the third. All magazines appear to
function well mechanically. (146519-337AP)
Assorted Magazines
This lot contains six magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Ram-Line
polymer 10-round 30-06/.270 Win magazine for the Remington Model
7600/7400 rifles, in excellent condition; (1) Winchester Model 43 likely
5-round steel 22 Hornet magazine, in near excellent condition with very
light wear marks; (2) Ruger Mark II 10-round 22 LR magazines, in
excellent condition; (1) Ruger Mark I 10-round magazine, in excellent
condition; (1) Thompson/Center T/C 22 LR Classic 5-round magazine,
still within the original packaging; (1) unmarked steel 5-round M1
Carbine magazine in very good plus condition with scattered very light
handling marks, with a bolt hold open. (146519-337AQ)
AMT AutoMag II Magazines
This lot contains (3) AMT AutoMag II 9-round 22 Magnum magazines in
near excellent condition with a few light handling marks, two with black
followers and one with an orange follower, and (2) AMT AutoMag II
7-round 22 Magnum compact magazines in near excellent condition with
a few light handling marks, both with black followers. (148899-124C)
Interarms Firestar Plus Magazines
This lot includes (3) Interarms Firestar Plus 10-round 9mm double stack
magazines. The magazines remain within the original Interarms
packaging, the cardboard backing of which shows bent corners, crease
lines and light fraying, and what is visible of the magazines appears to
be in excellent condition. (148899-124B)
Ruger P85/89/93/94/95 9mm Magazines
This lot includes nine magazines that are compatible with the Ruger
P85/89/93/94/95 pistols, detailed as follows: (2) Ram-Line 15-round
9mm magazines, in very good condition showing light wear; (2)
unmarked 10-round 9mm magazines, the spines factory stamped with a
warning against modification to increase capacity, in very good plus
condition with a few light handling marks; (3) unmarked but likely
Mec-Gar-made 15-round 9mm magazines, in very good plus condition
with spots of light wear and handling marks and one with spots of light
oxidation; (1) Ruger factory 15-round 9mm magazine in very good
condition with scattered light wear marks and spots of light oxidation; (1)
Ruger factory 10-round P94 40 S&W magazine in very good condition
with light wear marks. (148899-113E)
S&W Magazine Lot
This lot contains seven magazines, detailed as follows: (2) S&W Model
5906 15-round 9mm magazines, one blued with metal baseplate and the
other stainless steel with a plastic baseplate, both in near excellent
condition with a few light handling marks; (5) unmarked and unidentified
double stack 9mm magazines, appearing to be for three separate
models of pistol, three with metal baseplates and two with plastic, in very
good condition with scattered light wear marks. (148899-113F)
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Post-War Mauser HSc Magazines
This lot contains (3) original post-war production Mauser HSc
magazines. The magazines appear to be interchangeable between 32
ACP and 380 ACP, with two of the magazines showing four witness
holes on each side, and the third shows seven witness holes on each
side. The magazines appear to be in very good plus to near excellent
condition with very light wear marks and hints of light oxidation. The
underside of the magazine baseplates area all crisply marked with the
Mauser logo, with one highlighted with white paint. (148899-111E)
Wartime Mauser HSc Magazines
This lot contains (3) wartime production 8-round 32 ACP Mauser HSc
magazines. The magazines have been cleaned to bright, showing a few
light handling marks and scattered very light oxidation, with only the
baseplate retaining original blue with light wear. All magazines show 7
witness holes, and the baseplates are marked with Mauser logo on the
underside. (148899-111D)
Mauser Model 1910 Magazines
This lot contains (4) original Mauser Model 1910 25 ACP magazines.
Three of the magazines have been cleaned to bright, showing light
oxidation staining and scattered pinprick pitting but one having heavier
staining and one having spots of oxidation. The fourth magazine has
been reblued and shows light wear and scattered pinprick pitting
beneath the finish. The reblued magazine shows 9 witness holes on the
left side, and the other three magazines show three elongated witness
holes on the left side. One cleaned and the reblued magazine are
marked with the Mauser logo on the underside of the baseplate, while
the other two are unmarked. (148899-111G)
CZ 27 Magazines
This lot contains (4) original CZ 27 8-round 32 ACP magazines. Three of
the magazines are in very good condition with light wear, scattered light
oxidation, and a few light handling marks. The fourth magazine is in
good condition with moderate wear, flaking of finish and light oxidation.
The underside of the baseplate of all four magazines is marked ''P. Mod.
27''. (148899-111F)
Sig Sauer Magazines
This lot contains four magazines, detailed as follows: (1) factory Sig
Sauer P226 20-round 9mm magazine, in very good plus condition with a
few light handling marks; (3) factory Sig Sauer P229 12 and 13-round 40
S&W magazines in very good to very good plus condition with light
operational wear, and one marked ''RESTRICTED LAW
ENFORCEMENT / GOV'T USE ONLY''. (148899-115C)
Walther PPK/S Magazines
This lot contains (3) Walther PPK/S 7-round 380 ACP magazines. The
magazines are in very good condition with light handling marks, very
light wear and scattered spots of oxidation. Two of the magazines are
unmarked, with the third marked with the Walther banner above the
''9mm kurz'' or ''380 ACP'' caliber designation, one side being in German
and the other English. (148899-122B)
One Mauser HSc Super Magazine and Two Bersa Model 85 Magazines
This lot contains three magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Mauser HSc
Super 15-round 380 ACP magazine in very good plus condition with a
few light wear marks, and the baseplate is marked with a crisp Mauser
logo; (2) Bersa Model 85 380 ACP magazines, one holding 10-rounds
and the other appearing to be a 15-round capacity, both in very good
condition with light wear marks and the finish toning to plum.
(148899-113C)
Original Savage Model 1907 Magazine
This lot contains one original 10-round Savage Model 1907 32 ACP
magazine in very good condition with light oxidation, a few spots of light
pitting and a light handling mark or two. The magazine appears to
function well mechanically. (148899-122A)
Makarov Magazines
This lot contains (6) original Makarov magazines in overall very good
condition with light wear marks, scattered spots of light oxidation, and
three of the magazines feature a hump on the left side near the base
while three do not. Additionally, three of the magazines show lightly
hand-added numbering, possibly via electro-pencil. (148899-131A)
Walther P5 & P38 Magazines
This lot includes two magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Walther P5
8-round 9mm magazine in very good plus condition with a few light wear
marks and the remains of a white label on the right side, and the left
side above the baseplate marked with the Walther banner, model and
caliber; (1) unmarked 8-round 9mm Magazine for the Walther P38 in
very good plus condition with a few light wear marks. (148899-111K)
Walther PPK/S Magazines
This lot contains (4) Walther PPK/S 380 ACP magazines, three
unmarked and one marked with the Walther banner. The magazines are
in about very good to very good plus condition showing scattered
specks of oxidation, light wear marks, and some pinprick pitting on one
of the magazines. Two of the magazines have flat steel baseplates, one
has a pinky grip extension, and one features a wide baseplate extending
to the rear of the magazine. (148899-111N)
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S&W 9mm Magazines
This lot contains seven magazines, detailed as follows: (5) stainless
steel 10-round S&W SW9/SW9VE 9mm magazines in very good plus
condition with a few light handling marks and blemishes, and two having
white labels on their sides; (1) Mec-Gar produced S&W SW99c
10-round 9mm magazine in very good plus condition with light wear
marks; (1) Mec-Gar produced Kel-Tec P-11 10-round 9mm magazine in
very good plus condition with a few light handling marks and a speck or
two of light oxidation. (148899-114A)
Hungarian Pistol Magazines
This lot contains eight magazines, detailed as follows: (2) FEG PPH
7-round 380 ACP magazines in very good condition with light wear
marks, scattered specks of light oxidation, and the baseplate of one
magazine shows moderate finish wear; (4) FEG PA63 7-round 9x18mm
Makarov magazines appearing to be original, in overall very good
condition with spots of light wear and a few scattered specks of light
oxidation and light edge wear on the baseplates; (2) likely FEG R61
6-round 9x18mm Makarov magazines in very good condition with a few
light handling marks and freckling on one magazine. (148899-122)
Ruger 22 LR Pistol Magazines
This lot contains nine magazines, detailed as follows: (3) Ruger Mark III
22/45 10-round 22 LR magazines in near excellent condition with some
light blemishes and wear marks; (2) Ram-Line produced Ruger Mark II
12-round 22 LR magazines, one stainless steel and the other polymer;
(1) Ruger Mark II 10-round 22 LR magazine in very good condition with
light oxidation and a few light wear marks; (2) AMT Lightning/Ruger
Mark II 10-round 22 LR magazines, one stainless steel and the other
having a brown patina; (1) unmarked Ruger Mark I 10-round 22 LR
magazine in very good plus condition with very light wear marks.
(148899-110C)
Assorted M1 Carbine Magazines
This lot contains thirty-two M1 Carbine magazines consisting of (10)
five-round magazines, (3) ten-round magazines, (11) fifteen-round
magazines, and (8) thirty-round magazines, two of which appear to have
been fitted together as a ''jungle magazine''. The magazines range from
about good to very good plus condition with oxidation, light wear, and
light handling marks. Magazines bear various manufacturer marks
including but not limited to ''KI'', ''IU'', ''KSG'', ''IA'', and ''UW''.
(148899-105)
Assorted M1 Carbine Magazines
This lot contains thirty-three M1 Carbine magazines consisting of (4)
ten-round magazines, (7) five-round magazines, (18) fifteen-round
magazines, and (4) thirty-round magazines. The magazines are in about
very good condition overall, with scattered light oxidation, light wear, and
handling marks. Magazines bear various manufacturer marks including
but not limited to ''UU'', ''IR'', ''IU'', ''SW'', and ''R-O''. Included with the
magazine are two green canvas US-marked magazine pouches.
(148899-105A)
Two East German AK74 Magazines
This lot consists of two orange Bakelite AK74 magazines. Both
magazines are in very good condition, one magazine showing flaking
black paint at the top of the magazine which is inserted into the rifle,
scattered light handling marks, traces of adhesive residue and light wear
at the edges of the metal baseplates. The baseplate of one magazine is
stamped ''.223 CAL'', but the magazine appears otherwise unaltered.
The magazines have mould numbers ''16'' and ''05''. The magazines
appear to function well mechanically. (148899-106S)
Thompson Submachinegun Magazines
This lot contains three magazines, detailed as follows: (1) ''W.P.S.''
marked 20-round magazine in very good plus condition retaining about
95% original blue with light wear and scattered light handling marks; (1)
''AUTO ORDNANCE CORP.'' marked 20-round magazine in very good
plus condition retaining about 97% original blue with light wear and
scattered light handling marks; (1) ''SEYMORE PRODUCTS CO.''
marked 30-round magazine in very good condition as reblued with spots
of light oxidation, a few light wear marks and old impact marks and light
pitting beneath the finish. (148899-106R)
Lee-Enfield Rifle Magazines
This lot contains five magazines, detailed as follows: (1) SMLE 10-round
magazine in very good condition with flaking remains of a black enamel
finish, light wear marks, and a brown patina with faint British proofs on
the locking lug and follower; (2) No. 4 rifle magazines in very good
condition, one showing a Parkerized finish and the other a black paint
finish, both with light wear, oxidation staining, and light handling marks,
and both show evidence of having been converted from SMLE
magazines; (1) ''SANTA / FE / MAGAZINE'' marked No. 4 rifle magazine
in very good condition retaining about 92% maker applied blue with light
wear marks and spots of oxidation, and appears to have 5-6 rounds;
capacity (1) No. 4 magazine appearing to have 4-5 rounds capacity in
very good plus condition with scattered light wear and handling marks,
fits flush within the magazine well, and the underside is marked ''MADE
IN ENGLAND''. (148899-117A)

995

Remington Model 760 & 740 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains two magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Remington
Model 760 (and compatible models) 4-round magazine in very good plus
condition with some light wear marks and spots of light oxidation,
marked ''.270 WIN / .30-06 SPFG. / .25-06 REM. / .35 WHELEN'' on the
right side; (1) Remington Model 7400 (and compatible models) 4-round
magazine in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks and
the follower toning to brown, and the right side of the magazine is
marked ''.270 WIN.''. (148899-117D)
CZ Model 527 Magazines
This lot contains (3) CZ Model 527 5-round .223 Rem/5.56 NATO
magazines in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks.
The followers are crisply stamped ''223 REM''. (148899-117S)
Remington Model 760 & 740 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains five magazines, detailed as follows: (2) Remington
Model 760 (and compatible models) 308 Win magazines in about good
and very good condition with one having moderate silvering on the
underside and high edges of the magazine, light wear on the other, and
both having scattered light oxidation; (3) Remington Model 740 (and
compatible models) 4-round 308 Win magazines, one in about good
condition with light pitting moderately covering the right side and the
remaining two in very good plus condition with a few spots of light
oxidation. (148899-117E)
Remington Model 760 & 740 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains four magazines, detailed as follows: (1) Remington
Model 760 (and compatible models) 4-round 30-06 magazine in very
good condition with overall light wear on the high edges and areas of
light oxidation staining; (3) Remington Model 740 (and compatible
models) 4-round 30-06 magazines, one in about very good plus
condition with a few light wear and handling marks and two in very good
condition with light to moderate wear and scattered spots of oxidation.
(148899-117G)
Assorted 1911 Magazines
This lot contains (8) unmarked 7-round 45 ACP magazines, likely
military surplus, ranging from about good to very good condition with
light oxidation, finish wear, and light handling marks. The magazines
appear to function well mechanically. (148899-119B)
Colt 1911 Magazines
This lot contains (8) 7-round 45 ACP magazines, all marked ''COLT / 45
AUTO'' on the baseplate with two also marked with the Rampant Colt.
All are in about very good condition with light wear marks, a few with
spots of light pitting, and some light oxidation; one baseplate has a
moderate abrasion to the tip. The magazines appear to function well
mechanically. (148899-119K)
Colt 1911 Magazines
This lot contains five magazines, detailed as follows: (3) stainless steel
7-round 45 ACP 1911 magazines in very good to very good plus
condition with light tarnishing and light handling marks, with the
baseplates marked ''COLT / 45 AUTO'' and two featuring the Rampant
Colt, and one baseplate is faded but legible under good light; (1)
unmarked stainless steel 7-round 45 ACP magazine in very good plus
condition with light tarnishing and a spot of light oxidation, and features
a replacement follower; (1) Colt Officer's Model 1911 7-round 45 ACP
magazine in excellent condition with an orange polymer follower and the
baseplate is crisply marked with the Colt pony and ''COLT / 45 AUTO''.
(148899-119J)
Assorted 1911 Magazines
This lot contains six magazines, detailed as follows: (1) stainless steel
Pachmayr 1911 7-round 45 ACP magazine in very good plus condition
with a few light handling marks; (1) unmarked stainless steel 7-round 45
ACP magazine in very good plus condition with light wear and light
handling marks; (1) stainless steel Thompson/Auto Ordnance 7-round
45 ACP magazine in excellent condition; (3) stainless steel, likely Chip
McCormick, 8-round 45 ACP magazines in excellent condition with a
light handling mark or two, the followers of which are marked the design
of a shooting star, and one is fit with a 1/2'' ''SHAW'' marked basepad.
(148899-119H)
Assorted 1911 Magazines
This lot contains (8) 7-round 45 ACP magazines from various
manufacturers including two from Colt in good condition, two from
Check-Mate Industries in very good condition and four unmarked in
good to very good condition. The magazines show light wear, light to
moderate oxidation and light handling marks. The magazines appear to
function well mechanically. (148899-119)
Ruger P345 Magazines
This lot contains (7) stainless steel 8-round 45 ACP magazines for the
Ruger P345 pistol, in excellent condition. One magazine features a
black plastic follower, and the rest have metal followers. (148899-119F)
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Remington Model 788 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains (2) Remington Model 788 3-round 308 Win magazines
in very good condition with light oxidation and light wear. Both
magazines are marked ''308 WIN'' on the right side, and appear to
function well mechanically. (148899-117J)
Remington Model 788 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains (3) Remington Model 788 3-round magazines, detailed
as follows: (1) 44 Magnum magazine in very good plus condition with a
few light handling marks; (1) 243 Win magazine in very good condition
with scattered light oxidation and light handling marks; (1) 30-30 Win
magazine in near excellent condition with a spot or two of light oxidation.
(148899-117K)
Remington Model 788 Rifle Magazines
This lot contains (2) Remington Model 788 3-round magazines in
excellent condition (one remaining oiled and in plastic), and both are
marked on the right side with boxed ''.243 WIN / .308 WIN / 7MM-08
REM'' caliber designations. (148899-117L)
Browning BAR Magazines
This lot contains three Browning BAR magazines in overall very good to
very good plus condition with scattered light handling marks, and two of
the magazines (for 270 WIN/.30-06) show light grind marks on the inside
of the body; the followers in the lightly ground magazines appear to
function correctly. The third magazine is for 7mm Rem Mag and has
light adhesive residue on one side. (148899-117R)
Savage Model 23D Magazines
This lot contains three magazines for the Savage Model 23D bolt action
rifle, detailed as follows: (1) unmarked 4-round magazine in very good
condition with scattered light oxidation; (1) Savage-marked 4-round
magazine in very good condition with light wear on the high edges; (1)
4-round magazine in very good plus condition with a few light handling
marks, with a stainless steel follower and the baseplate marked ''22
HORNET''. All magazines appear to function mechanically.
(148899-117U)
German G43 Magazine
This lot contains (1) ten-round G43 magazine in very good plus
condition retaining about 95-97% black enamel finish with light wear on
the high edges exposing bright steel, scattered light handling marks, and
a few spots of light oxidation. The left side of the magazine is stamped
with two ''WaA892'' that are softened but legible, and a crisp ''gcb'' and
''K43''. The magazine appears to function mechanically. (148899-120A)
Assorted Rifle Magazines
This lot contains six magazines, detailed as follows: (1) stainless steel
detachable box magazine for the Remington Model 700, marked ''LONG
ACTION / NON-MAGNUM'', and in near excellent condition with a few
light handling marks; (1) blued detachable box magazine for the
Remington Models 710/770, marked ''LONG ACTION'' on the right side
and ''REMINGTON'' vertically on the baseplate, and in very good plus
condition with a few light handling marks and a small spot of light
oxidation at the rear of the magazines, possibly from HS precision; (2)
Savage 4-round blued magazines likely for the Model 10/110, in
excellent condition, one marked ''375 RUGER / 300 WIN MAG'' and the
other marked ''STD LONG''; (1) blued 22 LR magazine, in very good
plus condition with a few scattered spots of light oxidation, likely for a
Marlin rimfire rifle; (1) unmarked blued magazine in very good plus
condition with light wear and scattered light handling marks, likely for the
Savage Model 340 rifle. (148899-117V)
Early Haenel Police Luger Magazine
One early Haenel Police Luger magazine in very good plus condition
with the metal surfaces remaining bright, two light dings on the right side
of the baseplate, and scattered light handling marks. The right side of
the magazine is lightly marked ''HAENEL'' within an arrow pointing at
''SCHMEISSER PATENT'', and the bottom of the baseplate is marked ''1
/ 738 / (police Eagle)''. The spring and follower move freely.
(14B8895-13)
Two Wooden Based Luger Magazines
Two Luger magazines in very good condition with scattered light green
staining, likely verdigris, light oxidation on the follower of one, scattered
specks of oxidation and a few light handling marks. One wooden
magazine base is marked ''935'' and has an indistinct Imperial proof
mark, and the other has its serial number faded from visibility and is
marked only with a ''+''. Both followers and springs appear to move
freely. (148895-13A)
Two Luger Magazines
Two Luger magazines, detailed as follows: (1) original Luger magazine
in very good condition with overall light wear, scattered specks of light
oxidation, small spots of lightly cleaned previous oxidation, a small ding
in the side of the aluminum baseplate, and is marked ''6786 / (cursive o)
/ + / (Eagle/63)''; (1) unmarked reproduction Luger magazine in very
good plus condition with a few light operational wear marks and a plastic
baseplate. Both sets of followers and springs appear to move freely.
(148895-13B)
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Colt Ace 22 LR Magazine
One Colt Service Model Ace 22 LR magazine in very good plus
condition with a few scattered light wear and handling marks, retaining
about 97% blue finish. The bottom of the baseplate is crisply marked
''COLT / CAL. 22 L.R.''. The spring and solid follower appear to move
freely. (148895-14)
Nickel Colt 38 Super Magazine
One nickel-plated Colt 38 Super magazine in near excellent condition
with a small light blemish on the left side near the baseplate and a few
light handling marks. The bottom of the baseplate is marked with the
Rampant Colt and ''COLT SUPER / 38 AUTO''. The spring and follower
appear to move freely. (148895-15)
MK760 Magazines
Four 36-round box magazines compatible with the MK760 submachine
gun, comprising two blued and two Parkerized. The blued magazines
are marked ''L'' in box, ''SA'' in box and numbered ''57 14'' and ''57 29''
respectively. The Parkerized magazines are unmarked except for the
capacity numbering stamps. All magazines are in excellent condition,
retaining about 98% of their respective finishes with sparse tiny handling
marks from previous light use. (128926-116A)
Kimber Model 82 & Other Magazines
(11) magazines total, comprising (5) blued steel 5-round magazines for
Kimber Model 82 rifles in .22 Hornet, (1) 5-round and (3) 10-round
Parkerized steel magazines in .22 LR for the same, (1) 20-round
.223/5.56 matte gray aluminum AR-15 type magazine by Adventure Line
Mfg. Co., (1) ''IS''-marked blued steel M1 Carbine magazine. All
magazines are in about excellent condition showing only minimal if any
wear from previous use. (126019-12AU)
Lee-Enfield Magazines
Three steel magazines: (1) Parkerized and (1) blued for the Short
Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE) rifle and one blued for the Lee-Enfield
No. 4 Mk. I. The magazines are all in very fine condition with some light
signs of previous use. (128570-11A)
Vintage Optikotechna 4X Riflescope
serial #08373, 10 1/2" overall length with German No. 1 reticle and
slightly cloudy, discolored optics that are still quite serviceable. The
scope retain about 80% original blue with loss due to scattered light
oxidation staining, a few small patches a bit more moderate along with
scattered scratches and some light zigzag marks likely from improper
ring removal in the past. The markings remain crisp and the elevation
knob seems to function normally. The scope includes a set of unmarked
German-style claw mounts that have mostly toned to gray-brown patina
showing some overall oxidation staining and the screw heads showing
slot wear. A very good example suitable for a vintage sporting Mauser or
sniper. (13B9713-6E) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Vintage P. Kohler 4X Riflescope
serial #2385, 11 3/8" overall length with inverted German No. 1 reticle
and slightly discolored optics with light occlusions around the periphery
that are otherwise serviceable. The body and objective retain about 75%
original blue showing patches of moderate oxidation staining, one spot
rather heavy on the objective, and some other light handling marks. The
alloy ocular housing retains about 70% original black enamel paint
showing overall moderate flaking. The markings remain crisp and the
elevation knob and focus seem to function normally. The scope is fitted
with rings for a turret-style mount. A rather worn but good example of
these desirable scopes, Kohler sold 4X models to both German police
forces and the SS. (13B9713-6D) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Binocular Lot
This lot includes two binoculars with vintage cases and a Simmons
Model 1275 tripod. First is a Japanese-made Binolux K6 #51694 7x35
that rates very fine showing some light edge wear and handling marks,
the optics remain very good plus. The original leather case with red
corduroy lining rates very good showing some overall scuffs and
handling marks, the lid has detached but is present and its inset
compass is missing. Next is a vintage French "DAY & NIGHT" model
with black enameled brass hardware and leather covering. The
binoculars rate very fine showing some very light scuffs and flaking of
the leather, high edge wear along the brass and two small dings along
the edge of the right eyepiece. The optics actually remain quite nice.
The original black leather case rates about fair showing a few torn
straps, moderate flaking and some loose stitching. Finally there is a
Simmons Model 1275 tripod that remains in like-new condition with its
original slightly worn box. (139713-6C)
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Stevens No. 455 Riflescope
26 3/8" overall length, 7/8" diameter. The metal surfaces of this vintage
scope retain perhaps 70-75% original blue showing some scattered light
oxidation staining, areas thinning to gray-brown patina and other light
handling marks. The markings are rather soft or poorly struck. One lens
at the objective and its retainer screw are missing along with another
screw and small cover plate about 5 1/2" from the objective. The ocular
lens shows a shallow chip obscuring the optics and the crosshair is
broken. The rear ring is present and the front is not entirely intact or is a
replacement. A good restoration project. (13A9713-5G)
U.S. M17 Elbow Telescope
This scope measures about 16 3/4" overall and features a crosshair
reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 95% OD paint showing some
scattered light flaking, small scuffs and handling marks. Data plate
indicates serial #4823 made by M. L. Co. in 1942. The scope has filter
setting for clear, neutral, amber and red, which all remain serviceable.
The telescope is currently mounted on a convenient aluminum plate and
the optics are somewhat grainy but serviceable. (136519-356)
Hensoldt Dialyt 40x60 Spotting Scope
serial #732866. This scope measures 22" overall with a 2 1/2" objective.
The scope retains most of its leatherette cladding and black anodized
finish, the leatherette showing a number of nicks, scratches and a 1"
torn area ahead of the ocular lens. The original mounting fork is intact.
The optics are somewhat hazy and may require some professional
attention as the field-of-view is very small. (136519-266A)
Unmarked Vintage Riflescope
This scope measures 20 3/4" overall with a 1 1/8" objective, crosshair
reticle and very good slightly discolored optics. The scope is not marked
with any magnification information. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue showing some overall light oxidation staining, one small
spot a bit around mid-length a bit more moderate. The original rings with
adjustable rear ring are present. (13A6519-266A1)
U.S. M-51 Telescope
This tank sight is serial #42124, made by W.E.M. Co. and dated 1943.
Overall length including the hard rubber eyepiece is about 24 1/2" and
the sight retains about 95% dark green paint showing some scattered
light flaking, minor scuffs and handling marks. All markings remain clear
and the rubber eyepiece rates very fine. The scope features circular
reticle with "1 / 2 / 3" stadia lines and very good optics. (13A6519-356A)
Vintage Unmarked 8X Riflescope
The scope measures 18 3/8" overall, with an about 1" objective. The
body is marked only "8-X", it is non-magnetic and appears to be of brass
retaining about 90% blackened finish that is crazing slightly with overall
light handling marks. There is no reticle present and the optics are
slightly grainy and discolored but still rather serviceable.
(13A6519-266B)
Newcon Optik DN-140 Night Vision Scope
Serial #6673, One excellent condition as-new night vision scope with
adjustable mount. The scope has a switch for ''ON'' and ''IR'', the
settings have been tested and seem to work as they should although
true nighttime conditions were not available. Included is a manual and
nylon carry case. (22A8765-5)
Unertl 20X Target Scope With Mounts
Serial #35381, One scope retaining 99% original blue with some
scattered freckling. The scope measures 25 1/4'' overall with a 3/4''
ocular lens and tube and a 1 1/2'' objective lens with a crosshair reticle
and clear optics. Adjustable aluminum mounts and lens covers are
included. (228976-142) (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Assorted Scopes
Four total, one Redfield 2X serial #217968 with clear optics and a
German post reticle retaining perhaps 95% original finish with a small
area on the tube showing remnants of contaminate and removed finish,
one unmarked 4X15 rifle scope in as-new condition with clear optics and
a crosshair reticle, one JC Higgins Rifleman 4X retaining 99% original
finish having a crosshair reticle and clear optics and a Bushnell
Sportview 3.5-10X 45mm with MX reticle in as-new condition, still in the
factory box. (229713-6B)
Two Scopes
One Weaver J25 with crosshair reticle and clear optics and an R.A.
Litschert Spot-Shot booster affixed to the objective lens, the metal
surfaces retain perhaps 90% original blue with freckling and thinning to
silver and there are no magnification markings on the booster. One
Weaver K10 with crosshair reticle and clear optics retaining 98-99%
original blue with scattered fine freckling and marks from being
previously-mounted. (229713-6A)
Two Scopes
One Bausch & Lomb 4X riflescope with German post reticle and clear
optics retaining perhaps 40-50% original blue with blemishes and areas
thinning to silver and one Ultralux 6X42 with duplex reticle and clear
optics retaining 99% original matte blue and with the objective lens
housing threads appearing to be stripped. (229713-6F)
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Swift Zoomscope
Serial #77-28440, one 15X-60X spotting scope measuring
approximately 17'' long in near excellent condition with some signs of
handling. Scope is equipped with lens covers and a built-in sun shade
and is mounted to a very good plus condition Velbon VGB-3 aluminum
adjustable tripod showing some slight wear and scattered blemishes.
(229582-7)
Steiner Scope
One ZF 6X42 scope measuring 12 1/2'' long with a 1'' tube and a duplex
reticle with crystal clear optics. Scope retains 98% original matte black
finish with a small dent in one of the adjustment knob covers and some
marks from being previously mounted. Included are Steiner-marked
bikini covers. (227740-11C)
IOR Scope
One IOR Bucuresti-marked 4X32/1'' scope measuring approximately 11
1/2'' with German post reticle and clear optics. Scope retains 99%
original matte black finish with some superficial marks from a previous
mounting. Included is a good condition black carrying case.
(227740-11B)
Swarovski Scope
Serial 640449, one Swarovski Habicht Nova 6X scope measuring
approximately 12'' with a German #4 duplex reticle and clear optics. The
scope retains perhaps 85% original finish; there are blemishes, tiny
impact marks and flaking/missing finish on the tube. (227740-16)
Tasco Scopes
Two Tasco 4X15 scopes in near excellent condition with one of the
scopes having a cracked plastic collar on the ocular lens end. Both
measure approximately 10 1/2'' with clear optics, grooved receiver rings
and a crosshair reticle. (227740-11A)
Konus Konuspot-80 Spotting Scope with Creedmore Sports Pole Cat
Scope Stand
This lot consists of two items, the first is a 20x60 variable zoom
Konuspot-80 angled body spotting scope with an 80mm objective lens
and clear optics. The scope is in excellent condition with a few minor
scattered blemishes on the scope body and features a retractable sun
shade, multi coated optics, sightline aid and includes a Creedmore
Sports Royal Blue ballistic nylon scope cover in excellent condition. The
second item is a Creedmore Sports Pole Cat scope stand in excellent
condition with minor silvering on the high edges of the heavy duty
anodized aluminum base and some tape adhesive residue that should
clean up easily. The stand features a unique design allowing one hand
adjustment of the head unit while maintaining shooting position,
adjustable base for use on uneven ground and heavy duty construction.
Included is a single 20" base rod, however, 1" x 24" extension rods
providing additional height are readily available from the manufacture for
offhand shooting or birdwatching. This is a high quality scope stand that
is very popular with NRA / CMP High Power Rifle competitors and
birdwatchers alike. (25A8852-74)
Leapers Rifle Scope
This scope is a Leapers UTG AccuShot CQB 1-4X28mm with 30mm
diameter tube with lighted Mil-dot reticles. This scope has clear optics,
external finger adjustable turrets plus the choice of green or red
illumination with five intensity levels. The lighted reticle still works but
needs a new battery. It also includes a pair of flip-open lens covers and
a pair of 30mm tall rings that should be suitable for an AR-15 rifle.
(8A9314-45A)
Vintage O.F. Mossberg Scope
This O. F. Mossberg scope is a Model 4M4 4x14mm rimfire rifle scope
with plain crosshairs and lightly clouded optics. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue finish. The scope includes a pair of
factory dovetail scope mounts, external adjustments and rubber ocular
lens eye piece. This fine vintage scope includes the original box that is
correctly end labeled to the gun. The box rates about excellent overall
but the label is starting to peel on two of the corners. (86519-266A3)
Williams Foolproof Sights
Included are (2) Williams FP-AG Foolproof receiver sights, one is in
original packaging, both rate excellent and both have the screw-in
aperture. The Williams FP-AG sights are designed to fit the grooved
receivers on 22 rimfire rifles and air guns with a high line of sight. Also
included is (1) Williams Foolproof receiver sight with a box and mounting
screws, the sight remains in excellent condition. This sight features a
shotgun / big game (ghost ring) aperture and the box indicates this is a
Model FP-48-L but the box may not be original. The shape of the
mounting bracket indicates it may fit a Remington model 11-48 shotgun
or similar but cannot be confirmed. (86519-252A)
Redfield No. 70 Receiver Sight
This sight is a Redfield No. 70 WWT Receiver sight with target knobs
and target aperture designed to fit the Winchester model 77 & 88 rifles.
The sight appears as new in its original box and includes the mounting
screws. The box is labeled to the sight and rates very good with scuffing
on the edges from storage. (86519-252B)
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Mixed Electronic and Iron Sights
This lot includes: (1) Bushnell Model TRS-25 miniature red dot sight
featuring a 3 M.O.A. dot, 11-position rheostat to control brightness,
mount for Weaver / Picatinny rails and lens covers to name a few. The
sight appears to have seen little if any use, is fully functional with
batteries installed and remains in excellent condition. It includes the
original factory box that is labeled to the sight, lens covers, lens rag and
paperwork. Also included are: (1) set of Command Arms Models
FFS/FRS flip up AR-15 backup front and rear sights as new in its
original blister package with an Allen wrench and (1) Crossman laser
sight module with integrated Weaver mount and features an on/off
toggle switch. The laser still works but will require three LR-44 batteries.
(86519-252C)
Redfield Palma Sight
This is a complete Redfield Palma receiver sight with target aperture
and sight base mounting screw attached to body. The sight rates
excellent overall with about 98% original blue finish showing light fading
from age and handling marks. The sight appears to remain functional
and is marked "Redfield / Palma" on the body with no other markings
found. (8A6519-252D)
Lyman 1A Tang Sight
This is a Lyman Model 1A tang mounted aperture hunting sight. The
sight features the smaller fold-down aperture built into the eye piece,
knurled elevation adjustment thimble, locking lever for the upright pivot
and has the Lyman address on the base. The back of the base has a
"DA" application code which is for a Winchester Model 94. The sight
rates about very good with a few light stains from oxidation, handling
marks and still functions correctly. (86519-252E)
Marbles Flexible Rear Sight
This is a Marbles No. W1 Flexible tang mounted aperture rear sight for
Winchester Models 1894 & 55 in 25-35 W.C.F., 30 W.C.F. and 32
Special. This lovely sight appears as new in the box, includes three
mounting screws and the original box is correctly labeled to the sight.
The box rates excellent overall but the original price "1995" was scribed
onto the label in ink. (86519-252F)
Mixed Sights and Apertures
This lot includes: (1) Colt Stevens adjustable rear sight showing light to
moderate use with edge wear and handling marks, (1) tin with eight
assorted globe front sight inserts, (1) Lyman Model No. 1 tang mounted
aperture hunting sight in poor condition, the metal surfaces showing
heavy pitting cleaned to in-the-white but surprisingly it still functions, (1)
Vivar Co. Ltd. aperture sight bar, the .040" marked hole has a
replacement wide target aperture eye piece with approximately .154"
wide hole that is threaded to accept the other apertures and rates very
good showing light soiling and stains from oxidation and finally (1)
unmarked four-hole sight bar with three assorted size apertures that
rates about excellent. (86519-252G)
Mixed Vintage Sights
Included are: (1) unmarked vintage Vernier long range ladder tang sight
in very good condition with light handling marks, toning to mostly gray.
The ladder is 2 1/2" tall and graduated "0 through 90" with locking knob
for the upright. (4) assorted globe front sight inserts with half octagon
top in excellent condition and (1) unmarked four-leaf folding express rear
sight ascending in 100-yard increments, the 100, 200 and 300-yard
blades have a central "V" notch flanked by windage notches on each
side and the 400 and 500-yard leaves feature a single "V" notch. The
sight has a dovetail mount and the metal surfaces are toned to gray and
brown. (86519-252H)
Assorted Redfield and Other Sights
This lot includes: (1) Redfield Quick Detachable Globe front sight with
attached spirit level and acrylic black circle globe insert, (1) unmarked
sight spirit level with a pair of attachment bars and (1) tin with six globe
front sight inserts. Also included is (1) SAKO receiver peep sight with
100/200-yard adjustable eye piece. The eye piece rotates 180 degrees
allowing 100 or 200-yard adjustments with initial sighting-in done by four
opposing screws and a base designed for mounting on a scope rail. It
remains in excellent condition. Additionally, (1) unmarked sporting rear
sight very similar in appearance to a Winchester Sporting or Rocky
Mountain. (1) Redding rear mount receiver sight showing light usage
and light to moderate oxidized pitting. The sight is rear mounted on the
receiver of an appropriate rifle or shotgun and features a pair of holes to
mount it. This sight mounts on an appropriate gun similar to the receiver
sights on a Remington Model 8 (this sight does not correctly fit an
in-house sample) but it is unknown for exactly which firearms it is
intended as there are no application codes. (8A6519-252I)
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Handgun and Rifle Sights
A mixed lot of front and rear sights. Included are: (1) Smith & Wesson
Model 27 or similar micro adjustable black blade rear sight assembly
with checkered leaf to match the topstrap of the Model 27 series
revolvers, .126" slider height (blade), no rear sight leaf screw and
remains in very good condition; (1) Colt Elliason rear sight assembly
with .307" tall black blade in near excellent condition but does not
include the elevation screw, hinge pin or elevation springs; (1)
Remington rear sight assembly with radiused bottom to fit contour of the
barrel and dual screw holes with approximately .575" spacing, (1)
Remington rear sight assembly with the bottom planed flat and the rear
blade "U" notch opened, (1) Redfield "Trophy" receiver rear sight
assembly without mounting screws marked "SO" under the base in
excellent condition, (1) unmarked steel 4 1/8" accessory rail with a pair
of mounting holes and six threaded accessory holes in very good
condition, (1) tin with eight assorted Lyman No 17A globe front inserts in
excellent condition, (1) plastic container of assorted globe front sight
inserts in excellent condition; (1) small bag of six assorted sight parts
such as screws, slot blank and stepped sight elevator; (1) Lyman Model
17A globe target front sight in excellent condition, (1) unmarked Sporting
rear sight with stepped elevator in good to very good condition and (1)
unidentified rear sight, likely for a 22 rimfire rifle designed for a 1/2"
dovetail with sliding elevator graduated 25, 50, 75 and 100 yards or
meters in very good to excellent condition. (89713-24)
Pistol Scope and Unertl Mounts
One pistol scope, likely a Simmons 2x20, with duplex reticle and very
good optics retaining about 90% later applied matte black paint with
spots of loss revealing the original black anodization underneath. Scope
displays a narrow ring toning to gold from previous mounting and has
some scattered light handling marks and light silvering on the high
edges. Also included are a pair of Unertl in-the-white aluminum standard
mounts with dovetail bases. The mounts show some light handling
marks and the micrometer adjustments remain tactile and feel precise
and the turret nuts are in place. (236519-266)
Leupold Scope
Leupold Vari-X III 3 1/2-10x40 Tactical riflescope with duplex reticle and
bright excellent optics. Scope retains about 97% original matte black
anodization with light signs of previous mounting, a few scattered
handling marks and some light silvering on the edges of the turret caps.
Scope features 1/4 MOA click-adjust lockable turrets with caps and
Leupold's excellent quality. (23A6519-266A2)
VOMZ Pilad Scope
Russian-manufactured VOMZ Pilad 8x56 riflescope with German
#1-style reticle and bright excellent optics with a yellow-hue. Scope
appears to be as-new retaining 99% original gloss black anodization
with a few tiny storage marks. Scope measures 12'' long and includes
instructions in Russian, polymer lens covers, rubber eye cup, a pair of 1''
steel dovetailed rings wrapped in sheep's wool and the original factory
box. (236519-266B)
Redfield Scope
Redfield Tracker 2-7x33 scope with duplex reticle and bright very good
optics retaining 98% original gloss anodization with faint signs of
previous mounting and very light high edge wear on the turret covers.
(239574-9A)
Vintage Mossberg Spotting Scope
One Mossberg Model A ''Spotshot'' 20X spotting scope in its original
protective tube. The scope does magnify once the correct setting is
chosen though the optics are cloudy and there is an area of
discoloration on the outer edge of the objective lens. The scope retains
the about 95% original textured black coating with a few small spots of
loss revealing the natural aluminum underneath. The scope features
lens covers and comes in the original heavy duty yellow cardboard tube
with screw-on lid. The tube depicts the scope mounted in a stand (not
included) and is marked ''MOSSBERG / Spotshot''. (236051-2)
Pentax Scope
Pentax 3-9x40 scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent optics.
Scope appears to be as-new retaining 99% plus original black enamel
finish and still has the retail price tag attached. Scope includes
see-through lens covers and comes in the original factory wood box
marked ''PENTAX'' on the sliding lid and with the factory end label still
attached though coming loose at the bottom. The wood box has a crack
in one side and the joinery is coming loose on the other. Scope also
includes the original factory instructions and paperwork. (237740-2)
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Vintage Krag Rifle Receiver Sights
This lot contains two Krag receiver sights as follows: One Lyman 48K
micrometer receiver sight with disk featuring 1/4 MOA adjustments and
quick slide release. Sight rates excellent and includes instructions,
mounting screws, and original box which remains in very good condition
for its age with light wear to the edges and side flaps. One Redfield No.
70-KH receiver sight with Hunter knobs with aperture disk in excellent
condition. No mounting screw is present and the sight includes
instructions and the original box which rates very good with a couple
surface tears and light edge and flap wear. (237023-2C)
Lyman Krag Rifle Receiver Sight
One vintage Lyman 48K Krag rifle micrometer receiver sight with disk
featuring 1/4 MOA adjustments and quick slide release. Sight rates
excellent and includes mounting screws, instructions and original box
which remains in very good plus condition with minor edge and corner
wear and ''K3182'' written in marker on the bottom. (237023-2A)
Lyman Krag Rifle Tang Sight
One Lyman 2A tang rear sight for U.S. Krag rifles. Sight rates excellent
and includes aperture disk, instructions and original box which rates very
good plus with some small scuffs, a dog's ear bend in one corner and
''Krag'' and ''S.A.'' written in ink around the model designation.
(237023-2B)
Vintage Krag Receiver Sights
This lot contains two Krag rifle receiver sights as follows: One Williams
5D sight marked ''KRAG'' with aperture disk and mounting screw in
excellent plus condition along with the original box which remains in very
good condition with two small surface tears in the lid, an orange price
sticker on the right side along with ''A-Krag / AK'' written in ink. Also
included is one Lyman 57K micrometer sight with aperture disk,
mounting screws and instructions in excellent condition along with its
original box which rates very good plus with very light wear to the label
on the lid and a tear in one corner of the box. (237023-2E)
Vintage Krag Rifle Receiver Sights
This lot contains two Krag receiver sights as follows: One Redfield No.
102-K for rifles and carbines, in excellent condition with aperture disk,
mounting screws and instructions. Sight rates excellent while the original
box remains in excellent condition for its age with the slightest edge
wear and some small pen markings on the label. Next is one Lyman No.
48K complete with aperture disk, mounting hardware and instructions in
excellent condition while the box rates very good with about 1/3 of the
top label missing and very light edge wear. (237023-2D)
Vintage Receiver Sights
This lot contains three receiver sights as follows: two Pacific Gun Sight
Co. model K1 U.S. Krag rifle sights with aperture disks and mounting
instructions in excellent condition while the boxes rate very good plus
with very light wear to the edges. Also included is one Redfield No.
80-RT 30 Rem micrometer sight with Target knobs and mounting
hardware, in excellent condition while the original box rates near
excellent with slight edge wear. (237023-2G)
Winchester 3-C and Vintage Sako Sights
One Winchester series 3-C rear sight with elevator retaining about 98%
original blue with some minor impact marks on the left edge of the
dovetail and a couple tiny spots of light oxidation around the adjustable
''U'' notch. Also included is one vintage Sako factory rear sight with
dual-range peep dovetailed to fit Sako receivers retaining about 99%
original gloss blue with a couple tiny specks of light oxidation.
(238646-4A)
Rimfire Scopes
Four total: (2) Tasco 4X15 scopes equipped with crosshair reticles and
clear optics, one includes rings while the other shows modest scratches
and flaking finish; (1) Bushnell Sportview 3-7x20 mm with duplex reticle,
clear optics and rings; (1) Mossberg 4x20 with duplex reticle, clear
optics and rings. (57704-11)
Center Point Scope
(1) 3-9x40mm scope retaining 99% original blue. Equipped with
red/green illuminated Mil-dot reticle, clear optics and rings. (57704-11A)
Assorted Scopes
This lot includes four telescopic sights, detailed as follows: (1) Ted
Williams/Sears 4x scope with clear glass and a fine crosshair reticle, in
excellent condition with attached rimfire rings; (1) Weaver B4 4x rimfire
scope with clear glass and a fine crosshair reticle, in very good condition
with scattered light handling marks and spots of oxidation; (1) Burris 1x
long eye relief scope with clear glass and a fine crosshair reticle with
center dot, in excellent condition with a single Weaver 1'' ring mounted;
(1) Simmons 4x scope with clear glass and a MOA dot reticle flanked by
horizontal dashes, in very good condition with light handling marks.
(149713-6H)
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Vintage Bausch and Lomb Spotting Scope with Tripod
This scope measures 16 1/2'' in length and features clear excellent
glass. The body of the scope has a green enamel finish and is in very
good condition with scattered spots of finish flaking, light wear and
handling marks. The scope is mounted to the included tripod which
features three adjustable legs, fine screw adjustments; it is hand
adjustable along the X and Y axis and has the same green enamel finish
in similar condition. The scope has multiple Bausch and Lomb markings
and the tripod is marked ''A FREELAND / PRODUCT'' on the base.
Included with the scope are optical and objective lens covers.
(14A6519-266) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Thomson/Center Long Eye Relief Scope
One Thompson/Center ''Recoil Proof'' long eye-relief 2.5-7x28mm scope
in excellent condition with clear glass and a duplex reticle. The scope
appears to have an illuminated reticle, but no batteries are present and
therefore cannot be tested. Included with the scope is the original box
with the manual, warranty mail-in card, and cleaning cloth. The box is in
very good condition with tearing along the edge on one side. A solid
choice for a hunting pistol or scout rifle set up. (146519-266)
Lyman Tang and Other Assorted Open Sights
Seven assorted open sights and one set of turret knobs, detailed as
follows: (2) Lyman No. 2 tang sights with bases measuring 1 3/8'' and 2
3/4'' in length, the sight stems situated immediately behind the forward
screw hole, in very good plus and excellent condition with a small wear
mark on the smaller based sight, both sights retain their screw-in
apertures, and three screws measuring about 1/4'', 1 3/4'', and 1 15/16''
long are included; (1) Starfire Gunsights ''Glow In The Dark'' dovetail
front sight insert, listed as .425'' high, and retaining light to moderate
glow; (1) ''HIVIZ'' green fiber optic front sight for the S&W J-frame
(SW1001), in original packaging; (1) ''HIVIZ'' plain barrel shotgun fiber
optic sight with four interchangeable ''LitePipes'' in red, green, and
yellow, in original packaging; (1) set of unmarked polymer based fiber
optic ''truglo'' style open sights in excellent condition, the green and red
fiber optics glowing brightly in the light, for an unknown long-gun; (1)
red-in-green fiber optic sight for a shotgun with fitting pieces, of
unknown make; (1) set of unmarked windage and elevation scope
turrets, in original plastic bags, showing 0-14 on the elevation knob and
0-7 to the left and right on the windage knob (four subdivision between
each number), and set screws present at the top of the turrets.
(146519-252)
Two Scopes
First, a Simmons Model 51104 Red Dot scope, 6 1/2'' in length, featuring
clear optics with fully functional 7-level red dot illumination. The matte
black surfaces rate excellent, nearly unblemished except for negligible
signs of previous mounting. Includes the factory box, manual, ocular
lens cap and screw-on objective sun shade. Second, a Marble's 3-9x36
scope, 13'' in length, featuring near excellent slightly occluded optics
with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% gloss
black finish with only a few tiny handling marks. The turret cap is not
present on the elevation adjustment turret. Overall the scope is in fine
condition. (129678-161A)
Two Scopes
First, a Barska 3-9x40 scope, 12 1/2'' in length, featuring clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte black scope appears unused,
mint in box. Includes the factory box, manual, paperwork and bikini-style
lens covers. Second, a Weaver K2.5 60-B 2.5x30 scope, 10'' in length,
featuring clear excellent optics with a post and crosshair reticle. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with several dark brown
areas of cleaned oxidation scattered throughout, mostly on the ocular
lens assembly and at the contact points from previous mounting. Overall
the scope is in very good plus to fine condition. (129678-161B)
Two Bushnell Scopes
First, a Bushnell Banner 2.5x30 scope, 10 3/4'' in length, featuring clear
excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original gloss black finish with the barest hints of silvering at the
edges and sparsely scattered tiny handling marks. Overall the scope is
in excellent condition. Includes the factory box, manual, paperwork, and
a pair of unmarked Weaver-style rings. Second, a Bushnell 1.75-5x32
scope, 10'' in length, featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original gloss black finish with a
very few sparse tiny instances of silvering. The scope rates excellent
overall. (129678-161C)
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Two Scopes
First, a Tasco EXP 1.5-5x32/44 scope, 13'' in length, featuring an oval
objective lens and clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The black
rubberized surface rates very good plus to excellent with some light
signs of previous wear. Includes a pair of blued Weaver 1'' scope rings
in fine condition. Second, a BSA Deerhunter 3-9x40 scope, 12 1/2'' in
length, featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% matte black finish with few if any handling
marks or blemishes. Includes a pair of Weaver 1'' scope rings in
excellent condition. Overall the scope rates excellent. (129678-161D)
Leupold M8 12x AO Scope
14'' in length, clear excellent optics with a fine crosshair reticle and
adjustable 40mm objective lens. The scope retains about 98% original
gloss black finish with only a few tiny instances of silvering from previous
mounting. Overall the scope rates excellent. (129438-157A)
Weaver Model K12-1 12x Scope
16'' in length, clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle and adjustable
objective lens. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish
with minimal signs of wear or previous use. Overall the scope rates
excellent. Includes a pair of blued steel Weaver scope rings in excellent
condition. (128976-144)
Massachusetts Arms Co. British Contract Greene Carbine Lock
This is an original lock and tape primer mechanism by Mass. Arms. Co.
for a British contract Greene Breechloading carbine. The metal surfaces
retain perhaps 90% original case-hardened colors showing scattered
areas muting to a silvery gray patina along with some light oxidation
staining here and there. All markings remain intact and mostly crisp. The
internal parts likewise retain about 90% brilliant fire blue showing some
silvering and light operational wear. The threaded end of the rear lock
screw has broken off in the threads and the lock otherwise seems to
function well mechanically. (13B9713-9N)
Colt Buntline Special 45 Barrel
One factory 12" .45 cal barrel for a Colt Buntline Special Single Action
Army revolver with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue showing a few tiny dings and light handling
marks. The Colt factory markings remain crisp and clear. (136519-169)
Colt Third Generation 45 Colt Cylinder
This unmarked factory cylinder retains about 96-97% original blue
showing some light operational and high edge wear and a few other
minor handling marks. (136519-169B)
Colt Third Generation 44 Special Cylinder
This unmarked factory cylinder retains about 99% original blue showing
a few light handling marks and appears to be unused. (136519-169A)
Browning Nomad 22 LR Barrel
This is a factory 6 3/4" barrel assembly complete with topstrap and rear
sight and a bright near excellent bore showing a couple tiny freckles and
strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original
blue showing some light high edge wear and handling marks. There are
some light dings and tool marks around the front sight blade which has
been repaired or replaced and has mostly toned to gunmetal gray patina
also with some light oxidation staining. The factory markings and
Belgian proof marks remain crisp and clear. (136519-169C)
Colt Single Action Army Wyatt Earp Lawman Series 45 Barrel
One factory 16" .45 cal barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue showing a couple sparsely
scattered tiny spots of minor oxidation staining and a few other light
handling marks. The Colt factory markings remain crisp and clear.
(136519-169E)
Dardick Carbine Barrel & Stock Assembly
.38 cal, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
carbine conversion assembly retain about 98% original blue and
anodized finished showing some light freckling along the barrel,
scattered light handling marks and screw hole and slot wear. The
Dardick Corp. barrel markings remain crisp and clear and the rear sight
has been replaced with a non-factory fixed-elevation peep sight. The
smooth walnut stocks remain in very good plus condition showing some
light staining and scattered minor dings while the grooved black plastic
buttplate rates near excellent. (13A6519-289Y)
Frank Wesson Two-Trigger Sporting Rifle Barrel
.22 cal, 24" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore showing a couple
tiny freckles and strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue showing a spot of light pitting on the left side nearer the
breech, scattered light freckling, small dings and a spot of light scratches
on the right side about 6" from the muzzle. The barrel markings are
somewhat soft but legible and the manual sliding extractor and lower
leaf spring are intact. The front sight is a target style fine post, the rear
dovetail is empty and there are no barrel linkage parts present.
(13A6519-289T)
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U.S. Model 1903 Barrel
This is a NOS four-groove barrel by Smith Corona dated 9-43 with a
presumably excellent bore still packed with cosmoline. The metal
surfaces retain likely 98-99% original Parkerized finish, coated with
cosmoline and retaining crisp markings; there is no front sight blade but
the base is intact. Much of the waxed paper remains intact and the outer
paper sleeve is included. (136519-289K)
U.S. Model 1903 Barrel
This is a NOS two-groove barrel by Remington dated 2-44 with a
presumably excellent bore still packed with cosmoline. The metal
surfaces retain likely 98-99% original Parkerized finish, coated with
cosmoline and showing just a few spots of minor silvering along the
exposed muzzle edge. The markings remain crisp and there is no front
sight blade though the base is intact. The outer heavy paper sleeve is
present. (136519-289U)
U.S. Model 1903 Barrel
This is a NOS two-groove barrel by Remington dated 2-44 with a
presumably excellent bore still packed with cosmoline. The metal
surfaces retain likely 99% original Parkerized finish, coated with
cosmoline, the markings remain crisp and there is no front sight blade
though the base is intact. The outer heavy paper sleeve is present.
(136519-289L)
Colt 22 LR Ace Barrel & Extractors
One 5" barrel with floating chamber with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel is marked "COLT / CAL. .22 L.R." and rates very good plus
showing overall light operational wear and a tiny ding at the top edge of
the chamber from firing pin impact. A collet bushing retaining about 95%
original blue is also included and the two extractors rate near excellent.
(136519-418T)
Colt Revolver Barrels
Included are: (1) factory Colt Shooting Master 38 Special 6" barrel with
an excellent bore that has a bulge about 1" from the breech end. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original finish, the loss to high edge
wear and handling marks. The elevation adjustable front sight boss is
present but there are no sight parts, the left side has the correct
Shooting Master markings with a barrel address ending with an "Oct. 5,
1926" patent date. Also included is (1) factory Colt New Service 38
Special 4 inch "bolster" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with light edge wear and handling marks.
The .82" wide front sight is present and the barrel features a 1926 patent
date. The last item is (1) custom .45 caliber 11 15/16" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% later applied blue
showing handling marks and edge wear. The barrel features three wide
lands and grooves and appears to have started life as a rifle barrel. The
barrel has a barrel sight band with an approximately .258" inside
diameter "front sight tube" with a thin brass blade mounted on top of the
tube. As an aside the barrel threads fit an 1891 era Colt Single Action
Army revolver-frame we had in house but the shank is too long. The
shank measures .698" wide across the threads, .884" long overall, the
threads about .562" long and approximately .163" unthreaded section of
shank before the breech end of the barrel. (86519-169F)
Colt Revolver Barrels
Included are: (1) factory Colt Police Positive Special 38 Special 4" barrel
with an excellent bore, crisp markings and 99% original blue. The barrel
features the original serrated ramp front sight. (1) factory Colt Police
Positive 22 W.R.F. 6" barrel with an excellent bore, crisp markings and
97% original blue showing wear and handling marks around the bolster.
The barrel features the original adjustable front sight assembly and the
last patent date is 1905. (86519-169G)
Colt Woodsman Match Target Barrel
This barrel is a factory 22 LR, 6" full lug heavy barrel for a third series
Colt Woodsman Match Target pistol with an excellent bore. The barrel
address "COLT'S PT. FA. MFG. CO. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A." on the
side of the barrel indicates 1956 or later manufacture. The barrel retains
about 97% original blue showing high edge wear and handling marks.
The serrated ramp is present but the front sight and sight pins are not.
(86519-169H)
S&W Model 41 Barrel
This barrel is a factory 22 LR, 7 3/8" target barrel for a Smith & Wesson
Model 41 Semi-Auto pistol with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain perhaps 50% original blue and anodized finishes, the remaining
surfaces toned to gray with moderate amounts of lightly cleaned pitting
running the length of the top and scattered about the sides plus high
edge wear on the muzzle stabilizer. This barrel includes the Patridge
front sight, black blade micrometer adjustable rear sight, barrel weight,
muzzle stabilizer and muzzle stabilizer screw. (86519-169I)
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Colt Woodsman Match Target Barrel
This barrel is a factory 22 LR, 6 5/8" heavy barrel for a first series Colt
Woodsman Match Target pistol with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue with high edge wear and light to
moderate handling marks. The left side of the barrel flat has "MATCH /
[bullseye] / TARGET". The front sight base is present but the front sight
blade and parts are not. (86519-169J)
Colt Woodsman Match Target Barrel
This barrel is a factory 22 LR, 6 5/8" heavy barrel for a first series Colt
Woodsman Match Target pistol with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue with high edge wear and light to
moderate handling marks. Unlike other barrels of that era the top and
bottom have dulled matte finish with high polish on the sides. The left
side of the barrel flat does not have the iconic "MATCH / [bullseye] /
TARGET" but the top of the barrel is stamped with a crisp "COLT'S
MFG. CO. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A." barrel address. The front sight base
is present but the front sight blade and parts are not. The reason for the
differences in markings and finish quality eludes us but one can
speculate it may be a late parts clean-up or late war barrel for a
government contract. (86519-169K)
Colt and Hi-Standard Barrels
This lot includes: (1) factory 22 LR, 4 1/2" tapered barrel for a second
series Colt Woodsman Sport with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% plus original blue and appears unused. The left side of
the barrel is marked "COLT'S MFG. CO. HARTFORD CT. U.S.A." and
place manufacture between 1947 and 1955. It has a fixed serrated ramp
front sight. The second barrel includes (1) factory 22 LR, 6" tapered
barrel for a second series Colt Woodsman Target pistol with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with high edge
wear and handling marks. The markings on the side of the barrel are the
same as the above Sport barrel and places manufacture in the same
time frame. The front sight assembly is present including the blade but
the forward section of the base is splayed out and the sight is loose. A
good gunsmith may save the base or it may just be easier to replace it.
The last barrel is (1) factory 22 LR, 4 1/2" heavy barrel with light scallops
at the rear and an excellent bore for a High Standard letter series pistol.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with handling marks
and serrated Patridge front sight. (86519-169L) (500)
Smith & Wesson Model 19 Barrel
This is a 2 1/2" Smith & Wesson Model 19 Combat Magnum barrel with
an excellent bore that retains about 95% original blue showing muzzle
wear, scattered scratches and a few minor oxidation blemishes. The
barrel features a Baughman ramp front sight, groove-in threaded barrel
extension for the barrel pin and no locking bolt assembly is present. The
left side of the barrel has "SMITH & WESSON" and the right "S&W 357
MAGNUM". (89713-22)
Smith & Wesson Model 19 Barrel
This is a 6" Smith & Wesson Model 19 Combat Magnum barrel with an
excellent bore that retains about 99% original nickel plate showing minor
handling marks. The barrel features a nickel plate Patridge front sight,
groove-in threaded barrel extension for the barrel pin and the locking
bolt assembly is present. The left side of the barrel has "SMITH &
WESSON" and the right "S&W 357 MAGNUM". (89713-23)
Ruger Blackhawk Cylinders
Included are (2) Ruger New Model Blackhawk 9mm convertible
cylinders and (1) Ruger Old Model Blackhawk 9mm convertible cylinder.
All three, rate excellent with about 99% average original blue finish
remaining showing light handling marks. The last cylinder is an
unidentified six-shot polished stainless steel 38 Special cylinder for a
double action revolver without extractor assembly showing scattered
light handling marks and dings on the gas ring. The cylinder stops are
trapezoidal in shape with stop leads indicating a right-hand turn.
(88895-11A)
Ruger Single Six Cylinders
Included are: (1) Ruger Single Six 22 LR cylinder with firing pin groove
marked "22 L.R." on the side and about 97% original blue with handling
marks and one small area of moderate oxidation. (1) Ruger Single Six
22 LR cylinder without firing pin groove retaining about 99% original blue
and (1) Ruger Single Six 22 Winchester Magnum Rimfire cylinder
marked "22 MAG" on that has been cleaned to in-the-white showing light
scattered freckling and handling marks. (88895-11B)
Ruger Single Six Cylinders
Included are: (3) stainless steel Ruger Single Six 22 LR cylinders
without firing pin groove that rate about excellent showing light wear and
handling marks. (88895-11C)
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Chrome-Lined M1 Carbine Barrel
30 Carbine, 18'' barrel with a mostly bright very good bore displaying
flaking chrome forward of the bayonet lug. The metal surfaces retain
about 97% arsenal gray Parkerization with a handful of scratches along
the barrel from contact with the barrel band assembly which has an
added divot causing more friction than usual and some scattered light
handling marks. The only markings include the circled ''P'' proof on the
top of the breech and an unintelligible yellow paint marking on the
bottom, directly behind the gas piston nut is ''8448416 HC / 3-72 LOT 3'',
and the right side of the barrel band bears a circled ''A''. The protected
front sight and sling loop remain intact. (236519-289M)
6mm Bench Rest Barrel
One 20 1/2'' target profile barrel with a bright excellent bore with slightly
rounded lands in the rifling. The metal surfaces, likely stainless steel as
the barrel is bright, rate excellent. The breech of the barrel is marked
''Borden Rifles / 6 Rem BR .266 Neck'' along with ''#21-J0530 Hart 3
Groove'' and the barrel measures 0.96'' in diameter at the muzzle and
1.19'' in diameter at the breech. The breech shank is 7/8'' long and
threaded 1 1/16'' x 18 TPI. (238774-6)
M1 Garand Barrel
This lot contains one 24'' 5-45 dated Springfield Armory produced M1
Garand barrel with a very good bore with scattered light pitting but
strong rifling, and light oxidation staining is visible in the chamber. The
barrel retains about 95% Parkerized finish with light wear due to
previous mounting, and light oxidation in the threads. The top of the
barrel is marked with the drawing number ''D35448'' and an Ordnance
Wheel. (149713-9B) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
M1 Garand Barrel
This lot contains one 24'' 5-45 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
very good bore with a few scattered light pits but strong rifling. The
barrel retains about 85-90% Parkerized finish with light wear from
previous mounting. The top of the barrel is marked with the ''D35448''
drawing number and Ordnance Wheel. (149713-9A) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
M1 Garand Barrel
This lot contains one 24'' 8-44 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
very good lightly pitted bore with strong rifling. The barrel retains about
95% mixed black and green Parkerized finish light wear at the muzzle
and scattered light handling marks. The barrel is marked with the
''D35448'' drawing number and Ordnance Wheel on top, as well as
partially removed British export proofs 5'' from the muzzle on the right
side. (149713-9C) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Framed Rhode Island Civil War Soldiers Memorial
This framed original print measures about 21" x 27" with hardwood
frame. The frame rates very good showing some scattered darkened
areas mostly along the bottom left corner along with some scattered light
handling marks and the glass remains mostly clear. The print is
attributed to the 4th Regiment Company I Rhode Island Volunteers and
rates about very good showing a moderate discolored area with light
water staining along about 1/3 of the bottom and up the side. The colors
remain intact and fine with some minor fading along the edges and
features the usual patriotic themes with large Federal Eagle along the
top and a number of poignant scenes depicting a soldier on watch, a
charge and soldiers bidding farewell to their families. The company
mustered into service on October 30, 1861 and the prominent
engagements listed include: Roanoke Island, Newbern, Fort Macon,
South Mountain, Antietam and Fredericksburg. (13A8783-66)
Framed New Hampshire Civil War Soldiers Memorial
This framed original print measures about 21 1/4" x 25 1/4" in a
gold-painted hardwood frame. The frame rates very good plus showing
scattered areas of chipped paint, dings and one corner separating
slightly while the glass remains clear. The print is attributed to the 13th
Regiment Company D New Hampshire Volunteers and rates very good
showing a rather large area of moderate discoloration from a water stain
up one side, a number of small tears and light flakes scattered about.
The colors and artwork remain strong, the top with a bust of George
Washington and the central scene being a distraught Lady Columbia
holding a torn U.S. Constitution adjacent a bald eagle striking down a
snake. There are three battle scenes, a solemn scene of a soldier
bidding farewell to his family and another scene of the same soldier's
joyous return. The company mustered into service on September 19,
1862 and the prominent engagements listed include Fredericksburg and
the Siege of Suffolk. (13A8783-67)
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Massachusetts & New York Civil War Soldiers Memorials
First is a framed original print measuring about 20 1/2" x 24 1/2" in a
hardwood frame. The frame rates about fair-good shows some scuffs
and light staining while the glass is loose in one top corner. The print is
attributed to the 1st Regiment Company E Massachusetts Volunteer
Cavalry and rates very good plus showing a few light water stains, minor
foxing and a small centerfold tear. The colors and artwork remain strong
and features a large Federal eagle on top with U.S. flags along the
flanks. The scenes are actually quite nice and thoughtful with a soldier
at camp dreaming of his family and the farm on one side and his wife on
the other side dreaming of him leading a charge. The bottom scenes
show the soldier leaving for war and then returning home. The company
mustered into service on September 12, 1861 and was involved in a
great many engagements. Also included is an unframed print attributed
to the 3rd Regiment Company G New York Volunteer Cavalry. The print
is in black and white and rates fair-good showing some overall water
staining and discoloration with small tears and flakes around the edges.
The battle scenes remain quite nice and there are also scenes with a
soldier leaving and then returning home. (13A8783-68,69)
Vintage Hazard Powder Co. Kentucky Rifle Powder Can
This can measures about 11 3/8" tall with a diameter of 9 1/4". The
exterior retains about 90% dark green paint showing some overall light
flaking to brown patina, small dings and dents. The ends are painted in
a deep red paint and the top label remains mostly intact showing some
light flaking around the edges, areas of staining and darkening. The
label reads "KENTUCKY RIFLE GUNPOWDER / FF G / Manufactured
at / HAZARD POWDER CO." with a very good hunting scene in the
center. The bottom screw cap is intact and shows remnants of a label
around its periphery. (13A8433-104) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
Vintage Hazard Powder Co. Kentucky Rifle Powder Can
This can measures about 11 3/8" tall with a diameter of 9 1/4". The
exterior is painted red-orange with a green medial band with green ends
and retains perhaps 70-75% paint with overall flaking to dark brown
patina, some oxidation staining and small dings. The top label is mostly
intact showing some light cracks and flakes around the edges and has
darkened significantly. The label reads "KENTUCKY RIFLE
GUNPOWDER / FF G / Manufactured at / HAZARD POWDER CO." with
a flaking hunting scene in the center. The bottom screw cap is present
with one edge broken off and is embossed around its periphery
"PATENT JULY 12 1859". (13A8433-104A) [Paul Weisberg Collection]
Antique American Flask & Cap Co. Leather Shot Flask
This flask measures about 8" in length and remains in about very good
plus condition. The leather body shows some scattered light crackling
and scuffs with intact stitching that shows a few repaired sections. The
body is clearly stamped "3 / lbs." The spout screw heads shows
moderate oxidation and the spout shows a little bit of play. The brass
spout is a dark ocher patina with some old minor verdigris and small
dings, the manufacturer markings remain mostly legible and there are
settings for 1 and 1 1/4 drams. The hardware remains functional.
(13A9348-31)
Fine Winchester Mills 1881 Cartridge Belt
This is a nice belt, the outward facing surfaces showing overall minor
fading with scattered handling marks while the inward side is a nice
deep purple-blue. The large brass buckle is embossed "WINCHESTER /
- W -" and has toned to a lovely rich ocher patina showing some
scattered light handling marks. The back side hook is crisply stamped
"ANSON MILLS, PAT. FEB 1.1881 / T.C.ORNDORFF SOLE MANF. /
WORCESTER MASS. / U.S.A.". The belt features 49 double-loops that
are fitted for a smaller size rifle cartridge, perhaps 25-35, 30-40 Krag is
rather tight though perhaps it has just shrunken a bit. There are a few
slightly loosened threads but these are unobtrusive and rather sparse,
almost all of the stitching is tight. A very nice Mills belt for the
Winchester collector. (13A8857-9)
Vintage Winchester Shoulder Hand Drill
This quality tool measures about 16 1/2" in length and rates very fine
with strong remnants of original dark green crazing paint flaking to a
dark brown patina. The nickel-plated smaller parts show good remnants
of finish with overall flaking to dark brown patina and some scattered
light oxidation staining; the spirit level is missing from its bracket. The
main crank wheel retains about 95% original dark red paint showing a
few light flakes and handling marks and very good painted Winchester
trademark showing a small flake in the center. The arm shows crisp
Winchester stamp along with a large stamped "B A D". The smooth
walnut handles have darkened from the years and rate very good plus
showing scattered handling marks and the front handle with a moderate
3" split. The tool still functions smoothly. A nice example of a rare tool
for the Winchester collector. (13B8857-6)
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Vintage Winchester Model 3523 10" Hand Brace Drill
This quality vintage tool retains perhaps 75-80% original nickel finish
showing overall flaking to dark brown patina along with some light
oxidation staining. The tool is crisply marked three times with
Winchester's information. The smooth walnut handles rate very fine
having darkened slightly from the years with some minor handling
marks. The tool seems to function smoothly. (13A8857-6A)
U.S. Army Enlisted Man's Uniform Ensemble
This lot includes a World War II era Army enlisted man's service cap,
garrison cap, Ike-pattern jacket and trousers. The fur felt service cap
rates very good showing some minor crushing and moth bites around
the edges. The brass disc is intact and the brown visor and chinstrap
show a few moderate scuffs and handling marks. Only the front edge of
the sweatband is present, the rayon lining is intact and the identification
tag reads "Richard Pangretio / Tank Destroyer Battalion / 32708432",
size 7. The garrison cap features light blue braided piping (infantry) and
is size 6 7/8; it shows moderate moth damage along one side and the
bottom edges but is otherwise very good with intact gold rayon lining
and the sweatband with a few loose threads. The jacket is size 36R by
Franklin Clothes, Inc. dated June 6, 1944. Accouterments include 1st
Infantry Division patch on the left shoulder, staff sergeant rank patch on
either sleeve, honorable discharge gold eagle patch above the right
breast pocket, five service stripes on the left sleeve, two "VICTORY"
lapel pins, "US" disc on right lapel, infantry disc on left, green and red
fourragere. Ribbons include Bronze Star, Good Conduct medal and
European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign medal with five stars. The
jacket rates near excellent showing a couple small moth bites under the
sleeves and minor signs of use. The trousers have a small hand-written
size marking "31-33" also with the number "C9793" and rate very good
showing a few sparsely scattered moderate moth bites that are
otherwise rather unobtrusive and some other light signs of use. A fine
Second World War uniform ensemble. (13A6419-8)
Rare German Luftwaffe Seat Parachute Ensemble
The information tag of this seat parachute retains partially legible
ink-stamps and is 1941-dated with no manufacturer listed and
designates model as "30 1S 24 B SA". The back side of the harness
proper has a clear ink-stamp "(BA) / 1754 / 2, Sept. 1941" and with
number "2028517" on the edge. No oxygen tank is present but
everything else appears to be intact including the quick release box with
crisp German markings. There is some staining around the rivets and
snaps which also show some light oxidation but this is relatively minor
and it otherwise rates very fine to perhaps near excellent with signs of
light use. The included white silk canopy rates very fine showing some
scattered light stains but appears to be otherwise intact with no visible
markings. There are a few portions of torn red fabric present, some
loose cord and a detached red and white pilot chute with broken wire
cord. There is an ink stamp on the pilot chute that remains partially
legible and appears to read "Gxxxx - 505A1 / 11528709 / (11 / 12)". Also
included is the original parachute test booklet (Fallschirm-Prufschein)
with matching number of the parachute on the cover (2028517) dated
10.Sept.1941 with Autoflug manufacturer listed. There are 12 test
entries listed dated from mid-1943 through late 1944. Finally included is
an about 5" x 5" piece of white fabric with black swastika that appears to
have been torn from a larger item and a red Nazi party armband with
black stitched swastika in a white circle. The armband shows a
moderate tear at one edge, some light staining and a few loose threads
in the swastika but otherwise rates very good and appears to be of
period construction although there are no markings present. A very nice
ensemble for the German militaria collector. (13A6419-8A) (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Vintage Mother-of-Pearl Grips
Two pairs. First is a pair of genuine mother-of-pearl grips for a K-frame
Smith & Wesson revolver. The grips are not fitted with medallions and
no screw is present. The panels are a rather slim profile and rate very
fine showing a few scattered small flakes and the right panel has a thin
hairline crack along its front edge. Second is a pair for Colt medium
frame revolvers such as a Police Positive or similar. These likewise have
no medallions and no screw is present, they otherwise rate near
excellent, the right panel showing a shallow 3/4" triangular flake on the
toe and otherwise just some light handling marks. (13A9713-15B)
World War Two Holster Lot
Two total. First is a 1942-dated U.S. holster by Sears for the Model 1911
pistol. The holster rates very good plus showing some overall light
scuffs, spots of minor staining and edge wear. The brass rivets show
moderate verdigris and all markings remain clear with nice embossed
"US" on the flap. The leg tie and internal spacer are intact. Next is a
German P.08 Luger holster by Albin Scholle of Zeitz dated 1939. The
holster rates good showing thinning black finish overall, scuffs and light
staining. The markings remain clear and the back is also stamped with
an "(Eagle) / WaA170" Waffenamt. The bottom stitching of the forward
belt loop has detached and the pull-tab is missing though the buckle is
intact and the remaining stitching is strong. (13B9713-10G)
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Civil War Era Musket Cap Boxes
Five included. The first example shows a softened maker marking on the
interior flap that reads "J H----- / MAKER / HARTFORD" and rates about
very good showing one torn belt loop, the exterior flap tab has broken off
and the flap shows moderate crackling, edge wear and a few areas of
loose stitching. The interior shows remnants of the original fleece lining.
The second example appears to be unmarked and rates fair showing a
lost belt loop, torn flap tab, overall hardening and flaking. The third
example is stamped with a large "*" mark on the internal flap and body
but otherwise appears to be unmarked. It rates good to about very good
with intact belt loops, flap tab showing one small tears, overall crackling
and light flaking. The fourth example shows a broken flap tab and
missing belt loops but is otherwise very nice showing some light edge
wear and minor crackling. The exterior flap shows a partially visible
stamp with the word "INSPECTOR" quite crisp while the interior flap
shows a faded mostly illegible New York maker mark. The interior
retains almost all of its fleece lining and a period nipple pick. The final
box features a large German silver badge affixed on its exterior flap that
remains unmarked and the interior body shows a crisp "C. S. STORMS /
MAKER N.Y." stamp. The box otherwise rates about good showing a
broken flap tab, intact belt loops and rather heavy flaking overall with
otherwise strong stitching. A nice assortment of original cap boxes.
(13A9713-10B)
West Point Collectibles
First is a heavy cast brass "USMA" eagle with star, swords and the year
"1924" in riband mounted on a hardwood plaque measuring about 9 1/2"
x 9". It rates very good showing some light scuffs and dings along the
wood and the brass emblem with some light verdigris and handling
marks. Next there are two brass shako badges that rate very fine
showing some mild tarnish and one missing a retainer clip. Next there
are four coins of varying sizes (two about 1 1/2" in diameter, one 2 1/2"
and the final about 3 3/4"). They rate very good plus showing some light
tarnishing and handling marks, the medium sized coin stamped with a
1985 copyright and the large coin showing a bit more moderate high
edge wear and is commemorating the bicentennial of the American
Revolution. Finally there is a pin with yellow enameled background
featuring the West Point logo. (13A9713-2B)
Vintage Portable Lap Desk
This black-painted hardwood desk measures about 12" x 8" x 3 1/2"
when closed, extending to 16 1/2" when opened. The desk rates about
very good showing some lightly flaking paint along the exterior, a couple
light cracks around the edges and other handling marks along with
some flaking remnants of a label on the lid. The interior features a
purple velvet surface with nice embossed paper border showing some
scattered small tears, scuffs and minor staining. One hinge appears to
be a replacement and the lock escutcheon is missing. There are a
number of small compartments for keeping various writing
accouterments and there are two implements present: first a
brown-painted dip pen with broken Falcon No. 40 nib and a second
implement with a ebony shaft and pointed celluloid tip. A nice little
antique set. (13A9713-11B)
Assorted Dummy Cartridges
This lot includes 10 rounds of dummy 30-06 cartridges with M1 en-bloc
clip, 5 Winchester-Western 12 ga., 5 Winchester-Western 45-70, 5
Winchester-Western, 10 Lake City 5.56 on stripper clip, 10
Winchester-Western 30 Carbine and 4 Winchester-Western 30-06. The
Winchester-Western cases show a blackened finish with faux primer
pocket. (139713-4E)
Antique Powder Horn
This is a rather nice little powder horn with flat hardwood plug. It
measures about 7" in length and the hardwood plug is lightly scratched
"IHS" and also shows a small hole drilled through. The horn itself rates
very fine showing a few light flakes near the nozzle, some scattered light
dings and handling marks. The horn shows a nice patina overall with an
attractive contrasting tone throughout its length. A small bit of leather
cord is also present. (13A9373-35)
Large Antique Powder Horn
This is a handsome large horn with nicely carved hardwood plug, pewter
reinforced spout and is neatly engraved "Francis Holliday His Horn". The
plug is carved with a really nice solar motif and is fitted with an iron
staple. The pewter reinforcement at the spout is only secured by one pin
and is somewhat loose. The horn rates very fine and is a nice medium
tone showing some scattered light scratches, dings and handling marks.
A very nice antique powder horn. (13C9373-35A) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Vintage U.S. Military Field Telephone Lot
This lot includes two EE-8-B field telephones with leather cases and
some telephone wire spools. Both phones and cases rate very good
plus, the connections showing some very light tarnishing and some
spots of staining along the plastic housings. The leather cases with
shoulder straps are clearly marked "SIGNAL CORPS U.S. ARMY /
TELEPHONE EE-8-B" and are very good showing scattered light
staining, scuffs, light crackling along the straps and verdigris along the
hardware. One is stencil-marked "C-83 / 12" and the other "87". These
phones run on D-cell batteries (not included) and everything appears to
be intact, though function was not tested. Also included are two spools
of military telephone wire marked "DR-8-A / F&H MFG.", one with an
intact reel and strap marked "REEL MACHINE RL-39-B" by Henry Prod.
Co. Inc. The spools and reel rate very good plus showing some
scattered light oxidation staining, dings and light handling marks
otherwise retaining most of their green paint. A fine lot for the martial
communications enthusiast. (13A9713-12B,C)
Dupont Powder Cans
Three total. These are 1 pound / 454 gram capacity cans measuring
about 4" x 6". One can features a Superfine Fg label and rates very fine
retaining about 95% red paint showing some light flaking and oxidation
along the edges, a couple tiny dings and handling marks. The label is
almost entirely intact showing a couple tiny flakes, some light scuffs and
a small pencil-written notation. The next can has a slightly smaller
Superfine FFg label and retains about 95% red paint with some
scattered light flakes and small dings. The label remains mostly intact
showing two small areas of loss along the bottom, scattered light
staining and otherwise clear text and imagery. The final can has a large
label like the first, with FFg designation and retains about 97% red
patina showing a few scattered light flakes and handling marks. The
label rates very good showing a couple small flakes and an area of loss
obscuring some letters in the address. A nice set of vintage Dupont
cans. (13A9713-18)
German Zf. 41 Scope Mount
The metal surfaces of this mount retain about 90% original blue showing
some sparsely scattered spots of light oxidation staining and minor
thinning. The mount shows the usual machine marks throughout, some
of the screw heads show light slot wear and it is not stamped with any
numbers pairing it to an individual rifle. The side is stamped with the
appropriate "duv" code and "(Eagle ) / 214" Waffenamt and the back
surface with "K98k - Zf.41." designation. A very nice original scope
mount for the German military collector. (13A6519-324A)
A.R.M.S. G3 Claw Mount
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original Parkerized finish showing
some scattered fine scratches and handling marks. The claws show
some evidence of filing to fit a previous rifle. The mount otherwise
seems to have seen little use. (136519-324B)
Reproduction Colt Model 1860 Percussion Revolver Stock
This unmarked stock rates very fine, the walnut showing some scattered
spots of minor staining and handling marks while the brass hardware is
mostly a bright goldenrod showing some scattered light tarnishing and
handling marks. All hardware and the sling ring are intact. (136519-253)
Vintage Scope Bases & Rings
Two sets included. First is a Griffin & Howe side mount with 1" rings that
retains about 98% original blue showing a few errant freckles and light
handling marks. Finally there is a German-style claw mount system with
1" rings. The metal surfaces retain about 95% excellent quality blue, the
rings taking on a slight plum patina and showing some very light
oxidation staining. The side of the base is neatly engraved "John
Ciancia Westbury NY". The base measures 4 1/4" long with a width of
3/4" where the rings attach; one mounting screw is missing.
(136519-324C)
Modern Powder Flasks
Three total. Two are of the same design measuring about 4 3/4" long
and featuring Federal Eagle design with stars, shield, crossed pistols
and "E. PLURIBUS UNUM" on both sides. Both flasks rate very good
plus showing good remnants of dark tarnished silver plate throughout
thinning to a deep copper tone along with some light handling marks.
The spout levers show evidence of casting marks and remain functional.
The third flask is of more ovoid shape and measures about 5" long and
has no design. The body shows good remnants of japanned finish
toning to a silvery copper patina with a few spots of moderate verdigris
and tarnishing along one side. The spout lever shows evidence of
casting marks and remains functional. (13A6519-321F)
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Modern Powder Flasks
Three total plus a capping tool. One marked "COLTS PATENT" with
large eagle standing atop a pistol. This example measures about 4 1/2"
in length and is a dark gray tone showing some light freckling and
handling marks, the brass hardware is a mild goldenrod patina and the
spring is strong. One flask marked "COLTS PATENT" measuring about
4 1/2" with Federal Eagle design with stars, shield, crossed pistols and
"E. PLURIBUS UNUM" having toned to a dark ocher patina with some
moderate oxidation along the spout. One larger flask measuring about 8
3/4" in length with cannon and panoply of arms design. The flask is
mostly a dark ocher tone showing some light verdigris, tarnishing and a
small dent on the bottom. The percussion capping tool is the straight
variety and rates near excellent. (136519-321E)
Antique Powder Flasks & Mould
Four items. One unmarked coffin-shaped flask measuring about 4 1/2"
in length. The body has toned to a nice ocher patina showing some light
tarnishing and a moderate impact mark on one side. The spout is a mild
goldenrod patina showing some freckling while the spring shows good
fire blue and remains functional. Next is a small flask with floral design
that measures about 4 1/8" in length, it rates about very good having
mostly toned to a dark ocher patina and showing a light dent along the
bottom and small separation along the seam. The spout is a mild ocher
patina and remains functional. The final flask measures about 4 1/2" in
length and features a nice eagle standing atop a pistol on both sides.
The body retains good japanned finish taking on a nice coppery tone
and the spout is a nice ocher patina. The lever shows an old repair and
the spring is rather sluggish. Finally included is a Colts Patent .31 cal
dual cavity bullet mould. The mould rates about good having toned to a
dark ocher patina showing scattered dings, handling marks and spots of
verdigris. The "COLTS PATENT" marking remains intact and legible and
the cavities are very good. (13A6519-321G)
Colt Woodsman & Trooper Grips
Two pairs. The checkered walnut Woodsman grips rate very good plus
to very fine showing a few lightly chipped points and tiny dings, the
escutcheons are missing and no screw is present. The next pair is for a
Trooper, Officers Model or 357 Model. They are fully checkered walnut
target grips with silver Colt medallions and rate very good plus showing
a few lightly chipped points, minor soiling and the right medallions
showing some discoloration. The screw is present. (13A6519-324G)
German C96 M30 Shoulder Stock / Holster
This is an original stock/holster that remains in fair condition showing an
added finish, scattered darkened areas and a number of extensive long
cracks throughout the body. There are a few thin chips along the top
edges near the catch button and the large Mauser banner stamp has
softened but remains visible. The hardware is intact showing some light
pitting and oxidation while the attachment rail shows some tool marks
from being fitted to a pistol. As-is typical on the M30 models the
hardware is un-numbered. (13A9714-1)
Two European Military Small-Frame Pistol Holsters
One original German World War II-era Pistole Mod. 27 flap holster dated
1942 with clear "(Eagle) / WaA76" on the back. The holster rates good
showing lightly flaking black finish, scattered light scuffs and handling
marks. All stitching remains intact and the name "HALLER" is also
scratched along the back. The second holster is unmarked and appears
rather Hungarian or Czech in its construction with heavy stitched flap
edge and a small internal pouch that appears to be for stripper clips
rather than magazines. The holster rates very good showing light edge
wear, scuffs and some minor crackling. All stitching remains intact and
there is a faint name on the interior beginning with "R". The snap on the
internal ammunition pouch is missing. (13A9714-1A)
U.S. Model 1916 Holster Rig
Included are a leather flap holster, web belt, first aid kit pouch and
double magazine pouch. The holster is clearly marked "PERKINS /
CAMPBELL / 1917 / R.J.M." and rates about very good and is mostly an
even dark brown tone showing some scattered light scuffs, handling
marks and some crackling along the bend of the flap. The embossed
"US" has softened slightly but remains completely intact, all stitching
remains strong and the hardware shows light to moderate verdigris. The
belt rates very good plus showing some scattered light staining and
spots of verdigris with intact hardware. The first aid kit pouch is
ink-stamped "L.C.C.&CO.1918" and shows some light staining and
spots of verdigris with a small brass disc affixed that shows "U.S. /
(Crossed Cannons)" and is 108th Field Artillery unit-stamped "108 FA
1". The magazine patch retains an excellent Mills ink-stamp with 1907
and 1918 patent dates and shows some very mild staining and spots of
verdigris. A fine holster ensemble. (13B9714-1E)
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U.S. Model 1916 Holster & Double Magazine Pouch
The holster is clearly marked "U.S. / GRATON & KNIGHT CO. / 1943"
and rates very good showing some overall light staining and wrinkling.
Stitching remains strong and the hardware shows some light verdigris.
The internal spacer has been removed and the leather leg tie is intact.
The leather double magazine pouch rates very fine and is crisply
marked "Q.M.C. / JEFF.1921 / H.E.K." and "FM" on the inside above the
catch hardware. The pouch shows some very light crackling along the
bend of the flap and some scuffs around the edges with all stitching and
hardware intact. (13A9714-1F)
U.S. Military Holsters
Three included. One black leather flap holster for a 38 caliber Victory
model revolver by Cathey Enterprises Inc. that rates very fine showing
some light staining and handling marks, clear embossed "US" and intact
hardware. One unmarked brown leather flap holster with web belt
attachment hardware for a medium frame revolver with 4" barrel that
rates very fine showing some light scuffs, minor staining and strong
stitching. Finally one U.S. M3 shoulder holster by Enger-Kress that rates
good showing some moderate scuffs, light staining and overall handling
marks. The holster is identified to a "C.Y. Boyd" on both sides with clear
maker markings and embossed "US". The hardware shows moderate to
heavy verdigris but is otherwise intact along with the straps.
(13A9714-1G)
Vintage Luger Holsters
Two included. One American-made leather flap holster for a 4 3/4"
barrel Model 1900 or 1906 Luger pistol with 8 cartridge loops on the
exterior flap. The holster rates about good showing some moderate
scuffing, light staining and verdigris where cartridges were stored in the
loops. "US" is lightly written in ink on the inside body beneath the flap
and the belt loops is simply two slits cut directly into the back. Finally
there is a period shoulder holster for a 4 3/4" barrel Model 1900 or 1906
Luger pistol by H. H. Heiser of Denver, CO. The holster is of mostly
"skeletonized" construction featuring a leather-covered spring steel clip
in the center and crisp maker marking along the base. The holster rates
about good showing some scattered light staining, moderate crackling
along the strap and a few small tears. All straps remain intact.
(13A9714-1H)
Antique Double Shot Snake Pouch
The pouch proper measures about 16 1/2" and rates about good
showing flaked finish mostly worn to a natural tone with scattered
creasing and handling marks. The leather is perhaps a little tender in
some areas but otherwise intact and whole, the strap is also present.
The brass spouts remain fully functional with both measures present
having toned to a pleasant ocher patina, the interior protected areas of
the spring clips showing a few flakes of fire blue. There are some areas
of loose stitching around the hardware, perhaps repaired during the
period of use but they otherwise remain secure. (13A9714-1I)
Rare U.S. Model 1872 Dyer Cartridge Pouch
This second pattern pouch rates about very good to fine retaining most
of its black finish with overall light crackling, fine flaking and scuffs. The
straps are intact and the embossed "US" remains clear. There are no
visible maker or inspector markings, the interior shows some remnants
of its fleece lining and all stitching is intact. The dual long straps on this
model were designed for the new 1872 cavalry brace system, which was
very short lived resulting in any associated accouterments being
extremely rare. This is a very respectable example for the U.S. martial
collector. (13B9714-1J) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Four European Holsters
Four leather flap holsters. One black leather holster for a Star Model F
semi-auto pistol with 6" barrel. The holster rates near excellent showing
some light scuffs and handling marks with tight stitching throughout. The
model name has been written on the inside of the lid along with the
numbers "2138 / 2165". One brown leather flap holster for the Czech
CZ52 pistol that rates very good showing some spots of light staining
and scuffs. One brown flap holster for the Swedish Model 1907
semi-auto pistol with crown stamp on flap. The holster rates very good
showing some light staining and scuffs with intact stitching, the inside of
the flap shows a later marking in pen "Lahti" (which is inaccurate).
Finally one post-war black clamshell holster for a Hi-Power pistol that
rates very good showing some light creasing, edge wear and minor
staining. (139714-1L)
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Three Tooled Holsters
One dark brown belt holster by Reyes of Mexico for a small 32 caliber
semi-auto pistol marked "32 / 3". The holster rates very good plus
showing some very light staining and minor scuffs. The exterior is very
nicely tooled with an attractive foliate scroll pattern, the interior is
leather-lined and all stitching is strong. One brown leather holster for a
small frame revolver with likely 3 1/2" barrel marked only "1630". This
holster rates good showing some flaking and crackling along the flap
bend, some light handling marks and is tooled with a light rope pattern
along the edges. Finally one Mexican-style belt holster for a
medium-frame 5" 38 caliber revolver marked "1068. 38. 5." This holster
rates very good showing some overall light scuffing and handling marks
and is nicely tooled with a very attractive foliate pattern. (13A9714-1M)
Seven Assorted Holsters
One black leather Audley holster for a 4" 38 caliber medium frame
revolver that rates very good plus showing some scattered light scuffs,
handling marks and a small added hole through the belt loop. One
brown leather Bucheimer Detective 37A-11 belt holster for a 2" barrel
revolver showing some light staining and scuffs. One Red Head brown
leather belt holster marked "1210DB / 4 1/2" that appears to be for a
High Standard pistol and rates fair showing overall creasing and light
staining. One brown leather belt holster marked "306C 6 1/2" for a
medium frame 6 1/2" barrel revolver rating good showing overall light
scuffs, minor flaking and handling marks and a lightly tooled foliate
edge. One Slim Jim style brown leather holster that measures about 11"
long for a single action revolver and rates fair showing overall creasing
and moderate crackling with intact belt loops and hardware showing
moderate verdigris. One brown leather flap holster for a large frame
double action revolver with 7-8" barrel length that rates good with single
belt loop, overall scuffs and light staining. Finally one open top brown
leather belt holster marked "TRUFIT" on the front and "500 AS 6 /
QUICKDRAW" on the back for a large frame 6" revolver. The holster has
a heavy stitched edge and rates good showing moderate scuffs and light
staining with otherwise strong stitching. (139714-1N)
Winchester Model 1894 25-35 Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces of this tool show remnants of original blue
throughout having toned to a dark gray patina with some scattered light
oxidation staining and handling marks. The markings remain crisp and
clear and the tool appears to have seen little use; no de-capping pin is
present. (13A6519-162)
Winchester Model 1894 40-65 Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces are a mottled gunmetal gray patina showing some
scattered old oxidation staining and smoothed over light pitting. The
markings remain mostly crisp and no de-capping pin is present.
(13A6519-162B)
Winchester Model 1891 40-65 Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces show strong remnants of smoky case-hardening
showing scattered spots of old oxidation staining and pitting and some
wear along the knurling. The markings remain crisp and the threads and
internal areas are clean. No de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162C)
Winchester Model 1894 30 W.C.F. Short Range Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces are mostly a dark brown patina showing scattered
old oxidation and moderate pitting. The markings are still mostly crisp
and the internal areas remain quite clean. No de-capping pin is present.
(13A6519-162D)
Winchester Model 1894 38-56 Reloading Tool
The metal surfaces have mostly toned to dark brown patina showing old
moderate oxidation staining and pitting. The markings remain mostly
crisp and the internal areas show some very light oxidation. No
de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162E)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 32-20 & 50 Gov't. The 32-20 tool retains about 70-75%
original nickel finish showing overall flaking with light oxidation staining
and tool marks around the mould. The mould cavity remains quite clean,
all markings are clear and a de-capping pin is present. The 50
Government tool retains about 80% original nickel finish showing some
overall flaking toning to gray-brown patina and some scattered light tool
marks mostly along the mould block. The mould cavity remains clean, all
markings are clear and no de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162F)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 32 Short Colt & 32 Colt New Police. The 32 Short Colt
tool retains about 85% original nickel finish showing a patch of moderate
oxidation staining along one side, some scattered lighter flaking and
handling marks. The mould cavity shows some very light oxidation, all
markings are crisp and clear and no de-capping pin is present. The 32
Colt New Police tool retains about 65-70% original nickel showing heavy
flaking along one side toning to gray-brown patina also showing some
scattered light pitting and handling marks. The mould cavity shows light
oxidation, the patent date is no longer visible though the other markings
are crisp and a de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162G)
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Very Fine Ideal No. 4 44 S&W American Reloading Tool with Box
The metal surfaces retain about 95-96% original nickel finish showing a
few scattered tiny flakes and spots of minor oxidation staining. The
mould cavity remains clean and all markings are crisp and clear. The
tool includes its original black powder dipper and de-capping pin that
remain in very fine condition, the pin showing some light oxidation. The
buff box with yellow labels is correctly hand-written along the end label
"44 S&WA" and is a little tender remaining in fair condition showing
some blown-out end flaps, small tears and scuffs though the label is
mostly intact and legible. The original instruction sheet is also included
which shows some light stains and small tears. A nice complete set.
(13A6519-162H)
Mills Model 1903 Cartridge Belt
This 9-pocket belt rates very good plus showing some scattered light
staining, minor scuffs and handling marks. There is some light verdigris
along some of the hardware and the wide belt ends are clearly marked
with manufacturer's markings. The belt is equipped with 1907 patent
snaps with proper "rimless" eagles and puckered pockets. A very
attractive example of these desirable early belts. (13A7676-28A)
U.S.M.C. 10-Pocket Cartridge Belt & U.S. Model 1911 Double Magazine
Pouch
One Boyt 43-dated 10-pocket belt with "U.S.M.C" stencil marking on the
back surface that rates very good plus showing some scattered mild
staining and handling marks. All snaps remain intact and functional and
there is a stenciled name on the back side "C. J. GROAT". Also included
is canvas double magazine pouch that rates near excellent showing
internal ink markings "FSF / 8 / F.S.F. / 1772 / 8 1918". (13A7676-28B)
U.S. 50-round Mills Belt
This 45-70 Mills belt rates near excellent showing some scattered light
handling marks and perhaps a few mild stains with a large black
stenciled "J.A.M." along the back. The brass hardware has mostly toned
to ocher patina showing a few bright areas where verdigris was cleaned
off and there are four X's scratched along the back of the buckle.
(13A7676-28C)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 32 Short Colt & 44 S&W Russian. The 32 Short Colt tool
retains about 85% original nickel finish showing overall flaking to
gray-brown patina and some moderate dings along the mould block. All
markings remain crisp and clear, the mould cavity shows a little minor
oxidation and no de-capping pin is present. The Ideal No. 3 44 S&W
Russian tool retains about 90% original nickel finish showing scattered
light flaking to gray-brown patina along with some scattered light
handling marks and crisp markings. The double adjustable chamber
attachment and a de-capping pin are intact. (13A6519-162I)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 32 Long Colt & One unmarked 38 caliber. The 32 Long
Colt has mostly toned to a dark gray-brown patina showing scattered
moderate old pitting and oxidation staining with partially legible markings
and lightly oxidized mould cavity; no de-capping pin is present. The
unmarked tool appears to be for 38 Short Colt or 38 S&W and has toned
to a pewter gunmetal patina with cleaned light pitting and oxidation. The
mould cavity shows some light oxidation and no de-capping pin is
present. (13A6519-162J)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 32 WCF & 32 S&W. The 32 WCF tool retains about 85%
original nickel finish showing scattered light flaking to gray-brown patina
and light oxidation staining. The markings remain mostly crisp, the
mould cavity is very good and a de-capping pin is present. The 32 S&W
tool retains about 90% original nickel finish showing scattered light
flaking to gray-brown patina, heavier along one side, and some other
light handling marks. The markings remain mostly crisp, the mould
cavity shows a little light oxidation and a de-capping pin is present.
(13A6519-162K)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two Included: 32 LOL (Long Outside Lubricated) & 32 Short Colt. The
32 LOL tool retains about 95% original nickel finish showing a few spots
of light flaking and minor handling marks. The markings remain crisp,
the mould cavity is clean and no de-capping pin is present. The 32 Short
Colt tool retains about 92% original nickel finish showing some scattered
light flaking toning to deep gray patina, more noticeable along one side.
The markings remain crisp, the mould cavity is clean and no de-capping
pin is present. (13A6519-162L)
Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 38-40 & 25-20. The 38-40 tool retains perhaps 25%
original nickel finish mostly present along one side with the balance
toned to a dark brown patina showing old oxidation staining. The
markings remain intact, the mould cavity shows light oxidation and no
de-capping pin is present. The 25-20 tool retains about 96% original
nickel finish showing a few small flakes with light pitting on one side and
some other light handling marks. The markings remain crisp, the mould
cavity is clean and a de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162M)
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Vintage Ideal Reloading Tools
Two included: 38 Short Colt & 32 S&W. The 38 Short Colt tool retains
about 85-90% original nickel finish showing scattered light flaking to
gray-brown patina. The markings remain crisp, the mould cavity shows
some light oxidation staining and a de-capping pin is present. The 32
S&W tool retains about 85-90% original nickel finish showing scattered
light flaking to gray-brown patina mostly along one side and some
scattered light oxidation staining. The markings remain crisp, the mould
cavity is clean and a de-capping pin is present. (13A6519-162N)
Assorted Brass
Five 50-round plastic ammo cases with an assortment of rifle cases. 50
new unprimed cases R-P 6.5 Rem Mag in excellent condition, 50 new
unprimed cases Herters 243 Win in excellent condition, 50 unprimed
cases R-P 350 Rem Mag, some showing a few light dings or handling
marks in otherwise near excellent condition, 50 primed cases R-P 35
Whelen in near excellent condition and 50 primed cases Federal 7-30
Waters in near excellent condition. (137380-3)
Assorted Revolver Grips
25 assorted pairs of revolver grips. One pair unmarked checkered
walnut target grips for a S&W K-Frame revolver in near excellent
condition featuring a flared base on the right panel and large thumb rest
on the left; grip screw included. One pair smooth rosewood grips for a
Ruger Redhawk with silver phoenix medallions in near excellent
condition showing some light handling marks along the left panel; grip
screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber "Gripper"
grips for S&W J-frame square butt in very good plus condition; grip
screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber "Gripper"
grips for Charter Arms G-frame in very good plus condition; grip screw
included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber Presentation small
grips for S&W N-frame in very good plus condition; grip screw included.
One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber grips for S&W J-frame
round butt in fair condition showing moderate overall smoothing; grip
screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber "Gripper"
grips for S&W K-frame round butt in fair condition showing discoloration
and light staining; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered
black rubber Presentation Compac grips for Ruger GP in very good plus
condition; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black
rubber large Presentation grips for S&W K-frame in very good plus
condition; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black
rubber large Presentation grips for Colt I-frame in very good plus
condition; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black
rubber Presentation grips for S&W J-frame square butt, as-new with box
and screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber Presentation
grips for Dan Wesson DW-L, as-new with box and screw. One pair
Pachmayr checkered black rubber Gripper grips for Charter Arms
G-frame, as-new with box and screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered
black rubber small Presentation Compac grips for Ruger Speed Six,
as-new with box and screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber
Gripper grips for Ruger Speed Six, as-new with box and screw. One pair
Hogue checkered black rubber Monogrip for Ruger Security Six
(Post-1976), new in packaging. One pair Pachmayr checkered black
rubber large Presentation grips for S&W K-frame in very good plus
condition; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr checkered black
rubber small Presentation grips for Ruger Security Six in fair-good
condition showing some scuffs at the toe, light cracking and tool marks
at the top front edge; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr
checkered black rubber Gripper Pro grips for Taurus large frame (no
back strap), as-new with box and screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered
black rubber Gripper grips for S&W K & L Frames round butt with box
and screw in very good plus condition showing some minor
discoloration. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber small
Presentation grips for S&W K-frame in very good condition showing
some light discoloration; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr
checkered black rubber Gripper grips for S&W J-frame square butt in
very good plus condition; grip screw included. One pair Pachmayr
checkered black rubber Gripper grips for Ruger Speed Six, as-new with
box and screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber small
Presentation grips for Charter Arms revolvers, as-new with box and
screw. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber Gripper grips for
Charter Arms revolvers, as-new with box and screw. (137380-1)
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Assorted Semi-Auto Pistol Grips
6 assorted pairs of grips. Two pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber
Signature grips for Ruger Standard & Mark I A-100 frame in near
excellent condition, with boxes but no screws. One pair Pachmayr
checkered black rubber Signature grips for S&W Model 59 in near
excellent condition, with box but no screws. One pair Pachmayr
checkered black rubber Signature grips for S&W Model 469, no
backstrap, in near excellent condition showing some mild discoloration,
in packaging but no screws. One pair Pachmayr checkered black rubber
Signature grips for Beretta Model 84 in near excellent condition showing
some mild discoloration and no screws. One pair Pachmayr checkered
black rubber Signature grips with Browning medallions for Browning Hi
Power in near excellent condition, no screw. (137380-2)
Assorted Vintage Bullet Moulds & Tools
One single cavity round ball mould about .41 cal that is a dark gray
patina showing some light handling and tool marks. One single cavity
round ball mould about .33 cal that shows moderate oxidation staining
and light tool marks. One single cavity round ball mould about .69 cal
and marked "I4" on the handle and is toning to gray-brown patina with
light oxidation staining and tool marks. One Winchester-marked single
cavity bullet mould for 32 WCF with a clean cavity showing some spots
of oxidation staining and a few moderate dings or tool marks along the
exterior of the mould block. One Picket-style pivoting single cavity base
pour bullet mould with turned hardwood handle about .435 cal that
shows light oxidation staining and scattered small tool marks and the
handle with a couple thin drying cracks. Two unmarked Ideal-style
de-capping pins, the first measuring about 2 3/4" long with a tapered
end and about 0.310" diameter and the second about 2" long with a
tapered end and about 0.443" diameter. Finally included is one empty
original box for Ideal dipper, pot and cover with pencil marking "ADJ" on
the lid and "38-55M. Perfection" on the end label. The buff box with
yellow label remains in very good condition showing a 2" tear at the
edge of the lid, scattered light scuffs and minor staining along the label.
(13A6519-162Q)
Colt "Snake Eyes" Display Case
Intended for the pair of special edition Colt "Snake Eyes" Python
revolvers, this case measures about 23 1/4" x 17 1/2" x 7 7/8" and rates
very good plus to near excellent showing a few scattered light dings or
scuffs along the top surface and four of the poker chips on the inside
have detached. One key is included along with the original shipping box
with end label showing shipment from the American Display Co. to Colt
Industries Firearms Division. (139713-11D)
U.S. Pedersen Device Magazine Pouch
This is a 1-20 dated 5-cell pouch made by Rock Island Arsenal. The
pouch remains in near excellent condition showing a few faint stains,
minor handling marks in intact hardware. These pouches were made in
large numbers for the anticipated widespread use of the device, this
never happened and almost all of these pouches are therefore in
essentially as-new unissued condition. (13A6519-486A)
Rare Audley 1914 Patent Model 1911 Military-Style Holster
This is the desirable "military-style" holster complete with full flap, leg
strap and swiveling web gear attachment hardware. The holster remains
in very fine condition showing some overall light creasing and minor
scuffs. There is a small area of lost stitching where the forward edge of
the flap attaches to the back but this is relatively minor and all other
stitching and hardware remains intact. The back is crisply marked
"AUDLEY / PATENTED / OCT.13.1914", some of the hardware shows
some light verdigris and the retainer clip retains almost all of its nickel
finish. A handsome example for the 1911 collector. (13B6519-406)
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Original Gatling Gun Parts
Four components. One crank arm with brass handle and pin that rates
very good plus toning to a mix of gray-brown patina and silvery gunmetal
showing some moderate old pitting and some small dings throughout.
The handle has toned to a nice dark ocher patina showing some minor
verdigris and light dings. The arm is martially inspected with clear "8 /
RAC" stamp. Two crank shafts: one marked with "DFC" inspector stamp
and "16" which remains partially bright showing scattered areas of
moderate old pitting and oxidations staining, the second appears to be
unmarked and is a mottled gray-brown and silvery gunmetal patina
showing some scattered light pitting and oxidation staining. Finally there
is what appears to be some kind of mounting or pivot pin with a large
sliding ring and split wedge measuring about 4 3/4" long. The pin is
clearly marked "RAC / 13" and has mostly toned to a pewter gunmetal
patina showing some sparsely scattered spots of minor pitting and
oxidation staining. (13A6519-343A,B)
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Savage Model 99 410 Takedown Barrel
22" barrel choked full with a bright near excellent bore showing a few
scattered light freckles. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
blue showing a few scattered light handling marks and a small notch cut
into the underside just ahead of the mounting hardware. The factory
markings remain crisp and clear, all hardware is intact and the barrel is
sighted with a single brass bead. A desirable accessory for the Savage
collector. (136519-302)
U.S. M3 Carbine Handguard & Mount
One original walnut handguard and mount, the walnut handguard rates
very good showing some moderate overall dings and handling marks
and is marked with a small "W" Winchester stamp on its underside. The
mount is marked with drawing number "8247-39-1" and retains about
90% original Parkerized finish showing high edge wear, handling marks
and an area of light dings along the left side. Also included are three
unrelated military style accessories: a 4 1/8" long scope mount rail with
three screw holes and two pin holes retaining about 85% Parkerized
finish, one rubber eyepiece about 1 1/8" in diameter in very good plus
condition and one heavy 1" scope ring with a large screw hole and small
pin hole on the base, large pin hole on the side and retaining about 90%
Parkerized finish showing some scattered light dings and silvering.
(13A6519-169G)
Assorted Military Buttons, Pins & Devices
Three reproduction brass NSDAP eagle cap badges toning to dark
ocher with light tarnishing and a yellow thread embroidered NSDAP
eagle with a brass pip pressed into its center. 41 assorted military
buttons, most of which are American or British rating very good to near
excellent with tarnishing, some with moderate smoothing and light dings.
An assortment of ten Second World War era German trinkets housed in
a white plastic case with white rayon lining and silver printed
Reichsadler, items include: a small glass oval relief Adolf Hitler profile
with a light chip at one edge, blue enameled swastika tie tack, SA tie
tack marked "RZM / M1/14", tie tack with two tiny iron crosses and a
wound badge, tie tack with three tiny iron crosses and a wound base,
MGV Westfalia / Ennest enameled tie tack, small button rosette with
blue ribbon and tiny iron cross with swastika, tie tack with small colored
image of Hohensyburg Castle, gray alloy 1943 Hitler Youth day badge
missing its pin and one red, white and black enameled Hitler Youth pin
marked on its back surface with RZM logo and "M1/146". Bag of 12
assorted U.S. badges and devices including: Federal Eagle officer's cap
badge, flight officer's cap badge, musician's cap badge, enlisted man's
cap disc, two small Federal Eagles that have toned to a dark ocher
patina and have no pins, one small "31 / (Crossed Rifles) infantry pin,
U.S. Navy Reserve badge, one badge with large shield, flags, anchor
and eagle, one small naval dentist badge, one small Federal Eagle pin
and one small U.S. Navy eagle pin. 16 assorted U.S. military ribbons in
very good plus to near excellent condition. One small box containing a
number of assorted items: one French 1914-1918 Croix de guerre with
slightly stained ribbon, a three-ribbon bar that is moderately tattered,
one World War One Victory Medal, one U.S. Army 1911-1917 Mexican
Service medal, a pair of silver captain's bars, a pair of gold major's oak
leaves, a sharpshooter medal, a pair of 3rd Cavalry collar devices, a pair
of 3rd Cavalry green enameled "Brave Rifles" badges, one "PA /
(Crossed Swords)" badge, a "3" patch and small "W" device. Finally
there is a small bag of assorted medals and pins including: one dark
tarnished Federal Eagle cap device, one "BMI" Federal Eagle cap
device, one Federal Eagle brass belt buckle, one American Legion 12th
Convention Medal, one American Legion 22nd Convention Medal, one
American Legion 20th Convention Medal, one Good Conduct medal with
tattered ribbon, one 1939 German War Merit Cross that appears to be a
reproduction, one Prussian 25 year veteran badge and one 1935
Saarbrucken badge. (139713-2C)
U.S. Civil War Carbine Sling Swivel Hook
The metal surfaces have mostly toned to pewter gunmetal patina
showing some scattered minor spots of old oxidation staining and
pinprick pitting. The inside of the hooks is maker-marked "O.B. NORTH
& Co / NEW HAVEN CT", the marking has been double-struck but
remains mostly legible. All hardware is intact and the spring is strong.
(13A9451-30A)
Beretta Model 1938 Submachine Gun Stock
One original hardwood stock with buttplate, rear sling swivel and
magazine well plate with its dust cover. The stock rates very good
showing thin 1 1/2" and 2" cracks at the back edge of the triggerguard
inlet, a few scattered smaller drying cracks, overall dings and handling
marks. Stock markings remain clear with serial number on the left side
butt "18291" and German depot stamp "4 / UT / 44". The hardware
shows overall light oxidation staining and minor pitting, the magazine
well plate showing strong remnants of original blue. (13A6519-485K)
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Leather Carbine Scabbards
Two total. First is a brown leather scabbard by Bianchi for the John
Wayne Commemorative that rates very good plus showing some
scattered light scuffs and handling marks. It is embossed with
Winchester's logo over "WINCHESTER / MODEL 94 / JOHN WAYNE
COMMEMORATIVE". The straps and hardware are intact. Second is a
black leather scabbard for the Ithaca M49 Saddlegun that rates good
showing overall light staining, handling marks a few small added holes
along the back surface. The Ithaca markings remain legible, the strap is
intact and the stitching seems strong. (13A6519-142E)
Vintage Leg-o-mutton Case & Carbine Scabbard
First is a brown leather leg-o-mutton case marked only "SS / 28" that
rates very good showing moderate scuffing and scratches along the
exterior body. The case measures about 29 3/4" in length and the
opening at the rear is about 2 1/2" wide and 7 1/2" tall. The lid closure
tab shows a small tear while the strap and handle are otherwise intact.
The tan felt interior with spacer rates very good plus showing a few light
stains and minor scuffs. Finally there is a brown vinyl carbine scabbard,
likely for a Model 94 saddle ring carbine or similar that measures about
29 1/2" in length. It is fitted with straps and some heavy steel attachment
hardware and rates good showing light staining, scuffs and some areas
that have hardened from the years. (136519-142B)
Polish wz.29 Rifle Stock
One original hardwood stock and handguard with intact recoil lug,
nosecap / bayonet assembly, barrel band with dual sling swivels, rear
swivels, buttcap and stock disc. The stock and handguard rate about
very good showing some overall light staining, a small arsenal repair at
the bottom left edge adjacent the triggerguard inlet, overall light dings
and mild abrasions. The toe line is numbered "20907" and the left side
butt is stamped with a clear "P.W." The hardware shows light overall
oxidation staining, a bit heavier along the buttplate. A solid usable stock
with intact hardware. (13A6519-485B)
British Pattern 1853 Rifle-Musket Stock
One original walnut stock with intact brass buttplate, nosecap, lock
screw escutcheons and steel ramrod retainer spring. The stock rates
very good-fine showing just a touch of older added finish, scattered
spots of light staining or darkening and some overall light dings. There
are a few light chips along the ramrod channel, a thin 2 3/4" crack ahead
of the lockplate channel that appears to have been repaired at some
point and a small crack on the inside ahead of the tang screw hole. The
brass hardware has mostly toned to a pleasant ocher patina. The
markings are intact and actually quite nice with a clear Birmingham
Small Arms Trade cartouche on the right side butt, toe line marked with
a large "23" and "B. WOODWARD & SONS", "D. KNIGHT S. HEELY" in
the ramrod channel and "T&C Co" on the ramrod retainer spring. A very
respectable P.1853 stock with some nice markings. (13B6519-485C)
U.S. M1 Carbine Stocks
Two walnut stocks with recoil plates, front band springs and buttplates.
The first stock is unmarked and likely a post-war commercial variant and
remains in very good plus condition showing a couple scattered small
dings that have some filler added, a neatly repaired 4 1/2" hairline crack
ahead of the magazine well inlet that goes mostly unnoticed and the
hardware shows strong Parkerized finish. The second stock is a USGI
Type II high-wood stock by Overton (sub-contractor for Inland) that rates
very good showing overall darkening from the years, scattered light
dings and handling marks. The markings are somewhat soft but visible
with ordnance wheel and "MRM" on the right side butt, "N / L" and a faint
circled "P" on the bottom of the pistolgrip. The recoil plate is
"SG"-marked for Saginaw and the hardware shows light oxidation
staining with strong Parkerized finish. (136519-485E)
Military Rifle Stocks
Two total: one Imperial German Kar 98 stock and one that appears to be
for a U.S. Remington-Lee Model 1879 Navy rifle. The Kar 98 stock is
equipped with its buttplate and recoil lug and remains in very good
condition showing mostly worn finish, a shallow chip ahead of the
triggerguard inlet, scattered light dings and areas darkened from the
years. There are a few small drying cracks along the butt which actually
shows some rather attractive grain figure throughout. The stock is
numbered "3635" along the toe line and the buttplate is matching. All
cartouches are intact having softened from the years but are still quite
strong. The Remington stock rates about good and is equipped with
nosecap, band springs and cleaning rod escutcheon. It shows some
overall darkening, worn finish and is somewhat dry with a few tiny cracks
along the butt, some scattered dings and a few smoothed over slivers.
There is a small anchor stamped within the receiver inlet.
(13A6519-485J)
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Sporting Rifle Stocks
Two sporting stocks, one for a U.S. Model 1903 and the other for a
Model 1917. First is a Fajen stock for a 1903 that is mostly devoid of
finish but otherwise rates very fine to perhaps near excellent showing a
few scattered light handling marks and small dings. The stock features
contrasting rosewood pistolgrip cap and forend tip and a nice left-side
cheekpiece. The mottled red synthetic buttplate rates excellent. The
1917 stock is devoid of a buttplate, pistolgrip cap or forend tip. The
inletting is somewhat crude and there is a spot of finish on the right side
butt, otherwise it is devoid of finish and shows some light dings and
handling marks. There is a left-side cheekpiece that is not completely
finished but mostly done. (136519-485)
Sporting Rifle Stocks
Two sporting stocks, one for a pre-64 Winchester Model 70 and the
other for a Remington Model 30. The Winchester stock appears to be an
original stock that has seen some custom work done, it is fitted with a
Pachmayr ventilated red rubber pad that rates very fine, compass set
into the right side butt and the comb has a neatly spliced-on walnut
extension that is of a rather peculiar curved shape. The stock otherwise
rates very good plus showing a little bit of added finish, scattered light
dings, handling marks and intact checkering. The inletting shows some
old compound and the sling swivels are intact. The original Remington
stock rates good showing mostly worn finish, the remnants of which are
crazing along with dry areas and discoloration. There appears to have
been a pistolgrip cap installed that is no longer present and there are
some other scattered light dings and handling marks. The sling swivel
studs and slightly oxidized original buttplate are present and the
checkering is mostly intact. (136519-485A)
Assorted Grips & Speedloaders
10 pairs of grips all with grip screws except when noted: one set of
Pachmayr J-frame round butt Compac/Professional black rubber grips in
very good plus condition with some light wear, one set Uncle Mike's
S&W J-frame square butt black rubber grips in very good plus condition,
one set Uncle Mike's S&W K&L-frame round butt black rubber grips in
about very good condition with light scuffs and wear, one set Pachmayr
S&W J-frame square butt Presentation black rubber grips in very good
plus condition, one set Pachmayr Colt D-frame Presentation/Compac
black rubber grips in good condition showing light scuffs, one set Hogue
Ruger Redhawk black rubber Monogrip as-new in packaging, one set
Pachmayr S&W J-frame square butt Gripper black rubber grips in near
excellent condition, one set Pachmayr Colt D-frame
Presentation/Compac black rubber grips as-new in worn packaging, one
set Pachmayr S&W J-frame round butt Compac/Professional black
rubber grips in very good plus condition showing some light handling
marks and no grip screw in original worn packaging, one set of
unmarked varnished rosewood grips for a High Standard 22 semi-auto
pistol that rate very good plus showing some light dings, handling marks
and no grip screw or escutcheons. Next there are two HKS
speedloaders for S&W Model 25-2 45 Auto Rim new in packaging, one
HKS speedloader for Charter Arms 44 Special in near excellent
condition and 13 moon clips for the S&W 940 9mm revolver in very good
plus to near excellent condition: 8 are traditional clips and 5 are "full
circle" clips. (136519-324K)
Smith & Wesson Model 41 22 Short Conversion Unit in Shooter's Box
The conversion unit includes the 7 3/8" barrel assembly with bright
excellent bore, adjustable square notch rear sight and undercut Patridge
front along with the alloy slide; there is no recoil spring or magazine
present. The barrel assembly retains about 60% original blue with most
of the loss due to spots of cleaned moderate pitting along the left side,
some flaking to brown patina along the right side and other light
handling marks. The slide retains about 90% black anodized finish
showing light operational and high edge wear mostly along the left side.
Also included is a pair of custom walnut right-hand target grips with
generous palm and thumb rests and slightly softened stippling. They
remain in very good plus condition showing a tiny chip at the top edge of
the right panel along the base flare, some scattered light dings and
handling marks, only one grip screw is present. The shooting box is of
quality construction throughout measuring 17 1/8" x 13 1/2" x 9 1/2". The
box rates very good plus showing a small 2" repair along one of the top
corners, some overall light scuffs and small dings. The interior features a
sliding top drawer and a suede-lined middle drawer with spaces for four
pistols. A nice ensemble with a desirable conversion unit.
(13A6519-407B, 157)
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M14 Rifle Stocks & M15 Grenade Sight
Two stocks, one equipped with an M15 grenade sight. The first walnut
stock is devoid of hardware and remains in about good condition
showing a 1 1/2" area of shallow chipping along the left edge of the butt,
scattered light dings, scuffs and worn finish. The stock is a little short at
the tip as the nosecap / sling swivel assembly has been sawed off. The
left side butt is painted with the rack number "42" and there is a strong
''DoD'' cartouche. The second stock rates similar showing an extensive
repair on both sides of the rear receiver area, scattered light dings and
minor staining. The stock retains a good "P" firing proof and ordnance
wheel, there is no buttplate or rear sling swivel present though the front
nosecap assembly is intact. The M15 grenade launcher sight retains
perhaps 85% original Parkerized finish showing some mild brown
freckling and light oxidation staining. (136519-485D)
Vintage Leather Saddle Holsters
Two included. The first appears to be for a Model 94 saddle ring
carbine, measuring 26" in length and is marked only with the code
"S17720". It features nicely tooled decorative borders and rates about
fair showing moderate scuffs, a few small tears, lost straps and
moderate overall crackling with the stitching otherwise intact. The
second is for a rifle and measures 33 1/4" in length. This example is
stamped by maker A.L. Furstnow of Miles City, Montana, the markings
somewhat softened from the years but mostly legible. A previous
owner's name "J.W. FERRIS" is also stamped a number of times on
either side, there is a nicely tooled decorative border and the stitching is
strong. The leather otherwise rates very good showing light crackling,
scuffs and rifle imprints. (136519-142D)
Pair of FEG P.37 & Radom VIS 35 Grips
Two sets of grips. First is an original pair of grooved hardwood grips for
the German contract FEG P.37 pistol with thumb safety. The grips rate
very good plus showing some scattered light dings and handling marks
and the original grip screw is present. Finally there is a pair of unmarked
smooth walnut grips for the Radom VIS 35 pistol that rate very good
showing scattered light dings, minor scuffs and areas darkening from the
years; no grips screws are present. (138899-100)
Beretta Model 1919 Metal Grips
One pair of scarce ribbed metal grips with German silver "PB"
medallions for the Beretta Model 1919 25 ACP pistol. The grips rate very
good plus retaining about 90% original blue showing some light high
edge wear and some sparsely scattered spots of minor oxidation
staining. No grip screws are present. A nice pair of grips not often seen
by their lonesome. (138899-100B)
Luger & Browning Hi-Power Grips
One pair and a loose left panel of original checkered walnut Luger grips
and one pair of original checkered walnut Hi-Power grips. The Luger
grips all rate about very good plus showing some scattered lightly
chipped points, minor dings and edge wear. One left panel is stamped
"S/42" on its back surface and also shows a chip at the top corner
around the safety cutout. The other left panel is numbered "26" and right
panel is un-numbered. The Hi-Power grips rate near excellent showing
some scattered light handling marks and flaking red paint along their
back surfaces. (138899-100A)
Colt Revolver Grips
Two pairs total, unmarked, with silver Colt medallions. First is a pair of
genuine stag grips for a Colt Police Positive or similarly sized round butt
revolver that rate near excellent showing some scattered light handling
marks and a few small imperfections in the grain of the right panel. The
grips are an attractive ivory-white tone mixing with dark brown and a
screw is present. Second is a pair of Colt "Staglite" grips for the Frontier
Scout 62 or similar that rate very good plus showing some scattered
discoloration and light handling marks; no grip screw present.
(138899-104)
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Assorted Small-Frame Revolver Grips
13 matched pairs and two loose panels. First there are three pairs of
checkered walnut S&W J-frame grips with round butts, intact medallions
and grip screws. The first pair rated fair showing extension worn finish,
some overall smoothing and drying. The second pair also rates fair
showing a moderate 3/4" chip at the base of the right panel, some light
dings and scuffs. The third pair rates very good plus showing some
scattered light dings along the base of the right panel and some other
light handling marks. Remaining grips include: a pair of black plastic
grips for the H&R 622 in near excellent condition with no grip screw,
original pair of black hard rubber grips for the H&R Young American in
very good plus condition showing some scattered light dings and no
screw, original pair of black hard rubber grips for the H&R First Model
Manual Ejector revolver that remain in very fine condition showing some
light dings and handling marks with grip screw, five pairs and one loose
right panel of original H&R target logo black hard rubber grips that rate
fair to very good, most showing some scattered light cracks, dings,
discoloration and residue, five with grip screws. One Iver Johnson left
panel owl head grip is very good plus condition with light handling
marks. One pair of black hard rubber grips that appear to be for the
S&W 32 single action pocket revolver or similar that rate very good plus
showing scattered light dings, minor discoloration, no monograms or
screw. Finally there is a pair of black hard rubber grips for a small frame
antique pocket revolver that feature very nice large dog's heads in the
centers and rate very good plus showing some light dings, handling
marks and slight discoloration; grip screw included. (138899-94)
U.S. First World War New York Artillery Uniform Ensemble with Portrait
Included are a wool jacket, breeches, belt, two rolls of puttees, overseas
cap, pair of dog tags and a portrait. The portrait is identified as Noah C.
Bergeron who served in the 77th "Statue of Liberty" Division, 305th
Artillery Regiment, Battery B. The 77th Division was mostly drawn up
from New York City, hence the Statue of Liberty moniker and sleeve
insignia, and was active from 1917-1919 participating in such battled as
Chateau-Thierry, the Meuse-Argonne offensive and operations in the
Oise-Aisne area. The pair of aluminum dog tags with cord are also
identified to Bergeron and are stamped with only his name and serial
number "1686821". Strangely, both the jacket and breeches are
identified to a "C. W. Camp" but nevertheless bear appropriate insignia
matching that of the information provided in the Bergeron portrait. All
articles rate very fine with scattered small moth bites throughout, a bit
more noticeable along the breeches which also show a few small repairs
and some other light handling marks. All Federal Eagle buttons are
intact with "US" right collar device and "305 / (Crossed Cannons) / B" left
collar device denoting Battery B, 305th Artillery. Sleeve insignia includes
a crossed cannons patch on the right sleeve and blue silk division
insignia with nice bullion thread embroidered Statue of Liberty. The left
sleeve also bears a single private rank chevron and two service
chevrons and a World War One Victory Medal is also affixed to the left
pocket with battle clasps for "DEFENSIVE SECTOR", "OISE-AISNE"
and "MEUSE-ARGONNE", all appropriate for the 77th Division. The
overseas cap also has a small blue enameled 77th Division pin with
Statue of Liberty insignia. While "C. W. Camp" is not quite enough
information to go on, cursory research does reveal a Noah Cyrille
Bergeron of Fitchburg, MA registering for the draft on June 5, 1917 and
serving from March 1918 to May 1919. Bergeron lived from 1893 to
1984, passing away on March 2 of that year. Despite the discrepancy of
uniform and portrait this is a very nice, mostly complete First World War
uniform ensemble for the militaria collector. (13B8899-34)
U.S. Army Second World War Enlisted Man's Jacket
This wool coat is size 37R and dated 1942, complete with gold Federal
Eagle buttons, "US" disc on the right lapel and Coast Artillery Corps disc
on the left. There is an embroidered honorable discharge eagle above
the right pocket, the sleeves have corporal rank insignia, Sixth Army
insignia, five overseas service bars on the left sleeve and one enlistment
stripe. The jacket rates near excellent showing just a couple small moth
bites and overall minor handling marks. A small address book dated
1943 is present in the pocket identified to a PFC Lawrence Snow
(surname appears to be Snow, it is somewhat difficult to decipher)
Battery C 163rd Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion. (13A8899-33)
U.S. Army Second World War Wool Greatcoats
Two enlisted man's coats. The first appears to be a size 38, the ink
stamp is somewhat soft, the length letter is illegible and "M-5966" is also
ink-marked in the interior. There are no visible maker labels and this
example features brass buttons. Coat remains in very fine to near
excellent condition showing some light handling marks and no evident
moth damage. The second coat is size 36R with no other visible maker's
markings. This example has an embroidered honorable discharge eagle
patch and features brown plastic buttons. It remains in very fine to near
excellent condition showing light handling marks and no evident moth
damage. (13A8899-32)
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German Holster Lot
Two World War Two era black leather flap holsters for small frame 32 or
380 Auto pistols. The first holster is coded "jba / 1941" and rates very
fine retaining most of its black finish with some thinning and wear along
the high edges of the flap and magazine pouch, some light crackling
also along the flap and some other handling marks. All stitching is intact
and strong. The next holster is clearly marked "SCHAMBACH & CO /
1938 / BERLIN" with slightly softened but visible eagle proof and is also
numbered on the back "335076". The holster rates very good plus
showing some scattered high edge wear and some minor crackling
along the flap. All stitching is intact and strong. A nice set of German
holsters for the militaria collector. (13A8899-83)
Italian Holster Lot
Three vintage Italian style military flap holsters. First is a brown holster
for a smaller likely 25 ACP Beretta pistol that remains in very good
condition showing some thinning and wear along the high edges, minor
creasing and handling marks. The interior is neatly ink-marked with the
name "Bruttel". The next holster is in the familiar Italian green leather
likely for a Beretta 32 or 380 auto and rates very good with overall
scuffs, minor crackling and wear on the button strap. Finally there is a
brown leather holster likely for a Beretta 32 or 380 auto that rates good
showing overall scuffs and light staining and a different style belt loop
has been neatly stitched on during the period of use. (13A8899-83A)
Scarce German Hard Shell Mauser & Sauer Holster by Gebruder Hast
This is a seldom seen original holster for Mauser 1914, 1934 and Sauer
38H pistols normally used by German police. The holster rates very
good plus showing some moderate scuffing and some light cracking
along the lid, some lighter edge wear and handling marks. The lid strap
appears to have been very neatly reattached during the period of use,
the pistol pull tab is missing and the belt loop has also been lost, the
back side now showing a pair of neat slits for belt attachment. All
stitching otherwise remains strong, the interior is crisply marked "Gebr.
Hast / Dresden" and the interior lid with large ink stamp "L. G". A fine
example for the German martial collector. (13A8899-83B)
First World War Holster Lot
Three holsters. First is an unmarked dark brown leather flap holster
likely for a German Dreyse 1907, the telltale imprint of which is readily
apparent. The holster rates very fine showing some overall mild edge
wear, light scuffs and handling marks with otherwise strong stitching.
The second is a brown leather flap holster also for a Dreyse or similar
and is marked on the inside flap "OTTO STUERTZ / ALLENSTEIN /
1917" along with a large artillery unit ink stamp "B.A. XI." This holster
rates fair-good showing moderate crackling overall, light staining and
handling marks with otherwise strong stitching. The final holster is a
somewhat scarce French contract Savage 1907 dark brown leather
holster with correct "AE" maker's stamp. The holster rates fair-good
showing moderate crackling, minor staining and handling marks. The
magazine pouch button snaps are torn from the leather, but the
hardware is present and the stitching is otherwise intact. The inside
shows a faint name written in ink and a serial number that appears to be
"160924" which, if it were the original pistol's serial number, would fit into
the French contract range. (13A8899-83C)
Vintage Semi-Auto Pistol Holsters
Three total. These leather flap holsters are likely World War Two era for
a variety of European small semi-auto pistols. The first dark brown
holster appears to have held a Mauser Model 1910 25 ACP pistol and
rates very fine showing some light high edge wear and other scattered
handling marks. There is a name written on the inside that remains
legible "Sepp Prammer (Privat)". The next brown leather holster is
unmarked and appears to be for a Walther PP or similar and rates
fair-good showing overall light crackling and scuffs, the magazine pouch
has been lost and the remaining stitching is otherwise intact. The final
brown leather holster is for a small vest pocket sized pistol and rates
about good showing some light crackling, edge wear and minor staining
with otherwise strong stitching. (13A8899-83D)
German ftt-coded Pistol Holster by Vereinigte Lederwaren-Fabriken
Eugen Huber
This is a late-war holster for a PPK, HSc, 38H or similar. The inside flap
is ink-stamped "jtt / 44", which remains mostly legible. The holster rates
very fine showing some scattered light scratches and scuffs with
otherwise strong stitching throughout. A nice example to accompany
your late war German 7.65mm pistol. (13B8899-83E)
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U.S. Model 1916 Holsters
Two brown leather military flap holsters for the U.S. Model 1911 pistol.
The first rates very fine with a crisp "BOYT / 42" marking on the back
and nice embossed "US" on the flap. The internal spacer has been
removed and there are a few letters lightly scratched on the body,
otherwise the holster just shows some minor scuffs and handling marks
with strong stitching. The second holster is a somewhat scarce example
by Craighead and rates good-very good showing moderate overall
scuffing and edge wear, some light staining and verdigris around the
brass hardware. The stitching is otherwise strong and the internal
spacer is intact. The Craighead logo on the back is very soft with the
right edge partially visible, the "US" above it is clear and the large
embossed "US" on the flap is also quite nice, the interior of the flap
appears to be ink-marked "F101". (13B8899-83F)
Assorted Vintage Flap Holsters
Five military and commercial holsters. First is a 1981-dated light brown
Czech military CZ52 holster complete with spare magazine and cleaning
rod that remains in very fine condition showing some light scuffs and
minor discoloration. Next is a German post-war black leather drop
holster for the P.38 / P4 dated 1980 that rates good showing some
moderate scuffing and light creasing. Next is a commercial brown
leather flap holster for a Colt Model 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless
pistol that rates about very good showing some overall creasing and
minor crackling. Next is a black leather holster for a medium frame 4" 38
caliber revolver that rates good showing some light staining and
scuffing. Finally there is a brown leather flap holster for a large frame
revolver with an about 5" barrel that rates fair showing moderate
crackling, small tears and missing closure strap. (138899-83G)
Vintage Revolver Pocket Holsters
Four vintage pocket holsters for small frame revolvers, likely intended for
a variety of Iver Johnson, H&R, Colt and S&W models. The first is
unmarked and appears to be for a 3" barrel and rates good showing
some light staining, moderate high edge wear and light scuffs scattered
about. The second is also unmarked and appears to be for a 4" model
and is stamped "223" on the back. It rates very good plus showing some
light edge wear and minor handling marks, all stitching remains strong
and the back has been modified during the period of use with slits for
dual purpose use as a belt holster. The third holster is for a 3" - 3 1/2"
revolver and is clearly maker-marked by Iver Johnson on the back along
with product code "281 / 32". The holster rates about very good showing
light edge wear and scattered scuffs. It has been modified for belt use
and also has a previous owner's information lightly pressed into it on the
front surface "Jos DiRocco / 106 Malden St / Revere / MA". The final
holster is left-handed for a 3" barrel and is double marker-marked by
Wm. Read & Sons Boston. The holster rates good-very good showing
moderate creasing along the back, light scuffs and edge wear. A
previous owner has marked their information in ink along the front
surface "F.A. Pope / Marlboro / Mass". (13A8899-83H)
Vintage Revolver & Pistol Holsters
Four total. There are two Audley safety holsters for a Colt 1903 (32) or
1908 (380) Pocket Hammerless pistol. The first is dark brown and has
hardened slightly showing some overall light crackling, scuffs and
verdigris along the hardware with otherwise strong stitching. The second
is a medium brown and rates very good showing some overall light edge
wear and handling marks. The next holster is Slim Jim-style and of
somewhat rudimentary construction for a small frame revolver with an
about 5 1/2" barrel and rates very good plus. Finally there is a rather
nice antique open top belt holster for a large frame revolver with a 6" or
7" barrel. The edge of the holster is held together by wide leather lacing
and the holster rates good overall showing some scattered minor
staining, light crackling, scuffs and the belt loop possibly replaced during
the period of use. (13A8899-83I)
Vintage Shoulder Holsters
Two total. First is an unmarked black leather holster rig likely for a
small-frame German semi-auto pistol with spare magazine pouch and
nickel-plated spring clip hardware. The holster and strap rate very good
showing light scuffs, minor creasing and handling marks. All stitching is
intact and the holster appears to have been modified from a military belt
holster. Next is an unmarked brown leather rig for a U.S. Model 1911
pistol, likely made just post-war for American occupation troops. All
straps appear to be intact and the leather rates very good plus showing
some scattered light scuffs and light handling marks. The back surfaces
have a soldier's information written in ink "Van Tyree" three times and
his service number "35815380" twice and there are faint remains of
another soldier's name and service number as well. (13A8899-83J)
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Vintage Wm. Read & Sons Revolver Flap Holster
This is a handsome vintage right-hand holster for a medium frame 6"
revolver, testing in-house indicates a U.S. Model 1892 Colt 38 caliber
revolver fits very nicely. The holster features heavy riveted construction
with brass snap flap closure and the belt loop is clearly marked "WM.
READ & SONS / BOSTON / 1R". The holster rates very fine showing a
few spots of scuffing and minor flaking at the high edges, some other
scattered light handling marks and some verdigris around the brass
snap. All stitching is intact and tight. (13A8895-21)
German P.08 Luger Holster by Fr. Offermann & Sohne
This is a dark brown leather holster dated 1940 and with clear "(Eagle) /
WaA727" Waffenamt. The holster rates very good showing some overall
high edge wear, minor flaking and scuffs. There is some light crackling
along the strap, the buckle is intact and all stitching remains strong. An
unmarked Luger tool is included. (13B8895-21A)
German P.08 Luger Holster by Schneider of Brieg
This brown leather holster appears to be undated and remains in very
good plus condition showing some light staining or discoloration along
the front of the body that can likely be remedied with a careful cleaning
along with some scattered light scuffs and handling marks. The buckle is
intact and all stitching remains strong. Despite being undated, Schneider
was a known First World War era maker. (13A8895-21B)
German P.08 Luger Holster
This 1916-dated brown leather holster shows an illegible maker's stamp
in the inside lid along with a faint ink unit marking, the back surface is
also marked in ink "Jakob Städt / 1 / 60". The holster rates about very
good showing some overall light staining or discoloration, fine crackling
and edge wear. The strap shows some light crackling, the buckle is
intact and all stitching remains strong. (13B8895-21C)
U.S. Model 1911A1 Semi-Auto Prop Pistol by MGC RMI
One Japanese-made prop gun. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original black enamel paint finish showing some scattered light
scratches, handling marks and areas of mild crazing. The checkered
brown synthetic grips with RMI medallions remain in fair-good condition
showing a number of long thin drying cracks scattered about and the
right panel medallion has detached but is included. The action is
functional and a box of six "CP New Type Cap Blowback Cartridges" is
included. The original Styrofoam container and lid are also present
showing some scattered areas of flaking, and scuffs. (138899-141)
U.S. Model 1911A1 Semi-Auto Prop Pistol by MGC RMI
One Japanese-made prop gun. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original black enamel paint finish showing some scattered light handling
marks and tiny flakes. The checkered brown synthetic grips with RMI
medallions rate near excellent. The action seems to function well and
the original Styrofoam container and lid are included. (138899-141A)
Webley & Scott / Harrington & Richardson Model 728 Shotgun Barrels,
Forend & Buttstock
28 gauge (2 3/4"), 25" barrels choked modified and a very tight full with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98-99% original blue
showing perhaps a few minor handling marks. The barrels feature a
solid smooth rib and single silver bead front sight. They are numbered
"728114", marked with British proofs and also neatly marked "MADE BY
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD. BIRMINGHAM. ENGLAND. / MADE FOR
HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON INC. U.S.A." The forend is numbered
"728114" and featured light engraved hardware and very nice
checkering with a couple lightly chipped points. The lovely grade English
walnut shows attractive grain figure and a few light handling marks. The
checkered straight grip English walnut buttstock also shows lovely grain
figure throughout with crisp checkering showing just a few tiny dings and
minor handling marks; there is no buttplate or other hardware present.
Webley & Scott originally made only 40 of these 28 gauge shotguns
between 1966 and 1968 and research indicates H&R attempted to
re-market them in the 1970s. The consignor also indicated to us that
these components were acquired from the H&R factory after they went
out of business. (13B8895-10)
Colt Brass Fire Hose Nozzle
This vintage Colt nozzle measures about 9 5/8" in length with 2 1/2"
base diameter and .50" nozzle diameter. The brass surfaces have toned
to a lovely rich ocher patina throughout and remain in near excellent
condition showing a few light handling marks. The body is clearly
marked "COLT" in large font and with "OPEN" and "CLOSED" on the
handle. The gasket is intact though hardened somewhat and the handle
operates very smoothly. A very handsome example for the Colt or
antique firefighting equipment collector. (13A8895-3)
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Firearms Enthusiast Lot
Four items total. First is a small wooden plaque featuring two cast brass
double shotguns mounted in the center by Quality Metalware of
Philadelphia. The black-painted plaque with gold accenting measures 8
1/8" x 13 3/4" and rates very fire showing some spots of minor
discoloration and a few scattered small dings. The shotguns are
lacquered brass and are mostly a mild goldenrod patina. Next there is a
brass paperweight of a Colt Dragoon percussion revolver measuring
about 12" long that rates very fine having mostly toned to a nice ocher
patina and showing some minor casting flaws and other light handling
marks. Finally included is a pair of maple bookends featuring nicely
turned large bullets, or perhaps artillery shells, that rate very good plus
showing some scattered small dings and other light handling marks.
(13A8895-6, 8899-44)
Military Holsters
Three assorted holsters. First is an unmarked black leather flap holster
that appears to be for a P.38 or similar that rates fair-good showing
some light crackling, scuffs and intact stitching. Next is a brown leather
flap holster for the Norwegian Model 1914 pistol that rates fair-good
showing some scattered crackling and light staining with intact stitching.
Finally included is a somewhat scarce Canadian second issue Inglis
Hi-Power canvas holster dated 1945 and made by Z. L. & T. Ltd. The
interior ink stamps have faded slightly from the years but remain legible
and the holster appears to have seen little use showing some scattered
light staining, handling marks and the metal liner inside the magazine
pouch is slightly bent. (13A8570-41)
Von Lengerke & Detmould 1911 Cavalry Holster
This is a vintage brown leather cavalry style flap holster with VL&D New
York retailer address stamped on front that remains partially legible. The
holster rates about very good plus showing some crackling along the
bend of the flap and along the hanger extension along with some
scattered lighter scuffs, mild creasing and minor flakes. The brass
hardware shows some mild verdigris and the internal spacer, all
hardware and stitching are intact. A handsome vintage holster from this
prolific retailer. (13B8570-41A)
Vintage Shoulder Holster Lot
Four shoulder holster rigs for 1911 or similar pistols. First is a black
leather holster embossed "US" on the front and marked "CATHEVENT
INC. / 7791527" that rates good showing scattered moderate scuffs,
handling marks and intact straps. Next is a brown leather holster with
embossed "US" on the front and marked "US / BOYT" on the back that
rates good showing moderate white staining overall, scuffs and heavy
verdigris along the hardware with the straps otherwise intact. Next is an
unmarked brown leather holster that rates very good showing some light
scuffs and handling marks with intact straps. Finally there is a black
leather holster marked "MADE IN POLAND" that rates very good
showing some light scuffs, handling marks and intact straps.
(138570-41B)
Assorted American Holsters
Three total. First is a Don Hume black leather Jordan-style swivel holster
rig with cartridge loops for a Model 10 or similar revolver that rates very
good plus showing some light scuffs and handling marks. Next is a U.S.
Model 1916 brown leather holster for the 1911 pistol that rates fair
showing rather heavy staining and overall creasing with verdigris around
the hardware. There is an imprint that appears to indicate a Luftwaffe
eagle was affixed to the flap along with a scratched square, the back is
faintly marked "SEARS / 1942" and the stitching and internal spacer are
otherwise intact. Finally there is a post-war black leather U.S. Model
1916 holster marked "BOLEN LEA. PROD. / 7791466" with intact leg tie
and tool that rates very good plus showing some light handling marks.
(138570-41C)
U.S. Model 1916 Holsters
Two original brown leather holsters for the Model 1911 pistol. The first
holster shows a softened illegible maker's stamp and rates fair-good
showing moderate crackling along the flap, scattered scuffs and
verdigris along the hardware. The embossed "US" is rather soft but
visible and the top edge is clearly unit-marked "8 FA 62". All stitching
and the internal spacer are intact. The second holster is marked "BOYT
/ 42" and rates fair-good showing moderate overall creasing, moderate
verdigris along the hardware and light staining. The embossed "US" is
rather soft but visible, all stitching and the internal spacer are intact.
(138570-41D)
U.S. Model 1916 Holsters
Two original holsters re-dyed black for the Model 1911 pistol. Both
holsters are clearly dated 1942 manufactured by Milwaukee Saddlery
Co. The first example rates very good with thinning finish along the back
surface, some lighter scuffs, handling marks and moderate verdigris
along the hardware. The embossed "US" remains clear and the stitching
and internal spacer are intact. The second holster also rates very good
showing some spots of fine white staining, light scuffs and verdigris
along the hardware. The embossed "US" remains clear and the stitching
and internal spacer are intact. (138570-41E)
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Vintage Winchester Bullets
Three boxes. First is one sealed box of 50 metal patched hollow point
bullets, 80 grain, 32 Winchester Superspeed. The buff box with green
label rates very good plus showing some edge wear and light scuffing.
Next are two full 50-count boxes of Winchester 30-06 Springfield 150
grain hollow point bullets. The first box remains sealed and shows some
old tape reinforcements around the corners with light scuffs and
"$15.00" in pencil on the base. The second box is open showing edge
wear, light scuffs and "$10.00" in pencil on the base, the bullets rate
excellent. (138087-222S)
John Dickson & Son Shotgun Case
This is a vintage leather-bound wooden case with reinforced brass
corners measuring about 9 3/4" x 33 1/2" x 3 5/8". The exterior is
embossed with the name "FRANK T. ROBERTSON" and rates about
good showing moderate scuffs, light flaking, staining and some crackling
overall. There are a set of leather straps with nickel-plated buckles,
leather handle and lockable brass push-button (no key present). The
interior is lined in red baize and rates good as well showing light scuffs
and staining with space for a set of about 28" barrels and retains a
rather nice John Dickson & Son label with gold embossed lettering, lion
and 63 Princes Street Edinburgh address. The label shows some overall
mild creasing but is otherwise intact. The smaller right side compartment
holds a few period cleaning rod attachments including a brass jag, a
brass Hawksley patch holder and a large brass Parker split jag.
(13A9438-458A)
Smith & Wesson Round Butt Target Grips
One set of excellent condition checkered walnut round butt factory target
grips for Smith & Wesson J-Frame revolvers. (22A9100-1375A)
Colt Dragoon Shoulder Stock
serial #17540/17541, the metal surfaces are tones of brown and pewter
with some flashes of silver mixed-in, there are pinprick pits and other
scattered blemishes. The smooth walnut stock is near very good, there
are handling marks throughout, the fit to the metal is slightly off and the
left-side cartouche is visible and somewhat soft. (226889-13)
Embossed Iver Johnson Holster
One dark brown leather, near excellent condition single-loop Mexican
holster. Holster has been embossed in a floral and geometric pattern
with a horse and rider just above the loop. The back is marked with the
Iver Johnson logo and ''278 / 44 7 1/2 / N S''. (228621-55)
German Luger P.08 Holster
One dark brown leather flap holster coded "bml 41" (Hans Roemer,
Neu-Ulm / Donau) along with small "P.08" stamp and strong "(Eagle)''
and only a faint ''W'' visible underneath. There are the expected scuffs
and faint crackling with a strong strap and intact buckle. The stitching
remains strong throughout and the tool is present in its interior pouch.
(22A7295-26A)
German Luger P.08 Holster
One black patent leather flap holster marked ''1938 / (Eagle) / WaA94".
With what is likely Lederwarenwerk / Curt Vogel / Cottbus above, only
the ''WERK'' and ''COTTBUS'' are legible. There are some scuffs and
crackling with strong stitching, original tool present inside the interior
pouch, the strap remaining strong and the buckle present.
(22A7295-26B)
Reproduction P.08 Holsters
Three holsters, one exact reproduction of a standard black leather
German P.08 holster in excellent condition and two leather holsters
closely resembling luger holsters, one brown and one black, both in
excellent condition with the brown holster marked ''dvr / 43'' and "(Eagle)
/ WaA705". (227295-26C)
Winchester Cleaver And Honing Rod
One 14'' rod with 5'' wooden handle showing light-to-moderate freckling
with the overall patina being dark gray and the grooved wooden handle
showing signs of shallow knife impacts, other handling marks and a
hairline separation. The base of the rod is crisply-marked
''WINCHESTER / TRADEMARK / MADE IN U.S.A. / 1759''. One 7''
cleaver with an excellent condition 4 7/8'' brass-riveted wood handle.
The blade has been over-zealously sharpened at some point and
although reasonably-sharp, the sharpening attempt has left the surface
uneven. There are a few stains from some type of contaminate and
scattered freckles and blemishes with the left-side ''WINCHESTER /
TRADE MARK / MADE IN U.S.A.'' marking remaining crisp.
(22A8857-7A)
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Winchester Hatchets
Two total, first a traditional-style hatchet with a near excellent condition
11'' hickory handle with the head being somewhat loose and just over 2''
weighing roughly 1 3/4 lbs. The 3'' bit has been unevenly-ground and
there are scattered impact marks and freckles with a mostly-crisp
''WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK / MADE IN U.S.A.'' on the left-side.
Second is a roofer-style/lathing hatchet with 10 1/2'' excellent condition
handle and a straight 2'' bit and a waffle-head hammer that are
somewhat loose. There are the expected impact marks and some
freckling and pinprick pitting but the bit appears unmolested and the
Winchester marking is only partially-obscured by the aforementioned
blemishes. (22A8857-7B)
Winchester Levels
Three mahogany levels, first 12'' x 2 5/16'' x 1 1/8'' in very good
condition with both plumb and level bubbles present and working. There
is some staining, impact marks and slight cracking at one end with the
brass above the level bubble marked with crisp Winchester trademark
and ''W104-12IN''. Second is an 18'' x 2 5/16'' x 1 1/4'' in very good
condition if a little dirty with both plumb and level bubbles present and
working. There is some staining and impact marks with remnants of a
Winchester sticker on top and the brass above the level bubble marked
with crisp Winchester trademark and ''9808-18IN''. Third is 26'' x 3 1/16''
x 1 5/16 with both plumb and level bubbles present and working, the
plumb bubble has turned brown. There is some staining and
light-to-moderate impact marks with age cracking and hairline cracks,
The brass above the level bubble has been cleaned and is slightly bent,
the Winchester trademark and ''9813-26IN'' markings are mostly-crisp.
(22A8857-8)
Winchester And 2A Belt Buckles
Nine total, (7) Winchester-themed with Horse-And-Rider, large ''W'' or
combination of the two, and (2) 2nd Amendment-themed buckles, one
with an American Eagle and one with the slogan ''THE RIGHT TO /
KEEP AND BEAR / ARMS''. All buckles in near excellent condition with
some tarnished areas and one missing its prong. (22A8857-13)
Winchester Collectibles
Two yellow Winchester ''Super-X'' 4'' long shotshell-style cologne
bottles, one empty and one roughly 3/4 full. Four pins, (3) 2 1/2''
Winchester Model 94 facsimiles and (1) tiny 3/4'' red shotshell tie tack,
all in excellent condition. One slightly-tarnished brass Winchester belt
buckle depicting a cougar and a Model 94. Two small triangular
projectile holders with 15 spots for .223 projectiles, one with
slightly-soiled Winchester sticker. (12) 1 1/2'' diameter pewter coins with
Winchester Repeating Arms logo in excellent condition. One excellent
condition bolo tie with Winchester Repeating Arms logo. One dark blue
tie in as-new condition with small Horse-And-Rider pattern and ''NEW
HAVEN'' box. One 7 1/2'' Winchester sticker, eight assorted as-new
Winchester patches and four buttons with assorted slogans. Two bright
brass Horse-And-Rider button caps in excellent condition. One as-new
shotshell keychain in a ''BARLOW'' marked box and one as-new
Winchester logo wrist watch in white ''SWEDA'' marked box.
(22A8857-13A)
Assorted Grips
One excellent condition set of Altamont Super Rosewood smooth
laminate grips for Walther PPK/S pistol or similar, two Hogue Handall
grip sleeves in as-new condition for all Glock and most auto pistols, one
set of very good plus condition brown polymer fully-checkered 1911
grips, one small set of smooth walnut grips with screw, escutcheon and
Charter Arms medallions in very good condition likely for an Undercover
revolver or similar, one set of near excellent condition smooth rosewood
grips with Phoenix medallions for a Ruger Vaquero or similar, one set of
smooth rosewood grips with Phoenix medallions for a Ruger Vaquero or
similar, one excellent condition smooth walnut left-side grip panel with
Phoenix medallion for a Ruger Vaquero or similar, one set of very good
plus condition smooth walnut grips that look to be for a Dan Wesson
Model 715 or similar, one set of checkered walnut Sile grips with screw
for S&W K-Frame revolver or similar, one set of serrated P.08 grips in
very good condition, one set of checkered walnut diamond grips with
S&W medallions and screw for J-Frame revolver in very good condition,
one right-side checkered walnut panel with S&W medallion in very good
condition for J-Frame revolver and one checkered black hard rubber
panel in very good condition with ''BAYARD'' in a banner. (229713-15A)
Vintage S&W Sight Adjustment Tools
(2) two-tone Smith & Wesson aluminum-handle sight tools in excellent
condition with some minor freckling and handling marks. (229713-1A)
Vintage S&W Sight Adjustment Tools
(2) two-tone Smith & Wesson aluminum-handle sight tools in excellent
condition with some minor freckling and handling marks. (229713-1C)
Vintage S&W Sight Adjustment Tools
(3) two-tone Smith & Wesson aluminum-handle sight tools in excellent
condition with some minor freckling and handling marks. (229713-1B)
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Factory Handgun Boxes
Six boxes total, one two-piece wood-grain box for Colt Trooper Revolver
serial #52553 in near very good condition with Colt tool, test target and
factory paperwork, one two-piece wood-grain box for a Colt MK IV
Series 70 pistol in near excellent condition with the end label
designations being blank and a small blaze orange price tag obscuring
the right-hand side of the label. The remaining four boxes are blue
two-piece metal corner boxes for Smith & Wesson Revolvers, a 10-6,
10-8, 14-3 and 28-2. The boxes are in varying stages of good to near
very good condition with some tears, scuffs and a tape-repaired corner.
(226286-6)
Assorted Gun Accessories
One bag of approximately 16 +/- scope rings and parts including, but not
limited to, Weaver 1'', Redfield 1'', 3/4'' Unertl mounts and Burris 1''. One
Weaver .22 Tip-Off 3/4'' mount. Two FN Mauser mounts for Redfield
rings. Two engraved Redfield rings with no bases. Two vertical-split
Talley-style rings. One Mesa Tactical 12 ga 6 shotshell saddle mount.
Two 12 ga Remington choke tubes marked ''Full'', one as-new and one
showing signs of use in a small black nylon belt loop pouch. Two 12 ga.
Invector plus choke tubes, one lead-modified and one lead-improved
cylinder, both as-new. One Marlin Camp Carbine front sight. One
Browning choke tool. One well-used aluminum hand stop with rail. One
unmarked 12 ga. choke wrench missing its handle. Two 9.3x72R
A-Zoom snap caps still in factory package. One Gunmaster 25-piece
universal cleaning kit in slightly-used condition with the mahogany case
showing signs of wear. One well-used tuning fork rifle rest, one Canjar
grooved T-handle palm rest with a crack on the underside and one
angled palm rest with textured wood handle. (229713-16B)
Assorted Rings & Mounts
One set of Redfield Jr. mount 26mm rings in the factory box, one small
container of assorted Tilden screws, one sealed box of horizontal-split 1''
S&K rings, 18+/- 1'' rings from various makers, a Pachmayr Lo-Swing
mount in a slightly-dilapidated factory box, one ''M.L. STITH''-marked
ring with what looks like the correct mount and additional ring missing its
screws, seven +/- Tilden 27mm rings, 10 +/- 22mm 3/4'' rings, one set of
Bushnell universal 1'' riflescope rings in factory box, one set of Stith
26mm 1'' rings in dilapidated factory box, one K31 Scout Mount, one set
of stainless Tilden 1'' rings, Bushnell 1'' rings on a 9 1/4'' rail-style
mount, a set of vertical-split ''LB''-marked 1'' rings, one set of Stith 3/4''
rings missing their screws, one Weaver top mount for use on a
Remington xp-100 or similar, one So Low scope mount system in factory
package, one set of CVA scope mount bases in factory packaging and
an unmarked set of 3/4'' rings that appear similar to Leupold. (227023-2)
German Military Badge Pins
Six total, one potentially authentic Hitler Youth membership lapel pin
with a small crack in the red area on one side with the back marked with
a circled ''RZM'' logo and ''M1/159'', The remaining badges are likely
reproductions including one similar to a German Panzer assault badge,
one similar to a Luftwaffe flak badge, one similar to a general assault
badge, one similar to a kreigsmarine minesweeper badge and one
similar to a kriegsmarine destroyer badge. The badges show some signs
of slight tarnish and possibly purposeful aging and remain in near
excellent condition. (229713-2A)
6.5x57R Brass
Six full 20-round boxes of RWS unprimed brass cases in excellent
condition. (229713-5N)
Scope Rings & Mounts
Two sets of Millett Weaver-style Angle Loc 30mm rings in factory
package, one set of Millett turn-in-style matte black 30mm rings in
factory package, two sets of Millett turn-in-style 1'' rings and mounts for
Winchester Model 70 or similar in factory package, one set of Millett
turn-in-style high 1'' rings in factory package, one set of Millett 30mm .22
rings still in factory package, one set of Burris standard .22 high deluxe
1'' rings in factory package, one set of Tasco .22 and airgun 1'' rings in
factory package, one set of Warne Maxima 1'' ultra-high rings in factory
package, two sets of Warne Maxima 30mm ultra-high rings in factory
packages, one set of Redfield 1'' JR/SR high rings in factory package,
Redfield 1'' JR/SR medium rings in factory package, one set of Leupold
1'' super high rings in factory package, one set of Leupold 1'' medium
rings in factory package, one set of Leupold 1'' super high rings in
factory package, one set of Leupold low extension rings missing screws
and two sets of Leupold 1'' high standard mount rings still in factory
packages. (226519-324D)
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Assorted Grips
One set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber wraparound grips for use
with a Sig Sauer P226 pistol in slightly-crunched factory package, one
set of Uncle Mike's checkered black rubber combat grips for Smith &
Wesson K and L frame round butt revolvers in excellent condition with
screw, one set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber presentation grips
for use with a Smith & Wesson K frame square butt revolver in very
good condition with screw, one set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber
combat grips for Smith & Wesson N frame revolvers in near excellent
condition, one set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber small
presentation grips for Smith & Wesson N frame revolver in very good
condition with some type of green contaminate in a few spots and with
screw and factory box, one set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber
large presentation grips for Smith & Wesson N frame revolver in
excellent as-new condition with factory box, One set of checkered black
rubber large presentation grips for Dan Wesson 44 revolver in excellent
condition with no screw and a factory box, one set of Pachmayr
checkered black rubber compact grips for Smith & Wesson J frame
round butt revolver in excellent condition with screw, one set of
Pachmayr checkered black rubber presentation grips for Colt D frame
revolvers in excellent as-new condition with factory box and screw, one
set of Pachmayr checkered black rubber grips for Walther PPK or similar
in excellent condition without screw and one set of Hogue checkered
black rubber grips for Smith & Wesson J frame round butt revolvers in
excellent condition with factory packaging. (226519-324E)
Assorted Grips
One set of unmarked checkered walnut presentation-style grips in
excellent condition with screw, one set of Herrett's Shooting Stars Model
RCR checkered walnut grips in very good condition and for use with
post 1953 Smith & Wesson round butt Kit Gun, Chiefs Special or similar
revolver with factory box and screw, one set of high-gloss smooth walnut
combat-style grips with silver 150TH Anniversary Rampant Colt
medallions are near very good, there are a couple spots of flaking finish,
some tape residue on the right panel and a thin layer of added finish
with a grip screw present, one set of wood-backed faux ivory
Government Model 1911 grip panels in overall good plus condition with
a 2'' cracking running down from the top on the right panel, signs of
handling and an overall dark straw color and three fully-checkered
brown composite Government Model 1911 grip panels in very good
condition, one right panel and two left. (226519-324F)
Thompson Center Contender Carbine Barrel
One .223 Rem 21'' barrel with an excellent bore The metal surfaces
retain near 97-98% original blue with some freckling and scattered
blemishes. The front sight is a small ramp-mounted blade, the rear sight
is an adjustable square-notch sporting-style sight and there are four
drilled and tapped holes near the breech. This lot is a barrel only.
(226519-467A)
Savage Model 220 Barrel
One 12 ga, 2 3/4'' chamber, 30'' barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 96-97% original blue with
freckling, blemishes and some slight thinning. Barrel is sighted with a
single silver bead and is equipped with an extractor. (226519-289N)
Valmet Model 412 Barrels
One set of barrels, serial #220695, 23 1/2'' ventilated 12 ga over 223
Rem barrels choked improved modified with excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 98% original blue with scattered freckling,
blemishes and tiny oxidation stains. The front sight is a German silver
blade, the rear sight is a square-notch flat top sporting sight and a
Valmet mount with 1'' rings is attached to the integral rail.
(22A6519-289)
Mossberg 500 Rifled Slug Barrel
One 12 ga 3'' chamber 24'' barrel with a very good bore showing some
scattered freckles. The metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue
with some scattered blemishes and handling marks with a bit of verdigris
around the lug weld. The front sight is a small blade and the rear is a
flip-up white diamond. (226519-289Q)
Winchester Shotgun Barrels
Two barrels total, One Model 97, 12 ga, 20'' barrel choked modified with
a perhaps very good bore showing some scattered patches of light
pitting. The metal surfaces retaining 96-97% original blue with freckling
and handling marks and the barrel is sighted with a small silver bead.
One Model 50, 20 ga, 27 3/4'' barrel choked modified with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain near 97-98% original blue with freckling
and other scattered blemishes and the barrel is sighted with a small
silver bead. (226519-289H)
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Dan Wesson Barrels & Tool
One 357 Magnum, 15'' shrouded solid rib barrel with an excellent bore,
possibly for use with a Model 15 revolver. The metal surfaces retain
near 99% original polish blue with some handling marks and tiny
blemishes and the front sight is a Patridge-style blade. One 44 Magnum,
6'' stainless steel barrel only, with signs of handling and an excellent
bore. One 44 Magnum, 4'' barrel and stainless steel Model 744VH
shroud both factory ported with an excellent bore, serrated ramp red
insert front sight, .006 gauge and two-piece factory box. One excellent
condition blue-handle .44 Magnum Dan Wesson multi-tool for barrel
assembly and sight adjustment. (226519-289Z)
Assorted Projectiles
Three boxes total, one sealed box of (100) Hornady FTX .32 cal
165-grain FTX bullets, one full box of (50) Winchester .35 cal 200-grain
Power Point bullets in excellent condition and one full box of (100)
Hornady .33 Win 200-grain .338 Flat Point bullets in excellent condition.
(226519-317C)
Assorted Projectiles
Four packages total, one sealed bag of (100) Winchester .44 cal
240-grain HSP-Notched component bullets in excellent condition, one
sealed box of (50) Hornady .45 cal 300-grain .458 hollow point bullets,
one sealed box of (50) Hornady XTP 500 S&W 500-grain JFP magnum
bullets and one sealed box of (200) Hornady .45 cal 255-grain .454
Cowboy bullets. (226519-317G)
Rifle Stocks
Three rifle stocks, one very good plus condition Ram-Line checkered
polymer stock with a later-added pad for a short action Ruger M77 rifle
marked ''RUGER .22-250\.243\.308'', one near very good condition ''US
Repeating Arms Co.''-marked checkered polymer stock for a long action
Winchester Model 70 rifle and one near very good, smooth walnut stock
with lightly-oxidized sling swivels likely for a Savage model 55 or similar
rifle. (229293-6A)
Quality Leather Bracers
One pair of embossed leather bracers, the exterior is brown and is
highly-detailed with a scroll-like pattern with stippled background and a
tasteful gloss finish while the interior is tan leather with some signs of
light use and marks from sliding hands in-and-out. Bracers appear to be
medium/large in size and feature dual snap closures and non-adjustable
leather lacing. A rugged set of wrist-protectors. (229293-10)
375 H&H Magnum Brass
140 fired cases total, 120 Winchester Super-X and 20 Remington. All
brass appears in near excellent condition with a bit of tarnish
here-or-there. (229283-5AB)
Vintage Shotshell Crates
Three total, one wooden 500-shotshell crate marked ''12 GA 2 3/4 IN. 3
3/4-1/14-5'' and other factory markings in green and ''REMINGTON /
EXPRESS'' and ''DUPONT'' in red. All markings are lightly-pressed into
the wood and the corners have been box-jointed with the red paint faded
and the green strong. The box is in overall good plus condition with
signs of handling, blemishes and overall signs of use and age. One
500-shotshell wooden crate marked ''PETERS / VICTOR'' in red with
other factory markings in blue, all markings are lightly-pressed into the
wood and the corners are nailed with the crate being in overall very
good condition. One 500-shotshell wooden crate with green and red
factory markings including ''SHUR SHOT / TRAP LOADS'' and
''KLEANBORE'', all markings are lightly-pressed into the wood and the
corners are nailed with the crate being in overall near very good
condition with signs of handling and age. (22A6051-5AA)
Leather Shotshell Belt
One brown leather belt measuring approximately 42'' tip to buckle with
spaces for (30) 12 ga shotshells. The belt is in overall very good
condition with moderate wear, a bit of verdigris present on some of the
metal parts and the stitching separating in a 4'' section near the buckle
that would likely be unobtrusive and unnoticeable while the belt was
being worn. (227152-11)
Thompson Center Encore Barrel
30-06, 24'' barrel with an excellent bore. The satin-finished stainless
steel surfaces are very good with scattered signs of handling and small
blemishes. The barrel is sighted with a white bead front sight, a white
triangle rear sight and a 4 3/4'' Weaver 410 base is mounted about flush
with the breech. (227740-1)
Leather Holsters
Two holsters, one leather dark walnut-color Galco W-TB108W Trail
Boss Mexican loop-style right-hand holster for use with a single-action
revolver with barrel length up to 5 1/2'' in very good condition with
handling marks and signs of use with a rawhide leg tie and a hammer
strap and a brown leather Ross SA 5 1/2''-marked holster with
snap-closure strap in excellent condition appearing to be for a S&W
J-frame revolver or similar. (227740-20)
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Choke Tubes & Accessories
Two excellent condition 20 ga choke tubes: Tru-Choke full, Tru-Choke
improved cylinder. Four excellent condition unmarked 20 ga choke
tubes: steel shot cylinder, steel shot improved modified, steel shot full
and steel shot improved cylinder. Two 20 ga choke wrenches, one
Browning-marked T-handle-style and one Carlson's Speed Wrench.
Three excellent condition sets of spacers for undetermined Bennelli
shotguns. (226854-2)
Choke Tubes & Accessories
Four unmarked good condition 12 ga choke tubes: lead shot full, steel
shot cylinder, lead shot improved modified and one likely Beretta
stainless steel improved cylinder. One very good condition non-flush
unmarked improved modified choke tube. One excellent condition
polymer Beretta choke wrench. One excellent condition Limbsaver
green fiber optic front sight for use with ventilated rib shotguns. One
Lyman No. 10 ivory front sight bead still in factory packaging.
(226854-2A)
Butt Pads
Three total, one brown Pachmayr White Line 325 Deluxe in excellent
as-new condition in original two-piece box, one 1'' Red Head recoil pad
in very good condition with marks from being previously-mounted and an
extra screw hole and a 1'' Benelli serrated pad in very good condition.
(226854-2B)
Vintage DuPont Powder Flask
One flask showing oxidation throughout, remnants of original red paint
and screw-on gray cap. The label has deteriorated somewhat and is a
bit soiled with ''DUPONT / SUPERFINE / IIF / GUNPOWDER /
WILMINGTON / DELAWARE'' fully-legible; a neat little flask with lots of
character. (226854-2C)
Smith & Wesson Model 53 Chamber Inserts
This lot consists of: (6) factory nickel washed 22 LR chamber inserts for
S&W Model 53 22 Remington Jet cylinders. Overall, the inserts are in
excellent condition showing minimal use. All six inserts were tried in a
Model 53 that was in-house and they chambered and extracted
properly. A great find for Model 53 owners. (8A9100-606B)
Smith & Wesson Model 53 Chamber Inserts
This lot consists of: (6) factory nickel washed 22 LR chamber inserts for
S&W Model 53 22 Remington Jet cylinders. Overall, the inserts are in
excellent condition showing minimal use. All six inserts were tried in a
Model 53 that was in-house and they chambered and extracted
properly. A great find for Model 53 owners. (8A9100-606C)
Whitworth Bullet Mould and Other Vintage Accessories
Included are a single cavity nose pour mould marked "WHITWORTH /
MANCHESTER / 387" on one side and "530G" on the other. The mould
appears to be cut for a .442" diameter flat point, smooth sided, paper
patch bullet with hollow base. It rates about very good overall, the steel
sprue plate assembly has strong blue finish with scattered staining from
oxidation, slight burrs on the striking edge of the sprue cutter and
scattered light to moderate dings and dents on the brass mould body.
The ebony handle on the mould and hollow base insert are both cracked
their full length, the mould handle has a single crack the other has
several. The bullet ejector tool is not present. Also included is an
unmarked approximately .451" diameter wad cutter that appears to be a
contemporary gasket cutter. Also included are a pair of folding steel
ramrods, both rate about good to very good showing scattered light
oxidation stains and handling marks. The first is unmarked and has four
approximately 7 15/16" long x 5/16" wide x 3/32" thick sections for an
overall length extended of 29 15/16" long. One end is slotted and the
other is turned up 90 degrees to the bar for seating. The second
unmarked folding ramrod also has four sections, the two inner sections
measuring approximately 7 7/16" long with an overall open length of 31
1/8". Both end sections measure slightly different due to attached brass
accessories. One end has a .334" (varies) diameter brass bore wipe
pinned to the bar and the other has an approximately .594" brass ball
seat pinned to it. (8A9238-7F)
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Winchester Mould and Model 1882 Loading Tool
Included are a single Winchester marked 32 S&W-mould cut for a round
nose flat point bullet with a single grease groove. The bottom of the
mould has a later cut .45 caliber round ball cavity but no sprue plate was
added. The pour hole is lightly chamfered for better contact with the
ladle. The sprue stop pin hole has been plugged on the bottom with
lead, probably from over flow. The metal surfaces show about 40%
original blue with scattered light to moderate oxidation stains, however,
the mould cavities rate excellent. The side of the mould is marked
"MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER ARMS CO. / NEW
HAVEN CONN. USA" and "32 S&W" on the handle. The wood handles
rate about very good with handling marks. The second is a Winchester
Model 1882 loading tool for the 32-20 W.C.F. and is marked "32 W.C.F.
/PAT.OCT.20.1874.NOV.7,82" on the handle with the bullet seat marked
"MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER ARMS CO. / NEW
HAVEN CONN. USA". The metal surfaces have toned to brown with
oxidation stains and numerous small fine impact marks on both sides of
the handle with the bullet seat. (8A8857-7C)
Winchester Model 1894 Loading Tool
The tool is marked for "45-70 F.P." on the seating die and
"MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO. / NEW
HAVEN CONN. USA MOD. 1894 / PAT. FEBRUARY 13, 1894" on the
handle. The metal surfaces retain about 50-60% original blue, the rest
toning to pewter from handling with light freckling, oxidation stains and
handling marks. (8A9713-5A)
Vintage Shotshell Hand Loading Tools
Included are: (4) commercial and handmade decapping tools, (1) wood
decapping base, (4) 12 gauge brass or brass with nickel plate powder,
wad and shot seat guides of varying lengths, (2) wooden primer seats,
(2) wad wood seat tools, (1) wood mouth flaring tools, (1) nickel plate
powder / shot measure with broken handle by U.H.C.O., (1) unmarked
gold painted 12 gauge hinged primer seat tool showing a failing repair,
(1) homemade 12 gauge wad cutter, (1) unmarked unidentified tool that
appears to be a 12 gauge (marked "12" on the tool) decapping/priming
tool, but is missing the handle and (1) arbor style tool of similar
construction with a base sized for a 12 gauge rim (also marked "12") but
there appears to be accessories missing for this tool. (85161-9A)
Assorted Rifle and Handgun Cartridge Cases
There is a wide potpourri of calibers and brands in this lot. Included are
(3) boxes of 20 each Norma 9.3x74mmR new unprimed cases, some
showing light to moderate tarnish, (9) boxes of 20 each Norma
8x57mmJR new unprimed cases some with light tarnish, (1) box of 20
Norma 308 Norma Magnum fired cases non-factory primed with
unknown primer showing moderate tarnish and the primers protrude
slightly, (1) partial box of 17 Norma 9.3x57 fired cases in excellent
condition, (1) partial box of 11 Norma 7.7 Arisaka used cartridge cases
with moderate tarnish, (1) bag with approximately 125 plus assorted
fired 45 ACP cases, (1) partial box of approximately 45 fired W.W.
headstamped 32-20 W.C.F. case in excellent condition, (3) boxes of 20
each fired Western & Winchester 375 H&H Magnum cases in very good
condition, (2) boxes of 20 and 13 each fired Peters 300 Win. Magnum
cases in very good plus condition, (3) boxes totaling about 147 fired
assorted headstamp 38 Special cases some are non-factory primed and
others are not, (1) brick containing 9 sleeves of approximately 100 each
(some of the sleeves may not be full) CCI #450 small rifle Magnum
primers, (2) boxes of 50 each assorted headstamp fired 44 Magnum
brass, (1) box of Remington 300 Weatherby Magnum containing 4
loaded rounds with 220 gr. soft point ammunition and 15 fired cases, (1)
box of 20 fired Remington 30-30 Winchester cases, (3) boxes of 20
each assorted fired 243 Winchester cases, (2) boxes of 20 Remington
and 13 Frontier fired 308 Winchester cases and (1) box of 20 fired
Winchester 264 Winchester Magnum cases. (89713-5B)
Assorted Dies for Reloading
This lot includes: (1) Pacific Durachrome 6mm-223 full length resizing
die with decapping and neck expander assembly, (1) complete RCBS
full length 416 Rigby two-die set with shell holder and paperwork, (1)
RCBS 223 Remington Trim Die with paperwork (appears unused), (1)
RCBS 30-30 Winchester Trim Die with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS
full length 7.65x53mm Belgian Mauser two-die set with paperwork; (1)
complete RCBS 7mm Benchrest form die set with forming die, trim die,
neck reaming die, reamer and #3 extended shell holder; (1) complete
RCBS full length 6x45mm two-die set with paperwork, and (3) assorted
shell holders. Two of the shellholders (marked #2&#4) are sized to fit in
presses 7/8-14 threads, possibly for press ram priming and the last is a
smaller black threaded shell holder with "F" stamped on it. All rate about
excellent. (89713-5E)
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Assorted Dies for Reloading
This lot includes: (1) complete Lyman full length 50-70 Government
three-die set with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS full length 32-40
W.C.F./Ballard two-die set with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS full
length 30-40 Krag Improved two-die set with paperwork, (1) complete
CH full length 32-40 W.C.F./Ballard two-die set with paperwork (stored
in RCBS hard case), (1) RCBS 7mm TCU neck sizing die, (1) complete
RCBS full length 7x61 mm Sharpe & Hart two-die set with paperwork
and (1) complete RCBS full length 30 Remington two-die set with
paperwork. All rate about excellent with handling wear. (89713-5C)
Assorted Dies for Reloading and Moulds
This lot includes: (1) complete RCBS full length 6.5x257 Roberts two-die
set with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS full length 7-30 Waters two-die
set with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS full length 35 Winchester
two-die set with paperwork, (1) complete RCBS full length 8mm
Remington Magnum two-die set with paperwork and (1) complete RCBS
full length 350 Remington Magnum two-die set with paperwork. All are in
excellent condition with handling wear. Also included is (1) complete
RCBS full length carbide three-die set that rates fair, the metal surfaces
are brown from oxidation staining. (1) partial RCBS full length 45-70
Government two-die set (missing neck expander die) that rates very
good. Finally, (1) Lyman .575 single cavity round ball mould with sprue
cutter but no handles and (1) Lyman #457122 HP 330 gr. flat point
hollow point single cavity mould with hollow point pin and sprue cutter
but no handles. Both rate very good plus. (89713-5B)
Assorted Dies for Reloading
This lot includes: (1) complete Hornady full length 7mm TCU two-die set
with shellholder and paperwork unopened in factory cellophane wrap,
(1) incomplete Lee Loader for 223 Remington in used but very good
condition missing the decapper rod, (1) complete Pacific Durachrome
6.5mm TCU two-die set with paperwork in excellent condition with
limited oxidation on the lock rings, (1) complete Lyman full length 240
Weatherby Magnum two-die set with wrench in excellent condition with
limited oxidation on the lock rings, (1) complete Pacific Durachrome
7mm-223 two-die set with paperwork in excellent condition, (1) complete
RCBS full length 8x57mm Mauser two-die set in excellent condition, (1)
complete Easton Co. full length 7.35x51mm Terni two-die set with
Herters #6 shell holder for Herters presses in good to very good
condition showing light scattered oxidation and flaking chrome finish on
the dies, (1) complete Lee carbide 44 Magnum three-die set featuring
shellholder, powder-through expander die and .7cc powder scoop all in
good to very good condition showing moderate wear and light scattered
oxidation, (1) complete Lee Loader for 300 Weatherby Magnum in used
but very good condition complete with instruction and load table and (1)
Lyman 12-gauge "open upland" (spreader) screw-in choke for the Cutts
Compensator in excellent condition. (89713-5D)
Assorted Dies for Reloading
This lot includes: (1) complete RCBS full length 240 Weatherby Magnum
two-die set in very good to excellent condition with a few light stains
from oxidation, (1) complete RCBS full length 6mm Remington two-die
set with an additional 6mm Remington trim die all in excellent condition,
(1) incomplete RCBS full length 22-250 Remington two-die set in
excellent condition except the decapping pin is missing, (1) complete
Pacific full length 7mm Remington Magnum two-die set in excellent
condition, (1) incomplete Lyman full length 8x57mm Mauser two-die set
in excellent condition but the decapping pin is missing, (1) complete CH
full length 222 Remington Magnum two-die set with paperwork in
excellent condition, (1) complete RCBS 300 H&H Magnum two-die set
(early die set not marked if full length or neck size but most likely the
former) in near excellent condition showing a few light oxidation
blemishes; (1) Lee lubricating and sizing set includes a .357" diameter
nose first sizing die, Lee liquid Alox lube, instructions and round plastic
holder (acts as a catcher on the press as bullets are sized) and (1)
complete unmarked (possibly Lyman) 222 Remington full length two-die
set in very good to excellent condition. (89713-5H)
Assorted Rifle and Muzzleloading Bullets
Included are: (2) unopened boxes of 100 each Sierra 303 caliber .311"
150 grain Spitzer bullets, (1) box of approximately 100 Sierra 6.5mm
.264" 140 grain Spitzer boattail bullets the factory seal on one side of the
box is opened the other side remains intact, (1) unopened box of 100
Hornady .457" lead round balls, (1) unopened box of 50 Nosler /
Winchester Combined Technologies 30 caliber .308" 150 grain Fail Safe
bullets, (1) opened box of approximately 100 Sierra 8mm .323" 150
grain Spitzer bullets, (52) Nosler 30 caliber .308" 150 grain Partition
bullets (old screw machine style) and (50) Sierra 6mm .243" 85 grain
spitzer bullets. All appear to be in excellent condition. (89713-5G)
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Ruger Old Army Cartridge Conversion Cylinder
It includes a single Buffalo Arms Co. Kirst Cartridge Konverter used to
convert a Ruger Old Army percussion revolver into 45 Colt. The
"Konverter" is nickel plate with about 99% original finish remaining
showing a few handling marks. The unit includes the back plate with
firing pin and rachet, cylinder, (6) Traditions 45 Colt snap caps,
instructions and original factory box that is correctly end labeled to the
cylinder. The cylinder shows light use but remains in excellent
condition.(89713-9I) {NON-GUN}
Muzzleloading Shooters Lot
Included are: (2) assorted nipple wrenches, (1) Uncle Mike's three in
one nipple wrench (wrench, nipple storage and nipple pick), (1) Uncle
Mike's three in one nipple wrench that appears sized for musket nipples
(wrench, nipple storage and nipple pick), (1) .50 caliber ball puller, (1)
unidentified in-the-white tang with threaded barrel plug; (1) Thompson /
Center No. 7194 tang peep sight for a Hawken, Renegade and similar
models, as new on the blister card, (3) assorted #11 percussion
cappers, (1) synthetic musket capper designed for "top hat" or flanged
musket caps; (8) assorted makes, styles and capacity powder
measures, (1) fixed 40 grain Treso powder measure in unopened
package, (1) brass powder flask spout, (1) ad-hoc brass powder spout
brazed can cover as used on Goex and similar black powder cans with
brass stopper, (1) brass CVA powder flask with spout, (1) unmarked flat
small horn powder flask, (1) Uncle Mike's brass flintlock pan charger in
factory sealed package, (5) assorted sizes and lengths of ball starters,
(4) containers of approximately 100 each RWS No. 1081FL musket caps
without flange, (1) partial 250 piece container of RWS No. 1081
four-flange musket caps, (1) container of approximately 250 Replica
Arms four-flange English musket caps, (1) unmarked single cavity
aluminum mould with handles for .50 Maxi-ball of unknown weight in
excellent condition with moderate oxidation on the sprue cutter (mould
blocks installed backwards and need to be reversed) and (1) unmarked
period .32 caliber two-cavity mould cut for a round ball and conical ball.
All items are in minimal very good condition with many excellent or as
new. (89713-16A)
Gunsight Lot
Included are: (1) Redfield .070" Sourdough Patridge front sight .625"
high x.275" wide as new on the original blister card, (1) Maynard P.
Buehler low scope safety for Krag rifle as new in the box, (1) Lyman No.
17A globe front sight in original box with nine inserts and spare Redfield
No.23 sight blade with bead and King No. 23B blade with brass bead,
(1) Redfield No. 40-S ramp front sight with hood and Sourdough
Patridge front sight, original box and appears unused and (1) Lyman
ramp with .630" barrel band and no sight installed. All rate from excellent
to unused. (87023-2F)
Newton Arms Company Straight Line Hand Loading Tool
This hand tool includes the original round cardboard packaging with
clear legible instructions and illustration on the tube. The metal surfaces
of the hand tool and accessories retain about 90% original blue finish
showing handling marks and operational wear. The caliber is not marked
on the tool but after a little "head scratching" it is believed for the 256
Newton. It includes the hand press, (3) neck sizing dies measuring
.288", .284" and .286" diameters probably to accommodate varying
brass thickness, primer seating arm and bullet seating assembly. There
is a second bullet seat for .308" bullets missing the lower portion of the
ram (not photographed). (8A97023-14)
Vintage Revolver Speed Loader
This lot features a vintage "Revolver Cartridge Clip Corporation / New
York" marked speed loader for .38 caliber revolvers. Information on this
interesting piece of nostalgia is sparse but they appear to have been
used by U.S. and British troops for speed loading 38 Special and 38
S&W Victory Model revolvers during WWII and probably by police and
security agencies. It is chrome plated and features six half circular blue
steel clips stepped in three rows of two. There is a circular finger ring
with the company information cast into them. One unique feature is that
the clip is split in half and spring loaded allowing the clip to be carried in
a flatter profile. On extracting the device from the holder, the hefty spring
snaps the halves together allowing insertion of the cartridges into the
chambers. In use, the cartridges are inserted into the chambers and the
loader pulled away with the finger loop allowing them to drop into the
individual chambers. This loader shows light use with handling marks
and a few stray oxidation stains. If you collect WWII or police firearms
you need to add this to your collection. (8C9713-7M)
Colt Ace Parts
Included in this lot is (1) complete slide assembly for a Colt Ace Model
pistol retaining about 99% non-factory reapplied blue finish with a few
handling marks. The slide includes the half-moon front sight, Stevens
adjustable rear sight, extractor, firing pin, firing pin spring and firing pin
stop. The serial number under the firing pin stop is "4759" and the
factory markings remain strong overall. Also included is an unmarked 22
LR 4 3/4" Ace barrel with an excellent bore and original finish.
(8A9713-9J)
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Assorted Dies for Reloading
Included are: (1) complete Lee full length carbide 38 S&W / 38 Colt New
Police three-die set with paperwork in very good to excellent condition
showing light usage (please note: Lee carbide sizing dies for 38 S&W
sets are marked "38 Auto" and are correct for this set, the
powder-through expander and seating dies are marked "38 S&W"); (1)
complete Lee full length carbide 32 H&R Magnum three-die set in
excellent condition with #4 shellholder, paperwork and .3cc powder
dipper (please note: Lee uses 32 S&W Long marked dies for their
carbide resizing and powder-through expander dies but the seating /
crimping die is marked 32 H&R Magnum), (2) complete Lyman full
length (non-carbide) 9mm Luger three-die set that includes paperwork
and wrench in very good to excellent condition, (1) complete RCBS full
length (non-carbide) 45 Colt three-die set with a pair of shellholders all in
excellent condition; (1) complete RCBS full length 45-70 Government
three-die set in excellent condition; and (1) mixed 44 Special three-die
set that features a Lyman #150 5/8" 310- tong tool sizing die, Lyman
#150 5/8" 310- tong tool seat and crimp die, RCBS 7/8" decapping /
neck expanding die and a Lyman 310/Truline 5/8" to 7/8" die adapter
bushing all in excellent condition. (89713-5I)
Shotshell Reloading Presses
Included are: (1) MEC 12-gauge Versa-Mec shotshell reloading press in
about excellent condition. The press appears complete with primer seat,
(3) shot / powder containers, six and eight point crimp starters, (3) bolts
and wing nuts, (1) MEC #302 12 ga.0 charge bar (1 1/8 ounce shot,
fixed powder charge hole), (1) spare MEC #302 1 1/8 ounce charge bar
with unmarked powder bushing, spent primer tray, manual and
paperwork. The second press is (1) Lyman Easy Shotshell reloader in
12 gauge in very good condition with soiling, light oxidation stains and
handling wear. It appears the only things missing on this press are the
primer seat spring, primer seat stem and charge / powder tube caps. No
paperwork is included and other parts may be missing but it still
functions. (89713-5C)
Remington Model 870 Barrel
This Remington 12-gauge Model 870 SPS Slide Action Shotgun "Slug"
barrel is a 20" smooth bore with an excellent bore featuring screw-in
Rem-Chokes. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte
Parkerized finish. This slug barrel features a white bead rifle front sight
mounted on a ramp and fully adjustable "U" notch rear sight. It includes
a single rifled Rem-Choke. (86519-289C)
Hastings Remington Model 870 Barrel
This is a Hastings "Paradox" fully rifled barrel for a 12-gauge Remington
Model 870 Slide Action Shotgun. The barrel is 20 1/4" long with a fully
rifled bore in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue showing a few light oxidation stains and handling marks.
The barrel features a brass bead rifle front sight and adjustable "U"
notch rear sight. (86519-289S)
Lyman #310 Tru-Line Jr. Dies and Other Reloading Accessories
This lot includes: (3) complete sets of Lyman / Ideal full length 22
Remington Jet #310 Tru-Line Jr. three-die sets in original boxes in
excellent condition, (4) complete sets of Lyman / Ideal full length 280
Remington #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die sets in original boxes with manual
in excellent condition, (1) complete set of Lyman / Ideal full length 32
Winchester Special #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die set in original box in
excellent condition with manual, (1) complete set of Lyman / Ideal full
length 375 H7H Magnum #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die set in original box in
excellent condition with manual, (1) complete set of Lyman / Ideal full
length 7.7x58mm Arisaka #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die set in original box in
excellent condition with manual, (1) complete set of Lyman / Ideal full
length 30-40 Krag #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die set in original box in
excellent condition with manual, (1) complete set of Lyman / Ideal full
length 303 Savage #310 Tru-Line Jr. two-die set in original box in
excellent condition with manual, (22) assorted Lyman / Ideal #310
Tru-Line dies in assorted calibers, die styles (sizing, expanding, etc.)
and related accessories such as seating stems, Tru-Line shell holders
and priming arms, (3) one each Lyman / Ideal sizer die in 22-250
Remington, 358 Winchester, and 38 ACP in original boxes in excellent
condition, (1) Lyman 310/Truline 5/8" to 7/8" die adapter bushing, (1)
Lyman 12 gauge Shotshell Slug swaging dies, knock-out rod and
instructions (the die is threaded for 7/8" reloading presses and uses
smooth sided cast Lyman slugs, the swaging die swages rifling marks
into the sides as is the case with the Foster slugs loaded commercially),
(1) 20 gauge roll crimp tool, (1) Lyman small primer pocket reamer, (1)
Lyman three-die handloading set for 16 gauge shotshell (may be parts
missing) (1) Belding & Mull No. 26 bullet seating tool for 45 Colt that is
missing the base but has two seating stems and (1) 2 ounce tube of
Lyman "Size-Ezy" bullet sizing lubricant. (86519-175A)
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Trapper and Hunter's Lot
Included in this lot are: (1) Blake & Lamb #1 1/2 single under-spring
jump trap, (1) Victor #1 single under-spring jump trap and (5) Blake &
Lamb #1 single under spring jump traps. All seven of these foot-gripper
traps have approximately 14" chains ending with a staking ring and
attached wedge-shaped nail for securing the trap to roots or trees, two
of the rings are missing the nail. The traps rate very good overall
showing light to moderate wear, limited oxidation stains and retain most
of the logwood dye applied to them years ago by the previous owner.
The treadles, or pans are all stamped with the manufacturer's
information and a later applied number "J587", most likely the original
trapper's assigned license number (most states require the trapper to
mark their traps as prescribed by their trapping laws). Also included are
(6) Model 102 "Ameristep" screw-in tree stand steps. (86519-47B)
Reloading Tools and Cartridge Casings
Included are: (1) RCBS Case Master Gauging Tool that looks complete,
to include instruction manual and appears as new in the box. (1) Lee
Powder Measure Kit that is as new in the box but the box shows soiling
and slight crushing from storage. (2) boxes of 20 cases each Huntington
Die Specialist .45 caliber basic brass. Cases are as new in the box and
rate excellent with minor tarnish. Each basic case is 3 1/4" long and are
designed to be used as is or trimmed into shorter lengths for cartridges
such as the 45-100, 45-90 etc. (86519-103A)
Reloading Presses
This lot includes: (1) unmarked bullet swaging press with "45ACP"
marked top punch, the press shows light to moderate scattered
oxidation but should clean up nicely and remains highly serviceable, (1)
unmarked lead core cutter in very good to excellent condition with
scattered very light stains from oxidation, (1) Lee Classic Cast "O" style
press in very good to excellent condition showing light wear and
includes a Lee Ram Prime unit with large primer seat, the small primer
seating unit is not present and (1) Bonanza Coaxial reloading press
showing light use and excellent condition overall with stains from
oxidation on the guide rods that should be easily cleaned. The priming
unit is present with only one primer seat present. The spent primer
catching unit is also present. The coaxial press is noted for its close
tolerances and precision alignment and would make precision
ammunition for shooters interested in long range shooting. (86519-50)
45 ACP Brass
This lot consists of 13 lbs. of assorted headstamp fired 45 ACP brass
that appears in excellent condition except for the usual soiling and wear
associated with uncleaned fired brass. (89713-4BE)
Assorted Holsters
Included are (1) Hunter Model 1100 size 63 right hand strong side snap
off leather holster for unknow firearm, (1) Triple K Model 310 PB4 right
hand strong side snap off leather holster for black powder revolvers, (1)
Bianchi Model #3S right hand inside the waist band thumb snap holster
for Sig Sauer P226 pistol and (1) Bianchi Model #3 "Pistol Pocket" right
hand inside the waist band thumb snap holster for a Smith & Wesson
Model 39 / 59 or similar pistols. All the holsters show light wear and rate
about excellent. (89713-10D)
Ruger 44 Carbine Stocks
This lot includes (2) Ruger Model 44 Carbine walnut stocks. The first is a
smooth pistol grip one-piece stock with relief cuts for standard buttplate
and barrel band. The stock rates very good to excellent showing
scattered light handling marks and a few shallow chips by the toe. The
second is a one-piece pistol grip stock with relief cut for standard
buttplate and barrel band. This stock rates fair having been cleaned and
lightly sanded leaving a course surface, in addition to a repair on the
front of the forend just behind the relief for the barrel band and scattered
handling marks. There are two neatly inset and blended wood plugs,
probably to cover sling swivel holes, one is located at the forend tip and
one midway on the butt. Finally, this stock has a pair of cracks radiating
out of the front of the gas system, one is about 3/4" long and the other
about 2" long plus a third, approximately 1" long, crack on the top of the
stock behind the action. (86519-485F)
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Assorted Rifle Stocks
Included are (1) smooth hardwood one-piece pistol grip stock for a
Remington Model 510 Single Shot bolt action rifle, cleaned and lightly
sanded to bare wood showing light handling marks. This stock rates
very good to excellent and includes a Remington-marked checkered
hard rubber buttplate. (1) smooth hardwood one-piece pistol grip stock
for a Stevens Model 87 semi-auto rifle (also Wards Westernfield Model
87, Savage Model 6) that has been lightly sanded and revarnished. This
stock rates about very good as refurbished and includes a serrated hard
rubber buttplate, blue finished triggerguard showing light handling marks
and oxidation stains and the original action screw. (1) checkered walnut
one-piece pistol grip stock for a Winchester Model 52 Sporter that has
been sanded and revarnished showing old handling marks under the
new finish. This stock rates very good to excellent as refurbished and
includes a serrated steel buttplate showing moderate wear and oxidation
stains plus the inside of the stock is stamped with the letter "B" just
forward of the magazine well cutout. (1) smooth one-piece pistol grip
target stock with wide benchrest style forend for a Winchester pre-war
Model 70 bolt action rifle showing light cleaning and added varnish. The
stock rates about very good as refurbished with a later added shadow
line around the pistol grip and handling marks. The stock includes a
checkered steel buttplate in excellent condition, sling swivel on the butt,
accessory rail on the forend with hand stop/sling swivel and second
separate sling swivel mounted on the rail. The end of the pistolgrip has
the later added number "7352" hand-stamped into the wood and the
action has been partially Acraglas bedded around the recoil lug.
(86519-485G)
Colt Third Series Woodsman Grips
This lot includes (2) sets of checkered walnut Colt Third Series
Woodsman Sport / Target thumb rest grips in near excellent condition
(no grip screws) showing scattered light handling marks and (1) pair of
checkered walnut Colt Challenger grips with screw that have been
sanded and revarnished showing old handling marks and rate about
very good plus as refurbished. (88899-98A)
Mixed Government Model Grips
Included are (1) set of Brownells "1911 13% Filled Nylon" fully
checkered grips for Government Model pistols as new in the original
package, (1) set of Ajax smooth faux ivory grips with gold Rampant Colt
medallions for Government Model pistols in excellent condition, (1)
lovely set of fully checkered walnut grips for Government Model or
similar pistols in excellent condition, (1) set of checkered rubber Colt /
Pachmayr wrap-around grips with silver Rampant Colt medallion for Colt
Officers Model or similar pistols in near excellent condition; (1) set mixed
manufacture checkered synthetic Government model grips, the left
panel is small with reinforcing ring, Keyes Fibre, the right is a Coltwood
grip with reinforcing ribs and large reinforcing rings, both have been
painted black showing light scuffing and rate about very good as
modified, (2) right panels only checkered Coltwood commercial grips
with Rampant Colt in a circle for Colt Government Model pistol or similar
that rate about excellent, (1) left grip panel only checkered synthetic
Keyes Fibre with reinforcing ribs for Colt Government Model pistol or
similar but no reinforcing rings in excellent condition, (1) left panel only
Hogue pebble grain palm-swell rubber grip for Colt Government Model
pistol or similar in excellent condition and (1) right panel only checkered
synthetic grip with silver Rampant Colt medallion for a Colt Mustang or
similar in excellent condition. (88899-98)
Colt J-frame Grips
This lot includes (4) sets of checkered walnut factory Colt J-frame
(Trooper MK III family of revolvers) target grips with silver Rampant Colt
medallions and no grip screws. One of the right panels has a crack that
runs from the medallion to the edge, the rest rate about very good to
excellent showing scattered very light wear. (88899-98E)
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Assorted Grips for Smith & Wesson and Other Revolvers
This lot includes (2) sets of S&W J-frame square butt walnut factory
target grips with silver S&W medallions and no screws, one is in good
condition with flaking finish and handling marks, the other rates about
very good with handling marks and worn finish on the right panel, (1) set
unmarked (possibly Eagle) S&W J-frame square butt walnut target grips
with gold Federal Eagle medallions and grip screw in excellent condition,
(1) set Ruger Security-Six walnut factory target grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix and screw that rate fair showing little wear but a nearly full
length repaired crack on the left panel, (1) set smooth S&W N-Frame
square butt goncalo alves factory combat grips with silver S&W
medallions and screw that rate good showing moderate flaking and
handling marks; (1) set smooth S&W K-Frame round butt goncalo alves
factory combat grips with silver S&W medallions and screw that rate
good showing moderate flaking, crazing and handling marks, (1) set
smooth S&W K-Frame square butt goncalo alves factory target grips
with silver S&W medallions, grip screw featuring an ejector relief notch
that rate good having been cleaned to bare wood with scattered finish
remaining on the butt; (1) set checkered S&W K-Frame square butt
rosewood factory target grips with silver S&W medallions and screw
featuring an ejector rod cutout that rate good showing later added
varnish, light to moderate handling marks and flaking finish; (1) set
checkered S&W K-Frame square butt goncalo alves factory target grips
with silver S&W medallions and no screw featuring an ejector rod cutout
that rate very good with later applied finish, metal buttplate added with
crossed American and Irish flags and (1) set checkered thumb rest Sile
S&W K-Frame square butt walnut target grips that rate very good to
excellent showing light handling marks. (88899-94B)
Assorted Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
None of the grips in this lot include the grip screw. Included are: (4) sets
of checkered S&W J-frame square butt walnut factory target grips with
silver S&W medallions that rate about good to very good overall showing
light to sometimes moderate handling marks; (3) sets of checkered S&W
K-frame square butt goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W
medallions featuring a speed loader cutout that rate respectively very
good to excellent, very good and good showing light to moderate
handling marks, scuffing and wear plus the two better condition sets
have four small screw holes on the butt from previously mounted plates,
(2) sets of checkered S&W K-frame square butt goncalo alves factory
target grips with silver S&W medallions featuring an extractor cutout that
rate about good showing light to moderate handling marks, scuffing and
wear but the left panel on one set has a crack extending from the top of
the panel to the medallion and; (1) set of smooth S&W K-frame square
butt goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W medallions
featuring an extractor cutout that rate about good showing light to
moderate handling marks, scuffing and wear, the butt has a brass plate
with emblem in the center that is worn away and two of the brass screws
are missing. (88899-94C)
Assorted Smith & Wesson and Colt Grips
Included are (1) set of checkered S&W J-frame square butt walnut
factory target grips with silver S&W medallions that rate about very good
overall showing light handling marks (1) set of Jay Scott smooth Pearlite
service style grips for Colt D-frame revolver with short frame (Agent,
later Cobra, etc.) with no screw that rate fair showing light wear but a
chip is missing from the fiber backer on the heel of the left panel, (1) set
of Jay Scott smooth Pearlite Magna style grips for Smith & Wesson
J-frame square butt revolver with screw that rate fair showing light wear
but a chip is missing from the fiber backer on the top of the right panel,
(1) right panel only for Herrett's Shooting Ace checkered S&W J-Frame
round butt revolver with no screw in excellent condition, (1) set of
checkered Siles S&W K-frame square butt walnut Magna style grips with
silver Eagle medallions and a grip screw that rate about good showing
moderate wear, (1) set of smooth Jay Scott S&W K-frame square butt
faux ivory with fiber backer Magna style grips and a grip screw that rate
about very good showing light wear and (1) set of checkered S&W
K-frame square butt goncalo alves factory target grips with silver S&W
medallions featuring a speed loader cutout that rate about very good
showing handling marks and wear. (88899-98I)
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Mixed Aftermarket Revolver Grips
Included are: (1) set Herrett's Shooting Master checkered walnut thumb
/ finger rest revolver grips with screw and serrated frontstrap for S&W
K-frame square butt revolver in excellent condition, (1) set unmarked
smooth finger groove walnut combat style grips with no screw for S&W
K-frame square butt revolvers in very good condition with handling
marks and a chip on the butt of the right panel, (1) set Siles checkered
thumb and finger rest target grips with no screw for a S&W N-frame
revolver that rate about very good showing handling marks and chip on
the side of the thumb rest, (1) set of unmarked smooth finger groove
highly figured hardwood with no screw for S&W K-frame square butt
revolver in excellent condition, (1) set of Herrett's Jordan smooth walnut
grips with screw and later added varnish showing light scuffing but very
good overall, (2) sets Eagle smooth oversized target style walnut grips
for Ruger Blackhawk revolvers in very good to excellent condition overall
one set for the New Model XRN-3RED frame has a screw the other fits
the Old Model XR3-RED frame but does not have the screw, (1) set of
Franzite Model T/MP diamond checkered synthetic thumb rest target
grips with open backstrap and no screw for S&W K-frame square butt
revolver in very good condition and (1) set of unmarked smooth
hardwood grips for an unidentified gun with screw that rate about
excellent and are relieved for a square butt revolver with rounded edges
and straight across frame cut and no grip pin hole. (88899-99B)
Assorted Colt Grips
Included is: (1) set of Colt second generation Single Action Army
synthetic grips with screw that have the number "3017" scratched on the
back and feature a Rampant Colt in a circle, no eagle and rate very
good with little wear but there is a small chip on the frontstrap of the left
panel. Also included are: (1) set of Colt second/third generation Single
Action Army synthetic grips with no screw that have the number "494"
scratched on the back and feature a Rampant Colt in a circle, federal
eagle and rate excellent, (1) set of Colt New Pocket or similar revolvers
checkered round butt hard rubber grips with screw featuring "COLT" in
an oval and the number "132961" scratched on the back that rate
excellent, (1) set of mismatched Colt Model 1903/1908 Pocket Pistols
hard rubber grips with screw and spare left panel escutcheon that
feature "COLT" in a straight banner with a Rampant Colt below showing
moderate wear on the right panel but the left shows minor wear but the
top 1/4" of the grip is broken off and missing, and (1) pair of Colt Model
1908 Vest Pocket pistol checkered hard rubber grips with screw
featuring "COLT" in a straight banner and a Rampant Colt at the bottom,
the left panel is in excellent condition but the right broke in half and
shows an old repair. (88899-98D)
Assorted Factory and Aftermarket Pistol Grips
Included are: (2) sets of Herrett's "National Adjustable Target
Gunstocks" for a Smith & Wesson Model 41 Semi-auto pistol. Both sets
are smooth walnut, right hand with thumb rest and adjustable palm rest,
screws are included and they rate excellent showing light handling
marks. One set is stained light walnut the other is a dark brown stain.
Also included are: (1) set of checkered walnut Herrett's "Automatic
Target Gun Stock" left hand grips with screws for a Smith & Wesson
Model 41 semi-auto pistol featuring a thumb, finger and palm rests in
excellent condition showing light handling marks; (1) set of checkered
Herrett's "Camp Perry Gun Stock" right hand grips without screws for a
Colt Government Model or similar firearms featuring a thumb and finger
rests plus an enlargement on the frontstrap of the grips for bottom finger
to rest on and the grips rate excellent; (1) set of checkered synthetic
factory grips for a Smith & Wesson Model 422 semi-auto pistol in
excellent condition with a small blemish on the right panel, and (1) set of
right hand diamond checkered synthetic Franzite Model "TT/C WD
NEW" target grips without screw for a Colt Woodsman Semi-auto pistol
featuring thumb and finger rests that rate excellent. (88899-99)
Assorted Factory and Aftermarket Single Action Revolver Grips
Included are (1) pair smooth walnut Colt Single Action Frontier Scout
factory grips with screw that rate very good to excellent, (1) pair of Jay
Scott No. 26 faux stag grips with fiber backing without screw for Colt
Single Action Army revolvers in excellent condition, (1) set unmarked
smooth high polish laminated hardwood grips with screw for the Ruger
New Model Super Single Six (XRN-3RED frame) or similar guns in
excellent condition with light handling marks, (1) set of smooth walnut
Eagle Grips with screw for a single action revolver, they are marked
"CSA" on back and rate excellent, (1) unmarked pair of smooth walnut
grips with screw for undetermined single action revolver that rate
excellent and (1) unmarked checkered synthetic grips for an
undetermined single action revolver in excellent condition. Also included
is (1) set of smooth walnut Ruger Blackhawk grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix and no screw that show little wear but must be factory rejects
as they are not factory drilled for the grip pins but holes are present and
obviously not done on a factory jig plus the right panel where it would
meet the frame is cut at an angle and probably the reason for scraping.
(88899-98F)
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Harrington & Richardson Grips
All of the grips in this lot will fit Harrington & Richardson 999 Sportsman
Model and similar firearms featuring the Rienzi Rice designed large
birds head frame. Included are (1) checkered walnut wraparound
one-piece target grip without screw that measures 2 5/16" deep across
the butt in excellent condition, (1) checkered walnut wraparound
one-piece target grip without screw that measures 2 5/16" deep across
the butt in fair condition with light handling marks but a 1" tall x 1 1/8"
wide shallow chip missing off the left side toe, (1) checkered walnut
wraparound one-piece target grip without screw that measures 2" deep
across the butt and rates poor to fair condition showing very little wear
but the backstrap has been rasped and left in a rough condition and (1)
checkered walnut wrap around one-piece target grip without screw that
measures 1 15/16" deep across the butt in good condition showing light
to moderate handling marks and wear. (88899-100C)
Mixed Lot of Revolver Grips
Included are: (1) unmarked set of checkered faux ivory grips with
moulded-in Ruger Phoenix without screw for a Ruger Blackhawk XR3
framed revolver (old model flat top Blackhawk and similar) the grip pin
holes are not drilled but they are in excellent condition, (1) set of smooth
factory hardwood grips with screw featuring silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions for Ruger Blackhawk XRN3-RED or similar frame in very
good to excellent condition, (1) unmarked set smooth walnut finger
groove combat grips with screw for a S&W J-frame round butt revolver
in very good to excellent condition; (1) set checkered finger groove
Herrett's Trooper stocks with screw for S&W J-frame round butt
featuring a partially open backstrap in about very good condition with
light wear, small chips at the toe and added varnish, (1) set of
checkered walnut Rossi factory square butt service grips with Rossi
medallions for their Model 88 and similar "J-Frame" guns in their lineup,
(1) set of unmarked (probably Eagle grips) diamond checkered walnut
Magna style grips with silver Federal Eagle medallions for S&W K-frame
and (1) hand carved unmarked smooth oak Magna style grip in excellent
condition for S&W K-frame revolver. Also included are single panel S&W
revolver grips with no screws, to include: (1) right panel only checkered
walnut J-frame square butt Magna with medallion in good condition, (1)
right panel only checkered walnut J-frame square butt target with
medallion in good to very good condition, (1) right panel only diamond
checkered K-frame Magna square butt with medallions in fair condition,
(1) right panel only diamond checkered N-frame Magna square butt with
medallions in excellent condition and left panel only checkered N-frame
Magna square butt with medallions in excellent condition. (88899-99A)
Mixed Lot of Pistol Grips
Included are: (1) set of smooth goncalo alves S&W Model 39 or similar
model pistol grips with silver S&W medallions without screws in near
excellent condition, (1) set of smooth unmarked faux mother of pearl
grips without screws for a Browning Hi-Power pistol or similar in near
excellent condition, (1) set of checkered synthetic left hand target grips
without screws for unidentified pistol in near excellent condition, (1) set
of checkered walnut Herrett's "Automatic Target Gun Stocks" with
screws for a S&W Model 41 pistol or similar that rates fair showing light
plus use but the wrap around wood under the triggerguard is broken off,
(1) set checkered Delrin Ruger Standard and MKI Model pistols with
black Ruger Phoenix medallion on the left panel (early pre-1971 style
hole spacing) without screws in excellent condition, (1) set checkered
Delrin Ruger Standard and MKI pistol with black Ruger Phoenix
medallion on the right panel (post 1971 A-100 frame with shorter screw
spacing on the right panel) without screws in excellent condition, (1)
unmarked right panel only checkered walnut factory grip for Ruger
Standard and MKI pistols (pre-1971 frames) without screws in fair to
good condition showing moderate checkering wear and handling marks,
(1) set smooth walnut factory grips with gold Taurus medallions for
Taurus PT-92 pistol in very good to excellent condition, (1) left panel
only checkered synthetic Mauser P-08 Luger grip in excellent condition,
(1) right panel only serrated synthetic grip for Ruger P90 pistol or similar
with Ruger logo and Phoenix moulded-in in excellent condition, (1) right
panel only checkered synthetic grip for Sig P220 or similar pistols in
excellent condition, (1) left panel only checkered thumb rest walnut grip
possibly Herrett's for unidentified pistol in excellent condition and (1)
right panel only checkered finger rest Franzite grip for unidentified pistol
in excellent condition. (88899-98H)
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Mixed Revolver and Pistol Grips
Included are: (1) set of "checkered scroll" walnut finger groove "combat"
grips with screw by Eagle Grip Company Model RHF grips in excellent
condition, (1) set of smooth finger groover thumb rest walnut Thompson
Center Contender grips with synthetic buttplate in excellent condition, (1)
set of checkered factory "Coltwood" grips with circled Rampant Colt and
screw for Colt Police Positive Special or similar revolvers in very good to
excellent condition, (1) checkered one-piece High Standard (also Dan
Wesson revolver with square shaft) grips with silver High Standard
medallions and no screw in good to very good condition, (1) checkered
Harrington & Richardson synthetic one-piece grips with H&R logo
moulded in for H&R revolvers with Rice frame such as the Model 999;
(4) smooth one-piece walnut grips for H&R western style revolvers such
as the Model 676 or 686 and other similar models, no screws or
escutcheons are provided (one grip has the female escutcheon) and
they rate very good to excellent and (1) set checkered walnut grips for
the H&R Model 922 or similar model revolvers in good to very good
condition with light to moderate handling marks, scuffs and flaking finish.
(88899-94A)
Militaria Lot
Includes: (1) U.S. M1 helmet shell "steel pot" with split seam in the rear
with attached chin strap and rates about very good overall showing light
handling marks, oxidation staining on the interior and small patch on the
exterior. The only markings are "S-26 43" stenciled on the interior. (1)
U.S. marked "POCKET, MAGAZINE / CARBINE, 30-ROUND / J.Q.M.D.
1949" magazine pouch in excellent condition. (1) reproduction AK-47
magazine chest rig showing moderate wear, nickel plated snaps
covered with O.D. green tape and a few very small holes in the heavy
duck canvas. (1) Browning Model 1919A4 one-piece backplate
assembly with cast handle in very good to excellent condition showing
light wear. A number of collar and hat plates and patches are included.
They include: (3) "U.S." brass collar plates, (1) "U.S. / 51" collar plate,
(6) U.S. 5th infantry unit crest collar plates, (1) U.S. 2nd infantry unit
crest collar plate, (1) Lt. Colonel collar pin, (1) U.S. Army brass hat
badge, (1) U.S. Army Infantry (crossed muskets) brass collar plate, (2)
brass collar plates with federal shields, (1) blank brass collar plate in the
shape of a the federal shield, (1) St. Patrick's Church of Roxbury medal,
(1) U.S. Army Rifle and Grenade Sharpshooter medal, (1) U.S. Army
Pistol Marksman medal, (1) U.S. Army Specialist grade 5 collar plate, (1)
U.S. Army Fourragere French WWI green with red flecks shoulder cord
or Aiguillette, (4) U.S. Army 5th Infantry division red diamond shaped
patches, (1) 31st Infantry Regiment subdued shoulder patch, (1) double
red enlisted hash marks and (3) other assorted small patches. (88830-7)
Colt 22/45 Conversion Unit
This Colt manufactured unit includes a 5" 22 LR barrel with Williams
floating chamber and an excellent bore. The slide is the solid rib "Gold
Cup" style with Patridge front sight, Colt Accro black blade adjustable
rear sight, firing pin and extractor. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue with scattered light scratches and edge wear. The kit also
includes a single Colt marked factory magazine, slide stop, ejector and
recoil spring all showing light wear but excellent condition. There is a
parts list included showing the normal contents of conversion kit,
illustrating and labeling the various parts but the barrel bushing is not
included as listed on the sheet but should be an easy replacement.
(89703-21)
Rare Smith & Wesson Muzzle Brake
This is a rare factory muzzle brake for Smith & Wesson Model 25-2 and
similar revolvers in 45 ACP. The brake retains about 99% original
polished black anodized finish with minor handling marks. The brake has
white paint filled "SMITH & WESSON" engraved on the right side. In use
the brakes retention screw is removed, the brake slipped over the
muzzle and screw reinstalled and tightened. The brake is designed to fit
the older partial lug barrels. This brake does not appear to have been
used and is a great find for the collector. (86519-352A)
German RG34/K43 Oiler
This is an unmarked later oiler that shows light cleaning to in-the-white,
handling marks and oxidation stains. The spring-loaded plunger and
push button still function correctly. The rear filler cap has angled
serrations in lieu of cross hatched knurling. (86519-352B)
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Gunsmithing Lot
This lot has a variety of tools and parts. Included is: (1) Millett
Dual-Crimp tool kit for installing Millett dual-crimp front sights that
includes the crimping tool, several sight jigs with additional inserts,
counter sink mill bit, several sights (dual crimp and dovetail) and few
other assorted tools in about excellent condition. Also included are: (3)
Ordnance Department Caliber 30 headspace gauges from various
makers in very good condition, (1) set of three Foster .243/308 head
space gauges including "Go", "No Go" and "Field"; (1) set of two Clymer
30 Carbine head space gauges including "Go" and "No Go" and (1) set
of two Clymer 7.62x39 head space gauges including "Go" and "No Go".
A cedar jewelry box containing sights and parts is provided and the
highlights of its contents include: (1) Lyman Model 66MC (for Marlin
Model 39) target slide with two target apertures but the base is not
provided, (1) Williams Fool Proof receiver sight with twilight aperture
possibly for a Remington Model 700 (no markings), (1) SAKO receiver
peep sight with 100/200-yard adjustable eye piece (the eye piece
rotates 180 degrees allowing 100 or 200-yard adjustments with initial
sighting-in done by four opposing screws and a base designed for
mounting on a scope rail), (1) Remington factory adjustable rear sight
with base, (2) front sight hoods, (1) each factory firing pin and extractor
for Colt Woodsman Target or Match Target pistols (it is not clear which
series they fit), (1) tin of Lyman No. 17A globe front sight inserts, (1)
Miniature Machine Company (MMC) replacement white outline rear sight
for Ruger Micro, (1) MMC replacement two dot outline rear sight for
Ruger Micro, (1) black blade rear sight for Colt Accro, (1) Lyman Model
3MF 17/32x.445" ivory bead front sight, (1) Lyman Model 31JA
11/31x.390" ivory bead front sight, a mix of sling swivels, rear and front
rifle sights, (1) unidentified Meier Works #1121 part, and a few
miscellaneous screws and Allen wrenches. Also included are: (1)
Radnor "Safety Silv 45" brazing kit (1/16" wire and 1.75 ounce flux), (1)
barrel bedding rasp with fine and coarse teeth, (1) unmarked recoil
reducer measuring 4" long X .882" with small threaded hole on one end
and wrapped tape to increase diameter, assortment of recoil and firing
pin springs for Model 1911 and S&W Model 39, (1) Ed Delorge Mauser
Model 93-96 "Cock-on-open" conversion kit with instructions, (1)
Pachmayr Decelerator Trap 550 pad, (1) buttplate black spacer, (1)
unmarked hard rubber recoil pad, (1) used stock extender kit for
Remington Model 1100 or 870 (1) Ohaus trigger pull gauge and (1) used
Morgan adjustable buttpad. (89713-21)
Large Rifle Magnum Primer Lot
Included are (1) full brick of 1000, (1) partial brick of approximately 890
and (1) partial brick of approximately 800 Federal No. 215 Large Rifle
Magnum primers in excellent condition. (89293-12)
Silhouette Target / Backers
Included are (8) heavy cardboard man silhouette targets / target backers
in excellent condition. The human shaped targets are printed in black on
white background with numbered scoring rings and holding a gun in its
right hand. Each target is approximately 1/8" thick x 42" tall x 24 1/4" at
its widest. These heavy-duty targets were generally used on turning
target systems, but could be used as backers for use with paper targets
of appropriate shape and size. (89582-12)
Shooters Lot
This is a diverse lot of shooting and black powder accessories plus
militaria. Included are: (1) Black Sheep Brand leather shotshell box belt
pouch, (1) 1" leather military style sling, (1) Orvis 40" leather sling with
sheep skin shoulder pad, (1) Yorkcraft multi-tool with eight blades,
needle nose pliers and black leather belt pouch, (1) 16 ounce bottle of
Hoppes No. 9 Black Powder solvent and patch lubricant, (2) blister
packs of 20 each Thompson Center Express Mag .50 caliber Sabots
with 240 grain lead hollow point bullets, (1) blister pack of 19 Knight .50
caliber sabots with 260 grain jacketed soft points, (2) Knight quick
loaders for muzzleloaders, (1) Knight inline capper, (1) partial tin of RWS
No. 1075 percussion caps, (1) Outers three-piece .30 caliber cleaning
rod, (1) YMH marked four-piece shotgun cleaning rod and (1) U.S.
Model 1923 ammunition ten-pouch ammunition belt marked "BOYD / 44"
on the rear and "U.S." on the front. All of these items rate about
excellent with the cleaning rods closer to very good. (87152-10)
Rare Vintage Smith & Wesson Hard Case Shotshell Tote
This injection moulded blue polymer Smith & Wesson ammunition tote
measures approximately 13" x 6 3/8" x 9" tall. The upper two thirds of
the case fold open, the bottom is sized to hold four boxes of 12-gauge
shotshells with molded-in interior compartments on the upper halves for
smaller accessories. The exterior surfaces are textured with a S&W logo
moulded into the right-side panel. Overall, the case rates excellent
showing little if any use. The plastic hinges show a few scattered small
cracks and checks forming. (87738-13D)
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Polte Magdeburg 15 cm shell casing
This big shell was used in what was referred to as 6" guns by the
Americans, 5.9" by the British and also had several nicknames. The
casing measures (exterior dimensions) 28 9/16" long x 6 3/32" at the
mouth x 6 15/16" across the rim. The metal is a golden ochre with light
handling marks, minor oxidation blemishes and minor denting. The
headstamp includes "23 / POLTE / MAGDEBURG / MAI-1916 / SP252".
A must-have for your gun or reloading room. (86051-4)
Shilen Rifle Barrel Blank
This is an unturned, unthreaded and unchambered rifle barrel blank by
noted barrel maker Shilen Inc. The blank measures 28 1/8" long x
1.260" diameter with a .243" diameter rifled bore in bright excellent
condition. According to markings on the end of the barrel it is a select
match grade, .243" with 1/14" twist and appears to be chrome
molybdenum. (88774-4)
Ruger Memorabilia
Included are (1) Pine Tree Casting Wine Country cork puller with original
box, it rates very good to excellent with a small scuff on the blade
covering. Also: (1) white canvas and mesh baseball cap with red "[Ruger
Phoenix] / Ruger" and silver leaves decorating the brim showing light
staining, (1) corduroy baseball cap with red "[Ruger Phoenix] – RUGER
/ 2000" in excellent condition and (1) white canvas baseball cap with
"RUGER / GOLF [on a blue oval background]" in excellent condition.
Other Ruger artifacts include (2) Ruger InSight newspapers dated
December 2003 and September 2004, (2) Ruger second quarter reports
dated 2004 and 2006, (1) Ruger first quarter report dated 2004, (1)
Christmas 1991 employee card with letter signed by Bill Ruger Jr.; (3)
annual meeting of stockholders reports dated December 31, 2009, April
28, 2010 and March 15, 2011; and finally a James Triggs Red Barn print
advertisement. (87187-1,2,4)
Muzzleloader Parts
This an assortment of finished and raw parts for muzzleloading rifles.
Included are (1) unmarked blue finish complete percussion rifle or pistol
lock 4 7/16" long, (1) color case-hardened lock plate with no parts 5
1/16" long (possibly Thompson Center), (3) raw brass triggerguard
casting (the front leg on one is broken), (1) long leaf adjustable rear
sight (5 5/8" overall), (1) long leaf adjustable rear sight (4 1/2" overall),
(1) used breech plug assembly measuring 15/16" across the flats
(possibly Thompson Center), (1) 15/16" breech plug wrench, (2) raw
brass buttplate casting, (2) trigger assemblies (each a different style and
material), (4) nose caps (each different style, size and material), (1)
buckhorn rear sight, (1) dovetail rear sight, (1) brass blade front sight,
(2) brass barrel wedge pins, (2) packages of two-each barrel wedge
ferrules, (3) packages of assorted screws, (1) package of pins, (2) brass
nipples and (1) unidentified brass part. Several parts are used and rate
very good, the rest are excellent. (86519-314B)
Assorted Reloading Accessories and Tools
Included are: (1) RCBS "Little Dandy" powder measure with two
screw-in powder funnels and box; (27) Little Dandy rotors in numbers 1
through 26 (#23 and #26 had duplicates and are listed twice), (1) RCBS
Uniflow powder measure stand, 91) RCBS 17 caliber funnel, (1)
Redding 3BR powder measure stand for mounting on edge of bench, (1)
RCBS Uniflow measure cylinder assembly, (1) RCBS 25-20 Single Shot
shell holder extension, (1) RCBS #23 Shell holder, (1) Lyman .35 caliber
Universal Trimmer Pilot, (1) Redding .17-.45 caliber chamfering tool, (1)
RCBS Lub-a-Matic .280" bullet sizing die and lubricator, (1) unmarked
single feed hand held priming tool, (2) Lyman small primer pocket
reamers, (1) RCBS small primer pocket swager, (1) Lachmiller two-die
set for 257 Roberts, (1) collectible Lyman Ideal "Shell Resizing Tool" for
250 Savage with yellow labeled box that rates very good, (1) Lyman
"Little Grain Dribbler" powder dribbler, (2) Lyman universal decapping
dies; (1) Lyman 25-20 Winchester Neck Expander "M" die, (7) assorted
Lyman 310 tong tool dies, decappers and shell holders, some show
oxidation stains but most are excellent; (2) boxes of assorted used CH
Tool Auto Champion Mark IV progressive reloading press parts and
accessories; and (1) Pacific Tool Co. manual slide style powder
measure. All are in excellent condition unless otherwise noted in the
individual description. (86519-316A)
Saeco Lead Hardness Tester
This unit appears to be unused and remains in excellent condition. The
tester includes instruction on how to properly test bullets and the original
box. A must have for any bullet caster. (86519-316B)
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Assorted Military Surplus Gear
This lot contains various military surplus items as follows: One Israeli
Model 4A1 civilian gas mask that uses NATO standard 40mm filters in
surplus new condition. Three olive drab German military surplus NATO
standard 40mm gas mask filters in surplus new condition complete with
seals and locked cap tethers. One olive drab canvas US military surplus
gas mask bag labeled ''MASK, CHEMICAL-BIOLOGICAL, FIELD,
M17A2'' in surplus excellent condition complete with straps. One U.S.
military surplus olive drab medium ALICE pack in surplus excellent
condition complete with shoulder straps. Pack is designed to hold loads
up to 50 lbs. and is marked ''US'' on the top waterproof flap with interior
Velcro-closed map pocket and features a 20''x14''x6 1/2'' main
compartment, 12''x12'' interior pouch, three tunneled 6''x10''x3'' exterior
pockets and water-repellent nylon fabric. One olive drab U.S. military
surplus kidney pad for ALICE packs manufactured by State Machine
Products Co. and marked ''STRAP, WAIST, W/ LOWER BACK / PAD,
PACK FRAME, LC-2'' complete with waist strap with plastic buckle, rear
strap with metal hardware in surplus very good condition with the plastic
buckle broken so that it doesn't lock shut but still closes securely. One
olive drab U.S. military surplus LC 2 ''Y'' padded suspenders
manufactured by Raleigh Lions Clinic for the Blind, Inc. and marked
''SUSPENDERS, INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT, LC 2'' and ''US'' complete
with all straps and metal hardware in surplus excellent condition
attached to an olive drab nylon webbing military-style pistol belt in near
excellent condition with some slight silvering on the black metal
hardware. Attached to the belt with an ALICE clip is a U.S. military
surplus olive drab nylon compass/individual first aid bandage pouch
marked ''US'' in surplus excellent condition with some light staining on
the exterior. Finally, there is a military surplus, likely Greek, olive cotton
six-cell ammunition bandoleer with cotton strap marked ''CAL. 30 BALL
M2 / 5 RD CLIPS / HXP 3008-72'' with each cell containing two
aluminum 5-round stripper clips marked ''7.62'' inside a cardboard
stripper clip holder marked ''5 RD'' in surplus excellent condition.
(238702-4)
Auto Ordinance Thompson M1 Forend and ''Kerr'' Sling
One smooth walnut horizontal forend for Auto Ordinance Thompson M1
firearms in excellent condition with a small chip and light signs of
previous installation on the interior surfaces with intact sling swivel. Also
included is one unmarked quality reproduction 1 1/4'' wide khaki canvas
''Kerr'' sling that closely resembles the ''Nobuckl'' sling produced by the
Kerr Adjustable Strap Co., Inc. Sling rates very good with some small
spots of light oxidation on the hardware and rivets and three minor
stains on one small area of the canvas. (239657-1)
Cap-Chur Tranquilizer Syringes
Seven assorted Cap-Chur tranquilizer syringes with yarn tailpieces and
needles. Syringes have four different barrel lengths all of which accept
interchangeable needles and tailpieces. Three barrels are 1 3/4'' long,
two are 2 3/16'' long and hold 2 cc, one is 2 5/8'' and holds 3 cc, one is 4
5/16'' long and holds 7 cc. All needles are barbed except for one which
Cap-Chur calls a wide collar and the needles come in two gauges with
the larger barrels having thicker gauges and the small barrels the
thinner. All syringes are in excellent condition with the only discernable
wear being some very light soiling to the yarn tailpieces. Rubber
plungers and Cap-Chur charges are required to make these functional.
(236520-1145A)
Assorted Military Gear
This lot comprises five items. One USGI surplus M1967 olive drab nylon
M-16 20-round magazine pouch designed to carry four magazines. ''US''
marking on front is barely discernable, plastic snap closure, two ALICE
clips attached to back, very good condition with slight fraying of the
nylon on the interior. One olive drab cotton canvas two-cell pouch with
metal hooks for military-style pistol belt eyelets. Snap closure, appears
to be sized for hand grenades, white tag on back marked ''MADE IN
JAPAN'', excellent condition. 17 rounds of 7.62x51 NATO blank
ammunition on disintegrating links with Lake City or NATO (cross)
marked headstamps with 15 of the rounds having been fired and two
appear live. One new-in-package Buffer Technologies AK, Valmet and
Galil synthetic buffer. One unidentified 9mm barrel with a bright excellent
bore retaining about 99% original blue, likely for a Tec-9 or similar style
pistol or submachine gun measuring 7 3/4'' in length, 0.92'' o.d., 0.56''
o.d. at muzzle, 0.85'' o.d. at breech with coarse threaded end.
(236247-36B)
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Assorted U.S. Service Rifle Handguards
This lot consists of seven handguards for various U.S. military service
weapons and one M1 Carbine buttplate. First there are two Krag rifle
handguards, one is a Model 1892 rifle handguard that has had the rear
rifle sight opening enlarged to 3 11/16'' in fair condition with a flexing
crack running from the sight cutout to the tip through the right clip rivet,
there is a repaired hairline crack at the rear and the rear of the sight
cutout shows an oval-shaped repaired crack. The second is a Model
1898 handguard in very good condition with a touch of period applied
added finish, a couple long repaired cracks and seemingly the forward
section attached to the rest of the handguard ahead of sight cutout. Next
we have a Model 1903 Springfield rifle handguard in good condition with
a slightly flexing 1 1/2'' crack in the tip and a couple repaired long grain
cracks. There is one walnut M1 rifle handguard in very good condition
with a few light signs of military service and some light oxidation on the
metal front piece. There are two M1 carbine handguards, both are in
surplus excellent condition with some light handling marks with one
having two rivets and ''RSG'' stamped on the underside and the other
has four rivets. There is one M14 solid fiberglass handguard complete
with metal clip in very good condition with a couple streaks of darker
discoloration and a few light handling marks. Finally, there is one M1
carbine buttplate in perhaps good condition with some light oxidation on
the interior surface and light pitting on the toe and heel with a small hole
in heel. (239713-9D)
Collectible Winchester Chisel
All steel chisel is marked ''WINCHESTER / -TRADEMARK-'' along with
''MADE IN U.S.A. -4514- 3/8'' and measures 5'' in length. Very good
condition with the black coating showing some silvering on the high
edges, some very faint tiny spots of staining, light rounding of the head
and a sharp ''V'' grind edge. (238857-10)
Vintage Western Cartridge Sprinkler
5'' long brass sprinkler with hose attachment toning to a dark mustard
patina with minor tarnishing. Marked on the left ''Western - / SPRAY
MAKER / PATENTS PENDING'' and on the right ''WESTERN /
CARTRIDGE CO. / EAST ALTON. ILL. U.S.A.'' Very good plus condition
and appears to be fully-functional. (238857-13)
Vintage Winchester Sharpening Stones
Two identical Winchester Cutlery-branded sharpening stones measuring
2 3/16'' in diameter and remaining in very good plus condition with light
wear to the markings and very light oxidation on the metal surrounding
the stones which appear unused. The palm-side of the stone is marked
''THIS SIDE WILL SHARPEN YOUR MEMORY / THE OTHER SIDE
WILL SHARPEN YOUR KNIFE'' with a picture of a retail display box of
knives flanked by ''WINCHESTER / 'As Good as the Gun'''. (238857-13)
U.S. Cartridge Box Plate
U.S. Regulation 1839 Pattern Infantry Enlisted cartridge box plate by
contractor W. H. Smith. Die-struck rolled brass face toning to an ochre
patina with some small spots of tarnishing and a few tiny dings in the
edges. Lead filled back with iron wire loops stamped ''W.H. SMITH /
BROOKLYN'' with a few light scratches. Measures approximately 2
3/16'' x 3 3/8''. (239713-14)
MTM Case-Gards and Fired Brass Cases
This lot contains 14 assorted MTM Case-Gard polymer cartridge boxes
as follows: five RM-50, three RS-S-50, two RL-50, one 50-round for
45-44 Mag pistol cartridges, one P100, one 50H with handle, and one
W9SM. All cases remain in very good to like-new condition with two
marked ''.243'' and a few showing light handling marks. Contained within
the boxes are the following fired brass cases: 50 44 Magnum, 188
7.62x39mm, 75 7mm Rem Magnum, 57 30-30, one 45-70, one 30-06,
one 300 Savage, one 358 Win, three 338 Win Magnum, one 300 Win
Magnum, 24 375 Win, 57 38-55 Win, 18 375 H&H, 24 264 Win Magnum.
Also included is one live round of Remington 30-30 SP and one live 7.62
NATO blue polymer training round with ''DAG'' headstamp. Cases have
assorted headstamps and all rate very good plus to near excellent with
some displaying minor tarnishing. (239713-5F)
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Assorted Tactical Nylon Slings and Gear
This lot contains 12 slings, two scope covers, one stock pad and one
tablet/laptop cover as follows: One olive drab 1 1/2'' wide nylon
adjustable two-point sling with arm cuff and H&K-style snap hook
attachments with a tag marked ''MADE IN GT. BRITIAN''. One
Spec-Ops black 1 1/4'' wide single-point bungee sling, one Blue Force
Gear Vickers Combat Application coyote brown 1 1/4'' wide two-point
sling with foliage green adjustment strap, quick release polymer buckle
and quick detach sling swivel attached to a Picatinny rail quick detach
sling mount. One coyote brown 1 1/4'' wide adjustable two-point sling
with H&K-style snap hooks, one Urban E.R.T. coyote brown 2'' wide
seat-belt webbing single-point sling with quick detach MASH hook.
There are seven Tactical Intervention 1 1/2'' wide two-point slings
including one coyote brown with H&K-style snap hooks, and six Quick
Cuff slings as follows: one coyote brown sling new in packaging with
instructions and note marked ''Original USMC Contract M40A3 Slings
From 1st Batch'', two coyote brown slings with Uncle Mike's quick
detach sling swivels one of which is new in packaging with instructions,
one coyote brown sling with push button quick detach sling swivels, and
two olive drab slings with Uncle Mike's quick detach sling swivels one of
which is new in packaging with instructions. Also included is one Eagle
Industries coyote brown nylon rifle stock pad with zippered compartment
and five-cartridge loops in new condition with attached tag, one Eagle
Industries black nylon padded scope cover measuring 18'' in length with
three adjustable straps with Fastex closures. There is one unmarked
reversable Multicam camouflage/black nylon padded scope cover
measuring 20 1/2'' in length with black muzzle protecting pouch and
three adjustable olive drab straps with Fastex-style closures. Finally
there is a Tactical Concealment three-color desert camouflage nylon
tablet/laptop cover featuring handles, an outer 12 1/2'' x 6 3/4'' pocket
while the interior has a removable hard plastic protective insert, pen and
knife pockets, a Velcro-closure pocket for a phone or notebook and a 9
1/2'' deep pocket containing a Streamlight Stylus Reach flashlight which
appears to need new batteries. All items are in excellent to new
condition. (239713-12A)
RPK Furniture Sets and Assorted Grips and Forends
This lot contains four RPK laminated hardwood furniture sets each
consisting of an undrilled clubfoot stock complete with sling swivel and
trap buttplate, handguard with gas tube, forend, and German checkered
brown polymer pistolgrips (one set is missing the pistolgrip). All RPK
furniture is in excellent to like-new condition with one set sealed in
package and many parts covered in protective cosmoline. Also included
is one H&K G3 olive drab polymer pistolgrip with thumb rest in excellent
condition, three AK-style rifle grip screws with ''T'' nuts, one Hungarian
AMD-63 hardwood pistolgrip and forend in very good plus condition with
a few light handling marks, one Uzi grooved black synthetic left side
handguard panel in very good condition showing minor soiling, one
Israeli FAL left side wood handguard with metal liner in very good
condition with a spot of light oxidation and a faint handling mark or two.
Also included is a smooth walnut Mini-14 handguard with clip in
excellent condition, an unfinished hardwood handguard that appears to
be for a U.S. Model 1896 Krag rifle in excellent condition, a smooth
walnut semi-beavertail forend likely for a Savage Model 99 rifle or similar
in very good condition with some light handling and storage marks.
Finally, there is a checkered polymer pistolgrip for a Mossberg 500/590
series of shotguns with sling swivel stud in very good plus condition and
a smooth walnut splinter-style forend for an unknown single barrel
shotgun in good condition with a repaired crack bisecting it. (239713-9E)
Walnut Presentation Case
Attractive walnut presentation case with red baize interior that nicely fits
a Model 1906 Navy Luger with 6'' barrel. Cases measures 13 1/4'' x 7
1/2'' x 2 1/2'' and features a red fabric bottom, brass closure which is
missing the key, and the interior has four compartments beyond that for
the handgun. Exterior rates about excellent with a few slight handling
marks while the interior shows some spots of minor wear from contact
with a handgun and accessories. (239713-11)
257 Wby Magnum Brass Cases
196 257 Wby Magnum fired brass cases in about excellent condition
with cases showing very light powder residue at the necks and some
displaying light tarnishing. Cases come on 20-round plastic inserts in
their original Weatherby boxes. (239713-5M)
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Projectiles and Brass Cases
Included are the following: One sealed and two opened (one appears
full, the other 75% full) 100-count boxes (about 275) of Hornady .30 cal.
90 gr. HP/XTP projectiles, item #31000. One 100-count box of new
Starline unprimed 32 H&R Mag. brass cases, two polymer 50-round
cartridges boxes (100 total) of primed Starline 32 H&R Mag. brass cases
which are clean and bright, and one MTM Case-Gard RM-50 polymer
cartridge box containing 30 8.15x46R unprimed brass cases formed
from Winchester 38-55 Win brass cases in about excellent condition with
a few small spots of light tarnishing. The Case-Gard is slightly soiled and
has ''DE LA VEGA'' stamped on the front and ''4'' written in black marker
on the top. (239713-5J)
Pope Grease Pump
This Harry Pope bullet lubing pump has a brass head and body with the
head displaying dark green tarnishing which has been cleaned in one
area to highlight the ''R.C.S.11'' marking while the body has aged to a
brown mustard patina. The steel surfaces remain mostly bright with
small areas of light oxidation. The diameter of the lubing cavity is .496'',
the screws all turn freely and the pump appears to operate properly.
(23A9713-5J)
Pope Grease Pump
The brass parts of this unmarked Harry Pope bullet lubing pump have
aged to a dark ochre patina with darker green tarnishing on the casting
marks while the steel surfaces appear dark gray with areas of light
oxidation and spots of dried lubricant. The slightly conical lubing cavity is
.34'' in diameter and the pump appears to operate properly.
(23A9713-5K)
Expandable Reamers
20 assorted expandable reamers for choke work and other machining
operation where an expandable reamer would be beneficial. All are used
and most rate very good to excellent with exceptions noted below. One
Chadwick and Trefethen genuine Critchley HSS straight blade size
3/8-13/32, one non-expanding size 1/4'', one straight blade size
35/64-39/64, one angle blade marked ''Nu-Angle / Vedoe-Peterson'' size
15/32-17/32, three Chadwick and Trefethen angle blade one of which
has a broken collar nut size 19/32-21/32, one Craftsman straight blade
size 19/32-21/32, one angle blade of similar size whose markings are
obliterated, four size 21/32-23/32 angle blade three by Chadwick and
Trefethen with one marked ''HSS'' and one Craftsman, one straight
blade size 17-19, one straight blade marked ''CAL. 12 / 16,8-18,8'', four
angle blade size 23/32-25/32 three by Chadwick and Trefethen with one
marked ''HSS'' and one by Beard, and one Beard angle blade whose
size is illegible but appears to be 27/32-15/16. (239713-19B)
Gunsmithing Reamers
10 assorted chamber reamers. Two Hartford 30-06 including rough and
finish, two Clymer .410 bore including finish and long forcing cone, three
Clymer 20 ga. including 2 3/4'' finisher and two 3'' finisher and three 12
ga. including a Clymer 2 3/4'' finisher and 3'' finisher and a Brownells
long forcing cone. All reamers appear to be in excellent condition.
(239713-19A)
Parker Reproduction Luggage-Style Case
Excellent condition tawny leather luggage-style case for Parker
Reproduction or similar double shotguns with barrels measuring 26'' or
less. Case measures 28'' x 7'' x 3'', has leather reinforced corners,
double brass locks, leather handle and a few small scuffs on the
exterior. The interior is lined with green felt and features a black interior
label with a gold-colored woodcock in the center and Parker
Reproductions across the top and Winchester on the bottom which rates
very good with the right edge slightly detached. The interior features
cutouts for two included Parker Reproductions-marked 20 ga. snap caps
along with a pair of keys inside a matching leather holder with tassel and
overall rates very good plus with one tiny area of lining coming loose
and faint signs of use. Also included is a matching canvas cover with
leather reinforcements and handle cover that remains in very good
condition with some scattered light handling marks on the leather, a
small area of teal-colored discoloration and light soiling from the field. A
fine case for your prized shotgun. (23A6519-254)
Reloading Tools
Assorted vintage reloading tools including an RCBS reloading scale with
brass powder pan and the adjustable base half missing but still
functional with the scale likely still functional after recalibration, assorted
scale weights, an RCBS benchtop primer seat, Forster case trimmer,
Redding bench mount case trimmer with collet and shellholder, RCBS
automatic primer feed arm, Redding press primer seat with #12
shellholder, a unique brass-bodied hand priming tool, two old-fashioned
hand priming tools, three assorted hand de-capping pins, a rotor for an
RCBS powder measure, three brass Belding & Mull micrometer charge
tubes, tweezers and a small spoon. All items appear to be functional
and remain in good to very good plus condition with many showing
some light oxidation on the steel surfaces and minor tarnishing on the
brass. No further descriptions or pictures are available. Please bid
accordingly. (239713-5I)
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Thompson/Center Steve Herrett Commemorative Presentation Case
French-fitted walnut presentation case with magenta velvet lining and
gold-embossed leather labels. Case is designed to display the Steve
Herrett 1 of 500 Commemorative Contender pistol. The inside of the lid
has Steve Herrett's portrait over ''1917 – Steve Herrett – 1985'' while the
other label depicts a standing pistol shooter with ''OUTSTANDING
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER AWARD 1981'' above Herrett's signature
and lists the two calibers that Herrett is famous for, 30 Herrett and 357
Herrett. Above each caliber designation is an empty cutout for that
particular cartridge. Presentation case rates as-new with original tag and
key sealed in original envelope. Case includes the original cardboard
shipping box bearing the return address of Thompson/Center. A lovely
presentation case for these rare handguns. (23A6519-489)
U.S. Military Service Rifle Accessories
Two P.J. O'Hare Model 1903 Springfield rear sight covers, one USGI
M14 combination tool, two M1 Garand M10 combination tools, one
Model 1903 Springfield front sight cover and the following parts for an
M1 Carbine: one late-style cleaning kit with oil, one front sight, one
barrel band with sling loop, three oilers, one olive drab canvas sling in
excellent condition, one 15-round magazine follower, and two
thong-wrapped rod sections. Also included are two bore brushes, one
USGI M10 four-piece cleaning rod with jag, one unidentified brass front
sight cover likely for a 1903 Springfield rifle, and one unidentified
combination cleaning rod handle/takedown tool. All parts remain in very
good to excellent condition with a few showing some scattered small
spots of light oxidation. (239713-9H)
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel with Scope
25-35 WCF, 10'' bull barrel with a bright excellent bore topped by a
Redfield 1 1/2x20 pistol scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent
optics. Barrel retains 99% plus original blue with an unobtrusive tiny
impact mark on the right side of the muzzle and is sighted with a factory
ramped blade. The checkered rubber Pachmayr forend rates excellent.
A steel Redfield one-piece mount and pair of rings is holding the
previously mentioned scope which retains 99% original black
anodization while the screws of the forward ring will need replacement
as their hex-head slots are stripped. An excellent condition barrel and
scope that will be perfect for handgun hunting. (23A6519-467)
Harrington & Richardson M4 Survival Rifle Barrel
22 Hornet, 14'' barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain perhaps 97% original Parkerized finish with a few scattered tiny
spots of old light oxidation, minor high edge silvering, a couple small
vice ''bite'' marks at the breech and some scattered handling marks. The
breech is marked ''2843'' and the original protected front sight blade
remains intact. (236519-289B)
AR-7 Barrel
22 LR, 16'' barrel with a bright very good bore with a small patch of light
oxidation about midway down the barrel. The metal surfaces retain
about 90-95% original black enamel with muzzle and high edge wear
and light scratches and handling marks exposing the in-the-white
aluminum beneath. The original front sight and barrel nut remain intact.
(236519-289X)
Harrington & Richardson Model 158 Topper Barrel
22 Hornet, 22'' barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
about 98% original slightly fading blue with a few scattered small spots
of light oxidation and a few light handling marks. There are three vacant
factory-drilled and tapped holes on the top of the breech, the barrel
markings and serial number remain crisp and it is sighted with a
dovetailed blade front and Lyman folding leaf rear. (236519-289P)
Harrington & Richardson Model 158 Topper Barrel
22 Rem Jet, 22'' barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered small spots of light
oxidation, light silvering of the muzzle and a few scattered handling
marks. The barrel markings and serial number remain crisp, the original
factory sights remain intact and the top of the breech features three filled
factory-drilled and tapped holes. (236519-289R)
.22 Cal. and 6mm Projectiles
Four sealed 100-count boxes (400) of Hornady Interlock .22 cal. 70 gr.
SP W/C item #2280, one sealed 100-count box of Sierra Varminter .22
cal. 40 gr. SP Hornet item #1100, one sealed 100-count box of Speer
Hot-Cor 6mm 90 gr. spitzer item #1217. (236519-317)
7mm Projectiles
One opened (appears full) 100-count box of Nosler Solid Base 120 gr.
spitzer BT item #30343, one sealed 100-count box of Hornady Interlock
162 gr. BTSP item #2845, one sealed 100-count box of Nosler Solid
Base 150 gr. Ballistic Tip BT item #39586, one sealed 50-count box of
Nosler Partition 160 gr. spitzer item #16327, one sealed 100-count box
of Sierra GameKing 160 gr. spitzer BT item #1920. (236519-317A)
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.30 and .38 Cal. Handgun Projectiles
Four sealed and one opened (appears full) 100-count boxes (about 500)
of Sierra Sports Master .30 cal. 85 gr. RN ''Handgun Use Only'' item
#8005, one opened (appears 95% full) 100-count box (about 95) of
Hornady .38 cal. 148 gr. HBWC item #3582, one sealed 100-count box
of Hornady XTP .38 cal. 158 gr. XTP item #35750. (236519-317D)
.32 Cal. Handgun Projectiles
One opened (appears 40% full) 100-count box (about 40) of Sierra
Sports Master Power Jacket Magnum 90 gr. JHC item #8030 with very
light oxidation on the exposed lead tips. One 100-count box of Hornady
XTP 85 gr. XTP item #32050 and two sealed 100-count boxes (200) of
Hornady XTP 100 gr. XTP item #32070. (236519-317E)
.30 Cal. Projectiles
One opened (appears full) 100-count box of Berger VLD 155 gr. Match
for 1 in 14 twist or faster, one 100-count bag of 220 gr. FMJ for 30-40
Krag, one opened (appears full) 100-count box of USGI 172 gr. Match
BT. (23A6519-317F)
Excellent Winchester Model 1882 Reloading Tool and Bullet Mould
One Winchester reloading tool for 44 Russian cartridges. The tool is in
excellent condition retaining about 97% original blue with a few
scattered small spots of light oxidation, light flaking and a few light
handling marks from the years. All the markings remain crisp with ''N.M.
MORSE'' neatly scratched into the left side and the tool retains the
decapping pin. Also included is Winchester single cavity, two-groove
round nose 44 Russian bullet mould retaining about 80% original blue
which is flaking to a brown patina in a few areas with some light pinprick
pitting on the sprue cutter, a few scattered small spots of light oxidation
and minor silvering of the high edges and bearing surfaces. The brass
has aged to a warm ochre patina while the smooth walnut handles rate
near excellent with a few light handling marks. A very nice duo of a
desirable reloading tool, and its complimentary bullet mould seldom
found in such excellent condition. (23A6519-162A)
Winchester Bullet Mould and Mauser Decapper
One Winchester single cavity, two-groove flat nose 32 WCF bullet mould
retaining about 95% original blue with light silvering of the high edges
and contact surfaces, some scattered small spots of light oxidation and
some fine handling marks from use. The brass displays an even ochre
patina and the smooth walnut handles rate excellent. The right side is
marked ''MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO.
/ NEW HAVEN CONN. U.S.A.'' Also included is one Mauser Model 88
decapping tool retaining perhaps 70% black enamel finish flaking to a
speckled black and gray patina with some scattered tiny specks of light
oxidation. The decapping arm marked ''8m/m'' and each handle marked
''8'' which is also stamped next to the chisel-style decapping pin. The
rotating shell-holding arms appears to be a later replacement and both it
and the decapping function appear to function properly. (23A6519-162P)
Winchester Bullet Moulds
Two Winchester single cavity bullet moulds as follows: One four-groove
flat nose 32-165 mould retaining about 95% original blue with light
silvering on the high edges and contact surfaces along with some
scattered spots of light oxidation and some fine handling marks from
use. The brass displays an even mustard-yellow patina and the smooth
walnut handles rate near excellent with a light handling mark or two.
One five-groove flat nose 25-20 WCF mould retaining perhaps 85-90%
original blue flaking to brown on the sprue cutter and the top of the right
handle with silvering on the high edges and contact surfaces and small
areas of light oxidation overall. The brass has aged to a mustard-yellow
patina and the smooth walnut handles rate excellent with a couple faint
handling marks. Both moulds are marked on the right side with
''MANUFACTURED BY THE / WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO. / NEW
HAVEN, CONN. U.S.A.'' (238087-230)
Winchester Reloading Tool
One Model 1894 32-40 reloading tool toning to a smoky dark gray patina
with a small spot of light pitting on the handle, slight silvering of the high
edges and few scattered small areas of light oxidation. No de-capping
pin is included. Tool appears to function well mechanically. Tool includes
the original factory gray cardboard box and a sheet of instructions which
may be a contemporary copy. The box rates very good for its age with a
tear in one corner and minor edge wear along with some light staining
and spots of wear while the lid has cellophane tape repairs on each
corner and the factory labels on the top and right side are fully clear and
legible with a few expected light stains from the years. (238087-230A)
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Winchester Bullet Mould and Reloading Tool
One Winchester single cavity four-groove flat nose 38-255 mould flaking
to a blue-brown patina with silvering on the high edges and contact
surfaces, areas of light oxidation and a few handling marks. The brass
surfaces have aged to a dark mustard patina while the smooth walnut
handles rate excellent. The right side is marked ''MANUFACTURED BY
THE / WINCHESTER REP. ARMS CO. / NEW HAVEN CONN. U.S.A.''
Also included is a Winchester Model 1880 38-55 reloading tool toning to
a plum brown patina with a few scattered small areas of light pitting, light
silvering of the high edges, scattered dings and handling marks and
some spots of old light oxidation. Tool is marked with the Winchester
address on one side and ''38-55 / PAT. SEPT.14.1880'' on the other. No
de-capping pin is included and the tool appears to function well
mechanically. (238087-230B)
Korean War Commemorative M1 Garand Display Case
This limited edition display case was issued by the American Historical
Foundation and measures 49'' x 11 1/2'' x 4 1/4''. This walnut case with
acrylic lid appears like-new and rates excellent plus with a few faint
handling marks on the bottom which features three pre-drilled mounting
holes. The case has a fitted blue-gray velvet interior with an electrized
loop at both the areas of the action and the muzzle to facilitate
wall-mounting and a handsome brass plate below where the forend of
the rifle would be marked ''KOREAN WAR / COMMEMORATIVE M1
GARAND / LIMITED EDITION / ISSUE BY / (AHF symbol) / THE
AMERICAN HISTORICAL FOUNDATION / MADE BY SPRINGFIELD
AMORY, INC.'' The case includes the original letter from the American
Historical Foundation detailing suggested care, two keys for the three
brass locks and the original Styrofoam-padded cardboard shipping
sleeve which remains in very good plus condition with some minor areas
of staining and a few small dents. A gorgeous case for your prized M1
rifle. (23A9713-11E)
Winchester Model 1897 Furniture
This lot contains three grooved forends and one round knob pistolgrip
stock. The walnut round knob pistolgrip stock rates very good with
checkering and a coat of finish added during the period of use along
with a repaired 6 1/4'' x 1 1/4'' chip in the toe line and some scattered
minor scratches and handing marks from use. No buttplate is present
and the stock measures 12 7/8'' in length. Also included are two Model
1897 18-groove walnut forends one rating very good plus retaining most
of its original finish and having a few scattered handling marks while the
other rates very good with remnants of original finish along the wood
line, a very small chip towards the rear and scattered light handling
marks. The third Model 1897 walnut forend features three screw holes
and 17 grooves and rates good with a 2 3/4'' flexing hairline crack in the
center beginning at the tip, a small chip missing from the interior rear left
edge, a worn original finish and scattered light handling marks.
(237313-5)
U.S. WWII Flare Gun
serial #19282, 37mm Flare, 8 1/8'' barrel with an oxidized bore. This lot
consists of an International Flare Signal Co. brass flare gun, its metal
storage container, one fired flare casing and one flare aluminum fired
base. The brass surfaces of the flare gun have aged to an ochre patina
with a few light handling marks and some darker tarnishing in the
checkering of the pistolgrip which is marked ''INTERNATIOAL FLARE
SIGNAL CO / TIPPENCANOE CITY OHIO'', while the left side is dated
below the breech ''SEP '43''. The top lever, hammer and trigger display
a dull gray patina while the barrel retains about 98% black enamel finish
with light muzzle wear and a few scattered handling marks. The original
cotton lanyard remains intact on the grip and the flare gun includes a
galvanized steel container with four-sided lockable lid marked ''SIGNAL
PISTOL CONTAINER'' with intact rubber seals and handles on two
sides of the body with the whole case measuring about 8 3/4'' x 8 3/4 x
12 1/2''. The other markings on the body of the case are no longer
legible and it has aged to a dull gray patina with light oxidation overall.
Also included is one fired aluminum flare casing marked ''#52 / RED
STAR PARACHUTE SIGNAL / APPROVED BY / U.S. COAST GUARD /
MERCHANT MARINE INSPECTION'' along with the International Flare
Signal Co.'s address with both the case and aluminum base dated
''SEPT 1943'' with a second aluminum base also bearing the same date.
A very fine condition WWII era flare gun with accessories.
(23A6519-147) {NON-GUN}
RCBS TrimPro Power Case Trimmer
One lightly used and fully-functional power case trimmer in near
excellent condition retaining 98% textured green finish and original blue
with very light oxidation on the rotating steel arm. The unit features an
on/off lever and includes seven shell holders (02, two 03, 04, 10, 14, 20)
and 12 pilots (22, two 24, 25, 26, 27, 35, two 44, two 45, 45R). The unit
is bolted to a piece of plywood to aid in stability. (236519-48)
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Mould Blocks
This lot contains the following Lyman mould blocks: #454485 2 cavity,
#508656 1 cavity, #452488 2 cavity, #454616 1 cavity, #375449 2
cavity, #548647 1 cavity, #457658 1 cavity, #452460 2 cavity, #457671
1 cavity, #311332 2 cavity, #577611 1 cavity, #454647 2 cavity #41027
with base plug, and #575213 with homemade base plug. Also included
is one Ideal #452423 1 cavity, one Ideal #45468 1 cavity, an unmarked
.299 cal. paper patch 2 cavity mould, an unmarked .455 cal. 1 cavity
bronze mould with no sprue plate and an unmarked #533 .544 cal.
hollow base flat nose mould. Lot also contains the following Lyman
shotgun slug moulds: new-in-box 20 ga. bottom plug 1 cavity,
new-in-box 20 ga. with plug 1 cavity, 20 ga. with bottom plug 1 cavity, 20
ga. 1 cavity with no bottom plug, 16 ga. with bottom plug 1 cavity, 12 ga.
with bottom plug 1 cavity. Finally, there is one set of RCBS wood
handles with the underside of each handle showing a 1 1/4'' area of
scorched missing wood and light handle wear, four lead ladles and one
Lyman 4-cavity ingot mould and Lee 4-cavity ingot mould showing a few
minor cracks in the wood handle. Moulds remain in good to near
excellent condition with some displaying some minor oxidation. No
further descriptions or pictures are available. Please bid accordingly.
(236519-313G)
Lyman Universal Case Trimmer
One Lyman Universal Case Trimmer with Nine-Pilot Multi-Pack in very
good plus condition retaining 99% original orange enamel with some
slight silvering around the bench mounting holes and very light oxidation
staining on the rotating steel arm. Trimmer includes a spare cutting head
and nine pilots (22, 24, 27, 28, 30, 35, 9M 44, 45A) and comes in its
original Styrofoam packing with factory shipping sleeve in very good
condition with minor edge wear. (236519-48B)
Muzzleloading Accessories
Lot includes five contemporary powder horns, each a different size with
the largest measuring 15'' long and the smallest 5 1/2'' long all
appearing to be as-new each still retaining its original retail price tag.
The horns display a pleasing blend of creams, tans and grays and
feature carved flutes and ridges. The stoppers and bases appear to be
walnut and each horn has two small holes near the base for attaching a
carrying strap. The lot also contains one contemporary powder flask
measuring 6'' long with a fixed common top, outside spring and
removable charger marked ''MADE IN ITALY 15 gr.'' The brass top,
spring handle and charger remain bright while the body of the flask is a
blend of iridescent plums, greens and blues showing a panoply of
stacked arms similar to the Colt pattern of examples #815-817 on page
353 of The Powder Flask Book by Ray Riling. Also included is one
unopened package of three Butler Creek .58 cal. Lightning Loaders, and
the following new-in-package Thompson/Center products: one Rifle
Powder Measure item #7040 with a few small specks of light tarnishing
on the otherwise bright brass body, one Flintlock Pan Charger item
#7020, one set of four Thompson/Center flints item #7200, one 20-count
box of.50 cal. Maxi-Ball 370 gr. lubricated projectiles, and one loose Star
7 Capper. Lot also contains one sealed-in-original-packaging Master
Lock trigger lock with keys, two 100-count containers (200) of RWS
#1075 Plus percussion caps and one adjustable brass powder measure
able to measure 10-120 gr. of powder in 10 gr. increments. The
measure is marked ''CHALLENGER MGF CORP.'' and displays a
tarnished dark mustard patina. (236519-321)
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Assorted Gunsmithing Tools
This lot contains a wide variety of tools, many of which are gunsmithing
related, along with assorted firearms accessories. There are seven
Bullseye Shooting Aids spring kits including: #2 for Trooper and Lawman
Colt Mark III series which is opened and contains only one spring, #3-R
for rimfire S&W J frame revolvers, #7 for Colt Python and older Trooper
revolvers, #8 for Browning Hi-Power pistols, #10 for Colt Commanders,
AMT and Crown City firearms, #24 for Walther PPK and PPKS pistols in
32 and 380 ACP, and #26 for S&W Model 645. There is one T.W.
Menck Gunsmith Inc. rimfire chamber ironing swage, one Dewey Bore
Saver for Anschutz Model 64 .22 RF rifles, one sealed-in-package
Wheeler Crosshair Leveling Kit item #113-088, one sealed-in-package
Uncle Mike's Gun-Tite Adhesive from Loctite item #1631-0, one
12-count sealed package of Blue-Point Flex Stone 120 grit plastic
polishing stones, one Brownells Magna-tip Thin Bit Set containing 18
bits, and one new-in-package HiViz XCoil Redi-Fit Remington 870/1100,
& 1187 rubber recoil pad. Also included is one new-in-package
right-hand blued belt clip for Kel-Tec P32 pistols, one excellent condition
32 piece security screwdriver bit set in a protective rubber case, a
Disston 12-piece assorted set of Swiss Pattern Superfine files in near
excellent condition with a couple showing light oxidation, a miniature
16-piece screwdriver bit set with hollow storage handle, a bag of four
loose barrel links labeled ''Colt Long Links-Used'' with one marked ''13'',
two marked ''17'', and one marked ''21''. There is also one Uncle Mike's
Forend Band Quick Detach Sling Swivel Set for M1 Carbines item
#1081, there is one like-new Timney drop-in trigger for Springfield Model
1903-A3 rifles with directions, one like-new Tasco #30 Shot Saver bore
sighting kit for scopes complete with 14 like-new bore studs for calibers
.177-.45. Also included is a small selection of assorted screwdriver bits
and 5 assorted taps, two CenterPoint All-In-One Laser Boresighters one
of which is sealed-in-package and one loose, one small ball peen
hammer with removable peening face, one Williams front sight pushing
tool showing light edge wear, two scope ring alignment tools showing a
few tiny spots of light oxidation, a scope ring honing tool, a small hand
vice showing a few small areas of staining, a Starrett dial indicator with a
face that has yellowed with age but appears fully functional, a Starrett
''Last Word'' Universal Test Indicator in excellent condition and three
steel choke gauges: 12, 16 and 20 graduated in thousandths of an inch
and displaying some light oxidation staining. (236519-169F)
AK Gas Tube and Handguard Sets
This lot contains five sets of upper and lower color-matched handguard
sets with gas tubes with one walnut-stained set also containing a
matching wooden pistolgrip. Four sets are stained brown with ventilated
gas tubes. Also included is one natural-toned set without gas tube and
with a cleaning rod channel in the lower handguard. There are two
blonde-colored lower handguards and one russet-brown upper
handguard without gas tube. All are in very good plus to excellent
condition with the walnut-stained lower handguard showing a couple tiny
dents and a few small spots of light oxidation staining on the gas tubes.
Finally, there is one black polymer AK pistolgrip with screw and ferrule in
very good condition showing a few light storage scuffs and one black
ribbed polymer US-made ASK-74U handguard set with heat shield in
excellent condition and an AKS-74U-style 7.62x39mm booster muzzle
device with three compensator ports measuring 4'' in length in very good
condition retaining 90% Parkerized finish with a series of wrench marks
around the cylindrical exterior. (239734-1)
Weatherby Shotgun Case
A handsome green canvas luggage-style case with chocolate brown
leather-reinforced ends, handle and straps with buckles. The case
measures about 31 3/4'' x 10'' x 3 3/4'' and is designed to hold a double
shotgun with barrels 30'' or less. The exterior of the case rates very
good plus to near excellent with some very light soiling on the canvas
which will likely clean up and some light wear to a couple of the leather
corners along with some few light handling marks. The brass hardware
is bright and the combination locks appear to never have been used as
they retain the factory plastic anti-rotation pins. The hunter green
felt-lined interior rates like new and features a matching chocolate brown
leather oval marked in golden script ''Weatherby'' on the lid along with a
padded compartment for the shotgun frame and buttstock with a leather
containment strap lined with Velcro. Each end of the case has a small
compartment with leather loop handles one of which will hold two choke
tubes (not included) and the other contains the directions for the
combination locks. Two Pachmayr 20 gauge snap caps are included. A
very fine case for your prized shotgun. (23A9100-930A)
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Military Firearms Parts
This lot contains seven assorted parts as follows: One rare early-type
Browning Automatic Rifle bipod complete with two upper and lower legs,
two sets of wingnuts and bipod head. Bipod rates very good retaining
about 93-95% original black phosphate finish with a few scattered small
areas of light oxidation and loss and handling marks commensurate with
military service. Bipod appears to function properly with the left lower leg
gummed up and likely just needing a thorough cleaning and each upper
leg along with the head are stamped with an assembly number. Also
included are two FAL metric pattern dust covers one of which has the
desirable stripper clip guide. There is a stripped FAL bolt carrier
retaining about 98% gray Parkerized finish with light high edge and
bearing surface wear marked ''04736''. There is one M16 left side black
polymer triangle handguard with aluminum heat shield in very good
condition showing some minor handling marks and a tiny chip to the
exterior of one of the lower ''teeth'' that should not impact function. One
Japanese Arisaka Type 38 dust cover retaining perhaps 95% original
Parkerized finish with some streaks of loss toning to gunmetal gray on
the interior and some scattered speckles of oxidation staining. Finally,
there is a Marbles broken shell extractor marked ''348'' showing a few
tiny spots of light oxidation. (236519-282A)
.45 Caliber Basic Rifle Brass
60 Bertram Brass unprimed new brass cases with headstamps marked
''45-110 / BB'' with most measuring about 2.9'' with a few that are as
short as 2.7''. Cases all appear to be factory cut and each set of 20
comes in an excellent condition green and tan cardboard box from
Cheyenne Cartridge Boxes with a lid marked ''20 CENTRAL FIRE 20 /
SHARP'S RIFLE CARTRIDGES'' and the face of the box has a blank
chart labeled for caliber, shell length, powder grs. and bullet grs.
(239293-21)
.45 Caliber Basic Rifle Brass
100 Starline Brass unprimed new brass cases with headstamps marked
''45-2.6'' and measuring about 2.9''. Each set of 20 is in an excellent
condition green and tan cardboard box from Cheyenne Cartridge Boxes
with a lid marked ''20 CENTRAL FIRE 20 / SHARP'S RIFLE
CARTRIDGES'' and the face of the box has a blank chart labeled for
caliber, shell length, powder grs. and bullet grs. (239293-21A)
Ruger 10/22 Stocks
Two black synthetic Ruger 10/22 stocks. One is an Advanced
Technology Inc. thumbhole stock and upper handguard featuring sling
swivel studs and cooling vents in the forend in about excellent condition
with a few tiny spots of wear ahead of the grip. Also included is a
checkered Black Warrior brand pistolgrip stock in about excellent
condition which features sling loops and includes the metal folding
buttstock with ventilated rubber recoil pad though the necessary base
for the folding buttstock hinge is missing. (239293-6)
Stevens Shotgun Barrel
One 27'' plain barrel for a Stevens 12 ga. 520 or perhaps 620 slide
action shotgun with a bright excellent bore retaining about 98% original
blue with a few small scattered spots of light oxidation and tiny spots of
loss and streaks of operational wear toning to gunmetal gray. The left
side of the breech is marked ''PROOF TESTED—12 GAUGE—2 3/4
INCH CHAMBER—'' the barrel is sighted with a silver bead and features
a Poly Choke screwed onto the threaded muzzle. (239293-5)
7mm Mauser Brass Cases
Four sealed and one opened 20-count boxes (100 total) of Western
Super-X unprimed brass 7mm Mauser cases with the opened box
showing a few small specks of light tarnishing on the brass and some
load data written in pen on the lid. Also included are three 20-count
boxes (60 total) of Winchester Super-X fired brass 7mm Mauser cases
also showing a few spots of light tarnishing. (239283-5Q)
Chain Pickerel Decoy by Will Kirkpatrick
One excellent condition Chain pickerel decoy hand carved by Will E.
Kirkpatrick. The fish measures about 20'' long by 7 1/4'' high and
features realistic colors and details and has ''WEK'' discretely carved on
the belly. The decoy is mounted to a wooden stand that has been
painted with swirls of black and brick red. A very nice Chain pickerel
decoy that will look excellent in any sportsman's home. (23A8895-4)
Mallard Duck Decoys
Six Quack Decoy Corp. Standard Magnum Mallard duck decoys
consisting of three drakes and three hens. Two of the drakes and two of
the hens come complete with cordage and weights and all decoys
remain in near excellent condition with some scattered light signs of use
and muted colors. One of the drakes has an added patch of white paint
added behind the eyes and all decoys features rotating heads.
(23A6016-31)
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Cow Horns
Four cow horns perfect for crafting powder horns. Two measure
approximately 13'' long and 3'' in diameter at the bases, one 7'' long and
one 6'' long with both about 2'' in diameter at the bases and all
displaying a charcoal color at the tips that fades to gray and eventually
shades of tan towards the base. The two longest horns are in excellent
condition while the shorter horns rate very good with small holes drilled
around the bases along with some small chips and evidence of carving
around the edges of the opening. (236051-3)
Cow Horns
Five horns that can be used for crafting powder horns or rustic
decorations etc. One measures about 16'' long and 2'' in diameter at the
base, one 15'' long and 2'' in diameter, while three are about 7 1/2'' long
and 2 1/4'' in diameter. The two longest horns rate excellent and display
a blend of brown, cream and gray colors and have some rough ridges
near the bases. The three shorter horns rate perhaps very good with
holes drilled around their bases, a couple of which have chipped, with
one horn having a 1 1/4'' crack and a couple smaller cracks with all
showing some dings and carving around the edges of the bases. These
shorter horns are a blend of tan and brown and two of them display an
attractive ivory color around the bases. (236051-3D)
Rattling Antlers
Two Whitetail deer antlers and one Moose antler. The Moose antler has
two tines and measures about 15'' long and 14'' at the widest point and
appears to have been sawn off a larger piece of antler. Each of the deer
antlers have three tines and measure about 19'' long and 8 1/2'' between
the upper two tines. All antlers rate excellent with the two Whitetail deer
antlers having holes cleanly drilled through their bases. (236051-3A)
Arisaka Sporter Stock
A very handsome Bishop sporter stock for Japanese Arisaka rifles.
Stock features a full-length Mannlicher-style forend with metal nosecap,
capped pistolgrip and Monte Carlo-style buttstock with left side
cheekpiece. The metal triggerguard is toning to a plum-gray patina, the
nosecap retains 98% original blue with some light high edge wear while
the smooth walnut stock rates very good to near very good plus with a
shallow groove relieved into the point of comb and a few scattered small
handling marks from the years. The checkered polymer gripcap and
''BISHOP'' marked buttplate rate excellent. The stock features sling
swivels and a brown leather Model 1907-style sling in very good plus
condition with a few superficial cracks in the leather which otherwise
remains supple. (236519-547)
Powder Horns
Four powder horns, detailed as follows: one 13 1/2'' plain cream and
brown horn with a rounded wood base with a screw in the middle, two
parallel rings two inches from the spout which shows some dings and
chips and lacks a stopper. The base of the horn has a small hole and
chip in the edge where it meets the wooden base. One 14'' tawny brown
horn with rounded wood base and wood spout and no stopper in very
good plus condition with a narrow crack in the horn that runs into the
spout and a few tiny holes in the wood base which don't appear to enter
the horn. One about 9'' brown horn with decorative scalloped ridge
around the wood base and a raised ring at the base of the bulbous
spout. Horn is in near excellent condition with a 1 1/4'' chip in the edge
of the wood base, no plug and a ring in the center of the wood base.
Finally, one 5 3/4'' brown horn with rounded wood base and a flat sided
plug in near excellent condition. (236051-3B)
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Winchester Woodworking Planes
Three total. First is a Model 3025 with corrugated sole measuring 14''
long and about 2 1/2'' wide. Plane is in excellent condition with the lever
cap and outer edges of the body and the sole a silvery-gray color with a
few scattered faint specks of light oxidation while the interior surfaces of
the body retain nearly all their original black enamel finish. The brass
depth adjustment knob displays an ochre patina. The smooth wooden
handle and knob rate very good plus with a few light handling marks.
''WINCHESTER / TRADEMARK'' is marked in red at the base of the
lever cap while the model number is ahead of the handle. Also included
is a Model 3011 with smooth sole measuring 15'' long and about 2 3/4''
wide. The plane retains about 90% original black enamel on the interior
of the body with some scattered small spots of loss and scattered tiny
spots of light oxidation while the remaining metal surfaces have aged to
a mottled dark gray patina with some scattered small areas of light
pitting and oxidation staining. The depth adjustment knob appears a
light straw patina. The wood handle and knob rate perhaps very good
with some play in the handle along with a crack running forward of the
attachment screw with some dings and handling marks on both the
handle and knob from honest use. ''WINCHESTER / TRADEMARK'' is
marked in red at the base of the lever cap while the model number is
ahead of the handle. Finally, there is a Model 3089 low angle block
plane with smooth sole measuring about 7'' long and 2'' wide. The metal
surfaces are toning to an overall dark gray-brown patina with strong
remnants of original black enamel on the interior surfaces of the body
while the lever cap appears a mottled gray and brown patina with
scattered spots of oxidation staining and a few specks of paint transfer
overall. The adjustable throat locking knob and blade adjustment screw
have aged to a pewtery-gray patina. The front of the lever cap is marked
''WINCHESTER / TRADE MARK'' and the model number is ahead of the
blade adjusting screw. (238087-223)
Shooters Lot
Three items as follows: One very nice wood cased shotgun cleaning kit
in like-new condition with the walnut case measuring 14'' x 4'' x 2'' and
displaying a few light handling marks. The case has a green faux velvet
interior with compartments for a three piece hickory cleaning rod with a
grooved handle and brass connectors measuring 36'' long when
assembled and in excellent condition appearing to have never been
used. There are also fitted compartments for a polymer shotgun jag,
brass bore brush, bore mop and a small pen-sized container of Kleen
Bore Formula 3 Gun Conditioner. Also included are one 20 ga. and one
.410 bore Tomlinson Gun Cleaners featuring brass wire sides with two
extra brass wire inserts per caliber in the original factory box for the 20
ga. cleaner in very good condition with each side missing the inner flaps
along with a small rip in one side flap and minor edge and corner wear.
Finally, there is one vintage Remington wooden ammunition box
measuring about 14'' x 5 3/4'' x 6'' in good condition with the exterior
showing numerous scratches and storage marks from the years with the
leather handle on one side heavily-worn and only a remnant remaining
on the other. The front and back of the box are marked in heavily-faded
red lettering ''Remington / Express'' along with the ''Remington Arms Co.
Inc.'' the Du Pont logo and ''Bridgeport, Connecticut.'' ''EXTRA LONG
RANGE WETPROOF KLEANBORE PRIMING'' is written in green
lettering that is much clearer. The left and right sides are marked in the
same faded red lettering ''Remington / Express / WITH KEANBORE
PRIMING'' and in green lettering ''410 GA 2 1/2 IN. 7 1/2'' across the top
and ''1/2-7 1/2 LOAD RX410-7 1/2 / 500 SHOT SHELLS'' along the
bottom. The box has a rudimentary latch to close the lid. (237740-13)
U.S. M1/M2 Carbine Sporter Stock
An attractive skipline checkered American black walnut Monte Carlo
pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece and rosewood gripcap and
forend tip for the U.S. M1/M2 Carbine. Stock rates very good plus with a
short grain crack in the right wood line of the action, light finish wear on
the edges of the cheekpiece, and some scattered light dings and
handling marks. The stock features a Pachmayr ventilated rubber rifle
pad and is inlet on the interior left side for the M2 selector switch. There
is no provision for a barrel band and the forend has a slotted head screw
behind the forend tip to interface with a lug on the bottom of a modified
carbine barrel. Be the only person at your club to have a California-style
M1 Carbine. (23A7740-5)
348 Win Brass Cases
One 20-count box of Winchester Western 348 Win primed brass cases
and one 20-count and one partial 15-count box (35 total) of Winchester
Western 348 Win unprimed brass cases. The brass cases rate near
excellent with some light tarnishing on the headstamps. (237740-14A)
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Souvenir Powder Horns
Four horns total. One horn has no base and the tip has not been drilled
for a plug and measures about 15'' long. Horn is a mixture of light tans
blending to gray-brown near the tip and is painted with sprigs of flowers
overall. There are two small eyelets with rings attached to one side for a
carrying strap (not included) and horn rates very good plus with an
unobtrusive crack running down the outer curve. The second horn also
has no base and the tip has not been drilled for a plug and measures
about 18'' long. Horn is mostly a gray color with a lightly tarnished ring of
brass around the base which has a loop holding a multi-colored braided
yarn strap that attaches to an eyelet at the tip of the horn. The braided
strap terminates in a pompom. The horn is further decorated with a
colorful painting of mountains, likely the Andes, as Chile is written
beneath them along with an orange painted antique car, ''jpv'' is written
in white inside a green rectangle, and there is a white painted phrase in
Spanish which due to the font is not readily discernable. Horn rates
about excellent. Also included is a powder horn measuring about 19''
long which is a blend of creams, grays and black at the tip with a
finial-shaped horn plug. The cork base is attached by a ring of tacks and
is marked ''Portugal''. The horn rates near excellent with a few small
chips around the edge of the base and features a leather carry strap.
Finally, there is a powder horn measuring about 10'' in length which is
an attractive blend of cream and light brown with walnut base and
circular plug. The horn features a rawhide carry strap and a small piece
of horn tip is also attached by a smaller strip of rawhide. Horn rates
excellent with a few tiny impact marks. (23A6051-3C)
Powder Flasks
Two brass powder flasks as follows: One plain flask measuring 9 1/4'' in
length featuring a screw-off patent top marked ''JAMES DIXON / &
SONS / SHEFFIELD'' which is missing its outside spring and charger.
The body of the flask is toning to a dull coppery patina with some
scattered spots of verdigris, a few small dents and light handling marks.
The top is lightly tarnished, particularly in the checkering of the
thumbpiece with a small area of light verdigris on the edge. A loop of
braided red cord is attached to the left and right sides of the flask.
Overall, the flask rates very good to very good plus. The second flask is
fluted and measures 7 1/2'' in length and matches Riling's #297. The
flask features a Hawksley-marked screw-off patent top with an outside
spring and a Hawksley-marked adjustable charger which matches
Riling's #1399 labeled on one side from 2 1/4 to 4 1/4 drams in
increments of 1/2, and on the other side from 60 to 110 grains in
increments of 10. The brass surfaces of the collar, top and charger have
aged to a dark mustard patina with some tiny speckles of darker
tarnishing, a small area of light oxidation on the spring, and an area on
the collar toning to brown. The charger adjusts freely and the springs
function well mechanically. The body is mostly a dull coppery-brown
patina with scattered lighter streaks on the flutes and some small spots
of oxidation staining. Both the collar and bottom of the swell are
discreetly-marked in small font with an identical museum accession
number. Few handling marks and no dings or indentations are present
and overall, the flask rates very good plus to fine. (23A6051-1)
Powder Horns
Two powder horns as follows: One very attractive ornate powder horn
measuring about 9 1/2'' in length with a carved wooden base featuring a
raised bone center and a spout decorated with multiple parallel ridges.
The horn displays a blend of cream, tan and brown colors and along
with the wooden and bone base, is covered in attractive carved
intertwined rosettes and geometric patterns. The horn does not have a
stopper and features a brass swivel and ring on the spout and a fixed
brass ring attached to the bone portion of the base. The brass surfaces
show some minor tarnishing and areas of light verdigris. Overall, this
lovely powder horn rates excellent. The second powder horn measures
4'' in length and features a flat wooden base and a carved wooden
stopper. The horn is a very dark brown to black color and shows some
natural ridges and rough spots and a few dings and handling marks. The
horn has a piece of cordage attached at the spout which secures the
stopper and has a tag marked ''Alaska Indian Powder Horn''.
(23A8583-15A)
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Powder Flasks
Three powder flasks as follows: One contemporary reproduction
Colt-style flask measuring about 6'' in length showing stacked arms
similar to the Colt pattern on pages 353-354 of The Powder Flask Book
by Ray Riling. Flask features a common plain top with outside spring
and a fixed charger. The brass top and charger remain mostly bright
while the copper alloy body has a slight patina and a couple areas of
darker discoloration on the stacked arms of one side. The spring
functions well mechanically and overall, the flask rates very good plus.
The second is a contemporary reproduction Colt-style pistol flask
measuring 3 1/2'' in length showing an eagle similar to the Colt pattern
on page 353 of Riling's book. Flask features a common plain top missing
its outer spring and a fixed charger showing the remnants of ''MADE IN
ITALY''. The brass top and charger have aged to an ochre patina and
both the copper alloy body and brass surfaces have areas of dark
tarnishing, verdigris and light oxidation. The thumbpiece does not move
and the flask rates perhaps good overall. Finally, there is a zinc flask
measuring 6'' in length with a panel design similar to Riling's #551
featuring a patent top with inside spring and adjustable charger. The
body is toning to a dull pewtery-gray patina with areas of white zinc
oxide overall. The top and charger have been painted green, the
adjustable four-position charger is seized and the thumbpiece is mostly
functional though it can get stuck in the open position. There is a small
ring attached to each side of the throat and the flask rates perhaps very
good overall. (238583-15)
Collectible Shot Shell Boxes
Two total: (1) American Cartridge Co. American Eagle red, white and
black 12 ga. shotshell box in overall very good plus condition with lightly
rounded corners and edges and minor scuffs. The box has darkened
nicely with age and shows light pencil markings, the endflaps remain
intact. Included are (16) assorted paper hull shells; (1) full 25 rd. Federal
Monark multi-color shotshell box with flying mallard on front and back of
box. The box is in near excellent condition with slightly rounded corners
and minor age staining. The shells are 2 1/2" No. 4 paper hulls.
(58179-2A) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Winchester Leader Shotshell boxes
Two empty 25 rd. boxes total: (1) 12 ga. & (1) 20 ga. Winchester Leader
paper shotshell boxes with red, white, blue and gold wrap-over paper
labels in overall very good plus to near excellent condition with slightly
rounded corners. The labels are both punch-dot date coded, remain
nearly all intact with some light scuffs and tears on the bottom of the 20
ga. label, the top of the label has faded lightly with time. The side label
of the 20 ga. box lists the shells as having been loaded with Dupont
Ballistite powder while the 12 ga. shells were loaded with New Schultze.
A nice pair of Winchester shotshell boxes. (58179-2B) [David Whipple
Collection]
Vintage Shotshell boxes
Two total: (1) Winchester Ranger 12 ga. Super Trap Load blue, yellow
and red one piece box in overall very good condition with a small hole at
the top rear edge and a couple small tears along the edges. The box
shows light age staining and numbers marked in pencil on the top lid.
Included are (14) various paper hull shells; (1) Peters Rustless 12 ga.
High Velocity two piece box with multi-color wrap-over paper label
showing flying goose. The box remains in very good plus condition with
nearly fully intact punch-dot date coded label and only slightly rounded
corners, lightly worn edges and minor age staining. Included are (19)
assorted Peters paper hull shells. A nice pair of older shotshell boxes.
(58179-2C) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible C-I-L Export Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece cardboard box of Canadian Industries Limited
EXPORT Dominion smokeless super-clean 12 ga., No. 6 shotshells. The
blue, red, white and gold colored wrap-around label shows picture of
shell on the top and remains 98% intact with tiny scuffs and rubs along
the edges. The buff cored box remains in very good plus condition with
good corners and light age staining, the bottom shows two red paper
labels along the top and bottom with prices written in ink on the bottom.
A nice C-I-L shotshell box. (58179-2F) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Winchester Shotshell Boxes
Two 12 ga., paper shotshell boxes total: (1) Repeater two piece box with
multi-color lightning bolt wrap-over label. The label remains about 80%
intact with small scuff in the center of the top label and majority of loss to
the punch-dot date coded bottom label. The box remains about very
good overall with lightly rounder corners, modest staining and pencil
markings on both sides and bottom of box. Upper right side flap has
paper surcharge label which reads "LOADED / WITH / DUPONT
POWDER"; (1) Leader Oval two piece box with red, yellow and black
wrap-over label. The label remains about 80% intact with modest
staining and the majority of loss to the bottom label. The box remains in
good condition having weakened slightly, still with intact seams showing
more moderate staining and pencil writings. (58179-2R) [David Whipple
Collection]
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Collectible Sears Roebuck & Co. Shotshell Boxes
Two 12 ga. "Xtra-Range" Sport Load boxes total: (1) two piece box with
multi-color wrap-over label showing goose flying in front of sun on top
and upper side and picture of shell and information on lower side and
bottom of box. The label remains about 98% intact with only some very
minor staining and scuffing. The box remains excellent as well with good
corners, some minor age staining and edge wear and original ".35" cent
price tag on right side of the lid; (1) two piece orange, red and blue box
with silhouette of flying goose on top of box and upper endflap. The box
remains in good to very good condition with light creases and age
staining, the lower endflap has a small tear in the right center.
(58179-2S) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible United States Cartridge Co. Defiance Shotshell Box
(1) two piece natural colored box with red, white, blue and gold colored
wrap-over label. The top shows reads "DEFIANCE / 12 GA. /
SHOT-SHELLS" above company address with large "US" in circle at the
center while the side labels show similar writing with picture of shotshell
in center and size of shells in corner. The punch-dot date coded label
remains about 85% intact with missing parts primarily on the bottom with
the rest of the label showing a couple light scuffs and age and dirt
staining. The corners are only slightly rounded and the edges showing
minor wear. Included are 25 assorted paper hull shells. (58179-2G)
[David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Montgomery Ward & Co. Red Head Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece natural colored 12 ga. box with multi-color
wrap-over label. The labels remain about 98% intact with some tiny
tears and scuffs along the edges. The top shows flying goose over
mountain pond scene and black Red Head Shot Shells callout, sides
show pictures of shells with old store price label on the lower side. The
box remains in very good condition remaining structurally intact with
lightly rounded edges and corners with gripping impressions. There is a
small split in one edge on the bottom compartment. A nice, colorful Red
Head shotshell box. (58179-1AW) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. Climax Heavies Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece natural colored 10 ga. box with tri-color wrap-over
label. The punch-dot date coded label remains about 95% intact with
light tears and scuffs along the corners and edges. The top shows black
"US" in circle logo in center along with "CLIMAX HEAVIES / 10 GA. /
LONG-RANGE LOADS" above company address. The sides show
similar markings with red and gold colored shotshell. The box remains
very good plus with lightly rounded corners, age staining and a small
tear along the lower left side edge. (58179-1AX) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. Climax Heavies Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece natural colored 12 ga. box with tri-color wrap-over
label. The punch-dot date coded label remains about 98% intact with
light scuffs and tiny tears along the edges. The label shows overall light
staining and a 2" crease along the top upper left corner The top shows
blue "US" in circle logo in center along with "CLIMAX HEAVIES / 12 GA.
/ LONG-RANGE LOADS" above company address. The sides show
similar markings with red and gold colored shotshell. The box remains in
very good plus condition with only lightly rounded corners and age
staining. (58179-1AY) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. Defiance Shotshell Boxes
Two total: (1) empty 12 ga. & 20 ga. two piece natural colored boxes
with tri-color wrap-over labels. The 12 ga. box remains near excellent
with slightly rounded corners and age staining while the 20 ga. box
remains good with lightly rounded corners, age staining and a 2 1/2" thin
tear in the top center. The tops show red "US" in circle logo in centers
along with "DEFIANCE / SHOT-SHELLS" above company addresses
and gauge designations in the center. The labels remain mostly intact
with tiny tears and scuffing along the edges, the 20 ga. box with perhaps
a little more staining. (58179-1AZ) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. Climax Shotshell Box
(1) empty 20 ga. natural colored 20 ga. two piece box with blue and
orange wrap-over label. The punch-dot date coded label remains about
90% intact with light scuffs and tears mainly along the bottom edges,
minor staining and numbers written in ink on the top and lower side
label. The top shows outstretched eagle and stags surrounding shield
shaped company logo, sides show log with facsimile black shell. The
box remains about very good with intact seam with lightly rounded
edges and modest age staining. (58179-1BA) [David Whipple Collection]
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Collectible Selby Shotgun Load Shotshell Box
(1) empty 16 ga. two piece natural colored box with multi-colored
wrap-over label. The label remains about 80% intact with majority of loss
due to tears along the bottom of box and rear and front sides. The top
shows green bordered blue Selby Smelting & Lead Co. circular shotshell
Selby Loads logo on red background with splatters of brown staining,
the sides show similar design with large red "S" centered between oval
"SELBY LOADS / E.C. SMOKELESS" above and below with "16" and "7
1/2" on either side, the upper side is missing the lower half of the label.
The box remains in good to very good condition with intact seams, lightly
rounded corners and edges starting to separate along the left edge of
the bottom compartment. A solid rather rare Selby shotshell box.
(58179-1BB) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Dominion Cartridge Co. Meteor Shotshell Box
(1) empty 12 ga. two piece natural colored box with red, yellow and
white wrap-over label. The label remains about 85% intact with minor
scuffing along the edges, majority due to missing lower left corner on the
front side of label. Top shows "METEOR" at top with oval Canadian
Industries Limited Dominion Ammunition crossed shell and cartridge in
"D" logo. The box remains in very good condition with light soiling and
intact seams with lightly rounded corners. (58179-1BC) [David Whipple
Collection]
Collectible Peters Target Shotshell Box
(1) empty 12 ga. buckshot two piece natural colored box with
multi-colored wrap-over label. The label remains in very good plus
condition with light staining and scuffing along the edges and remains
about 75% intact with loss confined to the bottom label. The top reads
"Peters / TARGET / PAPER SHOT SHELLS" with flying grouse and bulk
smokeless powder callout, the front shows colored picture of shell with
measurements. The box remains in very good condition with age
staining and a lightly compressed bottom. An attractive Peters shotshell
box. (58179-1BD) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Peters High Velocity Shotshell Box
(1) empty 28 ga. one piece multi-color box. The top of box shows
climbing mallard with "Peters / HIGH / VELOCITY / Rustless" and
"LONG RANGE HARD HITTING" callout, the sides show blue and gold
colored picture of shell. The box remains very good having darkened
over the years with rounded corners and light scuffing along the edges
with a small tear along the rear edge. An attractive little Peters shotshell
box. (58179-1BF) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Western Xpert Shotshell Box
(1) empty 12 ga. two piece natural colored box with multi-color green
wrap-over label. The label shows ingrained dirt and age staining and
remains mostly intact with light scuffing and some tiny tears along the
top lower left corner. The top shows working Pointer with East Alton
address below. The box remains in good to very good condition with
light staining, rounded corners and edges and a small hole in the upper
left front corner with a smaller pinhole in the inside edge. A rather
attractive not so common Xpert shotshell box. (58179-1BG) [David
Whipple Collection]
Collectible Western Super-X Shotshell Box
(1) empty 20 ga. two piece natural colored box with red, blue and beige
wrap-over label. The label remains about 95% intact with bends and
scuffs at the corners along with light pencil and ink writing on the top
and front side, the top shows East Alton address along the bottom. The
box remains in about very good condition with light staining and side
compression, the lid shows an old glue repair to one corner.
(58179-1BH) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Western Field Shotshell Boxes
(1) empty 20 ga. and 12 ga. natural colored boxes with multi-color
labels. The tops show red Western diamond trademark logos with blue
over yellow "FIELD", quail in grass and East Alton address. The upper
sides each show colored pictures of shells while the lower side of the 20
ga. box has matching logo with blue outlined red "FIELD" and shell
measurements and the larger 12 ga. lower side has Western logo above
large blue "X" and "SUPER" in nameplate. The labels show light staining
and scuffing along the edges with more modest scuffing along the top of
the 12 ga. label. The boxes remain about very good showing light
staining and side compressions, the bottom section of the 20 ga. box
shows a separating center seam and an old glue repair along the bottom
edge. (58179-1BI) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Winchester Ranger Shotshell Boxes
(1) empty 16 ga. and 12 ga. two piece natural colored boxes with blue,
red and white wrap-over top labels. The labels are identical with red
outlined Ranger and straight red "STAYNLESS" callout along the
bottoms. The label on the 16 ga. box shows light scuffing along the
edges and a glue repaired tear along the lower left front corner, the label
on the 12 ga. box shows modest tears and scuffing on the bottom, both
show light soiling. The boxes remain in about very good condition with
light rounded corners and edges with light soiling and an old price
written on the right side of the 16 ga. box. (58179-1BJ) [David Whipple
Collection]
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Collectible Winchester Repeater Shotshell Box
(1) empty 12 ga. two piece natural colored box with multi-color lightning
bolt and red dot cross-bordered Winchester "W" wrap-over label. The
top label remains about 90% intact with overall light age staining and a
couple small holes and tears along the lower edge of the front label
while the faded salmon colored punch-dot coded bottom label shows
modest scuffs, soiling and a 1 1/2" perforation which is unobtrusive.
Except for the compressed perforation the bottom section of the box
remains intact with slight side compressions, the top however has a
folded tear on either side of the side flaps between the thumb cut-out
and corners along with the expected minor staining and side
compressions. (58179-1BK) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Winchester Leader Shotshell Box
(1) empty 12 ga. two piece natural colored box with multi-color lightning
bolt and yellow dot cross-bordered Winchester wrap-over label. The
label remains about 90% intact with small scuffs and tears long the
edges and corners, bottom label is punch dot-coded. The box remains in
good condition overall with rounded edges and corners and light
staining. The lower section has a full-length split along the left seam
while the top section has two smaller 1" splits along the left edge.
(58179-1BL) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Remington UMC Nitro Club Shotshell Box
(1) empty 10 ga. two piece natural colored with multi-color wrap-over
label. The top shows flying mallard in front of sunburst on top with full
Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Co. and Union Metallic
Cartridge Works call out below. The front shows picture of shell with
"SMOKELESS" on hull with Remington UMC red dot logo above and
"NITRO CLUB" below and the left side is stamped "STEEL LINED". The
label remains 95-97% intact with minor age staining and edge scuffing
mainly along the bottom of the box. The box remains in very good
condition with lightly rounded corners and edges, the top edge of the
bottom compartment shows more moderate wear but still intact.
(58179-1BM) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible Remington UMC Kleanbore Nitro Express Shotshell Box
(1) empty two piece green colored box with yellow, red and green
sunburst/dogbone top label and multi-colored flying mallard front side
label. The label has lightly darkened with age but remains mostly intact
with scattered light wrinkling and scuffing along the edges and corners
and light pencil markings on the front side label. The box remains in very
good condition remaining fully intact with light staining and scuffing
along a couple of the edges. (58179-1BN) [David Whipple Collection]
Collectible .410 Remington Nitro Express Shotshell Boxes
Two total: (1) two piece green colored box with yellow, red and green
sunburst/dogbone wrap-over label. The label remains about 75% intact
with light scuffing along the edges and only remnants of the bottom label
remaining. The box remains in very good plus condition with fully intact
seams, lightly rounded edges and old price written in black crayon on
right side of cover; (1) one piece yellow red and green Kleanbore Nitro
Express Extra Long Range box. The top and front label have red dot
Remington DuPont logo while the left and right sides have picture of
shell centered between both company logos, the left side has "NITRO /
LONG RANGE / EXPRESS" written on the hull while the right side has
"KLEANBORE" written on the hull. The box remains in very good
condition overall with rounded but intact corners and edges, modest
staining more prevalent on the bottom, the left side of the box has a
price written in black crayon. (58179-1BP) [David Whipple Collection]
Vintage Winchester Bullets and Primers
Twelve boxes total: (2) sealed and (1) 25 ct. opened box of Winchester
.38-55, 255 gr. soft point metal patched bullets in two piece boxes with
white wrap-over labels; (1) sealed 25 ct. box of Western 38-40 Win., 180
gr. soft point bullets in two piece box with natural wrap-over label. The
left corners of the lid have split, the box however remains sealed; (3) 25
ct. boxes of 303 Sav., 190 gr. soft point bullets in opened two piece
boxes with orange wrap-over labels, two have been sealed with paper
tape, the lid on the other is split along one corner; (2) opened 25 ct.
boxes of .30 cal., 170 gr. full patch bullets with red wrap-over labels with
intact labels showing light scuffing along the edges, the corners have
been fixed with cellophane tape; (1) sealed two piece box of .30 Win.,
170 gr. soft point bullets with salmon colored wrap-over label; (1)
opened two piece box with orange wrap-over label containing (22) 30
Win., 170 gr. soft point metal patched bullets missing the left side of the
lid; (1) opened slide-out box with red wrap-over label containing (99)
New No. 4 Primers for Leader and Repeater smokeless powder paper
shot shells. The label is partially missing on the right side, the lid shows
modest staining, the corners of the interior compartment have been
reinforced with cellophane tape. (58179-1CE) [David Whipple Collection]
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L.L. Bean Hunting Vests
Two total: (1) Large Men's Technical Upland Vest Pack, 100%
600-denier polyester canvas with moulded back panel, fully adjustable
rip-resistant polyester fabric backed with polyurethane to keep out
moisture, waist belt has two top-load pockets each holding a box of
shells, bloodproof rear loading game pocket, two detachable pouches to
hold electronics and hydration compatible, the bladder sold separately;
(1) XL/XXL Reg. #OOBK2 game vest with nylon back body with mesh
covering, game bag and extra-large pockets. (57704-13A,B)
Air Pistols
Three total: (1) Baikal MP-53M .177 air pistol in excellent condition, the
metal surfaces retaining all their original blue, included is an original box
and manual; (1)Taurus Millennium PT111 6 mm plastic airsoft pistol in
lightly worn factory packaging; (1) Marksman BB/.177 cal. pistol in very
good plus condition showing light scratches, handling marks and black
marker writing on right side of pistol. (57704-6,7,8)
Cleaning Kits
Five total: (1) used Hoppes's .30 cal. cleaning kit containing three-piece
rod with handle, assorted non-original brass jags and nearly full can of
lubricating oil; (1) used Hoppe's 9 gun cleaning kit containing
three-piece rod, bore snake, patches and rod end accessories; (1) used
Outers shotgun cleaning kit containing three-piece rod, brush, loop and
partial bottle of solvent, oil and patches; (1) Hoppes's black powder
cleaning rod; (1) PIC .22 cal. three-piece cleaning rod with brush, loop
and jag. (57704-14)
Hunter Holsters
Five total: (2) #1100-47 holsters, one is older with three rivets in belt
loop and drain hole at tip while the other is a modern holster with two
belt loop rivets and no drain hole; (1) 1100-52; (1) 1100-G50;
(1)1100-39, all right-handed and in near excellent condition showing
light age wear and staining. (57704-10)
Leather Holster Belts and Slings
Seven items total: (1) Triple K Brand #110-L C 45 Left hand holster belt;
(1) Pathfinder paddle leather rifle sling; (1) unmarked basketweave
tooled leather sling with tooled knife pouch; (4) narrow leather slings,
three are commercial dual hole military style. Conditions remain very
good to near excellent. (57704-10A)
Cannon, Spurs and Powder Carrier Lot
Five items total: (1) Miniature naval cannon on a Garrison style carriage,
The iron tube measures 9 5/8" overall, is vented and the flaking black
finish is toning to brown patina with scattered oxidation, pitting and
staining. The softwood carriage is equipped with a short rope handle,
shows light dirt staining and the rear wooden axle has come loose; (1)
plain bodied brass powder flask measuring 6 1/2" overall, equipped with
dual hangers, fixed common top and a four position Sykes style charger.
The body is a tarnished brown gray patina with scattered staining, spots
of verdigris and a couple shallow dents, there is a small dent along the
top edge of the charger, the spring remains strong and functional; (1)
modern powder horn measuring 12" from the tip of the throat to the edge
of the base. Horn remains very good with a couple light chips and
marks, the neck has been turned for carry strap and is equipped with a
wooden base plug with turned finial and stopper; (1) pair of nickel plated
spurs with chains and leather straps. The inside of the spurs are marked
" U.S. / A.R", the leather shows light scuffing but along with chains
remain intact; (1) antique oval air rifle crank equipped with two small
teats on one edge (one is slightly bent and a double L-shaped hook on
the opposite side. The iron surfaces have turned to brown patina
retaining perhaps 30% flaking original finish. (59713-19A)
Vintage Lyman 310 Tong/Truline reloading Accessories
This lot contains (90+/-) assorted different items for use in Lyman or
Truline hand loaders. Included are expanding and decapping dies, neck
expanders, expander stem assemblies, heads, die seats and adapters.
Items remain in very good plus to excellent condition some with minor
edge wear and age staining. (59713-5L)
Bullet Moulds
Six total: (1) Modern Bond #B-429-565-750, dual-cavity .429 SWCPB
mould block with handles for casting two different weight bullets; (1)
Modern Bond #B-429-750, dual-cavity .429 SWCPB block with handles;
(1) Modern Bond #B-257-730, dual-cavity .257 RN mould block with
handles; (1) Lyman .457 dual-cavity round ball mould block with
handles; (1) Lyman #313492, dual-cavity 32 cal. WC mould block with
handles; (1) Lee R-E-A-L, dual-cavity .50 cal., 320 gr. mould block with
handles. All remain in very good to excellent condition, some with light
oxidation, age staining and handle wear. (56519-313)
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Hensley & Gibbs Bullet Moulds
Seven total: (1) #503 four cavity, 44 cal. 250 gr. Keith mould block with
handles; (1) #51 four cavity, 38 spl. 160 gr. SWCPB mould block with
handles; (1) #503 six cavity, 44 cal. 250 gr. Keith mould block with
handles; (1) #68 four cavity, 45 ACP 200 gr. SWCPB mould block with
handles; (1) #35 two cavity, 44 cal. 240 gr. SWC; (1) #58M single cavity,
58 cal. round ball block with handles. Moulds remain in very good to
excellent condition, most with sharp edges, clean cavities showing minor
oxidation and age staining, #35 mould has some dark stain or paint on
the handles and #58 round ball mould has loose collars on the handles.
(56519-313A)
Bullet Moulds
Six total: (1) Ideal #452460 six cavity gang mould, 45 cal. 200 gr.
SWCPB. The iron surfaces toned to brown with overall fine oxidation
and impact marks from years of use, the cavities remain mostly clean
with light oxidation. The wood handles show modest wear and 3 1/2"
crack along the right handle, the collars remain intact retaining much
original blue with light oxidation; (1) unmarked six cavity gang mould,
.440" RN PB. The iron surfaces show overall pitting and light oxidation,
cavities still show good edges. The wood handles show light wear and
age cracks, the brass collars show a tarnished patina with light impact
marks; (1) unmarked .56 cal. round ball/conical ball mould, iron surfaces
have toned to brown with overall fine pitting and oxidation, the cavity
edges remain mostly clean showing light edge wear. The walnut handles
remain very good with fading original finish and light handling marks.
The buttcap is missing in the right handle and the brass collars have a
tarnished patina with light handling marks; (1) Lyman #358432 four
cavity block, 357 cal., 160 gr. WC and #311410 four cavity block 30 M1
carbine/7.62x39mm, both with overall light oxidation still retaining much
original blue and good clean edges in the cavities; (1) Redding Saeco
four cavity block, 401 cal. 200 gr. SWCBB. In very good plus condition
with sharp clean edges and light surface oxidation. (56519-313B)
Bullet Moulds
Six total: (1) NEI #239366, 2863662 two cavity combo mould, .365" RN
PB, dual weight mould; (1) Rapine #520300, single cavity .525 SWCPB
mould block with handles; (1) RCBS #32-77-RN, two cavity 32 cal. 77
gr. RNPB mould block with handles; (1) Lyman #358311, two cavity 38
cal RNPB mould block with handles; (1) Rapine two cavity .570" round
ball mould block with handles; (1) Ideal #313445, 32 cal., SWCPB mould
block with handles. All remain in very good plus to excellent condition
with clean sharp edges in the cavities, the metal surfaces showing some
very fine oxidation and age staining and the handles a few minor
storage marks, a couple showing cellophane taped paper labels.
(56519-313C)
Bullet Moulds
Four total: (1) Ideal "Perfection" single cavity 38-55 mould with locking
screw base for adjustable weight of bullet; (1) Hock #459510, custom
single cavity 45 cal., (rifle) 510 RN; (1) Redding Saeco #535, .339" 215
gr. FN Hudson 2-dia. mould block with handles; (1) custom unmarked
brass mould with iron sprue cutter for 38-55 bullet with adjustable base
plug. All remain in very good to excellent condition with clean edges in
cavities, some minor light oxidation staining and impact marks, minor
scratches and tool marks, handles on last mould show light wear and
gaps at collars. (56519-313D)
Bullet Moulds
12 total: (1) Ideal #321297, single cavity 32 cal. mould; (1) Ideal
#429220, single cavity 44 cal. mould with homemade sprue plate; (1)
Ideal #32363, single cavity 32 cal. round ball mould; (1) Ideal single
cavity 32 cal. 98 gr., RNFPPB mould; (1) Ideal #285221, single cavity 28
cal. mould; (1) unmarked single cavity 32 cal. mould for small bullet
possibly 95 gr.; (1) Lyman #35891, single cavity .38 WC mould block
with handles; (1) custom single cavity .577 RN mould with threaded
baseplate for adjusting weight; (1) Lee #90374, single cavity 45 cal.
RNFPPB 400 gr. mould block with handles; (1) Ideal single cavity mould
repurposed into .178 dia. RNPB; (1) Ideal single cavity mould 45 Govt.
RN; (1) Ideal single cavity mould 32-40 SP. All remain in about very
good to very good plus condition showing light oxidation, impact marks
and pitting on the metal surfaces, some slightly more modest with the
handles showing wear, handling marks, heat marks and drying cracks.
(56519-313E)
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Bullet Moulds
15 total: (1) Lyman #350447, dual cavity mould block with handles; (1)
Ideal #36072, single cavity mould; (1) Ideal #257231, single cavity
mould; (1) Ideal #228367, single cavity mould; (1) Ideal single cavity 32
cal. 98 gr. RNPB mould; (1) Ideal #308329, single cavity mould; (1) Ideal
#43220, single cavity mould; (1) Ideal #36073, single cavity mould with
set screw adjustable base for weight; (1) Ideal #457127 single cavity
mould; #321297, single cavity mould; (1) unmarked single cavity mould
brass lined to .330" RNFPPB; (1) Lyman #358429, single cavity mould
block with handles missing hollow point plug; (1) Ideal #457191, single
cavity mould block with handles; (1) Ideal #308245, single cavity mould;
(1) Ideal single cavity 38 cal. 100 gr. HBWC; (1) unmarked iron single
cavity mould .398" RNPB paper patch. All remain in about very good to
very good plus with most of the iron surfaces showing light oxidation
some with light pitting and impact marks. The wood handles show
handling marks, heat marks and flaking original finish and drying cracks.
(56519-313F)
Winchester Cleaning Kit
This walnut cleaning kit measures about 18''x9''x2 1/2'' while closed, and
18''x18''x1 3/8'' when opened, and shows brass oval ''Winchester''
marked plate on the cover. The kit is in overall very good condition with
a few light impact marks near the plate with one ding on the edge of the
plate, light edge wear along the top edge, and a few light handling
marks. The interior of the case lid is lined with red felt. Included in the
case is a two-piece wood cleaning rod with brass fittings, two turn
screws, 20 ga. and 12 ga. bore brushes, jags, and bore swabs, 20 ga
and 12 ga snapcaps, a box of patches, a pewter oil bottle, and a cloth
table cover. (14A8857-14)
Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms No. W33 Meat Grinder
This lot consists of one cast iron meat grinder in very good condition
with remnants of a nickel finish with moderate wear on the high edges
and contact points, flaking of the finish, and light handling marks. The
body of the grinder is marked ''No. / W33. / WINCHESTER'' with the cast
in letters remaining prominent, and the arm of the grinder is marked
''WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN.'' The
grinder appears to function well mechanically. (14A8857-5A)
Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms No. W110 Meat Grinder
This lot consists of one cast iron meat grinder in very good condition
with generous remnants of a nickel finish with light wear on the high
edges and contact points, flaking of the finish, scattered light oxidation,
and light handling marks. The body of the grinder is marked No. / W110.
/ WINCHESTER'', and the arm of the grinder is marked ''WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN.'' The grinder appears to
function well mechanically. (14A8857-5)
Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms No. W32 Meat Grinder
This lot consists of one cast iron meat grinder in very good condition
with about 75% nickel finish with light wear on the high edge and contact
points, light finish flaking, and light oxidation. The body of the grinder is
marked ''No. / W32. / WINCHESTER'', and the arm of the grinder is
marked ''WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN,
CONN.'' The grinder appears to function well mechanically, and included
with the grinder are three sizing plates. (14A8857-5B)
Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms No. W11 Meat Grinder
This lot consists of one cast iron meat grinder in very good condition
traces of nickel finish with an overall dark gray patina, with light oxidation
on the sizing plate. The body of the grinder is marked ''No. / W11. /
WINCHESTER'', and the arm of the grinder is marked ''WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN, CONN.'' The grinder appears to
function well mechanically. (14A8857-5C)
Assorted Inert Ordnance
This lot includes 15 assorted dummy and training ordnance pieces
including but not limited to a 37mm ''37G M3, M5 & M6 Drill Cartridge'', a
40mm M212 training grenade, a 20mm M21A1 dummy, dummy M67
and Mk 2 hand grenades, and assorted 20mm inert cartridges and
projectiles. Projectiles and cartridges show light tarnishing and oxidation,
and scattered handling marks. (149713-4D)
Shotgun Luggage Cases
Two leather-bound luggage-style shotgun cases, detailed as follows: (1)
Leather case measuring 32 1/2'' x 8 3/4'' x 3 3/4'' when closed, the
interior barrel compartment measuring 30 1/4'' in length. The interior is
nicely lined with red felt, and the exterior leather shows light wear on the
contact points, a few light handling marks, and features two securing
straps. (1) Leather case measuring 32'' x 9 1/4'' x 4 1/4'' when closed,
the interior barrel compartment measuring 31'' in length. The interior of
the case is lined with brown fabric and cushioned areas of faux fur,
which has been matted down from previous use. The exterior leather
has scattered light dings and handling marks. Included with the cases
are a single key for each. (149713-11C)
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Winchester Model 70 Stock
A McMillan Hunters Edge carbon fiber rifle stock for the Winchester
Model 70 bolt action rifle measuring 32 1/4'' long overall and fitted with a
1'' factory McMillan recoil pad. The pistolgrip stock features checkering
on the pistolgrip and forend, a straight comb, and two quick detach sling
studs. The stock is in near excellent condition with a spot of flattened
checkering on the left side of the forend, a tiny chip on the left side of
the barrel channel near the action, scattered light handling marks, and
features a black painted finish. A nice light hunting stock for your Model
70. (14A6519-341D)
Assorted Rifle Stocks
This lot contains three rifle stocks, detailed as follows: (1) Nicely finished
commercial walnut stock likely for the H&R Reising Model 60 rifle, in
very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with scattered light handling
marks, a small filler repair at the point of the comb, and areas of lighter
toned finish, and the stock is fit with an aluminum ''SAVAGE'' marked
buttplate; (1) unfinished Bishop Monte Carlo walnut stock for the M1
Carbine, ink-stamped ''M1 CARBINE U.S.'' on the right side of the
buttstock, fitted with a checkered ''BISHOP'' marked hardrubber
buttplate, without the handguard, needing only to be finished; (1)
unfinished walnut pistolgrip straight comb stock for Sako rifles, in very
good condition with chatter marks on the right side of the stock, a repair
at the heel, light handling marks at the forend tip, and is fit with a
''COLT'' marked plastic buttplate. (14C6519-341E)
Winchester Model 1912 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes a 12 ga. likely professionally shortened 20 1/4'' plain
barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore, magazine tube, and
grooved forend with action bar. The metal surfaces retain about 85%
reapplied blue finish with light operational wear, thinning of the blue near
the muzzle, and scattered light oxidation. The two-line barrel address
marked on the right side of the barrel remains mostly crisp with some of
the small characters having washed out partially, and the left side of the
barrel is marked ''NICKEL STEEL'', the Winchester trade mark, model
designation, and is correctly choke marked ''CYL''. The bead sight is
missing from the barrel. The grooved walnut forend is in very good
condition with 2 3/4'' crack on the right side and scattered light dings.
(14A6519-289E)
Winchester Model 1912 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes a 12 ga. 22 5/8'' PolyChoked plain barrel with a bright
excellent bore, magazine tube, and grooved forend with action bar. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% thinning blue with operational wear,
flaking of the blue on the receiver extension and scattered light handling
marks. The two-line barrel address remains crisply marked, along with
the Winchester trade mark, ''NICKEL STEEL'' and ''CYL'' choke
designation. The PolyChoke appears frozen in place and features a gold
bead sight. The grooved forend is in very good condition with scattered
light dings. (14A6519-289A)
Winchester Model 52C Target Stocks
This lot included two Winchester Model 52C walnut stocks, detailed as
follows: (1) walnut stock measuring 32'' overall and features a wide
semi-beaver tail forend, pistol grip, and a 4'' accessory rail on the forend
with sling swivels. The stock is in very good condition with scattered light
dings, handling marks, and a few small stains, but no significant damage
is present. The underside of the pistolgrip is marked with a small 1/4''
square ''DoD'' acceptance proof, which remains crisp. Included with the
stock is the checkered steel buttplate showing light oxidation throughout.
(1) walnut stock measuring about 30 1/4'' overall (having been
shortened at the butt) featuring a 4'' accessory rail on the forend with
swivels and hand stop, wide semi-beavertail forend, pistolgrip, and an
approximately an 11 1/4'' length of pull. The stock is in very good
condition with small chips on the right-side edge of the buttstock, light
wear and flaking of the finish on the forend, an added hole through the
forend tip and scattered light handling marks. The steel front pillar is
present. (149713-9K)
Remington Model 700 Long Action Stocks
This lot includes (2) identical synthetic stocks for the Remington Model
700 bolt action rifle. The stocks are in excellent condition having only a
few light handling marks and dust from storage, and feature a dark
brown, black and tan camouflage pattern finish, checkered pistolgrips
and forends and the Remington monogram on the underside of the
pistolgrip. The stock is configured for a long action rifle. (14A6519-341F)
Savage Model 330 Barrels
One set of 28'' over under 20 ga. barrels choked full and modified with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98% original blue finish
with the barrels having toned to light brown (when viewed under direct
light) and a few light handling marks. All markings remain largely crisp,
only with the markings on the left side of the barrels being lightly struck.
The barrels feature extractors and are sighted with a single silver bead.
(14A6519-289G)
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Assorted Shotgun Barrels
This lot contains two shotgun barrels, detailed as follows: (1) Hopkins &
Allen 16 ga. falling block shotgun barrel measuring 30 5/8'' long, choked
improved modified with a very good plus bore with scattered spots of
frosting and the metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light
wear at the muzzle, thinning near the breech, scattered spots of
oxidation along the barrel and light oxidation around the outside of the
chamber; (1) Remington Model 11 12 ga barrel measuring 30 3/4''
overall with a barrel length of 28'', choked improved modified but marked
''full'' with a very good bore with light frosting and a tiny ding about 3''
from the muzzle at about the 4 o'clock position, and the metal surfaces
have been previously cleaned and now show a light gray-brown patina
with generous traces of original blue around the raised bead front sight
and the magazine tube ring. The two-line Remington Arms-Union
Metallic Cartridge barrel address remains crisply marked. (146519-289I)
Winchester Model 12 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes a 16 ga. 22'' barrel with attached 5 5/8'' Cutts
compensator and a very good bore with scattered spots of light pitting.
Also included are the magazine tube and checkered walnut forend with
the action bar. The metal surfaces of the barrel have been previously
lightly cleaned showing a gray-brown patina with a light layer of old
oxidation, scattered light pitting, and generous remnants of original blue
in the protected areas; the Cutts compensator shows pitting at the
edges and scattered light handling marks. The magazine tube shows
about 85% thinning original blue with light operational wear and light
oxidation at the forward end and the receiver extension shows light
pitting and thinning blue finish. The checkered walnut forend is in very
good condition with spots of finish flaking and light handling marks. Also
included with the assembly are three Cutts compensator patterning
tubes, one marked ''16 GA. MOD'' attached to the barrel and the other
two (both marked ''16 GA. FC'') are stored within the wooden box.
(14A6519-289D)
Large Ring Mauser Stock
This lot includes one nicely figured checkered pistolgrip walnut stock in
excellent condition with a few very light impact marks on the cheekpiece
and a few scattered light handling marks. The stock features a
skeletonized blued steel gripcap, borderless Fleur de Lis checkering on
the pistolgrip and forend, a left-side flared shadowline cheekpiece,
ebony forend tip, magnum crossbolt, and a red Pachmayr ''Old English''
1'' rifle pad. The stock has an approximately 14'' length of pull, and
measures about 31 5/8'' overall. A fine stock for your large ring Mauser
rifle. (146519-341A)
Synthetic M1 Carbine and Benelli Stocks
This lot contains two synthetic stocks, detailed as follows: (1) Choate
Tool Corporation side folding black synthetic stock for the M1 Carbine, in
very good condition with wear at the top of the pistolgrip, light oxidation
on the folding apparatus and scattered light handling marks and the side
folding stock functions well mechanically; (1) black synthetic full
pistolgrip stock for the Benelli Super 90 shotgun measuring 13'' in length
overall, in very good condition with a few light handling marks and the
buttpad is absent. (146519-341)
.30 Caliber Projectiles
This lot contains seven boxes of .30 cal projectiles in excellent condition,
detailed as follows: (1) 100-count box of Nosler 30 cal. 180 gr. ballistic
tip boat tail projectiles (#39583); (1) 100-count box of Hornady Interlock
30 cal. 170 gr. FP projectiles (#3060); (1) sealed 100-count box of Speer
30 cal 100 gr. ''plinker'' projectiles (#1805); (4) 100-count boxes of
Hornady 30 cal 100 gr. ''Short Jacket'' projectiles. (146519-317B)
Ram-Line Rifle Stocks
This lot contains two Ram-Line rifle stocks, detailed as follows: (1) light
weight black fiberglass pistolgrip stock for the Winchester Model 70 bolt
action rifle in excellent condition, with checkering on the pistolgrip and
forend, sling swivels, an estimated 13 1/4'' length of pull, and the
Ram-Line logo on the plastic buttplate and gripcap; (1) mottled
brown-black fiberglass pistolgrip stock for the Mauser 98 bolt action rifle
in excellent condition with checkering on the pistolgrip and forend, sling
swivels, the Ram-Line logo on the gripcap, an estimated 13 1/4'' length
of pull, and a 7/8'' Decelerator recoil pad. (146519-341G)
Model 1903-A3 Rifle Barrel
A 1944-dated Remington Arms produced barrel for the U.S. Model
1903-A3 bolt action rifle. The barrel measures 24'' in length and has
what appears to be an excellent 2-groove bore. The front sight base is
attached but no blade is present, and the majority of the barrel remains
incased in the cosmoline infused wrappings with only the last 3'' at the
muzzle having been previously unwrapped. No visible wear or oxidation
present. A paper tag around the chamber area of the barrel lists it as
being packed in February of 1955 at Rock Island Arsenal.
(146519-289V)
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Model 1903-A3 ''S'' Stock
A walnut Model 1903-A3 ''S'' stock measuring 40'' in length, in fair-good
condition as lightly cleaned with a 4'' crack through the top of the wrist,
two 2-3'' hairline flexing cracks radiating diagonally from either side of
the triggerguard area, and a few light handling marks. The stock has the
faint remains of a boxed ''FJA'' inspector's cartouche on the left side of
the wrist, a fairly crisp boxed ''OG'' rework proof, a fairly crisp ''US''
stamped parallel to the end of the buttstock, and the faint remains of a
circled ''P'' proof over-stamped with a faded ''P'' rework proof. No
buttplate is present, but the handguard and rear sling swivel are
included. (146519-341C)
Winchester Buttplates
This lot includes (2) checkered steel Winchester shotgun-style buttplates
with widow's peak, typically seen on Model 1886 rifles, Model 97
shotguns and shotguns of the period. One buttplate shows light cleaning
to bright along the outer edge, both have scattered light handling marks
and are in very good to very good plus condition overall. (146519-169D)
Griffin & Howe Scope Mount
A Griffin & Howe quick detach side mount, new and unfit to a rifle with
an unmarked flat plate. The mount is in excellent condition with a few
light handling marks, is marked with the Griffin & Howe name between
the rings, and the included rings are 1''. (146519-324H)
Griffin & Howe Scope Mount
A Griffin & Howe quick detach side mount, new and unfit to a rifle with
an unmarked flat plate. The mount is in excellent condition with a few
light handling marks and included with the mount are 1'' rings.
(146519-324I)
Griffin & Howe Scope Mount
A Griffin & Howe quick detach side mount, new and unfit to a rifle with
an unmarked flat plate. The mount is in near excellent condition with a
few light handling marks and light oxidation on the plate, is marked with
the Griffin & Howe name between the rings, and the included rings are
1''. (146519-324J)
Vintage Wooden Shotgun Case
A walnut shotgun case measuring 32'' x 7 1/2'' x 3 1/2'' overall while
closed, and an interior barrel channel measuring 29 1/2'' in length. The
case is in very good condition as refinished with a few light dings on the
top of the lid, and the remaining sides showing heavy crazing of the
finish; the brass fittings show light tarnishing. The interior of the case is
neatly lined with green felt, the color of which remains strong and has a
small tear at the muzzle end of the barrel channel and contains a
three-piece wood cleaning rod stored on the underside of the lid, and 8''
x 3 3/8'' compartment holding a powder and shot measuring cup, a
capping/decapping tool, a screw driver, assorted brushes for cleaning
shotguns, brass hulls and a wooden shell holder for use while reloading;
the compartment is closed with a sliding lid. The spacing blocks remain
firmly placed. Brass hooks close the case lid securely. (148927-169A)
Winchester Model 1897 Black Diamond Trap Stock and Forend
A nicely refinished checkered straight grip walnut stock and forend in
very good plus condition with two repaired cracks on the left and right
side of the wrist near the top, a light impact mark on the right side of the
comb near the heel, a repaired crack on the right rear side of the forend
and a few light handling marks. The stock is fit with a Pachmayr 1''
ventilated recoil pad and the interior edge of the forend is hand
serialized ''272588''. (14A7313-5A)
Bullet Moulds
This lot contains ten bullet moulds, detailed as follows: (1) Lee
#500-354M .500 diameter 345 gr. Minie bullet single cavity mould, with
box; (1) Lee #454-252SWC .454 diameter 252 gr. semi-wadcutter
double cavity mould, with box and papers; (1) Lee #90394 .50 cal. 250
gr. R.E.A.L. bullet double cavity mould, with box and papers; (1) Shiloh
Products Inc. #1 single cavity .533 diameter 380 gr. Minie bullet mould,
with box; (1) Lee #90472 .475 diameter HBRNFP single cavity mould;
(1) Lee #429-255-SWC .429 diameter 255 gr. semi-wadcutter single
cavity mould; (1) Lee #90366 .309 diameter 150 gr. RNFP single cavity
mould; (1) Ideal Manufacturing Co. #360302 .36 diameter 112 gr.
semi-wadcutter-style single cavity mould; (1) Dixie Gun Works 50-70
Gov RNFPPB single cavity mould; (1) RCBS 32-77-RN double cavity
mould, without handles. All moulds have been used and are generally
very good to very good plus condition with some showing light oxidation
and all showing a few light handling marks. (146519-313H)
Reloaders Lot
This lot includes: (1) stick of Ideal bullet lube; (1) MidwayUSA 6-piece
revolver max cartridge gauge set for the 38 Special, 357 Magnum, 44
Special, 41 Magnum, 45 Long Colt, all showing light oxidation; (10)
Wilson case length gauges for the 45 Colt, 250-06, 338 Win Mag,
22-250, 223 Rem, 222 Rem, 35 Rem, and 30-06; (1) Wilson 8mm
Mauser shell holder; (2) Wilson inside neck reamers for .22 and 6mm;
(1) Wilson universal case trimmer and burring tool; (1) Foster 30-06
gauge showing light oxidation. All are in their boxes, with the exception
of the Foster 30-6 gauge. (146519-313I)
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Practice Rifle Grenades and Rocket
This lot includes three total pieces of practice ordnance, detailed as
follows: (2) Practice M31 rifle grenades in very good condition with the
stabilizing fins having been lightly bent in spots, light handling marks,
and spots of light oxidation, and are marked ''LOT LS-38-2'' with one
dated ''1-65'' and the other dated ''12-64''; (1) M7A1 practice rocket by
SIMCO in very good condition with scattered light impact and use
marks, lightly bent fins and light oxidation; it is marked in white paint
which has faded in spots and is dated to 1943. (146519-486C,D,E)
Rifle and Pistol Primers
This lot contains (3) 1000-count boxes of CCI No. 500 small pistol
primers, (1) 1000-count box of Winchester large pistol primers, and (6)
1000-count boxes of CCI No. 400 small rifle primers, one loose and five
within a shipping box. All primers are within their original packaging.
(146519-195)
Steel Target Blocks
This lot contains (11) steel posa-mounts measuring between 1'' and 2
1/4'' in length, approximately (90) standard notch mounts measuring
between 7/8'' and 2 1/4'' in length, and assorted screws. Blocks
generally show light wear from previous mounting. (146519-101)
Shooter's Lot
This lot contains an assortment of items including: (2) factory Colt
hammer shrouds for the detective special, with screws; (4) assorted
Uncle Mike's and Winchester QD sling swivels and studs, in the factory
packaging; (2) Remington screw-in chokes marked ''TURKEY XFULL''
and ''STEEL-XFULL''; (3) Ruger screw-in chokes marked ''FULL'',
''MOD'', and ''IMP CYL''; (4) honing tools, two India stones and two DMT
diamond stones; (1) B-Squared mount for the S&W 2206, in very good
plus condition with one or two light handling marks; (1) Schuetzen-style
buttplate and palm rest, the buttplate marked ''AL FREELAND''; (1) box
containing a compensator for a Hi-Standard pistol with two barrel
weights; (1) a John Masen muzzle brake for the Mini-14 with unthreaded
barrels; (1) spring-loaded clamp-on bipod with legs measuring about 12''
in length; (1) assorted set of screwdriver bits; (1) collapsible cleaning
rod; (17) assorted revolver grip adapters, five being of Pachmayr make
and the rest Tyler T-Grips, and all but five being in original boxes
marked ''#20B-1'', ''#8 BLACK'', ''#20B-2'', and others; (1) pair of gold
rimmed aviator sunglasses with black tinted lenses, stored in a leather
eye glass case marked with the Ray Ban logo. (146519-427)
Bell & Carlson Pre '64 Winchester Model 70 Stock
A synthetic composite pistolgrip stock for the Pre '64 Winchester Model
70 bolt action rifle. The stock is in about very good plus condition with a
few light handing marks, and an abrasion or two within the action area
and barrel channel that would be concealed when the barreled action is
emplaced. The stock features a checkered forend and pistolgrip, QD
sling swivel studs and an about 1'' thick ''BELL & CARLSON'' marked
rubber recoil pad featuring partial corrugation. Included with the stock is
the original cardboard box showing light water staining and handling
marks. (146519-341B)
Two Rifle Stocks
This lot contains two rifle stocks, detailed as follows: (1) Winchester
Model 100 checkered pistolgrip walnut stock in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with light oxidation on the gripcap, white residue covering
the buttplate, two light dings on the left side of the stock, loss of finish at
the forend and scattered handling marks; (1) Ram-Line checkered
pistolgrip synthetic stock for the large ring Mauser 98 action, in very
good condition with a small crack at the location of the bolt release, a
rough pitting-like pattern along the interior of the barrel channel, a spot
of chipping near the upper tang; the length of pull has been shortened to
approximately 12 1/2'' and is fit with a Pachmayr Decelerator 1'' rifle pad.
(146519-485H)
Colt Woodsman First Series Target Model or Similar Grips
This lot contains two pairs of Colt Woodsman first series target model or
similar grips, detailed as follows: (1) pair of fully checkered walnut grip
panels in very good plus condition with a few scattered flattened points
of checkering, light verdigris around the escutcheons, a slight stain near
the top of the right panel, and included with the panels is the grip screw;
(1) pair of fully checkered walnut grip panels in very good to very good
plus condition with a few light handling marks, light verdigris around the
escutcheons, and a few 1/8'' to 1/4'' spots of a yellow hardened
epoxy-like substance. (148899-98C)
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Assorted Colt and Hi-Standard Grips
This lot contains three pairs of grips, detailed as follows: (1) plastic pair
of checkered Colt Woodsman second series grip panels in very good
plus to near excellent condition with a few very light handling marks and
a small spot of an epoxy-like substance at the top of the checkering on
the right panel, and the grips feature a left-side thumb rest and a
rampant Colt on the right panel; (1) pair of walnut Colt Woodsman third
series partially checkered grip panels in very good plus condition as
lightly cleaned with a few light handling marks and a few spots of
flattening of the checkering, and the escutcheon is not installed; (1) pair
of Hi-Standard Military series or similar fully checkered walnut grips in
very good plus to near excellent condition with a few scattered damaged
or flattened points of checkering, a left side thumb rest, and the
escutcheons are not installed. (148899-98B)
Assorted Colt Grips
This lot contains five pairs of Colt grips, detailed as follows: (1) I-frame
fully checkered walnut grips in about good condition with a recontoured
area above the toe, a few small chips at the toe, scattered spots of
synthetic filler, ''GL'' hand carved into the bottom of the grips, and
scattered handling marks; (1) I-frame walnut grips checkered below the
medallion in about very good condition with a flaking yellowing finish,
residue in the checkering, and scattered light handling marks; (1)
D-frame fully checkered walnut grips in about very good condition as
lightly cleaned and with a small shallow chip near the toe on the right
panel; (2) Colt Lawman Mk III 2'' Service walnut grips checkered to the
medallion in excellent condition. No grips screws are included.
(148899-98G)
Hogue Rifle Stock for Howa Rifles
A pillar bedded, short-action Hogue OverMoulded rubber rifle stock for
the Howa 1500 in excellent condition with a light handling mark or two.
The rifle features pebble-like texturized pistolgrip and forend, sling
swivels at the forend tip and toe, is marked ''HOWA'' on the underside of
the pistolgrip and is fit with a ''HOGUE'' marked 1'' rubber recoil pad.
(146054-51)
Winchester Pre '64 Model 70 Pre-War Rifle Stock
A checkered pistolgrip walnut stock for the Winchester Pre '64 Model 70
Pre-War bolt action rifle. The stock is in very good condition with a light
abrasion on the wrist, slight flaking of the finish at the heel, and light
dings and handling marks throughout; the checkered steel widows peak
buttplate has a gray patina with a few light pits. The stock has been
neatly inlet on the left side for a receiver sight and the sling swivels are
intact. (14A8179-4)
Marlin Camp Carbine Stock
A plain pistolgrip walnut stock for the Marlin Camp Carbine. The stock is
in very good condition with an about 1/2'' shallow chip at the front action
screw hole and scattered light handling marks. The stock retains
quick-detach sling swivels and no other hardware is present. The barrel
channel has been marked ''9mm'' in sharpie. (149638-2)
Marlin Camp Carbine Stock
A plain pistolgrip walnut stock for the Marlin Camp Carbine. The stock is
in very good condition with a pin-repaired about 4'' chip along the right
side of the wrist and action and a few scattered light handling marks.
The barrel channel is marked ''45'' in sharpie and no hardware is
included. (149638-3)
Benelli Rifled Shotgun Barrel
This lot contains one Benelli 24'' rifled 20 ga. barrel with a bright very
good plus bore with scattered spots of frosting on the lands. The barrel
features a Realtree Advantage Timber camouflage finish and is sighted
with rifle sights, the rear sight being adjustable for elevation and
windage. The barrel is marked as accepting 2 3/4'' and 3'' shells, and
appears to be for the Benelli M1 and M2 shotguns. (149413-102)
Carbide Reloading Die Sets
Four Lee reloading die sets. The first two are three-die sets, one for .45
Colt and the other for .44 Spl. Each set comprises a full length sizing
die, expander die and bullet seating die as well as a powder dipper
(1.3cc for .45 Colt and 1.6cc for .44 Spl) and a #11 shell holder. The .45
Colt set is in near excellent condition, exhibiting a bit of ocher patina and
light handling marks on the sizing die and shell holder. The .44 Spl set is
in very good plus to excellent condition with a few freckled areas of
ocher oxidation scattered here and there across the surfaces of the dies.
Next, a Lee Carbide Speed Die single-die set for .357 Mag including a
multi-purpose die body, 1.0cc powder dipper, #2 shell holder and
screw-in tool components comprising a carbide sizer, a bullet seater and
a decapper & expander. The set is in about excellent condition,
exhibiting a few instances of unobtrusive oxidation on some of the
knurled areas which should have little to no effect on function. Next, a
two-die set for .33 Win comprising a full length sizing die, a bullet
seating die and a #8 shell holder. The set is in excellent condition with
few if any blemishes. All sets come complete in original translucent red
plastic cases and include their respective instruction manuals.
(129167-8A)
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Handgun Grips
(8) pairs of handgun grips for assorted handguns, mostly revolvers: (1)
pair walnut grips for a Ruger Blackhawk revolver, in very good condition
with some light handling wear mostly on the interior faces and on the
Ruger medallions; (1) pair walnut grips for a Ruger Super Blackhawk
revolver, in excellent condition; (1) pair unmarked checkered brown
plastic grips for a Colt Government Model pistol, in excellent condition;
(1) pair unmarked walnut grips for a Colt Woodsman pistol with
checkered panels and a thumb rest, in excellent condition; (1) pair
Franzite faux ivory grips for a Colt Woodsman pistol, in very fine
condition with only minimal handling wear; (1) pair checkered black
rubber Pachmayr grips with finger grooves for S&W K-frame square butt
revolvers, in excellent condition with minimal handling wear; (1) pair
polished bone grips for a single-action revolver, possibly an Italian
Single-Action Army clone, in excellent condition; (1) pair Herret's Model
RX checkered walnut grips with thumb rest, in very good plus to
excellent condition with some very light handling wear and some slight
reshaping of the index finger rest area by a previous user. (129167-4)
Scope Mounts & Accessories
Assorted scope mounts and rings as well as a few other accessories.
Items include: (1) pair Lyman Tru-Lock 1'' scope rings on thumb-screw
Weaver-style bases, very fine to near excellent condition with light
silvering from previous use; (1) Weaver #46 Top Mount Base, excellent
condition in original packaging; (1) Weaver #54 Top Mount Base,
excellent condition in original packaging; (1) unmarked pair
Weaver-style tip-off 3/4'' rings, about excellent condition with some light
silvering and handling wear around the screw slots; Maynard P. Buehler
Low Safety for Mauser rifles, product #M93-94-95-96, excellent
condition in box; (3) unmarked rifle buttplates comprising two of ribbed
hard rubber and one of checkered aluminum with a widow's peak, all
appearing to be for the same rifle, measuring 5'' in length with 3''
spacing between screw-holes, all in very good plus to excellent condition
with some light handling wear. (129167-5)
Reloader's Lot
Assorted tools and accessories for the reloader. First, an RCBD steel
3-die set for .45-70 Govt cartridges. Includes full length sizer, seater and
expander as well as size 14 and size 8 shell holders. The set is in very
good plus condition, exhibiting occasional areas of unobtrusive cleaned
smoky gray patina on the interior surfaces. Next, an RCBS carbide 3-die
set for .357 Mag and .38 Spl cartridges. Includes full length sizer, seat
and expander as well as size 1 shell holder. The set is in good condition,
exhibiting areas of ocher oxidation on the outer surfaces and little wear
on the interior. Next, a Lyman 4-die set for .45 ACP cartridges. All parts
are present including a Lyman X2 shell holder. The dies exhibit areas of
moderate to strong oxidation on the outer knurled surfaces and several
small areas of oxidation can be seen on the inside of the dies here and
there. Overall the set is in fair condition. Next, (1) RCBS Powder Trickler
in excellent condition in-box with very light signs of previous use and
one Midway hammer-style bullet puller in excellent condition. Finally,
one Lyman Universal case trimming lathe. The lathe is in good condition
with occasional spots of dark oxidation here and there which do not
impede function. Pilots ''9m'' and ''45A'' are included, exhibiting
moderate areas of thin dark oxidation each. Also included is one Airex
Spinster spinning reel in very good plus condition with some light areas
of patina and signs of previous use. (129167-8B)
Oak Sportsman's Boxes
Two wooden boxes of natural-finish red oak with finger-jointed corners
and steel fittings. The first is a Winchester Western cartridge/shell box
measuring 15'' by 10'' by 9 1/2''. The top of the lid features the
Winchester Horse & Rider logo and all four sides are
Winchester-marked. The box is in very fine condition, exhibiting some
ocher-brown patina on the closing latch and hinges and just a few light
handling marks on the outer surfaces of the wood. The second box is a
Mattamusket Sportsman's Box measuring 10'' by 23'' by 9 1/4''. A
matching three-section storage insert fits just inside the lip of the main
compartment; the insert compartments each measure 7'' by 7'' by 1 1/2''.
Overall the box is in very fine condition with some light patina on the
metal surfaces and a few light handling scuffs on the outer surfaces.
(129167-6F)
Miniature Brass Cannon
One cast brass miniature cannon measuring 12'' overall with an 11''
barrel. The top face is engraved with a design of a bird perched on a
scroll-bordered panel which reads ''E.S. / 1740''. The cannon is mounted
on a simple wooden carriage with four solid wooden wheels. The brass
is an overall burnished pale yellow with occasional instances of darker
patina and hints of green verdigris and the surface is scattered by
numerous small shallow handling marks throughout but no major
blemishes of note. Overall the cannon is in very good plus to excellent
condition. (129529-6)
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Wooden Parts Box
Box only, no parts included. This OD-green painted wooden box
measures 12 3/4'' by 8'' by 4 3/4'' and features a steel push-button latch
and leather carry handle. The interior comprises a number of segmented
compartments and the inside of the lid features a printed paper label
detailing an inventory of spare parts for a water-cooled Browning
Machine Gun. The box exhibits some light handling marks scattered
here and there and some small instances of flaking paint with no major
blemishes of note. Overall the box is in very fine condition. (129529-3)
Vintage Reloading Tools
First, a Colt's Patent dual-cavity brass bullet mould for round ball and
conical bullets of about .310 cal. The mould exhibits light dinging across
the outer surfaces and scattered flecks of patina here and there. The
interior of the cavities are in about excellent condition with minimal wear.
The ''Colt's Patent'' lettering is just legible on the top face of the mould
block. Overall the mould is in very fine condition. Second, a Eureka
Brass Shell Implement Set No. 159 by The Bridgeport Gun Implement
Co. for 10 ga. shotshells in its original paper-labeled cardboard box. The
set comprises a steel shell loader, wooden cap extractor/wad rammer
and a powder/shot measure. The box is also labeled for a recapper and
a shell extractor which are not present. The removable knob of the cap
extractor/wad rammer exhibits a single vestigial crack, otherwise all
included parts are in excellent condition. The paper labels on the box
are nearly unblemished with only very light handling marks; the corner
edges of the lid have separated but remain secured to the top face and
the box is otherwise whole, rating very good plus to excellent overall.
(129529-5)
Gun Cleaning Accessories
A variety of gun cleaning accessories comprising various cleaning
patches, bore brushes, and takedown cleaning rods for a variety of
barrel lengths and calibers, gun cloths, oil cans/bottles and a complete
Hoppe's No. 9 cleaning kit in an orange plastic hard case. Items range
from very fine to excellent, most are unopened or only very slightly used.
(129529-4)
Walther PPK Holster
One unmarked faux leather flap holster for a Walther PPK pistol. The
holster is in very good plus condition: the inside of the flap exhibits some
light crazing, as does the leather closing strap, and a small tear is
present where the flap meets the forward end of the rear face. The front
faces are scattered by tiny flecks of white paint. Otherwise the holster
retains tight excellent stitching, exhibits no damage or loss of note and
shows no more than superficial wear. (128585-154)
Luger P.08 Holster
One black leather holster for a Luger P.08 pistol. The back face is
stamped with production code ''eue/41'' and with Waffenamt ''WaA300''.
The initials ''E.S.'' are carved into the leather below the belt loops. The
holster exhibits expected light scuffing across the surface and some light
crazing mostly on the interior of the flap. The stitching is tight and the
leather remains whole and supple with little to no damage or loss of
note. Overall the holster is in very fine condition. (127860-11A)
Vintage Revolver Holsters
Three leather holsters: the first two are H. H. Heiser No. 419 and 484,
respectively, for 6'' barrel revolvers; both are in excellent condition with
only light handling marks from previous wear. Third is an unmarked
holster which appears to be for a percussion revolver with a barrel
length of about 7''. The body exhibits moderate crazing and loss of most
of the stitching except near the triggerguard area; the extant stitching
remains tight. The closing aperture is missing from the flap, otherwise
the holster shows no loss except light to moderate surface flaking.
Overall the holster is in fair condition. (127860-11B)
Holsters & Shotgun Cartridge Belt
Three holsters and one cartridge belt. First, a Strong-brand 4'' holster of
white buff leather with a stainless steel spring clip. Second, a Bucheimer
61-52LH holster of tan suede. Third, a Strong No. 930 pancake holster
of cherry-toned russet leather. The belt is a Bucheimer 998 S, 36'' in
length, made of brown canvas web with leather ends and 20 elastic
nylon cartridge loops for shot shells up to 12 gauge. All items are in
excellent condition with minimal previous wear. (128115-16C)
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Allied Soldier's Letter on Führer's Berchtesgaden Stationary
This framed letter was purportedly drafted by an Allied soldier, known
only as ''Eddie'', on stationary recovered from the tunnel network
beneath Adolf Hitler's Eagle's Nest in Berchtesgaden, Germany. The
upper-left corner is adorned with a Parteiadler above the words ''Der
Führer'', both in gold leaf. The frame is natural red oak with blue matting
and backed by plain cardboard. The glass is decorated by WWII-era
U.S. military patches. The letter is coincidentally dated June 5th, 1945,
the same day as the Berlin Declaration, wherein the four governments of
the United States, Soviet Union, United Kingdom and France assumed
joint authority over German territory prior to the upcoming Potsdam
Conference. The text of the letter reads as follows: ''Berthesgaden[sic],
Germany / June 5, 1945 / My Dear Ma, Nick & Charles, / Here is a sheet
of Hitler's stationary, which I found yesterday. It was under-ground in a
tunnel, directly under his home, on the mountain. Their[sic] are miles
upon [sic] of tunnel. Every-thing you can think of is under there.
Radio-stations, switch-boards, living rooms, could live under there for
ages. / A lovely day out, played volley ball this morning and my sun-tan
is certainly coming along okay. Also did a washing of cloths, which took
up a couple of hours. / Here is a ribbon which the krauts get with the iron
cross. I though[sic] the stationery[sic] and ribbon would be a nice
souvenier[sic]. / Well that's about all for now. / From Your Trooper /
Loads of Love and Kisses / Eddie''. The paper is in excellent condition,
with some expected folding creases (presumably for postal purposes)
and only very few instances of foxing. The frame is also about excellent
with minor handling scuffs only. The medal to which the letter refers is
not included. (127241-153)
WWI U.S. Military Belt by Mills
One 34'' U.S. Military belt of tan canvas web with blackened brass
fittings. The belt is equipped with a single stripper clip pouch with the
date ''May 1917'' over the Mills bullet logo crisply stamped in black ink
on the inner face of the flap. The belt is in near mint condition, likely
unissued, with only a few hints of exposed brass from storage and
handling wear over the years. (128238-83B)
Holsters & Sheaths
Five holsters, two leather knife sheaths and a tan canvas web belt.
Holsters include: a russet leather Audley pistol holster for pistols with 5''
barrels, featuring an interior nickel-plated brass triggerguard retention
spring clip; an Abercrombie and Fitch flap holster with brass snap button
for a small to medium frame revolver with a barrel length of up to 5 1/2'';
a dark brown leather A.H. Hardy holster for a small-frame handgun with
a 3'' barrel, featuring a leather closing strap with an aluminum snap
button; a Brauer Bros. H/2 422 for a handgun with 4'' barrel; an Uncle
Mike's Sidekick Size 1 holster of camouflage pattern nylon. The knife
sheaths accommodate single-edged straight-backed blades 6 3/4'' and 4
1/2'' in length, respectively. The belt is unmarked, 36'' in length with a
brass buckle. Items range from very good to fine condition with light
handling wear and scuffing. (128238-83C)
Aftermarket 1911 Magazine and Parts
One unmarked aftermarket blued steel extended 15-round .45 ACP
magazine for a Colt M1911 pistol and an assortment of aftermarket parts
for the same: Wilson Combat hex head grip screws, (4) stainless and (4)
blue; (1) Wilson Combat checkered mainspring housing (blue, flat,
Officers); recoil buffer pads, (8) by King's Gun Works (white), (4) Super
Tuff CP Buffs by CP Bullets (black); Gunsite low thumb safeties, (3)
stainless and (1) blue; (1) Wilson Combat V-grip checkered mainspring
housing (stainless). Also includes a pair of California Competition Works
''Shoot a Moon'' full moon clip holders. All items are in excellent
condition, the parts appearing new in packaging and the magazine
showing only light handling marks at the magwell contact points.
(128212-2)
Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle.
The swivels exhibit shallow remnant pitting from cleaned previous
oxidation and the surfaces have been refinished; a small hint dark brown
patina is just visible on one swivel upon close examination. Overall the
swivels are in very good plus to excellent condition. (126019-12AF)
Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
Three 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle. The
swivels exhibit very small casting imperfections here and there and
retain about 98% original Parkerized finish with minimal signs of wear.
Otherwise the swivels show few if any blemishes, no mechanical issues
and are in about excellent condition overall. (126019-12AG)
Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle.
One of the swivels exhibits light remnants of cleaned shallow pitting and
has been neatly re-Parkerized; the other retains about 98% original
Parkerization with expected hairline silvering at the edges. The swivels
show no mechanical issues or other discernible blemishes of note and
together rate very fine. (126019-12AH)
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Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle.
The first retains about 60% original blue wearing to a smooth light
mottled gray and the second retains a strong 90% blue over some slight
casting imperfections; both function excellently with no mechanical
issues. Together the pair is in about very fine condition. (126019-12AJ)
Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle.
The first swivel is in excellent condition, retaining a strong 98% original
Parkerized finish. The second rates very good plus, exhibiting textured
remnants of cleaned shallow pitting and sparse hints of ocher patina
scattered throughout with an overall about 90% strong later applied
Parkerized finish. Neither shows any mechanical issues and the pair is
in very good plus to excellent condition as a whole. (126019-12AK)
Winchester Super Grade 1'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade rifle.
Both retain about 95% original Parkerized finish with hints of silvering at
the edges and contact points. Together the pair is in about excellent
condition. (126019-12AL)
Winchester Super Grade 1 1/4'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1 1/4'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade
rifle. The swivels exhibit lightly textured remnants of cleaned shallow
pitting beneath a neatly applied Parkerized finish. The swivels function
well mechanically and are in very good plus to excellent condition as
refinished. (126019-12AM)
Winchester Super Grade 1 1/2'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1 1/2'' sling swivels for a Winchester model 70 Super Grade
rifle. The swivels exhibit textured remnants of cleaned shallow pitting
beneath a neatly applied Parkerized finish. The swivels function well
mechanically and rate very good plus as a whole. (126019-12AN)
Winchester Super Grade 1 1/2'' Sling Swivels
One pair of 1 1/2'' sling swivels for a Winchester Model 70 Super Grade
rifle, one blued and one Parkerized. The swivels exhibit a few cosmetic
casting imperfections, otherwise they show few if any blemishes and
each retain about 98% original finish. Together the pair is in very fine to
near excellent condition. (126019-12AP)
Vintage Winchester 1 1/4'' Hook Sling Swivels
One pair of Winchester 1 1/4'' hook-type sling swivels. The swivels
exhibit some barely visible handling marks from previous use and retain
nearly all original blue. The swivels are in overall excellent condition.
(126019-12AQ)
Smith & Wesson N-Frame Grips
Two pairs of Smith & Wesson pau ferro grips for N-frame round butt
revolvers, each featuring a speedloader cutout and finger grooves. Both
pairs are in excellent condition with few if any discernible handling
marks. (126019-12AD)
H&K P9 & P9s Grips
Four proprietary H&K one-piece grips comprising three for an H&K P9
pistol and one for an H&K P9S pistol. The P9 grips are smooth hard
black plastic with checkered sides. The P9S grip is textured black
lightweight polymer, also with checkered side panels. All grips are in
excellent condition. (126019-12AE)
Vintage Winchester Model 70 Tags
Five assorted paper collectible items relating to Winchester Model 70
rifles comprising three oblong yellow retail tags, one Winchester Sight
Alignment certification tag and one instruction manual. The three retail
tags rate very fine, exhibiting only light crazing and age fading; the
original red attachment strings are still present, exhibiting the expected
very minor fraying and age fading but otherwise undamaged. The sight
alignment tag is in very good plus to excellent condition; the original
attachment string has been replaced by a white cotton cord and the tag
exhibits some light fold wrinkling and foxing. The instruction manual is in
fair condition, remaining mostly whole with light to moderate crazing
throughout and a few small tears and spots of paper loss, some of which
have received careful small repairs with cellophane tape. The print
remains clear and crisp and the paper exhibits minimal foxing or fading.
Also includes one shotshell-shaped embroidered felt patch celebrating
the Winchester 50 Skeet shotgun; the patch is nearly unblemished and
would rate excellent if not for a few tiny instances of mothing and light
thread fraying at the edges. A fine lot for the devoted collector of vintage
Winchester packaging ephemera. (126019-12AR)
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Rare Vintage Lyman No. 21 Receiver Sight
This ''Climbin' Lyman'' receiver-mount sight is stamped with application
code ''DA'', indicating compatibility with Winchester Model 1894 rifles in
.25-35, .30-30, .32 Spl calibers as well as Winchester Model 55 and 64
rifles. The eyepiece is a fold-down peep with two aperture sizes set on a
mallet-adjustable carrier. The elevation adjustment lever and the
sideplate attachment screw are not present. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original lightly cleaned blue, exhibiting areas of thinning and
silvering to bright gray mostly at the high edges on the outer faces,
otherwise the sight shows only negligible sparse handling marks and
minimal signs of wear. All stamps and markings are crisp and excellent.
Overall the sight assembly is in very fine condition. (126019-12AS)
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Lyman No. 66A Receiver Sight
This receiver sight features a screw-in peep and is in overall excellent
condition, retaining a strong 98% original matte blue and showing few if
any handling marks or signs of previous use. All markings remain crisp
and excellent. The mount base is not present and the bright steel
elevation scale shows watery remnants of a black protective coating,
otherwise the sight is largely unblemished. (126019-12AT)
Rare Vintage Stevens Windage Vernier Tang Sight
This screw-mounted tang sight features a Stevens six-aperture
''Combination Eye Cup'' peep. The steel surfaces retain about 75%
original blue, showing occasional areas of cloudiness and silvering at
the high edges as well as a few areas toning to a dusky brown at the
edges of the finish. All markings remain crisp and all components are
present and function well mechanically. It is unknown if the tang screws
are original. Overall the sight is in fine condition. A very nice example of
these desirable vintage tang sights. (126019-12AV) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Vintage Redfield No. 102-W Receiver Sight
This receiver sight is compatible with Winchester Model 54 and 70 rifles.
The sight is in mint condition with no discernible blemishes. Includes the
original green paper-labeled opened factory box; the box exhibits a bit of
fraying at the edges of the label but is otherwise in excellent condition.
(126019-12AW)
Scope Bases & Rings
Assorted items: (2) Redfield one-piece scope bases, (1) pair of
unmarked Parkerized Weaver-style scope rings with thumb-operated
attachment levers, (2) non-matching Weaver-style scope bases labeled
''35'' and ''41'' respectively, (2) front sight hoods for an unknown rifle, (1)
new-in-box Redfield SR FN 2-piece scope mount base for an FN
Mauser action and (8) assorted mount screws in varying sizes. Also
includes a single elevation-adjustable flip-up dovetail U-notch rear sight
of unknown manufacture. All items are in near excellent to excellent
condition with minimal or no handling wear. (126019-12AX)
Bore Cleaning Accessories
One bag of assorted bore cleaning accessories, mostly Outers brand,
including copper and aluminum bore brushes and brass and aluminum
cleaning rod tips, all for a variety of calibers including: .410 bore, .38 cal,
.30 cal, .32 cal, 12 ga., 20 ga. and more. The accessories are overall in
excellent condition, only a few showing slight signs of previous use.
Most appear unused and many are still in unopened original packaging.
(126019-12AY)
Shotgun Snap Caps
Assorted snap caps for shotguns in a variety of gauges and
configurations, comprising: (6) 2'', 20 ga., aluminum; (2) 2'', 12 ga.,
aluminum; (2) Kassnar 2 1/2'', 20 ga., plastic hull aluminum base; Pacific
2 1/4'', 16 ga., plastic; (2) 1 3/4'', 28 ga., nickel; (2) Pacific 1 1/4'', 28 ga.,
steel; (2) Charles Daly 2'', 12 ga., aluminum. Also includes one
previously opened vintage cardboard tube of Bulls Eye pistol shot.
(126019-12AZ)
U.S. Model 1938 Military Wire Cutters by HKP
This WWII-issue pair of wire cutters is marked ''U.S. / HKP 1944'' on the
front face and hand-numbered ''06-87-90-03-1'' on the reverse. This
specimen is of the less common ''large head'' variety. The steel surfaces
of the head are a mellow bright scattered by cloudy areas of smoky gray
and dark brown patina as well as a few small instances of lightly
textured oxidation. Otherwise the head shows few handling marks and
minimal signs of previous wear. The black hard rubber handles exhibit
some very slight crazing and a slight accumulation of dried residue is
visible on the rear handle, otherwise the handles show few blemishes.
Overall the tool is in very good plus to excellent condition.
(126019-12BA)
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Shooter's Lot
A varied assortment of items. First, an assortment of parts from a Colt
22 conversion kit for a 1911 Govt. Model pistol comprising a recoil
spring with spring plug and plug guide, a slide stop, and a stamped
sheet metal ejector. Also included are a 10-round blued steel magazine
in .22 LR and a 7-round blued steel magazine in .45 ACP. The kit parts
and magazines are in very fine condition with just a bit of light wear and
silvering from previous use. Next, a front sight hood on a dovetail base.
The sight is windage-adjustable and includes an insert retainer. No
inserts are included and the windage adjustment knob has been lost.
Otherwise the sight shows minimal wear and is in excellent condition.
Next, a Winchester-marked checkered hard rubber buttplate and blued
steel triggerguard for a Winchester Model 69 or similar rifle; the buttplate
is in excellent condition with few if any blemishes and the triggerguard is
near excellent with a few instances of ocher patina. Next, a pair of blued
steel mainspring vises, one of which is U.S.-marked, in very good plus to
excellent condition. The vises retain about 80% original blue with areas
of the surfaces mellowing to a mottled gray-brown with occasional flecks
of dark oxidation. Next, three circular front sight inserts (not compatible
with aforementioned sight) in excellent condition; a note from the
consignor labels the sights as taken from a Feinwerkbau 150 air rifle.
Next, one 1'' diameter Lyman Ideal lubricant stick, half-used in box, and
two 1/2'' diameter lubricant sticks unused in original wax paper
wrapping. Finally, a very nice Converse 1899-patent cork pull with a
nickel tube, attractive blued prongs and a varnished hardwood handle,
in about excellent condition. (126019-12BB)
Tactical ''Secret Service'' Attaché Case
One black nylon attaché case, 17 1/2'' by 14'', with two main
compartments and three hidden insert pockets designed to hold 16'' by
12'' Kevlar plates. The first main pocket is lined with several Velcro strips
and includes a removable Velcro-lined black nylon pistol holster and a
number of nylon and Velcro straps suitable for attaching various tactical
equipment in a variety of user-customizable configurations. The second
compartment features a more typical pocket for files, folders and papers.
Also included is a single used Kevlar plate. The plate exhibits impact
deformation on one side from a small projectile; the deformation has not
affected the rear face, which appears unblemished. The plate was
clearly not in the case at the time of impact as the case itself is wholly
unblemished and in excellent condition. No maker's mark or labels of
any kind are present anywhere on the case except the letters ''YKK'' on
the zipper tabs. This specimen is purportedly one of 35 such cases
made for use by the United States Secret Service; cursory research has
yielded no further information on the subject. The case is nevertheless a
fine piece of equipment in its own right and an excellent accessory for
the protection-conscious businessman. (127740-12)
Assorted Leather Goods
A total of (7) military and military-style leather pouches. First, (4)
three-pocket stripper clip pouches, all unmarked, of the general pattern
of German pouches for 8mm Mauser and similar cartridges; two are
dark brown leather, one a lighter tan and the fourth is brown faux
pebble-grain leather. The light tan pouch exhibits spotted areas of
mildew staining, otherwise the pouches are all in very fine condition with
no more than minor handling and storage wear. Next, an unmarked dark
brown leather two-pocket pouch strongly resembling examples for
Yugoslavian SKS stripper clips. The leather exhibits a moderate age
patina throughout and the barest hints of deterioration atop the flap as
well as instances of light wrinkling and crazing but overall remains
supple and whole with excellent stitching and rates fine as a whole.
Next, an unmarked black leather box pouch, 2'' by 5 1/2'' by 3 1/2'',
rating very good plus to excellent with some light surface wrinkling and
storage wear; a strap or similar attachment appears to be missing from
the rear evidenced by a small triangle of empty stitching holes on the
rear face. Finally, a U-shaped leather pouch, 10'' by 6'' by 1'', with
still-lined sides and a buckled closing strap. The flap is marked ''305
AMT 137 / 137'' on the front face and ''R1 AMT'' on the interior. The
leather exhibits a moderately strong age patina and light crazing and
deterioration on the top face of the lid, otherwise the pouch is in fine
condition with little to no loss and tight complete stitching. (126129-4AA)
Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. I Parts & Accessories
Assorted miscellaneous parts and accessories for the Lee-Enfield No. 4
Mk. I rifle. Examples include a mainspring, firing pin, extractor springs,
extractor, slings, a complete M617 cleaning kit in excellent condition,
large and small takedown tools and oilers. All items are in fine to
excellent condition with few if any blemishes or signs of wear. Lot is
contained within a tan-painted U.S. ammo can in fine condition with
some light handling and storage wear. (128570-11)
Assorted U.S. Military Web Gear
Assorted U.S. military canvas web bags, pouches, pockets and sleeves
in tan and OD green. Items are either U.S.-marked or unmarked with
some specimens dated as early as 1945. All items are in excellent
condition with little to no wear or only minimal handling marks.
(128570-40)
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Accessory Lot
A small assortment of miscellaneous accessories. Examples include:
two USA-Lite OD green plastic angle-head flashlights, two unmarked
OD green-painted steel oil cans, a linked pair of sheet steel oil bottles,
one pair of gray leather goggles with amber lenses and a
magazine/triggerguard assembly which appears to be from a
parade-style dummy rifle. Items are in very good plus to excellent
condition with some light storage wear, some instances of patina and a
bit of flaking paint but no major blemishes or damage of note.
(128570-42)
Ammo Cans
Two steel cans comprising one OD green U.S. Military can and one
unmarked black-painted can with thick wool felt lining. The black can
measures 17'' by 6 1/2'' by 4'' and features a leather strap handle. Both
cans are in very good condition with only light handling marks, some
flaking at the edges and corners and light oxidation patina on the areas
of exposed steel. (128570-51)
Lot of Holsters
(31) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
a variety of frame sizes and barrel lengths. Examples include: Bianchi
#8 ''Shadow'' .38/.357; Triple K 83H12; George Lawrence 1CB 572;
Bianchi #55L ''Lightning'' S&W Chief; Uncle Mike's Sidekick sizes 3 and
0. Also includes a two-pocket magazine pouch for Colt Government
Model magazines and one Colt-marked blued steel 7-round .45 Auto
magazine for the same. Items are in very good to excellent condition.
(128570-34)
Antique Sporting Catalogs and Periodical
One 263-page Shoverling, Daly & Gales Sportsmen Supply Catalog,
number 59, printed in 1912, advertising everything from roller skates to
Colt Government Model pistols. It is in overall very good condition with
some tape repairs, the front and back cover showing some tattering and
tape repairs and the interior pages being in excellent condition with a
few exceptions. One 152-page H. H. Kiffe Co. Fishing Tackle and
Hunting Outfits catalog printed in 1910 offering everything for the
outdoorsman. It is in overall near excellent condition with some wear on
the ends of the binding and some very minor soiling here-and-there.
One 192-page Hunter Trader Trapper magazine, Volume XXI, from
October, 1910. The covers are tattered with some of the binding
exposed but the interior is near excellent with a few exceptions. The
final catalog is for the Harrington & Richardson Arms Company, this is a
small 6 1/4'' x 3 1/2'' book likely from the same era as the previously
listed publications. (22A8621-57)
Springfield Trapdoor
Two books total, one titled The .45-70 Springfield by Joe Poyer and
Craig Riesch, this is a very good condition 98-page paperback published
in 1991 with pertinent information and black-and-white illustrations for
the Trapdoor collector, there is a slight crease in the back cover that is
found on most pages but they are not wrinkled, only bent slightly. One
titled Trapdoor Springfield by M.D. ''Bud'' Waite and B.D. Ernst, this is a
near excellent condition 213-page hardcover book published in 1980
also packed with pertinent information and black-and-white illustrations
for the Trapdoor collector. There are some slight tears in the dust cover
and some wear on the corners of the cover and the interior pages are
crisp and white. (229713-14I)
Colt Peacemaker, Colt Memorabilia and Cartridge Conversion
Three books total, first is the Colt Memorabilia Price Guide by John
Ogle, this is a near excellent condition 256-page price guide published
in 1998 detailing every type of Colt memorabilia available throughout the
years; ties, glasses, ashtrays, toys and statues are just some of the
items listed inside. There are some handling marks and a bit of sticker
remnants from an old price tag on the cover. Second is the Colt
Peacemaker Ready-Reference Handbook by Keith Cochran, this is a
very good 76-page paperback published in 1984 detailing everything a
budding Frontier Six Shooter collector would need to know on-the-fly.
There is some writing in the ''Notes'' section at the end of the book, a
slight crease in the cover and title page and some slightly dog-eared
corners. The final book is Cartridge Conversions by George C. Nonte,
Jr., this is a very good condition 340-page hardcover published in 1961,
this appears to be a book detailing the ins-and-outs of forming brass and
reloading cartridges for obscure and common calibers with reloading
tables and other black-and-white illustrations. There is some slight wear
along the edges and corners and the dust jacket is not present.
(229713-13B)
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Double Rifle And Shooting Field
Two books total, first is Shooting The British Double Rifle by Graeme
Wright, this is an excellent condition 180-page hardcover published in
1996 detailing everything you need to know about these popular and
reliable big game firearms including many black-and-white and color
photographs. Second is the revised and enlarged edition of The
Shooting Field with Holland & Holland by Peter King, this is an excellent
condition 184-page hardcover published in 1990 with gilded edges and
many detailed photographs and illustrations of advertising and cased
guns. (229713-13D)
Assorted Firearms-Related Books
This lot contains four books. A Rifleman Went to War by H.W. McBride,
Small-Arms Technical Publishing Co. 1935, hardcover with jacket, 398
pages, very good condition with scattered light foxing and light edge
wear to the corners of the jacket. Colt Firearms From 1836 by James E.
Serven, The Foundation Press 1954, hardcover with jacket, 398 pages,
includes handwritten message and signature of the author dated 1968,
excellent condition. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson Second
Edition by Jim Supica Richard Nahas, Krause Publications 2001,
hardcover, 318 pages, excellent plus condition. English Pistols and
Revolvers by J.N. George, Small-Arms Technical Publishing Co. 1938,
hardcover with jacket, 257 pages, very good plus condition with light
wear to corners of the jacket. (237632-1I)
Assorted Cartridge Reloading and Explosives-Related Books
This lot contains four books. Explosives and Bomb Disposal Guide by
Robert R. Lenz, Charles C. Thomas-publisher 1965, hardcover, 303
pages, like-new condition. Principles and Practice of Loading
Ammunition by Earl Naramore, The Stackpole Co. 1954, hardcover with
jacket, very good plus condition with light wear to jacket edges. The
American Cartridge: An Illustrated Study of the Rimfire Cartridge in the
United States by Charles R. Suydam, G. Robert Lawrence-publisher
1960, hardcover with jacket, 184 pages, very good plus condition with
faint foxing of the interior of the hardcovers with slight tearing and wear
to the jacket. Complete Guide to Handloading: A Treatise on
Handloading for Pleasure, Economy and Utility by Philip B. Sharpe,
Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1953, hardcover, 264 pages, very good condition
with some light yellowing of a few pages, light wear to the edges of the
hardcover, last page has a fold. (237632-1H)
Assorted Firearms-Related Books
This lot contains six books. Big Game Rifles and Cartridges by Elmer
Keith, Thomas G. Samworth-publisher 1936, hardcover with jacket, 161
pages, very good plus condition with minor wear and tears on the edges
of the jacket. Wing and Trap Shooting by Major Charles Askins, The
Macmillan Co. 1948, hardcover with jacket, 201 pages, very good plus
condition with minor wear and tears on the edges of the jacket.
Elementary Gunsmithing: A Manual of Instruction for Amateurs in the
Alteration and Repair of Firearms by Perry D. Frazer, Thomas G.
Samworth-publisher 1938, hardcover with jacket, 208 pages, very good
plus condition with minor wear and tears to the jacket and slight foxing
of the green edges of the pages. Modern Gunsmithing: A Manual of
Firearms Design, Construction and Remodeling, for Amateurs and
Professionals by Clyde Baker, Small-Arms Technical Publishing Co.
1933, hardcover with jacket, 527 pages, very good condition with some
technical notes handwritten on the last two pages, some light wear to
the corners of the hardcover and very light wear to the jacket. Big Game
Hunting in North-Eastern Rhodesia by Owen Letcher, St. Martin's Press
1987, hardcover with jacket, 266 pages, like-new condition. Explosives
and Bomb Disposal Guide by Robert R. Lenz, Charles C.
Thomas-publisher 1965, hardcover, 303 pages, like-new condition.
(237632-1G)
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Assorted Firearms and Martial Arms Collections Books and Catalogs
This lot contains eight catalogs, one book and one magazine. The
William M. Locke Collection by Frank M. Sellers, The Antique Armory
Inc. 1973, hardcover, 541 pages, signed in ink by author of the
descriptions, excellent condition with very slight wear to the spine. The
Karl. F. Mouldenhauer Collection of Remington Arms First Edition,
Richard A. Bourne Co., Inc. 10/29/1980, hardcover with hard jacket,
excellent plus with the slightest wear to the hard jacket. Catalog No. 105
by N. Flayderman & Co., Inc., softcover, very good plus condition with
slight edge wear. Man at Arms ''Special Colt Engraving Issue''
March/April 1983, E. Andrew Mowbray-editor & publisher, 64 pages,
very good plus condition with light cover wear and a fold to each corner
of the front cover. The John R. Woods Collection of Important
Winchester Firearms, Butterfield & Butterfield Auctioneers Corp.,
10/22/1991, softcover, 81 pages, excellent condition. Rare Selections
from Old Gun Catalogs 1880-1920 edited by Joseph J. Schroeder, DBI
Books Inc. 1977, softcover, 96 pages, excellent condition. American
Martial Arms Collection of the Late Warren H. Hay, Richard A Bourne
Co., Inc. 5/10/1978, softcover, very good condition with very light soiling
to the spine and a bend in the lower right side. Volcanic Firearms-And
Their Successors by Edsall James, Pioneer Press 1974, softcover, 14
pages, very good plus condition with a bend in the lower right edge. E.
Remington & Sons' Sporting Arms and Ammunition Revised Price-List
1887, Rolling Block Press 1984, softcover, 34 pages, excellent condition
with a small ink smudge on the spine. The Antique Bowie Knife
Collections of Robert Berryman & Chas. Schreiner III, Butterfield &
Butterfield Auctioneers Corp., 3/23/92, softcover, 132 pages, very good
plus condition with very light wear around the edges. (238334-8A)
Assorted Books Related to American Military Arms and Militaria
This lot contains five books. American Military Equipage 1851-1872
Volume Three: United States Navy and Marine Corps by Frederick P.
Todd, The Company of Military Historians 1978, hardcover, 198 pages,
excellent condition. Americans and Their Guns: The National Rifle
Association Story Through Nearly a Century of Service to the Nation by
James B. Trefethen and James E. Serven, Stackpole Books 1967,
hardcover with jacket, 320 pages, very good plus condition with
scattered faint staining on the edges of the pages and very light wear to
the edges of the jacket. Arms & Equipment of the Civil War by Jack
Coggins, The Fairfax Press 1983, hardcover with jacket, 160 pages,
near excellent condition with some light wear and a tear to the edges of
the jacket. Weapons of the American Revolution and Accoutrements by
Warren Moore, Promontory Press 1967, hardcover with jacket, 225
pages, near excellent condition with light edge wear to the jacket. Civil
War Projectiles II: Small Arms & Field Artillery with Supplement by W.
Redi McKee & M.E. Mason, Jr. Publishers Press, Inc. 1995, hardcover
with jacket, 208 pages, condition: new and sealed in plastic.
(237632-1D)
Assorted Arms and Armor-Related Books
This lot contains six books. An Introduction to European Swords by
Anthony North, Her Majesty's Stationary Office 1982, hardcover, 48
pages, near excellent condition with faint wear to the hardcovers.
European Arms and Armour Volume II: Arms by Sir James Mann,
Wallace Collection Catalogues 1962, hardcover, 714 pages, excellent
condition with very slight wear to the hardcovers. European Arms and
Armour Part III: Supplement to Parts I and II by James G. Mann,
Wallace Collection Catalogues 1945, hardcover, 770 pages, good
condition with the hardcover softened with age, edge wear, and the linen
spine torn away and saved inside the book. Gun Engraving Review by
E.C. Prudhomme, Gun Engraving Review Publishing Co. 1961,
hardcover, 145 pages, certified #164 or 300, near excellent condition
with the first page detached and minor wear to the edges of the
hardcovers. Arms and Armour in the Royal Scottish Museum by A.V.B.
Norman, Edinburgh 1972, softcover, 39 pages, excellent plus condition.
El Cuchillo Tactico: Chuchillos de Combate, Supervivencia & Militares
del Siglo XX (The Tactical Knife: 20th Century Combat, Survival and
Military Knives) by Abel A. Domenech, A.A. Domenech Ediciones
Internacionales 1996, Spanish language, hardcover with jacket, 375
pages, near excellent with a small tear and light wear to the edges of the
jacket. (237632-1C)
Reproduction Vintage Winchester Repeating Arms Catalogs
Two reproduction vintage catalogs as follows: Winchester Repeating
Arms Co. Manufacturers of Repeating Firearms and Metallic
Ammunition, Paper & Brass Shot Shells, Primers, Gun Wads, Reloading
Tools, etc. March 1891, W.A. O'Hara-publisher, softcover, 84 pages,
very good plus condition with very slight wear to the edges of the
covers. Winchester Repeating Arms Co. Repeating Rifles, Shotguns and
Metallic Ammunition Catalogue No. 53 December 1896, Springfield
Printing and Binding Co.-publisher, softcover, 130 pages, very good plus
condition with minor wear to the spine and edges. (23A9713-3B)

1536

Vintage Winchester Catalogs
This lot contains four catalogs and one Winchester Shotshell Game
Guide as follows: Winchester Pocket Catalog: Guns and Ammunition,
softcover, 28 pages, good condition with two small holes in the title page
and contaminant spotting on the cover. How to Make Every Shot Count!
The Wingshooter's Handbook 1956 Edition, The Poly-Choke Company,
Inc. 1956, softcover, 25 pages, very good plus with light wear to the
lower right corner and very light staining to the covers. Winchester
Repeating Arms Co. Highly Finished Arms October 1897, softcover, 28
pages, very good plus condition with the edges of the catalog toning to
sepia and scattered tiny contaminant spotting on the front cover.
Winchester: World Standard Guns and Ammunition, Flashlights and
Batteries, Fishing Tackle, Ice and Roller Skates, Cutlery, Tools,
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., softcover, 233 pages, very good
condition with light foxing of the edges and scattered light foxing on the
pages, a retail store address is stamped on the title page, and minor
overall wear to the covers. Cardboard rotating Winchester Shotshell
Game Guide printed in 1987. Game guide describes and depicts shot
and buckshot specifications and recommends shell, shot size and shot
weight for .410 bore-10 gauge when hunting squirrel, rabbit, geese,
ducks, turkey, pheasant dove and quail. Back of the guide features
''Pattern/Pellet Density and Energy Guide'' for lead and steel shot. Very
good plus condition with a few small stains. (23A9713-3A)
Vintage Books from the Winchester Library
Record Book of Winchester New York City Store Jan 1904-Dec 1904,
handwritten script ledger, unmarked hardcover, fair condition with the
spine missing and both covers almost detached while the pages are in
excellent condition. Winchester: The Testing of Arms & Ammunition by
the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., Springfield Printing and Binding
Co., softcover, cover marked ''W.R.A. Co. Library'' in script along with
library call-number with Winchester Library ''Ex Libris'' book plate on
interior of cover, fair-good condition with cloth tape-repaired spine,
pages about to come loose with scattered light foxing. De Tidlige
Winchester-Rifler (The Early Winchester-Rifles) by Tage Lasson,
Weapons History Watchbooks 1953, Danish language, softcover, 162
pages, cover bears the Winchester Library call-number while the interior
features the library's ''Ex Libris'' book plate, first page features
handwritten dedication by the author, inside back cover retains
Winchester Library's checkout pocket and card with a single entry dated
to 1958, very good plus condition with some very light staining and light
wear to the covers and a faint crease to the lower left edge.
(23A9713-3C)
Marlin Firearms Book
Marlin Firearms-A History of the Guns and the Company that Made
Them by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret., Stackpole Books 1989,
hardcover with jacket, 696 pages, excellent condition with a handwritten
dedication from the author dated to 10/29/1989. (239713-14G)
Walther Models PP and PPK Book
Walther Models PP and PPK 1929-1945 by James L. Rankin, sixth
printing 1994, hardcover, 142 pages, excellent condition. (239713-14E)
Colt Government Models Book
The Government Models-The Development of the Colt Model of 1911 by
William H.D. Goddard, Andrew Mowbray Inc. 1988, softcover, 293
pages, very good plus condition with slight wear to the edges and spine.
(239713-14F)
Luger Holster & Accessories Book
Luger Holsters and Accessories of the 20th Century by Eugene J.
Bender, first edition 1992, hardcover with jacket, 640 pages, very good
plus condition as signed by the author with faint corner and jacket edge
wear. (239713-14H)
Assorted Books Related to Arms
This lot consists of six various books about weapons as follows: Major
Ned H. Roberts and The Schuetzen Rifle-Revised Edition by Gerald O.
Kelver, Robinson Press Inc. 1988, softcover, 122 pages, fair condition
with the spine broken so that the first 25 pages are detached and the
lower right corner of the soft cover missing. Schuetzen Rifles History
and Loadings-Second Edition by Gerald O. Kelver, Robinson Press Inc.
1989, softcover, 130 pages, excellent condition. Guns of the Old West
by Charles Edward Chapel, The National Rifle Association 1995,
hardcover, 306 pages, excellent condition with the book featuring gilded
edges and a satin ribbon bookmark. Swords of Germany 1900/1945 by
John R. Angolia and Imperial Supplement by Gregory Douglas, R.
James Bender Publishing 1988, hardcover, 496 pages, very good
condition with minor edge wear to the hardcovers. Best Guns by Michael
McIntosh, Countrysport Press 1992, hardcover with jacket, 288 pages,
book is in excellent condition while the jacket rates good with a couple
minor tears and light edge wear. Cartridges of the World-9th Edition,
Revised and Expanded by Frank C. Barnes, Krause Publications 2000,
softcover, 512 pages, very good plus with some light staining on the
edges of the pages and light signs of use. (239713-13A)
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Luger Books
Five assorted books about Luger pistols as follows: The Luger
Handbook by Aarron Davis, Krause Publications 1997, softcover, 91
pages, excellent condition. Luger Variations-Volume One by Harry E.
Jones, Harry E. Jones 1959, hardcover with jacket, 304 pages, book is
in excellent condition with light foxing of the edges of the pages while
the jacket rates good with a few small tears and edge wear along with
light foxing. The Luger Story-The Standard History of the World's Most
Famous Handgun by John Walter, Greenhill Books 1995, hardcover with
jacket, 256 pages, near excellent condition with a few small stains on
the edges of the pages. Luger Tips-Revised Edition by Michael Reese II,
Pioneer Press 1992, softcover, 120 pages, excellent condition. Lugers
at Random by Charles Kenyon, Jr., Handgun Press 1990, hardcover
with jacket, 416 pages, excellent condition. (239713-13C)
Reloading Manuals
Four hardcover reloading manuals as follows: Hornady Handbook of
Cartridge Reloading Vol. 1: Reloading Data Fourth Edition, Hornady
Manufacturing Co. 1991, 648 pages, excellent condition with some light
creases in the spine. Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading Vol. 2:
Tables & Charts Fourth Edition, Hornady Manufacturing Co. 1991, 476
pages, excellent condition. Speer Reloading Manual: Rifle & Pistol 12
Edition, Blount Inc. 1994, 720 pages, excellent condition. Barnes
Reloading Manual #3, Barnes Bullets Inc. 2001, 786 pages, excellent
condition. (236519-288E)
Reloading Manuals
Four hardcover reloading manuals as follows: Barnes Bullets Reloading
Manual Number One Third Edition, Barnes Bullets 1992, 356 pages,
excellent condition. Hodgdon Data Manual No. 26, Hodgdon Powder
Co. Inc. 1995, 797 pages, excellent condition. Speer Reloading Manual:
Rifle & Pistol 12th Edition, Blount Inc. 1994, 720 pages, excellent
condition. Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading: Rifle-Pistol Third
Edition, Hornady Manufacturing Co. 1980, 665 pages, very good plus
condition with minor corner and spine wear. (236519-288D)
Reloading Manuals
Six hardcover reloading manuals as follows: Hodgdon's Reloading Data
Manual No. 23, Hodgdon Powder Co. Inc. 1977, 324 pages, excellent
condition. Speer Reloading Manual Number 10: For Rifle and Pistol,
Omark Industries Inc. 1979, 560 pages, very good plus with minor
corner and edge wear. Speer Reloading Manual Number 11: For Rifle
and Pistol, Omark Industries Inc. 1987, 621 pages, good condition with
a tear between the spine and rear cover and minor corner and edge
wear. Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading Vol 1: Rifle-Handgun
Reloading Data Fifth Edition, Hornady Manufacturing Co. 2000, 780
pages, excellent condition. Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading
Vol. 2: Ballistics Tables Fifth Edition, Hornady Manufacturing Co. 2000,
718 pages, excellent condition with very slight edge wear on the hard
covers. Hodgdon Data Manual No. 26, Hodgdon Powder Co. Inc. 1992,
792 pages, near excellent with light corner and edge wear to the
hardcovers. (236519-288C)
Firearms Related Publications
Nine softcovers including: Ten Old Gun Catalogs for the Collector-Vol 1
compiled by L.D. Satterlee, Follett Publishing Co. 1962, very good
condition with minor spine wear, some scattered tiny spots of staining on
the edges of the pages and very light edge wear. Handguns '99 11th
Edition edited by Ray Ordorica, Krause Publications 1998, 350 pages,
excellent condition. Gun Trader's Guide 23rd Edition, Stoeger Publishing
Co. 2000, 584 pages, excellent condition. 1940 Shooter's Bible
Authentic Reproduction, Stoeger Publishing Co. 1990, 512 pages, very
good plus condition with some slight creases to the corners of the soft
covers and very light edge wear. Firearms Assembly II: The NRA
Guidebook to Handguns, National Rifle Association 1972, 206 pages,
very good plus condition with some minor creases to the spine and front
cover and light edge wear. Cartridges of the World-Revised Fifth Edition
by Frank C. Barnes, DBI Books 1985, 416 pages, very good condition
with light spine and edge wear, some creases to the corners of the
pages and a ripple in the first 50 or so pages. Ammo & Ballistics-2nd
Edition by Bob Forker, Safari Press Inc. 2003, 408 pages, excellent
condition save for a ripple-shaped minor deformation that has not
damaged the pages or covers. Shooter's Bible: Reloader's Guide
Second Revised Edition by R.A. Steindler, Stoeger Arms Corp 1968,
220 pages, very good plus condition with some minor fading and very
light spine and edge wear to covers. The Gun Digest Book of Firearms
Assembly/Disassembly Part I: Automatic Pistols by J.B. Wood, DBI
Books 1979, 320 pages, excellent condition. (236519-288B)

1548

Handloading Related Books
Three total including: The Practical Paper Patched Bullet by Paul
Matthews, Wolfe Publishing Co. Inc. 1986, softcover, 75 pages,
excellent condition. Modern Handloading by Maj. George C. Nonte, Jr.,
Winchester Press 1972, hardcover with jacket, 410 pages, book is in
excellent condition with some minor tears and edge and corner wear to
the jacket. The Home Guide to Cartridge Conversions by George C.
Nonte, Jr. Stackpole Books 1967, hardcover with jacket, 404 pages,
book is in near excellent condition with some tiny speckles of foxing on
the edges and very slight corner where while the jacket rates fair with
multiple tears and a few missing pieces along the edges. (236519-288A)
Reloading Manuals
Six spiralbound manuals including: two copies of Speer Handloaders
Manual Volume One, Speer Products Co. 1954, 134 pages, one is in
very good plus condition with minor corner wear to the covers while the
other rates about the same with minor corner wear and a few light
creases in the back cover. Two copies of Speer Reloading Manual for
Commercial Rifle and Pistol Cartridges Number 3, Speer Products Co.
1959, 207 pages, one is in very good condition with some minor creases
to the back cover and light edge wear on the spine and both covers
while the second rates very good plus with minor creasing of the back
cover. One copy of Speer Manual for Reloading Ammunition Number 5:
Rifle-Pistol-Shotgun, Speer Products Co. 1961, 293 pages, very good
plus condition with some light staining on the back cover and a few of
the paper tabs display light wear. Finally, there is one copy of Speer
Manual for Reloading Ammunition: Rifle, Pistol & Shotgun Number 6,
Speer Inc. 1964, 334 pages, near excellent condition with very light
wear to the page tabs. (236519-288)
Reloading Manuals
Five manuals total including: Hodgdon's Reloading Data Manual No. 21,
Hodgdon Powder Co. Inc. 1970, spiral bound, 144 pages, excellent
condition with slight fading around the edges of the covers. Barnes
Bullets Reloading Manual No. 2, Barnes Bullets Inc. 1997, hardcover,
667 pages, excellent condition. Speer Reloading Manual Number 11:
For Rifle and Pistol, Omark Industries Inc. 1987, hardcover, 621 pages,
near excellent condition with light edge wear to the covers. Hodgdon
Data Manual No. 25, Hodgdon Powder Co. Inc. 1986, hardcover, 544
pages, near excellent with light edge wear to the covers. Hornady
Handbook of Cartridge Reloading: Rifle-Pistol Third Edition, Hornady
Manufacturing Co. 1980, hardcover, 665 pages, good condition with
damage and a tear at the top of the spine and minor wear along the
edges of the hardcovers. (236519-288F)
Vintage Lyman Reloading Manuals
Nine reloading manuals as follows: The Ideal Handbook on
Hand-Loading and Reloading of Ammunition for Rifles, Revolvers Pistols
and Shotguns No. 28, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1927, softcover, 158
pages, excellent condition with slight yellowing of the edges of the
pages and a gun shop ink stamp on the cover. Handbook of Cast
Bullets, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., spiralbound, 179 pages, good
condition with the front cover detached and the back cover nearly
detached. The Ideal Hand Book No. 36-Rifles, Revolvers and Pistols,
The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1949, softcover, 144 pages, good condition
with three added binder holes in the spine and light creasing and minor
wear to the spine and covers. The Ideal Hand Book No. 37-Rifles,
Revolvers and Pistols, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1950, softcover, 144
pages, poor condition with soft cover missing and spine broken with
sections of the manual coming loose. Two copies of Ideal Hand
Book-Reloading Ammunition No. 38, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1951,
spiralbound, 179 pages, one is in fair condition with water damage
throughout, fading, creases and wear to the soft covers while the other
rates good with a cloth tape repaired spine and minor wear to the
covers. Lyman Ideal Handbook No. 39-Reloading Ammunition, The
Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1953, spiralbound, 192 pages, very good
condition with a crack in the plastic spiral binding and minor edge wear
on the covers. Two copies of Lyman Ideal Handbook No. 40-Reload
Your Own Ammunition, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1955, spiralbound,
136 pages, one copy is in very good plus condition with light staining,
creases and wear to the soft covers while the other is closer to good
with fading, creases, light wear and pencil markings on the covers.
(236519-288G)
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Lyman Reloading Manuals
Nine reloading manuals as follows: Lyman Reloader's Handbook 42nd
Edition, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1960, spiralbound, 188 pages, very
good condition with minor edge and corner wear to the covers. Two
copies of the Handbook of Cast Bullets, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp.,
spiralbound, 208 pages, one is in very good condition with the rear
cover coming detached and light fading and edge wear to the covers
while the other rates near very good with the front cover missing and
minor edge wear and creases on the back cover. Lyman Ammunition
Reloading Hand Book 41st Edition, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1957,
spiralbound, 172 pages, very good condition with a few bends and
creases in the front cover. Lyman Reloading Handbook 43rd Edition,
The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1964, spiralbound, 222 pages, very good
condition with light fading and edge wear of the covers. Lyman Cast
Bullet Handbook-For All Popular Rifles, Pistols, and Black Powder Guns,
Lyman 1973, spiralbound, 240 pages, very good plus condition with light
wear to the edges of the covers. Lyman Reloading Handbook 44th
Edition, The Lyman Gun Sight Corp. 1967, spiralbound, 268 pages,
good condition with the back cover partially detached and rips and tears
to the edges of the covers and creases and wear to the page tabs.
Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook Third Edition edited by C. Kenneth
Ramage, Lyman Products Corp. 1980, softcover, 416 pages, near
excellent condition with three binder holes added to the spine and a
minor crease in the pages. Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook 4th Edition
edited by Thomas J. Griffin, Lyman Products Corp. 2012, softcover, 320
pages, excellent condition with a slight bend in the pages.
(236519-288H)
Reloading Manuals
Five reloading manuals as follows: Hornady Handbook of Cartridge
Reloading: Rifle-Pistol Vol. II, Hornady Manufacturing Co. 1973,
hardcover with jacket, 512 pages, manual is in near excellent condition
with minor wear to the edges of the hard covers while the jacket displays
several rips and tears to the edges and corners. Nosler Reloading
Manual Number Three, Nosler Bullets Inc. 1989, hardcover, 516 pages,
like-new condition. Hodgdon Data Manual No. 24, Hodgdon Powder Co.
Inc. 1983, hardcover, 415 pages, excellent condition. Hodgdon Powder
Co. No. 27 Data Manual by Dave Scovill, Hodgdon Powder Co. 1998,
hardcover three-ring binder, like new condition. Sierra Reloading Manual
5th Edition, Sierra Bullets 2003, hardcover three-ring binder, 1150
pages, very good plus condition with slight fading, staining and corner
wear to the covers. (236519-288I)
The Canadian Journal of Arms Collecting
59 quarterly issues of The Canadian Journal of Arms Collecting from
Vol. 1 No. 1 through Vol. 15 No. 4 with the only missing issue being Vol.
14 No. 3. All issues rate near excellent to excellent with some scattered
spots of light foxing. (237890-2)
Winchester An American Legend
by R.L. Wilson C. 1991, 404 page embossed hardcover with full-color
dust jacket. Covers the history of Winchester from its start in 1849, their
many firearms, tools, sporting equipment and memorabilia.
Well-illustrated, with graphs and a plethora of illustrations. Excellent
condition. (57313-1A)
Winchester Engraving
by R.L. Wilson C. 1975, Second Edition, 500 page hardcover with
full-color dust jacket and inside cover pages. Jam-packed with
information on the different models, type of coverage and the factory
engravers that did the work along with custom shop and post-war
freelance craftsmen. Well illustrated in both full-color and
black-and-white. In excellent condition with minor wear on the dust
jacket, perfect for reference or coffee table. (57313-1B)
Winchester Slide-Action Rifles Volume I: Model 1890 & Model 1906
by Ned Schwing C. 1992, First Edition, 351 page embossed full-color
hardcover. Extensive coverage of the Model 1890 and Model 1906
rifles. Lists the different variations, grades and standard and special
orders. Well-illustrated in both full-color and black-and-white, graphs,
charts and index. Excellent plus condition with only a very slight bend in
upper right corner of cover. (57313-1C)
Winchester Slide Action Rifles Volume II: Model 61 & Model 62
by Ned Schwing C. 1993, First Edition, 256 page embossed full-color
hardcover. Extensive coverage of both Model 61 & Model 62 rifles listing
the different variations, stocks and boxes. Well illustrated with black and
photos, graphs and sketches. In excellent condition with a couple minor
scuffs at the corners. (57313-1D)
Marlin Firearms A History Of The Guns And The Company That Made
Them
by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy, USAR, Ret. C. 1989, 696 page embossed
hardcover with full color dust jacket. Full coverage of the firearms,
different styles, grades, variations and their accessories. Includes
numerous black and white photos, charts and index. In excellent
condition and a must have for the Marlin firearms collector. (57313-1E)

1560

The Engraved Powder Horn Folk Art Of Early America
by Jim Dresslar, C. 1996, First Edition, 240 page hardcover with
full-color dust jacket. Well informative with full-color photos of some of
the more famous horns and information on the engravers who carved
them, includes index. In excellent condition with minor edge wear of the
dust jacket and light age staining on the front pages. (57313-1F)
The Guns of Remington Historic Firearms Spanning Two Centuries
by Howard M. Madaus, C. 1997, 331 page hardcover with full-color dust
jacket. Extensive coverage of Remington firearms from the early black
powder days to more modern models. Full-color photos along with
descriptions of the arms. Very informative, in excellent condition.
(57313-1G)
Firearms Books
Three total: Savage & Stevens Arms Collector's History by Jay Kimmel,
C. 1990, 252 softcover with index. Covers the history and different
firearms of both companies. Black and white photos, sketches and
diagrams; The Luger Handbook by Aarron Davis, C. 1997, 91 page
pocket-size softcover with index and log. Quick reference of different
models and variations with complete gun details and proof marks;
Cartridges For Collectors Volume Two, by Fred Datig, C. 1958, 176
page hardcover with dust jacket and index. Sketches and descriptions of
various centerfire, rimfire and patent ignition cartridges, dust jacket
shows light age staining. All in excellent condition. (57313-1H)
Shotgun Books
Four total: Winchester Shotguns and Shotshells: From the Hammer
Double to the Model 59 by Ronald W. Stadt, C. 1995, second edition,
288 page embossed hardcover with full-color dust jacket. Loaded with
information and black and white photos of the various Winchester
shotguns and shotshells with full color section and index. Edges of dust
jacket shows light wear; U.S. Winchester Trench and Riot Guns and
other U.S. Combat Shotguns by Joe Poyer, C. 1992, 121 page
softcover. Part of the "For Collectors Only" series of books describes
different Winchester trench and riot shotguns, their markings, parts and
configurations with many sketches and tables. In about near excellent
condition with minor rounded corners and water staining on the rear
pages; Shotguns, All Types TM 9-285 War Department Technical
Manual September 21, 1942, by Chief of Ordnance, 257 page softcover
manual with index. Describes the many different shotguns, their parts
and operation. In very good condition overall with light age staining
throughout, the cover shows light water staining and marks in red pencil;
12 ga Winchester Model 97 HANDBOOK by Ian Skennerton C. 2005, 35
page stapled handbook. Lists information on identification,
assembly/disassembly, maintenance and accessories for the Model 97
shotgun. Excellent condition. (57313-1I)
Reproduction Catalogs
Eight total: Winchester Reprinted 1995, 233 page embossed hardcover.
Volume 13 of the hardcover reproductions, this circa 1928 catalog lists
firearms, ammunition, fishing tackle, sporting goods and tools of the
then Winchester-Simmons company; Winchester Catalog 1927 Original
copyright 1926, 298 page, two-color soft bound cover reproduction of
the original catalog of Winchester-Simmons Companies products with
new additions of: lacquer, padlocks, golf clubs, refrigerators, tennis
rackets and paint. Excellent condition with price written in pencil on front
page and small bookstore label on bottom inside cover; Winchester
1926-27 Product Catalog C. 1926, seventh printing 1996, 292 page,
two-color soft bound cover reproduction of original catalog listing the
Winchester Store product line. In near excellent condition with small
dent in bottom edges, price written in pencil on front page and small
bookstore label on bottom inside cover; Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
March 1891 84 page soft bound catalog of firearms and ammunition in
excellent condition with price written in pencil on front page and small
bookstore label on bottom inside cover; Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
Highly Finished Arms by John T. Amber, 1953 limited edition printing of
the original October, 1897 catalog of the different types of carving and
engraving available on Winchester firearms. In about very good
condition with light water staining along the lower inside binding and torn
edges along the lower right corner of the cover and first couple pages;
Marlin 128 page soft bound illustrated pricelist with green and black
cover listing Marlin firearms, ammunition and moulds. In excellent
condition with minor age staining; The Marlin Firearms Co. June, 1897,
192 page soft bound pocket catalog with brown and black cover listing
available arms, ammunition and accessories in excellent condition. Also
included is a Vintage Industries Grip Reference Catalog No. 7, 115 soft
bound catalog of their reproduction grips and buttplates. (57313-1J)
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1565

Military Small Arms and Sword Books
Three total: United States Military Small Arms 1816-1865 by Robert M.
Reilly, C. 1970, Third Edition, 275 page hardcover with dust jacket.
Loaded with information and diagrams of different muskets, rifle
muskets, rifles, carbines, handguns along with their alterations and
conversions; Small Arms of the Sea Services by Col. Robert H. Rankin,
USMC (RET), C. 1972, 227 page hardcover with dust jacket. A history of
the firearms and edged weapons of the U.S. Navy Marine Corps and
Coast Guard from the Revolution to modern times. Well illustrated with
index, in very good plus condition with light dirt staining on covers, the
dust jacket showing light wear and a couple small tears along the edges;
Swords and Sabers of the Armory at Springfield by Burton A.
Kellerstedt, C. 1998, 78 page soft-bound with extensive appendix
showing drills and exercises in proper stances. In near excellent
condition with only lightly rounded corners and a small water stain on the
cover. (57313-1K)
Book Collection: Samuel Colt, Colt Firearms
Four volumes, detailed as follows: Samuel Colt A Man and an Epoch by
Martin Rywell, Pioneer Press 1952, 1955, hardcover with jacket, 200
pages; Samuel Colt's Own Record 1847 by Samuel Colt and John E.
Parsons, Connecticut Printers 1949, hardcover with jacket, 157 pages;
A History of The Colt Revolver by Charles T. Haven and Frank A.
Belden, Bonanza Books 1940, hardcover with jacket, 711 pages; Colt
Firearms by James E. Serven, Stackpole Books 1954, 1979, 401 pages.
Volumes are in very good plus condition with small tears and folds of the
jackets' edges, and light foxing on the first few pages of Samuel Colt A
Man and an Epoch. (147632-1B)
Book Collection: Colt, Parker, and Winchester
Five volumes, detailed as follows: The Peacemaker and its Rivals by
John E Parsons, William Morrow and Company 1950, hardcover with
jacket, 184 pages; Parker Brothers Knight of the Trigger by Ed
Muderlak, Old Reliable Publishing 2002, hardcover, 223 pages; Parker
America's Finest Shotgun by Peter H. Johnson, The Stackpole
Company 1961, 1963, hardcover with jacket, 260 pages; The First
Winchester by John E. Parsons, William Morrow and Company 1955,
hardcover with jacket, 207 pages; Automatic and Repeating Shotguns
by Richard Arnold, A.S. Barnes and Company 1958, 173 pages.
Volumes are in very good to very good plus condition with small folds,
light tears, and light rub marks on the jackets, and light foxing of the
beginning pages of The First Winchester. (147632-1F)
Book Collection: Fishing, Shooting, Rifles
Five volumes, detailed as follows: Fishing and Shooting by Sydney
Buxton, John Murray 1902, hardcover, 268 pages; Complete Book of
Shooting by Jack O'Connor, Harper & Row 1965, hardcover with jacket,
385 pages; The Rifle Book (second edition) by Jack O'Connor, Alfred A.
Knopf 1964, hardcover with jacket, 332 pages; Modern American Rifles
by A. C. Gould, Bradlee Whidden 1892, hardcover, 338 pages; The Gun
(Ninth Edition) by W. W. Greener, Bonanza Books, 804 pages. Volumes
are in very good to very good plus condition with light tears and folds in
the jackets, light fraying of the corners, and a loosening of the spine of
Fishing and Shooting. (147632-1E)
Book Collection: Winchester
Two volumes, detailed as follows: Standard Catalogue of Winchester by
David D. Kowalski, Krause Publications 2000, softcover, 750 pages;
Winchester An American Legend by R. L. Wilson, Chartwell Books
2004, hardcover with jacket, 404 pages. Volumes are in near excellent
condition with light fraying of the edges of the jacket, and light bends to
the corners. (148858-2)
Book Collection: Antique Arms
Six volumes, detailed as follows: Army Revolvers and Gatling Guns by
Captain J. P. Farley, John Hovaness Hintlian 1965, softcover, 28 pages;
Antiikkiaseiden Entisoinnista (On the Restoration of Antique Weapons)
by Jan Lehtinen, T-Print Ky, Hyvinkaa 1994, hardcover, 96 pages
written entirely in Finnish; Half Century Scrapbook of Vari-Type Firearm
by F. Theodore Dexter and Orville Logan Snider, privately published
1960, spiralbound, 203 pages; Colt Peacmaker Dictionary &
Encyclopedia by Keith Cochran, Colt Collector Press 1976, handbound,
256 pages; Thirty-Five Years Scrapbook of Antique Arms Vol. 1 by F.
Theodore Dexter, 1947, hardcover, signed; Thirty-Five Years Scrapbook
of Antique Arms Vol. 2 by F. Theodore Dexter, 1947, hardcover, signed.
Half Century Scrapbook of Vari-Type Firearms is in very good condition
with light foxing on the edge of the cover and light fraying on the
spiralbound spine, and the remaining volumes are in very good plus
condition with a spot or two of light fraying on the corners and a spot of
light foxing on Colt Peacemaker Dictionary. (147632-1A)

1571

Vintage Argentine 105mm Schneider Artillery Shooting Table Books
Three Spanish-language books in a leather book pouch. Includes the
Schneider & Co. Tabla de Tiro para el Obús de Montaña de 10,5cm
Schneider Modelo Argentino 1928 parts 1 and 2 and a journal of
hand-filled tables recording firing data. The second volume also features
a pocket in the back cover containing a collection of folded trajectory
graphs. The binding of the volumes is age-yellowed and the spines
exhibit some minor fraying. Some of the pages are loose and many in
each volume show very light foxing scattered throughout. The ink
remains crisp and excellent, including the hand-penned entries in the
firing data record, and all pages appear to be present and largely
undamaged in all volumes. All three volumes fit comfortably into the
included 8'' by 5 1/2'' leather snap-button pouch; the pouch is in fine
condition, exhibiting some expected age patina and the barest of
surface deterioration but no loss and complete tight stitching. An
intriguing set of South American artillery literature. (126129-4AB)
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